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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA RAMMELL,
husband and wife,

Supreme Court Case No. 38724

Plaintiffs-Counterdefendants-Appellants,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E. RISCH,
acting governor; STEVEN HUFFAKER,
Department ofFish and Game,
Defendants-Counterplaintiffs, Respondents.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.

HONORABLE CHERI C. COPSEY

PATRICKD. FUREY

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN / MICHAEL E. KELLY

ATTORNEYFOR)~PELLANT
ATTORNEYFOR)~PELLANT

ATTORNEY'S FOR RESPONDENTS

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

000001
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Seventh Clicial District Court - Fremont County
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User: MACE

ROA Report
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Case: CV-2008-0000100 Current Judge: Darren B. Simpson
Rex F Rammell, etal.
etal.
eta!. vs. THE STATE OF IDAHO, eta!.

Rammell, LYNDA RAMMELL vs. THE STATE OF IDAHO, JAMES E. RISCH, STEVEN HUFFAKER
Rex F Ramme",
Judge

Date

Code

User

2/26/2008

NCOC

MACE

New Case Filed - Other Claims

MACE

Filing: A1 - Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No Brent J. Moss
Prior Appearance Paid by: RUNFT AND
STEELE LAW OFFICES Receipt number:
0050600 Dated: 2/26/2008 Amount: $88,00
$88.00
(Check) For: [NONE]

MACE

Summons Issued-3

Brent J. Moss

MACE

Miscellaneous Payment: Fax Fee Paid by:
KENDRA EVENSEN Receipt number: 0050614
Dated: 2/27/2008 Amount: $32.00 (Credit card)

Brent J. Moss

MACE

Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC
Paid by: KENDRA EVENSEN Receipt number:
0050614 Dated: 2/27/2008 Amount: $3.00
(Credit card)

Brent J. Moss

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit OF SERVICE-STATE OF IDAHO

Brent J. Moss

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit OF SERVICE- JAMES RISCH

Brent J. Moss

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit OF RETURN-STEVE HUFFAKER
SERVED 4-25-08

Brent J. Moss

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit OF JAMES RICSH IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE

Brent J. Moss

MOTN

MACE

Motion-DEFENDANT JAMES RISCH'S MOTION
TO CHANGE VENUE IN HIS INDIVIDUAL
CAPACITY

Brent J. Moss

MISC

MACE

ACCEPTANCE OF SERIVICE - JAMES RISCH

Brent J. Moss

MISC

MACE

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEF JAMES
RISCH'S MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE

Brent J. Moss

MOTN

MACE

Motion TO DISMISS

Brent J,
J. Moss

MISC

MACE

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO Brent J. Moss
DISMISS

MISC

MACE

SPECIAL DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
APPOINTED-MITCHELL BROWN

Brent J,
J. Moss

MOTN

MACE

Motion TO DISO
DISa JUDGE

J. Moss
Brent J,

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit OF MIREN E.
E, ARTIACH

Brent J. Moss

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit OF DEBORAH MACE

J. Moss
Brent J,

MISC

MACE

0.0
OB.IECTION
OB,IECTION TO PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO D,a

Brent J. Moss

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit Of Deborah Mace

Brent J,
J. Moss

MISC

MACE

0.0 JUdge
Judge
Objection To Plaintiffs Motion To D.a

Brent J,
J. Moss

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit OF REX RAMMELL IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS RESPONSE TO DEF MOTION
FOR CHANGE OF VENUE

Brent J,
J. Moss

MISC

MACE

PLAINTIFFS RESPONSE MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEF RISCHS MOTION TO
CHANGE VENUE

Brent J. Moss

AFFD

MACE

AFF.
AFF, OF KARISSA ARMBRUST

J. Moss
Brent J,

SMIS

2/27/2008

3/13/2008
5/7/2008

5/14/2008

5/20/2008
5/23/2008
6/4/2008
6/412008

6/9/2008

Brent J. Moss
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Case: CV-2008-0000100 Current Judge: Darren B. Simpson
Rex F Rammeli,
etal.
Rammell, etal.
eta!. vs. THE STATE OF IDAHO, eta!.

Rex F Ramme",
Rammell, LYNDA RAMMELL vs. THE STATE OF IDAHO, JAMES E. RISCH, STEVEN HUFFAKER
Judge

Date

Code

User

6/9/2008

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit OF KARL J.F. RUNFT IN SUPPORT OF Brent J. Moss
PLAINTIFFS RESPONSE TO MOTION TO
DISMISS

AFFD

MACE

Affidavit OF JOHN RUNFT

Brent J. Moss

MISC

MACE

REPLY
REPL
Y IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO DISQ
JUDGE

Brent J. Moss

MISC

MACE

PLAINTIFFS RESPONSE TO MOTION TO
DISMISS

Brent J. Moss

ORDR

MACE

Order TO DISQ. PER AUTHORIZATION OF
JUDGE MOSS

Brent J. Moss

MINE

MACE

Minute Entry

Brent J. Moss

6/25/2008

ORDR

MACE

Order Of Assignment-Judge Darren Simpson

Brent J. Moss

7/24/2008

NOTC

MACE

Notice

Brent J. Moss

8/20/2008

NOTC

MACE

Notice Of Hearing

Brent J. Moss

MISC

MACE

Reply To Plaintiffs response

Brent J. Moss

MISC

MACE

Defendants Reply Memorandum In Support Of
Motion To Dismiss

Brent J. Moss

NOAP

MACE

Defendant: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Notice Of
Appearance Michael E Kelly

Brent J. Moss

NOAP

MACE

Defendant: HUFFAKER, STEVEN Notice Of
Appearance Michael E Kelly

Brent J. Moss

MISC

MACE

Substitution Of Counsel

Brent J. Moss

CHJC

MACE

Judge
JUdge Changed Correction

Darren B. Simpson

HRHD

MACE

Hearing result for Hearing held on 09/19/2008
01:00 PM: Hearing Held

Darren B. Simpson

MINE

MACE

Minute Entry

Darren B. Simpson

NOTC

MACE

Notice

Darren B. Simpson

OR DR

MACE

Order Shortening Time

Darren B. Simpson

10/2/2008

MOTN

MACE

Motion For Reconsideration

Darren B. Simpson

10/17/2008

MISC

MACE

Plaintiffs Brief In Support Of Motion For
Reconsideration

Darren B. Simpson

6/16/2008

9/5/2008

9/19/2008
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Case: CV-OC-2008-20694 Current Judge: Cheri C. Copsey
Rex Rammell, eta I. vs. The State of Idaho, etal.

Rex Rammell,
Ramme", Lynda Rammell
Ramme" vs. The State of Idaho, James E Risch, Steven Huffaker
Date

Code

User

10/30/2008

TIOC

CCPRICDL

Transfered in from Fremont County - Order
Changing Venue

Cheri C. Copsey

NOTR

CCPRICDL

Notice Of Reassignment - Cheri Copsey

Cheri C. Copsey

11/4/2008

HRSC

TCWEATJB

Hearing Scheduled (Status by Phone
12/19/2008 08:30 AM)

Cheri C. Copsey

12/18/2008

HRVC

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Status by Phone held on
12/19/200808:30 AM: Hearing Vacated

Cheri C. Copsey

STIP

CCTOWNRD

Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning

Cheri C. Copsey

SCHE

TCWEATJB

Scheduling Order

Cheri C. Copsey

HRSC

TCWEATJB

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/01/2010 09:00 Cheri C. Copsey
AM) 10d

HRSC

TCWEATJB

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
02/11/201004:30 PM)

Cheri C. Copsey

SUBC
SLlBC

CCRANDJD

Substitution Of Counsel (Michael Kelly for
James Risch)

Cheri C. Copsey

MODQ

CCAMESLC

Motion To Disqualify

Cheri C. Copsey

1/5/2009

ORDQ

TCWEATJB

Order Granting Disqualification: Judge Judd

Cheri C. Copsey

1/27/2009

MDIS

CCDWONCP

Defendants' Motion To Dismiss

Cheri C. Copsey

MEMO

CCDWONCP

Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Cheri C. Copsey
Dismiss

HRSC

CCDWONCP

Notice of Hearing (03/19/200904:00 PM)
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss

MEMO

MCBIEHKJ

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

MCBIEHKJ

Affidavit of John L Runft in Support of
Memorandum

Cheri C. Copsey

3/13/2009

RPLY

CCAMESLC

Reply on Memorandum on Motion to Dismiss

Cheri C. Copsey

3/19/2009

DCHH

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on
Cheri C. Copsey
03/19/200904:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Under 100 Pages

4/6/2009

MISC

CCGDULKA

Supplementary Offer of Proof in Support of
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

CCGDULKA

Affidavit of John L.Runft in Support of
Supplementary Offer of Proof in Support of
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition
OpPosition to
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss

Cheri C. Copsey

MEMO

TCWEATJB

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike
Plaintiff's Supplementary Offer Of Proof

Cheri C. Copsey

MOTN

TCWEATJB

Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Supplementary Offer Of Cheri C. Copsey
Proof

4/29/2009

ORDR

DCDANSEL

Order Re: Motion to Dismiss

4/30/2009

RSPN

CCMCLILI

Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to Defendants' Cheri C. Copsey
000004
Motion to Strike

12/24/2008

1/2/2009

3/6/2009

4/23/2009

Judge

Cheri C. Copsey

Cheri C. Copsey
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Case: CV-OC-2008-20694 Current Judge: Cheri C. Copsey
Rex Rammell, eta!. vs. The State of Idaho, eta!.

Rex Rammell, Lynda Rammell vs. The State of Idaho, James E Risch, Steven Huffaker
Date

Code

User

4/30/2009

MOTN

CCMCLILI

Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File Supplementary Cheri C. Copsey
Plaintiff's
Offer of Proof

AFFD

CCMCLILI

Affidavit of John L. Runft in Support of Plaintiffs'
Response in Opposition to Motion to Strike & of
Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to File Supplemental
Offer

MEMO

CCMCLILI

Plailntiffs' Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs'
Cheri C. Copsey
Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to
Strike & of Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to File
Supplementary Offer of Proof

5/21/2009

ORDR

TCWEATJB

Order Re: Defendants' Motion To Dismiss

Cheri C. Copsey

6/3/2009

ANSW

CCRANDJD

Answer and Counterclaim (Kelly for State of
Idaho)

Cheri C. Copsey

7/13/2009

NOTC

CCHOLMEE

Notice of Change of Address

Cheri C. Copsey

8/20/2009

NOTS

MCBIEHKJ

Notice Of Service

Cheri C. Copsey

9/1/2009

REPL

MCBIEHKJ

Reply to Answer and Counterclaim and Demand
for Jury Trial

Cheri C. Copsey

9/22/2009

NOTS

MCBIEHKJ

Notice Of Service

Cheri C. Copsey

10/26/2009

NOTC

CCHOLMEE

Notice of Taking Oral Deposition of Plaintiff Rex
Rammell

Cheri C. Copsey

10/30/2009

MOTN

CCBOURPT

Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint Cheri C. Copsey

AFSM

CCBOURPT

Affidavit In Support Of Motion

Cheri C. Copsey

BREF

CCBOURPT

Brief in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to
File First Amended Complaint

Cheri C. Copsey

MOTN

CCBOURPT

Motion to Shorten Time

Cheri C. Copsey

NOHG

CCBOURPT

Notice Of Hearing re Motion for Leave
(11.12.09@4:00pm)

Cheri C. Copsey

HRSC

CCBOURPT

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/12/2009 04:00
PM) Motion for Leave to File Amended
Complaint

Cheri C. Copsey

MOTN

CCWRIGRM

Motion to Withdraw as Counsel of Record

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of John L Runft

Cheri C. Copsey

NOHG

TCWEATJB

Notice Of Hearing

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

TCWEATJB

Affidavit of Bron Rammell in Support of Motion to Cheri C. Copsey
Withdraw

MOTN

TCWEATJB

Motion to Withdraw as Counsel of Record
(Rammel!)
(Rammell)

Cheri C. Copsey

ORDR

TCWEATJB

Order Denying Motion To Shorten Time (re:
Motion for Leave to File Amended Complaint)

Cheri C. Copsey

11/3/2009

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of John L Runft

Cheri C. Copsey

11/4/2009

ORDR

TCWEAT./B
TCWEAT.IB

Order Shortening Time

Cheri C. Copsey

11/6/2009

NOTC

CCGARDAL

Notice of Non Opposition to Runft Steele Law
Offices Motion to Withdraw

Cheri C. Copsey

11/2/2009

JUdge
Judge

Cheri C. Copsey
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Case: CV-OC-2008-20694 Current Judge: Cheri C. Copsey
Rex Rammell, eta!. vs. The State of Idaho, eta!.

Rex Rammell, Lynda Rammell vs. The State of Idaho, James E Risch, Steven Huffaker
Judge

Date

Code

User

11/6/2009

NOTC

CCGARDAL

Notice of Non Opposition to Dial May and
Rammell Motion to With raw

MEMO

CCGARDAL

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion fopr Leave Cheri C. Copsey
to Amend Complaint

BREF

MCBIEHKJ

Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Leave to File
First Amended Complaint

Cheri C. Copsey

DCHH

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Motion held on 11/12/2009
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Sue Wolf
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Under 100 Pages

Cheri C. Copsey

11/25/2009

AM CO
AMCO

MCBIEHKJ

Amended Complaint Filed

Cheri C. Copsey

12/9/2009

MISC

CCLATICJ

Errata Sheet

Cheri C. Copsey

12/11/2009

MISC

CCWRIGRM

Counsel Signature Page to First Amended
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial

Cheri C. Copsey

12/21/2009

STIP

CCHOLMEE

Stipulation to Vacate Trial Setting and Other
Pretrial Deadlines

Cheri C. Copsey

12/22/2009

ORDR

TCWEAT~IB

Order To Vacate Trial Setting And Other Pretrial
Deadlines

Cheri C. Copsey

HRVC

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
02/11/201004:30 PM: Hearing Vacated

Cheri C. Copsey

HRVC

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/01/2010
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated

Cheri C. Copsey

HRSC

TCWEATJB
TCWEAT.lB

Hearing Scheduled (Status by Phone
01/22/201009:30 AM)

Cheri C. Copsey

1/7/2010

ANSW

CCLATICJ

Answer to Plaintiffs
Cheri C. Copsey
Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint
and Demand for Jury Trial (Kelly for The State of
Idaho, James E. Risch and Steven Huffaker)

1/14/2010

STIP

CCNELSRF

Stipulation for Schedulting and Planning

Cheri C. Copsey

1/19/2010

HRVC

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Status by Phone held on
01/22/201009:30 AM: Hearing Vacated

Cheri C. Copsey

1/25/2010

SCHE

TCWEATJB
TCWEAT.lB

Scheduling Order

Cheri C. Copsey

HRSC

TCWEATJB

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/10/2011 09:00 Cheri C. Copsey
AM) 10d

HRSC

TCWEATJB

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
12/30/201004:30 PM)

Cheri C. Copsey

4/5/2010

NOTS

MCBIEHKJ

Notice Of Service

Cheri C. Copsey

5/11/2010

NOTS

CCAMESLC

Notice Of Service

Cheri C. Copsey

7/2/2010

MOTN

CCHOLMEE

Motion to Compel Discovery Responses

Cheri C. Copsey

AFSM

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit In Support Of Motion

Cheri C. Copsey

NOHG

CCMASTLW

Notice Of Hearing on Motion to Compel

Cheri C. Copsey

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel
08/12/201003:00 PM)

Cheri C. Copsey

NOTS

CCSIMMSM

Notice Of Service

Cheri C. Copsey

11/12/2009

7/7/2010

7/9/2010

Cheri C. Copsey
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Case: CV-OC-2008-20694 Current Judge: Cheri C. Copsey
Rex Rammell, eta!. vs. The State of Idaho, eta!.

Rex Rammell, Lynda Rammell vs. The State of Idaho, James E Risch, Steven Huffaker
Date

Code

User

8/2/2010

NOTS

MCBIEHKJ

Notice Of Service

Cheri C. Copsey

8/3/2010

NOTC

CCRANDJD

Notice of Vacating of Hearing on Motion to
Compel set for 8.12.1 0@3pm

Cheri C. Copsey

HRVC

TCWEAT~IB

Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on
08/12/201003:00 PM: Hearing Vacated

Cheri C. Copsey

8/5/2010

NOTD

MCBIEHKJ

(2)Notice Of Taking Deposition

Cheri C. Copsey

8/6/2010

NOTS

MCBIEHKJ

Notice Of Service

Cheri C. Copsey

9/10/2010

NODT

CCGARDAL

Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum (3)

Cheri C. Copsey

NOTD

CCGARDAL

Notice Of Taking Deposition (6)

Cheri C. Copsey

BREF

MCBIEHKJ

Brief in Support of Motion for Leave to File
Second Amended Complaint

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

MCBIEHKJ

Affidavit of John Runft in Support of Motion

Cheri C. Copsey

MOTN

MCBIEHKJ

Motion For Leave to File Second Amended
Complaint

Cheri C. Copsey

MISC

MCBIEHKJ

Expert Witness Disclosure

Cheri C. Copsey

9/16/2010

MOTN

CCBOYIDR

Errata Sheet Re: Motion for Leave to File Second Cheri C. Copsey
Amended Complaint

9/17/2010

NOTH

TCWEATJB

Notice Of Hearing

HRSC

TCWEATJB

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
Cheri C. Copsey
10/28/201004:00 PM) Motion For Leave To File
Second Amended Complaint

9/24/2010

NOTC

CCGARDAL

Notice of Substitution of Counsel (Furey for
plaintiff)

Cheri C. Copsey

9/27/2010

NOTS

CCSWEECE

Notice Of Service

Cheri C. Copsey

9/29/2010

MOTN

CCWRIGRM

Motion for Rule 16 Clarification of Existing Prayer Cheri C. Copsey
for Punitive Damages or Motion to Extend Cutoff
for Amendment to Complaint

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Pat Furey

Cheri C. Copsey

BREF

CCWRIGRM

Plaintiffs Brief in Support of Motion

Cheri C. Copsey

9/30/2010

NOTH

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Hearing (10/28/10 @ 4:00pm) Motion
for Rule 16 Clarification of Existing Prayer for
Punitive Damages

Cheri C. Copsey

10/4/2010

NOTS

CCWATSCL

Notice Of Service

Cheri C. Copsey

10/12/2010

MISC

CCSULLJA

Defendants' Disclosure of Expert Witnesses

Cheri C. Copsey

10/14/2010

MOSJ

CCBOYIDR

Motion For Summary Judgment

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

CCBOY/DR
CCBOYIDR

Affidavit in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment

Cheri C. Copsey

MEMO

CCBOYIDR

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment

Cheri C. Copsey

OBJE

MCBIEHKJ

Objection to Motion for Rule 16 Clarification

Cheri C. Copsey

RSPN

CCLATICJ

Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs' Motion for
Leave to File Second Amended Complaint

Cheri C. Copsey

9/13/2010

10/21/2010

Judge

Cheri C. Copsey
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Case: CV-OC-2008-20694 Current Judge: Cheri C. Copsey
Rex Rammell, etal. vs. The State of Idaho, etaI.
eta I.

Rex Rammell, Lynda Rammell vs. The State of Idaho, James E Risch, Steven Huffaker
Date

Code

User

10/26/2010

BREF

CCAMESLC

Brief of Pat Furey in Reply to Breif on Rule 16
Motion for Clarification Re: Prayer for Punative
Damages

AFFD

CCSULLJA

Affidavit of Pat Furey in Reply to Defendants' Brief Cheri C. Copsey
on Rule 16 Motion for Clarification RE Prayer for
Punitive Damages

10/27/2010

AFFD

CCRANDJD

Affidavit Attaching Record in Opposition to
Summary Judgment

Cheri C. Copsey

10/28/2010

MEMO

CCRANDJD

Memorandum in Opposition to Summary
Judgment

Cheri C. Copsey

DCHH

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
Cheri C. Copsey
10/28/201004:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel<
Hele
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Under 100 Pages

HRSC

TCWEATJB

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment
JUdgment 12/16/201003:00 PM)

AFFD

CCJOYCCN

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendants'
Cheri C. Copsey
Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion
for Summary Judgment

MEMO

CCJOYCCN

Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum in
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment

BREF

CCSIMMSM

Plaintiffs' Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Cheri C. Copsey
Judgment

AFFD

CCSIMMSM

Affidavit of Record (Second) in Opposition to
Summary Judgment

Cheri C. Copsey

REPL

CCMASTLW

Reply to 2nd Brief in Opposition to Summary
Judgment Motion

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

CCMASTLW

Affidavit of Counsel

Cheri C. Copsey

DCHH

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Cheri C. Copsey
held on 12/16/201003:00 PM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Under 100 Pages

HRVC

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
12/30/201004:30 PM: Hearing Vacated

Cheri C. Copsey

12/28/2010

HRSC

TCWEATJB

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
01/06/2011 02:00 PM) re: Counterclaim

Cheri C. Copsey

1/6/2011

DCHH

TCWEATJB

Cheri C. Copsey
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
Hele
01/06/2011 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel<
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Under 100 Pages

CaNT
CONT

TCWEATJB

Continued (Jury Trial 03/21/2011 09:00 AM) 3d Cheri C. Copsey

HRSC

TCWEATJB

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
03/10/2011 03:30 PM)

11/12/2010

11/26/2010

12/3/2010

12/16/2010

Judge
Cheri C. Copsey

Cheri C. Copsey

Cheri C. Copsey

Cheri C. Copsey
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Case: CV-OC-2008-20694 Current Judge:
judge: Cheri C. Copsey
etal.
Rex Rammell, eta
eta!.I. vs. The State of Idaho, eta!.

Rex Rammell, Lynda Rammell vs. The State of Idaho, James E Risch, Steven Huffaker
Date

Code

User

1/7/2011

CO NT
CONT

TCWEAT-IB
TCWEATJB

Continued (Pretrial Conference 03/10/2011
04:30 PM)

ORDR

TCWEATJB

Order Granting Defendants' Motion For Summary Cheri C. Copsey
Judgment

3/3/2011

NOTC

CCAMESLC

Notice of Non Opposition to Motion to Dismiss
Counterclaim

Cheri C. Copsey

3/4/2011

MOTN

CCHOLMEE

Motion to Dismiss

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Counter Motion Cheri C. Copsey
to Dismiss

ORDR

CCCHILER

Order Granting Counterplaintiff's Motion for
Dismissal

Cheri C. Copsey

AMNT

CCCHILER

Judgment
JUdgment

Cheri C. Copsey

CDIS

CCCHILER

Civil Disposition entered for: Huffaker, Steven,
Defendant; Risch, James E, Defendant; The
State of Idaho, Defendant; Rammell, Lynda,
Plaintiff; Rammell, Rex, Plaintiff. Filing date:
3/7/2011

Cheri C. Copsey

CONV

CCCHILER

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
03/10/2011 04:30 PM: Conference Vacated

Cheri C. Copsey

HRVC

CCCHILER

Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/21/2011
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 3d

Cheri C. Copsey

STAT

CCCHILER

STATUS CHANGED: closed

Cheri C. Copsey

3/15/2011

AFOS

CCAMESLC

Affidavit Of Service of Subpoena
SUbpoena (6)

Cheri C. Copsey

3/21/2011

AFFD

CCSULLJA

Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

CCSULLJA

Second Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly

Cheri C. Copsey

MECO

CCSULLJA

Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Cheri C. Copsey
Fees

MEMO

CCSULLJA

Defendants' Memorandum in Support of
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

CCWRIGRM

Affidavit of Marcus W Nye

Cheri C. Copsey

MEMO

CCHOLMEE

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow
Costs and Attorneys Fees

Cheri C. Copsey

MOTN

MCBIEHKJ

Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees

Cheri C. Copsey

AFFD

MCBIEHKJ

Affidavit of Patrick 0 Furey in Support of Motion
to Disallow Costs and Fees

Cheri C. Copsey

NOHG

CCRANDJD

Notice Of Hearing re Motion to Disallow Costs
and Attorney Fees (5.26.11 @3pm)

Cheri C. Copsey

HRSC

CCRANDJD

Cheri C. Copsey
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/26/2011 03:00
PM) Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees

STAT

CCRANDJD

STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk
action

Cheri C. Copsey

4/15/2011

APSC

CCTHIEBJ

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Cheri C. Copsey

5/19/2011

MEMO

CCMASTLW

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Disallow Cheri C. Copsey
Costs and Attorney Fees
000009

3/7/2011

4/1/2011

4/12/2011

Judge
Cheri C. Copsey

Date: 7/15/2011

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 12:05 PM

ROA Report
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User: CCLUNDMJ

CasH: CV-OC-2008-20694 Current Judge: Cheri C. Copsey

Rex Rammel!,
etal. vs.
etal.
Rammell, eta!.
VS. The State of Idaho, eta!.
Rex Rammell, Lynda Rammell

VB.

The State of Idaho, James E Risch, Steven Huffaker

Date

Code

User

5/26/2011

DCHH

TCWEATJB

Hearing result for Motion held on OS/26/2011
03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Leslie Anderson
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Under 100 Pages

Cheri C. Copsey

6/3/2011

ORDR

DCDANSEL

Order Granting Costs and Fees in Part

Cheri C. Copsey

6/14/2011

JDMT

TCWEATJB

Supplemental Judgment

Cheri C. Copsey

7/15/2011

NOTC

CCLUNDMJ

(2) Notices of Lodging Transcript - Supreme Ct.
Docket #38724

Cheri C. Copsey

Judge
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IN THE MA
TIER OF CHANGE OF
MATIER
VENUE.

i'i ";

:tk
,
'1 k

I-

ORDER

An Order was entered in the District Court wherein venue was transferred from Fremont
County, Seventh Judicial District to Ada County, Fourth Judicial,
Judicial. District in the case listed below:
Rex Ranllnell and Lynda Rammell v. The State ofIdaho;
ofldaho; James E. Risch; Steven Huffaker; and Does I-X

Fremont County Case No. CV-08-100
Therefore, after due consideration and good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that venue for all further proceedings in this case be, and they
hereby are, transferred from Fremont County, Seventh Judicial District to Ada County, Fourth
Judicial District.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that Administrative District Judge Darla S. Williamson shall be
assigned this case for further reassignment within the Fourth Judicial District for the purpose of the
detemlination and disposition of all matters, including !lial.
tlial.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District COUli Clerk for Fremont County shall tile and
serve this order upon the pmties or their counsel and take any action necessary to transfer venue of
this case to Ada County.
DATED this

4

day of October 2008.
By Order of the Supreme Court

~H~'

,..

~~~~~~~~=---,Daniel T. Eismaml, Chief Ju~
Ju~ice
ice

ATTEST:

Stephen W. Kenyon, Cle
cc:

Administrative District Judge Brent J. Moss
Administrative District Judge Darla S. Williamson
Trial Court Administrator BUlion W. Butler
Trial Court Administrator Larry D. Reiner
District Court Clerk Abbie Mace, Fremont County
District Court Clerk J. David Navarro, Ada County
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; and
DOES I-X,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEPUTY

CV -08-100
Case No. CV-08-100

0820691,11
CV DC 082069
ORDER CHANGING VENUE

-------------)
------------------------------)

This matter came on for hearing on the 19th day of September, 2008 pursuant to
stipulated notice by the parties. Present were the following individuals: Plaintiff Rex Rammell
and his attorney of record, John L. Runft; Defendant James E. Risch, by and through his attorney
of record, Jerry R. Rigby; Defendants, The State of Idaho, Steven Huffaker and James E. Risch in
his official capacity, by and through their attorney of record, Michael E. Kelly.
Although multiple motions are pending before the Court, the first motion argued
was Defendant James E. Risch's motion to Change Venue which was filed in his individual
capacity. Following arguments for change of venue made by Jerry R. Rigby on Defendant James

Order Granting Change of Venue - Page - 1
F:\WP6\SB\RISCH.ORD
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j

E. Risch's behalf and arguments against change of venue made by John L. Runft on Plaintiffs'

behalf, and having read the parties applicable memorandums and affidavits in support of their
respective positions on file herein:
The Court hereby finds that Ada County is the proper venue for this matter
primarily based upon the undisputed facts that Plaintiff has chosen to sue James E. Risch in his
individual capacity making I.c. § 5-404 the applicable and controlling statute and therefore,
pursuant to rule 40(e) of the I.R.C.P., venue must be moved to Ada County, the county where
Defendant James E. Risch resides.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that this Defendant's Motion to Change Venue

IS

granted and the above entitled matter shall be transferred to Ada County, Idaho for future
proceedings, including all other pending motions.
motions .

._ .Il+
Il+
ORDERED This
day of Septem r, 2008.

3:i:i
3:i:i.

Order Granting Change of Venue - Page - 2
F:\WP6\SB\RISCH,ORD
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.)....,;.,f±-..)....,;.,f±-.

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this ~ day of September, 2008, a true and
accurate copy of the foregoing was sent by u.S.
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, to the following:
Jerry R. Rigby
Rigby, Andrus
& Moeller, Chartered
P.o.
P.O. Box 250
Rexburg,ll)
Rexburg, TID 83440
John L. Runft
Jon M. Steele
Karl J. Runft
Runft & Steele Law Offices, PLLC
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, Idaho 83702
Bronn Rammell
Dial May & Rammell, Chtd.
P.O. Box 370
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
Michael E. Kelly
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
702 West Idaho Street - Suite 1100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

Order Granting Change of Venue - Page - 3
F:\WP6\SB\RISCH.ORD
F:\WP6\SB\R(SCH.ORD
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DISTRICT SEVEN COU1T

.AJUnty
-AJUnty of Fremont State of Ic::;ho
lci:;ho
Fiied:d_-~
~
QR-.----.
Fiied:d_-~
QR------

r----------------r------·-···-·---- -- --I
'-1

i

JOHN L. RUNFT (ISB # 1059)
JON M. STEELE (ISB # 1911)
KARL J. F. RUNFT (ISB # 6640)
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: (208) 333-9496
Fax: (208)343-3246
Email: jlrunft@runftlaw.com

I

By:

FEB 2 5 2008

~~>lE
"jj1,X)
...
"J:Jl.,X)

MACE, CLERK

-I-----=O----
-

Deputy, Clerk ._
._-

BRON M. RAMMELL (ISB # 4389)
DIAL MAY & RAMMELL, CHTD
PO Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
Phone: (208) 233-0132
Fax: (208) 234-2961
Email: rammell@cableone.net

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FREMONT

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; and DOES
I-X,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO.

c..V O~ - ) 00
(jO

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL

Category: A-I
Fee: $88.00

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs and for causes of action against the Defendants, and each of
them, complains and alleges as follows:

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 1
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INTRODUCTION

This is an action for damages against the State of Idaho and certain of its employees,
individually and in their official capacity for violation of established constitutional, statutory and
common law rights, for deprivation of established civil rights; for tortious interference with
valuable contractual and business relationships; for Defendants'grossly negligent conduct and
intentional conduct resulting in destruction of property; and for emotional distress, mental
anguish, and outrage suffered by Plaintiffs arising from the reckless, willful and wanton conduct
of Defendants.

PARTIES
1.

Plaintiffs are residents of the State ofIdaho.

2.

Defendant State of Idaho is a sovereign governmental entity of the United States
of America.

3.

Defendant James E. Risch is a resident of the State of Idaho and at all times
relevant hereto was the governor of the State of Idaho.

He is sued in his

individual and official capacities as hereinafter set forth;

4.

Defendant Steve Huffaker is a resident of the State of Idaho and at all times
relevant hereto was the Director of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game,
which is a department of the executive branch of the State of Idaho (I.e. Section
36-101). He is sued in his individual and official capacities as hereinafter set
forth;

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 2
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5.

Does I-X are unknown to Plaintiffs at this time. At such time as Plaintiffs
discover their identity they will seek leave from the Court to amend their
Complaint by adding them as Defendants.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6.

Jurisdiction is proper under Idaho Code Section 1-705. This matter is properly
before this Court because the amount in controversy, exclusive of costs and
attorney fees, exceeds this Court's jurisdictional requirements.

7.

The United States Supreme Court in Felder v Casey, 487 U.S. 131, 147 (1988)
reaffirmed concurrent state court jurisdiction over actions brought under 42 USC
1983. See Main v Thiboutot, 448 U.S. 1,3 n.l(1980);

8.

Venue is proper in Fremont County, Idaho pursuant to Idaho Code Section 5-404.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

9.

At all times pertinent hereto, Plaintiffs owned and operated a domestic elk farm or
ranch in Fremont County, Idaho.

10.

Domestic elk ("cervidae") farming is deemed an agricultural pursuit in the State
of Idaho and falls under the jurisdiction of the Idaho Department of Agriculture
("ISDA") pursuant to I.C. Section 25-3701.

11.

On August 14, 2006, Plaintiff, Rex Rammell, was contacted by Dr. Debra
Lawrence, Assistant Idaho State Veterinarian of the ISDA to inform him that
approximately one (100) hundred head of domestic elk were reported to have

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 3
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.......
been seen in the vicinity of Claimants' Elk Ranch on the property of Carol
Albertson in Fremont County.
12.

Mr. Rammell immediately thereafter determined that said elk belonged to him,
communicated that fact to the ISDA, and undertook measures to recapture the elk.

13.

Over the next two and a half (2 liz) weeks, Plaintiffs, with the assistance of family
and friends, diligently pursued, and continued to pursue, the recapture of said elk
and did succeed in recapturing approximately forty (40) head of the elk.

14.

During this time Plaintiffs were in constant communication with authorities from
the Idaho State Department of Agriculture ("ISDA") regarding their efforts
directed toward recapturing the elk.

15.

Around approximately the first of September, the ISDA suggested that a
procedure of "graining" the elk into enclosures and/or the Rammells' ranch might
be a fruitful technique in rounding up the escaped elk. The Rammells immediately
implemented the recommended procedure of setting out grain in a manner to lure
the elk into such enclosures, with the result that the elk began moving into such
enclosures at an increasing rate.

16.

On September 8, 2006, the Plaintiffs were first informed that the Governor of the
State ofIdaho had signed an Executive Order to the Idaho Department ofFish and
Game ("IDF&G") and the ISDA to identify and "shoot on site" all said escaped
elk that remained at large.

17.

On the same date, personnel of the IDF&G and the ISDA arrived at and near
Plantiffs' Elk Ranch to plan the execution of the Executive Order.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 4
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18.

On September 9,2006, agents of the IDF&G and/or ISDA began to hunt and kill
Plaintiffs' elk. By September 11, 2006, the first of a total of forty-three (43) elk
were reported to have been killed. The IDF&G also issued hunting permits to
licensed hunters and private property owners to kill Plaintiffs' elk. Several of the
forty-three (43) elk were killed by private and public land hunters. In addition to
the forty-three (43) elk reported by the Department of Fish and Game to have
thirtybeen killed, Plaintiffs claim that from their then inventory at least another thirty
one (31) elk remain unaccounted for. Some are believed to have been killed and
unreported, others simply scattered and missing.

19.

Plaintiffs were able to recapture and segregate sixty-one (61) of said escaped elk,
which were then moved under ISDA orders to Mr. Jeff Siddoway's property.
While said elk were on Siddoway's property, they were placed under quarantine
and tested for disease and genetic purity.

20.

While under the quarantine of the ISDA, one (l)
(1) cow elk allegedly tested positive
for red deer genes and was subsequently ordered to be, and was, destroyed. A
private test was conducted prior to the slaughter of said elk. The post mortem

results of said test showed that the suspect elk did not have red deer genes. After
the quarantine of the recaptured elk was lifted and Plaintiff.,
Plaintiff" were allowed to
move their elk back to their Elk Ranch, it was discovered that of the sixty one
(61) head of elk conveyed to the Siddoway ranch, thirteen (13) head were missing
and one (1) cow was found dead.

To date, said thirteen (13) elk remain

unaccounted for and the State of Idaho has recognized no liability for their deaths.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 5
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2l.
21.

Based on Plaintiffs' inventory analysis to date, there are a total of eight- nine (89)
head of elk that have either been killed or lost as a proximate result of the conduct
and actions of the State of Idaho and its employees and agents, including the
IDF&G and its employees and agents, pursuant to the Executive Order of
Governor Risch, dated September 7, 2006 ("Executive Order"). Additionally,
there is the further loss of at least an additional estimated (20) calves that would
have been born of the killed cows.

22.

The factual claims of the Executive Order are false, arbitrary, and capricious as
regards the existence of any "emergency" such as would justify the extermination
of Plaintiffs' elk.

23.

The inferred inadequacies alleged in the Executive Order regarding the operation
of the Elk Ranch are false. Plaintiffs have operated and maintained a disease-free,
genetically pure herd since acquisition of the herd in 1994 and have records
validating this claim for each and every animal of Plaintiffs' elk herd. These
records had been provided to, and were on file with, the Idaho Department of
Agriculture prior to August, 2006.

24.

The fences of the Elk Ranch were adequately maintained and regularly inspected
by the ISDA. The escaped elk were located on private property wherein the
owners had given Plaintiffs permission to do what was necessary to capture them.

25.

Plaintiffs' escaped elk did not pose the threat alleged in the Executive Order. The
elk could have been rounded up, contained, and returned to the ranch enclosure of
Plaintiffs.

COMPLAlNT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 6
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26.

Defendants knew, or should have known, that under the prevailing circumstances
and the known fact situation, there was no need or "emergency" that reasonably
justified the "final solution," i.e. the killing of the subject elk, expressly required
in governor Risch's Executive Order, and that their conduct in hunting, scattering
and killing Plaintiffs' elk was unreasonable, arbitrary and capricious and was a
reckless, willful, and wanton violation of Plaintiffs' constitutional rights as set
..
forth hereinbelow
hereinbelow..

27.

Upon infonnation and belief, Defendants conspired and acted in concert to violate
Plaintiffs' established constitutional, statutory, and common laws rights, to
deprive Plaintiffs of their established civil rights, to tortiously interfere with
Plaintiffs' valuable contractual and business relationships, to destroy Plaintiffs'
property in a manner both intentionally and in a grossly negligent manner, and to
recklessly, willfully, and wantonly inflict emotional distress, mental anguish and
outrage on Plaintiffs.

COUNT I

28.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1-27 of this
Complaint;

29.

Defendants conspired to violate, acted in concert to violate, and did violate
Plaintiffs' constitutional rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
United States Constitution and under Sections 1 and 13 of the Constitution of the
State of Idaho by depriving Plaintiffs of their property without due process of law.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 7
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30.

Plaintiffs are entitled to damages on this count in an amount to be determined at

trial.

COUNT II

31.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth m paragraphs 1-30 of this
Complaint;

32.

Defendants conspired to violate, acted in concert to violate, and did violate
Plaintiffs' constitutional rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
United States Constitution and under Sections 1, 13, and 14 of the Constitution of
the State of Idaho by taking Plaintiffs' property arbitrarily, and without a
reasonable public purpose and without just compensation.

33.

Plaintiffs are entitled to damages on this count in an amount to be determined at
trial.

COUNT III
34.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1-33 of this
Complaint;

35.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §

1983, and the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution
against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their
respective individual capacities, seeking redress for said Defendants' deprivation
of Plaintiffs aforementioned constitutional property rights without due process of
law.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 8
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36.

At all times pertinent hereto, Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and
Does I-X were employees of the State of Idaho and acted in the premises under
the color of Idaho State law.

37.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against Defendants in their individual capacities.

COUNT IV
38.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

In

paragraphs 1- 37 of this

Complaint;
39.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, and the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution
against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I - X , in their
respective individual capacities, seeking redress for said Defendants' deprivation
of Plaintiffs aforementioned constitutional property rights for taking Plaintiffs'
property without a public purpose and without just compensation.

40.

At all times pertinent hereto, Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and
Does I-X were employees of the State of Idaho and acted in the premises under
the color of Idaho State law.

41.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against Defendants in their individual capacities.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 9
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COUNT V
42.

Plainti ffs incorporate the allegations set forth
Plaintiffs

In

paragraphs 1-41 of this

Complaint;
43.

Defendants in their above described conduct recklessly, willfully, and wantonly
interfered with and destroyed valuable property of Plaintiffs, including elk and
f

contractual and business relationships of Plaintiffs knowing that there was high
degree of probability such a destructive raid on Plaintiffs' ranch pursuant to the
Executive Order would result in such harm and drive the Rammells
Rammelis out of
business.
44.

Rammelis suffered damages from
As a direct result of said destructive raid, the Rammells
destruction of their elk, destruction of valuable contractual and business
relationships, and were driven out of business at great loss, including loss of
future income from the further development of the business.

45.

Plaintiffs are entitled to damages on this count in an amount to be determined at
trial.

COUNT VI
46.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

In

paragraphs 1- 45 of this

complaint;
47.

Defendants in their above described conduct acted with gross negligence and
interfered with and destroyed valuable property of Plaintiffs, including elk and
contractual and business relationships of Plaintiffs knowing that there was high
degree of probability such a destructive raid on the Rammells' ranch pursuant to

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 10
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the Executive Order would result in such hann and drive the Rammells out of
business.
48.

As a direct result of said destructive raid, the Rammells suffered damages from
destruction of their elk, destruction of valuable contractual and business
relationships, and were driven out of business at great loss, including loss of
future income from the further development of the business.

49.

Plaintiffs are entitled to damages on this count in an amount to be detennined at
trial.

COUNT VII
50.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

In

paragraphs 1-49 of this

Complaint;
51.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, against James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective
individual capacities, for intentional infliction of emotional distress and mental
aguish on the Rammells as a result said Defendants' violation and deprivation of

the Rammells' constitutional rights and consequential destruction of their
property and their plans for their ranch.
52.

In promulgating and carrying out the Executive Order, Defendants James E.
Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective individual capacities,
engaged in extreme and outrageous conduct with the intention of and/or with
reckless disregard and indifference for, causing emotional and mental anguish to
the Rammells.

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL. Page 11
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53.

As a result of said Defendants' actions, The Rammells suffered severe emotional
and mental anguish.

54.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against Defendants in their individual capacities.

COUNT VIII

55.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

In

paragraphs 1- 54 of this

Complaint;
56.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, against James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective
individual capacities, for negligent infliction of emotional distress and mental
aguish on the Rammells as a result said Defendants' violation and deprivation of
the Rammells' constitutional rights and consequential destruction of their
property and their plans for their ranch.

57.

In promulgating and carrying out the Executive Order, Defendants James E.
Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective individual capacities,
engaged in negligent conduct with disregard and indifference for, causing
emotional and mental anguish to the Rammells.

58.

As a result of said Defendants' actions, The Rammells suffered severe emotional
and mental anguish.
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59.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against Defendants in their individual capacities.

ATTORL~EY
ATTOlt.~EY

60.

FEES

Plaintiffs have been required to retain the services of counsel to assist them in the
preparation and prosecution ofthis action and have retained legal counsel and has
agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable fee.

The sum of $20,000.00 is

reasonable should this matter be resolved by default.

Plaintiff is entitled to

recover his reasonable costs and attorney's fees pursuant to Rule 54, Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure, and Idaho Code §§ 6-918A, 12-120,12-121 and 18-7805 (a);
and pursuant to 42 USC § 1988.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays:
1.

Judgment in favor of Plaintiffs for damages to be proven at trial or at
hearing in this matter;

2.

An award of reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to Rule 54, Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, and Idaho Code §§ 6-918A, 12-120, 12-121 and
18-7805 for Counts I, II, V, and VI, and pursuant to 42 USC § 1988 for
Counts III, IV, VII and VIII.

3.

For
F
or such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiffs hereby demand, pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
that the issues properly triable by a jury be tried before a jury. Plaintiffs will not stipulate to a
trial of less than twelve (1
DATED this

Rjurors.

~)~day of February 2008.
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC

d~/~/.' -~l,-.p---::---\-\---- £-_
rrL~/~/.

,,
By:---,--./-,'-----=-LJ
+----=---"i
j/,l,-.p----::--JOHN L.
/ ' Attorney for the Plaintiffs

I'

RUN}~

DIAL MAY & RAMMELL, CHTD

By:

-BRON
---------------------------------------M. RAMMELL
Attorney for Plaintiffs
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiffs hereby demand, pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
that the issues properly triable by a jury be tried before a jury. Plaintiffs will not stipulate to a

ofIess than twelve (12) jurors.
trial ofless

~~ay of February 2008.
DATED this 1'~ay
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC

~~~~-:---:-_ _ _ __
By:_ _ _~~~~-:---:JOHN L. RUNFT

Attorney for the Plaintiffs

DIAL MAY
MA Y & RAMMELL, CHTD
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II

VERIFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO )
:ss
)
County of Ada
REX RAMMELL after being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
That he is one of the Plaintiffs in the foregoing COMPLAINT AND DEMAND
FOR JURY TRIAL, that he has read the COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL and believes the facts stated therein are true based upon his own infonnation and
belief.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff has set his hand and seal the day and year

~;Ltk!
~;LL1?

first above written

RE~~U

()J.~ay ofFe~ary 2008.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ClJrci.Iay

~to 7,7' ~~ ~=h..-'----'--'~"'--L:..(\--"-=~'---?t-=1~~~
~
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Notary Public for ~
Residing at:
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~fl""
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~ -13
Commission expires
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO )
:ss
County of Ada
)
LYNDA RAMMELL after being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
That she is one of the Plaintiffs in the foregoing COMPLAINT AND DEMAND
FOR JURY TRIAL, that she has read the COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL and believes the facts stated therein are true based upon her own infonnation and
belief.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff has set her hand and seal the day and year
first above written

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this;nJday of February

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at:
l\..J...a,~o.~(W--,-=""P",-,t,",,,A,=-_--=-1\
~o. rvpC"
Commission expires
5--- Iq - 13

_
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EXEClJ11VE
EXECU11VE DEPMlTMENT
DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO
BOISE

EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 2006-32
AUTHORIZING THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME AND THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE TO DEAL WITH DOMESTIC ELK THAT HA VE
ESCAPED FROM REX RAMMEL'S CONANT CREEK FACILITY
WHEREAS, the State is responsible for preserving, protecting, perpetuating and
managing the wild elk herds of
Idaho; and
ofIdaho;
WHEREAS, there is imminent threat to the health ofwild
of wild elk herds ofthe
ofthe State ofIdaho
ofIdaho
and surrounding States from domestic elk that have escapedfrom
escaped from Rex Rammel's Conant Creek
Facility (Conant Creek Facility); and
WHEREAS, there is an imminent threat to public health and safety ofthe
ofthe citizens of
Idaho as well as neighboring states due to the escape ofdomestic
ofdomestic elkfrom the Conant Creek
Facility; and
WHEREAS, there is also an imminent threat ofdamage
ofdamage to public and private property
from the domestic elk that have escapedfrom the Conant Creek Facility; and
WHEREAS, the owner of
the private elk ranch, Conant Creek Facility, delayed
ofthe
notification to the State that his domestic elk had escaped; and
escapedfrom
WHEREAS, arry domestic elk that have escaped
from the Conant Creek Facility
ofthe
the owner for more than seven (7) days;
have escaped the control of
NOW, THEREFORE, 1, JAMES E. RISCH.
RISCH, Governor ofthe
of the State ofIdaho,
ofIdaho, by authority
ofthe
the State ofIdaho
of Idaho do hereby order:
vested in me under the Constitution and laws of
ofthe
I. That as a result of
the facts and circumstances described above, the
ofFish
Fish and Game and the Idaho Department of
Idaho Department of
Agriculture immediately identify and shoot on site, any domestic elk that
have escapedfrom the Conant Creek Facility; and
ofFish
2. The Idaho Department of
Fish and Game and the Idaho Department of
Agriculture shall exercise all statutory authority necessary to take, as
defined under title 36, section 202(i) and control as authorized under
ofthe Idaho Code, any
title 25, section 3705A and title 36, section 104 ofthe
domestic elk that have escapedfrom the Conant Creek Facility;
FaCility; and
3. The Idaho Fish and Game Commission shall promulgate an emergency
rule or proclamation:
a. That allows licensed hunters to identify and shoot on site arry
escapedfrom
domestic elk that have escaped
from the Conant Creek Facility and
ofthe
possess the carcass of
the animal taken; and
b. That allows private property owners to identify and immediately
kill any domestic elk on their private property that have escaped
ofthe
from the Conant Creek Facility and possess the carcass ofthe
animal taken; and
c. That places no limit on the number ofescaped
of escaped domestic elkfrom
elk from
the Conant Creek Facility that can be taken by arry private
property owner on their property or licensed hunter; and
ReqUires anyone who takes a domestic elk that has escapedfrom
d. Requires
escaped from
of Fish
the Conant Creek Facility to notify the Idaho Department ofFish
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and Game within three business days ofthe
ofthe taking and provide the
identification number of
the elk to the Department; and
ofthe
e. Requests, but does not require, any individual who takes a
domestic elk that has escapedfrom the Conant Creek Facility
provide a brain, blood and tissue sample to the Idaho Department
of
Fish and Game.
ofFish
4. Pursuant to title 25, section 3705A ofthe
of the Idaho Code no licensed
hunter, state agency, state employee, nor the State shall be liable for the
taking, possessing or consuming of
any domestic elk that have escaped
ofany
from the Conant Creek Facility; and
5. No private landowner shall be liable for the taking, possessing, or
consuming any domestic elk on their property that have escapedfrom
escaped from
the Conant Creek Facility pursuant to the emergency rule promulgated.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
and caused to be affixed the Great Seal ofthe
of the State of
Idaho at the Capitol in Boise on this 7th day ofSeptember
ofSeptember
in the year of
our Lord two thousand and six and ofthe
of the
ofour
ofthe United States ofAmerica
ofAmerica the two
Independence ofthe
of the Statehood ofIdaho
of Idaho the one
hundred thirty-first and ofthe
hundred seventeenth.
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TO:

CELIA GOULD, Director
DR. GREG LEDBETTER, Animal Industrial Division Administrator
IDAHO STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
2270 Old Penitentiary Road.
Boise, Idaho 83712

FROM:

REX AND LYNDA RAMMELL
367 Talon Drive
Rexburg, Idaho 83440

RUNFf & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC.
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, Idaho 83702
Attorneys for Rex and Lynda Rammell

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, pursuant to the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Idaho
Code §6-906, that Claimants, Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell, husband and wife, d/b/a
Elk Country Trophy Bulls, who reside at 367 Talon Drive, Rexburg, Idaho 83440, hereby
make a claim against the Idaho State Department of Agriculture located at 2270 Old
Penitentiary Road, Boise, Idaho 83712. Further, please be advised that Mr. and Mrs.
Rammell have resided at the above address for more than six (6) months last past.
Events which triggered an obligation to file this Tort Claim Notice occurred
September 7,2006, when the Governor of Idaho, Mr. Jim Risch, signed an Executive
Order to "kill on site" all of elk owned by Claimants Rex and Lynda Rammell that had
escaped the Claimants' elk ranch located on Conant Creek in Fremont County of the
State of Idaho (the "Elk Ranch").
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On August 14, 2006, Mr. Rammell was contacted by Dr. Debra Lawrence,
Assistant Idaho State Veterinarian to inform him that approximately one (l00) hundred
head of domestic elk were reported to have been seen in the vicinity of Claimants' Elk
Ranch on the property of Carol Albertson in Fremont County. Mr. Rammell immediately
determined that said elk belonged to him and he organized a party to recapture the elk.
Over the next three and a half (3 Y2 ) weeks, the Claimants with their friends and family,
diligently pursued the recapture of said elk and did succeed in recapturing approximately
forty (40) head of the elk. During this time Claimants were in constant communication
with authorities from the Idaho Department of Agriculture ("IDA") regarding their efforts
directed toward recapturing the elk..
elk ..
On September 8, 2006, the Claimants were first informed that the Governor of the
State of Idaho had signed an Executive Order to the Idaho Department of Fish and Game
("IDF&G") and the IDA to identify and "shoot on site" all said escaped elk that remained
at large. On the same date, personnel of the IDF&G and the IDA arrived at and near
Claimants' Elk Ranch to plan the execution of the Executive Order.
On September 9,2006, agents of the IDF&G and / or IDA began to hunt and kill
Claimants' elk. By September 11,2006, the first ofa total of forty-three (43) elk were
reported to have been killed. The IDF&G also issued hunting permits to licensed hunters
and private property owners to kill Claimants' elk. Several of the forty-three (43) were
killed by private and public land hunters. In addition to the forty-three (43) elk reported
by the Department of Fish and Game to have been killed by, Claimant claims that from
its then inventory at least another thirty-one (31) elk remain unaccounted for. Some are
believed to have been killed and unreported, others simply scattered and missing.
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Claimants were able to recapture and segregate sixty-one (61) of said escaped elk,
which were then moved under ISDA orders to Mr. Jeff Siddoway's property. There, they
were placed under quarantine and tested for disease and genetic purity. While under the
quarantine of the ISDA, one (1) cow elk tentatively tested positive for red deer genes and
was subsequently ordered to be, and was, destroyed. A private test was conducted prior
to its slaughter, the post mortem results of which test showed that the suspect elk did not

have red deer genes. After the quarantine of the recaptured elk was lifted and Claimants
were allowed to move their elk back to their Elk Ranch, it was discovered of the 61 head
conveyed to the Siddoway ranch, thirteen (13) head were missing and one (1) cow was
found dead. To date, said thirteen (13) elk remain unaccounted for and the ISDA has
recognized no liability for their deaths.
Based on Claimants' inventory analysis to date, there are a total of eight- nine
(89) head of elk that have either been killed or lost as a proximate result of the actions of
the IDA and its employees and agents, including the Sheriff Fremont County, Idaho and
deputies of the Fremont County Sheriffs Department, acting in concert with IDF&G and
its employees and agents pursuant to the Executive Order dated September 7, 2006.

Moreover, at least an additional estimated (20) calves born of the killed cows are missing.
The factual claims of the Executive Order are denied as regards the existence of
any "emergency" and as regards implied inadequacies in the operation of the Elk Ranch.
Claimants have maintained a disease-free, genetically pure herd since acquisition of the
herd in 1994 and have records validating this claim, which have been provided to the
Idaho Department of Agriculture. The fences of the Elk Ranch were adequately
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maintained and regularly inspected by the IDA. The escaped elk were located on private
property wherein the owners had given Claimants pennission to do what was necessary
to capture them. The elk did not pose the threat alleged in the Executive Order and
could have been rounded up or contained by means without killing them.
Said above described actions of the Governor and those of the IDA and its
employees and agents in concert with the actions of the IDF&G and its employees and
agents were negligent, unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, and malicious.
As a direct and proximate result of the above described actions of the Governor,
the IDA, and IDF&G, and their respective employees and agents, Claimants have
suffered the economic loss arising from the destruction and loss of the elk described
above, destruction and economic loss of their business, violation of their constitutional
rights to due process and equal protection of the law, violation of their civil rights under
42 U.S.C. § 1983, tortuous interference with their valuable contractual and economic
relationships, severe and continual emotional distress and outrage, and defamation of
their business reputation and personal characters. As a result of said actions, Claimants
have suffered damages in the approximate total sum of one million three hundred

thousand dollars ($1,300,000).
A list of persons known to be involved in the above described actions include:
Mr. Jim Risch, Governor of the State of Idaho; Ms. Celia Gould, Director of IDA; Mr.
John Chatburn, Deputy Directory of IDA; Dr. Greg Ledbetter of IDA; Mark Hyndman,
Inspector for IDA; Kelly Mortensen, Inspector for IDA; Fish and Game Commissioners,
including Chainnan Cameron Wheeler; Steve Schmidt, Regional Officer for IDF&G;
Charles Anderson, Conservation Officer for IDF&G; Shane Liss, Conservation Officer
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for IDF&G; Sheriff Ralph Davis, Fremont County; Deputy Sheriff Brett Griffel, Fremont
County; Carl Lewis.
Butikopher. Assistant
Lewis, District Attorney for Fremont County; Paul Butikopher,
Prosecuting Attorney; and James Barrett, Assistant Prosecuting Attorney.

!3!3

DATED this

--L-

day of March 2007.
RUNFT
W OFFICES,
OFFICES. PLLC
RUNFf & STEELE LA W

L. RUNFT
Att rney for the Claimants

J
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
f!i-

The undersigned hereby certifies that on this ~ day of March 2007, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing IDAHO TORT CLAIM AGAINST GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY, was
served upon opposing counsel as follows:
Idaho State Department of Agriculture
Director Celia Gould
Administrator
Animal Industries Division AdministratorDr. Greg Ledbetter
2270 Old Penitentiary Road
Boise, Idaho 83712

US Mail

--.K.. Personal Delivery
Facsimile

Runft
ey for Claimants
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TO:

CAL GROEN, Director
TERRY MANSFIELD, Deputy Director
IDAHO STATE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
600 S. Walnut
Boise, Idaho 83712

FROM:

REX AND LYNDA RAMMELL
367 Talon Drive
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC.
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, Idaho 83702
Attorneys for Rex and Lynda Rammell

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, pursuant to the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Idaho
Code §6-906, that Claimants, Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell, husband and wife, d/b/a
Elk Country Trophy Bulls, who reside at 367 Talon Drive, Rexburg, Idaho 83440, hereby
make a claim against the Idaho State Department of Fish And Game located at 600 South

Walnut, Boise, Idaho 83712. Further, please be advised that Mr. and Mrs. Rammell have
resided at the above address for more than six (6) months last past.
Events which triggered an obligation to file this Tort Claim Notice occurred
September 7, 2006, when the Governor ofIdaho, Mr. Jim Risch, signed an Executive
Order to "kill on site" all of elk owned by Claimants Rex and Lynda Rammell that had
escaped the Claimants' elk ranch located on Conant Creek in Fremont County of the
State of Idaho (the "Elk Ranch").
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On August 14, 2006, Mr. Rammell was contacted by Dr. Debra Lawrence,
Assistant Idaho State Veterinarian to inform him that approximately one (l
(100)
00) hundred
head of domestic elk were reported to have been seen in the vicinity of Claimants' Elk
Ranch on the property of Carol Albertson in Fremont County. Mr. Rammell immediately
determined that said elk belonged to him and he organized a party to recapture the elk.
Over the next three and a half (3 Yz ) weeks, the Claimants with their friends and family,
diligently pursued the recapture of said elk and did succeed in recapturing approximately
forty (40) head of the elk. During this time Claimants were in constant communication
with authorities from the Idaho Department of Agriculture ("IDA") regarding their efforts
elk ..
directed toward recapturing the elk..
On September 8, 2006, the Claimants were first informed that the Governor of the
State ofIdaho had signed an Executive Order to the Idaho Department ofFish and Game
("IDF&G") and the IDA to identify and "shoot on site" all said escaped elk that remained
at large. On the same date, personnel of the IDF&G and the IDA arrived at and near
Claimants' Elk Ranch to plan the execution of the Executive Order.
On September 9,2006, agents of the IDF&G and / or IDA began to hunt and kill
Claimants' elk. By September 11,2006, the first ofa total of forty-three (43) elk were
reported to have been killed. The IDF&G also issued hunting permits to licensed hunters
and private property owners to kill Claimants' elk. Several of the forty-three (43) were
killed by private and public land hunters. In addition to the forty-three (43) elk reported
by the Department ofFish and Game to have been killed by, Claimant claims that from
its then inventory at least another thirty-one (31) elk remain unaccounted for. Some are
believed to have been killed and unreported, others simply scattered and missing.
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Claimants were able to recapture and segregate sixty-one (6]) of said escaped elk,
which were then moved under ISDA orders to Mr. Jeff Siddoway's property. There, they
were placed under quarantine and tested for disease and genetic purity. While under the
quarantine of the ISDA, one (1) cow elk tentatively tested positive for red deer genes and
was subsequently ordered to be, and was, destroyed. A private test was conducted prior
to its slaughter, the post mortem results of which test showed that the suspect elk did not
have red deer genes. After the quarantine of the recaptured elk was lifted and Claimants
were allowed to move their elk back to their Elk Ranch, it was discovered of the 61 head
conveyed to the Siddoway ranch, thirteen (13) head were missing and one (1) cow was
found dead. To date, said thirteen (13) elk remain unaccounted for and the ISDA has
recognized no liability for their deaths.
Based on Claimants' inventory analysis to date, there are a total of eight- nine
(89) head of elk that have either been killed or lost as a proximate result of the actions of
the IDA and its employees and agents, including the Sheriff Fremont County, Idaho and
deputies of the Fremont County Sheriffs Department, acting in concert with IDF&G and
its employees and agents pursuant to the Executive Order dated September 7, 2006.
Moreover, at least an additional estimated (20) calves born of the killed cows are missing.
The factual claims of the Executive Order are denied as regards the existence of
any "emergency" and as regards implied inadequacies in the operation of the Elk Ranch.
Claimants have maintained a disease-free, genetically pure herd since acquisition of the
herd in 1994 and have records validating this claim, which have been provided to the
Idaho Department of Agriculture. The fences of the Elk: Ranch were adequately
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maintained and regularly inspected by the IDA. The escaped elk were located on private
property wherein the owners had given Claimants permission to do what was necessary
to capture them. The elk did not pose the threat alleged in the Executive Order and
could have been rounded up or contained by means without killing them.
Said above described actions of the Governor and those of the IDA and its
employees and agents in concert with the actions of the IDF&G and its employees and
agents were negligent, unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, and malicious.
As a direct and proximate result of the above described actions of the Governor,
the IDA, and IDF&G, and their respective employees and agents, Claimants have
suffered the economic loss arising from the destruction and loss of the elk described
above, destruction and economic loss of their business, violation of their constitutional
rights to due process and equal protection of the law, violation of their civil rights under
42 U.S.c. § 1983, tortuous interference with their valuable contractual and economic
relationships, severe and continual emotional distress and outrage, and defamation of
their business reputation and personal characters. As a result of said actions, Claimants
have suffered damages in the approximate total sum of one million three hundred
thousand dollars ($1,300,000).
A list of persons known to be involved in the above described actions include:

Mr. Jim Risch, Governor of the State of Idaho; Ms. Celia Gould, Director of IDA; Mr.
John Chatburn, Deputy Directory of IDA; Dr. Greg Ledbetter of IDA; Mark Hyndman,
Inspector for IDA; Kelly Mortensen, Inspector for IDA; Fish and Game Commissioners,
including Chairman Cameron Wheeler; Steve Schmidt, Regional Officer for IDF&G;
Charles Anderson, Conservation Officer for IDF&G; Shane Liss, Conservation Officer
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for IDF&G; Sheriff Ralph Davis, Fremont County; Deputy Sheriff Brett Griffel, Fremont
County; Carl Lewis, District Attorney for Fremont County; Paul Butikopher, Assistant
Prosecuting Attorney; and James Barrett, Assistant Prosecuting Attorney.

/.$/.$

DATED this

j Z day of March 2007.
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By:

'--+-~.::....:....--'---4=~~---

JO
L. RUNFT
Att rney for the Claimants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
r~

~day of March 2007, a true and correct
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this ~~y
copy of the foregoing IDAHO TORT CLAIM AGAINST GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY, was
served upon opposing counsel as follows:
Idaho State Department of Fish and Game
Director Cal Groen
Deputy Director Terry Mansfield
600 S. Walnut
Boise, Idaho 83712

--

US Mail

------b.~ Personal Delivery
Facsimile

John . Runft
Art mey for Claimants
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AMENDED IDAHO TORT CLAIM AGAINST GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY'
ENTITY:-

TO:

c.L. "BUTCH" OTTER, Governor
BONNIE BUTLER
LANE JOLLIFFE
IDAHO STATE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
700 W. Jefferson
Boise, Idaho 83720

FROM:

REX AND LYNDA RAMMELL
367 Talon Drive
Rexburg, Idaho 83440

II ! ~

RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC.
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, Idaho 83702
Attorneys for Rex and Lynda Rammell

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, pursuant to the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Idaho
Code §6-906, that Claimants, Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell, husband and wife, d/b/a
Elk Country Trophy Bulls, who reside at 367 Talon Drive, Rexburg, Idaho 83440, hereby
make a claim against the Idaho State Office of the Governor located at 700 West
Jefferson, Boise, Idaho 83720. Further, please be advised that Mr. and Mrs. Rammell
have resided at the above address for more than six (6) months last past.
Events which triggered an obligation to file this Tort Claim Notice occurred
September 7, 2006, when the Governor of Idaho, Mr. Jim Risch, signed an Executive
Order to "kill on site" all of elk owned by Claimants Rex and Lynda Rammell that had
escaped the Claimants' elk ranch located on Conant Creek in Fremont County of the
State ofIdaho (the "Elk Ranch").

GOVERNMENTAL
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On August 14, 2006, Mr. Rammell was contacted by Dr. Debra Lawrence,
Assistant Idaho State Veterinarian to inform him that approximately one (100) hundred
head of domestic elk were reported to have been seen in the vicinity of Claimants' Elk
Ranch on the property of Carol Albertson in Fremont County. Mr. Rammell immediately
determined that said elk belonged to him and he organized a party to recapture the elk.
Over the next three and a half (3 Yi
Y2 ) weeks, the Claimants with their friends and family,
diligently pursued the recapture of said elk and did succeed in recapturing approximately
forty (40) head of the elk. During this time Claimants were in constant communication
with authorities from the Idaho Department of Agriculture ("IDA") regarding their efforts
directed toward recapturing the elk
elk....
On September 8, 2006, the Claimants were first informed that the Governor of the
State of Idaho had signed an Executive Order to the Idaho Department of Fish and Game
("IDF&G")
("IDF
&G") and the IDA to identify and "shoot on site" all said escaped elk that remained
at large. On the same date, personnel of the IDF&G and the IDA arrived at and near
Claimants' Elk Ranch to plan the execution of the Executive Order.
On September 9, 2006, agents of the IDF&G and / or IDA began to hunt and kill
Claimants' elk. By September 11, 2006, the first of a total of forty-three (43) elk were
reported to have been killed. The IDF&G also issued hunting permits to licensed hunters
and private property owners to kill Claimants' elk. Several of the forty-three (43) were
killed by private and public land hunters. In addition to the forty-three (43) elk reported
by the Department of Fish and Game to have been killed by, Claimant claims that from
its then inventory at least another thirty-one (31) elk remain unaccounted for. Some are
believed to have been killed and unreported, others simply scattered and missing.
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Claimants were able to recapture and segregate sixty-one (61) of said escaped elk,
which were then moved under ISDA orders to Mr. Jeff Siddoway's property. There, they
were placed under quarantine and tested for disease and genetic purity. While under the
quarantine of the ISDA, one (1) cow elk tentatively tested positive for red deer genes and
was subsequently ordered to be, and was, destroyed. A private test was conducted prior
to its slaughter, the post mortem results of which test showed that the suspect elk did not
have red deer genes. After the quarantine of the recaptured elk was lifted and Claimants
were allowed to move their elk back to their Elk Ranch, it was discovered of the 61 head
conveyed to the Siddoway ranch, thirteen (13) head were missing and one (1) cow was
found dead. To date, said thirteen (13) elk remain unaccounted for and the ISDA has
recognized no liability for their deaths.
Based on Claimants' inventory analysis to date, there are a total of eight- nine
(89) head of elk that have either been killed or lost as a proximate result of the actions of
the IDA and its employees and agents, including the Sheriff Fremont County, Idaho and
deputies of the Fremont County Sheriffs Department, acting in concert with IDF&G and
its employees and agents pursuant to the Executive Order dated September 7, 2006.
Moreover, at least an additional estimated (20) calves born of the killed cows are missing.
The factual claims of the Executive Order are denied as regards the existence of
any "emergency" and as regards implied inadequacies in the operation of the Elk Ranch.
Claimants have maintained a disease-free, genetically pure herd since acquisition of the
herd in 1994 and have records validating this claim, which have been provided to the
Idaho Department of Agriculture. The fences of the Elk Ranch were adequately
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maintained and regularly inspected by the IDA. The escaped elk were located on private
property wherein the owners had given Claimants permission to do what was necessary
to capture them. The elk did not pose the threat alleged in the Executive Order and
could have been rounded up or contained by means without killing them.
Said above described actions of the Governor and those of the IDA and its
employees and agents in concert with the actions of the IDF&G and its employees and
agents were negligent, unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, and malicious.
As a direct and proximate result of the above described actions of the Governor,
the IDA, and IDF&G, and their respective employees and agents, Claimants have
suffered the economic loss arising from the destruction and loss of the elk described
above, destruction and economic loss of their business, violation of their constitutional
rights to due process and equal protection of the law, violation of their civil rights under
42 U
.S.C. § 1983, tortuous interference with their valuable contractual and economic
U.S.C.
relationships, severe and continual emotional distress and outrage, and defamation of
their business reputation and personal characters. As a result of said actions, Claimants
have suffered damages in the approximate total sum of one million three hundred
thousand dollars ($1,300,000).
A list of persons known to be involved in the above described actions include:
Mr. Jim Risch, Governor of the State ofIdaho; Ms. Celia Gould, Director ofIDA; Mr.

John Chatbum, Deputy Directory of IDA; Dr. Greg Ledbetter of IDA; Mark Hyndman,
Inspector for IDA; Kelly Mortensen, Inspector for IDA; Fish and Game Commissioners,
including Chairman Cameron Wheeler; Steve Schmidt, Regional Officer for IDF&G;
Charles Anderson, Conservation Officer for IDF&G; Shane Liss, Conservation Officer
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for IDF&G; Sheriff Ralph Davis, Fremont County; Deputy Sheriff Brett Griffel, Fremont
County; Carl Lewis, District Attorney for Fremont County; Paul Butikopher, Assistant
Prosecuting Attorney; and James Barrett, Assistant Prosecuting Attorney.

DA TED this / t
DATED

rJ!-
rJ!-day of March 2007.

RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
'fZ/

The undersigned hereby certifies that on this ~ day of March 2007, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing IDAHO TORT CLAIM AGAINST GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY, was
served upon opposing counsel as follows:
Idaho State Office of the Governor
Governor C.L. "Butch" Otter
Bonnie Butler
Lane Jolliffe
700 W. Jefferson
Boise, Idaho 83720

~

US Mail
Personal Delivery
Facsimile

Atto ey for Claimants
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To:
C.L. "Butch" Otter, Governor
Bonnie Butler
Lane Jolliffe
Idaho State Office of the Governor
700 W. Jefferson
Boise, Idaho 83720

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

For:
Runft & Steele Law Offices, PLLC
1020 W. Main Street, Ste. 400
Boise, ID 83702
STATE OF IDAHO

)
:ss

COUNTY OF ADA
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING on March 5, 2007 to be served on IDAHO STATE
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR.
I, Kasey Gardner, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Tuesday, March 6,2007, at 10:30 AM, I:
SERVED the within named Idaho State Office of the Governor by delivering a true copy of the Tort
Claim to Lane Jolliffe, Office of the Governor, on behalf of Idaho State Office of the Governor. Said
service was effected at 700 W. Jefferson, Boise, 1083702.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.

Our Reference Number: 53606

Subscribed and sworn before me today
Tuesday, March 6, 2007

TRI-COLINTY PROCESS SERVING
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, ID, 83701
(208) 344-4132
Our Reference Number: 50770
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To:
Celia Gould, Director
Dr. Greg Ledbetter, Animal Industrial Division Administrator
Idaho State Department of Agriculture
2270 Old Penitentiary Road
Boise, Idaho 83712

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

For:
Runft & Steele Law Offices, PLLC
1020 W. Main Street, Ste. 400
Boise, ID
83702
1083702
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
:ss
)

Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING on March 5, 2007 to be served on IDAHO STATE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
I, Kasey Gardner, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Tuesday, March 6, 2007, at 11 :16 AM, I:
SERVED the within named Idaho State Department of Agriculture by delivering a true copy of the Tort
Claim to Lindsey Johnson, Administrative Assistant to Celia Gould, on behalf of Idaho State Department
of Agriculture. Said service was effected at 2270 Old Penitentiary Road, Boise, ID 83712.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 53605

Subscribed and sworn before me today
Tuesday, March 6, 2007

TRI·COUNTY PROCESS SERVING
TRI-COUNTY
P.O. Box 1224
10,83701
Boise, ID,
83701
(208) 344-4132

Our Reference Number: 50770
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To:
Cal Groen, Director
Terry Mansfield, Deputy Director
Idaho State Department of Fish and Game
600 S. Walnut
Boise, Idaho 83712

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

For:
Runft & Steele Law Offices, PLLC
1020 W. Main Street, Ste. 400
Boise, 1083702
STATE OF IDAHO

)
:ss

COUNTY OF ADA

)

Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING on March 5, 2007 to be served on IDAHO STATE
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME.
I, Kasey Gardner, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Tuesday, March 6, 2007, at 11 :09 AM, I:

SERVED the within named Idaho State Department of Fish and Game by delivering a true copy of the
Tort Claim to Terry Mansfield, Deputy Director, on behalf of Idaho State Department of Fish and Game.
Said service was effected at 600 S. Walnut, Boise, 1083712.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 53607

Subscribed and sworn before me today
Tuesday, March 6, 2007

TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING
P.O. Box 1224
rD, 83701
Boise, ID,
(208) 344-4132
Our Reference Number: 50770
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
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Case No. CV OC 08-20694
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DISMISS

vs.
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RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.

COMES NOW the Defendants, the State ofIdaho,
ofldaho, James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and the
State ofldaho
ofIdaho (hereinafter collectively referred to as "the State," and individually as, "Risch," or
"Huffaker"), and file this Motion to Dismiss the Plaintiffs' Complaint pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6),
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Case No. CV OC 08-20694

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
DISMISS

Plaintiffs,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.

COMES NOW the Defendants, the State of Idaho, James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker
(hereinafter collectively referred to as "the State," and individually as, "Risch," or "Huffaker"), and
file this memorandum in support of the Defendants' Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss.

I.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
The Plaintiffs (Rammells) owned and operated a domestic elk farm in Fremont County,
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Idaho. In August 2006, approximately 135 elk escaped from the Rammells' Elk farm. Rammells'
claims in this case are based upon the actions taken by the State of Idaho through its elected and
appointed officers, and certain private individuals who were acting pursuant to state authorization,
that allegedly resulted in the loss by Rammells ofa
of a number ofthe
of the escaped domestic elk that they had
kept on their farm, and that also allegedly resulted in the Rammells' loss oftheir entire elk ranching
business.
On Monday August 14,2006, Dr. Debra Lawrence, an assistant State Veterinarian, contacted
the Rammells and informed them that approximately 100 head of domestic elk had been reported
in the vicinity of the Rammell Elk Ranch on the property of Carol Albertson. (Complaint,,-r 11).
The Rammells immediately thereafter determined that these elk belonged to them (Complaint, ,-r 12).
Ultimately, this situation involved a approximately 135 head of domestic elk that had
allegedly escaped from the Rammells' domestic elk ranch. As set out in paragraphs 18, 19 and 20
of the Rammells' complaint, this number breaks down as follows:
Escaped domestic elk recaptured and segregated:
Escaped domestic elk documented as killed by hunters:
Escaped domestic elk unaccounted for:

61
43
31

112 week period between the initial report made on August 14 and
Over an ensuing two and 1/2
August 31, Rammells allege that they and their friends were able to recapture "approximately" 40
head of elk. (Complaint,,-r 13). At the end of this two and 1/2
112 week period near the first of
September it is alleged that representatives of the state of Idaho suggested "graining" to the
Rammells as a potentially "fruitful technique" in rounding up the remaining escaped elk. (Complaint
,-r 15). Rammells were able to recapture approximately another 21 head of their domestic elk for a
total number of recaptured domestic elk of about 61.
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On or about Thursday September 7,2006, Idaho Governor James Risch signed an executive
order that allowed the Idaho Departments of Fish & Game and Agriculture to "identify" and then
"shoot on site" all of the escaped elk that remained at large (Complaint, ~~ 16 & 21). According to
Rammells, they received notification of this executive order on Friday, September 8, 2006. The
"hunt" for the remaining escaped domestic elk actually began on Saturday, September 9,2006, and
that by the following Monday, September 11,2006 a "total of forty-three (43) elk were reported to
have been killed." (Complaint,

~'II6
~'116

& 18).

of the approximately 135 elk that escaped from their
Rammells allege that a total of61 (45%) ofthe
ranch on or about August 14, 2006 were ultimately recaptured by September 11, 2006, which is the
apparent end date ofthe hunt for the escaped domestic elk that was authorized by Governor Risch's
of any further meaningful
executive order. September 11,2006 also apparently marked the end date ofany
efforts, by either the Rammells or the State of Idaho, to recapture the remaining escaped domestic
elk.
In their complaint, Rammells have stated eight separate counts for relief including four
stating civil rights claims under 42 U.s.C. § 1983; two under the Idaho Tort Claims Act; and one
count each alleging deprivation of property without due process of law, and the "taking" of the
Rammells' property without due process oflaw.
On this motion to dismiss, the State ofIdaho Defendants ask that this Court dismiss all stated
claims, and the entirety ofRammelIs'
ofRammells' complaint. As further argued below, the State ofIdaho asserts
that the four 1983 civil rights claims must be dismissed upon the basis of qualified immunity. The
ofIdaho further argues that the two counts in the Rammells' complaint that allege tort claims
State ofldaho
must be dismissed under the discretionary function exception to tort claims that are made against the
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state and its agents. Finally, the blanket statutory immunity that is provided to the State ofIdaho by

I.e. § 25-3705(A)(3) mandates that the Rammells' claims for deprivation of property without due
process, and for a "taking" without due process of law must be dismissed, in addition to providing
an additional basis for the dismissal of the § 1983 civil rights claims and the tort claims.

II.
STANDARD OR REVIEW ON A RULE 12(b)(6) MOTION TO DISMISS
The standard for dismissing an action under Rule 12(b)(6)
12(b)( 6) is the same as that which is
applied to motions for summary judgment. The nonmoving party is entitled to have all inferences
from the record viewed in his favor and only then is the question asked whether a claim for relief has
been stated. Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 637, 778 P.2d 757, 759 (1989). The only
facts that the court may consider are those that appear in the complaint, as supplemented by those
facts which the court may properly take judicial notice. Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 276,
795 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct.App.1990). An exhibit attached to a complaint is considered as a part ofthe
complaint. Porter v. Allen, 8 Idaho 358, 367, 69 P. 105, 107 (1902). In order for dismissal to be

plaintiffcan
granted it must appear beyond a doubt that the plaintiff
can prove no conceivable set offacts entitling
him to the relief requested. Orthman v. Idaho Power Co"
Co., 126 Idaho 960, 962, 895 P.2d 561, 653
(1995).

III.

LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR THE STATE'S ACTIONS
As defined by administrative rule, the term "cervidae" includes deer, elk, moose, caribou,
reindeer and related species. IDAPA 02.04.19.010.09. The subcategory, "domestic cervidae,"
encompasses: (1) fallow deer, (2) elk, or (3) reindeer, but excluding red deer or any subspecies of
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red deer. I.e. § 25-3701; IDAPA 02.04.19.010.26. The statutory authority that has been granted to
the state ofIdaho
ofldaho to regulate "domestic cervidae" - that is, the Rammells' domestic elk ranch -
specifically provides as follows in subsections (2) and (3) of I.e. § 25-3705A:

(2) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, the division of
animal industries [Idaho Department of Agriculture] or its agent is authorized to
take necessary actions to bring under control any domestic cervidae that have
escaped the control of the owner or operator of the domestic cervidae farm or ranch
where the domestic cervidae were located.
(3) Any domestic cervidae, that have escaped the control of the owner or
operator of a domestic cervidae farm or ranch for more than seven (7) days,
taken by a licensed hunter in a manner which complies with title 36, Idaho Code, and
the rules and proclamations of the Idaho fish and game commission shall be
considered a legal taking and neither the licensed hunter, the state, nor any state
agency shall be liable to the owner for killing the escaped domestic cervidae.

(Emphasis, and bracketed reference to "Idaho Department of Agriculture," added).
Rule 204 (IDAPA 02.04.19.204), within the adopted administrative rules for domestic
cervidae, declares additional requirements that are triggered by even shorter time periods after an

escape of domestic cervidae has occurred. For example, if the owner of escaped domestic elk does
not recapture those animals with 24 hours, then the Administrator of the Division of Animal
Industries, or his designee, is to notifY the county sheriff and brand inspector for purposes of chapter

23, title 25, Idaho Code.

See, Rule 204.04. This notification triggers the right of these local

officials to capture and hold the animals, and to obtain payment for the cost of holding the animals,
and if the owner, after being notified, does not promptly retrieve the animals, they may be sold.
Subsections 05 and 07 of Rule 204 specifically address the issues that have arisen in this
case, and provide as follows:
Capture. In the event that the owner or operator of a domestic
05.
cervidae ranch is unable to retrieve escaped domestic cervidae in a timely manner,
as determined by the Administrator, the Administrator may effectuate the capture of
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the escaped domestic cervidae to ensure the health ofldaho's
ofIdaho's livestock and wild

cervidae populations.
(Emphasis added).

Taking of Escaped Domestic Cervidae. A licensed hunter may
07.
legally take domestic cervidae which have escaped from a domestic cervidae ranch
only under the following conditions:
a.
The domestic cervidae has escaped and has not been in the control
ofthe owner or operator ofthe domestic cervidae ranch for more than seven (7)
days; and
b.
The hunter is licensed and in compliance with all the provisions ofthe
of the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game rules and code.
(Emphasis added).
36The general authority of the state ofIdaho
ofidaho over wildlife is established by statute, I.C. § 36
103, and by judicial precedent. See e.g., Geer v. Connecticut, 161 U.S. 519,16 S.Ct. 600,40 L.Ed.
793 (1896); State v. Coffee, 97 Idaho 905,914,556 P.2d 1185,1194 (1976); and State v. Tinno,94
Idaho 759, 764,497 P.2d 1386, 1391 (1972). As further addressed below in the argument portion
of this memorandum, the general authority of the governor to issue executive orders is provided in
I.e. § 67-802.

IV.
ARGUMENT
A.

Rammells' Section 1984 Civil Rights Claims Are Barred By The Doctrine Of
Qualified Immunity
Four counts in the Rammells' complaint state Civil Rights claims under 42 U.S.e. § 1983.

They are Count III, alleging deprivation of property without due process; Count IV, alleging a
ofjust
"taking" without due process or the payment of
just compensation; Count VII, for the intentional
infliction of emotional distress and mental anguish as a result ofthe violation and deprivation ofthe
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Rammells' constitutional rights; and Count VIII, for negligent infliction of emotional distress and
mental anguish as a result of the violation and deprivation of the Rammells' constitutional rights.
Section 1983 provides as follows:
Every person who under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom,
or usage, of any State or territory or of the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes
to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person within the
to the deprivation of
any rights, privileges, or immunities secured
jurisdiction thereof
thereofto
ofany
by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law,
suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress. For the purposes of this
section, any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to the District of Columbia shall
be considered to be a statute of the District of Columbia.
A prima facie case under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 has two elements: (1) the deprivation of a federally
protected right, privilege, or immunity; (2) in an action by the defendant taken under the color of
state law. Nation v. State Department o.fCorrections, 144 Idaho 177, 184, 158 P.3d 953,960 (2007).
Although municipalities and local units of government are considered to be "persons" for purposes
of § 1983, state governments and their agencies are not considered persons directly suable under §
1983 because of the Eleventh Amendment, which states:
The judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit
in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by
citizens of another state, or by citizens or subjects of any foreign state.

See e.g., Merritt v. State, 108 Idaho 20, 26, 696 P.2d 871, 877 (1985) ("[T]he State of Idaho is not
a person under 42 U.S.C. § 1983"). Consequently, each of the four 1983 actions stated in the
Rammells' complaint is brought against, "James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their
respective individual capacities." (Complaint,

~~

35, 39, 51, & 56).

In Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 102 S.Ct. 2727, 73 L.Ed.2d 396 (1982) the United
States Supreme Court adopted an objective test under which government officials that are
performing discretionary functions are entitled to qualified immunity from suit in actions brought
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under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, so long as their conduct is found not to violate "clearly established statutory
or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known." 457 U.S. at 818. The
Supreme Court has also characterized the qualified immunity of a public official as an "immunity
from suit," rather than a mere defense to liability. Mitchell v. Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511,526,105 S.Ct.
2806, 86 L.Ed. 411 (1985).
The benefit that qualified immunity provides is the right not to stand trial or to face the other
burdens of litigation, conditioned only upon a determination of the legal question of whether the
officer violated clearly established law, and therefore is not entitled to the qualified immunity.
Consequently, because the benefit of the qualified immunity is avoidance of trial and the burdens
of litigation, the Supreme Court has also declared that immunity questions should be determined at
the earliest possible stage in the litigation. Hunter v. Bryant, 502 U.S. 224, 227, 112 S.Ct. 534, 116
L.Ed.2d 589 (1991).
In Scheuer v,
v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232, 94 S.Ct. 1683,40 L.Ed.2d 90 (1974) the United States
Supreme Court recognized that a qualified immunity attaches to the actions of a governor who
exercises his discretionary executive authority to protect public order.

That case involved a

proclamation issued by Ohio Governor James Rhodes to deploy the National Guard to Kent State
University. As a result of this deployment three students were killed. Those three students' estates
were the petitioners in that action. The Court in Scheuer v. Rhodes provided the following summary
of the rationale in support of executive immunity for discretionary acts:
of government officers from personal liability springs from
The concept of immunity ofgovernment
the same root considerations that generated the doctrine of sovereign immunity.
While the latter doctrine - that the "King can do no wrong" - did not protect all
government officers from personal liability, the common law soon recognized the
necessity of officials to perfonn their official functions free from the threat of suits
for personal liability. [footnote omitted] This official immunity apparently rested,
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in its genesis, on two mutually dependent rationales: [footnote omitted] (l)
(1) the
injustice, particularly in the absence of bad faith, of subjecting to liability an
officer who is required, by the legal obligations of his position, to exercise
discretion; (2) the danger that the threat of such liability would deter his
willingness to execute his office with the decisiveness and the judgment required by
the public good.
416 U.S. at 239-240,94 S.Ct. at 1688 (bracketed references to "footnote omitted," and emphasis,
added).
The Idaho Supreme Court in Bone v. Andrus, 96 Idaho 291,527 P.2d 783 (1974) reached the
same result as the United States Supreme Court in Scheuer v. Rhodes, even though the Idaho Court
distinguished and refused to apply the U.S. Supreme Court's Scheuer decision in the Bone decision.
The Bone case involved a challenge to the appointment of a Nez Perce County Commissioner by
Cecil Andrus upon his assumption ofthe
of the office of governor in January 1971. Andrus had attempted
to replace a Nez Perce County Commissioner who had been appointed by Governor Samuelson in
December 1970. The Idaho Supreme Court summarized the applicable rule as follows:
In Idaho public officials are "not personally liable for tort occurring while
they are in good faith acting in their official capacity, and within the scope of
their authority, and especially in matters involving their official judgment and
discretion." Bullock v. Joint Class A School District No. 241, 75 Idaho 304, 311,
272 P.2d 292,296 (1954). Although that case referred specifically to the trustees of
a school district, the doctrine is equally applicable to other public officials, including
the Governor of this state.

We
further deem it clear that the action of the Governor of this State in this
case was under color and authority of law, that this conduct was immunized by
executive immunity and the action of the trial court in dismissing the action was
correct.

a/Correction,
96 Idaho at 293,527 P.2d at 785 (emphasis added). See also, Nation v. State Dept. ofCorrection,
144 Idaho 177,186-87,158 P.3d 953, 962-63 (2007) (stating a three-part test for establishing
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qualified immunity); and Butler v. Elle, 281 F.3d 1014, 1021 (9th Cir.2002) (Applying qualified
of the Idaho Dept. ofTransportation,
of Transportation, Franklin County Sheriff, and city
immunity standards to actions ofthe
of Preston). See also, Aspen Exploration Corp. v. Sheffield, 739 P.2d
P .2d 150 (Alaska 1987)(Discussing
ofPreston).
immunity for discretionary acts of Alaska's governor).
The State of Idaho, its officers and agents, were acting pursuant to powers entrusted to the
state in respect to regulation of wildlife. In the exercise of this authority the Idaho Legislature has
enacted specific statutes stating the rights, responsibilities, and actions that may be undertaken in
respect to wildlife farms. These statutes, and the administrative regulations adopted by the state
agencies entrusted with implementing these laws, declare the consequences that can arise from
escape of such animals, and the failure oftheir
of their owner to recapture those animals in a timely fashion.
As a general rule, the State is authorized to act after the passage of seven days from the date of
escape. Here, 28 days passed before Governor Risch issued an executive order authorizing the
seizure of the remaining escaped elk from the Rammell elk farm.
The governor, and those who acted at his direction, including Director Huffaker, and in
performance of authority granted by statute, acted within the scope of their authority, in good faith,
faith.
and in the exercise of statutorily granted remedies. In undertaking these discretionary acts, these
state officers did not violate any clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a
reasonable person would have known. These actions fall well within the recognized scope of
qualified immunity that applies to actions brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Therefore, Counts III,
IV, VII, & VIII of the Rammells' complaint, which are based upon 42 U.S.c. § 1983, should be
dismissed based upon the qualified immunity of the defendants in this action.
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B.

Rammells' Tort Claims Are Barred By Discretionary Function Exception To
Tort Liability
During the time that this action was pending in the forum where it was originally filed,

FreemoIlt, former counsel' for the state of Idaho filed a
Seventh District Court for the County of Freemont,
motion to dismiss on May 9, 2008 that included arguments that the Rammells tort causes of action,
as stated in Counts V and VI of their complaint, were barred under the discretionary function
exception ofthe Idaho Tort Claims Act. With some minor modifications, those arguments are now
again presented to this Court.
Counts V and VI of the Rammells' complaint allege tort claims for which relief is barred
under § 6-904 of the Idaho Tort Claims Act, which in relevant part provides as follows:
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course and
scope of their employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable
for any claim which:
of an employee ofthe governmental
1.
Arises out of any act or omission ofan
entity exercising ordinary care, in reliance upon or the execution or performance of
a statutory or regulatory function, whether or not the statute or regulation be valid,
or based upon the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform a
discretionary function or duty on the part of a governmental entity or employee
thereof, whether or not the discretion be abused.

3.
Arises out of ... abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation,
deceit, or interference with contract rights.

Rammells have made no allegations in their complaint that the State of Idaho and its

ofldaho, Special Deputy Attorney
,i On July 28, 2008 former counsel for the state ofIdaho,
General Mitchell W. Brown, was appointed by Governor Otter to fill the Sixth Judicial District
Judge vacancy left by the retirement of Judge Don Harding.
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identified agents were not acting within the course and scope oftheir employment or that they were
acting with malice or criminal intent. Additionally, the allegations in the Rammells' complaint
reveal that their tort claims arise from the performance of a discretionary duty on the part of the
governor with regard to the issuance of the executive order that is at issue in this case, and from the
of that executive order. Lastly, the allegations
exercise of ordinary care in the subsequent execution ofthat
made in the complaint reveal that the Rammells are requesting damages arising from the alleged
interference with contract rights for which the state defendants are entitled to immunity under the
tort claims act.
ofldaho defendants are entitled to immunity from tort claims
Under I.C. § 6-904(1), the state ofIdaho
that arise from, "the exercise or performance ... [of] a discretionary function or duty ... whether
or not the discretion was abused." In Brooks v. Logan, 127 Idaho 484,903 P.2d 73 (1995) the Idaho
Supreme Court set out the test for determining when discretionary function immunity applies:
The test for determining the applicable of discretionary function immunity looks at
the nature of the conduct. Routine matters not requiring evaluation of broad policy
factors will
likely be "operational," whereas decisions involving a consideration of
willlike1y
the financial, political, economic, and social effects of a particular plan are likely
"discretionary" and will be accorded immunity.
127 Idaho at 488, 903 P.2d at 77.
Rammells allege in their complaint that all of their claims arise from Governor Risch's
issuance of an executive order that allegedly ordered "the Idaho Department of Fish and Game
('IDF&G') and the ISDA to identifY and 'shoot on site' all said escaped elk that remained at large."
Complaint at '116. See also, Plaintiffs' Tort Claim Notices. By definition, an executive order is not
a routine matter. The issuance of the executive order that is at issue in this case required Governor
Risch to consider its potential financial, political, economic, and social effects. As a consequence,
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the issuance of this executive order by Governor Risch unquestionably constituted his exercise of
a "discretionary function" within the scope ofthe immunity that is provided by the Idaho Tort Claims
Act.
Likewise, immunity from tort claims is granted for any action that is taken to execute or
perform the commands of an executive order. Under I.e. § 6-904(1), immunity is granted from tort
claims that arise out of the act of a government employee made "in reliance upon or the execution
or performance of a statutory or regulatory function." Immunity is appropriate in this case because
compliance with the executive order constitutes the execution and performance of the named state
defendants' statutory and regulatory functions.
of their complaint that they have suffered damages
Rammells also allege in Counts V and VI oftheir
as a result of the state defendants' "destruction of valuable contractual and business relationships"
including the loss ofthe Rammells' business, and the future income from that business. This is not
a claim upon which relief can be granted because the state defendants are entitled to immunity under
I.e. § 6-904(3) for any and all claims arising from the "interference with contract rights."
In this case the two named state officials - Governor James A. Risch and Fish & Game
Director Steve Huffaker - were sued in both their individual and official capacities. See, Complaint
~~

3 & 4. Policy reasons similar to those that justify qualified immunity for discretionary acts for

claims made under 42 U.S.e. § 1983, as set out above, also have been adopted as justifying
immunity under the discretionary function exception ofthe Idaho Tort Claims Act. See e.g., Law/on
v. City of
ofPocatello,
Pocatello, 126 Idaho 454,460,886 P.2d 330,336 (1994) ("[T]he dual policies served by
the discretionary function exception: to permit those who govern to do so without being unduly
inhibited by the threat of liability and to limit judicial second-guessing of basic policy decisions
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entrusted to other branches of government."); and Bingham v. Franklin County, 118 Idaho 318,323,
796 P.2d 527, 532 (1990).
The authority of
the governor ofldaho
67 -802, which
ofthe
ofIdaho to issue executive orders is set in I.C. § 67-802,
in relevant part provides as follows:

67-802 OFFICE OF GOVERNOR -- DUTIES OF GOVERNOR. - ...

The supreme executive power of the state is vested by section 5, article IV,
of the constitution of the state ofldaho,
ofIdaho, in the governor, who is expressly charged
with the duty of seeing that the laws are faithfully executed. In order that he may
exercise a portion of the authority so vested, the governor is authorized and
empowered to implement and exercise those powers and perform those duties Qy
issuing executive orders from time to time which shall have the force and effect of
law when issued in accordance with this section and within the limits imposed by the
constitution and laws of this state. [The procedures concerning the issuance of
executive orders as set out in this statute are omitted] ....

(Emphasis and bracketed reference added). In this case the Governor's exercise of his executive
order power, in order to see that the laws are faithfully executed, involved a discretionary act to
enforce I.C. § 25-3705A(2), which provides as follows:
(2) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, the division of
animal industries or its agent is authorized to take necessary actions to bring under
of the owner or operator
control any domestic cervidae that have escaped the control ofthe
of the domestic cervidae farm or ranch where the domestic cervidae were located.
(Emphasis added).
This statute merely "authorizes" the division of animal industries to take necessary actions,
but the decision of when to undertake such action always remains the discretionary prerogative of
the appropriate executive officers of the state, including the governor. The actions taken by Risch
in executing the executive order, and by Huffaker in acting upon that order, were necessary for the
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enforcement ofI.C. § 25-3705A(2). Their conduct was reasonable in enforcing an Idaho statute.
The facts ofthis case establish that Risch and Huffaker are entitled to discretionary function
immunity under the Idaho Tort Claims Act. Their actions were taken in the course and scope of
performing their official duties. They acted in a deliberate and considered manner in enforcing an
existing Idaho statute for the control of escaped domestic elk, after the passage nearly a month from
the time those elk first escaped from their enclosure. "It is not a tort for the government to govern."

Dalehite v. United States, 346 U.S. 15,57, 73 S.Ct. 956, 979, 97 L.Ed. 1427, 1452 (1953) (Jackson,
J., dissenting). Rammell has made no factual assertion that any discretionary act undertaken by
Risch or Huffaker was for any purpose other than the proper enforcement of Idaho law. The state
defendants are entitled to immunity under I.C. § 6-904(1) & (3) from all the tort claims that have
been made in the Rammells' complaint. In light of this immunity this Court should dismiss the
Rammells' tort claims, as stated in Counts V and VI of their complaint

C.
e.

Statutory Immunity Granted By I.C.
25-3705(Al(3) Bars Rammells'
I.e. § 25-3705(A)(3)
Remaining Claims
As set out above, the state defendants named in this action are entitled to immunity on the

claims made in six of the eight counts stated in the Rammells' complaint under either the qualified
immunity that is recognized as a defense to civil rights actions brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983
(Counts II, III, VII & VIII), or the statutory immunities recognized under the Idaho Tort Claims Act
(Counts V & VI), as enumerated above. In addition to this specific immunity, these six counts, and
the Rammells' complaint (Counts I & II) are also entitled to the general
the remaining two counts of
ofthe
immunity to the Rammells' claims arising out the issuance of Governor Risch's executive order that
is provided in § 25-3705(A)(3) of the Idaho statutes governing domestic cervidae farms.
The statutory immunity provided by I.C. § 25-3705(A)(3) has particular application to the
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two remaining claims stated in the Rammells complaint that are not otherwise barred under the
qualified immunity that applies to § 1983 civil rights claims and the statutory immunity that applies
to tort claims. The Rammells' claims stated in Counts I and II of their complaint allege the
deprivation of property without due process, and allege a "taking," without due process. In relevant
part, I.e. § 25-3705A(3), declares that an animal taken by a hunter, acting in conformance with the
applicable statutes and rules, "shall be considered a legal taking and neither the licensed hunter, the
state, nor any state agency shall be liable to the owner for killing the escaped domestic cervidae."
25There is no Idaho case that has construed this specific immunity language of I.e. § 25
3705A(3), since it was first enacted in 2004. See, 2004 Ida.Sess.L., ch. 182, pg. 569. Generally, the
state ofldaho,
ofIdaho, as the owner of the wildlife located within its borders,

I.e.

§ 36-103, has broad

that wildlife. See e.g., Geer v. Connecticut, 1611.J.S.
authority for the protection and management of
ofthat
519,16 S.Ct. 600,40 L.Ed. 793 (1896); State v. Coffee, 97 Idaho 905,914,556 P.2d 1185,1194
(1976); and State v. Tinno, 94 Idaho 759,764,497 P.2d 1386, 1391 (1972). In other jurisdictions,
a state's actions for the protection and management of its wildlife has been upheld against due
process challenges, so long as those actions are rationally related to achieving a legitimate state
objective.
In Schreiner Farms, Inc. v. Smitch, 940 P.2d 274 (Wash.App.1997) the operator of an elk
farm brought an action that challenged the constitutionality of Washington state regulations that
prohibited the possession, sale, transfer, or release of elk. The Washington Court held that these
regulations did not constitute a taking under the Fifth Amendment, and in reaching its decision relied
on a recent decision by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals addressing essentially the same issue in

Pacific Northwest Venison Producers v. Smitch, 20 F.3d 1008 (9thCir.1994).

The state of
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Washington's interests in justifYing those state regulations are similar to the state interests are at
issue in this case. The Ninth Circuit case summarized the state's interest as follows:
The state's putative interests to be served by these regulations are to protect its native
wildlife from diseases and parasites, to maintain the genetic purity of its wildlife, to
protect its wildlife from competition for forage and habitat, and to ensure that native
wildlife will not be captured and added to captive herds. Clearly, the protection of
wildlife is one of the state's most important interests. See Hughes v. Oklahoma, 441
U.S. 322, 337, 99 S.Ct. 1727, 1736, 60 L.Ed.2d 250 (1979) (state interest in
of wild animals is similar in importance to interest in protecting health and
protection ofwild
safety of citizens).
20 F.3d at 1013. The Washington Court of Appeals set out the following "takings" analysis in its
decision, as fully cited above:
If a takings analysis is required, the court must first determine whether the
regulation substantially advances a legitimate state interest. Id. at 604,854 P.2d
1. If it does not, then the regulation constitutes a taking. Id. However, if the
regulation does substantially advance a legitimate state interest, the court performs
a balancing test by asking whether the state interest is outweighed by its adverse
economic impact on the landowner. Id. To help answer this question, the court
considers: "( 1) the regulation's economic impact on the property; (2) the extent ofthe
regulation's interference with investment-backed expectations; and (3) the character
of the government action." [footnote omitted] Id.; Penn Cent. Transp. Co. v. City
ojNewYork,438U.S.104, 124,98S.Ct.2646,2659,57L.Ed.2d631 (1978). If the
court determines, based on this balancing test, that a taking occurred, the landowner
is entitled to just compensation. Guimont, 121 Wash.2d at 604, 854 P.2d 1.
P .2d at 277-78 (emphasis added; bracketed reference to, "footnote omitted," added).
940 P.2d
This case does not present a situation in which a state regulation is alleged to be a "taking"
ofldaho was in any
as against a passive landowner. There is no allegation in this case that the State ofIdaho
way responsible for the escape of the domestic elk from the Rammells' farm, rather the Rammells
themselves must bear the entire responsibility for the escape ofthese animals. The state ofIdaho
ofldaho has
promUlgated significant requirements in respect to the enclosures that must be erected at domestic
promulgated
game farms. See e.g. IDAPA 02.04.19.102 ("high-tensile, non-slip woven wire" "a minimum of
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eight (8) feet in height" "The top two (2) feet of each fence may be smooth, barbed or woven wire
(at least twelve and one-half (12-1/2) gauge) with horizontal strands spaced not more than six (6)
inches apart.)
Historically, at common law the state or the government had the right to act immediately in
the event of great public necessity, such as a conflagration, and without the necessity of being
required to provide compensation for destroyed private property. See, Marty v. State, 117 Idaho 133,
142-43,786 P.2d 524,533-34 (1989) ("[T]he common law had long recognized that in times of
imminent peril-such as when fire threatened a whole community-the sovereign could, with
immunity, destroy the property of a few that the property ofmany
of many and the lives of many more could

be saved." (emphasis added)). The Idaho Supreme Court in the Marty decision declared that the
common law rule of "public necessity," had been necessarily abrogated by the adoption of the
Disaster Preparedness Act of 1975,

I.e. § 46-1001 et seq.

117 Idaho at 143,786 P.2d at 534.

Subsequently, uncompensated "takings" under a legislative declaration ofpublic
of public necessity have been
upheld. See, lnama v. Boise County ex. reI. Bd. ofComm'rs,
450,
o.!Comm'rs, 138 Idaho 324, 330-31. 63 P.3d 450.
456-57 (2003).
In this context it is necessarily left to legislative action on a case-by-case basis to determine
when public necessity is so great that private property must be taken without compensation to protect
the greater good. The legislature has so-acted here by the enactment of I.e. § 25-3705A(3). Upon
the initial escape of domestic wildlife the owner is afforded substantial deference by the state by
being allowed seven days in which to recapture the escaped domestic wildlife. After the passage of
seven days, the balance shifts to the greater public good in the protection of the state's wildlife, by
allowing the state to capture or kill the escaped domestic wildlife. In this case, the state exercised
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extreme deference to the Rammells by waiting 28 days until acting to protect the greater public good.
Although no Idaho precedent has been found that addresses these facts on the same basis as
the Washington and Ninth Circuit cases set out above, an application of the analysis engaged by the
Appeals decision in Schreiner Farms, Inc. v. Smitch, 940 P.2d
P .2d 274 (Wash.App.
Washington Court of
ofAppeals
1997) justifies the state's actions in this case, and also justifies the denial of compensation to the
the seven days provided by statute for the Rammells
Rammells on the basis that after the passage of
ofthe
to recapture their escaped animals, the state's interest thereafter outweighed the adverse economic
impact on the Rammells that arose from their own failure to keep their domestic elk from escaping.
Therefore, based upon the legislature's enactment ofLC.
ofI.C. § 25-3705A(3) that grants immunity
to the state for the destruction of escaped wildlife after seven days have passed from the date of
escape, the state defendants are entitled to immunity from the Rammells' claims for relief made in
Counts I and II of their complaint, such that those two counts should be dismissed.
VI.

CONCLUSION
The State of Idaho's motion to dismiss the Rammells' complaint in its entirety should be
granted for all the reasons set out above.

LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC

By:
Michael E. Kelly ffthe
the Firm
Attorneys for D fendants
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IN THE DISTRlCT
DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,

Case No. CV OC 08-20694

NOTICE OF HEARING
Plaintiffs,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.

TO:

PLAINTIFF AND HIS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants will call on for hearing their Motion
to Dismiss on Thursday, March 19,2009, at the hour of 4:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel
may be heard, before the Honorable Cheri C. Copsey, Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho.
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JOHN L. RUNFT (ISB # 1059)
JON M. STEELE (ISB # 1911)
KARL J. F. RUNFT (ISB # 6640)
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
1010
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, Idaho 83701
83702
Phone: (208)333-9496
Fax: (208) 343-3246
Email: jlrunft@runftlaw.com

BRON M. RAMMELL (ISB # 4389)
DIAL MAY & RAMMELL, CHTD
PO Box 370
Pocatello, 10
ID 83204-0370
Phone: (208) 233-0132
Fax: (208) 234-2961
Email: rammell@cableone.net

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,

)
)

) CASE NO. CV OC 08-20694
Plaintiffs,

)

) PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN
) OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
) MOTION TO DISMISS

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; and DOES
I-X,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Come now the Plaintiffs, Rex Rammell and Linda Rammell, husband and wife, and file this
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss.
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I.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
In their Statement of Facts, Defendants generally recite the facts stated in Plaintiffs'
Complaint regarding the escape of Plaintiffs' domestic elk from their elk ranch in Fremont
County, Idaho, and the efforts undertaken to recapture the elk. In said recitation, Defendants
neglect to mention that the Rammells "immediately implemented" the procedure recommended
by the Idaho Department of Agriculture of "graining" the elk into enclosures, "with the result
that the elk begin moving into such enclosures at an increasing rate." (Complaint paragraph 15).
IS).
Further, and of considerable significance relative to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss,
Defendants failed to mention Plaintiffs' allegations in their Complaint that the factual claims of
Executive Order No. 2006-32 issued by then Governor Risch are "false, arbitrary, and capricious
as regards the existence of any 'emergency' such as would justify the extermination of Plaintiffs'
elk." (See a copy of the Executive Order attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Karl J. Runft,
filed herein on June 9, 2008, in support of Plaintiffs' Response to Motion to Dismiss). Plaintiffs'
allegations regarding the falsity of the factual claims in the Executive Order are supported by the
detailed factual allegations set forth in Paragraph 23-26 of the Complaint.
II.

ARGUMENT
1. Idaho Code § 25-3705A(3) Does Not Grant The State of Idaho Authority To, Or

Blanket Immunity From Liability For, Killing ("Taking") Escaped Domestic Elk.
Idaho Code § 25-3705A(3) provides as follows:
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"Any domestic cervidae, that have escaped the control of the owner or operator of
a domestic cervidae farm or ranch for more than seven (7) days, taken by a
licensed hunter in a manner which complies with Title 36, Idaho Code, and the
rules and proclamations of the Idaho Fish and Game Commission shall be
considered a legal taking and neither the licensed hunter, the State, nor any state
agency shall be liable to the owner for killing the escaped domestic cervidae."
The meaning and intent of the above statutory provision is quite clear, namely, to protect
licensed hunters from liability for taking escaped domestic elk that have been loose for more
than seven days. Where the language of a statute is plain and unambiguous, this Court must give
effect to the statute as written, without engaging in statutory construction. State v. Rhode, 133
Idaho 459, 462, 988 P.2d 685, 688 (1999); State v. Burnight,
Burn igh t, 132 Idaho 654, 659, 978 P.2d 214,
219 (1999); State v. Escobar, 134 Idaho 387, 389, 3 P.3d 65, 67 (CLApp.2000). The language of
the statute is to be given its plain, obvious, and rational meaning. Burnight, 132 Idaho at 659,
.. The authority to "take" or kill an escaped domestic elk after seven days on the
978 P.2d at 219
219..
loose is granted by this section only to a "licensed hunter." The immunity for liability for the
licensed hunters "killing the escaped domestic cervidae" is extended not only to the hunter but
also to the State of Idaho and any state agency. In other words, the clear legislative intent
expressed here was to prevent liability from being imputed to the State for its grant of immunity
to the hunter. Clearly, the primary purpose of this statutory provision is to protect hunters who
inadvertently take escaped domestic elk. This purpose is made manifest in the wording of the
181 of the 2004 Session Laws,
statutory summary of House Bill 653, which became Chapter 182
which was codified as Idaho Code § 25-3705A. In the summary section of House Bill 653, at
lines 21-23, reference to the exception of liability for hunters is referenced as follows: "to
provide for the taking of domestic cervidae by licensed hunters under specified conditions and to
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provide an exception to liability for such taking;" (See copy of House Bill 653, attached as
exhibit A to Affidavit of John L. Runft).
§25Administration of elk farming is "vested in the Department of Agriculture." (I.e. §25
3702). Elk farming is "deemed and agricultural pursuit" and "such animals shall be deemed
livestock." (I.e. §25-3701). The regulations of the Department of Agriculture regarding the
"taking of escaped domestic cervidae" further served to indicate that such taking is limited to "a
licensed hunter in a situation where the escaped elk have not been under the control of the owner
for seven days." There is no indication in the regulations that the right to "take" domestic
cervidae is granted to the State ofIdaho or any of its agencies. (Rule 204 IDAPA 02.04.19.204).
Further, the measures to be taken to retrieve domestic cervidae which have escaped speak in
terms of effectuating the "capture the escaped domestic cervidae" (Subsection 5 of Rule 204),
and in terms of authorization "to take necessary actions to bring under control any domestic
cervidae that have escaped." (I.C. §25-3705A(2))
These provisions are similar to provisions regarding the recapture of escaped livestock of
other species. There are no provisions in Idaho law authorizing the State of Idaho or any of its
agencies to summarily kill livestock without a factual showing to probable cause standards that a
disease exists. (See I.C. Title 25, Chapters 1-6 for procedures for inspection, control, and
suppression of diseases among livestock.) The well established procedure in Idaho requires a
determination of the actual existence of a disease before the animals can be exterminated. (I.e. §
25-212). Further, Rammell specifically alleges (l) that his cervidae were inspected and were
disease free, and (2) defendants knew these facts. (Complaint para. 23-26). There is no finding
set forth in Executive Order No. 2006-32 that any disease has been established to exist in
Rammelllivestock. Clearly, escape alone does not constitute sufficient probable cause to kill
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livestock and there is nothing in the statutes or regulations of Idaho that serve to render this clear
standard of law vague or unclear. Simply put, no one, governor or any official, has the right to
order escaped livestock shot on unsubstantiated suspicion that said livestock might endanger
other animals.
Throughout their brief, Defendants choose to claim that Rammells' elk are wildlife and
subject to the jurisdiction of the Idaho Department ofFish and Game. (Defendants'
Memorandum, pp. 6, 10 - hereinafter "Df. Memo"). Hence, Defendants' statement that "the
ofldaho over wildlife is established by statute, I.C. §36-103, is
general authority of the State ofidaho
inapposite (Df. Memo, p. 6). Domestic cervidae or elk are not deemed to be "wildlife," but,
rather, are livestock in which the owners have property rights. Idaho Code § 25-3707 states in
this regard as follows:
"Domestic cervidae shall be, together with their offspring and increases the
subject of ownership, lien an absolute property rights, (the same as purely
domestic animals) in whatever situation, location, or condition such animals may
thereafter become, or be, and regardless of their remaining in, or escaping from
such restraint or captivity."
Therefore, Defendants' following allegations are erroneous and inapplicable to this case:
The State of Idaho, its officers and agents, were acting pursuant to powers
wildli fe. In the exercise of this
entrusted to the state in respect to regulation of wildlife.
authority the Idaho Legislature has enacted specific statutes stating the rights,
responsibilities, and actions that may be undertaken in respect to wildlife farms.
(Df Memo, p. 10)
Under Idaho law there are no "wildlife farms." Wildlife is under the jurisdiction of
the Department ofFish and Game pursuant to Title 36 of the Idaho Code and domestic
cervidae are deemed livestock and are under the jurisdiction of the Department of
Agriculture. I.e. § 25- 3702. Further, all provisions under Title 25 regarding control and
suppression of diseases are expressly incorporated into Chapter 37 and made applicable
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
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to domestic cervidae. Accordingly, there is no "statutory immunity" granted by I.C. §
25-3705 (A) (3) applicable in this case as alleged in section "c" of Defendants'
memorandum.

2. Rammells' Section 1984 Civil Rights Claims Are Not Barred By The Doctrine Of
Qualified Immunity.
42 U.S.C. Section 1983 does not itself create or establish any federally protected rights.
Rather, Section 1983 authorizes the assertion of a claim for relief to enforce federal rights
created by either the federal Constitution or, in some cases, by a federal statute. See Albright v.
Oliver 510 U.S. 266 (1994); Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989). Section 1983 fulfills the
procedural or remedial function of authorizing the assertion of the claim for relief. It is well
established that the Plaintiff must allege (1) a depravation of a federal right, and (2) that the
person who depri ved him of that right acted under the color of state law. Gomez v. Toledo, 446
U.S. 635, 640 (1980); Nation v. State Department ofCorrections,
of Corrections, 144 Idaho 177, 184, 158 P.3d
953,960 (2007). Since under the 11 th
th Amendment of the United States Constitution states and
state agencies are not considered "persons" for purposes of Section 1983, Defendants James E.
Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X have been sued in their respective individual capacities.
Will v. Michigan Department ofState Police, 491 U.S. 58 (1989); Merritt v. State, 108 Idaho 20,
26,696 P. 2d 871,877 (1985). In Hafer v. Melo, 502 U.S. 21 (1991), the United States Supreme
Court held that a state official sued for damages in his personal capacity is a Section 1983
person, even though the claim for relief arose out of the official's official responsibilities. In the
present case, Rammells have sued the subject state officials in their individual capacities for
th
taking their property in violation of their due process rights under the 14
Amendment of the
14th

United States Constitution. Under state law, the Rammells have acquired a property right in
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....,.
their cervidae and therefore have a reasonable expectation that this particular property interest is
Regents v. Roth 408 U.S.564, 577 (1972). The
protected under the due process clause. Board of
ofRegents
Defendants deny any such depravation, but claim even if there were, that they have qualified
immunity from suit.
Qualified immunity protects an official who violated the Plaintiffs federally protected
right so long as the official did not violate clearly established federa11aw. Therefore, when
qualified immunity is asserted as a defense, the critical issue is whether the Defendant official
violated federal
law that was clearly established at the time he acted. Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457
federa11aw

u.s.
U.S. 800 (1982).

See also Groh v. Ramirez, 540 U.S. 551 (2004); Hope v. Pelzer, 536 U.S. 730

(2002); Saucier v. Katz, 533 U.S. 194 (2001). The Supreme Court of the United States has
described the qualified immunity test as a "fair warning" standard; that is, if the federa11aw was
clearly established, the official is on notice that violation ofthe federal law may lead to personal
monetary liability. The Constitutional provisions against taking one's property without due
process of law are well settled under the constitutional provision cited in the Complaint. (See
discussion in Brady v. Kuyper, 2008 WL 2951199, E.D.Cal.,2008, for detailed review of issues
relating to qualified immunity where plaintiff sued BLM officers for deprivation of his property
without proper due process for seizure of his cattle). The fact that an official claims to have
acted on advice of counselor pursuant to orders of a superior normally will not protect the
law.. See 1A
1A Schwartz, Section 1983 Litigation:
official if he violated clearly established federal law
Claims and Defenses, chapter 9A (4 th Edition 2005); Lawrence v. Reed, 406 Federal3 rd 1224
(loth Cir. 2005).
In Hope v. Peher, supra, the Supreme Court of the United States held that under the
particular circumstances, the Defendant prison officials' cuffing an inmate to a hitching post for
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
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a lengthy period of time while shirtless in the hot Alabama sun violated clearly established 8th
Amendment standards. The Supreme Court, in Hope, found that the 11 th Circuit had erred in
applying a rigid rule that for the federal law to be clearly established the facts of the existing
precedent must be "materially similar" to the facts of the present case. The Supreme Court held
that "officials can still be on notice that their conduct violates established law even in novel
factual circumstances." Hope, 536 U.S. at 741. The right claimed to have been violated must be
clearly established in a fairly particularized sense: the contours of the right must be sufficiently
clear that a reasonable official would understand that what he is doing violates that right. That is
not to say that an official action is protected by qualified immunity unless the very action has
been held unlawful, but it is to say that in light of preexisting law the unlawfulness must be
apparent. Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 639-40 (1987) quoting Davis v. Scherer, 468
U.S. 183, 195 (1984). In some cases, the federal law might be clearly established even in the
absence of controlling precedent. For example, the type of conduct engaged in by the Defendant
may be so obviously unconstitutional that there was no need to litigate the issue previously. See
Wilson v. Layne, 526 U.S. 603, 620-21 (1999); see also Hope v. Pelzer, supra. The case of
Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232 (1974), cited by Defendants in support of their position, can be
easily distinguished on the facts. In Scheuer, it was undisputed that the governor was faced with
a continuing student riot at Kent State University and the threat of growing public disorder. In
the present case the underlying claim of the existence of an "emergency" is hotly disputed. In
Scheuer the Governor ordered the deployment of the National Guard, but he did not order the
shooting. In the present case the Governor ordered the deployment of state agents and ordered
the shooting ofthe Rammells' elk. In the present case the standards for control and capture of an
escaped elk are clear. Idaho Code § 25-3705A(2) provides that the Department of Agriculture or
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
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its agent "is authorized to take necessary actions to bring under control any domestic cervidae
that have escaped
.... " The clear mandate is to "bring under control," not to kill. Likewise, the
escaped...."
rules promulgated by the Department of Agriculture concerning the capture and retrieval of
escaped domestic cervidae do not authorize shooting the animals, but, rather, provides for their
"capture." Specifically, subsection .05 of Rule 204 (IDAPA 02.04.19.204) provides as follows:
"05. Capture. In the event that the owner or operator of a domestic cervidae ranch
is unable to retrieve escaped domestic cervidae in a timely manner, as determined
by the administrator, the administrator may effectuate the capture of the escaped
domestic cervidae to ensure the health ofIdaho's livestock and wild cervidae
population.
population.""
The bases of any emergency justifying the extreme action taken by Defendants in
ordering Rammells' elk to be shot are expressly denied in the Complaint. Plaintiffs' allege that
they have operated and maintained a disease free, genetically pure herd since acquisition of the
Plainti ffs' elk
herd in 1994 and have records validating this claim for each and every animal of Plaintiffs'
herd. (Complaint para. 23). Further, these records have been provided to, and were on file with,
the Department of Agriculture prior to August 2006. (Complaint, para. 23). The escaped elk
were being rounded up by Rammell and his agents and neighbors and did not pose any threat as
alleged in Executive Order #2006-32. Until scattered by state agents, the escaped elk were
located on private property wherein the owners had given Plaintiffs permission to do what was
necessary to capture them. (Complaint para. 24-26).
As stated above, the critical issue here is whether the Defendant officials violated federal
law that was clearly established at the time he acted. Harlow v. Fit:=gerald, 457 U.S. 800 (1982).
Part of this calculus is whether the conduct of Defendants was based on reasonable probable
cause sufficient to support such an extreme "emergency" that would justify the killing of
Plaintiffs' livestock. The parties dispute the facts relating to this issue. In considering a motion
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
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to dismiss, the court must accept all allegations of material fact in the complaint as true. See

Erickson v. Pardus, U.S., 127 S.Ct. 2197, 167 L.Ed.2d 1081 (2007). The court must also
construe the alleged facts in the light most favorable to the plaintiff. See Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416
U.S. 232,236,94 S.Ct. 1683,40 L.Ed.2d 90 (1974); see also Hospital Bldg. Co. v. Rex Hospital

Trustees, 425 U.S. 738, 740, 96 S.Ct. 1848,48 L.Ed.2d 338 (1976); Barnett v. Centoni, 31 F.3d
813, 816 (9th Cir.1994) (per curiam). All ambiguities or doubts must also be resolved in the
plaintiffs favor. See Jenkins v. McKeithen, 395 U.S. 411,421,89 S.Ct. 1843,23 L.Ed.2d 404
(1969). The Ninth Circuit has recognized the difficulty in determining the issue of qualified

Hunter. 500 F.3d 978 (9th Cir.2007). "[A]
immunity on a motion to dismiss. See Hydrick v. Hunter,
motion to dismiss on qualified immunity grounds puts the court in the difficult position of
deciding 'far-reaching constitutional questions on a non-existent factual record.' While
'government officials have the right. .. to raise
... qualified immunity defense on a motion to
raise...qualified
dismiss, the exercise of that authority is not a wise choice in every case." Id. at 985 (quoting

Kwai Fun Wong v. United States, 373 F.3d 952, 957 (9th Cir.2004». In light of the factual
dispute on these issues critical to determining whether Defendants are entitles to qualified
immunity, Defendant's motion to dismiss should be denied.

3. Plaintiffs tort claims are not precluded by the discretionary function exception
The Defendants claim that they are immune from suit in tort under the discretionary
immunity as set down in I.C. § 6-904(1). They claim that interim Governor Risch's Executive
Order was made pursuant to the discretionary immunity function of the executive office. This
argument is directly contrary to the nature of that Executive Order and the law in the area of
cervidae management.
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First, I.C. § 6-904(1), states that no government entity is liable for a non-criminal or nonmalicious act which:
Arises out of any act or omission of an employee of the governmental
entity exercising ordinary care, in reliance upon or the execution or
performance of a statutory or regulatory function, whether or not the
statute or regulation be valid, or based upon the exercise or performance
or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function or duty on the
part of a governmental entity or employee thereof, whether or not the
discretion be abused.
In Czaplicki v. Gooding Joint Sch. Dist., 116 Idaho 326, 331, 775 P.2d 640, 645 (1989),
the Idaho Supreme Court interpreted I.C. § 6-904( 1) as meaning:
The discretionary function exemption does not apply to negligent
operational decision-making, nor does it shield the negligent
policy .... The Idaho Tort Claims Act
implementation of a statute or a policy....
makes a governmental entity liable for damages arising out of its own
negligent operational acts or omissions. Doe v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 466,
471, 716 P.2d 1238. The Act is to be liberally construed with a view
toward accomplishing its aims and purposes and attaining substantial
justice. Sterling v. Bloom, 111 Idaho 211, 723 P.2d 755 (1986). The
discretionary function exemption to liability applies only to government
decisions entailing planning or policy formation, and "does not include
functions which involve any element of choice, judgment, or ability to
make responsible decisions; otherwise every function would fall within
the exception." (Emphasis in original.) Sterling, 111 Idaho at 227, 723
P.2d 755 (citing Johnson v. State, 69 Cal.2d 782, 73 Cal.Rptr. 240, 245,
447 P.2d 352,357 (1968); Downs v. United States, 522 F.2d 990, 995 (6th
Cir.1975); Wainscott v. State, 642 P.2d 1355, 1356 (Alaska 1982); and,
Chandler Supply Co., Inc. v. City of Boise, 104 Idaho 480, 482-83, 660
P.2d 1323, 1325-26 (1983)).
To overcome governmental immunity, the Plaintiffs must show the governmental act
giving rise to their claims of negligence as being that of implementation of a policy this is itself

of Pocatello, 126 Idaho 454, 886 P.2d
P .2d 330 (1994).
not a broad policy matter. See Lawton v. City ofPocatello,
In point of fact, the Executive Order in this matter simply directs the Department of Fish
and Game to hunt down and kill Plaintiffs' escaped elk. There are no broad policies established
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by the Executive Order. The Order is directed at a specific occurrence of escaped elk and a
single cervidae outfit. The policy of undertaking necessary action to contain or bring under

control escaped domestic cervidae was already established by statute administered by the
Department of Agriculture - not by the interim Governor.

I.C. § 25-3705(A) states in

pertinent part:
(2) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, the division of
animal industries or its agent is authorized to take necessary actions to
bring under control any domestic cervidae that have escaped the control of
the owner or operator of the domestic cervidae farm or ranch where the
domestic cervidae were located.
(3) Any domestic cervidae, that have escaped the control of the owner or
operator of a domestic cervidae farm or ranch for more than seven (7)
days, taken by a licensed hunter in a manner which complies with title 36,
Idaho Code, and the rules and proclamations of the Idaho fish and game
commission shall be considered a legal taking and neither the licensed
hunter, the state, nor any state agency shall be liable to the owner for
killing the escaped domestic cervidae.

See.r.e. § 25-3705(A)(2) and (3). As stated, interim Governor Risch made no policy with regard
to his Executive Order. He merely undertook to implement the policy already set by statute, and,
as Plaintiffs will prove, he did so in a reckless, presumptuous and uninformed manner that will
make him, Defendant Huffaker and the State of Idaho liable for the wanton destruction of
6Plaintiffs' property. The Defendants are not entitled to discretionary immunity under I.C. § 6
904( I).
Defendants also claim immunity from Plaintiffs' claims of destruction of "valuable
contractual and business relationships" by operation of I.e. § 6-609(3).

See Defendants'

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss, p. 11. Plaintiffs assume Defendants meant to
refer to I.e. § 6-904(3) that bars claims involving "interference with contract rights." Plaintiffs
have not been able to identify any case in Idaho interpreting the scope and meaning of the
OPPOSITIO\[ TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
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"interference with contract rights" language contained in I.e. § 6-904(3). However, looking to
the other acts given immunity under I.e. § 6-904(3) they are all intentional instances of

of Boise, 123 Idaho 425, 849
misconduct. See Ada County Assessor v. Roman Catholic Diocese ofBoise,
P .2d 98 (1993). (In construing a statute, the court will not deal in any subtle refinements of
P.2d
legislation, but will ascertain and give effect to purpose and intent of legislature, based on whole
act and every word therein, lending substance and meaning to provisions; unless contrary to
purposes clearly indicated, ordinary words are given ordinary meaning.) Thus Defendants would
ask the Court to interpret the meaning of the "interference with contract rights" language
contained in I.e. § 6-904(3) as only involving instances of intentional interference with contract
rights. Neither Count V nor Count VI assert that the Defendants acted intentionally in destroying
Plaintiffs' valuable contract rights, and thus Defendants motion in this regard should be denied.
Based on the well established applicable federal law, the Executive Order that is the subject
matter of this dispute is the epitome of reckless implementation of a policy already set down by
statute. There is no discretionary immunity invoked by the Executive Order.

III.
CONCLUSION
The Defendants have raised several arguments which are dependent on disputed factual
allegations which allegations must for the purposes of the motion to dismiss under IRCP Rule 12
be construed in favor of Plaintiffs. Accordingly, the Court should dismiss Defendants motion in
its entirety and establish a discovery schedule focused on resolving said issues is possible at a
hearing pursuant to IRCP Rule 56.
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Respectfully submitted this 5th day of March 2009.

RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By:------.L-~~=-t~~~~=_I_--
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Attorneys for Defendants the State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA
TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE

)

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA RAMMELL,
husband and wife,

)

CV -OC-2008-20694
Case No. CV-OC-2008-20694

)

Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E. RISCH;
STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND DOES I-X,

)
)
)

DEFENDANTS'REPLY
MEMORANDUM ON MOTION
TO DISMISS

)
)

Defendants.
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~--~~--------~--~----~

..

1.

REPL
Y ARGUMENT
REPLY

A.

Questions That Are Before This Court
In their memorandum submitted in opposition to the State Defendants' motion to dismiss

the Rammclls have repeatedly attempted to assert the existence of factual and legal disputes in
this action, where in fact none exist. For example, at page 5 of their memorandum the Rammell
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state that, "Through their brief, Defendants choose to clam that Rammells' elk are wildlife and
subject to the jurisdiction of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game." In fact, at page 5 of the
State Defendants' supporting memorandum the jurisdiction of the Department of Agriculture is
25-370SA and the underlying Rule 204. There is no
expressly stated in the citation to I.e. § 25-3705A

question or dispute here that domestic cervidae are classified as "livestock," I.e. § 25-3701. and
that jurisdiction over domestic cervidae has been expressly transferred to the Department of
Agriculture. I.e. § 25-3702 and I.e. § 36-711.
In addition the Rammells attempt to

c,~mfuse
c,~mfuse

the State's general and broadly-stated

interest in the protection and regulation of wildlife, with the narrow issue of the grant of
administrative authority over domestic cervidae. As further addressed below in Part B of this
Reply Memorandum, it is precisely the State's interest in protecting its wildlife, and other
domestic livestock industries, that justifies the State's actions to prevent the interaction, potential
genetic contamination, and spread of disease that can arise in the State's wildlife and in other
domestic livestock, if escaped domestic ccrvidae are not promptly re-captured, or destroyed if
capture is not possible. In this same vein, and in further support of their argument, the Rammells
observe at pg. 5 of their memorandum that, "Under Idaho law there are no 'wildlife farms.
farms.'"'"
Actually, the regulation of "Commercial Wildlife Farms" is specifically addressed in IDAPA
13.01.10.010.01. The importance of this fact is that the State of Idaho has parallel concerns in
respect to the escape and interaction of animals in these wildlife farms in the same respect as it
does with domestic cervidae farms or ranches.
The State has encountered some difficulty in replying to the Rammells' opposition
memorandum, because it appears that the Rammells have not responded to the memorandum
that the State has filed and served upon the Rammells. For example, at page 2 of their response
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM ON MOTION TO DISMISS - PAGE 2
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memorandum Rammells allege that the State failed to attribute the efforts undertaken to "grain
the elk into enclosures." That very fact is stated at the bottom of page 2 of the State's supporting
memorandum. Also, in respect to the State's argument on the discretionary function exception
the Rammells argue at pg. 12 of their response memorandum that the State made an argument
based upon I.C. § 6-609(3).

No such citation appears in State's supporting memorandum.

Apparently the Rammells were responding to the memorandum submitted in May 2008, where
such a mis-citation did occur. Consequently, it is difficult to reply to arguments that appear to
have no basis in the grounds raised by the State Ddcndants in their motion 10 dismiss.
The Rammells have also alleged at page 2 of their response memorandum that the State
has not addressed the Rammells' allegations that factual claims made in the Governor's
Executive Order were false, arbitrary, or capricious in respect to the existence any "emergency.
Later at page 8 of their memorandum the Rammells allege that "the existence of an 'emergency'
is hotly disputed."

The primary factual allegation underlying the Governor's Executive Order,

attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Karl Runft, was that there was an "imminent threat" to
the health of wild elk herds, public health and Safety, and public and private property arose as a
result of the escape of domestic cervidae from the Rammells' elk ranch. No "emergency" was
alleged. None was required for the actions taken. The State has in existence clearly stated and
comprehensive policies designed to prevent, and to respond to the threat that was posed by the
escape of the domestic cervidae from the Rammells' ranch. No showing that any of the escaped
domestic cervidae was actually diseased or contagious was required. The fact of the escape
itself is uncontested. The fact of the imminent threat that was presented is solidly based upon
public policy established by the statutes enacted by the Idaho Legislature.

The Rammells'

arguments that the Governor's Executive Order did not allege an emergency, and that the
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underlying facts were false, arbitrary, or capricious, are simply unfounded in reference to the
actual statements contained in that Executive Order, and upon the statutory authority that was
being exercised.
Finally, for reasons that are not at all clear, the Rammells repeatedly refer to Governor
Risch as the "interim governor." Idaho law has express provisions concerning the exercise of
59-1401I et seq., and for the exercise of gubernatorial
authority by an "interim" governor, I.e. § 59-140
authority by "acting" governors, when the governor is out of state. I.C. § 67-805A. Therefore,
only to the extent that the Rammells are attempting to raise an issue about Governor Risch's
authority to act, as opposed to any other purpose underlying these references. this Court can take
judicial notice of the fact that James Risch, as the designated successor to Dirk Kempthorne
Idaho at the time the
upon his resignation from that office, was the fully empowered governor of 1daho
events at issue in this case occurred.
These questions and issues, as argued by the Rammells, do not create any issues of
material fact that preclude granting the State's Motion to Dismiss. They are either irrelevant to
the issues raised, are not factually supported by the record that is before this Court, or are simply
mis-statements of law and fact.

B.

The State of Idaho's Interest in the Regulation of Wildlife
In the "Legal Authority for the State's Actions," section of the State's opening brief the

general authority of the State to regulate wildlife under I.e. § 36-103 was stated, with supporting
citation to Geer v. Connecticut, 161 U.S. 519, 16 S.Ct. 600, 40 L.Ed. 793 (1896); State v. Coffee,
97 Idaho 905, 914, 556 P.2d 1185, 1194 (1976); and State v. Tinno, 94 Idaho 759, 764, 497 P.2d
1386, 1391 (1972).

Later at page 10 of the State's opening memorandum, the following

statement is provided:
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The state of Idaho, its officers and agents, were acting pursuant to powers
entrusted to the state in respect to regulation of wildlife. In the exercise of this
authority the Idaho Legislature has enacted specific statutes stating the rights,
responsibilities, and actions that may be undertaken in respect to wildlife farms.
These statutes, and the administrative regulations adopted by the state agencies
entrusted with implementing these laws, declare the consequences that can arise
from escape of such animals, and the failure of their owner to recapture those
animals in a timely fashion. As a general rule the state is authorized to act after
the passage of seven days from the date of escape. Here, 28 days passed before
Governor Risch issued an executive order authorizing the seizure of the
remaining escaped elk from the Rammell elk farm.
The Rammells have seized upon the state's generic reference to "wildlife farms," as a
mis-description of their domestic cervidae ranch, which is a "livestock" operation. This nan-ow
characterization of the State's argument misses the point that was being made. The State's
interest has been broadly stated as to all domestic wildlife or livestock operations that potentially
pose a threat to either the State's general wildlife population, or to other livestock. Significant
prophylactic measures have been enacted by the legislature and promulgated by the affected
agencies to protect both the State's general wildlife population and specific domestic livestock
industries from disease threats, the spread of contagions, and genetic contamination.
The first two statements contained in the Governor's Executive Order declared as
follows:
WHEREAS, the State is responsible for preserving, protecting, perpetuating and
managing the wild elk herds of Idaho; and
WHEREAS, there is imminent threat to the health of wild elk herds of the State of
Idaho and surrounding State from domestic elk that have escaped from Rex
Rammel's Conant Creek Facility (Conant Creek Facility); and
The Rammells' have simply failed to acknowledge that it was the threat posed to the
State's legitimate interests in other wildlife as a result of the escape of their domestic cervidae
that was the basis for the actions that were taken by the State that resulted in the eventual
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destruction of those escaped animals.

C.

The Fact Of An "Escape" - Standing Alone - Establishes A Basis For The State's
Actions
At page 4 of their response memorandum the Rammells argue:
There are no provisions in Idaho law authorizing the State of Idaho or any of its
agencies to summarily kill livestock without a factual showing to probable cause
standards that a disease exists. (See I.C Title 25, Chapters 1-6 for procedures for
inspection, control, and suppression of diseases among livestock.).

The Rammells then argue, "Clearly, escape alone does not constitute sufficient probable cause to
kill livestock and there is nothing in the statutes or regulations of Idaho that serve to render this
clear standard oflaw vague or unclear." Rammells' Response Memorandum at pp. 4-5.
Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 6 of the Title 25 livestock laws have been expressly made
applicable to domestic cervidae. See, I.C § 25-3703. But the general standards stated in those
broadly-stated statutes do not preempt the more specific standards that are stated in the domestic
cervidae law itself, as provided by the general rule that when statutes conflict, a later or more
specific statute controls over an earlier or more general statute. Johnson v. Boundary Sch. Dist.

No. 101,
}O}, 138 Idaho 331,335,63 P.3d 457, 461 (2003); Hyde v. Fisher, 143 Idaho 782,786, 152
P.3d 653, 657 (Ct. App.2007). Under the domestic cervidae law "escape" - standing alone -- is
sufficient to justify the actions that the State took in this case. I.C § 25-3705A and Rule 204 of
the Idaho Department of Agriculture's Domestic Cervidae Rules (IDAPA
(lDAPA 02.04.19. 204). There
is no requirement that the escaped domestic cervidae first be determined to be diseased or
contagious. Their mere escape is enough to trigger the State's interest under Idaho law.

D.

The "Licensed Hunter Taking" Provision In I.e. § 25-3705A Provides Authority
That Directly Addresses The Issue Of Escaped Domestic Cervidae, Not Merely
"Inadvertent" Takings
Rule 204 of the Department of Agriculture's Domestic Cervidae Rules provides III
m
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subpart 05 that, "the Administrator may effectuate the capture of the escaped domestic cervidae
to ensure the health of Idaho's livestock and wild cervidae populations." (emphasis added).
Subpart 07 of Rule 204 provides for the "Taking of Escaped Domestic Cervidae" by licensed
hunters, which is exactly what occurred in this case.
In respect to this "licensed hunter take" provision, the Rammells have argued at page 3 of
their response memorandum that, "Clearly, the primary purpose of this statutory provision is to
protect hunters who inadvertently take escaped domestic elk."

(emphasis added).

This

argument makes it sound like the only concern motivating the Idaho Legislature and the
Department of Agriculture was to protect a hunter, who during the traditional fall hunting season
might accidentally kill an escaped domestic cervidae. The Rammells' proposed construction
flies directly in the face of the language of the statute and the implementing rule. The Rule
declares:

07.
Taking of Escaped Domestic Cervidae. A licensed hunter may legally
take domestic cervidae which have escaped from a domestic cervidac
cervidae ranch only
under the following conditions:
a.
The domestic cervidae has escaped and has not been in the control of the
owner or operator of the domestic cervidae ranch for more than seven (7) days;
and
h.
b.
The hunter is licensed and in compliance with all the provisions of the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game rules and code.

(Emphasis added).
This rule is entirely silent as to any limitation on the actions taken by licensed hunters
only during an authorized hunting season. Furthermore, why, if this rule is only concerned with
the "inadvertent" take by a licensed hunter otherwise unrelated to the recovery of escaped
domestic cervidae, does that immunity only attach after the passage of seven days after the
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escape? Is the potentially offending hunter any more or less "inadvertent" on day one than he or
she is on day eight?
No question has been put at issue in this case that any of the destroyed elk were taken by
anyone other than a "licensed hunter," regardless of whether that hunter was a private individual
or an authorized agent of the state of Idaho. Since the State can only act through its authorized
agents, which in this case consists of "licensed hunters," then the immunity provided by I.C. §
25-3705A(3) does expressly apply to the state:
(3) Any domestic cervidae, that have escaped the control of the owner or operator
of a domestic cervidae farm or ranch for more than seven (7) days, taken by a
licensed hunter in a manner which complies with title 36, Idaho Code, and the
rules and proclamations of the Idaho fish and game commission shall be
considered a legal taking and neither the licensed hunter, the state, nor any
state agency shall be liable to the owner for killing the escaped domestic
cervidae.
(Emphasis added).
Only by the contorted reasoning of the Rammells, that these provisions only apply to an
inadvertent take by a licensed hunter, can they avoid the clear provision of immunity that is
granted to the state by this statute.

The statute and the associated rules were adopted and

promulgated for the express purpose of addressing the escape of domestic cervidae for no other
purpose. In this case, the state acted appropriately to achieve that purpose, and therefore is
entitled to the immunity granted by this statute.
E.

The Rammells Have Failed To Rebut The Application of Qualified Immunity
Both parties agree that the applicable legal standard for the application of qualified

immunity is that the officials' conduct is found not to violate clearly established statutory or
constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known. In its memorandum in
support of its motion to dismiss the State cited authority in support of a finding of qualified
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM ON MOTION TO DISMISS - PAGE 8
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immunity based upon actions taken by the State Defendants in good faith, while acting in their
official capacities, within the scope of their authority, and involving issues of judgment and
discretion in the exercise of that authority.
In opposing the State Defendants' request for dismissal arising out of qualified immunity
the Rammells argue that Idaho law only granted those officials authority to bring the escaped
"emergency"'
domestic cervidae under control, but not to kill; that there was a lack of any "emergency"
justifying the State's actions; and that the Rammells' domestic cervidae had been determined to
be disease free and genetically pure. See, Rammells' response memorandum at pg. 9.
As already addressed and argued above, the Rammells argument that the State
Defendants are not entitled to qualified immunity because they acted in excess of their authority
by killing, rather than merely capturing, the escaped cervidae, can only succeed if they are
correct in their argument that the "licensed hunter take" provisions were only adopted and
promulgated to avoid an "inadvertent" take by such a hunter. These provisions construed in
context, and in their entirety, are not so-restricted on their face.

The "licensed hunter take"

provisions were enacted solely for the purpose of providing a necessary response to the escape of
domestic cervidae.
As noted at the outset of this Reply, the Rammells have cited no authority that supports
their argument that the State Defendants' actions had to be predicated upon the existence of an
"emergency." The occurrence of an escape is all that is needed to trigger the State's response,
and after the passage of seven days from the date of escape, for the taking by licensed hunters
that occurred in this case.
Aside from the general livestock provisions, which are preempted by the specific
provisions adopted to respond to the escape of domestic cervidae, the Rammells have pointed to
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM ON MOTION TO DISMISS - PAGE 9
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no authority that requires the State to first determine that the escaped domestic cervidae bear
some communicable disease.

A generalized threat arising from an escape that creates the

possibility of any interaction between domestic cervidae and the State's wildlife or other
domestic livestock is sufficient under the statutory and regulatory regime adopted and followed
in Idaho to justify the actions that the State took in this case.
Because in all respects the State Defendants acted in good faith while carrying out their
official duties within the scope of their authority ,md involving issues of judgment
jUdgment and discretion
in the exercise of that authority, they are entitled to qualified immunity.

F.

The Rammells Have Failed to Distinguish The Application of Discretionarv
Function Immunity Under The Brooks And City Of Pocatello Decisions Relied
Upon By The State
The Rammells have made two arguments in opposition to the State Defendants" motion

to dismiss the tort claims under the discretionary function exception. First, the Rammells argue
at page 12 of their memorandum that, "interim Governor Risch made no policy with regard to
his Executive Order.

He merely undertook to implement the policy already set by statute."

Second, they argue at page 13 of their memorandum in response to an argument that the State
did not make in its memorandum in support of the current motion to dismiss, but instead appears
to be directed to an argument made in a prior motion to dismiss. This second argument appears
to allude to an "intentional tort" exception to discretionary function immunity. See e.g., Doe v.
Durtschi, 110 Idaho 466, 716 P.2d 1238 (1986). The Rammells argue that they have not alleged

intentional conduct by the state in either Count V or Count VI of the complaint.
Consequentially, by their own admission, this intentional tort question does not appear to present
any live issue for determination in this case.
In response to the Rammells' first argument, the State Defendants continue to adhere to
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM ON MOTION TO DISMISS - PAGE 10
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the rule set out in the opening brief submitted in support of the motion to dismiss as declared in
Brooks v. Logan, 127 Idaho 484, 903 P.2d 73 (1995) as controlling the decision of this case:

The test for determining the applicable of discretionary function immunity looks
at the nature of the conduct. Routine matters not requiring evaluation of broad
policy factors will likely be "operational," whereas decisions involving a
consideration of the financial, political, economic, and social effects of a
particular plan are likely "discretionary" and will be accorded immunity.
127 Idaho at 488, 903 P
.2d at 77. See also, Lawton v. City ofPocatello,
of Pocatello, 126 Idaho 454, 460, 886
P.2d
P.2d 330, 336 (1994) (,,[T]he
("[T]he dual policies served by the discretionary function exception: to
permit those who govern to do so without being unduly inhibited by the threat of liability and to
limit judicial second-guessing of basic policy decisions entrusted to other branches of
government.").
The State Defendants' actions in this case were neither routine, nor merely operational.
The situation was unique, and fortunately, one that rarely occurs. The State Defendants were
required to ascertain the facts and circumstances presented and to respond appropriately based
upon their statutorily granted authority.

They did so, and thus have discretionary function

immunity to the Rammells' tort claims.
II.
CONCLUSION

The State Defendants' Motion to Dismiss should be granted.
-,rll

/.;J day of March, 2009.
Respectfully submitted this /.;l

7
Michael E. Kelly
Attorney for the State of Idaho Defendants
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and
LYNDA RAMMELL , husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
STATEOFIDAHO,JAMES RISCH,
and STEVEN HUFFAKER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-OC-2008-20694
CV -OC-2008-20694

ORDER RE: MOTION TO DISMISS

--------------)
-----------------------------)

On February 25, 2008, Rex and Lynda Rammell filed this lawsuit in the Seventh Judicial
District of Idaho against the State of Idaho, Governor James Risch, and Director Steven Huffaker
of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game (collectively referred to herein as "Defendants"). In
the Complaint, the Rammells alleged eight separate counts for relief including: one count for
deprivation of property without due process of law in violation of the United States and Idaho
Constitutions; one count for the "taking" of the Rammells' property without due process of law
in violation of the United States and Idaho Constitutions; four counts for civil rights violations as
permitted by 42 U.S.c. § 1983; and two tort claims under the Idaho Tort Claims Act for
destruction of property and interference with contractual and business relationships.
Governor Risch moved to change venue and on September 30, 2008, the district court
entered an order for change of venue to this Court. On October 14, 2008, the Supreme Court
issued an order transferring venue to this Court based on the district court's order. Thereafter, on
January 27, 2009, Defendants moved this Court to dismiss the Rammells' claims pursuant to
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Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted. Specifically, Defendants contend that the four counts under 42 U.S.e. § 1983 are barred
by the doctrine of qualified immunity, the two tort claims are barred by § 6-904(1) and (3) of the
Idaho Tort Claims Act, and the Rammells' two remaining constitutional claims are barred by the
statutory immunity provided by Idaho Code § 25-3705(A)(3). Defendants also claim that the
statutory immunity of § 25-3705(A)(3) provides an additional basis for the dismissal of the
Rammells' two tort claims and civil rights claims under § 1983.
The Court heard argument on March 19, 2009, and the Rammells filed additional
documents on April 7, 2009, without leave of court. The Court took the matter under advisement
on April 8, 2009.
For the reasons stated below, the Court denies the State Defendants' Motion to Dismiss
Counts I and IT and grants Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Counts Ill-Vill.

THE RAMMELLS' FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
The Court takes the Rammells' factual 1 allegations as true, because this is a Motion to
Dismiss. The Rammells own and operate a domestic elk farm or ranch in Fremont County,
Idaho. Domestic elk farming is an agricultural pursuit in Idaho and falls under the jurisdiction of
25-370l.
the Idaho Department of Agriculture ("Department of Agriculture") pursuant to I.e. § 25-3701.
On August 14, 2006, the Assistant Idaho State Veterinarian of the Department of Agriculture
contacted Rex Rammell to inform him that approximately 100 head of domestic elk had been
seen on Carol Albertson's property in the vicinity of his farm. Rammell immediately began to
take measures to recapture the elk and over the next 2 Y2 weeks succeeded in recapturing 40 elk.
During this time, he remained in constant communication with the Department of Agriculture.
Around September 1, 2006, the Department of Agriculture suggested putting out grain to
Rammells tried
get the elk into enclosures as a technique to recapture the remaining elk. The RammeIIs

1

The Court does not have to accept the Rammells' legal conclusions as accurate.
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using this procedure.

On September 7, 2006, Idaho Governor James E. Risch issued an

Executive Order declaring an emergency which stated as follows: 2
WHEREAS, the State is responsible for preserving
perpetuating and managing the wild elk herds of Idaho; and

protecting,

WHEREAS, there is imminent threat to the health of wild elk herds of the
State of Idaho and surrounding states from domestic elk that have escaped from
Rex Rammel's [sic] Conant Creek Facility (Conant Creek Facility); and
WHEREAS, there is an imminent threat to public health and safety of the
citizens of Idaho as well as neighboring states due to the escape of domestic elk
from the Conant Creek Facility; and
WHEREAS, there is also an imminent threat of damage to public and
private property from the domestic elk that have escaped from the Conant Creek
Facility; and
WHEREAS, the owner of the private elk ranch, Conant Creek Facility,
delayed notification to the State that his domestic elk had escaped; and
WHEREAS, any domestic elk that have escaped from the Conant Creek
Facility have escaped the control of the owner for more than seven (7) days;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, JAMES E. RISCH, Governor of the State of
Idaho, by authority vested in me under the Constitution and laws of the State of
Idaho do hereby order:
1.
That as a result of the facts and circumstances described above, the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game and the Idaho Department of Agriculture
immediately identify and shoot on site [sic], any domestic elk that have escaped
from the Conant Creek Facility; and
2.
The Idaho Department of Fish and Game and the Idaho Department
of Agriculture shall exercise all statutory authority necessary to take, as defined
under title 36, section 202(i) and control as authorized under title 25, section
3705A and title 36, section 104 of the Idaho Code, any domestic elk that have
escaped from the Conant Creek Facility; and
3.
The Idaho Fish and Game Commission shall promulgate an
emergency rule or proclamation:

2 The Court takes judicial notice of the Executive Order referenced by both parties. I.R.E. 201(f); Crawford v.
Department of Correction, 133 Idaho 633, 636, 991 P.2d 358, 361, fn. 1 (1999); State v. Howell, 122 Idaho 209,
832 P.2d 1144 (Ct.App.1992); Trautman v. Hill, 116 Idaho 337, 340, 775 P.2d 651, 654 (Ct.App.1989). Executive
orders have the force and effect of law. I.e. § 67-802.
67 -802.
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a.
That allows licensed hunters to identify and shoot on site [sic] any
domestic elk that have escaped from the Conant Creek Facility and possess the
carcass of the animal taken; and
b.
That allows private property owners to identify, and immediately
kill any domestic elk on their private property that have escaped from the Conant
Creek Facility and possess the carcass of the animal taken; and
c.
That places no limit on the number of escaped domestic elk from
the Conant Creek Facility that can be taken by any private property owner on their
property or licensed hunter; and
d.
Requires anyone who takes a domestic elk that has escaped from
the Conant Creek Facility to notify the Idaho Department of Fish and Game
within three business days of the taking and provide the identification number of
the elk to the Department; and
e.
Requests, but does not require, any individual who takes a
domestic elk that has escaped from the Conant Creek Facility provide a brain,
blood and tissue sample to the Idaho Department of Fish and Game.
4.
Pursuant to title 25, section 3705A of the Idaho Code no licensed
hunter, state agency, state employee or the State shall be liable for the taking
possessing or consuming of any domestic elk that have escaped from the Conant
Creek Facility; and
5.
No private landowner shall be liable for the taking, possessing or
consuming any domestic elk on their property that have escaped from the Conant
Creek Facility pursuant to the emergency rule promulgated.
On September 8, 2006, pursuant to the Executive Order, personnel from the Idaho
Department of Fish & Game ("Department of Fish & Game") and the Department of Agriculture
arrived at or near the Rammells' elk fann and, the next date began hunting and killing the
Rammells' elk. By September 11, 2006, the first of a total of 43 elk was killed.
The Department of Fish & Game also issued hunting permits to licensed hunters and
private property owners to kill the Rammells' elk. Director Huffaker is the Director of the
Department of Fish and Game.
The Rammells recaptured and segregated 61 escaped elk. The Department of Agriculture
placed those 61 elk under quarantine. While under the Department of Agriculture quarantine one
elk cow presumptively tested positive for red deer genes. (The post mortem showed the cow did
not have red deer genes.) Once the quarantine was lifted and the Rammells were allowed to
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move their elk to their farm, the Rammells discovered that of the 61 elk that were originally
quarantined, 13 were missing and one elk cow was dead. The Rammells claim that a total of 89
elk were either killed or lost and that at least 20 calves would have been born if those 89 elk had
not been lost or killed.
ANALYSIS
Whether a claim should be dismissed under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) is a
question of law. In determining whether to dismiss an action under Rule 12(b)(6) the Court must
treat the allegations in the Rammells' complaint as true. Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273,
278, 796 P.2d 150, 155 (Ct. App. 1990). In addition, the nonmoving party is entitled to have all
intendments and inferences that could reasonably be drawn therefrom viewed in his favor as the
primary object of the law is to obtain a determination of a claim on the merits. Orthman v. Idaho
Power Co., 126 Idaho 960, 962, 895 P.2d 561, 563 (1995); Hellickson, 118 Idaho at 278, 796

P.2d at 155 (citing Wackerli v. Martindale, 82 Idaho 400,353 P.2d 782 (1960)).
The only facts to be considered by the court are those appearing in the complaint. 3
Hellickson, 118 Idaho at 276, 795 P.2d at 153. "A court may grant a motion to dismiss for

failure to state a claim under Rule 12(b)(6) only 'when it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff
can prove no set of facts in support of [the] claim which would entitle [the plaintiff] to relief.'"
Harper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 535, 536, 835 P.2d 1346, 1347 (Ct. App. 1992) (quoting Wacke rli,
rli ,

82 Idaho at 405, 353 P.2d at 787). "The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail,
but whether the party is 'entitled to offer evidence to support the claims.'"

Orthman v. Idaho

Power Co., 126 Idaho 960, 962, 895 P.2d 561, 563 (1995) (quoting Greenfield v. Suzuki Motor
Co. Ltd., 776 F. Supp. 698, 701 (E.D.N.Y. 1991)). As a practical matter, a dismissal under Rule

12(b
)(6) is likely to be granted only in the unusual case in which the plaintiff includes allegations
12(b)(6)

The Court has not considered either John L. Runft's Affidavit, which was filed with the Rammells' opposition, or
the additional material filed without leave of court on April 7, 2009, in which Mr. Runft attaches various hearsay
documents. This is a motion to dismiss. It is decided on the pleadings without consideration of matters outside the
pleadings. If the Court were to consider matters outside the pleadings, it would be required to apply I.R.C.P. 56,
summary judgment standards and to allow the State Defendants the opportunity to respond and introduce affidavits
in support of their motion. Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 276, 796 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct.App.1990).
3
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showing on the face of the complaint that there is some insurmountable bar to relief. Harper,
122 Idaho at 536,835 P.2d at 1347.

I.

THE COURT DENIES THE MOTION TO DISMISS COUNTS I AND II.
In Count I, the Rammells claim the State Defendants violated their state and federal

constitutional rights by depriving them of their property without due process. In Count II, the
Rammells allege the Defendants' actions violated the takings clauses of the state and federal
constitutions. In response, the State Defendants argue that Idaho Code § 25-3705A(3) grants
them immunity from the Rammells' constitutional claims contained in Counts I and II and ask
this Court to dismiss all claims under Counts I and II. Section 25-3705A(3) provides:
Any domestic cervidae, that have escaped the control of the owner or
operator of a domestic cervidae farm or ranch for more than seven (7) days, taken
by a licensed hunter in a manner which complies with title 36, Idaho Code, and
the rules and proclamations of the Idaho fish and game commission shall be
considered a legal taking and neither the licensed hunter, the state, nor any state
agency shall be liable to the owner for killing the escaped domestic cervidae.
(Emphasis added.) Specifically, Defendants argue that because the Rammells' elk had escaped
the Rammells' control for twenty-eight (28) days, the elk were legally taken and the Defendants
are not liable to the Rammells for the killing of the escaped animals. The State Defendants
identify Marty v. State, 117 Idaho 133, 786 P.2d 524 (1989) (Marty l) and Inama v. Boise County
ex reI. Bd. of Comm'rs, 138 Idaho 324, 330, 63 P.3d 450, 456 (2003), as case law supporting

their position.
The Court finds that neither Marty nor Inama apply.

Those cases involved the

application of I.e. § 42-1717 (creating immunity for the State and the Department of Water
Resources for decisions regarding dams or spillways) and the Idaho Disaster Preparedness Act,

I.e. §§ 46-1001 et seq. Neither statute applies here. The State Defendants merely point to these
cases as an example of a statutory scheme that has been interpreted by courts as eliminating a
state's obligation to compensate for takings in the context of states of emergency. See Inama,
138 Idaho 324, 63 P.3d 450.
The Marty appellants sued the State, the Department of Water Resources and others in
1985 for flooding their land in the Mud Lake area during 1984 and 1985. They sought damages
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and injunctive relief based on trespass, strict liability, negligence and inverse condemnation. In
Marty I, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the State and the Department of Water Resources

were statutorily immunized by I.e. § 42-1717 from liability to owners of flooded farmland for
the director's decisions in controlling and regulating a dike, strengthening and increasing the
height of the dike, diverting water, capping artesian wells, retaining inflow, and cutting a ditch to
protect against the potential failure of a dam. More specifically, the Idaho Supreme Court ruled:
(1) that all the governmental agencies except the flood control district were immune from
liability under I.C. § 42-1717, 4 (2) that the flood control district was immune from liability under
I.e. § 6-904(1) (discretionary decision immunity); (3) that the canal companies and water users
breached no duty in tort to appellants; (4) that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in
denying appellants injunctive relief; and (5) that appellants were entitled to pursue their claim
l384, (1992) (Marty II).
for inverse condemnation. See Marty v. State, 122 Idaho 766, 838 P.2d 1384,
Based on this last ruling, the Supreme Court remanded the case to the district court for resolution
of the remaining inverse condemnation issue.
At issue in Marty II was whether certain actions taken by the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, Water District No. 31 and Flood Control District No.5 amounted to a "taking" under
Article 1, § 14, of the Idaho Constitution, entitling the appellants to a claim for inverse
condemnation. The trial court granted summary judgment in favor of respondents finding that

4

I.e. § 42-1717 provides in relevant part as follows:
. .. No action shall be brought against the state, the water resource board, the director, or the
department of water resources or their respective agents or employees for the recovery of damages
caused by the partial or total failure of any dam, reservoir or mine tailings impoundment structure
or through the operation of any dam, reservoir or mine tailings impoundment structure upon the
ground that such defendant is liable by virtue of any of the following:
(a) The approval of the dam, reservoir or mine tailings impoundment structure.
(b) The issuance or enforcement of orders relative to maintenance or operation of the
dam, reservoir or mine tailings impoundment structure.
(c) Control and regulation of the dam, reservoir or mine tailings impoundment structure.
(d) Measures taken to protect against failure during an emergency.
(e) The use of design and construction criteria prepared by the department.
(t) The failure to issue or enforce orders, to control or regulate dams, or to take measures
to protect against dam failure.
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the landowners had failed to establish their prope11y was pennanently damaged and the Supreme
Court affinned. Neither the trial court nor the Supreme Court reached the constitutional issues.
In [nama, the Idaho Supreme Court held Boise Count/ was immune from damages under
the Disaster Preparedness Act, I.C. §§ 46-1001 et seq., and that the owners of a front-end loader
commandeered for disaster work were not entitled to recover compensation for inverse
condemnation under the eminent domain provision of the Idaho Constitution. [nama, 138 Idaho
at 330, 63 P.3d at 456. In making that ruling, the Supreme Court found that I.C. § 46-1017 6
codified the common law doctrine of public necessity. [d.; Marty v. State, 117 Idaho at 142, 786
P.2d at 533 (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 196 (1965)). The Idaho Supreme Court
specifically did not address any potential federal constitutional issues. [nama, 138 Idaho at 330,
63 P.3d at 456.
Therefore, in considering the State's argument, the Court must examine I.C. § 25-3705A
to detennine whether the "legislature intended to codify a version of the doctrine of public
necessity" when it enacted this statute.?
statute. 7 See Marty [, 117 Idaho at 144, 786 P.2d at 535 (finding
that by enacting the State Disaster Preparedness Act, I.C. § 46-1001 et seq., the Idaho legislature
intended to codify a version of the doctrine of public necessity). In comparing I.C. § 25-3705A
and its accompanying statutes to the State Disaster Preparedness Act it appears that this was not

5 However, the Court notes that Idaho's Disaster Preparedness Act specifically provides compensation from the
State under certain circumstances. See I.e. § 46-1012.
6

I.e. § 46-1017 provides:
Neither the state, nor the bureau, nor any political subdivision thereof nor other agencies, nor,
except in cases of willful misconduct, the agents, employees or representatives of any of them
engaged in any civil defense, disaster or emergency and the planning or preparation for the same,
or disaster or emergency relief activities, acting under proper authority, nor, except in cases of
willful misconduct or gross negligence, any person, firm, corporation or entity under contract with
them to provide equipment or work to be used in civil defense, disaster or emergency planning,
preparation or relief, while complying with or attempting to comply with this act or any rule or
regulation promulgated pursuant to the provisions of the act, shall be liable for the death of or any
injury to persons or damage to property as a result of such activity. The provisions of this section
shall not affect the right of any person to receive benefits to which he would otherwise be entitled
under this act or under the worker's compensation law or under any pension law, nor the right of
any such person to receive any benefits or compensation under any act of congress.
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''the legislature's intent. First, unlike the State Disaster Preparedness Act, I.C. § 25-3705A does
not require the declaration of an emergency. Instead, this statute is triggered simply by the
escape of the animals for more than seven (7) days.

Second, other statutory procedures

incorporated into chapter 37 by I.e. § 25-3703 8 require compensation for the destruction of
10

diseased animals. 9 Third, I.C. § 25-3707 10 recognizes the absolute property rights of owners in
domestic cervidae, regardless of whether they are in captivity or have escaped. Finally, even the
language of I.e. § 25-3705A itself appears to indicate an intention to insulate licensed hunters,
and the state agencies who licensed those hunters, from liability for inadvertently killing and
taking domestic cervidae that have escaped for more than seven (7) days, not to serve as a
codification of a version of the public necessity doctrine.
Furthermore, even if the Court were to look to the State Disaster Preparedness Act, I.C.
§§ 46-1001 et seq., for guidance, that statute specifically provides for compensation under the

applicable condemnation laws where the governor or his representative ordered the use or
destruction of property during a state of emergency. In the executive order at issue here, besides
declaring a state of emergency, Governor Risch expressly ordered the destruction of the
Rammells' property when he ordered the Departments of Agriculture and Fish & Game to shoot
the Rammells' elk on sight. Therefore, even under a scheme similar to that of the State Disaster

7 The Court also notes there is also the common law doctrine of nuisance abatement. See e.g., Rowe v. City of
J.B. Mullen & Co. v. Mosley, 13 Idaho 457,90 P. 986 (1907).
Pocatello, 70 Idaho 343, 218 P.2d 695 (1950); 1.B.
8 I.C. § 25-3703 provides:

All of the provisions of chapters 2, 3,4 and 6, title 25, Idaho Code, applicable to livestock and
domestic animals, except those provisions which by their terms are restricted to swine, bovine
animals, dairy or breeding cattle, or range cattle, or other particular kind or kinds of livestock and
domestic animals to the exclusion of livestock or domestic animals generally, are applicable to
domestic cervidae.
For example, I.e. §§ 25-212, 25-216, 25-402, and 25-614A all provide for compensation to owners whose
livestock must be condemned and slaughtered or destroyed to prevent the spread of diseases such as tuberculosis and
brucellosis.

9

10

I.C. § 25-3707 states:
Domestic cervidae shall be, together with their offspring and increases the subject of
ownership, lien and absolute property rights, (the same as purely domestic animals) in whatever
situation, location, or condition such animals may thereafter become, or be, and regardless of their
remaining in, or escaping from such restraint or captivity.
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Preparedness Act, the State in this case would have to provide compensation because the
governor himself ordered the taking of the property.
While the State Defendants' reliance on Marty and its progeny is misplaced, that does not
mean that the doctrine of public necessity has no place in the resolution of this case. It may be
that the common law doctrine of public necessity would apply to shield the State from having to
46compensate the Rammells. The pertinent question in addressing this issue is whether I.C. §§ 46
1001 et seq. encompasses all situations in which the common law doctrine of public necessity

might possibly apply, or whether there is room for its application outside the contours of the
State Disaster Preparedness Act.

The Marty [ court concluded that the State of Idaho

"abrogated" the doctrine of public necessity by adopting the State Disaster Preparedness Act.
Abrogate is defined as "to abolish by formal or authoritative action." In [nama, however, the
Supreme Court suggested that Marty [ simply "codified" the common law doctrine of public
necessity. [nama, 138 Idaho at 329, 63 P.2d at 455. Codify is defined as "reduced to a code."
The question, therefore, is whether the Supreme Court in Marty intended to completely
abrogate the doctrine of public necessity or whether it simply codified the doctrine for purposes
of those circumstances that would fall under the purview of that Act. Although this issue could
be central to this case, and one for which arguments could be made on both sides, it is not
appropriate for the Court to address it on this motion to dismiss due to the relatively little
information that has been placed before it at this point.
Therefore, at this juncture, the Court declines to address whether Idaho Code § 25
253705A(3) or the doctrine of public necessity bars recovery because in Counts I and II the
370SA(3)
Rammells clearly claim their federal and state due process rights have been violated and that the
killing I11I of their elk amounted to a "taking,,12 without just compensation. The Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and Art. 1, Secs. 13 and 14 of

11
II
It is unclear whether the Rammells are contending that the loss of their animals constituted a compensable
"taking." The Court notes that it is the Rammells who initially "lost" the animals.

12 "[T]he determination of whether or not there was a taking is a matter of law to be resolved by the trial court."
828, 831 (2002); Tibbs v. City of Sandpoint,
Sandpoint. 100 Idaho 667,
Covington v. Jefferson County, 137 Idaho 777, 53 P.3d 828.
670,603 P.2d 1001.
1001, 1004 (1979); Rueth v. State.
State, 100 Idaho 203.
203, 596 P.2d 75 (1978».
670.603
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_.'
the Idaho Constitution specifically prohibit the State from depriving any person of his property
without due process of law or from taking property for a public use without just compensation

whether under a legislative enactment or through its police power. See Smith v. Costello, 77
Idaho 205,209,290 P.2d 742, 743-44 (1955)Y
(1955).13 Governmental laws and regulations promulgated
under the police power must be consistent with constitutional prohibitions and are subordinate
thereto. [d. Thus, this Court cannot avoid that constitutional analysis by simple reliance on the
statute. Therefore, the Court denies the State's Motion to Dismiss Counts I and II.

II.

GOVERNOR RISCH AND HUFFAKER ARE ENTITLED TO QUALIFIED
IMMUNITY TO CLAIMS ASSERTED UNDER 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
The Rammells assert four claims under Title 42 of the United States Code, Section 1983

against Governor Risch and Director Huffaker.

In Count III, the Rammells allege that by

ordering and carrying out the killing of their elk, Governor Risch and Director Huffaker deprived
them of a property interest without the benefit of due process, a right to which they were entitled
under the Fourteenth Amendment. Count IV alleges that the actions of Governor Risch and
Director Huffaker constituted an unconstitutional "taking" of the Rammells' property.14 Count
VII alleges intentional infliction of emotional distress and mental anguish resulting from the

13
With respect to any tort liability, the majority in Smith held that an unconstitutional act, subject to certain
exceptions, confers no rights and affords no protection to a State employee acting in reliance thereon. However,
Smith is no longer good law on that issue. See Am. Oil Co. v. Neill, 90 Idaho 333, 387, 414 P.2d 206, 209 (1966)
(holding that state employees enjoy immunity for actions performed under any statute even where that statute is later
held to be unconstitutional). The Idaho Supreme Court relied on the fact that subsequent to Smith, the legislature
enacted the following provision:

Immunity from liability. No public officer may be held either criminally or civilly liable for
actions performed under any statute if such statute is subsequently declared by judicial
determination to be unconstitutional or otherwise non-existent or void, if such actions would have
been legal had each statute not been held by judicial determination to be unconstitutional or
otherwise non-existent or void.
I.C. § 6-611. This statute and American Oil are still good law and, therefore, both Governor Risch and Director
Huffaker enjoy immunity even if I.e. § 25-3705A(3) is found to be unconstitutional.
14
Although not argued, the Court notes that the Rammells failed to allege they had exhausted all available
procedures for obtaining compensation for the "taking" of their elk before bringing this action against Governor
Risch and Director Huffaker in their individual capacities. See Williamson County Regional Planning Com 'n v.
Hamilton Bank of Johnson City, 473 U.S. 172, 194-200 (1985). They also failed to allege that Idaho law did not
provide an adequate process for obtaining compensation. The absence of an adequate state remedy is considered to
be an element of the claim. See 15 AM. JUR. 2d Civil Rights § 96.
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violation of the Rammells' constitutional rights. Similarly, Count

vrn alleges the negligent

infliction of emotional distress and mental anguish as a result of Governor Risch's and Director
Huffaker's violation of the Rammells' constitutional rights.
Section 1983 provides a plaintiff a civil remedy against any person who acts under the
color of state law to deprive him of a constitutional right. 15 To sustain an action under § 1983
the Rammells must allege facts that would show (1) that the conduct complained of was
committed by a person acting under color of state law and (2) that the conduct deprived them of a
federal constitutional or statutory right. Nation v. State Dept. of Correction, 144 Idaho 177, 187,
158 P.3d 953, 962 (2007). State governments and their agencies are not considered "persons" for
purposes of § 1983 and these entities are absolutely immune from suit under the Eleventh
Amendment of the United States Constitution. See, e.g., Merritt v. State, 108 Idaho 20, 26, 696
P.2d 871,
877 (1985) ("[T]he State ofldaho
871,877
ofIdaho is not a person under 42 U.S.c. § 1983."). Likewise,
suits for damages against state government officials in their official capacities are barred by the
Eleventh Amendment.

Arnzen v. State, 123 Idaho 899, 903, 854 P.2d 242, 246 (1993)

(concluding that a suit against a state official acting in his official capacity is nothing more than a
suit against the state and, thus, the state official in his official capacity is not, for purposes of 42
U.S.C. § 1983, a "person.") Consequently, each of the four claims asserted by the Rammells
under § 1983 are brought against Governor Risch, Director Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their
respective individual capacities. The Rammells cannot bring these actions against the State of
Idaho.
In response to the Rammells' claims, Governor Risch and Director Huffaker argue that
the Rammells' § 1983 claims are barred by the doctrine of qualified immunity. The contours of
qualified immunity are the same under both Idaho and Federal law. Nation, 144 Idaho at 187,

15

42 U.S.c. § 1983 provides, in relevant part:
Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance.
ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State
or Territory of the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the
United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights,
rights.
privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured
in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress ....
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158 P.3d at 962. Qualified or "good faith" immunity is an affirmative defense that must be pled
by a defendant official. Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 815 (1982). The entitlement to
qualified immunity is more than a mere defense to liability, it is an immunity from suit. Mitchell
v. Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511, 526 (1985). In other words, it is an entitlement not to stand trial or face
the other burdens of litigation, including broad-reaching discovery and pretrial motions. [d. For
these reasons, courts have repeatedly stressed the importance of resolving immunity questions at
the earliest possible stage in litigation, despite acknowledging the difficulty of deciding such
questions at the pleading stage. See id.; Harlow, 457 U.S. at 818; Hydrick v. Hunter, 500 F.3d
978, 985 (9 th Cir. 2007) (recognizing that a motion to dismiss on qualified immunity grounds
puts the court in the difficult position of deciding "far-reaching constitutional questions on a non
nonexistent factual record").
Under the defense of qualified immunity, government officials performing discretionary
functions are generally shielded from liability for civil damages insofar as their conduct does not
violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would
have known. Harlow, 457 U.S. at 818. Thus, courts have generally applied a two-step analysis
to determine whether an individual is entitled to qualified immunity. Saucier v. Katz, 533 U.S.
194,201-06 (2001); Nation, 144 Idaho at 188, 158 P.3d at 963. First, courts decide whether the
facts alleged show the official's conduct violated a constitutional right when taken in the light
most favorable to the party asserting the injury.

Next, courts determine whether the

constitutional right allegedly violated was clearly established at the time the action occurred.
Saucier, 533 U.S. at 201--02. This inquiry must be undertaken in light of the specific context of
the case and not as a broad general proposition.

[d. at 201.

The dispositive question in

determining whether a right is clearly established is whether it would be clear to a reasonable
official that his conduct was unlawful in the situation he confronted. [d. at 202.
However, most recently, the U.S. Supreme Court approved of a growing practice in
circuit courts of refusing to follow Saucier where qualified immunity is asserted at the pleading
stage because the factual basis for the plaintiff's claim or claims may be hard to identify.
Pearson v. Callahan, 129 S. Ct. 808, 819-20 (2009). These courts have recognized that the two-
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step mqUIry "is an uncomfortable exercise" because "the answer [to] whether there was a
violation may depend on a kaleidoscope of facts not yet fully developed" and have suggested that
"[i]t may be that Saucier was not strictly intended to cover" situations where qualified immunity
Id. (quoting Dirrane v. Brookline Police Dept., 315 F.3d 65,
is asserted at the pleading stage. !d.

69-70 (1st Cir. 2002), and citing Robinette v. Jones, 476 F.3d 585, 592 n.8 (8th Cir. 2007)).
While recognizing certain advantages to applying the first step of the Saucier analysis, Pearson
effectively relieved courts of rigid adherence to Saucier's two-step protocol and afforded lower
courts the flexibility to decide questions of qualified immunity solely on the issue of whether the
right at issue was "clearly established" at the time of the defendant's alleged misconduct. Id. at
821. Although no Idaho appellate court has considered the impact of the Pearson decision on
this state's qualified immunity jurisprudence, this Court finds its reasoning persuasive,
particularly in the case of a motion to dismiss.
Reasonableness in this context is an objective measure determined by reference to clearly
established law. Harlow, 457 U.S. at 818. Ordinarily, once the court concludes that a right was
clearly established, an official is not entitled to qualified immunity because a reasonably
competent public official is charged with knowing the law governing his conduct. Id. at 818-19.
However, even if the plaintiff has alleged a violation of a clearly established right, a government
official is entitled to qualified immunity if he could have reasonably, but mistakenly, believed
that his conduct did not violate the right. Saucier, 533

u.s. at 205; Hunter v.

Bryant, 502

224, 229 (1991) (quoting Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 343, 341 (1986)).

u.s.
This

accommodation for reasonable error exists to prevent officials from erring always on the side of
caution because they fear being sued. Hunter, 502 u.s. at 229.
Therefore, the Court finds Governor Risch and Director Huffaker are immune unless their
alleged actions violated clearly established law. In Counts III and IV, the Rammells complain
that Governor Risch 16 issued an executive order that called for and resulted in the destruction of
their elk, thereby violating their rights to property and due process. The question of Governor

16

It is unclear exactly what the Rammells contend Director Huffaker did to violate their constitutional rights.
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Risch's immunity turns on whether it was clearly established in September 2006 that Governor
Risch's issuance of an executive order to kill escaped elk believed to be diseased to protect the
health of wild elk herds or the public violated the Rammells' constitutional rights to property and
due process. The Court concludes that it was not.
Idaho Code § 67-802 provides that in order to exercise the executive authority and power
granted to him by the Idaho Constitution, the governor is authorized and empowered to issue
executive orders from time to time which have the force and effect of law, provided they are
issued within the limits imposed by the constitution and laws of Idaho. In addition, the governor
is to supervise the official conduct of all executive and ministerial officers and see that the duties
of those officers are performed. I.e. § 67-802 (2006). Idaho Code § 25-3705A(2)I7 states that
the division of animal industries or its agent is authorized to take necessary actions to bring under
control any domestic cervidae 18 that have escaped the control of the owner or operator of the
domestic cervidae farm or ranch where the domestic cervidae were located. Finally, the State of
Idaho, and thus the governor, had an interest in protecting its native wildlife from diseases and
parasites, maintaining the genetic purity of its wildlife, protecting its wildlife from competition
for forage and habitat, and in ensuring that native wildlife will not be captured and added to
captive herds. Pacific Northwest Venison Producers v. Smitch, 20 F.3d 1008, 1013 (9 th Cif.

1994); see Hughes v. Oklahoma, 441 U.S. 322,337 (1979).
While the propositions asserted by the Rammells that the deprivation of property by the
State without a reasonable reason or compensation violates constitutional rights are clearly
established, these general propositions ignore the specific context in this case. In light of the
State's interest in protecting its wildlife and Idaho Code § 25-3705A(2) which permits

17 Furthermore, even if this section is ultimately determined to be unconstitutional, Governor Risch and Director
Huffaker were entitled to act in reliance on this statute. Idaho Code § 6-611 immunizes public officers from civil
liability for actions performed under any statute even if the statute is subsequently declared by judicial determination
to be unconstitutional.
18 "Domestic cervidae" are defined as fallow deer (dama dama), elk (cervus elaphus) or reindeer (rangifer tarandus),
but shall not include red deer (urasian cervidae) or any subspecies or hybrids thereof, and hold such animal in
captivity for breeding or other useful purposes on domestic cervidae farms or ranches, provided the premises have
been registered with the division of animal industries.
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"necessary action" to bring under control escaped domestic cervidae, it would not have been
clear to a reasonably competent official in Governor Risch's position that his issuance of the
executive order was unlawful. Therefore, the Rammells' § 1983 claims against Governor Risch
are barred by qualified immunity. Likewise, Director Huffaker is immune from the Rammells' §
1983 claims for his efforts to carry out the governor's order.
Therefore, the Court dismisses Counts III, IV, VII, and VIII based on qualified immunity.

III.

THE DEFENDANTS HAVE IMMUNITY UNDER BOTH I.e. §§ 6-904(1) AND (3).
The Rammells also sued the State, Governor Risch and Director Huffaker alleging

various tort claims in Counts V and VI. They sued Governor Risch and Director Huffaker in
both their individual and official capacities.
However, for the purposes of Idaho Tort Claims Act, "there is a rebuttable presumption
that any act or omission of an employee within the time and at the place of his employment is
within the course and scope of his employment and without malice or criminal." I.e. § 6-903(e);
Anderson v. Spalding, 137 Idaho 509, 518, 50 P.3d 1004, 1013 (2002); Conley v. Looney, 117

Idaho 627, 630, 790 P.2d 920, 923 (Ct. App. 1989). In this case, while the Rammells alleged
certain tort claims against Governor Risch and Director Huffaker in both their official and
individual capacities, they did not allege either defendant acted outside the course and scope of
his employment. Therefore, given the rebuttal presumption, neither is personally liable for any of
the actions alleged in Counts V and VI and these Counts are dismissed as against Governor Risch
and Director Huffaker in their individual capacities. See I.e. § 6-904(1); Conley, 117 Idaho at
630, 790 P.2d at 923.

A.

The Defendants' Actions Are Immunized By I.e. § 6-904(1).

The State Defendants claim that the Rammells' tort claims in Counts V and VI are barred
6by the discretionary function exception, Idaho Code § 6-904(1). The Court agrees. Section 6
904(1) provides:
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course
and scope of their employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be
liable for any claim which:
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1. Arises out of any act or omission of an employee of the governmental
entity exercising ordinary care, in reliance upon or the execution or performance
of a statutory or regulatory function, whether or not the statute or regulation be
valid,19 or based upon the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or
perform a discretionary function or duty on the part of a governmental entity or
employee thereof, whether or not the discretion is abused.
The discretionary function exception does not apply to negligent operational decision
decisionmaking. Csaplicki v. Gooding Joint Sch. Dist. No. 231, 116 Idaho 326,330,775 P.2d 640, 644
(Ct. App. 1989). Nor does it shield the negligent implementation of a statute. 1d. The Idaho
Tort Claims Act makes a governmental entity liable for damages arising out of its own negligent
operational acts or omissions and thus should be liberally construed to accomplish this aim. Id.
at 331, 645. In addition to the "strong line" of authority setting out the standards under which
this Court reviews a motion for summary judgment, Harris v. State Dept. of Health & Welfare,
123 Idaho 295, 298, 847 P.2d 1156, 1159 (1992), when reviewing a motion for summary
judgment or similarly a motion to dismiss against a governmental entity and its employees under
Idaho Tort Claims Act, this Court must engage in a three-step analysis. Cafferty v. State, Dept.
0fTransp.,
ofTransp., Div. of Motor Vehicle Services, 144 Idaho 324, _, 160 P.3d 763, 766 (2007); Coonse
ex rei. Coonse v. Boise Sch. Dist., 132 Idaho 803, 805,979 P.2d 1161, 1163 (1999); Harris, 123

P.2d
Idaho at 298 n. 1, 847 P
.2d at 1159 n. 1; Olguin v. City ofBurley,
of Burley, 119 Idaho 721, 723, 810 P.2d
255, 257 (1991); Czaplicki, 116 Idaho at 330, 775 P.2d at 644. First, the Court must determine
whether "tort recovery is allowed under the laws of Idaho." Harris, 123 Idaho at 298 n. 1,847
P.2d at 1159 n. 1. Second, the Court determines if "an exception to liability under the ITCA

19 While not argued, it is also possible that on summary judgment based on the facts, the State Defendants would be
immune under the first clause of I.e. § 6-904(1), "[a]rises out of any act or omission of an employee of the
governmental entity exercising ordinary care, in reliance upon or the execution or performance of a statutory or
regulatory function, whether or not the statute or regulation be valid, ..."
... " Moreover, to the extent the Rammells
claim tort liability arising out of the quarantine, I.e. § 6-904(2) provides immunity. I.e. § 6-904(2) provides as
follows:

A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course and scope of their
employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for any claim which:

***

2. Arises out of the imposition or establishment of a quarantine by a governmental entity, whether
such quarantine relates to persons or property.
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[Idaho Tort Claims Act] shields the alleged misconduct from liability." Coonse, 132 Idaho at
805, 979 P.2d at 1163.

Finally, "if no exception applies, [the Court examines] whether the

merits of the claim as presented for consideration on the motion for summary judgment entitle
the moving party to dismissal." Id.
The State does not argue that tort recovery would not be allowed under the laws of Idaho
and, thus, the Court simply assumes, without deciding, that the torts alleged in Counts V and Veo
would be allowed under Idaho laws. Instead, the State argues that Governor Risch's decisions to
declare an emergency and to declare there was an imminent threat to the health of Idaho's and
neighboring states' wild elk herds, as well as to the public health and safety of Idaho citizens,
from the Rammells' escaped domestic elk constituted discretionary acts involving consideration
of the potential financial, political, economic and social effects. Brooks v. Logan, 127 Idaho 484,
488, 903 P.2d 73, 77 (1995).

Likewise, the State argues that the decision to order the

Departments of Fish and Game and Agriculture to shoot the Rammells' animals on sight
constituted a discretionary act and that these decisions are excepted from liability under the Idaho
Tort Claims Act. Id.
It has long been the rule that the test for detennining the applicability of discretionary

function immunity looks at the nature of the conduct. Lawton v. City of Pocatello, 126 Idaho
454, 460, 886 P.2d 330, 336 (1994). Routine matters not requiring evaluation of broad policy
factors will likely be "operational," whereas decisions involving a consideration of the financial,
political, economic, and social effects of a particular plan are likely "discretionary" and will be
accorded immunity. See Hunter v. State, Dept. of Corrections, Div. of Probation & Parole, 138
Idaho 44, 48, 57 P.3d 755, 759 (2002); Brooks v. Logan, 127 Idaho 484, 903 P.2d 73, (1995);
Lawton v. City of Pocatello, 126 Idaho 454, 460, 886 P.2d 330, 336 (1994) (citing Ransom v.
City of Garden City, 113 Idaho 202, 205, 743 P.2d 70, 73 (1987)). The Court evaluates the

challenged conduct in light of the dual policies advanced by the discretionary function exception:
to pennit those who govern to do so without being unduly inhibited by the threat of liability and
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to limit judicial second-guessing of basic policy decisions entrusted to other branches of
government. Hunter, 138 Idaho at 48, 57 P.3d at 759. In applying this analysis the Court
considers a defendant's actions, rather than his status. Csaplicki, 116 Idaho at 331, 775 P.2d at
645.
The Court finds that the mere fact the Rammells' allegations rest on an executive order is
not determinative. By their nature, executive orders are not routine. However, that does not
require the Court to find that every issuance of an executive order is a discretionary function.
Only where an executive order involves consideration of the financial, political, economic, and
social effects of a particular plan, issuance would qualify as a discretionary function.
In this instance, the Court finds that Governor Risch's decisions to declare an emergency,
to declare an imminent threat to health, and to order the Departments of Fish and Game and
Agriculture to shoot the Rammells' animals on sight were clearly discretionary acts. Decisions
to declare emergencies or imminent threats to health are policy decisions. See for e.g., Idaho
State AFL-CIO v. Leroy, 110 Idaho 691, 698, 718 P.2d 1129, 1136 (1986) ("[W]e hold that the
legislature's determination of an emergency in an act is a policy decision exclusively within the
ambit of legislative authority, and the judiciary cannot second-guess that decision."); Diefendorf
v. Gallet, 51 Idaho 619, 638, 10 P.2d 307, 315 (1932) ("'The character of the legislation to be
considered by the legislature was by the constitution left to the governor, and a review of such a
discretionary act of the governor should not be done by the courts. "') (quoting Utah Power &
Light Co. v. Pfost, 52 F.2d 226,231 (1931)).
In Leroy, the Idaho Supreme Court concluded that Johnson must be read in conjunction
with Gallet. In Gallet the Supreme Court held that the judiciary could not review the governor's
determination that an emergency existed to justify calling an extraordinary session of the
legislature, and that the Court could not review the legislature's determination that an emergency
existed to justify dispensing with the constitutional requirement that before an act could be
passed, it must be printed and read on three separate days in each house. 51 Idaho at 638-39, 10

20

While the Rammells allege torts related to "destructive raids" in Counts V and VI, the complaint does not allege
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P.2d at 314-15. The Court stated, "[t]he detennination as to whether facts exist such as to
constitute 'an extraordinary occasion' is for him [the governor] alone to detennine." [d. As the
Idaho Supreme Court recently opined in Gibbons v. Cenarrusa:
The justification for legislative discretion in this area is that the decision to
declare an emergency is "a decision-making function that is uniquely legislative.
The courts are ill equipped to make such policy decisions." Leroy, 110 Idaho at
695, 718 P.2d at 1133.
Gibbons v. Cenarrusa, 140 Idaho 316, _, 92 P.3d 1063, 1068 (2002). Likewise, the Idaho

Supreme Court has consistently recognized that the separation of powers provided by Article II
of the Idaho Constitution prohibits judicial review of the discretionary acts of other branches of
government. Leroy, 110 Idaho at 698, 718 P.2d at 1136; Gallet, 51 Idaho 619, 638, 10 P.2d 307,
315 (1932). The question is whether this Court, by entertaining review of a particular matter,
would be substituting its judgment for that of another coordinate branch of government, when the
matter was one properly entrusted to that other branch. Gallet, 51 Idaho at 638, 10 P.2d at 315;
Ransom v. Garden City, 113 Idaho 202, 743 P.2d 70 (1987).

It would be an extraordinary proceeding for the Court to entertain a controversy wherein
proof is offered to ascertain judicially whether an extraordinary occasion existed of sufficient
gravity to authorize the governor to order the immediate destruction of the Rammells' elk. A
review of such a discretionary act of the governor should not be done by the courts. Gallet, 51
Idaho at 638, 10 P.2d at 315, quoting Utah Power & Light Co. v. Pfost, 52 F.2d 226, 231
(D.Idaho 1931).
(D.ldaho
The executive order was issued and carried out to further the policy of protecting Idaho's
wildlife and implement the statutory scheme for dealing with escaped domestic cervidae, as
provided in Idaho Code § 25-3705A and other statutory authority.21 In coming to the decision to
find an emergency and to order the shooting of the escaped elk on sight, Governor Risch would
consider the effects, whether political or financial, of taking such action. Consequently, Idaho
Code § 6-904( 1) immunized the Defendants from the Rammells tort claims.

any facts supporting these claims.
See e.g., I.e. §§ 25-210, 25-3705A(2), 36-106(e)(9)-(1O).

21
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However, as discussed above even though the Court finds that the State and the State
Defendants are immune from tort liability under the discretionary function exemption, that does
not preclude the Court from determining whether the actions violated the due process and equal
protection guarantees of the Idaho Constitution and of the United States Constitution as charged

ll. Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, _, 778 P.2d 757, 762 (1989);
in Counts I and n.
Leroy, 110 Idaho at 698,718 P.2d at 1136. The Court finds that the Rammells' tort claims are
barred by Idaho Code § 6-904(1).

B.

The Rammells' Tort Claims Based on Interference of Contract are Barred by
I.C. § 6-904(3).

Defendants further contend that the Rammells' tort claims for interference with
6contractual and business relationships are precluded by Idaho Code § 6-904(3).22 Section 6
904(3) provides:
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course
and scope of their employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be
liable for any claim which:

***
3. Arises out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest,
malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit,
or interference with contract rights.
(Emphasis added.) The Rammells urge the Court to limit the phrase "interference with contract
rights" to those instances entailing the assertion of intentional interference with contract rights on
the basis that the other acts given immunity under § 6-904(3) involve intentional acts of
misconduct.
The interpretation of a statute is a matter of law. VFP VC v. Dakota Co., 141 Idaho 326,
331, 109 P.3d 714, 719 (2005).

The object of statutory interpretation is to give effect to

legislative intent. State v. Yzaguirre, 144 Idaho 471,475, 163 P.3d 1183, 1187 (citing Robison v.

Bateman-Hall Inc., 139 Idaho 207, 210, 76 P.3d 951, 954 (2003». The literal words of the
statute provide the best guide to legislative intent. Id. Courts give the words of a statute their

22

There is no Idaho case law interpreting the "interference with contract rights" language of I.e. § 6-904(3).
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plain, usual, and ordinary meaning. State v. Hart, 135 Idaho 827, 829, 25 P.3d 850, 852 (2001).
The plain meaning of a statute will prevail unless clearly expressed legislati ve intent is contrary
or unless the plain meaning leads to absurd results. Yzaguirre,
yzaguirre, 144 Idaho at 475, 163 P.3d at
1187.
The Court's interpretation of Idaho Code § 6-904(3) begins with the literal words of the
statute. The plain language of § 6-904(3) provides that a governmental entity and its employees
are not liable for any claim arising out of the "interference with contract rights." The Court will
not read into the statute the term "intentional" to arrive at the interpretation asserted by the
Rammells. Therefore, to the extent the Rammells' tort claims are based on interference with
contract rights those claims are barred by Idaho Code § 6-904(3).

CONCLUSION
Based on the reasons set forth above, the Court grants Defendants' Motion to Dismiss as
to Counts III-VIII, which contain claims asserted under 42 U.S.c. § 1983 and the Idaho Tort
Claims Act, and denies the motion as to the Rammells' constitutional claims in Counts I and II.
IT IS SO ORDERED
DATED this 28 th day of April 2009.
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CHERI C. COPSEY
District Judge
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_

COMES NOW Defendant State of Idaho, by and through its attorneys of record, Lopez &
Kelly, PLLC, and answers Plaintiffs' Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE

The Plaintiffs' Complaint fail to a state a claim against this answering Defendant upon which
relief can be granted.
SECOND DEFENSE

I.

This answering Defendant denies each and every allegation ofthe Plaintiffs' Complaint not
herein expressly and specifically admitted.
II.

This answering Defendant admits those allegations contained in paragraphs 1,2, 9, 10, 11,
16 and 17.
III.

This answering Defendant is without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny
the allegations contained in paragraphs 13 and 21 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint.

IV.
With respect to paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, this answering Defendant
admits that James Risch and Steve Huffaker are residents of the state of Idaho and were at all time
relevant to the allegations in the Complaint the Governor of the State ofIdaho and the Director of
the Idaho Department ofFish and Game, respectively. Defendant denies the remaining allegations
of paragraphs 3 and 4 as Mr. Risch and Mr. Huffaker are no longer Defendants in this action.
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V.

With respect to paragraph 8 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, venue in this matter has been
properly removed to Ada County, Idaho from Fremont County, Idaho.
VJ.

With respect to paragraph 12 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, this answering Defendant admits
that the Plaintiffs determined that the escaped elk belonged to them. This answering Defendant is
without sufficient information to either admit or deny the remaining allegations in paragraph 12 of
the Plaintiffs' Complaint.
VII.

With respect to paragraph 15 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, this answering Defendant admits
that the Idaho State Department of Agriculture suggested "graining" the elk on or about September
1,
I, 2006 and that it was a fruitful technique in rounding up the escaped elk. This answering
Defendant is without sufficient or knowledge to admit or deny the remaining allegations contained
in paragraph 15 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint.
VIII.

With respect to paragraph 18 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, this answering Defendant admits
that agents of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game and the Idaho Department of Agriculture
began to hunt the Plaintiffs' elk and that the Idaho Department ofFish and Game also issued hunting
permits to licensed hunters to kill the escaped elk. This answering Defendant also admits that
approximately 43 elk were reported killed by the Department of Fish and Game pursuant to the
prescribed hunt. This answering Defendant is without sufficient information or knowledge to admit
Plaintiffs'
ffs' Complaint.
or deny the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 18 of the Plainti
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IX.

With respect to paragraph 19 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, this answering Defendant denies
that the Plaintiffs properly complied with the Idaho Department of Agriculture's order when
Plaintiffs moved their elk to Jeff Siddoway's property. This answering Defendant admits the
remaining allegations of paragraph 19 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint.
X.

With respect to paragraph 20 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, this answering Defendant admits
those allegations regarding the one cow elk that tested positive for red deer genes disease. This
answering Defendant denies the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 20 of the Plaintiffs'
Complaint.
XI.

With respect to paragraphs 34 through 59 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, this answering
Defendant neither admits nor denies the allegations contained therein as the allegations have been
dismissed by the Court.
XII.

With respect to paragraph 60 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, this answering Defendant admits
that the Plaintiffs have retained counsel. This answering Defendant denies the remaining allegations
contained in paragraph 60 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint.
THIRD DEFENSE
Plaintiffs are not the real party in interest with respect to all or part of their claim for
damages, contrary to Rule 17 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
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FOURTH DEFENSE
The Plaintiffs' damages, if any, were proximately caused by the superceding, intervening
negligence and omissions or actions of the Plaintiffs and/or other third parties. Any negligence or
breach of duty on the part of the Defendant was not a proximate cause of the alleged damages to the
Plaintiffs.
FIFTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs have failed to mitigate their damages.
SIXTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' damages are a result of or caused by preexisting conditions at or on the Plaintiffs'
property.
SEVENTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' acted with negligent, careless misconduct at the time of and in connection with
the matters and damages alleged in the Plaintiffs' Complaint, which misconduct proximately caused
and contributed to said events and damages, if any.
EIGHTH DEFENSE
The actions of this answering Defendant do not rise to the level of deprivation of property
rights or the taking of property rights protected by the U.S. or Idaho Constitution.
NINTH DEFENSE
The damages prayed for in the Plaintiffs' Complaint and the causes of action alleged against
this answering Defendant arise out of and stem from an activity which this answering Defendant is
immune from liability by virtue of Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code.
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TENTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' claims are barred or are premature as Plaintiffs have failed to pursue and exhaust
all available administrative remedies available under the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act or
other applicable statutes.

ELEVENTH DEFENSE
At all times mentioned herein, this answering Defendant was and is a governmental entity
within the purview of the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code. As such, this
answering Defendant is immune from liability by the doctrine of sovereign immunity and applicable
tort claims act legislation under Idaho Code § 6-901, et seq.

TWELFTH DEFENSE
This answering Defendant is not liable for attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-918(a).

THIRTEENTH DEFENSE
This answering Defendant has been required to retain counsel in this action and is entitled
to recovery of reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho state law and the applicable
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure including but not limited to Idaho Code §§ 12-117, 12-121 and the
Idaho Tort Claims Act.

COUNTERCLAIM
COMES NOW CounterplaintiffState ofIdaho, by and through its counsel of record, Lopez
& Kelly, PLLC, and submits its claim against Counterdefendants, Rex Rammell and Linda Rammell.

I.

Counterplaintiff State of Idaho is a sovereign governmental entity.
Counterp1aintiff
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II.

The Counterdefendants were at all times relevant and are presently residents of the State of
Idaho.
III.

On or about August 1, 2006, Counterdefendants, or a business entity owned, managed or
operated by the Counterdefendants, owned and operated a domestic cervidae facility in Fremont
County, Idaho.
IV.

On or about August 1, 2006, there was an escape of domestic cervidae from
Counterdefendants' facility in Fremont County, Idaho.

v.
V.
On or about August 14, 2006, upon notification from the Counterdefendants' neighbor of
escaped elk, the Idaho State Department of Agriculture informed the Counterdefendants.
VI.
Subsequent to allowing the Counterdefendants several weeks to recapture their escaped elk,
Governor James Risch issued an executive order permitting state agencies and licensed hunters to
hunt escaped elk in order to protect the state's interest in its wild elk herds.
VI[.
vn.

The Idaho State Department of Agriculture and the Idaho Department of Fish and Game
incurred significant cost in man hours, resources and equipment to comply with the Govemor's
executive order and in testing Counterdefendants' herd subsequent to the conclusion of the hunt.
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VIII.

Because ofthe
of the Counterdefendants' acts or omissions in failing to maintain their domestic elk
facility and due to the Counterdefendants' failure to promptly and adequately manage and recapture
their escaped herd, Counterdefendants are liable to the State of Idaho for the costs incurred in
implementing the Governor's executive order and in regard to the costs incurred in placing the
domestic elk in quarantine and testing them for disease.
IX.

of counsel to pursue this matter. Counterplaintiff
Counterplaintiffs have retained the services ofcounsel
12
is entitled to recover its reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 6-918(a), 12117 and 12-121, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54, and other applicable statutes.
WHEREFORE, Counterplaintiff prays for judgment in its favor for damages incurred in
implementing the Governor's executive order to hunt and recover the domestic elk herd of the
Counterdefendants; and an award of reasonable attorney fees and costs; and such further relief as
the Court may deem just and proper.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Pursuant to IRCP 38(b), this answering Defendant demands a trial by jury of no less than
twelve (12) members.

By:
Michael E. Kelly, Of he Firm
Attorneys for Defendant, the State of Idaho
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COMES NOW, Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants, Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell,
husband and wife, by and through their attorneys of record Runft & Steele Law Offices, PLLC
and reply Counterplaintiffs Counterclaim as follows:

FIRST DEFENSE

Counterplaintiff failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

SECOND DEFENSE
I.

Counterdefendants deny each and every allegation of Counterplaintiff
Counterplaintiff' s Counterclaim not
herein expressly and specifically admitted.

II.

Counterdefendants admit those allegations contained in paragraphs I, II, III, and V of the
Counterclaim.

III.

With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph IV of the Counterclaim,
Counterdefendants admit that there was an escape of domestic cervidae from Counterdefendants'
facility in Freemont County, Idaho. But on information and belief, deny that the escape occurred
on or about August 1, 2006.

REPLY TO DEFENDANTS ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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IV.

With regard to the allegation set forth in paragraph VI of the Counterclaim,
Counterdefendants admit only that Governor Risch issued an Executive Order permitting state
agencies and license hunters to hunt the escaped elk approximately two weeks after
Counterdefendants were notified of the escape, and deny all other allegations set forth in said
paragraph VI.

V.
With respect to the allegations set forth in paragraph VII, Counterdefendants are without
sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny said allegations and therefore deny them.

VI.

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph VIII of the Counterclaim.

VII.
With respect to the allegations set forth ill
m paragraph IX of the Counterclaim,
Counterdefendants are aware that Counterplaintiff has retained the services of counsel to pursue
this matter, but deny each and every other allegation of set forth in paragraph IX.

THIRD DEFENSE

Any negligence or breach of duty on the part of Counterdefendants was not the proximate
cause of the alleged damages claimed by Counterplaintiff.

REPLY TO DEFENDANTS ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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FOURTH DEFENSE

Counterplaintiff's damages, if any, were proximately caused by the superseding,
intervening illegal actions and omissions of Counterplaintiff in the matters alleged by
Counterplaintiff.

FIFTH DEFENSE

Counterplaintiffs damages, if any, were proximately caused by the superseding,
intervening, intentional misconduct of Counterplaintiff in the matters alleged by Counterplaintiff.

SIXTH DEFENSE

Counterplaintiffs damages, if any, were proximately caused by the superseding,
intervening gross negligence and reckless disregard of Counterplaintiff in its actions and
omissions in the matters alleged by the Counterplaintiff.

SEVENTH DEFENSE

Counterplaintiffs damages, if any, were proximately caused by the superseding,
intervening negligence and omissions of Counterplaintiff and/or other third parties.

EIGHTH DEFENSE

Counterdefendants have been required to retain counsel in this action to defend the
claims alleged against them and are entitled to recovery of reasonable attorney fees and costs
CiviI
viI Procedure, Idaho Code §§
§§ 12-117, 12-121 and the
pursuant Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Ci
Idaho Tort Claims Act.
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........
WHEREFORE Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants pray for a Judgment in their favor and for an
award of reasonable attorney's fees and costs, and for such other and further relief as the Court
may deem just and proper.
DATED this 31 5t day of August, 2009.
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
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Michael E. Kelly
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Boise, ID 8370 I
Attorney for DefendantslCounterplaintiff

----.6us
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~SMail
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JOHN .RUNFT
Att ey for Rex and Lyn a Rammell
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INTRODUCTION

This is an action for damages against the State of Idaho and certain of its employees,
individually and in their official capacity for violation of established constitutional, statutory, and
common law rights, for deprivation of established civil rights; for tortious interference with
valuable contractual and business relationships; for Defendants' grossly negligent conduct and
intentional conduct resulting in destruction of property; and for emotional distress, mental
anguish, and outrage suffered by Plaintiffs arising from the reckless, willful and wanton conduct
of Defendants.

PARTlES

1.

Plaintiffs are residents of the State of Idaho.

2.

Defendant State of Idaho is a sovereign governmental entity of the United States
of America.

3.

Defendant James E. Risch is a resident of the State of Idaho and at all times
relevant hereto was the governor of the State of Idaho.

He is sued in his

individual and official capacities as hereinafter set forth;
4.

Defendant Steve Huffaker is a resident of the State of Idaho and at all times
relevant hereto was the Director of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game,
ldaho (I.C. Section
which is a department of the executive branch of the State of [daho
36-101). He is sued in his individual and official capacities as hereinafter set
forth;
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE

55..

Jurisdiction is proper under Idaho Code § 1-705 and 42 USC § 1983. This matter
is properly before this Court because the amount in controversy, exclusive of
costs and attorney fees, exceeds this Court's jurisdictional requirements.

6.

The United States Supreme Court in Felder v Casey, 487 U.S. 131, 147 (1988)
reaffirmed concurrent state court jurisdiction over actions brought under 42 USC
1(1980);
1983. See Main v Thiboutot, 448 U.S. 1,3 n. 1(1980);

7.

Venue is proper in Ada County, Idaho pursuant to Idaho Code Section 5-404.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

8.

At all times pertinent hereto, Plaintiffs owned and operated a domestic elk farm or
ranch in Fremont County, Idaho.

9.

Domestic elk ("cervidae") farming is deemed an agricultural pursuit in the State
of Idaho and falls under the jurisdiction of the Idaho Department of Agriculture
("ISDA") pursuant to I.C. Section 25-3701.

10.

On August 14, 2006, Plaintiff, Rex Rammell, was contacted by Dr. Debra
Lawrence, Assistant Idaho State Veterinarian of the ISDA to inform him that
approximately one (100) hundred head of domestic elk were reported to have
been seen in the vicinity of Claimants' Elk Ranch on the property of Carol
Albertson in Fremont County.

11.
II.

Mr. Rammell immediately thereafter determined that said elk belonged to him,
communicated that fact to the ISDA, and undertook measures to recapture the elk.
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12.

Over the next two and a half (2 1'2) weeks, Plaintiffs, with the assistance of family
and friends, diligently pursued, and continued to pursue, the recapture of said elk
and did succeed in recapturing approximately forty (40) head of the elk.

13.

During this time Plaintiffs were in constant communication with authorities from
the Idaho State Department of Agriculture ("ISDA") regarding their efforts
directed toward recapturing the elk.

14.

Around approximately the first of September, the ISDA suggested that a
procedure of "graining" the elk into enclosures and/or the Rammells' ranch might
be a fruitful technique in rounding up the escaped elk. The Rammells immediately
implemented the recommended procedure of setting out grain in a manner to lure
the elk into such enclosures, with the result that the elk began moving into such
enclosures at an increasing rate.

15.

On September 8, 2006, the Plaintiffs were first informed that the Governor of the
State of Idaho had signed an Executive Order to the Idaho Department of Fish and
Game ("IDF&G") and the ISDA to identify and "shoot on site" all said escaped
elk that remained at large.

16.

This Executive Order to kill rather than round up the escaped elk was contrary to
the then existing and all previous policy, practice, and procedure of the State of
Idaho regarding controlling escaped livestock, including escaped domestic elk.

17.

On information and belief, a primary motivating factor for this extraordinary
resolution applied uniquely in this case to Plaintiffs' escaped elk was retaliation
by Defendants against Rex Rammell for his political opposition to policies of the
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State of Idaho regarding elk ranching over the years and his legal battles with the
State in that regard.
18.

On September 8,2006, personnel of the IDF&G and the ISDA arrived at and near
Plantiffs' Elk Ranch to plan the execution ofthe Executive Order.

19.

On September 9, 2006, agents of the IDF&G and/or ISDA began to hunt and kill
Plaintiffs' elk. These agents were not using appropriate weapons for killing elk;
rather they were shooting the elk with AR ISs, which in many cases meant a slow
painful death to Rammells' animals to the great consternation and emotional
distress of the Rammells.

Some animals were killed near the entrance to

Rammells' ranch with grain in their mouths as they were working their way back
into the ranch enclosure. Some are believed to have been killed and unreported,
others simply scattered and missing.
20.

By September I 1, 2006, the first of a total of forty-three (43) elk were reported to
have been killed. The IDF&G also issued hunting permits to licensed hunters and
private property owners to kill Plaintiffs' elk. Several of the forty-three (43) elk
were killed by private and public land hunters. In addition to the forty-three (43)
elk reported by the Department of Fish and Game to have been killed, Plaintiffs
claim that from their then inventory at least another thirty-one (3 I) elk remain
unaccounted for.

21.

Plainti
ffs were able to recapture and segregate sixty-one (61) of said escaped elk,
Plaintiffs
which were then moved under ISDA orders to Mr. Jeff Siddoway's property.
While said elk were on Siddoway's property, they were placed under quarantine
and tested for disease and genetic purity.
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22.

While under the quarantine of the ISDA, one (1) cow elk allegedly tested positive
for red deer genes and was subsequently ordered to be, and was, destroyed. A
private test was conducted prior to the slaughter of said elk. The post mortem
results of said test showed that the suspect elk did not have red deer genes. After
the quarantine of the recaptured elk was lifted and Plaintiffs were allowed to
move their elk back to their Elk Ranch, it was discovered that of the sixty one
(61) head of elk conveyed to the Siddoway ranch, thirteen (13) head were missing
and one (1) cow was found dead.

To date, said thirteen (13) elk remain

unaccounted for and the State of Idaho has recognized no liability for their deaths.
23.

Based on Plaintiffs' inventory analysis to date, there are a total of eight- nine (89)
head of elk that have either been killed or lost as a proximate result of the conduct
and actions of the State of Idaho and its employees and agents, including the
IDF&G and its employees and agents, pursuant to the Executive Order of
Governor Risch, dated September 7, 2006 ("Executive Order").

Additionally,

there is the further loss of at least an additional estimated twenty (20) 2006 calves
that had been born, but not inventoried of the killed cows.
24.

The responsible persons in the ISDA and IDF&G knew well that Rammells' elk
were disease free and of pure stock and by their escape posed virtually no danger
to wild elk by either infecting them with any disease or imparting impure gene
through breeding with them.

25.

The Rammells operated and maintained a disease-free, genetically pure herd since
acquisition of the herd in 1994 and have records validating this claim for each and
every animal of Plaintiffs' elk herd. These records had been provided to, and
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were on file with, the Idaho Department of Agriculture prior to and in August
2006.
26.

Accordingly, the factual claims of the Executive Order regarding danger from
disease and impure stock were bogus and blatantly false, known to be bogus and
false by Defendants, and were therefore, arbitrary, and capricious as regards the
existence of any "emergency" such as would justify the extermination of
Plaintiffs' elk.

27.

The fences of the Elk Ranch were adequately maintained and regularly inspected
by the ISDA.

The escaped elk were located on private property wherein the

owners had given Plaintiffs permission to do what was necessary to capture them.
28.

Defendants knew, or should have known, that under the prevailing circumstances
and the known fact situation, there was no need or "emergency" that reasonably
justified the "final solution," i.e. the killing of the subject elk, expressly required
in governor Risch's Executive Order, and that their conduct in hunting, scattering
and killing Plaintiffs' elk was unreasonable, arbitrary and capricious and was a
reckless, willfuL and wanton violation of Plaintiffs' constitutional righd as set
forth hereinbelow.

29.

Plaintiffs' escaped elk did not pose the threat alleged in the Executive Order. The
elk could have been rounded up, contained, and returned to the ranch enclosure of
Plaintiffs. This fact was admitted by Defendant Huffaker in a radio interview in
the time frame of these events, a taped copy of which interview Plaintiffs possess
and have disclosed in discovery. In the interview Director Huffaker sarcastically
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states: "It would have been better for everyone to hold hands and sing kum bay ya
and try to herd the nice little elk back into the pen."
30.

These recorded comments of Director Huffaker demonstrate the utter disregard by
Defendants for the Rammells' constitutional rights of due process and property
rights and support Rammells' allegation of retaliation.

31.

Upon information and belief, Defendants conspired and acted in concert to violate
Plaintiffs' established constitutional, statutory, and common laws rights, to
deprive Plaintiffs of their established civil rights, to destroy Plaintiffs' property in
a manner both intentionally and in a grossly negligent manner, and to recklessly,
willfully, and wantonly inflict emotional distress, mental anguish and outrage on
Plaintiffs.

COUNT I
32.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

10

paragraphs 1-31 of this

Complaint;
33.

Defendants conspired to violate, acted in concert to violate, and did violate
Plaintiffs' constitutional rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
United States Constitution and under Sections 1 and 13 of the Constitution of the
State ofIdaho by depriving Plaintiffs of their property without due process oflaw.

34.

Plaintiffs are entitled to damages on this count in an amount to be determined at
trial.
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COUNT II
35.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

III

paragraphs 1-34 of this

Complaint;
36.

Defendants conspired to violate, acted in concert to violate, and did violate
Plaintiffs' constitutional right to equal protection of the law under the Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution and under Sections I, 13, and 14
of the Constitution of the State of Idaho by taking Plaintiffs' property arbitrarily,
and without a reasonable public purpose, in violation of established policy,
procedures, and statutory interpretation for controlling escaped livestock,
including elk, and without just compensation.

37.

Plaintiffs are entitled to damages on this count in an amount to be determined at
trial.

COUNT III
38.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

III

paragraphs 1-37 of this

Complaint;
39.

At all times pertinent hereto, Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, were
employees of the State of Idaho and acted in concert under the color of Idaho
State law.

40.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker in their respective
indi vidual capacities for violation of Rammells' federal constitutional rights to
substantive due process under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment to the United
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States Constitution, and seeking redress for said Defendants' intentional, knowing
deprivation of Plaintiffs' aforementioned constitutional rights to substantive due
process.
41.

Said Defendants, acting under the color of state law, knowingly acted on bogus
and false allegations of danger posed to wild elk by Rammells' escaped elk and,
there being no emergency, intentionally deprived him of his well established right
in Idaho to a hearing, since there had been no determination of the existence of
any disease, before exterminating their livestock thereby violating Plaintiffs' right
to substantive due process of law.

42.

This Executive Order to kill rather than round up the escaped elk was contrary to
the then well established policy, practice, and procedure of the State of Idaho
regarding controlling escaped livestock, including escaped domestic elk.

The

well known and established practice regarding escaped elk was to round them up
- not to kill them. In all cases of diseased animals, the law provides for an a

priori determination or hearing finding that the disease is actually present before
livestock is exterminated. (I.e.
(I.C. § 25-212.) Here, well established law, policies,
and procedures for handling the potential dangers of escaped elk were ignored and
there was no determination whatsoever that any disease justifying an emergency
was actually extant. The bogus nature of the "emergency" was further exposed by
the admission of Defendant Huffaker, who was at that time the Director of the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game, that it would "be better for everyone" if the
elk had been rounded up and herded back into their pens. The law governing
escaped Cervidae (I. C. § 25-3705 A) was intentionally, wrongfully interpreted

lO
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and arbitrarily applied by said Defendants in this case to the Rammells in a unique
and extremely punitive manner and contrary to known and well established

policy, causing them great loss.
43.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against said Defendants in their individual capacities.

COUNT IV
44.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

III

paragraphs 1- 43 of this

Complaint;

45.

At all times pertinent hereto, Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, were
employees of the State of Idaho and acted in concert under the color of Idaho

State law.
46.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §

1983, against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, in their respective
individual capacities for violation of Rammells' federal constitutional rights to

due process under and the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, seeking redress for said Defendants' knowingly and intentionally

taking Plaintiffs' property without due process of law.
47.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against said Defendants in their individual capacities.
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COUNT V

48.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1-47 It was the well
known and established of this Complaint;

49.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker in their respective
individual capacities for violation of Rammells' federal constitutional right to
equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, and seeking redress for said Defendants' intentional, knowing
deprivation of Plaintiffs' constitutional right to equal protection under the law.

50.

At all times pertinent hereto, Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, were
employees of the State of Idaho and acted in concert under the color of Idaho
State law to deprive Plaintiffs of their constitutional right to equal protection
under the law.

51.

This Executive Order to kill rather than round up the escaped elk was contrary to
then existing, and all previous policy, practice, and procedure of the State of
Idaho regarding controlling escaped livestock, including escaped domestic elk.
The law governing escaped livestock was intentionally arbitrarily interpreted
applied by said Defendants in the premises to the Rammells in a unique and
extremely punitive manner causing them great loss.

52.

On information and belief, retaliation was a primary motivating factor for this
extraordinary resolution applied uniquely in this case to Plaintiffs' escaped elk by
said Defendants against Rex Rammell for his political opposition to policies of
the State of Idaho regarding elk ranching over the years and his legal battles with
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the State in that regard. Said retaliation was manifested by the Executive Order to
kill Rammells' escaped elk rather than follow well established procedures for
tor
rounding up escaped livestock, including elk.
53.

Said Defendants in their above described retaliatory conduct recklessly, willfully,
and wantonly unconstitutionally deprived Plaintiffs of equal protection of the law
and as a result destroyed valuable property of Plaintiffs, including elk and
contractual and business relationships of Plaintiffs knowing that there was high
degree of probability such a destructive raid on Plaintiffs' ranch pursuant to the
Executive Order would result in such harm and drive the Rammells out of
business.

54.

As a direct result of said retaliatory deprivation of the Rammell's constitutional
right to equal protection of the law, the Rammells suffered damages from
destruction of their elk, destruction of valuable contractual and business
relationships, and were driven out of business at great loss, including loss of
future income from the further development of the business.

55.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined a trial according to proof by
Plaintiffs against said Defendants in their individual capacities.

COUNT VI

56.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

III

paragraphs 1-55 of this

Complaint;
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57.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, against James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective
individual capacities, for intentional infliction of emotional distress and mental
anguish on the Rammells as a result said Defendants' violation and deprivation of
the Rammells' constitutional rights to due process, equal protection, and
consequential destruction of their property and their plans for their ranch.

58.

To the great emotional distress of the Rammells, Defendants in their above
described conduct recklessly, willfully, and wantonly interfered with and
destroyed valuable property of Plaintiffs, including elk and contractual and
business relationships of Plaintiffs knowing that there was high degree of
probability such a destructive raid on Plaintiffs' ranch pursuant to the Executive
Order would result in such harm and drive the Rammells out of business.

59.

In promulgating and carrying out the Executive Order, Defendants James E.
Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective individual capacities,
engaged in extreme and outrageous conduct with the intention of and/or with
reckless disregard and indifference for, causing emotional and mental anguish to
the Rammells.

60.

As a result of said Defendants' actions, the Rammells suffered severe emotional
and mental anguish.

61.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against Defendants in their individual capacities.
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COUNT VII
62.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

In

paragraphs 1- 61 of this

Complaint;
63.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, against James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective
individual capacities, for negligent infliction of emotional distress and mental
anguish on the Rammells as a result said Defendants' violation and deprivation of
the Rammells' constitutional rights and consequential destruction of their
property and their plans for their ranch.

64.

In promulgating and carrying out the Executive Order, Defendants James E.
Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective individual capacities,
engaged in negligent conduct with disregard and indifference for, causing
emotional and mental anguish to the Rammells.

65.

As a result of said Defendants' actions, the Rammells suffered severe emotional
and mental anguish.

66.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against Defendants in their individual capacities.

ATTORNEY FEES
67.

Plaintiffs have been required to retain the services of counsel to assist them in the
preparation and prosecution of this action and have retained legal counsel and has
agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable fee. Plaintiffs are entitled to recover
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their reasonable costs and attorney's fees pursuant to Rule 54, Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, and Idaho Code §§ 6-918A, 12-120, 12-121 and 18-7805

(a)~

and

pursuant to 42 USC § 1988.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray:
1.

Judgment in favor of Plaintiffs for compensatory and punitive damages as
pled to be proven at trial or at hearing in this matter;

2.

An award of reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to Rule 54, Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, and Idaho Code §§ 6-918A, 12-120, 12-121 and
18-7805 for Counts I, II, V, and VI, and pursuant to 42 USC § 1988 for
Counts III, IV, VII and VIII.

3.

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
PlaintifTs hereby demand, pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
that the issues properly triable by a jury be tried before a jury. Plaintiffs will not stipulate to a
trial ofless than twelve (12) jurors.
DATED this

-.Z£ctay ~ J.r
of

...

2009.

RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By:

I

4i/J~
4i~
JOHNL.R~
JOHN L. RUN T
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO )
:ss
County of Ada
)

REX RAMMELL after being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
That he is one of the Plaintiffs in the foregoing FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, that he has read the FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL and believes the facts
stated therein are true based upon his own information and belief.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff has set his hand and seal the d
first above written

)

RE

/

~

d year

RAMMELL

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this \ \C;\\day of November 2009.
~
.~

J\ \
"t
\A~~n,\\Jr~\3
"r C~ \A~~n,\\Jr~\3
t

_

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at:
(\J'~,
~
Commission expires_?>-'--_-v+-n-4\r=~:.....J\""'~=_'_----expires_?>-,--_i!+-n-4\'=~'--J\"",~=-,-_ _ _ __

N (\."" at
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'-'
VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO )
:ss
County of Ada
)
LYNDA RAMMELL after being fust
flIst duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
That she is one of the Plaintiffs in the foregoing FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, that she has read the FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL and believes the facts
stated therein are true based upon her own infonnation and belief.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff has set her hand and seal the day and year
first above written

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of November 2009.

&//IIL=fb

Residing at:
ComffilSSlon expIres

(4

-z ,I z (,) I
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CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE
CERTIFICATE
f1f

The undersigned hereby certifies that on this ~ day of November 2009, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL, was served upon opposing counsel as follows:
Bron M. Rammell
Dial, May & Rammell Chtd
PO Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
Co-Counselfor Plaint(ffs
Michael E. Kelly
Lopez & Kelly
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
PO Box 856
Boise, ID 83701
Attorney for Defendants

~USMail
~USMail

_ _ Personal Delivery
Facsimile
E-mail

~USMail

_ _ Personal Delivery
Facsimile
E-mail

RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC

B y:-----",,.£.--+-'~--II'----"~___F=-'---P-¥__-JO N . RUNFT
Atto ey for Rex and Lynda Rammell
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NO.------==-71i'G:,.....,..,_NO·-------=~7/l'G:,

AM _ _ _ _ _
FIL,~~=
AM

:~
FIL~~= :~=

DEC 0 9 ,BOg
inil9
JOHN L. RUNFT (ISB
(ISH # 1059)
JON M. STEELE (ISB
(ISH # 1911)
(ISB # 6640)
KARL J. F. RUNFT (ISH
& STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
RUNFT &
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: (208) 333-8506
Fax: (208) 343-3246
Email: jlrunft@runftlaw.com

J. OAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
8yA.GARDEN
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY

BRON M. RAMMELL (ISB
HRON
(ISH # 4389)
DIAL MAY &
& RAMMELL, CHTD
PO Box 370
Pocatello, 10 83204-0370
Phone: (208) 233-0132
Fax: (208) 234-2961
Email: rammell@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,

)
)

) CASE NO. CV OC 0820694
Plaintiffs,

)

) ERRATA SHEET
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs hereby give notice of errors on page 8, paragraph 33 and page 9, paragraph 36
of the First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, filed on November 25, 2009. On
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page 8, paragraph 33 the words "Sections 1 and 13" should read "Article I, Sections 1 and 13:'
13."
Similarly, on page 9, paragraph 36 the words "Sections 1, 13 and 14" should read "Article I,
Sections 1, 13, and 14."
.DATED this

+

11f

day of December 2009.
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By:

JO~t/(¢
Attorney for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 9th day of December 2009, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing ERRATA SHEET was served upon opposing counsel as follows:
Bran M. Rammell
Bron
Dial, May & Rammell Chtd
PO Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
Co-Counsel for Plaintiffs
Michael E. Kelly
Lopez & Kelly
702 W. Idaho St., Ste 1100
PO Box 856
Boise, ID 83701
Attorney for Defendants

----.J{
US Mail
~USMail
_ _ Personal Delivery
Facsimile

~USMail

_ _ Personal Delivery
Facsimile

RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
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........
JOHN L. RUNFT (ISB
(ISH # 1059)
JON M. STEELE (ISB
(ISH # 1911)
KARL J. F. RUNFT (ISB
(ISH # 6640)
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: (208)333-9496
Fax: (208) 343-3246
Email: jlrunft@runftlaw.com

131-==

NO·----=""=""-NLr~r_r_

A.M _ _ _ _ ~M_~_ _ ~
~~----:~M

i.G1l9
DEC 1 i i.B1l9
J. 9AVID NAVA~RO. G~erk
G~er"
~I\. ~l\fitj;l~N
~l\.

.

OEFlUt¥
OEFlUfY

BRON M. RAMMELL (ISB
(ISH # 4389)
DIAL MAY & RAMMELL, CHTD
PO Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
Phone: (208) 233-0132
Fax: (208) 234-2961
Email: rammell@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,

)
)

) CASE NO. CV OC 0820694
Plaintiffs,

)

) COUNSEL SIGNATURE PAGE TO FIRST
) AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND
) FOR JURY TRIAL

vs.

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; and DOES
I-X,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

COUNSEL SIGNATURE PAGE TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAfNT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL
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· DATED this

5

day of

~,

2009.

DIAL MAY & RAMMELL, CI JTD

~~~ C£LL>J>.t""I\Il~ltAMMELL
~ltAMMELL
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 11 th day of December 2009, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing COUNSEL SIGNATURE PAGE TO FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
was served upon opposing counsel as follows:
Bron M. Rammell
Dial, May & Rammell Chtd
PO Box 370
Pocatello, 10 83204-0370
Co-Counsel for Plaintiffs
Michael E. Kelly
Lopez & Kelly
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
PO Box 856
Boise, ID 83701
Attorney for Defendants

-X-

US Mail
_ _ Personal Delivery
Facsimile

LUSMail
_ _ Personal Delivery
Facsimile

RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
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Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 08-20694
ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.
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COME NOW Defendants The State of Idaho, James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker (the
"Defendants"), by and through their attorneys of record, Lopez & Kelly, PLLC, and answers
Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE

The Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint fails to state a claim against these answering
Defendants upon which relief can be granted.
SECOND DEFENSE
I.

These answering Defendants deny each and every allegation ofthe Plaintiffs' First Amended
Complaint not herein expressly and specifically admitted.
II.

These answering Defendants admit those allegations contained in paragraphs 1,2,5, 7,8,9,
10,15 and 18.
III.

With respect to paragraph 6 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants affinnatively allege that the tenns and conditions of Felder v. Casey, 487 U.S. 131,
(1988) speak for themselves. These answering Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained
in paragraph 6 ofthe Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
IV.

These answering Defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or
deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 12 and 23 ofthe
of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
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V.
With respect to paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these
answering Defendants admit that James Risch and Steve Huffaker are residents of the state ofldaho
and were at all times relevant to the allegations in the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint the
Governor of the State of Idaho and the Director of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game,
respectively. These answering Defendants further admit that paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Plaintiffs'
First Amended Complaint allege that Plaintiffs are suing Defendants Risch and Huffaker in their
individual and official capacities. These answering Defendants deny the remaining allegations of
paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
VI.

With respect to paragraph 11 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit that the Plaintiffs determined that the escaped elk belonged to them. These
answering Defendants are without sufficient information to either admit or deny the remaining
allegations in paragraph 11 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.

VII.
With respect to paragraph 14 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
of Agriculture suggested "graining" the elk on or
Defendants admit that the Idaho State Department ofAgriculture
about September 1, 2006. These answering Defendants are without sufficient information or
knowledge to admit or deny the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 14 of the Plaintiffs'
First Amended Complaint.
VIII.

With respect to paragraph 19 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
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Defendants admit that agents of the Idaho Department ofFish and Game and the Idaho Department
of Agriculture began to hunt the Plaintiffs' elk and that the Idaho Department ofFish and Game also
issued hunting permits to licensed hunters to kill the escaped elk on or about September 9, 2006.
These answering Defendants admit that approximately forty-three (43) elk were reported killed by
the Department of Fish and Game pursuant to the prescribed hunt. These answering Defendants
deny that the "agents" referenced in paragraph 19 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint used
weapons that were not appropriate for killing elk or that such resulted in a slow painful death to the
Plaintiffs' elk. These answering Defendants deny that the Plaintiffs experienced great consternation
and emotional distress as alleged in paragraph 19 ofthe
of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint. These
answering Defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the
remaining allegations contained in paragraph 19 ofthe Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
IX.

With respect to paragraph 20 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit that approximately forty-three (43) elk were reported to have been killed on or
about September 11, 2006, and that the Idaho Fish and Game issued hunting permits to licensed
hunters and private property owners to advance the objectives of Executive Order 2006-32, dated
September 7, 2006. These answering Defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge
to admit or deny the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 20 ofthe
of the Plaintiffs' First Amended
Complaint.

X.
With respect to paragraph 21 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants deny that the Plaintiffs properly complied with the Idaho Department of Agriculture's
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order when Plaintiffs moved their elk to Jeff Siddoway's property. These answering Defendants
admit the remaining allegations of paragraph 21 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
XI.

With respect to paragraph 22 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit those allegations regarding the one cow elk that tested positive for red deer genes.
These answering Defendants deny the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 22 of the
Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
XII.

With respect to paragraph 25 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit that before Executive Order 2006-32, the Plaintiffs provided records relating to
the Plaintiffs' elk herd to the Idaho Department of Agriculture. These answering Defendants are
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining
of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint and therefore deny
allegations contained in paragraph 25 ofthe
the same.
XIII.

With respect to paragraph 27 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit that the Idaho State Department of Agriculture regularly inspected the fences of
the Elk Ranch, but deny that those fences were adequately maintained. These answering Defendants
are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining
of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint and therefore deny
allegations contained in paragraph 27 ofthe
the same.
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XIV.
In answering paragraphs 39, 45, and 50 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these
answering Defendants admit that at all times pertinent to this lawsuit, Defendants James E. Risch
and Steven Huffaker were employees ofthe State ofldaho
ofldaho
ofIdaho and were acting under the color ofIdaho
state law. These answering Defendants deny all other allegations contained in paragraphs 39, 45 and
50 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
XV.

In answering paragraph 40 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit that Count III is a cause of
action purportedly brought pursuant to the Civil Rights
ofaction
Act, 42 U.S.c. § 1983, against Defendants James E. Risch and Steven Huffaker in their respective
individual capacities. These answering Defendants deny all other allegations contained in paragraph
40 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
XVI.
In answering paragraph 46 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
ofaction
Defendants admit that Count IV is a cause of
action purportedly brought pursuant to the Civil Rights
Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, against Defendants James E. Risch and Steven Huffaker in their respective
individual capacities. These answering Defendants deny all other allegations contained in paragraph
46 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
XVII.
In answering paragraph 49 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit that Count V is a cause of action purportedly brought pursuant to the Civil Rights
Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, against Defendants James E. Risch and Steven Huffaker in their respective
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individual capacities. These answering Defendants deny all other allegations contained in paragraph
49 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
XVIII.

In answering paragraph 57 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit that Count VI is a cause ofaction
of action purportedly brought pursuant to the Civil Rights

Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker and Does I-X in their
respective individual capacities. These answering Defendants deny all other allegations contained
in paragraph 57 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
XIX.

In answering paragraph 63 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit that Count VII is a cause ofaction
of action purportedly brought pursuant to the Civil Rights

Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker and Does I-X, in their
respective individual capacities. These answering Defendants deny all other allegations contained
in paragraph 63 ofthe Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.
XX.

With respect to paragraph 67 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, these answering
Defendants admit that the Plaintiffs have retained counsel. These answering Defendants deny the
remaining allegations contained in paragraph 67 of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint.

THIRD DEFENSE
Plaintiffs are not the real party in interest with respect to all or part of their claim for
damages, contrary to Rule 17 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
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FOURTH DEFENSE
The Plaintiffs' damages, if any, were proximately caused by the superceding, intervening
negligence and omissions or actions of the Plaintiffs and/or other third parties. Any negligence or
breach of duty on the part of the Defendants were not a proximate cause of the alleged damages to
the Plaintiffs.
FIFTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs have failed to mitigate their damages.
SIXTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' damages are a result of or caused by preexisting conditions at or on the Plaintiffs'
property.
SEVENTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' acted with negligent, careless misconduct at the time of and in connection with
the matters and damages alleged in the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint, which misconduct
proximately caused and contributed to said events and damages, if any.
EIGHTH DEFENSE
The actions ofthese
of these answering Defendants do not rise to the level of deprivation ofproperty
of property
rights or the taking of property rights protected by the U.S. or Idaho Constitution.
NINTH DEFENSE
The damages prayed for in the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint and the causes of action
alleged against these answering Defendants arise out of activities for which these answering
Defendants are immune from liability by virtue of Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code.
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TENTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' claims are barred or are premature as Plaintiffs have failed to pursue and exhaust
all available administrative remedies available under the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act or
other applicable statutes.

ELEVENTH DEFENSE
At all times mentioned herein, answering Defendant State of Idaho was and is a
governmental entity within the purview ofthe
of the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code.
As such, these answering Defendants are immune from liability by the doctrine of sovereign
immunity and applicable tort claims act legislation under Idaho Code § 6-901, et seq.

TWELFTH DEFENSE
6These answering Defendants are not liable for attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 6
918(a).

THIRTEENTH DEFENSE
These answering Defendants have been required to retain counsel in this action and are
entitled to recovery of reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho state law and the

12applicable Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure including but not limited to Idaho Code §§ 12-117, 12
121 and the Idaho Tort Claims Act.
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' claim for punitive damages is premature pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604.

FIFTEENTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' claim for punitive damages is baiTed against these answering Defendants pursuant
to IC § 6-918.
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WHEREFORE, these answering Defendants pray that Plaintiffs take nothing by their
First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, that the same be dismissed, and that these
6answering Defendants be awarded their costs of suit and attorney's fees pursuant to I.C. § 6
9l8(a), I.e. § 12-121, or any other applicable statute or rule, and such other and further relief as
918(a),
the Court deems just. In addition Defendants pray for relief as set forth in State ofIdaho's
Counterclaim filed on June 03, 2009.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Pursuant to IRCP 38(b), these answering Defendants demand a trial by jury of no less than
twelve (12) members.
DATED this ~ day of January, 2010.
LOPEZ & KELL Y, PLLC

By:
Michael E. Kel , Of the Firm
Attorneys for efendant, the State of Idaho
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of January, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
John L. Runft
Jon M. Steele
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 333-9496
Facsimile: (208) 343-3246
jlrunfi@runfilaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Bron M. Rammell
DIAL MAY & RAMMELL, CHTD.
Post Office Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
Telephone: (208) 233-0132
Facsimile: (208) 234-2961
rammell@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

o
o
o

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

o
o
o

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

%
fo

~'

---~~~-=~~~----~-------

Michael E. Kelly
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-,Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
John
1. Browder, ISB #7531
JohnJ.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344

J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
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Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker; and Counterplaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 08-20694
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-I
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COMES NOW the Defendants, the State ofIdaho, James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and,
pursuant to the provisions of Rule 56(b) ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, respectfully moves

this Court for summary judgment in favor of Defendants, on the grounds and for the reasons that
these Defendants are entitled to Judgment as a matter oflaw, and that there are no genuine issues as
to any material fact with respect to Plaintiffs' claims against these Defendants.
This Motion is made and based upon the pleadings, records, and affidavits on file herein,
including the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
ofDefendants'
October 14,2010, and the Memorandum in Support ofDefendants
of Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment,
filed contemporaneously herewith.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC

By:
Michael E. Kelly Of the Firm
Attorneys for De endants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1'-.(
/L.( day of October, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pfurey@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS - 2
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U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile
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Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
John 1. Browder, ISB #7531
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By A. GARDEN
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DEPUTY
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Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker; and Counterplaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV OC 08-20694
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-l
JUDGMENT-J
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'

STATE OF IDAHO

.....

)
: ss.
)

County of Ada

I, Michael E. Kelly, being first sworn, do hereby depose and state under penalty of
perjury:

1.

That I am a member of the firm of Lopez & Kelly PLLC, and one of the attorneys

representing Defendants in regard to the above-captioned matter. As such, I am familiar with the
facts and circumstances of this case and make this affidavit based upon my own personal
knowledge;
2.

That attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the pertinent parts

of the deposition of Rex Rammell;
3.

That attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the pertinent parts

of the deposition of Lynda Rammell; and
4.

That attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of discovery document

Bates Stamp PLF 00263.
5.

oflC Section 25That attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy ofIC
25
3705A.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT.
DATED this

Jj day of October, 2010.

By:
Michael E. Kel ,Of the Firm
Attorneys for efendants and
Counterplaint ff

AFFIDA VIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
AFFIDAVIT
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and sworn to before me this K d a y of October, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Ji

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of October, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the mdhod
indicated below, addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pfurey@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

o

u.s. Mail

o

Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA RAMMELL,

COpy

husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

vs.

Case No.
CV OC 08-20694

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND DOES
I-X,
Defendants.

I
I

DEPOSITION OF REX RAMMELL

AUGUST 31, 2010

REPORTED BY:
MARLENE "MOLLY" WARD, CSR No. 704, RPR
Notary Public

SOUTHERN

1-800-234-9611
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Court
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Since 1970
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NORTHERN
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1·800-879·1700
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Page 27

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Q. And it says, "She stated that they had
1
eitherThursday or Friday night prior to
been out for a week to ten days and that they
2
notification that there was elk out on the 14th.
were in her hay field."
3
Q. And you didn't see any out?
Did Dr. Lawrence advise you that
4
A. And I didn't see any out.
Mrs. Albertson believed they were out for a wee~ 5
Q. But that doesn't necessarily mean that
to ten days?
6
they couldn't have been out?
A. No. In fact, as I recall, she didn't
A. That's right.
7
even tell me a name.
8
Q. One thing unrelated to how long the elk
Q. Oh, she didn't even give you
9
had been out, but the second paragraph of this
Mrs. Albertson's name?
10
document under "Remarks," you indicated that you
A. No, I found out later about this.
11
had a slipped disc and you were scheduled for
Q. Okay.
12
surgery the next day?
A. She just said a neighbor had reported
13
A. Yes. As I recall, I was going to go in
that there was elk out.
14
for surgery on Tuesday, which would have been
Q. Did you ever, in fact, speak to
15
August the 6th -- August the 15th.
Mrs. Albertson about the escape or her call to -- 16
Q. Did you, in fact, go in for surgery
17
A. No.
17
that day?
18
Q. -- the Department of Ag?
18
A. No, I didn't. I cancelled it and had
19
A. No. I spoke to her that fall, but not
19
surgery a week to ten days later.
20
about this.
20
Q. Who was the surgeon, do you know
21
Q. Do you have any reason to disagree with 21
offhand?
22
the assessment that the elk had been out for a
22
A. I've forgotten his name.
23
week to ten days?
23
Q. Do you know what type of procedure that
24
A. Yes.
• 24
they were doing?
.25~
.-O-__
__________ ~____._25
. ._25________A-_~Lwas-a_bulgeddisc,lower-=-=jn.my--A-_~Lwas..a_bulgeddisc,lower-=--jn.my--25~_______
.-Q-__Wh.y_is.lhat1
W-h-y_is-lhat1______ ~_~
~
Page 26
Page 28

A. Well, I had been up there. I think -1
lumbar area. He went in there and cleaned it
let's see. I know I went up on either Thursday
2
out.
or Friday, which would have been August 11 th, aJ1(~ 3
Q. Okay. Did it require any
I watered the elk, checked the fence, looked
4
hospitalization at all?
around, and I didn't see any elk out. I suppose
5
A. Oh, yeah.
I could have missed some. But if they were out,
6
Q. How long?
7
they weren't anywhere where a person could see
7
A. I was there for two or three days, as I
8
them.
8
recall.
9
And if you recall my statement that the
9
Q. Where did you have the procedure done?
10
place was covered with so many trees that it
10
A. At the Eastern Idaho Regional Medical
11
would be -- it's feasible that they could have
11
Center. Stromberg was the doctor.
12
been out a few days without me knowing about it
12
Q. Just so I have the time frame right,
13
if they had been down in the Canyon where the
. 13
when you actually had the surgery, was that prior
14
trees were at and I didn't see them. And I
14
to Governor Risch issuing his --15
hadn't been down to the comer where the fence
15
A. Yes.
16
was fixed. But I would dispute that they had
16
Q. -- executive order?
17
been out as long as Mrs. Albertson reports or
17
A. Um-hmm.
18
what this report says.
18
Q. "Yes"?
19
MR. KELLY: Can we go off the record
19
A. Yes.
20
for just a second?
20
Q. And did you have -- I'm going to jump
21
(Short recess held.)
21
ahead a little bit, but while you were out having
22
MR. KELLY: Back on the record.
22
the surgery in the hospital, did you have
23
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) So you believe you wer~23
fo
somebody supervising and manning the search fa
24
up there somewhere around August 11 th?
24
the escaped elk?
25
A. I'm pretty certain I was up there
25
A. I did, my son.
(208)345-9611
M & M COURT REPORTING
(208)345-8800 (fax)
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Page 31

Page 29
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Q. Okay.
1
A. My son was in charge of the operation
2
when I wasn't there. I was only out for the
3
weekend, two or three days, and then I was back 4
5
up chasing elk. It was tough.
MR. RUNFT: Jesus.
6
MR. KELLY: You did get his blasphemy 7
on the record, didn't you?
8
COUR
T REPORTER: I did.
9
COURT
(Laughter.)
i 10
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) So let's backtrack the~11
to when you got notified by Dr. Lawrence that •'12
12
your elk were on a neighbor's property. What's : 13
the first thing you did?
i 14
A. JI believe I -- she asked me if that was
15
possible, and I said I'm quite sure those are
16
probably my elk. Because I was the only elk
17
ranch in the area, number one, and it would have 18
been highly unusual for a 100 head of elk to sit 19
out in a hay field and look at you.
20
And so I recognized that they were
' 21
probably my elk, and we started making phone 22
calls, gathered maybe ten people. It was a
23
Monday, hard to get people to go help. We went
went' 24

Q. When you got up there, did you, in
fact, see a 100-plus head of elk on
Mrs. Albertson's property?
A. As I recall -- I don't remember, but we
saw elk so we knew that -- and they had tags and
I knew they were mine, and so we organized the
drive.
Q. Was the drive similar to what your wife
testified to? You essentially get in a line and
-you just -
A. That's right.
Q. -- walk them back in?
A. Yeah. The problem was is the Conant
Creek elk ranch is surrounded by trees, quaking
aspen patches, some pine trees, a canyon to the
one side. So it was difficult herding them, but
we did the best we could, and drove them through
the trees.
Q. Roughly how far would Mrs. Albertson's
hay field been from the fence of your facility?
A. I'd say a half mile.
Q. In relationship to the hay field, would
the hole in the fence have been directly in front
of -- if you marched the elk straight back, would
25-_~ ___ llp_there.and1ixed1he_hole.-so
11p_thereandlixed1hellOJe-sothatno_more-g_oL~+25
2~_~
..thaLno_.more..g.OL_i·25_..____ ,,_they-go,straighttothe-fencewhere-thellOle.was?
~-,the.y-go.straighLto.the-fence--where...the..hIJle...was.?
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1
out, and then we organized an elk drive and we
2
captured, as I recall, about 15 that day.
3
Q. I know Exhibit 4 references that
4
approximately 110 head were actually out. Did
5
you dispute that number, that there was around
6
100 head out on --
7
A. When she called me?
8
Q. Yeah.
A. I didn't know because I hadn't been -9
-
10
I didn't know anything was out and I didn't see
11
them, so I just took her word for it that there
12
was a 100 of them out there.
Q. Okay. But she did give you that number 13
14
when she spoke to you?
15
A. I think she said there was about 100
16
head out.
Q. How long after your conversation with
17
Dr. Lawrence ended did you show up at the
18
facility?
19
A. Oh, immediately.
20
Q. Okay.
21
A. I mean, we got up there within an hour,
22
I think. And we were 45 minutes to an hour away. 23
I mean, we treated it like an emergency and went 24
up there and took care of it as best we could.
25

(208)345-9611

A. No. The hole was on the -- the
facility was on the top and side of a canyon.
And the hole was on the bottom in the canyon
side. And the elk were up on top in her hay
field about a half a mile away.
Q. Directionally, how would that have
been?
A. Well, we had to -- to get them back
through the hole, which we wouldn't do -
-Q. Right.
A. -- because the hole wasn't very big.
We actually let down a piece of the fence in a
different area so that they had a big hole to go
through to get them back in. And the way we
marched them was straight up the canyon.
Q. All right. Again, though, just so I
have a picture in my mind, directionally where
would the hay field have been from the facility?
A. It was below the ranch a half a mile,
directly below the ranch.
Q. All right.
A. Almost directly below the ranch to the
west.
Q. SO the hole would have been on the east
side, then?
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A. The hole was on the south side.
: 1
Q. Just in general terms, when you show up
Q. For them to get from where the hole
2
to fill up the water tanks, how do the elk reacC
was, they would have had to have walked through
throughi a3
Do they scatter? Do they stand there and look at
canyon and up into her hay field; is that
' 4
you and --accurate?
5
A. You've got to remember it's a forest
A. Pretty close.
6
and the elk -- elk by their nature, even though
Q. But it's natural for them to gravitate
7
they're domesticated, they stay away. So they
there because they had food there, right?
8
come in and get a drink after you leave.
A. Right. Elk like alfalfa, yeah. That's
9
Q. SO it's --their favorite forage.
10
A. I saw a few elk the night that I filled
Q. Did they do much damage to her hay
11
up their water tank, maybe four or five would be
field?
12
typical. In a facility with 160 in there,
A. No. Up in that area, it's all dry
. 13
they're mostly out in the trees laying down. And
farm, no irrigation. And they only get one
14
they typically drink evenings and mornings.
cutting of hay, maybe two if it's a really wet
15
Q. SO they're not conditioned when they
year. And by the time of August -- the middle of 16
see you pull up? They're not going to be coming,
August, the growing season is over and they've
17
17
running to the water tanks?
taken all the hay. So what they were eating was 18
A. That's right.
what we call alfalfa aftermath. There was still
19
Q. Okay. Then how about as far as feed
some alfalfa, but it was not going to be
20
goes? How are they normally fed? Or do you just
harvested. If my elk hadn't eaten it, the wild
21
leave it to their own device?
ones would have. How's that?
22
A. Well, they had the -- whatever native
Q. Okay, sounds good. Did you have any
·23
23
grass was in the facility, which I had too
information from anyone prior to Dr. Lawrence . 24
many -- not too many, but the number of elk that
25~ ______callin&-¥-Ou1hatsome-Df-y-OuLellcnllqdla~neeU-f25
____werellpihere,.andjtwasa-dry-)'J::ar,-had-eaten
werenpihere,.andjtwasa-dry-¥J::ar,-had-eaten --___
callin&-¥-Oulhatsome-Of-Y-OuLellcm<l¥lla~neell-.-f25
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1
most of the grass. So we were free choicing them
out of the facility?
2
hay. And the way we did that, there was a local
A. No. No, nobody called me.
3
farmer that we bought hay from, and he would hau
Q. Do you know if anyone, including your
4
his hay over to the facility and then we would ----son, had been at the facility between that
we had a stack yard outside of the facility. And
Thursday and Friday night you were there and when 5
6
then as the hay bales started getting eating
you got the call?
7
down, we'd put more hay bales in.
7
A. I don't think he was up there, and I
8
So they had whatever native feed --8
don't know if anybody else was.
9
native grass there was inside the facility, which
Q. Would James Howell have had a reason to
9
10
they had eaten most of it by the middle of
10
be up there?
11
August. Then they had free choice hay, alfalfa
11
A. James wouldn't have been up there, no.
12
hay, and then we made sure they had their water
12
I don't think he was there. I think I was the
13
and salt.
13
last one. See, I had to haul water to the elk.
14
Q. How often would you have to go in there
14
So we had to be up there at least two, three
15
with new bales?
15
times a week to haul water. And that's the
A. I'd say once a week.
16
reason -- and then every time we hauled water, we 16
17
Q. Was it done in conjunction with the
17
would check the fence. We wouldn't walk the
18
watering?
18
entire fence, but we would check it and, you
19
A. Yeah, um-hmm. You have to remember I
19
know, take a general assessment that everything
.19
20
lived about -- it took me about an hour to get
20
looks good, you know.
21
from my home up there. So when I was doing my
21
And so I went up on Thursday or Friday
22
routine work up there, they would get their
22
to fill up their water tank and then I walked out
23
water, their hay. And I would check the fence
23
through the 168 acres, the comer of it, and I
24
and drive around and make sure everything looked
24
was just kind of looking to see if everything was
25
okay.
25
okay, and I didn't see anything out of place.
(208)345-8800 (fax)
(208)345-9611
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Q. How did you come to the decision in
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but I could be wrong about that.
2
August of '06 to sell the property?
2
And I tried to buy -- I tried doing a
3
A. The property wasn't ideal because of
,3
3
lease option to buy with a guy by the name of
4
the water situation. You can imagine watering iI 4
Stimpson, Je Stimpson from Nevada, Las Vegas,
5
that many elk; it took a lot of pickup trips. I . 5
Nevada, and I just couldn't get the deal put
together with him. But it looked promising, I
6
was pumping water into a container that sat in ir 6
7
the back of my pickup, and I had to drive about:
about! 7
mean, he was thinking about it.
8
two miles to a creek. I'd pump the water and
8
Q. Same time frame?
9
then I had to drive all that water up to the
9
A. Same time frame, yeah. My master plan
10
ranch, fill the tub, and I had to make four or
: 10
was to either expand the ranch that 1 had so that
11
five trips. I mean it was a three, four-hour job '11
11
I could get some water and improve the property,
12
every time we did it.
i 12
and when that didn't work -- because I had a
neighbor in between me and these other guys that
13
And I knew at the time we bought the
: 13
14
ranch that it didn't have water on it, but I -- I i! 14
refused to sell. We almost had it bought, but
15
tried my best to buy the neighbor's property thai
that 15
she backed out of the deal and I was landlocked.
16
did have water, and I couldn't get it bought.
; 16
Q. Who was that?
17
And so we had come to the conclusion that it
17
A. Her name was -- I've forgotten her
18
would be better to sell this operation and buy a'
a 18
name. I can't remember her name. But anyway,
19
different one just down the canyon that had a
19
she locked me in and so I had no altemative
20
mile of water running right through it. It was : 20
ifI wanted to get water on my
other than to sell if!
elk ranch. And so that's the reason _.21
bigger, it had water, it was a better setup. So : 21
-,- that's
22
the idea was, sell this ranch, take the proceeds 22
the reason that we listed the property mid
23
and buy the ranch down the canyon.
i 23
summer, August -- I can't remember exactly. And
24
Q. Did that ranch have a name to it or do
24
while the -- this whole elk escape, culling was
.2.5
...2.5 __ ----¥Qu.-~--------------------------.-----.------------+25-----going..on,-m¥-realtor,JefLLerw.ill,.-was
----¥Qu.-~------------------------- .. -----.------------f25------going...on,--m¥-realtor,JefLLer:w.i1l,..w as marketing
1

1

!
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6

A. I don't know that it had the name, but
the name of the owners -- there were several-remember this is a canyon and so there were
several owners that had land that would have
worked, because their land went down and touched
the creek that was in the bottom of the canyon.

6

7

So I talked to a number of owners, even made a --

7

8

two times, two times I presented -- I actually
8
had a purchase offer on one that I backed out of.
9
So I tried to buy one property; the deal was set
' 10
but I didn't -- the price was so high that I felt
11
like I'd better not do it. And then the other
12
person I tried to lease it with the option to
13
buy.
14
The one that I actually had a purchase
15
offer on was Edith Horrop. We actually had a
16
contract to purchase. The Realtor was John
17
McKeller in Driggs. He represented Mrs. Horrop. 18
And I put eamest money down, as I recall, and it 19
had some stipulations to it or something, but I
20
let the contract go because I just -- I didn't
21
feel good about the purchase price.
22
Q. What time frame was that?
23
A. Before we decided -- well, I don't
24
know. I think it was that spring, spring of '06,
25
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24
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the property.
Q. Okay.
A. And we did get it sold right during the
middle of all of that.
Q. That was eventually to who you believe
is Mr. Gates?
A. Yes.

Q. I'm trying to figure which is the best
way to approach this. Did there come a time
after the escape where you actually had a hard
number as to how many elk actually made it
through that hole in the fence?
A. We never did have a hard number because
of the same thing that I described earlier. We
did not know what was left inside tht~ facility
because we could never count them all at one time
because of the trees. We had an idea, but never
a hard number.
Q. You do have a hard number, though, as
to how many were recaptured?
A. Oh, yes.
Q. And it was 61; is that accurate?
A. Sixty-one is the number that was moved
to Jeff Siddoway's property.
Q. Right.
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to get the tag numbers and they were gone.
1
that many elk being out.
Q. Okay.
2
And the second part of the answer,
A. So there's more than the 43 that the
:! 3
would it have changed our strategy, no. As soon
4
state had tags and collected that were taken frorh 4
as we knew they were out, we found the deficiency
5
us.
i 5
in the fence, we fixed it, and we immediately
Q. But as you sit here today, you don't
6
:I 6
gathered as many people as we could and did an
have any hard evidence as to any other numbed 7
7
elk drive.
8
that -- I mean, you have anecdotal stories about! 8
Q. Before you started the elk drive, did
an elk here, an elk there. But as far as hard
9
iI 9
you consult with anybody, discuss with anybody
10
numbers, the 32 is -!i 10
the best technique or method to try to get the
11
A. Uh-huh.
Dh-huh.
i! 11
elk back into the facility?
12
Q. -- does that seem reasonable?
:i 12
A. No, no. And I consider myself an elk
13
A. Our hard number -- excuse me for
:i 13
expert. I've herded hundreds of elk. I don't
14
talking over you. Our hard number, as I recall, : 14
know if! know how they think, but I know how
15
is 89 head of adult elk; that's everything that's . 15
they act. And so I think what we did was what
16
not a spring-born baby calf.
i 16
any other elk expert would have done or, you
' 17
know, experienced elk rancher.
17
Q. Right.
18
A. Plus an estimate on baby calves that
18
Q. Mrs. Rammell testified earlier about
19
got killed along side their mothers. That is, I
19
some people who assisted in recovering the elk.
20
believe, the number that we're claiming.
20
Other than neighbors, and your children, the
21
Q. Just so I'm clear, then, the rough
21
Rexburg police officer, anybody else assist you
22
number of 32 that are unaccounted for, they're 22
in recovering the elk?
23
not part of that mix thing, right? Because we 23
A. Oh, we had all kinds of people. My
24
don't know where they went and what they're 24
family, her family, friends. I even put a -- I
2!i,_~- __ ---.noing-,-where-ihe-y'-¥e-been1--------that 1__ _
2!i._~_~_---.noing.,-where-j;he.y'¥e-been1----------______ 2_~___ill!en-WellLonlheteleYisionllSking_people
ill!en..wenLonlheteleYision.asking_peoplethat
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didn't even know to come help. We organized
several drives. And we caught some here and
there. Every drive I think we -- we may have had
a drive or two that didn't end up with any elk
captures, but for the most part I think every
time we organized a drive we were able to catch
some.
But the problem was, is that there was
so many trees up there it -- it was a difficult
task, not that it couldn't be done, but we needed
time. And the state, the Department of
Agriculture, led me to believe that they were
going to give me all the time I needed to catch
those elk. And I honestly believed that after
they had eaten down all of the alfalfa aftermath,
which there wasn't a lot of -- there was a few
little fields here and there, it was mostly grain
up there -- after they had cleaned up the
alfalfa, that they would migrate naturally back
to the facility looking for feed.
Q. Now, just to backtrack a little bit.
When you went on TV, how did you go about doing
that?
A. Oh, I just called up the press; I had
their numbers, and they just organized an event.
(208)345-8800 (fax)
M & M COURT REPORTING

11
A. I think that's probably true.
2
2
Q. And your estimate in regard to the
3
calves, just so I'm clear on that, too, how do
44
you come up with an estimate on the calves?
5
A. It was based on the previous year and
66
the number of adult cows that we believed were
7
pregnant. It was purely an estimate.
88
Q. As you sit here today, what's the -9
A. As I recall, I estimated 20.
10
Q. If you assume that the elk had been out
11
a week to ten days before you were notified, as
opposed to you being notified immediately, would 12
there have been -- would you have taken a
. 13
different approach? Would you have attempted 14
15
recover the elk in a different manner? In other
words, did the time frame come into playas how 16
17
you approach recovering the escaped elk at all?
18
A. Well, number one, I don't believe that
they were out more than a day or two at the most 19
20
because, remember, I was up there.
21
Q. Right.
22
A. And there was nothing that led me to
23
believe they were out. It's possible they could
have been down in the canyon for a few more daysf4
25
I don't know. But I think I would have noticed
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They showed up, I went on the TV and petitioned 1
Governor Risch's order; is that correct, the day
2
for some help.
2
after the order was issued?
3
Q. Was that a one-time event?
3 ' A. Yes.
4
A. I think I only did that once. I think
4
Q. All right. Between those two dates,
5
we mostly just used people that we knew.
5
the date you were advised of the escape and the
-6
Q. Did anybody show up based on -
6
date you were advised of Governor Risch's order,
7
A. Oh, yeah.
7
how many drives would you say you organized?
8
Q. -- the TV request?
8
A. I can't even remember. There was a
9
A. Yeah, yeah. Not enough, though. We
9
number of them.
10
needed 50 people and I think the most we ever had 10
Q. Did you --
11
at one time was probably 20. If we would have
11
A. And that wasn't the only technique we
12
had more help, I can honestly say we would have 12
used.
13
captured, I believe, 99 percent of the elk. We
13
Q. Well, I realize that.
14
just needed more bodies.
14
A. Yeah. But there was, I'd say, a dozen
: 15
15
Q. And time?
just as a guess. I don't know.
16
A. And time, yeah.
16
Q. SO was one organized every day, a drive
17
Q. Were the drives done in similar fashion
17
every day?
18
each time? You would take a section of the fence 18
A. I don't know that we went every day.
19
down for the facility and then drive the -- try
19
Well, I know it wasn't every day because I had
20
-20
to drive an elk or elk towards the -
back surgery in the middle of the thing. So
21
21
A. Yeah. That was the basic strategy.
there was at least a weekend that we didn't do
22
22
There was a gate on the west side -- there were
any drives.
23
two -- three gates, three gates into the
. 23
Q. Your son didn't organize any drives
24
property. The upper gate was too close to the
: 24
during that time frame?
-llahonaUorestbOllndary,andJ..didn'LwanL1:£L__ --+25___
--t25_________ . -A.
-A._N.o,no._Lw
asin-charge-.ofthecapture---25 ____ -llahonaUorestbOllndary,andJ-didn'LwanL1:£L__
__N.o,no._Lwasin-charge-.ofthecapture---
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get them up there; there was trees everywhere.
1
So we didn't use that one.
2
The main gate was down next to the road
3
and we tried to herd them right through the gate.
4
And then we tried to herd some right through the i 5
other gate which is on the west end. And then a
6
couple times we let the fence down on the west ! 7
side. We kind of found what the elk -- the elks'
8
whe~ 9
natural tendency was where they were going whet)
down; 10
we drived them, and we would let the fence down:
in a spot. We would guard the fence so that the i 11
ones that were inside didn't get out.
12
Q. Well, that was going to be my question. i 13
Did any escape while the fences were --
: 14
A. No. And I was in charge of that
15
because I didn't want any more getting out. So I 16
would hide myself far enough away that the ones 17
that we were trying to capture wouldn't see me,
18
but close enough that if anything came near the
19
20
hole I could get up and scare them back in. So
21
we prevented anything from escaping. And we
22
captured several with this technique.
Q. Between August 14th and September 7th 23
24
of 2006 -- or September 8th -- actually,
25
September 8th is when you were advised of

(208)345-9611

of the elk. My son took over the hunting
operation. He took my place as the main guide
for the clients that we had booked.
Q. Okay.
A. He was mainly doing that. And I was
working on the outside of the fence trying to
capture the elk, and with the public and the
press and ...
stm trips
Q. Just to be clear, there was stiD
being guided within the facility while you
-were -
A. That's right.
Q. -- attempting to try and capture the
elk?
A. That's right.
Q. Again, in that time frame I just
discussed, August 14th through September 7th, do
you have a recollection of how many guided trips
actually took place?
A. How many guided trips?
Q. Yeah.
A. We didn't start hunting until-- it
seems like the very end of August. So we hadn't
done very many guided trips. I'd be guessing,
but I'd say we only had harvested three or four
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bulls by the time the executive order came out.
1
couldn't see them. And then they would get
2
Q. Now, in regard to other techniques
behind them and then scare them into the
closed-in end.
3
other than driving the elk back in, what other -33
4
I know the grain technique that I think the Fish
44
Q. Okay.
5
and Game or Ag people suggested was one.
5
A. And then we would shut the fence, and
6
A. Um-hmm.
6
we'd have them captured.
7
7
Q. Other than that, any other techniques
7
Q. All right.
that you
-8
A. And then there was a load-out area so
8
you-9
9
A. We set up three -- we built three
that we could back the horse trailer in, and we
10
funneled them into the horse trailer.
10
separate capture facilities. One really close to
10
11
11
where the elk were first seen down about a half
Q. SO when were each of these facilities
12
built?
12
mile from the facility. One completely across
12
13
the canyon. The elk had to go down the canyon 13
A. II think all of the facilities were in
14
14
use
before the executive order was written.
and up the other side; we built a facility up
15
15
there. And then we built a facility -- we had
15
Q. Okay.
16
three facilities. One to the south, one to the
16
A. Like I said, we were doing everything
17
west and one to the east. And we captured elk in 17
we could think of to capture these elk and making
18
18
all of them, but the one on the east, using
progress, albeit not as fast as we wanted.
19
gram.
19
Q. SO in the actual operation of these
20
Q. Do you have numbers as to how many in 20
capture facilities or pens, you physically had to
21
the other two -- in the two facilities that you
21
have somebody there to make this work, you know,
22
did capture elk, how many you got?
22
you had to have somebody sneak up behind them and
.23
23
A. The only one that I know that I can -23
say, "Boo," essentially, right?
24
the best I can recall, I remember catching 13
24
A. That's right.
___ ~l_L _____ u_ Q All right___________________________________
right________________________ _______u_ _ ___
25 _______ -~{llmg-bullsin.lhe.i.acili1¥-on-B.owersox's-----~-Otmg-bullsin--1he.i.acili1¥_on-Bowersox's---------~l-L----1
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property.
Q. And that would have been the one
closest to the facility or the one across the
canyon?
A. That was the one furthest away, that
was across the canyon in an alfalfa field. We
caught 13 bulls in that facility. And then we
loaded them in a horse trailer, drove them around
the bottom of the canyon where we could get
across and dumped them back in the facility.
Q. Okay.
A. And the south capture pen we captured
half a dozen, as I recall, and we hauled them up
and dumped them back in.
Q. Could you just give me a picture as to
what one of these capture pen setups is like?
A. Yeah. It's an eight-foot high fence.
It's constructed like the elk facility itself.
Posts every so often with an eight-foot high net.
The difference is is that it's built like a
funnel, so it had wings on it. So the elk would
go in -- they would naturally go in to get some
grain and then I would have some -- well, usually
my son and James Howell, they would be down
hiding in the weeds or whatever, so the elk
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A. Yeah.
Q. SO how often were these things manned?
3
A. Well, the initial strategy was driving
4
elk, and when that started to become not
5
effective, we moved to the capture pen idea. And
6
so I would say we did -- we attempted less than a
7
dozen drives, and then we attempted probably. I
8
don't know, half a dozen to -- I don't know. A
9
half a dozen attempts at capturing the elk the
10
other way.
11
Q. Now, would that be-
be-A. But I don't know. Every night we were
12
13
doing something.
14
Q. Would it be half a dozen attempts at
15
each one of these pens or just half a dozen
16
total?
A. You know, I don't know. All I can tell
17
18
you is that every night, with the exception of
19
when I had back surgery, there was some activity
20
planned or working. And that was about -- I
21
think it was like -- from August 14th to the
22
executive order was about two and a half weeks.
23
Q. SO other than those two techniques, any
24
other technique that you implemented yourself?
25
A. Yeah, there was one other technique and
(208)345-8800 (fax)
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1
2
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it proved to be the most effective. We had the
1
based on my memory. The driving, we used that
technique for the first week and a half. And the
main gate to the facility and we built an inside
2
3
elk got wise to it, and it started to become
fence of about, I'd say, 50 yards long in the
comer by the main gate. So we left the gate,
4
ineffective. So we went to these capture
5
facilities and we caught some elk with those
the main gate, open. It had hay, water and grain
6
techniques. And then they got on to what we were
in there. And so during the night or early in
the morning, elk would be naturally drawn to co~e 7
doing there.
. 8
back to that area because there was elk inside.
We moved to the other strategy and it
9
was working fairly well. Like I say, maybe-
maybe-The herd are oriented animals,
especially the cows. They would come back to see10
well, other than the initial drives -- we caught
. 11
their buddies that were captured, see the grain,
quite a few numbers of elk even the first day, I
see the hay, see the -- they would go in there
12
think we caught 15. That last strategy proved to
and then just at the crack of daylight, I would
13
be the best and it was pulling elk in. And it
drive up the road very fast, in the beginning,
14
was a combination of what I told you earlier.
then I parked and walked and snuck up on them, 15
They had eaten the alfalfa down and they were
and I would shut the gate and we'd have three or 16
naturally coming back to the facility. But I
four at a time. And then we'd let the interior
17
think it was a combination of them wanting to be
fence down and those would go back in with the 18
with the other elk and the running out offeed
main herd and then we'd put the fence back up.
19
that was actually working. And we continued that
And that was a pretty effective strategy,
' 20
up until we gave up.
: 21
When the state started killing the
actually.
Q. How many times did you do that?
' 22
elk -- I will tell you this, when the state
A. Oh, we checked that every day. Every
i 23
started killing the elk, we noticed that it got
day we had the trap set. And I would say it was . 24
more difficult. The elk were getting real bushy
_25_______thejasLweekoLthe~hefore..theexecutiv_e-hecauseth~_:were..gettin&shotat. __AncLh¥_the
2li
thejasLweekoLthe~heforeJheexecutiv_e-- ___ L25
,25-------_hecauseth~_were..gettin&shotat.
__ AncLh¥_the-__ -_
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6

order. And I continued to do that even after the
executive order.
Q. Well, I wanted to -- I am going to ask
you about that.
A. Yeah.
Q. I just want to be clear on this

6

7

particular technique, how often you did that and

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1
2
3
4
5

how long you did that.
8
A. Once it was set up, every morning
9
somebody checked it to see if there was elk
10
captured.
11
Q. And when would you say it was set up?
12
A. I want to say the end of August. We
13
tried driving and these three temporary capture
14
facilities for about ten days. And then I think
15
we -- and we continued to try those off and on, i 16
i
but the main gate technique was the strategy that ! 17
proved the best and was working, and we continued8
it, I think, until we took the fence down in
:.19
19
October.
20
Q. All right. How about driving and these
21
capture facilities, how long did you implement
22
those techniques?
23
A. Well, we continued to -- like I said, I
24
. 25
think the driving -- you know, this is all just
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middle of October, I felt like the chance of
recovering any more elk was slim to none because
they were so scattered, the ones that they hadn't
killed. I basically gave up at that point.
Q. Just so I'm clear, the capture
facilities, when did you stop using those?
A. We went -- well, I don't know.

Q. Did you use them after the executive
order was issued?
A. It seems like they were in place for
two to three weeks. I can't remember.
Q. All right. And then as far as stopping
the -- your decision to stop trying to recover
the elk, was that a decision you made on your
own, a consultant?
A. A decision I made on my own. Like I
said, the fence came down, I believe -- we moved
the remaining 61 head to Siddoway's and pulled
the fence down the middle of October. And the
decision was based on all of our -- all of our
hunts were over with the exception of those three
cows that I knew could be hunted down at
Siddoway's, and all of our bulls had been
harvested. And we were making no progress
catching any more elk. We weren't even hardly
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1
seeing any more elk by the middle of October, and 1
THE WITNESS: In a polite way.
2
I made the decision.
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) Give me an example.
2
3
Q. Did the recapture effort through the
3
A. There was one hunter in particular I
4
end of October interfere in any way with your
4
remember complaining saying, "Rex, you know, he's
5
scheduled hunts on the property?
5
a good kid, but he doesn't know what he's doing.'
6
A. It was very awkward. We had to explain
And I smoothed it out. I don't recall what I
6
7
said, but yes, there was -- there were comments
7
to all of our clients what was going on, and it
8
was not good.
8
made that he was awfully young to be taking over
9
Q. Did you lose any clients over it?
9
an operation like this. And most everybody was
10
A. Well, I didn't continue, you know, in
10
pretty decent about it.
Q. Do you recall -11
business.
11
-
12
Q. Well, I'm talking about the hunting
12
A. But some of them were irritated.
Q. Do you recall who that individual was?
13
season of2006.
13
14
A. Well, they were booked and they had
14
A. I don't. We had probably between 30
15
paid their money so they fulfilled the contract.
15
and 40 different groups or hunters with friends
16
And I commented that my son was -- had taken over16
and I don't recall.
Q. Did anyone in any of these groups ever
17
the operation because I -- because he -- he
. 17
18
didn't know -- it was a very difficult thing to
18
say to you that, you know, if you continue in
19
try and catch these elk and he just did not have
19
this business we're not sending anybody your way?
Did anybody specifically every tell you that?
20
enough experience. So I was forced to tum the
20
21
operation over to him.
21
A. No. No, they didn't say that. But
22
And so we've got an 18-year-old kid out
22
they didn't have to either. You could see it in
23
there guiding hunts with some very wealthy
23
their eyes. You have to remember 1I hunted for --24
clients, and we had to explain to each and every
24
let's see, my first hunt, I believe, was in 1999.
2S... ______ .one.
illle. ofjhem-Whaub.e.circumstances_were._W..e.
oflhem..wb.auhe..circumstance.s_were._W-e.. ____ c.2_5
Sothis..w:as..seY..en...years..oLdealing_withhunters, ....
25...
1_5________ Sotbis..w:as...seY.en_years.oLdealing_withhunters,.
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apologized profusely about what was happening. 1
2
We did our best to make sure that their hunt was
3
as uninterrupted as possible, but no question
that it affected our season. And you might say
4
how did it affect it. Well, we relied on -5
6
Q. Thank you for asking my question.
A. We relied on referrals. A lot of our
7
hunts every year were hunters that hunted, got
8
their selves a nice bull, enjoyed the experience,
9
10
and then went and told their friends. And I knew
knew·
that it was going to just kill that business.
11
The referrals was going to drop off dramatically. 12
13
And the press that we received over this thing
14
killed my reputation. That basically was the
decision -- that's how I made the decision that
15
we would no longer try to buy another piece dowq 16
[17
the river or down the creek, and we sold all of
[17
the elk to Mr. Lerwill. And he started a new
18
entity under a new name, and I was unattached to 19
it so that he didn't get drug down with me.
. 20
Q. All right. Well, in regard to the 2006
21
hunting season, did any of your clients complain 22
about Jacob guiding them?
23
A. In a polite way.
24
MR. RUNFT: What?
25
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and I knew what they were thinking and I knew how
to get referrals and market the business. And
I'm just telling you that this hurt this business
in a major way.
Q. Just so I'm clear, as far as the
techniques go, the graining technique that's been
discussed in a lot of the documents, is that what
you were talking about in regard to what you did
at the main gate or was that something else
that -- another technique that we didn't discuss
yet?
A. No, no, no. It was in conjunction with
those.
Q. Okay.
A. We used the three techniques, driving,
the remote capture facilities, and in conjunction
with baiting at the main gate.
Q. Just so I'm clear, the baiting and
graining is essentially the same thing?
A. Yes, the grain was the bait.
Q. How did your health issues with your
back surgery affect the ability to recover these
animals? You said you missed a weekend,
essentially, of --A. Yeah.
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1
Q. -- attempting to recover?
bulls, young bulls -- the big bulls, by the way,
A. Um-hmm. I think I had surgery on a
2
the ones that we were scheduled to harvest, their
Friday and I was back on the mountain on Monday. 3
antlers were so big that they couldn't go through
4
Q. SO you missed three days?
4
the hole and 'they never escaped, which was
5
A. Yeah. And Jake was up there in the
5
fortunate for us or we would have had to cancel
6
meantime, but he was not organizing any
6
the hunt.
7
activities.
7
So the big bulls stayed in the
8
Q. Okay. In regard to your surgery, would
8
facility, some younger bulls got out and they
9
that have prevented you from guiding any of these 9
were hanging around on the west side, and the cow
10
clients during their hunts at all?
. 10
herd was pretty much staying on the other side of
11
A. No, no. I would have been moving a
i 11
the canyon. So our capture effort went back and
12
little slow, but when you hunt elk, you move slow; 12
forth trying to capture these young bulls, trying
13
anyway. I could have explained it to the clients : 13
to capture cows and calves.
14
why I was a little -- limping along a little bit.
14
Q. Do their instincts or behavior change
15
The back surgery was painful-- or the -- up
15
being,
essentially, domesticated versus being
i
16
until the surgery was extremely painful. I just
, 16
wild?
first week. And then I had
A. I don't know that their instincts
17
toughed it out that fIrst
! 17
18
immediate relief from the surgery. And within
18
change so much. Domestic elk are used to people;
five days I was -- I wasn't 100 percent,
19
four or fIve
19
they're not scared of people. And there-D::>re, you
20
but I was probably 90 percent.
20
can walk in clear sight of them and they'll just
21
Q. During those three days you were out,
21
stand there and look at you. You get too close
22
were there any client trips that were cancelled?
22
and their instincts kick in and they'll move away
23
A. No. No. I had the surgery before any
23
from you.
24
clients showed up or were scheduled.
i 24
Wild elk on the other hand, they're not
25... -.-..-----0.__---Q.._yOlLStarted.Jalking-earlier..abOllt,-YOU_
ee-¥-Du,-their.head5g0.
. __
yOlLStarted.Jalking..earlier..abOllt,.you_ .... ~.25 .....___used..to.people~BDJ.hC¥S
usecLto.people~BolhC¥s ee*ou
,.their.head 5 go ....
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know, you didn't consult with anybody because you
yqu 1
consider yourself an expert on elk.
2
A. That's true.
3
Q. And you indicated that they're herd
4
animals, particularly the cows.
5
A. Yeah.
6
Q. Is that accurate?
7
A. Yeah. And the young bulls are herd
8
animals, also.
9
Q. Well, that's what I just wanted to
10
clarify with you. I mean, is it just the cows?
11
Is it some bulls? Some that want to herd or -
12
-A. During the rut, the breeding season
13
with elk, the only elk that can -- are truly --
14
oh, that like to be alone are the mature bulls
15
that have been whipped in a fight.
fIght. All of the
i 16
other elk like to be with their cohorts. And
i 17
that's why in that west facility we caught 13
.) 18
bulls and they were all about the same age
' 19
because they hang around together. And the cow~ 20
and calves, they're very gregarious, which means 21
they like to be together as a herd.
22
And so we had two herds really -- or
23
two groups that we had to capture. On the
24
outside of the canyon, there was a group of
25
.25
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up, their ears go up and they can take off.
Q. SO in regard to -- let's take for an
example, you know, some of these bulls. I mean,
are they in essence -- the domesticated ones, are
they in essence, if they see you, they're just
going to -- unless you get too close, they're
just going to sit and stare at you?
A. Yeah.
Q. Whereas a wild bull is going to be gone
in a flash?
A. That's right. There may be exceptions
to that.
Q. Right.
A. But the general rule is just what you
stated.
Q. Now, at that time of year mid August,
are the bulls already in the phase where they
they're starting to mark their territory, so to
speak, or are they starting to challenge each
other at that stage, or is that still a ways off?
A. The very end of August, beginning of
September is when the rut starts. They start
getting aggressive and -- yeah, they'll start
fighting a little bit.
Q. SO in around that time frame, are you
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A. Yeah. No, no.
2
Q. All right.
3
A. Which made them capturable.
4
Q. You mentioned the hole in the fence and
5
your wife indicated earlier that she was told by
6
you that the hole was caused by a bear?
7
A. It was all speculation.
8
Q. Okay.
9
A. We had had bear problems. And a
10
similar event was prevented because we found a
11
similar situation. We found where a bear had
12
gone under the fence, where it had been spliced
13
and pulled apart but not four feel high. And we
14
quickly fixed it and probably prevented an
15
escape. I think it was the year before. And [
16
don't know that for a -- you know, that that was
17
the exact thing that happened here, but that was
18
my best guess.
19
Q. Is it possible that the elk themselves
20
could have done it?
21
A. Well, they did do it. How they did it
is the question. Because bear when they go under
22
23
the fence, they kind of dig a hole and they'd get
24
down -- you'd be surprised how big of bear can
25 _ _
_.. .-A~.Y..eah,-thewesLcanyon~.-T.he.wesLside,.--+2~_-.-A~.Y-eah,-thewesLcanyon~.-T.he.w.esLside~._+2~_-_.... actually-crawJ..llnder...one-Ofthose:
25.
actually...crawJ..llnder...one-Ofthose: fences, .and-
.and-Page 74 ;.
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1

going to have, even in the elk that were in your
1
facility, bulls that have been defeated, taking
2
off and just be, like you said, solitary and --
3
A. In my facility?
4
Q. Yeah.
5
A. Yeah, that's what they would do.
6
Q. Okay.
7
A. Yeah.
8
Q. Now, would these bulls be some of the
9
bulls that would be too big to leave the
10
facility -- or have antlers too big to leave the
11
facility?
12
A. Yeah, uh-huh. Yep. The hole,
13
remember, just split the fence halfway up, so
14
four feet high. And the bull elk that we had in
15
there for our clients were huge. They could
16
probably have forced their way through the hole"
hole, 17
but it would have been difficult, their antlers
: 18
would get hung up on a wire and --
19
Q. Right.
20
A. So what we lost were cows and calves
21
22
and young bulls.
Q. SO the young bulls that you -- most of
23
which were captured in the canyon facility --
24

1

yeah.
1
Q. Right. They weren't old enough or
2
mature enough yet to be involved in the rut?
3
A. No, no. They go into the rut, but
4
they're young enough that they know that they'~e
they'~e 5
not going to be king. They still hang around
6
together; they'll spar a little bit.
7
Q. Okay.
8
9
A. They're just preparing their selves to
be mature bulls. So they do act different. And 10
the point I was trying to make is they hung
11
around in groups. In fact, out of that 13 -- we: 12
didn't capture all that was in there that day. I . 13
had my son and James Howell, and I think there 14
was half a dozen of them that actually got away 15
from us. They tried shooing them in there, six . 16
or so escaped.
• 17
Q. Okay.
18
A. So there was about 20 in that little
19
group altogether.
20
Q. Well, that was kind of my point. That 21
at that age they're not going to be off on their 22
own -23
A. No, huh-uh.
24
Q. -- sulking or whatever they do?
25

2
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4

5
6
7
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9
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25
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they'll scratch and dig and create a hole.
That's what I think happened. And then a cow elk
got her head underneath right where we spliced it
and-and pulled the splices apart four feet up, and-
because they're herd animals, every cow and calf
that was there went.
Q. Because of the bear issue, are the

fences dug down underneath the ground at all
or --A. No.
Q. -- are they at ground level?
A. No, no. We just checked them on a
regular basis, did our best to prevent it. You
got to remember that -- or not remember, but this
area is a grizzly recovery zone, and so there's
no baiting or hound hunting up there, which make
bear hunting very difficult, and there's a large
number of bears on Conant Creek. And we had
bears coming under that fence every fall. None:
that -- the one had broken a couple strands of
wire, so it was only about six inches where he
crawled under. But I was aware and doing the
best I could.
Q. SO assuming this hole scenario took
place, like you just surmised, you know, the bear
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(Luncheon recess held.)
tried to dig underneath, created a little bit of
1
2
MR. KELLY: Back on the record.
a hole, a cow went in and with her head just kind 2
3
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) Mr. Rammell, prior to
of hit the splices and kept on opening the
3
4
August of 2006, had there ever been previous
fence -4
5
escape of elk from the Conant Creek facility?
A. Kind of -- yeah. They get their head
5
6
A. No, not that I recall.
started and then it -- they put pressure on it.
6
7
Q. When you schedule one of your hunts for
Q. SO you said it was about a four-foot
7
8
8
clients,
how do you determine the cost of a
opening?
~~~?
9
particular hunt? Is there like a menu? Or
A. Yeah.
9
10
10
Q. That's four feet high?
10
explain for me --11
11
A. Size of the antlers.
A. Yeah. The fence is eight feet tall;
12
it's a net.
12
Q. SO you determine the cost after the
13
Q. Right.
13
hunt then?
14
A. Eight feet tall and every so often you
14
A. We estimate their size while they're
have to splice it. And about four foot of the
15
. 15
alive and put a price on them that way.
16
16
splice was pulled open and created a hole.
Q. Could you give me a for instance?
17
17
Q. How wide was it about?
A. A 300 class bull, we had a price for
18
A. Not wide at all; I'd say about three
18
that oflike -- I don't know what we charged.
19
feet.
19
I've forgotten all the prices -- of 5,000, 6,000
20
Q. SO if 100 or so elk actually did leave
20
for the average bull. And the real big bulls
21
the facility, and even if they're herd animals, I
21
were 12,000, something like that.
22
mean, I can't imagine this is like lemmings going 22
Q. When you said a 300 class bull, what do
23
off a cliff. I mean, how long would it take for
23
you mean by that?
24
100 elk to parade through that hole?
24
A. That's the number of inches if you
25_____ ----A.--Dh,-it's--apure-guess,-I'.d.-saJ'-an-hour,
---measure.the.totaLnumbeLoLinches-of.antler,jt-----A.--Dh,-it's--aptu-e-guess,-I'.d.-sa¥-an-hour, . _______2L
25....- __ ---measure-the-totaLnumbeLof-inches-of.antler,-it-
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1

6

maybe less. I'm telling you, when they -- if
they go somewhere, they all go. It wouldn't have
taken too long. The young bulls probably would
not have been with the cow herd. So my guess is
the cows and the calves went out first and then
these younger bulls. They hang around the cows

6

would total 300 inches.
Q. SO you're going up and down the antler
and --A. Up and down and out the tines, yeah,
and the width and the diameter.
Q. Well, let me ask you: Was 2006 a

7

from a distance, they probably saw that they were

7

typical year for the trophy hunting industry from

8
9

out and they probably went over and then they
8
figured a way to get out.
9
Q. SO is where the hole occurred an area
• 10
where the elk would congregate? Is it by the
11
water tanks? Is it by the hay bales?
12
A. No, no, no. It was just a section of
13
14
the fence.
·14
Q. I mean, is there anything unique about
15
the area that would cause them to congregate
16
and -17
A. No.
18
Q. I mean, it's not like they're saying,
19
"Hey, we got a hole over here. Let's go."
20
Right?
21
A. No, I don't know.
22
MR. KELLY: Let's go off the record for 23
a second.
24
(Discussion held off the record.)
25
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5

your perspective?
A. I don't know if!
ifI could answer that, to
be right honest with you.
Q. Is there a typical year that --A. I was just pretty much concerned with
my own operation. And we were building -- we
were building a new operation; if you remember, I
was in a partnership.
Q. Right.
A. And then '03, '-4, '-5, and '-6, I was
building a new operation.
Q. Did you have a target of how many hunts
you needed or how much income you needed to --A. Yeah. We shopped for about between 30
and 40 hunts. I would have liked more, but like
I said, we were building -- branding a new name.
Chief Joseph Idaho was a name that had only
iQnly been
used for a few years. So everything was on
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1
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7

Q. A typical year, though, late August to
1
A. Yeah. But prior to them showing up,
October?
2
everybody was under contract, and they had to pay
3
A. A typical year, we'd be done in October
a deposit.
somewhere.
4
Q. What if a guy contracts to shoot a cow
Q. Mid October?
5
and he's out in the field and he sees this big
A. End of October.
6
01' buck walking by and says, "Well, I like that
Q. Now, would you have, on 168 acres, the
7
guy a lot better"?
8
capability to have multiple hunts going on at the
8
A. That happened, yeah. We would make an
9
one time?
9
oral agreement at that point. And they w;:re all
A. Yeah. Yeah, we did that. Take a
10
. 10
good for it.
11
couple different guides and we'd split up and one : 11
Q. What if somebody else was guiding?
12
would go one way and one would go the other so w~12
A. They were given the same instructions
13
didn't -- it wasn't a safety issue.
! 13
that I had -- that I operated under; everybody
14
Q. SO when you did things like that -- and
. 14
knew the rules.
15
this is at Conant Creek specifically?
15
Q. Were there any contracts for 2006 that
16
A. Yes.
16
were not fulfilled, hunting contracts?
17
Q. When you did that, would you guide one
17
A. I don't recall any.
18
group and your son the other?
18
Q. Did you have any hunts for 2007 under
19
A. Or someone else. Jake only guided that
19
contract yet by the time you shut down the
20
last year in 2006. Prior to that I had other
20
operation in October of 2006?
21
people helping the.
21
A. I don't know. I don't know. Without
22
Q. Nobody on a regular basis, though?
22
going back through the records, I would not know
23
A. Oh, somebody different every year.
23
that.
24
Q. Who would have assisted in 2005?
24
Q. You said that you used to go -- part of
.25
_________
A. -1t
--1t seemsJike.lhad_a~y....from.Iexas
seemsJikel.had_a~yJrom.Iexas ____ .L2.5
-¥uuLmarketiIlg-pwcess.-was-1u..gD1CLtheseshows,
~25__.
~A.
J..2.5.____ -¥uur.marketing.process.-was-1u.gDlo.theseshows,
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that wanted to come up and experience the whole 1
2
thing and he was a hunter. If I've got my year
3
straight, I think he's the one that helped me
4
through 2005.
5
Q. Do you remember his name?
6
A. I don't.
Q. Time-wise what would be a typical hunt,
7
how
long?
~w~n~
8
9
A. Three days.
Q. Three days?
i 10
A. (Head nod.)
! 11
12
Q. SO when a hunt was booked -- just so
112
I'm clear -- at that point in time, was it
i 13
determined on how much the hunt would cost, or it14
15
wasn't until the hunter chose and got his animal
16
that that's when the price was fixed?
17
A. The price was fixed in advance based on
i
how much they wanted to pay. Then I would go 18
. 19
find them a bull that corresponded with that
price, but sometimes they upgraded. They would 20
21
get there and say I'd like to get a little bit
22
bigger bull, what would it cost. I'd tell them,
23
they would upgrade.
24
Q. SO that was done before they actually
25
went out?

(208)345-9611

these sportsman shows.
A. Yeah. Right.
Q. What time of year were those things?
A. Those were usually held in the winter.
Q. Would it be during that time that you
would sign people up generally?
A. Yes. But the referral hunters,
sometimes we booked them after their one hunt,
we'd book them for the next year.
Q. Right. So do you recall doing that in
2006 before 20077
A. I don't know if I did or not.
Q. Would you have records that would
indicate that?
A. I would think we would.
MR. KELLY: John, there's been a few
things records wise.
MR. RUNFT: I'm writing them down.
MR. KELLY: Okay. Because I'm making
notes and I'll send you a laundry list of --MR. RUNFT: Yeah. We want to get all
this discovery done. So in deed, we'll work with
you on that.
MR. KELLY: All right. Thank you.
MR.RUNFT: In fact, you might inquire
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a bit further on the records just to see what we
1
A. No, none that I recall.
have. I mean, I'll ask him myself, but so you
2
Q. Any escapes from your breeding facili~y
can -3
. at your home?
MR. KELLY: All right.
4
A. We left the gate open, the kids left
5
the gate open, and we had a couple elk walk
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) Well, I think we
established that all the hunts for 2006 were -6
outside the gate, but we chased them back in. So
the contracts were honored, correct?
I don't know if you could really call it an
7
8
escape.
A. I can't think of any that weren't.
Q. No situation where you actually had to
Q. And the thing that we don't -- we're
9
go out and either -- not necessarily hunt them
not aware of right now is whether you had any '07 10
hunts under contract as of yet -! 11
down but try to find them --A. That's right.
I 12
A. No.
Q. -- build a capture facility? Do
Q. -- when you shut down in October of
13
anything that you did --2006, right?
i 14
A. That's right, I don't know that.
. 15
A. No, no, no.
Q. Were there entities or vendors or
i 16
Q. Okay.
individuals that you would contract with on a
! 17
A. We did have -- there was one experience
in Rexburg at the breeding facility where some of
yearly basis to provide services? For instance, i 18
the farmer who provided your hay to you?
i' 19
them knocked down a piece of the gate while we
A. Yeah, yeah. I wasn't under contract,
I 20
were working them, and they were temporarily on
but I would -- I bought my hay from the same guy21
the outside of the fence but we just walked
around them and herded them back in.
the entire time I was at Conant Creek.
i 22
Q. How many, would you say, were on the
Q. Well, along those lines, anybody -! 23
like I said, a vendor, anybody providing you
: 24
other side of the fence?
~sendces,~were*01Lunder.contract.with..an¥body--I-25 ______ ~~~A.._Y.ou_know.,J-don'Lremember
It. was . . ..
~5 ... _~__ ~sendces,_were*01Lunder.contract.with..an¥body--I-25
~~A._Y_Ou_know_,J-don'Lremember ... It.
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for the 2007 hunting season when you shut down in 1
. 2
October of2006?
3
A. Like the contract to buy the hay was
just a verbal agreement, and I would usually do
4
that, oh, after the hunt. So for 2007 I was not
5
6
under contract to buy his hay. I remember
talking to him, though, and he -- he was sad that

7

i 8
he lost the business.
II 9
Q. Other than, again, the possibility of
having some hunts under contract for 2007, were 110
there any third party that you contracted with
111
that potentially would be paying you money,
! 12
whether it be the Korea contingent for velvet?
113
Anybody that potentially you would have profite9 14
from doing business?
i 15
116
A. I can't think of any right now.
i 16
Q. You understand where I'm going, though, 117
right?
118
A. Yeah, yeah. I just can't think of
119
anything right now.
120
21
Q. Now, I asked you about prior escapes
from the Conant Creek facility, but going back to 22
any of these other facilities, the Green Canyon
23
facility, any escapes from that facility that
24
you're aware of?
25
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I

probably -- it was at least a dozen of them. I
don't know.
Q. And I assume they all collectively
walked back at the same time?
A. Pretty much different, yeah. Different
setting, you know, no trees and pretty easy to
get around them and just get them back in.

That's not too uncommon for elk operations.
Q. I just want to kind of go in a
different direction here. In the terms of
livestock, you know what the telm "open range"
is, right?
A. I do.
Q. And that Idaho is an open range state
in regard to livestock grazing?
A. In certain areas.
Q. Would you see any problems in allowing
domestic elk to graze as other livestock do on
open ranges?
A. Do I see any problems?
Q. Yeah. Would problems arise if domestic
elk -- for instance, if you take the elk from
your facility in 2005 and put them out on a --theoretically if you had an open range nearby,
would that create problems?
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A. I think the only problem would be that
1
the elk breeders may not be able to recover their 2
elk. So financially -- even though they're
3
domesticated livestock, they're still elk. And I
4
wouldn't want to purposely tum them out. You
5
probably could recapture them, but I don't know. 6
Kind of a -- if that answer isn't good enough,
7
I'll try again.
8
Q. No, no, that's fine. Now, would you
9
herds' 10
agree that when you're looking at domestic herds
of 11
or types of animals versus wild herds or types of·
animals of the same species, would you agree that 12
13
there needs to be some type of specialized
regulation between the two groups?
14
A. Could you say that again?
15
' 16
Q. Yeah. Just in general, we can use elk
as an example, but you know we have domestic 17
18
herds of elk, wild herds of elk.
19
A. Um-hmm.
20
Q. Do you believe that there should be or
• 21
there's a need to be specialized regulation in
22
regard to -A. Oh, you mean like the fence?
23
Q. Y~h.
~
__ _ ------A. Sure.-----Sure.------ _ _________ _____________ ;_25
,_25 ..
._

different herds to prevent interaction?
A. If you could give me an example,
. ' ..
I .'..
Q. For instance, would you want a wild
rainbow trout in a hatchery that's growing
salmon?
A. Well, that would be up to the policy of
the state, I think. I think the legislators and
the people that make the policies make those
decisions. It really wouldn't be my call.
Q. I mean just in general terms, do you
think there's anything wrong with those
regulations that --A. On the rainbow trout?
Q. Yeah.
A. You know, I like to fish, but I -- I
don't know that I could call myself an expert in
that area, so ...
Q. All right. In regard to elk, have you
ever had a wild elk get into one of your
facilities?
A. Let's see in
ifI had. I had a moose and
some deer. I don't think I've ever had a wild
elk in, no.
------Q..-Do.-y-Ou-knowO-£other-elk-r.anchesthat..
-----~-DO-y-Ou-knowO-£other-elk-ranchesthat. -
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6

Q. Anything?
A. Yeah.
Q. You know, just like any other animal,
for instance -- well, you can use trout. You
know, there's wild trout and then there's the
trout grown and raised in hatcheries, and they're

7

treated differently. Do you agree that there

7

8

should be a specialized regulation
differentiating between the two different types
of -- one being domestic, so to speak, and one
being wild?
A. Well, if you're talking about the need
for an eight-foot fence, as an example, yes.
Because cattle can't jump eight feet -- well,
cattle won't go through a four-foot fence, but
elk would. So there's some idiosyncrasies
associated with elk, yes.
Q. What about in regard to interaction
between -- and again, not necessarily just elk,
interaction between a domestic animal, whether
be elk or a trout or deer or whatever, and a wild
elk, trout or deer -A. Yeah.
Q. -- do you think there ought to be
regulations that differentiate between those

8
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9
10
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' 13
. 14
15

16

• 17
• 18
' 19
·19
it 20
21
22

' 23
. 24
' 25
·25

have had-
had-A. Yeah, yeah. When they build their
facilities, sometimes they accidently enclose a
wild one.
Q. What do they do? Do they just keep it
in there or are they trying to get it out or --A. Well, even a wild elk can be captured.

At wintertime they get a lot more docile, and you
could capture them just like you would a
domestic, and then you could load them in a horse
trailer and take them wherever if you needed to.
I think the policy has been that
they -- well, I can't remember exactly what the
policy is, so I shouldn't comment on it.
Q. Well, I mean, just in general terms,
though, you know, is there a need on behalf of
the elk rancher? I mean, do you believe that he
has the need to get the wild elk away from his
domestic herd?
A. Up in Conant Creek, the wild elk are
known to have brucellosis as an endemic disease.
And so I wouldn't want a wild elk mingling with
my domestics because of that issue. I mean
might -- my herd could potentially contract
brucellosis from a wild elk up on Conant. Now,
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A. Uh-huh.
1
A. No, I did not.
2
Q. And again, maybe you can clarify this
Q. The second sentence reads, "These
agents" -- meaning the Fish and Game and
3 .. for me: I think your wife gave the -- your
3
4
original expert disclosure from 2009 references
Department of Ag agents -- "were not using
appropriate weapons for killing elk."
Janet Allen?
5
6
A. Um-hmm, yes.
Now, is that a statement that you
7
provided to your attorney?
Q. It says, "Dr. Allen will testify as to
A. I think it is.
8
her opinion the emotional distress experienced by
Q. What was the basis for that statement?
9
the Plaintiffs." And again, is Dr. Allen a PhD
A. Well, I'm a hunter and I saw the
10
or an M.D.?
wer~11
weapons they were using and I saw what they wer~11
A. You know, I don't know.
doing to the elk. And that is an inappropriate
. 12
Q. Do you know if she's a psychiatrist or
weapon to use on elk.
13
a psychologist?
Q. The AR 15s?
14
A. I don't know that either.
A. Yes, and I thought it was cruel.
15
Q. SO I take it you have not seen or
Q. You indicated that in many cases, the
16
treated with Dr. Allen?
A. That is correct. She's a personal
17
use of the AR 15 meant a slow, painful death to
17
18
the Rammell animals.
18
friend.
19
A. Yeah. That's not an opinion, that's a
19
Q. But you haven't seen her
20
20
professionally?
fact. They admitted to me they shot those elk
21
21
more than once.
A. No.
22
22
Q. Then it goes on to state, "to the great
MR. RUNFT: Let me say on the record,
23
consternation and emotional distress of the
23
Counsel, that we still have a few days before
. 24
24
Rammells."
we -- it's probably a good time, before we
25__________ .Now~W-eIe_¥-OlLdistressed-oy..erihaL--------l2s---Now~w-eIe_¥-OlLdistressedJ)y..erihaL--------~-------. - ---disdose-OuLexperts-on-the_seconcLamended
____ ----.disclose-Our-experts-on.the_seconcL amended ..._
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fact?
1
A. Absolutely. J raised these elk since
2
they were little calves. You don't want to see
3
their legs blown off.
4
5
Q. Now, did you ever seek any type of
6
either medical or psychological treatment for any
emotional distress?
7
A. No, but I probably should have.
8
9
Q. Why do you say that?
A. Because it was tough on me. Those were
10
some of the darkest days of my entire life. And
11
following -- following the end of the fall of
12
2006, I was seriously depressed for months. And 13
: 14
you got to realize, I put my heart and soul into
this. I was making myself an expert with elk,
I 15
115
16
and to have my dream and my livelihood taken from
fron116
: 17
me, it was tough.
Q. Now, when you said seriously depressed,
18
that's from your perspective, or were you
: 19
clinically diagnosed?
; 20
A. I was not clinically diagnosed, but I
21
am veterinarian, I have medical training. I know
22
what depression is.
23
Q. But you didn't seek any medical
24
treatment?
25

(208)345-9611

!

complaint and I certainly -- we're discussing
this very issue of experts regarding emotional
distress; frankly, the issue has been money for
my clients to do so.
But should we procure an expert in this
area, I will not object if you desire to
reconvene the deposition of my clients regarding
that. I'll make that a record right now. J know
this kind of turns things upside down for you.
And so if you want to take a further deposition
if we do something like this at the last minute,
we'll open that up for you.
MR. KELLY: Okay. I appreciate that.
MR. RUNFT: You bet.
MR. KELLY: Thank you.
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) Mr. Rammell, since
August of
01'2006
2006 when you had the surgery on your
back, have you treated at all with any healthcare
providers?
A. My back or anything?
Q. Anything. Since that point in time you
had the surgery, any medical treatment at all?
A. Yes, I have. I was diagnosed with
diverticulitis in 2008.
Q. Are you still being treated for that?
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bankruptcy?
1
A. Um-hmm.
2
2
A. Chapter 11.
Q. SO I guess the direct question is: How
do you relate the fact that they're unaccounted
3
Q. Just going back to the damage issue for
3
4
a second. And again, we tossed about a number
4
for to any damages that the defendants might be
5
5
roughly 32 elk from your herd that really, kind
liable for?
6
of, just are unaccounted for.
6
A. Well, we felt like the state interfered
with our ability to capture them and, therefore,
7
A. Thirty-two.
7
they're responsible for them gone missing.
8
Q. I think that's kind of the number
8
-9
roughly that we came up with after -
9
Q. And specifically how did they interfere
with your ability to capture them?
10
A. I think the actual number should be 89
10
-. 11
A. Conducting their raid, shooting at the
11
minus 43, which would be -
elk with an AR 15 multiple times scattered the
12
Q. That's 46.
12
elk.
-- that
. 13
13
A. Forty-six. That would be -
. 14
should be the actual number.
Q. Prior to September of '06, had you
14
-. 15
actually -- had you met Jim Risch?
15
Q. All right. But then we take out -
-A. I had -- what do you mean by "met"?
16
aren't the 13 -
16
ever-17
A. They're included in that number.
17
Q. Did you ever-
18
Q. Yeah. Okay. Now, as we sit here
18
A. Shook his hand or ...
19
19
today, the presumption is those elk have -- are
Q. Yeah. Physical face-to-face
introduction.
• 20
20
probably no longer with us in some form or
. 21
A. I saw him at meetings, but I did not
21
fashion, correct?
shake his hand.
22
A. I would agree with that.
22
23
Q. All right. If they were, how would you
23
Q. Communicate directly with him?
24
go about establishing your property interest in
24
A. No.
----1hose-elk?__ Ilo.w...were_they_-identifiedl...wer.eth~5.
Ilow.were_they_-identifiedl.-Wer.eth~5. __ --_____
Q.---HowabouUelephonicaUy2----Q-.---_HowabouUelephonicaUy2----
~5________----1hose-elk?__
1
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tagged? Branded?
1
A. Everything except the spring-born
2
3
calves had silver tags in their ears, which is a
unique identification per individual, and it's a
4
permanent ID. They snap in there and they rarely 5
come out. And they should have all had two of
6
them. The ones that were tagged would have had 7
one in each ear in case one fell out.
8
Q. At any point in time since October of
9
'06, have you received any confirmation,
10
communication, anything from anybody that said, 11
"Hey, I think I saw one of your elk"?
12
A. That fall we had people tell us they
13
thought they saw some of my elk. And we heard 14
elk ..'15
15
rumors of people that had killed some of my elk.
And other than that, we don't know what happened 16
to them.
17
. 18
Q. In your anticipated damage estimate,
. 19
would you include these unaccounted-for elk?
'.20
A. Sure. We did.
20
21
Q. Well, I haven't seen a damage number,
per se.
22
A. Oh, yeah.
23
Q. But in regard to the fact that these
24
elk are unaccounted for.
25
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A. No.
Q. Did you ever speak to him prior to
September of '06?
A. No.
Q. Any communication via e-mail?
A. No.
Q. When was the first time you met
Mr. Risch -- or Senator Risch?
A. And you mean shook his hand and
introduced myself?
Q. Yeah.
A. It's when we ran for the United States
Senate in 2007.
Q. Okay.
A. 2008, maybe, at a political function.
Q. At the time of the escape in
August 2006, did you believe that -- did you
believe that Jim Risch harbored any ill will
towards you or ...
A. Well, I didn't know, so ...
Q. You weren't aware of anything that
-Mr. Risch had against -
A. Prior to the executive order?
Q. Yeah.
A. I wasn't aware of anything.
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Q. Let me ask you this: At the time of
11
A. Well, that fall, yeah.
2
the executive order being issued, are you aware
Q. After the escape?
33
of anything that Governor Risch had against you ' 33
A. After the executive order.
44
44
personally?
Q. Okay.
55
55
A. No, I -- I was unaware.
A. There was several documents that we
66
Q. How about in regard to domestic elk
66
came across, the radio interview, other things,
77
ranching in general? Do you know if while he wa~ 77
that I think pretty accurately portray his
8
. 8
in the state senate, while governor, he had any
attitude towards elk ranching.
9
9
ill will against the practice in general?
Q. To narrow it down a bit more, was it
10
.' 10
A. That's a good question.
correspondence, interagency correspondence in th
11
Q. Thank you. I've got one in four hours.
i 11
Fish and Game? Was it media statements?
12
. 12
(Laughter.)
A. One thing that I recall was an
13
13
pieces113
THE WITNESS: There were several pieces1
interview and a quote from him in the press -- I
14
of elk legislation that would be interesting to
! 14
don't recall the newspaper, but we have it
15
see how he voted on it, because he was in the
. 15
somewhere -- about a statement he made about elk
16
senate.
: 16
ranching. We have the radio interview. And
17
MR. RUNFT: The question is: Do you
i 17
those are the two things that come to mind right
18
know?
18
now.
19
THE WITNESS: He was in the senate, and 19
Q. Just to broaden the scope, how about
20
so we would have his voting record.
20
anyone on the part of the state ofIdaho, you
21
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) All right. But as you 21
know, in the August, September 2006 time frame,
22
22
22
sit here today -22
or August 2006 time frame when the elk escaped,
23
23
23
A. Other than that, I would not be able to
23
that harbored any ill will-- particular ill will
24
24
24
tell his -- what he thinks about it prior to
24
towards you?
25_-~-Beptemher_1th.-.- ______ ~ ___ ~ ________ ~ _________ ~ ____ T2-5-----~-~_._.A_Ihere's_anumher_Ofthem,..in
25_-~_Beptemher.1th...-----~-~--------~------------------T2.s.-----A_Ihere's-anumher..ofthelll,cin.. boththe~.
boththe_.
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11
Q. How about in regard to Steve Huffaker?
2
At the time the elk escaped August of '06, had
3
you met Steve Huffaker?
44
A. No.
55
Q. Have you met him since?
6
A. No.
77
Q. Are you aware of any ill will he has
8
towards you personally as of September of '06?
A. I'm not aware of anything.
, 99
10
110
Q. Do you believe as of September '06
that, again, Director Huffaker at the time had
i 11
any particular ill will against domestic elk
! 12
! 13
ranching?
113
i
A. I do.
i 14
15
Q. In what regard?
A. Statements that he made.
i 16
Q. The radio interview?
i 17
A. We have documents from the Department: 18
ofFish and Game that -- and press releases and i 19
whatnot that I think show that he was strongly
20
.' 21
opposed to elk ranching.
22
Q. Can you point me to anything specific?
22
,23
A. I'd have to go through the documents,
23
24
but I could find some.
24
25
Q. But time frame?
25
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1

Department of Agriculture and the Fish and Game
Q. Can you identify who specifically in
the Department of Ag?
A. In the Department of Ag, John Chatburn
has been -- him and I have been at each other for
many years prior to 2006.
Q. And this is in regard to Department of
Regulations?
A. Yeah. He was the rule writer and I was
the rule fighter. And so we -- we didn't see eye
to eye on a bunch of things. I'm trying to think
of anybody else in the Department of Ag that I
could say that about. Right now nobody comes Ito
mind other than John Chatburn in the Department
of Agriculture.
Q. How about within the Fish and Game?
A. Fish and Game it'd be easier to list
the guys that liked me, I think.
(Laughter.)
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) Well, in general, what
was the particular dispute with Fish and Game?
A. Fish and Game, they lost jurisdiction
over the domestic elk in 1994 and they had a chip
on their shoulder, in my opinion, ever since.
And they continually tried to get involved in
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
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Page 53

Q.

Is that accurate?

11

2
2
A. (Head nod.)
3
3
Q. "Yes"?
4
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. All right. How about between August of 5
6
the; 6
2006 and November 2009, other than going to the:
7
Family Emergency Center, did you seek treatment 7
8
8
with any other medical professional, at all, for
9
9
any reason whatsoever?
10
A. No.
10
,.: 10
11
11
Q. Mrs. Rammell, do you have any knowledge
knowledg~11
12
: 12
as to what the value of the Conant Creek elk
13
ranch would have been prior to August of 2006? i 13
14
: 14
A. I do not.
15
i 15
Q. Have you ever met Jim Risch?
16
: 16
A. Yes.
17
' 17
Q. How many times?
18
18
A. Two.
19
19
Q. What were the circumstances?
20
i 20
A. Political thing, political meetings.
21
Q. Did you have any conversations with
: 21
h'
?
22
him?
: 22
l1ll.
: 23
23
A. No.
24
Q. Just essentially -i) 24
2_!L.
.. ____.___ ______~ ____._ ____________ ._ ___..:.2fi__
2_5.- __ ~__---.A_
~__---.A_ Hello.
Hello______________________
~5..--
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1

2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
13
14
15
16
16

17
18
19
20

21
22

23
23
24
25
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I

1
Q. -- hello?
What were the time frames of the
22
meeting, do you recall?
3
A. When Rex was running for the Senate.
44
So not this last year, but the year before.
5
Q. SO the 2008 time frame?
6
7
A. Yeah.
7
Q. Both meetings were in that time frame?
8
A. Just introductions.
99
Q. And they were both in that same time
10
frame?
11
A. Yes.
12
13
Q. Do you have any belief that in the
13
August 2006 time frame that Mr. Risch harbored 14
any ill will towards you or your husband?
. 15
A. I don't think he knew us.
. 16
Q. All right. Do you know Steve Huffaker 17
at all?
18
A. No.
19
Q. Had never met him?
20
A. Never met him.
21
Q. Never had a telephone conversation with. 22
23
him?
23
24
A. Never talked to him.
.24
Q. Do you have any belief that in
25

(208)345-9611

August 2006 he harbored any ill will towards you
or your husband?
A. Yeah, he doesn't like elk ranching.
Q. How about you personally?
A. No.
Q. How do you know he doesn't like elk
ranching?
A. Because he didn't treat us fair.
Q. When was this?
A. When they took the elk.
Q. And this was after the escape, though,
right?
A. Um-hmm.
Q. "Yes"?
A. Yes.
Q. How about prior to the escape?
A. Don't know the man.
Q. Now, at some point in time was the
property at Conant Creek sold?
A. Yes.
Q. When was that?
A. It was after the elk got out.
Q. Do you know who it was sold to?
A. I do not.
--Q~-Were..yO:tdnvo lv.ed.atall
l:v-edatall inthe- ____ ..
--Q~-Were.youjnvo

transaction?
A. No, I was not.
Q. Do you recall, roughly, the time frame
that the property was sold?
A. No, I do not. After, maybe, December.
Q. That's just a guess?
A. That's a guess.
Q. Do you have any idea how much the
property sold for?
A. I do not.
Q. How about the elk that were still left
on the ranch? Were they sold?
A. Yes.
Q. When were they sold? This one I can
help you on. Do you have any independent
recollection of when that took place?
A. (Head shake.)
Q. "No"?
A. No, I don't.
(Exhibit 2 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) Mrs. Rammell, do you
recognize the name James Gates at all?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Okay. What's been put in front of you
is a document that's been marked Exhibit 2, and
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3. and 5. Elk Escapes Reported to ISDA
Year

# escaped

#Fanns

# Retrieved

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

11
114
25
13
1

4'
6
1
1
1

7
102

Total

164

13'

RammeD 06

Unknown

1

# Killed
By Owner
3
5
3
0
1

# Status

142

12

10

Unknown

·11

Unknown

22
11
0

Unknown
1.
7
0
2
0

kille,d by IDFG or Hunters .as
,as of 9/13/06
*Individually identified elk kille.d

DOJ:P,estic Cervidae
4. The Idaho Legislature has not authorized ISDA to license DOIp.estiC
farms-.
farms.. There are currently 78 Domestic CerVidae Ranches that have elk in Idaho.
ISDA does not specifically track Hunting R.8nches: These facilities must meet the
Farms. However, from the
same requirements as all other Domestic Cervidae Fmms.
FormslDeath Certificates it
cause of death reported on CWD Sample Submission Forms/Death
~pears that 15 ofthe
of the Domestic CervidaeFanns offer hunting.
~pears
6. In 2001 a CWD trace-back from a game farm in Colorado indicated
iildicated that 37 head
of elk imported to a Domestic Cervidae Ranch in Sahnon, Idaho may have been
of the imported elk were destroyed and tested for CWD.
exposed to CWD. All 37 ofthe
wer,e found.
found,
No CWD positive samples wer.e
Domestic Cervid.ae Ranch
subsequently went out of business.

The

via telephone to establish a day and time that I can meet with your
I will contact you vIa
group to discuss Domestic Cervidae Regulation.

.'

If I can be of any other assistance, please let me know.

PLF 00263
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Statutes

Idaho Statutes

TITLE 25
ANIMALS
CHAPTER 37
DOMESTIC CERVIDAE FARMS
25-3705A.ESCAPE OF DOMESTIC CERVIDAE. (1) It is the duty of the owners and
operators of domestic cervidae farms or ranches to:
(a)
Take all reasonable actions to prevent the escape of domestic
cervidae located on such farms or ranches;
(b)
Ensure that perimeter fences and gates are built and maintained
in a manner that will prevent the escape of domestic cervidae;
(c)
Notify the division of animal industries upon the discovery of
the escape of domestic cervidae; and
(d)
Take reasonable actions to bring under control domestic cervidae
that escape.
(2)
Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary,
the
division of animal industries or its agent is authorized to take necessary
actions to bring under control any domestic cervidae that have escaped the
control of the owner or operator of the domestic cervidae farm or ra.nch
where the domestic cervidae were located.
(3) Any domestic cervidae, that have escaped the control of the owner
or operator of a domestic cervidae farm or ranch for more than seven (7)
days, taken by a licensed hunter in a manner which complies with title 36,
Idaho Code, and the rules and proclamations of the Idaho fish and qame
commission shall be considered a legal taking and neither the licensed
hunter, the state, nor any state agency shall be liable to the owner for
killing the escaped domestic cervidae.
Inlernel by Ihe
Inlernel version of Ihe
nol be used
The Idaho Code is made available on Ihe
the Internet
the Idaho Legislature as a public service. This Internet
the Idaho Code may not
for commercial purposes, nor may this database be published or repackaged for commercial sale without express written permission.

9·-350.
The Idaho Code is the property of the state of Idaho, and is copyrighted by Idaho law, I.e. § 9--350.
len!', any person who reproduces or distributes the Idaho Code for commercial
According to Idaho 1mI',
purposes in violation of the provisions ofthis
of this statute shall be deemed to be an infringer ofthe
of the state of
Idaho's copyright.

http://www.legislature.idaho.gov/idstat/Title25/T25CH37SECT25-3705APrinterF...
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Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker; and Counterplaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 08-20694

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,

Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

COMES NOW the Defendants, the State ofIdaho, James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and the
State of Idaho (hereinafter collectively referred to as "the State," and individually as, "Risch," or
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-l
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"Huffaker"), and file this memorandum in support of the Defendants' Rule 56 motion for summary
judgment. This memorandum is further supported by the accompanying affidavit of counsel £)r the
Defendants.
I.
ST
ATUS OF THE CASE
STATUS

As previously addressed, this is an action brought by the Plaintiffs to obtain compensation
from the State ofIdaho, James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker arising from the loss and destruction
of escaped domestic elk owned by the plaintiffs allegedly arising as the result of actions taken by the
defendants in August and September 2006 in response to the escape of those animals from the
plaintiffs' domestic elk ranch in Fremont County Idaho.
On April 30, 2009 this Court issued its Order Re: Motion to Dismiss which granted the
Defendants' motion to dismiss Counts III -VIII of the original complaint for claims raised under 42
U.S.c. § 1983 and the Idaho Tort Claims Act. This Court dismissed those claims based upon the
u.S.c.
ofthe
qualified immunity of
the defendants under § 1983 and statutory immunities to the stated tort claims.
On October 30,2009, the Plaintiffs filed a motion to file an amended complaint, which was
granted after a hearing held on November 12, 2009. The amended complaint was filed on November
25,2009 and the Defendants answered that amended complaint on January 7, 2010. 1 This motion
for summary judgment is directed at the claims the Plaintiffs have made in their First Amended
Complaint.
The pending amended complaint contains seven counts, as opposed to the eight counts that

The Plaintiffs now have pending before this Court a motion for leave to amend to file
a second amended complaint, which was filed on September 13,2010, and is scheduled to be heard
by the Court on October 28, 2010. The Amendment proposes to add a new party and to clarify
Plaintiffs' claim for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage which Plaintiffs
suggest is already imbedded within the pending Complaint.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-2
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had been alleged in the original complaint. The amended complaint has entirely eliminated any
expressly stated tort claims. Instead, the Plaintiffs have retained, with some modification, th~ two
constitutional claims from the original complaint that were not dismissed, and have now
recharacterized their § 1983 claims into five separate counts. The two constitutional claims allege
the taking of property without due process, and an equal protection claim. The five § 1983 claims
include: (1)
(l) violation of substantive due process, (2) the taking of property without due process, (3)
an equal protection claim, (4) intentional infliction of emotional distress, and (5) negligence
infliction of emotional distress.
New substantive allegations that were not contained in the original complaint are set out in
paragraphs 16, 17, 19, 24, 26, 29, 30, 40, 41, 42, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, and 58 of the First
Amended Complaint. In sum, in these new allegations the Rammells assert that the Defendants did
not follow existing law and policy in the actions that were taken to eliminate the threat posed by the
escaped domestic elk, and that the state ofIdaho, and the individuals acting on behalf ofthe state in
their official capacities, was motivated by a retaliatory intent against the Plaintiffs as based upon
their past political opposition to the state ofIdaho's policies in respect to domestic elk ranching.
As argued below, the Plaintiffs have not made any allegations on the face oftheir ame:nded
complaint, or as supported by any facts that have been revealed in discovery, which would alter this
Court's initial determination that the Plaintiffs' § 1983 claims are barred by qualified immunity.
Consequently, Counts 111-VII
III- VII of
the amended complaint should be dismissed in their entirety on the
ofthe
basis of qualified immunity.
Although the Rammells have expressly stated for the first time an equal protection claim in
Count II of the amended complaint, they have failed to either allege or submit any supporting facts
that establish any violation of the rational basis test that applies to such economic loss claims.
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Therefore, Count II of the amended complaint should be dismissed.
Count I of the amended complaint also should be dismissed. There can be no "taking" in
violation of the due process clause in respect to circumstances constituting a threat to the public
interest that would be considered a nuisance under any circumstances.
Finally, it is Defendants' position is that there is no claim for punitive damages pending in
this lawsuit. Nevertheless, should the Court take the position the Plaintiffs have properly amended
their Complaint to include a count for punitive damages, the claim should be dismissed as no
evidence has been presented to support such a claim pursuant to I.C. § 6-1604.
II.
STANDARD OR REVIEW ON A MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

The purpose of summary judgment is to avoid useless trials. Bandelin v. Pietsch, 98 Idaho
337,340-41,563 P.2d 395, 398-99 (1977).
The trial court must examine the pleadings to determine what issues are raised in the case.
The only issues considered on summary judgment
jUdgment are those that have been raised by the pleadings.
443,111
Vanvooren v. Astin, 141 Idaho 440, 443,
III P.3d 125,128 (2005). The trial court must determine
whether the moving party has shown that there is a lack of any genuine issue of material fact as to
each issue raised by the motion, Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 401,987 P.2d
300, 313 (1999). The nonmoving party is entitled to have all inferences from the record viewed in
his favor and only then is the question asked whether a claim for relief has been stated. Miles v.
Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 637, 778 P.2d 757, 759 (1989).

The party moving for summary judgment initially carries the burden to establish that there
is no genuine issue of material fact and that he is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. Eliopulos
P .2d 984, 988 (Ct.App.1992). This burden may be met by
v. Knox, 123 Idaho 400, 404, 848 P.2d

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-4
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establishing the absence of evidence on an element that the nonmoving party will be required to
prove attrial. Dunnickv. Elder, 126 Idaho 308,311,882 P.2d 475, 478 (Ct.App.1994). Such an
absence of evidence may be established either by an affirmative showing with the moving party's
own evidence or by a review of all the nonmoving party's evidence and the contention that such
proof of a required element is lacking. Heath v. Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 712, 8
P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct.App.2000). Once such an absence ofevidence
of evidence has been established, the burden
then shifts to the party opposing the motion to show, via depositions, discovery responses or
affidavits, that there is indeed a genuine issue for trial, or offers a valid justification for the failure
to do so under I.R.C.P. 56(f). Sanders v. Kuna Joint School Dist., 125 Idaho 872,874,876 P.2d 154,
156 (Ct.App.1994).
III.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Since the time that the Court granted in part and denied in part the defendants' motion to
dismiss, the parties have engaged in discovery and depositions have been taken of both Rex and
Lynda Rammell. Additional facts have been added through the discovery that has taken place in this
case since the Court ruled on the Rule 12(b)(6) motion.
On Monday August 14, 2006 the Rammells were contacted by the State and informed that
approximately 100 head of domestic elk had been reported on the property of Carol Albel1son.
(Amended Complaint, ,-r 10).
Ultimately, this situation involved a approximately 135 head of domestic elk that had
allegedly escaped from the Rammells' domestic elk ranch. As set out in paragraphs 20 and 21 of
the Rammells' amended complaint, this number breaks down as follows:
Escaped domestic elk recaptured and segregated:
Escaped domestic elk documented as killed by hunters:

61
43

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-5
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Escaped domestic elk unaccounted for:

31

Plaintiff never established an exact number ofelk
of elk that escaped. (Rex Rammell
Nevertheless, Plaintiffnever
Depo., pg. 40, L. 13).
Rex Rammell testified at his deposition as to three different strategies that were used in his
attempt to recapture the escaped elk. First, he attempted to drive the elk back into the facility. (Rex
Rammell Depo., pg. 51, L. 8 to pg. 55, L. 2; pg. 60, LL. 3-10). Second, he set up three separate
"capture pens." (Rex Rammell Dep., pg. 57, L. 7, to pg. 60, L. 22). Finally a "trap" set-up was used
in which the elk were lured back into the facility. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 60, L. 23 to pg. 62, L.
11). All efforts at recapturing any of the escape elk ended by mid-October 2006. (Rex Rammell
Dep., pg. 63, L. 25 to pg. 64, L. 4).
Rex Rammell testified that the hole in the fence through which his elk escaped probably had
been caused by a bear. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 75, LL. 4-18). He also testified that this hok was
too small for the trophy elk with large antlers to pass through, so that those animals which were
scheduled to be hunted by his clients never escaped. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 71, LL. 1-6; pg. 73,
LL. 9-22).
Dr. Rammell also testified that he tried to schedule 30 to 40 hunts per year. (Rex Rammell
Rammell
Depo., pg. 80, LL. 19-22). Notwithstanding the escape that occurred in August 2006, Dr. Rammel1
could not recall that any contracts for hunts were cancelled in 2006. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 103,
Rammell also testified that prior to the events in question he had made a decision
LL. 15-17). Dr. Rammel1
to the sell the property, in part, because he had to haul all of the water needed by the elk to that
property. (Rex Rammell
Rammel1 Depo., pg. 37, LL. 1-24).
On or about Thursday September 7, 2006 Idaho Governor James Risch signed an executive
order that allowed the Idaho Departments of Fish & Game and Agriculture to "identify" and then
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"shoot on site" all of the escaped elk that remained at large (Amended Complaint, ,-r,-r 15 & 18).
According to the Rammells they received notification of this executive order on Friday September
Septe:rnber
8,2006. The "hunt" for the remaining escaped domestic elk actually began on Saturday Septe:rnber
September
9,2006, and that by the following Monday September 11,2006 a "total of forty-three (43) elk were
reported to have been killed." (Amended Complaint, ,-r,-r 18 & 20).
of61 (45%) ofthe
of the approximately 135 elk that escaped from
The Rammells allege that a total of6l
their ranch on or about August 14, 2006 were ultimately recaptured by September 11, 2006, which
is the apparent end date of the hunt for the escaped domestic elk that was authorized by Governor
Risch's executive order.
IV.

ARGUMENT
A.

The Rammells' Section 1983 Civil Rights Claims Are Barred By The Doctrine
Of Oualified Immunity
6) motion to dismiss, this court concluded that, "it
In ruling on the defendants Rule 12(b)(
l2(b)(6)

would not have been clear to a reasonably competent official in Governor Risch's position that his
of the executive order was unlawful," and that therefore the Rammell' s § 1983 claims were
issuance ofthe
barred by qualified immunity. See, Order Regarding Motion to Dismiss at pg. 16. The Rammells
have again asserted § 1983 claims in their amended complaint.
In examining the new factual allegations that have been added to the Rammells' First
Amended Complaint, two substantive factual claims have been added to their previously stated §
1983 claims. First, the Rammells have expressly and specifically alleged that the defendants were
motivated in their actions by a retaliatory purpose. See e.g., First Amended Complaint at,-r,-r 17, 52,
53, and 54. Second, the Rammells have expressly and specifically alleged that the defendants failed
to follow existing state policy, practice and procedure concerning the recapture of escaped domestic
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-7
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elk. See e.g., First Amended Complaint at ~~ 16, 19,42, and 51.
The Rammells' retaliatory purpose allegations, including alleged malice, ill will, and political
retribution add nothing to their previously-stated § 1983 claims that helps them overcome this
Court's earlier finding that those claims were barred by qualified immunity. Prior to the United
States's Supreme Court's decision in Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 102 S.Ct. 2727, 73
L.Ed.2d 396 (1982) the qualified immunity test for § 1983 claims contained both "objective" and
"subjective" components. The now-rejected subjective components went to the factors that the
Rammells have raised in their amended complaint.
of the law with respect to qualified
The Court in Harlow summarized the then-existing state ofthe
immunity as follows:
Referring both to the objective and subjective elements, we have held that qualified
immunity would be defeated if an official knew or reasonably should have known
that the action he took within his sphere of official responsibility would violate the
of the [plaintiff], or ifhe took action with the malicious intention
constitutional rights ofthe
to cause a deprivation of constitutional rights or other injury ....
457 U.S. at 815,102 S.Ct. at 2737 (italicized emphasis and bracketed reference in original). Then
in rejecting further reliance upon the subjective elements of malice in establishing qualified
immunity the Harlow Court declared:
Consistently with the balance at which we aimed in Butz, we conclude today
that bare allegations of malice should not suffice to subject government officials
either to the costs of trial or to the burdens of broad-reaching discovery. We
therefore hold that government officials performing discretionary functions generally
are shielded from liability for civil damages insofar as their conduct does not violate
clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person
would have known. [citations omitted]
COUJ1 has
457 U.S. at 817-18, 102 S.Ct. at 2738 (bracketed reference added). The Idaho Supreme COUJi
Har low has eliminated the subj ective
ecti ve prong
also 0 bserved that the U. S. Supreme Court's decision in Harlow
of Burley, 109 Idaho 656,665, 710 P.2d 566, 575
of the qualified immunity test. Sprague v. City ofBurley,
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(1985).
In essence, the elimination of the subjective prong of the qualified immunity test renders
of whether animosity, malice, or even retaliatory purpose underlies a public
immaterial the question ofwhether
official's actions, so long as that official's conduct does not otherwise violate clearly established
constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known. The United States Supreme
Court has further addressed this question in respect to alleged "retaliatory intent," in Crawford-El
v. Britton, 523 U.S. 574, 118 S.Ct. 1584,140 L.Ed.2d 759 (1997), stating, "The immunity standard
in Harlow itself eliminated all motive-based claims in which the official's conduct did not violate
clearly established law." 523 U.S. at 592.
Even if the subjective prong of the qualified immunity test was still applied in determining
if qualified immunity existed, the Rammells have failed to produce any evidence in this case that
Defendants Risch and Huffaker harbored any personal ill will, animosity, or retaliatory intent against
them at the time the events transpired upon which the Rammells base their claims in this action.
At her August 31, 2010 deposition the Plaintiff Lynda Rammell testified that she had only
met former Governor Risch twice, and that she had never met Steve Huffaker. Mrs. Rammell
testified that she had no basis to believe that either man harbored any personal ill will to the
Rammells, although she did testify that Steve Huffaker did not like elk ranching. (Lynda Ranlmell
Depo., pg. 53, L. 15 to pg. 55, L. 17). Likewise, Rex Rammell testified at his August 31, 2010
deposition that he had very few prior interactions with either Mr. Risch or Mr. Huffaker. (Rex
Rammell Depo., pg. 135, L. 14 to pg. 139, L. 18). Further, although he also alleged that he suffered
emotional distress, Rex Rammell never sought any treatment. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 122, LL.
5-8).
The actions taken by the state ofIdaho, its officers and agents, were in accordance with the
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""
of this authority
powers entrusted to the state in respect to the regulation of wildlife. In the exercise ofthis
the Idaho Legislature has enacted specific statutes stating the rights, responsibilities, and actions that
may be undertaken in respect to wildlife farms, particularly domestic elk ranches. The general
authority of the state of Idaho over wildlife is established by statute, I.C. § 36-103, and by judicial
precedent. See e.g., Geer v. Connecticut, 161 U.S. 519,16 S.Ct. 600, 40 L.Ed. 793 (1896); State v.
Coffee, 97 Idaho 905,914,556 P.2d 1185, 1194 (1976); and State v. Tinno, 94 Idaho 759, 764,497
P.2d 1386,1391 (1972).
The statutory authority that has been granted to the state of Idaho to regulate "domestic
cervidae" - including the Rammells' domestic elk ranch. See, I.C. § 25-3705A.
Rule 204 (IDAPA
(lDAPA 02.04.19.204), within the adopted administrative rules for domestic
cervidae, declares additional requirements that are triggered after an escape ofdomestic
of domestic cervidae has
occurred.
Subsections 05 and 07 of Rule 204 specifically address the issues that have arisen in this
case, and provide as follows:
05.
Capture. In the event that the owner or operator of a domestic
cervidae ranch is unable to retrieve escaped domestic cervidae in a timely manner,
as determined by the Administrator, the Administrator may effectuate the capture of
the escaped domestic cervidae to ensure the health of Idaho's livestock and wild
cervidae populations.
(Emphasis added).
07.
Taking of Escaped Domestic Cervidae. A licensed hunter may
legally take domestic cervidae which have escaped from a domestic cervidae ranch
only under the following conditions:
a.
The domestic cervidae has escaped and has not been in the control
of the owner or operator of the domestic cervidae ranch for more than seven (7)
days; and
of the
b.
The hunter is licensed and in compliance with all the provisions ofthe
Idaho Department of Fish and Game rules and code.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-lO
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(Emphasis added).
In their First Amended Complaint the Rammells have alleged that the actions of the named
defendants led to the destruction of
43 of
the Rammells' escaped elk were contrary to existing policy,
of43
ofthe
practice, and procedure in respect to the recovery of escaped domestic elk. The core allegation on
this point is contained in paragraph 42 of the amended complaint, which declares as follows:
42.

This Executive Order to kill rather than round up the escaped elk was
contrary to the then well established policy, practice, procedure of the State
ofldaho
ofIdaho regarding controlling escaped livestock, including escaped domestic
elk. The well known and established practice regarding escaped elk was to
round them up - not to kill them. In all cases of diseased animals, the law
provides for an a priori determination or hearing find that the disease is
actually present before livestock is exterminated. (I.e. § 25-212) Here, well
established law, policies, and procedures for handling the potential dangers
of escaped elk were ignored and there was no determination whatsoever that
any disease justifying an emergency was actually extant. The bogus nature
of the "emergency" was further exposed by the admission of the Defendant
Huffaker, who was at the time the Director of the Idaho Department ofFish
and Game, that it would "be better for everyone" if the elk had been rounded
up and herded back into their pens. The law governing escaped Cervidae
(I.C. § 25-3705A) was intentionally, wrongfully interpreted and arbitrarily
thiss case to the Rammells in a unique and
applied by said Defendants in thi
extremely punitive manner and contrary to known and well established
policy, causing them great loss.

First Amended Complaint at pp. 10-11.
Rex Rammell testified at his deposition as to the difficulty in attempting to herd the animals
back into his facility that was created by the heavily timbered nature of the surrounding property.
(Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 31, LL. 1-21; pg. 52, LL. 8-11). As already noted in the statement offacts
set out above, Rammell tried three different techniques to herd, capture, or lure the animals back into
his facility in the one month period that between the discovery of the escape and the time the State
finally intervened to take the animals. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 68, LL. 15-17).
Attached as Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly is a document produced in
response to discovery (PLF 00263) that summarizes the number domestic elk escapes that occurred
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in Idaho for the years 2002 through 2006, but not including the Rammells' escape. Apart from the
Rammells' escape there were escapes from 13 different farms during this five year period that
involved a total of164 animals. Ofthis
Of this number 142 were recaptured, 12 were killed by their owners,
and the status of the remaining 10 was unknown. The most active year was 2003 in which a total of
114 animals had escaped from six different facilities.
Fortunately, a domestic elk escape of the magnitude that occurred at the Rammells' facility
in August 2006 is relatively unprecedented in Idaho. A number offactors contributed to the eventual
of the Rammell escape. First it was not immediately reported. A neighbor to the Rammell
outcome ofthe
facility, Carol Albertson, alleges that the animals had already been out for ten days at the time
Rammelliearned ofthe escape, a fact that Rammell disputes. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 25, L. 1 to
pg. 26, L. 18). The topography and thickly timbered terrain made recapturing the elk difficult. (Rex.
Rammell Depo., pg. 31, LL. 13-18; pg. 33, LL. 2-5). The Conant Ranch facility did not have a water
source (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 34, LL.13-15), and it had been a dry year such that the elk had eaten
most of the grass within the facility, such that Dr. Rammell was also hauling hay to the elk. (Rex
Rammell Depo., pg. 35, L. 22 to pg. 36, L. 13). Rammell lacked the necessary man-power to
effectively accomplish the herd drives that might have allowed more animals to be recaptured. (Rex
Rammell Depo. pg. 53, LL. 9-14). Dr. Rammell testified at his deposition that in the absence of such
obstacles, as existed in this situation, escaped elk can usually be easily herded back into their
enclosure. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 107, L. 17 to pg. 108, L. 7).
The governor, and those who acted at his direction, and in performance of authority granted
by statute, acted within the scope of their authority, in good faith, and in the exercise of statutorily
granted remedies, as set out and cited above. In undertaking these discretionary acts these state
officers did not violate any clearly established statutory or constitutional rights ofwhich
of which a reasonable
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person would have known. These actions fall well within the recognized scope of qualified
immunity that applies to actions brought under 42 U.S.c. § 1983. Therefore, Counts III, -VII ofthe
Rammells' amended complaint, based upon 42 U.S.C. § 1983, should be dismissed due to the
qualified immunity of the defendants in this action.

B.

The Rammells' Constitutional "Equal Protection" Claim Fails Under the
Rational Basis Test
The Rammells' entire claim for deprivation ofequal
of equal protection under both the U.S. and Idaho

Constitutions is stated in a single paragraph of Count II of the amended complaint, which declares
the following:
36.

Defendants conspired to violate, acted in concert to violate, and did violate
Plaintiffs' constitutional right to equal protection of the law under the
Fourteenth Amendments [sic] to the United States Constitution and under
Sections 1, 13, and 14 of the Constitution of the State of Idaho by taking
Plaintiffs' property arbitrarily, and without a reasonable public purpose, in
violation of established policy, procedures, and statutory interpretation for
controlling escaped livestock, including elk, and without just compensation.

First Amended Complaint at pg. 9. 2
At its essence, the equal protection clause prohibits the state from engaging in the different
treatment of individuals, or identifiable classes of individuals, whose situations, as addressed by the
state, are virtually indistinguishable. Ross v. Moffitt, 417 U.S. 600, 609, 94 S.Ct. 2437,2443,41
L.Ed.2d 341,350 (1974). In Tarbox v. Idaho State Tax Commission, 107 Idaho 957,959,961,695
P.2d 342, 344, 346 (1984) the Idaho Supreme Court stated that the differences between the standards
applied under Idaho's equal protection clause and the federal clause are so negligible that it is not
necessary to undertake a separate analysis under both the federal and Idaho Constitutions.

The equal protection clause in the Idaho Constitution is found in Article I, § 2.
Article I, § 13 is the due process clause, and Article I, § 14 is the eminent domain clause. See
generally, Crowley & Heffron, The Idaho Constitution - A Reference Guide, at pp. 35-37
(Greenwood Press 1994).
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There are three separate standards that apply in equal protection analysis: (1) strict scrutiny,
(2) means-focus, and (3) rational basis. Strict scrutiny applies to fundamental rights and suspect
classifications. The intermediate means-focus test applies if a statute, on its face, reveals a
discriminatory character, it has been applied in an offensive or hateful manner that indicates ill will,
and there is an obvious lack of relationship between the classification and the declared purpose of
the statute. The lowest level of equal protection analysis is the rational basis test, which applies to
all other classifications, and typically applies to social or economic issues. State v. Hart, 135 Idaho
827,830,27 P.3d 850,853 (2001).
Therefore, the required equal protection analysis under both the U.S. and Idaho Constitutions
involves a three step process. The first step is to identify the classification that is being challenged.
The second step is to determine the standard under which the conduct involving that classification
is to be reviewed. The third and final step is the determination made by the court as to whether the
appropriate equal protection standard has been satisfied in respect to the identified classification.

Rudeen v. Cenarrusa, 136 Idaho 560, 569, 38 P.3d 598, 607 (2001).
The relevant classification for purposes of the issues raised by the Rammells' equal
protection claim is domestic elk ranchers whose animals have escaped from their enclosures and
remained at large for more than seven days.
The Rammells have not raised any issue that involves either a suspect class or a fundamental
right for purposes of strict scrutiny analysis. "Suspect classes" is generally limited to those
non-resid1ency.
classifications that are based upon race, national origin, religion, alienage, sex, or non-resid,ency.
Fundamental rights implicate voting, procreation, or rights regarding criminal procedure. See e.g.,

Van Valkenburghv. Citizensfor Term Limits, 135 Idaho 121,125-26,15 P.3d 1129,1333-34(2000).
The statutes and regulations that are at issue are not discriminatory on their face such that
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there is no basis upon which to apply the intermediate means-focus test. "[T]he classification must
be 'obviously invidiously discriminatory' before the means-focus test will be used." State v. Hart,
135 Idaho 827, 830, 25 P.3d 850, 853 (2001). "In order for a classification to be considered
obviously invidiously discriminatory, 'it must distinguish between individuals or groups either
odiously or on some other basis calculated to excite animosity or ill will. '"'" Id.
This leaves the rational basis test as the applicable standard to apply to the Rammells' equal
protection claims involving the defendants' action in respect to the disposition of the escaped
domestic elk that Rammell was unable to recapture within seven days after their escape. When the
rational basis test applies the burden of proof is placed upon "the challenging party [the Rammells]
to prove that the state's goal is not legitimate and that the challenged law is not rationally related to
the legitimate government purpose and ... [that there is no] conceivable state of facts which will
support it." Rudeen, supra, 136 Idaho at 569, 38 P.3d at 607 (bracketed references added).
The fact that the size, extent, and duration of the domestic elk escape from the Rammells'
facility required the state to take actions that were not required in responding to domestic elk escapes
at other facilities of smaller size, extent, and duration does not render the state's response to the
Rammells' situation a violation of equal protection. The range of options that are available to the
state in responding to an escape of domestic elk allows the state to fashion an appropriate response
to each unique situation. There is no evidence that the state has, or would, respond differently if it
was again confronted with an escape of the same character as that which was experience by the
Rammells.
The actions of the state and the individual defendants that resulted in the death of a number
ofthe
of
the Rammells domestic elk did not violate the equal protection clause under the rational basis test.
The Rammells were allowed more time than the seven days required by statute to recapture their
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animals. But when it became apparent that these recapture efforts would not be completely
successful, then the state was justified in taking additional actions to eliminate the threat that was
posed by the escaped domestic elk to the wild elk in Idaho, (and to also avoid the imposition of an
adverse impact in the immediately adjacent areas of Yellowstone Park and the state of Wyoming).
The state's actions were justified in keeping the wild elk and domestic elk separate, thus minimizing
exposure to diseases and parasites, preventing the genetic intermingling of wild and domestic elk,
preventing competition for forage and habitat.
Because the state's actions pass muster under the rational basis test, the defendants are
entitled to entry of summary judgment on Count II of the amended complaint.

e.

There Can Be No Constitutional "Taking" Without Due Process In Respect To
Conduct That Constitutes A Public Nuisance
On the Defendants' Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, this Court specifically declined to

of public necessity barred the Rammells' claims
address whether I.C. § 2S-370SA(3)
25-3705A(3) or the doctrine ofpublic
on the due process and takings claims that had been made in Counts I & II of the original complaint.
This Court held that it could not avoid the constitutional analysis in respect to the alleged deprivation
of property within due process of law or without the payment of just compensation by siimple
simple
reliance upon the statute. See, Order Regarding Motion to Dismiss at pp. 10-11.
The question that is now renewed on this motion for summary judgment is whether the
of evidence presented by the defendants that the
Rammells can sustain their taking claims in the face ofevidence
Rammells' failure to recapture their escaped animals within a reasonable time created a public
nuisance that the defendants were entitled to abate without the payment of any compensation to the
Rammells.
1.

There Is No Provision For The Payment Of Compensation To Owners Of
Domestic Cervidae That Are Destroyed Pursuant To The Authority Granh~d By
2S-370SA
I.e. § 25-3705A
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Count I in the Rammells First Amended Complaint is identical to Count I in their original
complaint. The entirety of this claim is stated in paragraph 33 of the amended complaint:
33.

Defendants conspired to violate, acted in concert to violate, and did violate
Plaintiffs' constitutional rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments
to the United States Constitution and under Sections 1 and 13 of the
Constitution of the State of Idaho by depriving Plaintiffs of their property
without due process of law.

Although this constitutional claim of deprivation of property without due process does not include
the language, "without just compensation," the Rammells' complaint, when read in its entirety, fairly
encompasses such a claim.
Paragraph 4 ofthe Executive Order which authorized the taking ofthe escaped domestic elk
from the Rammell facility declared as follows:
4.
Pursuant to title 25, section 3705A of the Idaho Code no licensed
hunter, state agency, state employee of the State shall be liable for the taking
possessing or consuming of any domestic elk that have escaped from the Conant
Creek Facility;
See, I.C. § 25-3705A, attached as Exhibit 4 to Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly:
The executive order, as based upon this statue, made it clear that the state of Idaho
intentionally authorized the "take" ofthe animals that had escaped from the Rammells' domestic elk
farm, without the payment of any compensation to the Rammells for any ofthose animals that were
subsequently taken as a result of that hunt.
Idaho Code § 25-3703 provides for the incorporation and application of other domestic
livestock laws to the conduct of cervidae ranching. An administrative procedure for violations of
the domestic cervidae law, and "provisions applic,able to domestic cervidae as set forth in chapters
2,3,4, and 6 of title 25, Idaho Code," is declared in I.e. § 37-3706. In addition, this Court has
previously noted the existence of several general livestock statutes that could be applied to domestic
elk as incorporated by I.C. § 25-3703, which provide for the award ofcompensation
of compensation when livestock
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is destroyed for the purpose of avoiding the spread of disease. See, Order Regarding Motion to
Dismiss at pg. 9 fn. 9.
Nevertheless, the general rule of statutory construction that a later or more specific statute
controls over an earlier or more general statute necessarily applies in this situation. Johnson v.

Boundary Sch. Dist. No. 101, 138 Idaho 331, 335, 63 P.3d 457, 461 (2003).3 None of the
compensation provisions found in chapters 2,3,4 and 6 oftitle 25, Idaho Code specifically address
the issues that are more specifically addressed by I.e. § 25-3705A, as presented by the facts of this
case. Instead those statutes relate to specific diseases found in confined and controlled herds of
domestic livestock. In contrast, the state policy implicated in this case involved a threat arising from
escaped and uncontrolled domesticate elk, and the potential detrimental consequences arising fi'om
the intermingling of those domesticated elk with wild animals of the same general species arising
from both disease and genetic intermixing. Therefore the general livestock compensation laws do
not address the specific fact situation that is before this Court in this case, and that is expressly and
specifically addressed by I.C. § 37-3705A.

2.

The Statutory Declaration of "Absolute" Ownership in Domestic Elk Only
Operates To Change The Common Law Rule That A Person Can Only Have A
"Qualified" Ownership In Wild Animals

12(b)( 6) motion to dismiss
The Court noted at page 9 of its decision on the Defendants' Rule 12(b)(6)
that I.e. § 25-3707 recognizes an "absolute" property rights in domestic elk, regardless of whether
those animals are held in captivity or have escaped. A similar statutory declaration exists for Ratite

Ifthe Rammells' domestic elk had been destroyed on the account oftuberculosis,
oftuberculosis, then
Ifthe
I.e. § 25-402, which expressly includes "captive cervidae," arguable could be the more specific
statute, and could control concerning the payment of compensation to the owner of an infected
animal. But in respect to an "escaped" animal, as is the situation presented to the Court in this case,
compensation might still be denied based upon the exception stated in I.C. § 25-403(b), that the
owner, by allowing the escape, had failed to comply with all lawful quarantine regulations.
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Animals (cassowary, ostrich, emu and rhea) in I.e.
I.e. § 25-3607, and for fur-bearing animals in I.C.

§ 25-3007. The statute for fur-bearing animals uses the same qualifying parenthetical phrase, "the
same as domestic animals," as appears in the statute addressing domestic cervidae.
This declaration of the absolute ownership in domestic elk does not establish a perpetual or
irrevocable ownership claim in the owner of these animals, but rather exists in order to overcome
the common law rule that a person could only obtain "qualified" ownership of a wild animal. State
v. Koller, 122 Idaho 409, 413,835 P.2d 644, 648 (1992) ("[O]wnership acquired in fish and game
is not such an ownership as one acquires in chattels or lands, but is merely a qualified ownership,
....
"), citing to Sherwood v. Stephens, 13 Idaho 399, 403-04, 90 P. 345,346-47 (1907).
...."),
In contrast to the common law rule in respect to wild animals, the common law in the western
United States accepts the fact that domestic animals on open range may wander and their
whereabouts be unknown without the consequent loss of ownership rights. See e.g., Stewart v.

Hunter, 16 P. 876, 878 (Or.1888) ("An animal turned upon a range, like the one referred to, and
permitted to run at large, would not be an estray because its owner was ignorant of its present
whereabouts)..
whereabouts)
Ifthe common law rule in respect to wild animals had not been changed by I.e. § 25-3707,
ofthat
that rule the Rammells could have lost all ownership interest in those
then arguably by application of
domestic elk at the moment of escape.

Thereafter, any person would have been entitled to

immediately take, or to reduce those animals to his own possession, in compliance with state law
without regard to any claim by the Rammells, which claim would have been deemed extinguished
25at the moment of escape. The change in the common law represented by the enactment ofI.C. § 25
3707 simply allowed the Rammells to continue to assert their ownership claim to the animals after
ofany
their escape, and to be entitled to the return of
any animal that might be captured alive, ifthat
if that animal
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had the required identification tags establishing the Rammells prior claim of ownership. But that
statutory change in the common law does not operate to make the Rammell' s property interest
perpetual or to make the loss of that property interest compensable by the state.

3.

The State Is Not Required To Provide Compensation As The Result Of
The Destruction Of Property That Constitutes A Public Nuisance

Rex Rammell testified that he had paid as much as $8,000 for bull elk. (Rex Rammell Depo.,
pg. 114, LL. 1-3). A typical hunt at his facility lasted three days. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 102, LL.
7-9). Depending upon the size of the animal taken, the price for such a hunt would range from
$5,000 or $6,000 for an average animal, to $12,000 for a large trophy bull. (Rex Rammell Depo.,
pg. 79, LL. 17-21). As previously noted, these "trophy" animals that were the object of the hunts
were too large to escape through the hole in the fence that allowed other elk to escape from the
Rammells' facility. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 71, LL. 1-6; pg. 73, LL. 9-22).
Without doubt, when confined and applied to their proper and intended use, the Rammells'
domestic elk herd had value. Rex Rarnmell acknowledged at his deposition that in order to sustain
their value the domestic elk had to remain confined, and that in this matter the regulation ofdomestic
of domestic
elk was distinct from that of other domestic livestock. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 108, L. 11 to pg.
109, L. 25).
Long-standing U.S. Supreme Court precedent recognizes that when an otherwise valuable
property is declared a public nuisance that this property can be seized without paying compensation
to the owner. Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U.S. 623, 8 S.Ct. 273, 31 L.Ed. 205 (1885)

(Owm~rs

of

breweries were not entitled to compensation when Kansas, in the exercise of its police powers,
prohibited the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors). The Idaho Supreme Court relied upon
the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Mugler when inState v. Kellogg, 100 Idaho 483, 600 P.2d 787
(1979) it held that an individual was not entitled to compensation for the taking of controlled
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substances that were acquired before the possession of those controlled substances was banned by
statute. The Idaho Supreme Court cited the following statement from the United States Supreme
Court's Mugler decision:
The exercise of the police power by the destruction of property which is itself a
public nuisance, or the prohibition of its use in a particular ways, whereby its value
becomes depreciated, is very different from taking property for public use, or from
depriving a person of his property without due process of law.
100 Idaho at 487,600 P.2d at 791. The Idaho Supreme Court then went on to conclude:
It is now well settled in legislating in behalf of the pubic morals, health and
safety, the state by reason of its police power may enact laws which incidentally
impair property values or destroy them altogether without necessarily violating the
guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment.

100 Idaho at 484,600 P.2d at 792.
This rule that compensation is not due for a taking arising of the abatement of a public
nuisance has been applied to the destruction of animals for the purpose of abating a potential public
health threat. One of the more thorough analysis in a recent case is found in Raynor v. Maryland
ofHealth
Dept. of
Health & Mental Hygiene, 676 A.2d 978 (Md.App.1996). In Raynor, a young girl had taken
her pet ferret to a slumber party where it bit the hand of another girl. In order to assess the risk of
rabies, the ferret was destroyed. The owner requested just compensation for the taking of her Ferret.
In Raynor, the court concluded that, "although the seizure, destruction, and testing of the
ferret was a taking, because that taking merely denied appellants the right to use their property in a
manner that was prohibited by law, there was no compensable taking." 676 A.2d at 192.
ofcases
There exists a small number of
cases that involve the question ofwhether
of whether compensation must
be paid when a domestic elk herd is destroyed as the result of state action.
The South Dakota Supreme Court in South Dakota Dept. ofHealth
ofHealth v. Owen, 350 N. W.2d 48
(So.Dak.1984) reversed the lower court's denial of compensation for the destruction of a domestic
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elk herd that was also found to be infected with bovine tuberculosis. The Court acknowledged the
general authorities that support the abatement of a public nuisance without the payment of
compensation, but reversed and remanded for the entry of findings as to whether it was necessary
to destroy the entire herd of elk in order to abate the nuisance. 350 N.W.2d at 52. Nevertheless,
ofHealth v. Heim, 357 N. W.2d 522 (So.Dak.1984) the Court affirmed a lower
in South Dakota Dept. ofHealth

court decision denying compensation for the destruction of a domestic elk herd infected with bovine
tuberculosis.

The Court upheld that decision upon a finding that the destruction of the elk

constituted an abatement of a nuisance "imminently hazardous to the public health, safety, or
welfare, ...."
.... " 357 N.W.2d at 524.
The State ofIdaho has an expressly-stated statutory policy of allowing the owner of escaped
domestic elk a seven day period in which to recapture those animals. After that time period elapses
the state is empowered to take whatever actions are necessary to either recapture the animals or to
destroy them. The statute that most specifically addresses this question, allows for the escaped elk
to be shot and taken by both private and state hunters, without the payment of compensation to the
owner. I.C. § 25-3705(A)(3). Regulations adopted by the Idaho Department of Agriculture
implement this statute. See, IDAPA 02.04.19.204.05 & .07.
The Rammells' failure to recapture all of their escaped elk in the time allowed under Idaho
law created a public nuisance that could be abated by the state without the need to compensate the
Rammells for those animals that were taken. Therefore, summary judgment should be granted to
ofldaho on Count I of the Rammells' First Amended Complaint.
the state ofIdaho
4.

Assuming Solely for Purposes of this Motion for Summary Judgment that a
Claim for Punitive Damages Against the Defendants is Pending, the Defendants
Are Entitled to Summary Judgment on that Claim.

The Plaintiffs' filed a Motion for Rule 16 Clarification of Existing Prayer for Punitive
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Cutoff for Amendment ofComplaint
of Complaint to Include Prayer
Damages Or, Alternatively, Motion to Extend Cutofffor
for Punitive Damages on September 29,2010 (the "Motion"). In that Motion, the Plaintiffs observe
that, although the First Amended Complaint included a prayer for punitive damages, it is uncertain
whether the Court intended to permit the Plaintiffs to assert a claim for punitive damages when the
Court granted the Plaintiffs' leave to file the First Amended Complaint. Plaintiffs' uncertainty is
puzzling considering that: (1) the Plaintiffs did not request leave to assert a claim for punitive
damages in its Brief in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to File First Amended Complaint;
(2) has never adduced any evidence in support of such a claim; (3) did not argue for leave to assert
a claim for punitive damages at the hearing on the Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint; and (4) the Defendants alleged in their fourteenth affirmative defense to the First
Amended Complaint that the Plaintiffs' claim for punitive damages was premature pursuant to Idaho
Code § 6-1604.
Notwithstanding, the prayer for relief
in the First Amended Complaint does request punitive
reliefin
damages. Based on this, the Plaintiffs' have indicated their belief that a claim for punitive damages
already may be properly before the Court. For the reasons set forth in the Defendants' Objection to
the Motion, the Plaintiff s belief is misguided. The Defendants do not believe that a claim for
punitive damages is properly before the Court. Nonetheless, the hearing on the Plaintiffs' Motion
is on October 28, 2010, which is two weeks after the deadline for filing motions for summary
judgment. Therefore, in an abundance of caution, and assuming that there is claim for punitive
damages properly in this case, the Defendants respectfully request that the Court grant summary
judgment in their favor and dismiss the claim.
Punitive damages are not favored in the law and should be awarded only in the most unusual
and compelling circumstances, and are to be awarded cautiously and within narrow limits. New
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Villager Condo. Assoc., Inc. v. Idaho Power Company, 129 Idaho 551, 554, 928 P.2d 901 (1996).
It is an abuse of discretion for the trial court to allow a claim for punitive damages in the absence

of substantial evidence supporting a reasonable likelihood ofproving
of proving oppressive, fraudulent, wanton,
ofsubstantial
of Idaho, Inc. v.
malicious or outrageous conduct by the defendant. See, e.g. Student Loan Fund ofIdaho,
Duerner, 131 Idaho 45,52,951 P.2d 1272 (1997); Weaver v. Stafford, 134 Idaho 691, 700,8 P.3d

1234 (2000). To obtain punitive damages, the claimant must prove by "clear and convincing
evidence, oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by the party against whom"
punitive damages are sought. I.e. § 6-1604(1)(emphasis added).
Here, the Plaintiffs have no evidence of fraudulent, malicious, oppressive or outrageous
conduct on the part of the Defendants -let alone clear and convincing evidence of such conduct.
of conduct," and only
There are no facts evidencing "an extreme deviation from reasonable standards ofconduct,"
Plaintiffs' unsubstantiated allegations support the contention that the Defendants acted with an
"extremely harmful state of mind." Weaver, 134 Idaho at 700. Thus, assuming that a claim for
punitive damages is properly in this case, which the Defendants dispute, they would respectfully
request that the Court grant them summary judgment and dismiss the claim. Heath v. Honker's
Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho at 712, 8 P.3d at 1255 (summary judgment is appropriate when a review

of nonmoving party's evidence demonstrates that proof of a required element is lacking).
VL

CONCLUSION

The State ofldaho's motion for summary judgment should be granted as to all claims made
in the Rammells' amended complaint, and that complaint should be dismissed in its entirety for all
the reasons set out above.
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DATED this

J1 day of October, 2010.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC

By:

~/I;---,-----------/1-f--_'

Michael E. Kelly, fthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendants and Counterplaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Ji

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of October, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pfurey@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile
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PATRICK D. FUREY
ATTORNEY AT LAW
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, Idaho 83706
Telephone:
(208) 368-0855
Facsimile:
(208) 368-0855
Email:
pfurey@cableone.net
ISB No.:
2427
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'WAR8Q, Clerk
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,J"P~JT'(
,J"P~JT'(

Attorney for Plaintiffs Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and
LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants,
vs.

Case No. CV OC 0820694
AFFIDAVIT
ATTACHING RECORD IN OPPOSITION
TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH, STEVEN HUFFAKER; and
DOES I-X,
Defendantsand Counterclaimants.

State of Idaho
County of Ada

)
): ss
)

Patrick D. Furey, first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

I state the following of my personal knowledge.

2.

Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of plaintiffs' First Amended

Complaint in this action, the factual assertions of which are sworn to under oath by plaintiffs Rex
Rammell and Lynda Rammell.
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3.

trans cripe of the October
Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the transcripe

15, 2010, deposition of Greg Ledbetter, D.V.M., Administrator of the Idaho Department of
Agriculture's Division of Animal Industries from December 2005 through the end of February
2008, together with:
Exhibit 3 thereto bearing Bates Nos. PLF 00101 - PLF 00104 and consisting of the
Department of Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries' index of official records produced on
April 2, 2007, pursuant to a Public Records Request therefor by plaintiff Rex Rammell;
Exhibit 4 thereto bearing Bates Nos. PLF 00264 -- PLF 00278 and consisting of a
document produced by the Department of Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries under
Exhibit 3 on April 2, 2007, entitled "Conant Creek Elk Escape, August 14 to the present" and the
last 3 pages of which (PLF 00276 - PLF 00278) are entitled "What Went Wrong" and the last
page of which contains four bullet points, the first three of which are:
•
ISDA failed to offer or insist in providing immediate assistance with the
capture of the escaped elk.
•
The executive order was issued based on biased information.
•
The hunt served to further disperse the elk and provide sensational
material for the media.
(This is the document about which plaintiffs inquired as follows in their interrogatory no. 12
served August 4, 2010: INTERROGATORY NO 12: With regard to the document entitled "Conant
Creek Elk Escape," (PLF Bates Nos. 00264 - 00278) please state the following:
(a) Who authored this document?
(b) When was it prepared?
(c) To whom was this document presented and when and where each such presentation
was made;

1 The entirety of the 45-page transcript of Dr. Ledbetter's deposition is attached, in its 12-page condensed fonnat,
because plaintiffs here rely upon all but a small portion of it in opposition to defendants' motion for summary
judgment and the part that isn't helpful to plaintiffs ought to be considered by the Court for context, anyway.
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(d) With respect to the statement, "The ISDA failed to offer or insist in providing
immediate assistance with the capture of the escaped elk," (PLF Bates No, 00278),
please state why such assistance was not offered, insisted upon, or given?
((e)
e) With respect to the statement, "The executive order was issued based on biased
information." (PLF
(pLF Bates No, 00278), please state the source and substance of said
"biased information."
Defendants' October 1,2010, response, which they still haven't verified as required by Rule 33:
"The information requested by this Interrogatory, including the specific author
and date of preparation of PLF Bates Nos. 00264 - 00278, currently is unknown;
nonetheless, discovery is ongoing and Defendants are attempting to ascertain
information requested by thei interrogatory. If and when the information
requested in this Interrogatory is learned, it will be seasonably disclosed pursuant
to applicable rule or court order.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Defendants state that, while the Defendants
were under no obligation to assist the Plaintiffs in capturing their elk, the
Defendants did provide Plaintiffs advice regarding how to capture the elk
specifically recommending that the Plaintiffs use 'grain' to lure the elk. In
addition, to the Defendants['] knowledge, the Plaintiffs never requested assistance
in capturing the escaped elk."
Plaintiffs' interrogatory no. 12 and the defendants' response to it are attached hereto as Exhibit
c.) and

Exhibit 6 thereto consisting of an email from Mark Drew, D.V.M., then employed by
both the Idaho Department of Fish and Game and the Idaho Department of Agriculture, Division
of Animal Industries, dated October 17, 2006 and bearing Bates no. PLF 00292;
4.

Attached as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of defendants' October 1, 2010

answer interrogatory no. 12 that was served on Defendants August 4,2010.
5.

Attached as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the transcript of the October

21, 2010, deposition of Mark Hyndman, a livestock investigator for the Idaho Department of
Agriculture's Division of Animal Industries from October of 1980 through December 2009.
Plaintiffs rely on the entirety of its 20 pages, attached hereto in its five-page condensed format.
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6.

Attached as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the transcript of the October

18, 2010, deposition of Kelly Mortensen, an animal investigator with the Idaho Department of
Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries, together with its exhibit 7 bearing Bates Nos. PLF
00117 and PLF 00118 consisting of two facility inspection reports that reflect facility inspections
done on June 27,2006 and August 15,2006, respectively?
8.

Attached as Exhibit F and bearing Bates no. PLF 00287 is a true and correct eopy

of a September 27, 2006, email from Idaho Fish and Game Department's Regional Wildlife
Manager Daryl Meints to numerous other Fish and Game personnel and forwarded by John
Chatburn to his superior, Dr. Ledbetter (Administrator, Division of Animal Industries) and to Dr.
Debra Lawrence (Bureau Chief, Animal Health), communicating eyewitness reports of the
presence of grizzly bears in the area being hunted pursuant to defendant Risch's Executive Order.
9.

Attached as Exhibit G is the defendants' October 1, 2010 response to plaimiffs'

August 4, 2010 interrogatory no. 1 ("Identify ... each and every person who has any knowledge
or who purports or claims to have any knowledge of the facts of this case. By this interrogatory,
we seek the names [etc.] of all persons who have knowledge of any fact pertaining to liability
and/or damages. ") Whereas the response lists 15 individuals by name, it omits any reference to
either Dr. Ledbetter (Administrator, Idaho Department of Agriculture, Division of Animal
Industries) or Dr. Lawrence (Bureau Chief, Animal Health and the person "in charge of' the
domestic cervidae program and the "point person" for the Department's management of the
subject escape of plaintiffs' livestock, according to Dr. Ledbetter's deposition.)

2 Exhibits 7 and 8 to Mr. Mortensen's deposition carry my fax header and a date of October 25,2010, because I had
inadvertently gathered the exhibits up with my work copies as I was leaving the deposition room on October 18.
When the court reporter called me to ask if I had the missing exhibits, I found them in my briefcase and faxed them
to the reporter.
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10.

Attached as Exhibit H are the defendants' unsworn October 1, 2010 responses to

plaintiffs' August 4, 2010 interrogatory nos. 10 and 11, which inquired as to the details of any
meetings by employees of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Idaho Fish and Game
Commission and/or the Idaho Department of Agriculture with defendant Risch during the period
August 14, 2006, through December 31,2006, that were in any way related to the escape of
plaintiffs' elk.
11.

Attached as Exhibit I are the defendants' September 24, 2010, responses to

various requests for admissions served by plaintiffs on August 4,2010.

Those which plaintiffs

urge in opposition to defendants' motion for summary judgment are indicated with hand-drawn
asterisks.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

th~l~y
th~l~~

of October, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of
I hereby certify that on
the foregoing on the following by the means indicated:
Michael E. Kelly
John J. Browder
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street - Ste. 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile:
(208) 342-4344
o Facsimile to (208) 342-4344

0
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JOHN L. RUNFT (ISB # 1059)
JON M. STEELE (ISB # 1911)
RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: (208)333-9496
Fa.'(: (208) 343-3246
Fa.'<::
Email: jlrunft@runftlaw.com

RAiV£l\'IELL (ISB # 4389)
BRON M. RAi\l.£l\'IELL
lVIAY & RAMMELL, CHTD
DL<\L 1VIAY
PO Box 370
Pocatello, ID 83204-0370
Phone: (208) 233-0132
Fax: (208) 234-2961
Email: rammell@cableone.net
rammel1@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiff.,
Plaintiff."

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMlvlELL and LYNDA

vs.

)
)
) CASE NO. CV OC 0820694
)
) FIRST AMENDED COiVIPLAINT AND
) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; and DOES
I-X,

)
)
)

RA!vlMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,

)

)
Defendants.

)
)

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs and for causes of action against the Defendants, and each of
them, complains and alleges as follows:

DEMAt'ID FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 1
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INTRODUCTION
This is an action for damages against the State of Idaho and certain of its

ernptoye'~s,

individually and in their official capacity for violation of established constitutional, statutory, and
common law rights, for deprivation of established civil rights; for tortious interference with
valuable contractual and business relationships; for Defendants' grossly negligent conduct and
intentional conduct resulting in destruction of property; and for emotional distress, mental
cond~Llct
anguish, and outrage suffered by Plaintiffs arising from the reckless, willful and wanton conduct

of Defendants.

PARTIES
1.
I.

Plaintiffs are residents of the State of Idaho.

2.

Defendant State of Idaho is a sovereign governmental entity of the United States
of America.

3.

Defendant James E. Risch is a resident of the State of Idaho and at all times
relevant hereto was the governor of the State of Idaho.

ln his
He is sued in

individual and official capacities as hereinafter set forth;
4.

Defendant Steve Huffaker is a resident of the State of Idaho and at all times
relevant hereto was the Director of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game,
which is a department of the executive branch of the State of Idaho (I.e. Section

36-101). He is sued in his individual and official capacities as hereinafter set
forth;
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JURLSDICTION AND VENUE
5.

Jurisdiction is proper under Idaho Code § 1-705 and 42 USC § 1983. This matter
is properly before tllis Court because the amount in controversy, exclusive :>f
costs and attorney fees, exceeds this Court's jurisdictional requirements.

6.

The United States Supreme Court in Felder v Casey, 487 U.S. 131, 147 (1988)
reaffirmed concurrent state court jurisdiction over actions brought under 42 USC

1983. See Main v Thiboutot, 448 U.S. 1,3 n. 1{l980);
7.

Venue is proper in Ada County, Idaho purs1.1ant
purSlumt to Idaho Code Section 5-404.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
8.

At all times pertinent hereto, Plaintiffs owned and operated a domestic elk fann or
ranch in Fremont County, Idaho.

9.

Domestic elk ("cervidae") farming is deemed an agricultural pursuit in the State
of Idaho and falls under the jurisdiction of the Idaho Department of Agriculture
("ISDN') pursuant to I.e. Section 25-3701.

1O.
1O.

On August 14, 2006, Plaintiff, Rex Rammell, was contacted by Dr. Debra

Lawrence, Assistant Idaho State Veterinarian of the ISDA to infonn him that
approximately one (100) hundred head of domestic elk were repOlted to have
been seen in the vicinity of Claimants' Elk Ranch on the property of Carol
Albertson in Fremont County.
11.

Mr. Ralmnell immediately thereafter detennined that said elk belonged to him,
el.k.
communicated that fact to the ISDA, and undeltook measures to recapture the elk.

DEMA1'ID FOR JURy TRIAL, Page 3
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12.

Over the next two and a half (2 11) weeks, Plaintiffs, with the assistance of fami ly

and friends, diligently pursued, and continued to pursue, the recapture of said elk
and did succeed in recapturing approximately forty (40) head of the elk.
13.

During this time Plaintiffs were in constant communication with authorities from
the Idaho State Department of Agriculture ("ISDA") regarding their effOIts
directed toward recapturing the elk.

14.

Around approximately the £lrst of September, the ISDA suggested that a
procedure of "graining" the elk into enclosures and/or the Rarnmells' ranch might
be a fruitful technique in rounding up the escap{.'d
escap{.'(i elk. The Rammells immediately
implemented the recommended procedure of setting out grain in a manner to lure
the elk into such enclosures, with the result that the elk began moving into SUGh
enclosures at an increasing rate.

15.

On September 8, 2006, the Plaintiffs were first infOlmecl that the Governor of the
State ofIdaho had signed an Executive Order to the Idaho Department ofFish and
Game ("JDF&G") and the ISDA to identify and "shoot on site" all said escaped
elk that remained at large.

16.

This Executive Order to kill rather than rOlmd up the escaped elk was contrary to
the then existing and all previous policy, practice, and procedure of the State of
Idaho regarding controlling escaped livestock, including escaped domestic elk.

17.

On infonnation and belief, a primary motivating factor for this extraordinary
resolution applied uniquely in this case to Plaintiffs' escaped elk was retaliation
poiitical opposition to policies of the
by Defendants against Rex Rammell for his political

FrRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL. Page 4
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State of Idaho regarding elk ranching over the years and his legal battles with the
State in that regard.
18.

On September 8, 2006, personnel of the IDF&G and the ISDA arrived at and near
Plantiffs' Elk Ranch to plan the execution of the Executive Order.

19.

On September 9, 2006, agents of the IDF&G and/or ISDA began to hunt and kill
Plaintiffs' elk. These agents were not using appropriate weapons for killing elk;
rather they were shooting the elk with AR 15s, which in many cases meant a slow
painful death to Rammells' animals to the great consternation and emotional
distress of the Rammells.

Some animals were killed near the entrance to

Rammells' ranch with grain in their mouths as they were working their way baek
into the ranch enclosure. Some are believed to have been killed and unreported,
others simply scattered and missing.
20.

By September 11,2006, the frrst
fLTst of a total of forty-three (43) elk were reported to
have been killed. The IDF&G also issued hunting permits to licensed hunters and
private property owners to kill Plaintiffs' elk. Several of the forty-three (43) elk
were killed by private and public land hunters. In addition to the forty-three (43)
to have been killed, Plaintiffs
elk reported by the Department of Fish and Game ta
claim that from their then inventory at least another thirty-one (31) elk rema.in
unaccounted for.

21.

Plaintiffs were able to recapture and segregate sL'<.ty-one
sL,<-ty-one (61) of said escaped elk,
which were then moved
maved under ISDA orders to Mr. Jeff Siddoway's propeny.
While said elk were on Siddoway's property, they were placed under quarantine
and tested for
far disease and genetic purity.
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22.

While lmder the quarantine of the ISDA, one (1) cow elk allegedly tested positive
for red deer genes and was subsequently ordered to be, and was, destroyed. A
private test was conducted prior to the slaughter of said elk. The post mortem
results of said test showed that the suspect elk did not have red deer genes. After
the quarantine of the recaptured elk was lifted and Plaintiffs were allowed to
move their elk back to their Elk Ranch, it was discovered that of the sixty one
(61) head of elk conveyed to the Siddoway ranch, tmlteen
thilieen (13) head were missing
and one (1) cow was found dead.

thilieen (13) elk remain
To date, said thilteen

unaccolmted for and the State of Idaho has recognized no liability for their deaths.
23.

Based on Plaintiffs' inventory analysis to date, there are a total of eight- nine (89)
head of elk that have either been killed or lost as a proximate result ofthe conduct
and actions of the State of Idaho and its employees and agents, including the
IDF&G and its employees and agents, pursuant to the Executive Order of
Governor Risch, dated September 7, 2006 ("Executive Order"). Additionally,
there is the further loss of at least an additional estimated twenty (20) 2006 calves
that had been born, but not inventoried of the killed cows.

24.

The responsible persons in the ISDA and IDF&G knew well that Ramrnells' elk
were disease free and of pure stock and by their escape posed virtually no danger
to wild e1k
elk by either infecting them with any disease or imparting impure gene
through breeding with them.

25.

The Ranunells operated and maintained a disease-free, genetically pure herd since
acquisition of the herd in 1994 and have records validating this claim for each and
every animal of Plaintiffs' elk herd. These records had been provided to, and
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were on file with, the Idaho Department of Agriculture prior to and in August,
2006.
26.

Accordingly, the factual claims of the Executive Order regarding danger fi'om
disease and impure stock were bogus and blatantly false, known to be bogus and
false by Defendants, and were therefore, arbitrary, and capricious as regards the
existence of any "emergency" such as would justify the extermination of
Plaintiffs' elk.

27.

The fences of the Elk Ranch were adequately maintained and regularly inspected
by the ISDA. The escaped elk were located on private property wherein the
owners had given Plaintiffs permission to do what was necessary to capture them.

28.

Defendants knew, or should have known, that under the prevailing circumstances
and the known fact situation, there was no need or "emergency" that reasonabl y
justified the "final solution," i.e. the killing of the subject elk, expressly required
in governor Risch's Executive Order, and that their conduct in hunting, scattering
and killing Plaintiffs' elk was unreasonable, arbitrary and capricious and was a
rightS as set
reckless, willful, and wanton violation of Plaintiffs' constitutional righLs
forth hereinbelow.

29.

Plaintiffs' escaped elk did not pose the threat alleged in the Executive Order. The
elk could have been rounded up, contained, and returned to the ranch enclosure of
Plaintiffs. This fact was admitted by Defendant Huffaker in a radio interview in
the time frame of these events, a taped copy of which interview Plaintiffs possess
and have disclosed in discovery. In the interview Director Huffaker sarcastically

FIRST AMENDED C01VWLAINT AND DEMAND FOR ruRY TRIAL, Page 7
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states: "It would have been better for everyone to hold hands and sing kum bay ya
and try to herd the nice little elk back into the pen."
30.

These recorded comments of Director Huffaker demonstrate the utter disregard by
Defendants for the Rammells' constitutional rights of due process and propeIty
rights and support Rammells'
Rarnmells' allegation of retaliation.

31.

Upon infonnation and belief, Defendants conspired and acted in concert to violate
Plaintiffs' established constitutional, statutory, and common laws rights, to
deprive Plaintiffs of their established civil rights, to destroy Plaintiffs' property in
a manner both intentionally and in a grossly negligent manner, and to recklessly,
willfully, and wantonly inflict emotional distress, mental anguish and outrage on
Plaintiffs.

COUNT I

32.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

1ll

paragraphs 1-31 of this

Complaint;
33.

Defendants conspired to violate, acted in concert to violate, and did violate
Plaintiffs' constitutional rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
United States Constitution and under Sections 1 and 13 of the Constitution of the
State ofIdaho by depriving Plaintiffs of their property without due process oflaw.

34.

Plaintiffs are entitled to damages on this count in an amount to be detennined at
trial.

FIRST AMENDED
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COUNT II
35.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth

ill

paragraphs 1-34 of this

Complaint;
36.

Defendants conspired to violate, acted in concert to violate, and did violate
Plaintiffs' constitutional right to equal protection of the law under the Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution and under Sections 1, 13, and 14
of the Constitution of the State of Idaho by taking Plaintiffs' propelty arbitrarily,
and without a reasonable public purpose, in violation of established policy,
procedures, and statutory interpretation for controlling escaped livestock,
including elk, and without just compensation.

37.

Plaintiffs are entitled to damages on this C01IDt
COlmt in an amount to be determined at
trial.

COUNT III
38.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set f01ih

III

paragraphs 1-37 of this

Complaint;
39.

At all times pertinent hereto, Defendants James E. Risch) Steven Huffaker, were
employees of the State of Idaho and acted in conceli under the color of Idaho
State law.

40.

This cOlmt is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker in their respective
individual capacities for violation of Rammells' federal constitutional rights to
substantive due process under the Fifth and F01l1teenth Amendment to the United

JURY TRIAL, Page 9
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States Constitution, and seeking redress for said Defendants' intentional, knowing
deprivation of Plaintiffs' aforementioned constitutional rights to substantive due

process.
41.

Said Defendants, acting under the color of state law, knowingly acted on bOgL1S
and false allegations of danger posed to wild elk by Rarrunells' escaped elk and,
there being no emergency, intentionally deprived him afhis well established right

in Idaho to a hearing, since there had been no determination of the existence of
any disease, before extenninating their livestock thereby violating Plaintiffs' right
to substantive due process of Law.

42.

This Executive Order to kill rather than rOlmd
rmmd up the escaped elk was contrary to
the then well established policy, practice, and procedure of the State of Idaho
regarding controlling escaped livestock, including escaped domestic elk.

The

weLllcnown and established practice regarding escaped elk was to round them up
- not to kill them. In all cases of diseased animals, the law provides for an a

priori determination or hearing finding that the disease is actually present before
livestock is exterminated. (I.e. § 25-212.) Here, well established law, policies,

and procedures for handling the potential dangers of escaped elk were ignored and
there was no determination whatsoever that any disease justifying an emergency
was actually extant. The bogus nature of the "emergency" was further exposed by
the admission of Defendant Huffaker, who was at that time the Director of the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game, that it would "be better for everyone" if the
elk had been rounded up and herded back into their pens. The law goveming

(1. C. § 25-3705 A) was intentionally, wrongfully interpreted
escaped Cervidae (L
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and arbitrarily applied by said Defendants in this case to the Rammells in a unique
and extremely punitive manner and contrary to known and well established
policy, causing them great loss.
43.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amolmt to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against said Defendants in their individual capacities.

COUNTIY

44.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth m paragraphs 1- 43 of this
Complaint;

45.

At all times pertinent hereto, Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, were
employees of the State of Idaho and acted in concert under the color of Idaho
State law.

46.

This connt
count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, in their respective
individual capacities for violation of Rammells' federal constitutional rights to
due process under and the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, seeking redress for said Defendants' knowingly and intentionally
taking Plaintiffs' property without due process oflaw.

47.

PlaintiffS are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be detelmined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against said Defendants in their individual capacities.

Al"ID DEMA..l'ID FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 11
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COUNT V
48.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set fOlth in paragraphs 1-47 It was the wdl
known and established of this Complaint;

49.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §

1983, against Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker in their respective
individual capacities for violation of Rarnmells' federal constitutional right to
equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, and seeking redress for said Defendants' intentional, knowing
deprivation of Plaintiffs' constitutional right to equal protection under the law.
50.

At all times pertinent hereto, Defendants James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, were
employees of the State of Idaho and acted in concert tmder the color of Idaho
State law to deprive Plaintiffs of their constitutional right to equal protection
under the law.

51.

This Executive Order to kill rather than round up the escaped elk was contrary to
then existing, and all previous policy, practice, and procedure of the State of
Idaho regarding controlling escaped livestock, including escaped domestic elk.
The law goveming escaped livestock was intentionally arbitrarily interpret(:d
applied by said Defendants in the premises to the Rammells in a unique and
extremely punitive manner causing them great loss.

52.

On information and beliet:
belief: retaliation was a primary motivating factor for this
extraordinary resolution applied uniquely in this case to Plaintiffs' escaped elk by
said Defendants against Rex Rammell for his political opposition to policies of
the State of Idaho regarding elk ranching over the years and his legal battles with

FIRST At'vIENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR illRY
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the State in that regard. Said retaliation was manifested by the Executive Order to

kill Rammells' escaped elk rather than follow well established procedures DJr
rounding up escaped livestock, including elk.

53.

Said Defendants in their above described retaliatory conduct recklessly, willfully,
and wantonly unconstitutionally deprived Plaintiffs of equal protection of the law
and as a result destroyed valuable property of Plaintiffs, including elk and
contractual and business relationships of Plaintiffs knowing that there was high
degree of probability such a destructive raid on Plaintiffs' ranch pursuant to the
Executive Order would result in such harm and drive the Rammells out of
business.

54.

As a direct result of said retaliatory deprivation of the Rarnmell's
Rammell's constitutional
right to equal protection of the law, the Rammells suffered damages from
destruction of their elk, destruction of valuable contractual and business
relationships, and were dliven out of business at great loss, including loss of
future income from the further development of the business.

55.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be detennined a oial according to proof by
against said Defendants in their individual capacities.
Plaintiffs agailL'lt

COUNT VI
56.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth in paragraphs
paragrapbs 1-55 of this
Complaint;

A.1\1lENDED COMPLAINT At"'ID DEivVlliD
DEivV\ND FOR JURy TRIAL, Page 13
FIRST A.l\llENDED
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57.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §
1983, against James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective
individual capacities, for intentional infliction of emotional distress and mental

anguish on the Rammells as a result said Defendants' violation and deprivation of
the Rammells' constitutional rights to due process, equal protection, and
consequential destmction of their property and their plans for their ranch.
58.

To the great emotional distress of the Rammells, Defendants in their above
described conduct recklessly, willfully, and wantonly interfered with and
destroyed valuable property of Plaintiffs, including elk and contractual and
business relationships of Plaintiffs knowing that there was high degree of
probability such a destructive raid on Plaintiffs' ranch pursuant to the Executive
Order would result in such hann and drive the Rammells out of business.

59.

In promulgating and carrying out the Executive Order, Defendants James E.
Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective individual capacitieH,
and/or with
engaged in extreme and outrageous conduct with the intention of andlor
reckless disregard and indifference for, causing emotional and mental anguish t8
the Rammells.

60.

As a result of said Defendants' actions, the Rammells suffered severe emotiona.l
and mental anguish.

61.

Plaintiffs are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be detennined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against Defendants in their individual capacities.

CO!'vlPLAINT AND DEMA.1'\fD
DEMA1'\fD FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 14
FIRST AMENDED COl'vlPLAINT
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COUNT VII
62.

Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations set forth m paragraphs 1- 61 of this
Complaint;

63.

This count is a cause of action brought under the Civil Rights Act, 42 USC §

1983, against James E. Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective
individual capacities, for negligent infliction of emotional distress and mental
anguish on the Rarnmells as a result said Defendants' violation and deprivation of
the Rammells' constitutional rights and consequential destmction of their
property and their plans for their ranch.
64.

In promulgating and carrying out the Executive Order, Defendants James E.

Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X,
I~X, in their respective individual capacities,
engaged in negligent conduct with disregard and indifference for, causing
emotional and menta1
mental anguish to the Rammells.
65.

As a result of said Defendants' actions, the Rammel1s suffered severe emotional
and mental anguish.

66.

Plaintiffc;; are entitled on this count to an award of compensatory damages and
punitive damages in an amount to be determined according to proof by Plaintiffs
against Defendants in their individual capacities.

ATIOR.t~EY FEES
67.

Plaintiffs have been required to retain the services of counsel to assist them in the
preparation and prosecution of tIus action and have retained legal counsel and ha;;
agreed to pay said attomeys a reasonable fee. Plaintiffs are entitled to recover

FIRST ANfENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR TIJRY TRIAL,
L5
TRIAL., Page i5
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their reasonable costs and attorney's fees pmsuant to Rule 54, Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, and Idaho Code §§ 6-9l8A,
6-918A, 12-120, 12-121 and 18-7805 (a); and
pursuant to 42 USC § 1988.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray:

1.

Judgment in favor of Plaintiffs for compensatory and punitive damages as

pled to be proven at tlial
ttial or at hearing in tills matter;
2.

An award of reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to Rule 54, Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, and Idaho Code §§ 6-918A, 12-120,12-121 fmd
18-7805 for Counts

r,

II, V, and VI, and pursuant to 42 USC § 1988 for

Counts III, IV, VII and VIII.
3.

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

DEMAND FOR JURy TIDAL
TRIAL
Rille 38(b)
Plaintiffs hereby demand, pursuant to Rule
3 8(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil ProcedLlre,

jwy be tried before a jury. Plaintiffs will not stipulate to a
that the issues properly triable by a jrny
trial ofless than twelve (12) jurors.

this..z0ay

DATED this J'0ay of

~.. J.r 2009.
2009.

RUl\TFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By:----<'~~~__A.--4'-+L~1F'Y----
JOHNL. R
Attorney for the Plaintiffs

COJ'vIPL-uNT AND DEMAt"ID FOR JURy TRIAL. Page 16
fIRST AMENDED COJ'vIPL-vNT
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DATED this _ _ day of~_ _ _ 2009.
DIAL MAY & RAMMELL, CHID

By:,___________________________

BRON M. RAMMELL
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO )
:ss
)
County of Ada
REX RA1vfMELL
R.A1vfMELL after being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
That he is one of
the Plaintiffs in the foregoing FIRST AMENDED
ofthe
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURy
ruRY TRIAL, that he has read the FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL and believes the facts
stated therein are true based upon his own infonnation and belief.

1 .J) ·.

IN Wl1NESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff has set his hand and seal the d
first above written

)

.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this \

\O\\.day of November 2009.
2009 .
lO\\.daY

~tCt~,~~i\,~\a~¥
~t
Ct~,'\r-~i\,\tr'~~¥

Notary Public for Idaho
0...01 ,()C"
JJC"
Residing at:
Commission expires __
?,....,...!...-~--'\'-.q+.~<;=->",\'~=,_ _ _ __
--?,---",.-L-~----,\r--q+.
=.l...,\'~='------

N
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VERIFICATION

STATEOFIDAHO )
:ss
County of Ada
)
LYNDA RAMMELL after being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
That she is one of the Plaintiffs in the foregoing FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY 1RIAL, that she has read the FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURy TRIAL and believes the facts
stated therein are true based upon her own information and belief.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff haS set her band and seal the day and year
first above written
.

~=----..;""","",----~=----.;"""","",---

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of November 2009.

<~~
.
.-~--No~ Public f~'rd@t6 --: oJ
Residing at:

'=H~

Commis9ion expires

cuii

~-7! z

0
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

E

The undersigned hereby certifies that on this
day of November 2009, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing FIRST AMENDED COMPLAlJ.'lT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL, was served upon opposing counsel as follows:

Bron M. Rammell
Dial, May & Rammell Chtd
PO Box 370
Pocatello,ID 83204-0370
Co-Counsel for Plaintiffs

---'-- US Mail
_ _ Personal Delivery
Facsimile
E-mail

Michael E. Kelly
Lopez & Kelly
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
PO Box 856
Boise, ill 83701
Attorney for Defendants

---*----*US Mail
___ Personal Delivery
Facsimile
E-mail

RUNFT & STEELE LAW OFFICES, PLLC

B~

By:

~.
~

JO
. RUNFT
AUo
Atto ey for Rex and Lynda Rammell

AJ......rENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURy TRIAL, Page 19
fIRST Al'vfENDED
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DEPOSITION OF GREG LEDBETTER TAKEN 10-15-10
Page 3
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,

INDEX
EXAMINATION
GREG LEDBETIER
By Mr. Furey

)
)

PAGE

4

)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

vs.

) Case No. CV OC 0820694
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.)
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; and )
DOES I-X,
)

EXHIBITS
NO.

DESCRIPTION
PAGE
Notice of Taking Deposition of Greg
4
Ledbetter

DEPOSITION OF GREG LEDBETTER

2

Subpoena to Greg Ledbetter, D.V.M.

4

OCTOBER 15, 2010

3

Letter to Rammell from State of Idaho
dated 4-2-07
Document entitled "Conant Creek Elk
Escape August 14 to the present"

32

)

Defendants.

)

----------)
-----------------------)

BOISE, IDAHO

4

5

6

Defendants' Answers and Responses to
oflnterrogatories
Plaintiffs' First Set ofInterrogatories
and Request for Production to Defendants
E-mail dated 10-17-06

33

37

40

Page 2

Page 4

1
2
3

LED BElTER
DEPOSITION OF GREG LEDBElTER
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
Greg Ledbetter was taken by the attomey for
Plaintiffs at the law offices of Lopez & Kelly,
located at 413 West Idaho Street, Suite 100, Boise,
Idaho, before Maryann Matthews, a Court Reporter
(Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter No. 737) and
Notary Public in and for the County of Ada, State of
Idaho, on Friday, the 15th day of October, 2010,

Whereupon the deposition proceeded as fI)llows:
(Exhibits 1 and 2 were marked for
identification and copies are attached
hereto.)

4
5
6
7

commencing at the hour of 2:40 p.m. in the

8
9

above-entitled matter.

GREG LEDBEITER,
a witness having been first duly sworn to te [1II the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
10 testified as follows:

APPEARANCES:

11
For the Plaintiffs:
PATRICK D. FUREY
Attomey at Law
301 East Brookhollow Drive
Boise, Idaho 83706
For the Defendants:
LOPEZ & KELLY
By: Michael E. Kelly
413 West Idaho Street, Suite 100
Boise, Idaho 83701-0856
Also Present: Rex Rammell

12
13
14
15
'16
·17
17
18
'19
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
1

EXAMINAnON
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Dr. Ledbetter, my name is Pat Furey.
represent Dr. Rex Rammell in this matter.
I'm handing you what have been marked as
Exhibits 1 and 2 for your deposition, and I'll ask you
if those are the notice for its taking as well as the
subpoena for your attendance here today.
A. Would appear to be. Since (indicating)
they were served to Mike, I'm not sure. Yeah, we're
good.
Q. All right. Doctor, would you tell us,
please, what your occupation is?
A. I'm a veterinarian.

1 (Pages 1 to 4)
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Page 5

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
20
21
22
22
23

24

25

Q. And when did you get your DVM?
A. 1977 from University of California, Davis.
Q. And what was your first
fIrst position upon
graduation from Davis in 1977?
A. I did an internship with a large dairy
practice in Turlock, California.
Q. Has your practice always been devoted to
large animal practice?
A. Yes.
Q. What did you do following your internship
at Turlock?
A. I went down to southern California to the
Chino Valley and went to work for -- in a large -- at
that time it was a seven-man dairy practice down there
and eventually became a partner in that group and
stayed there until-- 1983, I think, I moved to
Idaho.
Q. And what did you do upon your relocation
to Idaho?
A. Same thing.
Q. Okay.
A. I1 moved to Idaho when some of my herds
[sic] sold their land in southern California and moved
the herds to Idaho.
Oklly..
Q. Oklly·.

1
2
3
4
i
II

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
18
19
2200
21
22
23
23
24
24
25

administrative position has to be a veterinarian.
specified in the
Q. And that's also specifIed
Administrative Procedure Rule 70, isn't it, 1hat
that
-specifIcally -
A. I -- yeah.
Q. -- says that?
-A. It has to be that way, so -
Q. For how long were you the administrator of
the Division of Animal Industries?
A. From December of2005 until end of
February 2008.
Q. In your position as the administrator of
the Division of Animal Industries, did you have any
responsibility for the oversight of the dome:stic
Cervidae program?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. Explain for us, please, what that was.
A. Could you clarifY. What -- what the
Cervidae program is or what the oversight was?
Q. An excellent point. Let's start with the
explanation of the Cervidae program, and then I'll ask
you what your responsibilities were with it.
A. Idaho is one of a small number of states
that allows domestic Cervidae to be raised as
livestock and also to be hunted on -- on farms. I

Page 6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

Page 8

A. Some of my clients, I should say.
Q. Okay. And what location in Idaho was
that?
A. Jerome, in the Magic Valley.
Q. And at some point I gather you became
involved with the State ofIdaho in the Department of
Agriculture; is that right?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Yes. The Department of Ag contacted me in

8

state's involvement in it was to protect the health of

the fall of2005 when the previous state veterinarian
left and asked if I would consider the position on an
interim basis.
Q. And who was your predecessor?
A. Clarence Siroky.
Q. And for how long had Dr. Siroky been in
the position?
A. I really don't recall. I -- I think it
was probably a couple years, Pat.
Q. Okay. So when you went to work for the
state in the Department of Agriculture in the fall of
specifIcally what was the position?
2005, what was -- specifically
A. The official title is the administrator of
Animal -- of the Division of Animal Industries at the
Idaho State Department of Agriculture.
And the -- that position by law, by
statute, is the state veterinarian, so it has -- that

9

the industry itself, to make sure that animals that
were being brought in -- the ones that were here were
tested so we knew that they were free of diseases of
concern such as tuberculosis, brucellosis; and that
any animals brought in were appropriately tested so we
didn't introduce those infections into the herds that
we had here.
Q. And would that testing also include
chronic wasting disease?
A. Chronic wasting disease -- there -- at
that point in time -- well, I believe it's still the
case -- there is no live animal test for it. It can
only be done on a dead sample.
Q. Okay.
A. And so the way we would -- did that was in
the - in the rules and regs for the -- for the
domestic Cervidae program, it requires that a hundred

A.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

think the state has a very good program.
It originally was under the Department of
Fish and Game and was transferred to the Department of
Agriculture -- I believe it was the early '90's, but 1I
don't recall for sure.
Q. 1994 sound about right?
A. And the -- the primary purpose of the
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2
3
4
5
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7
8
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percent of all animals that die and/or are shot or
slaughtered or whatever on a domestic Cervidae farm be
submitted to the laboratory for CWO testing; and they
use a small portion of the base of the brain called
the obex.
And then herds that are im -- or herds
from which animals are imported into the state from
other areas have to be on a similar kind of program so
we have some comfort level that the animals that are
coming in do not have the disease either since we
cannot test for it in the live animals.
Q. And does that protocol encompass the trace
back and trace forward of herds to ensure that what's
in the state of
Idaho is non-diseased or hasn't been
ofIdaho
exposed to disease?
A. Right. As far as the recordkeeping is
accurate and what have you, yeah. That's exactly how
it works. And I mean anytime that Idaho would come up
of disease suspect, whether it be in
with any kind ofdisease
Cervidae or domestic livestock or anything, that is
how the program would work.
We would contact the herd of origin -- or
the state of origin and then work together to try to
determine the ultimate source and keep everybody's
could.
livestock as healthy as \\Ie could..

1
A. Yes.
2
Q. Under what conditions could you order
3 tests?
4
A. There's a -- and I believe this is still
5 the case. There's a voluntary program whereby a herd
6 can become tuberculosis certified free, or whatever
I
7 the correct terminology is, and the owner would then
8 have someone come in and TB test those animals on -- I
9 can't remember -- I think it was a biannual basis.
10 That certainly could be done.
11
Anytime there was any -- any reason, if
12 something showed up at -- you know, if an animal was
13 sent to slaughter and had lesions that might be
14 suspicious of tuberculosis, not unlike the program in
15
1 5 cattle, we could order that the herd be tested for
16 tuberculosis.
117
7
And then, of course, the chronic wasting
18 disease -- as I said, all farms are supposed to send a
19 hundred percent of their samples ofthe animals that
20 die or are shot or whatever in to monitor that, and
21
2 1 the same thing: If there's -- something came up from
22 that, then we would have to -- you know, the state
2233 would have to get a little more aggressive.
Q. And in the event that this testing that
24
225
5y()U've
y()u've described did disclose the presence of one of

Page 10

Page 12

Q. All right. And is the --
A. And-
And -Q. I'm sorry.
A. Go ahead. No. I was just saying kind of
in a nutshelI
nutshell that's what the program was designed to
do was to protect the health ofthe farmers and
ranchers who had elk in Idaho.
Q. And in your opinion was that protocol
adequate to protect the health and safety of the
domestic Cervidae?
A. Yes, I think so.
Q. Was the Division of Animal Industries
given authority to conduct testing as it deemed
appropriate to ascertain the presence or absence of
disease in these animals?
A. Yes. Yeah.
Q. Were there -- in your experience were
there any conditions upon that? I mean just -- now I
want to shift over into what protocols were available
for the oversight of the domestic Cervidae industry in
Idaho under your watch.
A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. Was there protocol available to test
domestic Cervidae animals to ensure that they were
pure and non-diseased?

1I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
I7
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
24
25

the diseases that you have mentioned, what steps were
available to the department in those instances? Or
the division. Excuse me.
A. Certainly No. 1
I would be -- is a
quarantine. You try to quarantine the herd to prevent
any spread to any other herds of animals.
Then you get in and you test the animals
like in the case ofTB or brucellosis, and anything
that was -- that showed up as a positive would be sent
to slaughter.
Q. Were any animals sent to slaughter in the
absence of a test that showed positive for one of
these diseases?
A. Not that I'm -
-MR. KELLY: Well, let me just object to
the -- this lacks foundation, kind of broad -
-MR. FUREY: Form?
MR. KELLY: -- scope.
-
All right. Let me just say form, then -how's that -- and then we'll move on.
MR. FUREY: That's good.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Go ahead and answer, please.
A. Not that I'm aware of.
Q. Okay. Was there -- and it would have
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been -- it would have been before your tenure, but are
you aware of an event over near the Salmon area where
there was an indication of CWD in some domestic
Cervidae and that herd was depopulated?
Yes. Ves.
Yes. I have -- I remember hearing
A. Ves.
about it and reading about it, and -- but, yeah, it
was before my tenure that happened, that is correct.
Q. Just to the extent that you are aware of
it from having heard whatever you heard, were those
animals destroyed because testing had indicated a
possibility of CWD or -- or something had indicated a
reason to suspect them as having been exposed to CWD?
A. I don't recall, but there had to have been
some reason. Somehow they suspected that that herd
had it, whether it was from an animal that died and
was positive or from a -- related to an animal that
was imported or something.
Q. But there had to have been something
that-that-
Yeah.
A. Veah.
Q. -- created the suspicion?
A. Right.
Q. It wasn't just somebody decided, well,
let's kill them all and see if they're okay, right?
A. I believe that's the case.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
:10
[11
11
12
;12
i
;13
I
14
'14
15
:15

:16
117
18
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20
1

21
;22
1 22
'23

:24
25

out.
BY MR. FUREv:
FUREY:
BVMR.
Q. In your entire experience as the
administrator of the Division of Animal Industries for
the Department of Agriculture in the State of Idaho,
have you ever heard of a situation in which domestic
Cervidae were destroyed by the state withoillt an
indication of disease in the animals?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Okay. What is your understanding -- I'm
pretty new to this case, but I keep seeing a lot of
references to the seven-day rule, and I've read it,
which essentially immunizes a licensed hunter in the
event he shoots a domestic Cervidae that's been an
escapee for seven days or more.
Do you know what I'm talking about there?
Yes, I recall what you're talking about.
A. Ves,
Q. What's your understanding of what that
seven-day rule is or does?
MR. KELLY:
KELLV: Well, let me just objt:ct. It
calls for a legal conclusion.
But go ahead and answer.
WI1NESS: I think it -- it -- and not
THE WIlNESS:
having been there when the rule was promulgated, the
~- I believe it was -- the intent was
onlything
only thing that -Page 16

Page 14

1
2
3
5
6
7

Q. And based on whatever information you had
or have, that grower was compensated with indemnity
for the animals that were destroyed?
A. I don't recall. I just don't recall.
Q. Is there a provision in the Division of
Animal Industries for the compensation of the owner in
the event that an animal does indeed have a disease

8

that could be harmful and has to be destroyed?

4

9
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11
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Is there a provision for compensation of
the breeder in that event, do you know?
A. There is for tuberculosis and
brucellosis. I'm not sure -- I don't recall if any of
the other diseases have specific indemnity funds or
not. I'd have -- I just don't recall.
Q. Okay. But with respect to those two at
least-least
-
A. Ves.
Yes.
Q. -- there is an indemnity fund where the
grower is compensated for the destruction of his
property?
A. Uh-huh.
You have to say "Ves"
"Yes" or "No."
Q. Vou
Yes. I'm sorry. Sorry about that.
A. Ves.
Q. That's all right.
THE WIlNESS:
WI1NESS: Didn't mean to leave you

1
2
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4
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to protect hunters in the event that they should -- if
they should shoot a domestic animal, they could not be
sued by the owner.
I mean that, to me, I think was probably
the -- the main reason for it. Don't know that,
though, because, like I said, I was not around when
that discussion took place.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. And the -- someplace I do have that, and
it says that a licensed hunter shall-- can only have
that immunity if the domestic Cervidae has been at
large for seven days or more, right, and he's in
-compliance with all other Fish and Game rules and -
A. I believe that is correct.
Q. All right. Did you ever understand that
seven-day provision to mean that if a domestic
Cervidae is at large for seven days or more, that it
thereby becomes a public nuisance that can be simply
exterminated without any other procedures?
A. I -- I really don't know on that.
Q. Was there ever an event in your tenure
where simply because an animal had been at large for
seven days or more, the state went in and just
summarily killed it?
A. I really can't recall. I'm thinking that
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there was a couple of other animals that Fish and Game! 1
euthanized, and -- but I just -- I just cannot recall.
! 2
Q. Could those have been done at the request
3
of the owner?
4
A. Yes. Oh, certainly. I mean that --5
6
that -- yeah, sure.
Q. I mean it would have to be done at the
7
8
request of the owner; the state couldn't do it against
the owner's wishes without some indication of disease,
9
could they?
I 10
10
A. On the -- from the disease control
!t 11
;i 12
standpoint -- you know, I -- I -- I'm not sure. I
just am really not sure how that would -- that would
i 13
be one of those ones where we'd have to sit down and i 14
,15
discuss it with the deputy AG where we were at.
i 15
Q. Who was the deputy AG that interacted with 116
: 16
you while you were the administrator?
ii17
17
18
A. Primarily it was Brian Oakey, who is now
'19
the deputy director.
I 19
'20
Q. Okay. What about Dallas Burkhalter? Was
20
·21
he involved as well?
. 21
A. I think Dallas was already gone by the
. 22
·23
time 1-I -
. 23
Q. Was he?
24
25
A. Yeah.
25

Q. All right. Fair enough. When did you
first become aware of the escape of Dr. Rammell's elk
over in Fremont County?
A. I think it was -- I believe it was
reported by a neighbor.
Q. That would have been Carol Albertson?
A. Yeah, I believe that's correct, that the
elk were in her hay field or whatever, and she was all
excited mainly because of her previous -- because my
predecessors had -- Carol had had her entir(: herd
and-depopulated for brucellosis a few years prior, and-
because of the wild elk mingling with her cattle; and
so she was very concerned, you know, about having elk
in with the cattle, you know, whether it was domestic
So-or otherwise. So-
Q. SO her herd that was depopulated before
tha.t was a
the events that we're involved with here, that
cattle herd of Mrs. Albertson's, right?
A. Yes, it was.
Q. And her beef cattle had been exposed to
brucellosis not through contact with any domestic
Cervidae but through contact with wild elk?
A. Yes, that is correct.
Q. Okay. And if!
ifI understand the records
. correctly ,and I think I do, Ms. Albertson called your
.correctly,and
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1
Q. Okay. Were there any others in the AG's
2 office that you worked with besides Mr. Oakey?
3
A. Mary Feeney was also the other deputy AG
4 out at -- at the Ag Department.
5
Q. Okay. In your understanding, Doctor, does
6 the owner of domestic Cervidae forfeit his ownership
7
8

9
10
11
12
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16
16
17
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rights in that property if the animal has been at
large for seven days --MR. KELLY: I'll o~iect.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. -- unless it's killed by a licensed
hunter?
KELLY: Let me object as it calls for
MR. KELLY:
a legal conclusion, but (indicating).
THE WIlNESS: That's what I was going to
say. I mean that's -- I just -- I'm not an attorney,
so to make that decision would -- you know, obviously
it spells out pretty clear in the rules that if a
licensed hunter shoots one, they're not held liable.
But I don't know as far as -- does it terminate the
owner's rights? I don't know.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. You've never had the understanding that it
did either, then, right?
A. No, neither way.
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subordinate, Dr. Lawrence, and reported the: presence
of these animals in her alfalfa pasture, right?
A. Yeah. Deb was -- Dr. Lawrence was
primarily in charge of the Cervidae program, the
recordkeeping, you know, just making sure that all the
ends came together. And so, yes, she was the one that
took the call.
Q. Okay. And while we're at this point in
the progression here, would you explain -- you've
indicated that she was the one who was primarily
involved with the Cervidae program.
A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. Can you give me any greater specifics as
to what her responsibilities were for the domestic
Cervidae program?
I mean how was the line and box -- chart
line-up on that?
A. Deb answered directly to the deputy
administrator, John Chatburn, who then answered
directly to me. And Deb's responsibilities --- and
they changed, you know, over the -- over my tenure
there. We were continually looking, like anyone, to
make things more efficient.
But Deb was responsible for the Cer"idae
program. I don't recall what else. I can't
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remember. I think she may have been -- I know she was
in charge of the field staff for a while. She did
some of the TB and brucellosis work.
Q. And I've seen one of her records that
indicates that she was a bureau chief for - and now I
can't remember what the -- what -A. Animal Health, I believe.
Q. Animal Health, yeah.
A. Yes.
Q. That sounds right.
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So the chain of command, then,
would be you at the top, followed by John Chatburn -A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. -- and then Dr. Lawrence under Chat -A. At that point in time that is correct,
yeah.
Q. Okay. Presumably when Dr. Lawrence was
contacted by Carol Albertson to report the presence of
these animals on her alfalfa pasture, Dr. Lawrence,
I'm assuming -- but I could be wrong.
Did she communicate that to you or how did
it come from Dr. Lawrence's knowledge to your own?
A. I couldn't say for sure, but, yeah, I
mean, that -- anytime
we heard about or suspected a, ..
anytimewe

I
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reports-reports
-
Q. All right.
A. --just because of the attitude about the
Cervidae industry.
ifII understand the administrative
administrati ve
Q. And if
procedural rules correctly, you were authorized, as
the administrator, to make a determination whether the
breeder had been unable to timely recapture his
animals and to determine whether the department or the
division needed to get involved to take further steps;
is that right?
A. I'd have to look at that because I don't
recall on that one.
Q. All right. J've
I've got here, Doctor, Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act Rule 02.04.19, which is
the domestic Cervidae part; and then this particular
rule is 204, "Escape of Domestic Cervidae," and then
subpart 05 reads as follows:
"Capture. In the event that the
owner or operator of a domestic
Cervidae ranch is unable to retrieve
escaped domestic Cervidae in a timely
manner, as determined by the
administrator, the administrator may
etTectuate the capture of the escaped

Page 22
1 you know, domestic elk being out on the loose, it
2 was -- it was something that got everybody's
3 attention.
4
It was -- the attitude that predominated
5 at the time was very -- there was a lot of concern
6 about the industry, and so in the Department of Ag we
7 were working hard to make sure that we didn't drop the
8 ball in working to try to help the industry. And so,
9 yeah, we responded quickly anytime we heard about what
10 might be a domestic elk.
11
Q. Okay. And from that do I -- may [I
12 understand correctly that this wasn't the first time
13 that domestic Cervidae had managed to escape their
14
1 4 confines?
15
A. [I couldn't say if this was -- if -- J
16 can't remember if some of the specifics that are
17 popping in my mind right now -- if they were
18 individual animals later or before this. It was
19 always just one or two at a time, you know.
20
20
Somebody would report that there was a
21 domestic elk out. Many of those reported cases turned
22 out to be Fish and Game elk that had been tagged and
23 released at some point where they trapped them.
24
So, yeah, we were -- but we were very,
25
2 5 very concerned anytime we did hear one of those
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domestic Cervidae to ensure the
health ofIdaho's livestock and wild
Cervidae populations."
Does that comport with your understanding
of what the power of the administrator was?
A. I believe so. I did not recall that
the -- about protecting the health of the wild
population because -- that -- that -- that's
interesting. I just did not recall that part of that.
Q.
Q. Your understanding was that it was to
protect the domestic Cervidae?
A. Yeah. I just -- I did not remember that.
Q. All right. Fair enough. But do you
recall that, as administrator, you were given the
power to determine whether the grower had failed to
recapture them in what would be a timely manner?
A. Yeah.
Q.
Q. And would timeliness depend on the
circumstances?
A. Oh, I'm sure. I mean any -- all of those
kinds of things would have weighed into any decision
that would have been made about that, yes.
Q. Some presumably would be easier to get
back -
-A. Oh, sure.
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Q. -- than others might?
A. Sure.
Q. All right. And then in the event that you
had determined that, based on the circumstances, the
grower had failed to recapture them in a timely
manner, then you were authorized, were you not, to
effectuate the capture of the escaped domestic
Cervidae yourselves?
A. (Witness nods head.) Yes. We had staff
that had worked with elk, worked with the breeders,
the growers, quite a bit and had some experience.
Q. And they presumably had expertise in how
to recapture domestic Cervidae, did they -- or at
least some experience?
A. They had experience handling them as far
as working with the growers, the farmers, the
breeders, when they would do inventories and things
like that; but I don't know that any of them had ever
gone out and actually tried to capture an escaped
one. Honestly don't remember.
Q. Okay.
A. Don't know if they'd ever even been sent
out -- I just don't recall that that had ever come up.
of the
Q. Sure. But for a mere failure ofthe
a timely
grower to be able to recaptu~e them ill atimely
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directions.
Q. Okay.
A. And then, like I said, Deb reported to
John and I, and -- and, you know, we -- in any kind of
a -- when there was any kind of a situation, we would
meet on a regular basis, all of us, to discuss what
was going on, where are we at, you know.
Q. Did you have those sorts of meetings in
connection-connection
-
A. Yeah.
Q. -- with the Rarnmell escape?
A. Right. Sure.
Q. Okay. How frequently? Was it a daily
thing, weekly, monthly -- or do you remember?
A. Don't recall.
Q. But-
But-A. Anytime there was a development or a new
development, there certainly -- or a report coming in
from the field staff that the rest of us hadn't seen,
Dr. Lawrence would bring it to our attention.
Q. Okay.
A. That was pretty much standard.
Q. What was your take on the situation as the
administrator of the Division of Animal Industries as
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manner, nothing in the rules authorized to go out and
kill them on that basis alone, did it?
A. Not that I know of
Q. Do I understand correctly that these
escaped domestic Cervidae were hanging out, for lack
of a better word, primarily on Ms. Albertson's alfalfa
pasture and other private property?
A. 1T believe that was -- was what her
statement was, that they were just, you know, hanging
out in her hay field and had been hanging out for a
week or so, and --Q. And had she already cut her hay crop and
this was pasture -- or do you know?
A. No recollection of that.
Q. All right. Who was primarily in charge of
managing this event, the escape of Dr. Rammell's
Rarnmell's elk?
Was that you or was that -- I see
Dr. Lawrence's name on a lot of records, and it looks
to me consistent with what you've told me before, that
she was probably the point person for it, but I don't
know yet.
Is that right or not?
A. That would be correct. Because Deb was in
charge of the Cervidae program and at that point in
time was in charge of the field staff, so she was the

Page 28

1 respects what should be done? I guess we can start
2 there.
!! 3
A. As I recall, our concern was that having a
4 large number of elk out would create a lot of negative
5 press for the elk industry.
6
Because this is something that Fish and
7 Game and -- and the sportsmen's and all of those
8 groups had always feared was that there would be a
9 large escape and nobody could round them lip,
up, and --10
I 0 this was almost like the perfect storm or the poster
11 child for that group, if you would.
12
And so that was a big concern that we had
13 is, okay, how can we work with Dr. Rammell, work with
14 whoever, to contain this and get things put back into
15 place. That was our initial thoughts, absolutely.
16
Q. All right. Was your expertise ever
1l77 solicited by the governor's office as to what you felt
18
1 8 the correct approach to this event was?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. Can you give me a time frame for when you
21 were first consulted by the governor's office as to
22 your own feelings as to -- or views as to what should
23 occur?
24
A. It was some time after the governor's
25
2 5 order and after the round-up
round-Up had been -- or whatever
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1
you want to call it had been going on for a while.
2
And I don't remember the exact context.
3
It may have been when - when we worked
4
with -- with Mr. Siddoway and Dr. Rammell to get the
5
elk moved to his place and implement the testing and
I 6
evel)1hing
everything on the herd that was left.
7
That may have been when I met with the
8
governor. I just couldn't -- I can't recall for sure,
9
but it was somewhat after the fact.
10
Q. But it was after Governor Risch had
11
already entered his executive order saying sally forth
12
i12
and kill them all, right?
'13
13
A. Yeah. Because at that point in time we
were dealing with the animals that had been rounded up 14
15
and were still there, and we were looking -- okay.
16
Where can we put them?
17
Because Dr. Rammell was needing to
118
18
dismantle the facility or something, and we needed a
119
19
facility where we could test them to try to -- okay,
120
20
no, this wasn't a problem or that wasn't a problem,
:21
21
but just know where we were with evel)1hing,
everything, had we
:22
22
indeed infected a bunch of -- whatever, you know.
23
!23
So --
i
24
that
ofthat
Q. Right. And what did the result of
:24
25
testing show? ~ .
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the wild animals, so --Q. And that's one of the reasons why the
protocols had been put in place at the inception to
test evel)thing as it came into the state, right?
A. Exactly.
Q.
Q. Okay. So after all these animals were
slaughtered, the testing showed no disease, right?
A. (Witness nods head.) That is correct.
Q.
Q. And there wasn't even any testing done
before the slaughter to see whether there was any
disease, was there?
A. (Indicating.)
Q.
Q. Tmean -- well, I guess -- let me back
up.
Before Governor Risch entered his
September 7,2006 executive order to go forth and kill
them all on sight, there wasn't any testing or
anything to suggest even that any of these animals
were diseased, were there?
A. To my knowledge, no.
Q. And nobody even consulted with you --A. No.
Q.
Q. -- as the administrator of the Division of
Animal Industries in the Department of Ag charged with
oversight oft~e dOrnesti~ Cervidae program?
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A. I don't believe there was anything as far
as the infectious diseases that was -- was an issue,
whether it be tuberculosis -- I know all the ones that
were taken to Senator Siddoway's were TB tested, I
believe they were all blood tested for brucellosis;
and I don't believe there was any positive results
there that I recall.
And, of course, all of -- well, the ones
that were shot were tested. I don't remember if they
got a hundred percent, but it was supposed to have
been that a hundred percent of everything shot, just
like the rules; and there was no -- nothing came back
on a CWO -- indicating a CWO test.
There was one animal that was a suspect
that was a -- the test results for the red deer
genetics was questionable or inconclusive or
something -- I can't remember for sure. But there was
one there that was just, you know, okay, this -- this,
you know, raised some concerns.
And, in fact, I think we went back and
or -
re-tested her and tested a couple of herd mates or--
I can't remember if they were related animals -anyway -- but just to make sure that that was not a
problem. Because the genetics issue had always been a
big concern with the sportsmen's and those who defend
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'That is correct.
MR. FUREY: Okay.
(Exhibit 3 was marked for identification
and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Doctor, I've handed you what's been marked
Exhibit 3 to your deposition, which, as you can see,
is a response to an FOIA request by Dr. Rammell
Rarnmell --A. Okay.
Q. -- for records of the Department of Ag,
Division of Animal Industries.
And I'm guessing you probably didn't
prepare that yourself, but can you tell me whether
that does reflect an inventory of official records
maintained by the Department of Agriculture?
MR. KELLY: Before you answer, can I see
it, please?
THE WI1NESS: Sure.
MR. FUREY: I'm sorry, Mike. There's a
copy there for you.
MR. KELLY: Oh, okay.
MR. FUREY: I meant to peel them apart.
MR. KELLY: Okay. Thanks.
Go ahead.
THE WI1NESS: And -- go ahead. I'm
A.
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sony. What was the question?
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. I'm just trying to establish the
foundation for the records that were produced on April
2nd of 2007 as official records of the Department of
Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries.
Does that appear to be what's reflected in
Exhibit 3?
A. It -- yes, it does.
MR. FUREY: All right.
(Exhibit 4 was marked for identification
and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Doctor, handing you what's been marked
Exhibit 4 to your deposition --
A. Okay.
Q. -- which is a printout of a PowerPoint
presentation entitled "Conant Creek Elk Escape August
14 to the present" bearing Bates Nos. PLF 00264
through PLF 00278.
A. Okay.
Q.
Q. It doesn't bear an end date which would
tell us what the present (indicating) was when this
was prepared; but I haven't been able to find out yet
in answers to interrogatorieswha!thething
interrogatories wha!thething is, who

I
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Wrong," the second bullet point is: "The executive
information."
order was issued based on biased infonnation."
Does that comport with your own views on
it or -- if you have views? [guess I should ask
that. That's -- obviously that's near and dear to my
heart, that statement; and I want to find out what it
means and what the details are.
A. This -- this -- this statement went with
this particular report?
Q. Yeah.
A. Huh. Okay.
Q. At least that's the way it was produced to
us in the response to the FOIA request.
A. Okay. Because this looks more like
like--
Dr. -- we did an internal -- just kind of a review,
and we often did whenever we had something major like
Dr. Rammell's escape or when we had the bmcellosis
herd in eastern Idaho.
We would go back and review how we handled
-it, what could we have done better, you know, how -
how did we interact with the ranchers, were they
happy; and the "What Went Wrong" kind of looked like
one of those kinds of things as opposed to the rest of
it.
Q. Okay:
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prepared it or what it was used for, who saw it or
anything.
Do you recognize it?
A. Yeah. I mean I've seen this before. And
I don't -- I don't recall if this was -- was prepared
for a legislative briefing. Don't recall for sure.
But that -- my guess -- just judging from
the information that II see and how it's presented,
that's probably what it was.
Q. Do you have any idea by whom it was
prepared?
A. Not for sure. I know Dr. -- you know,
certainly Dr. Lawrence would have had a hand in it
because it's got a lot of the information
infonnation that she was
responsible for.
Generally whenever we -- we prepared a
report like this for -- whether it be the legislature
or, you know, the governor, whoever, somebody would
draft a rough draft; and then we would all -- we would
review it, you know, several people in the group
there, and then fine-tune it until we came up with
So -
what we wanted as the finished product. So-Q. Okay. If you'd look at the last page of
that exhibit, Doctor, which is the one with the Bates
No. PLF 00278, in the section entitled "What Went
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A. Anyway. But, nevertheless, back to your
question. I don't think it's any secret that at that
point in time there was some serious bias within the
Department ofFish and Game -- and this is my opinion,
-but based on what II learned after II came to Boise -
Q. Sure.
A. -- and so -- like I said, I don't think it
was a secret -- against the domestic Cervidae
industry. There was a lot of -- I mean the Fish and
Game folks just didn't particularly care for fencing
in-elk in-
Q. Right.
A. -- you know, and - and especially not the
shooting operations. That was -- a lot of them found
that offensive.
Q. Right.
A. A lot of the sportsmen's did. So I think,
you know, to my knowledge, the governor only
communicated with or consulted with Fish and Game; and
if Fish and Game was biased, then you could pmbably
So-draw that conclusion. So-
Q. And Fish and Game no longer even had any
-jurisdiction over domestic Cervidae -
We-A. No. We-
-Q. -- by the time this -
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Yes, you are correct.
-- came about?
A. Yeah.
Q. And yet the governor, for the previous
five months or whatever, is consulting only with Fish
and Game to the complete exclusion of the agency
charged with responsibility for the domestic Cervidae?
A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. Is that right?
MR. KELLY: I'll object to the form.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Is that correct, Doctor?
MR. KELLY: (Indicating.)
THE WITNESS: Yeah.
MR. KELLY:
KELLY: You can answer the question.
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I believe that's what
happened.
MR. FUREY: Me, too.
MR. KELLY: Move to strike. Off the
record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
(Exhibit 5 was marked for identification
and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
w~llt.~as been __
_.
Q. . Doctor, I've halldeAyou whll~.has

i
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you know, talking about a bias within the Fish and
Game Department, IJ think that existed.
I think the governor may have fallen
victim to that bias. Don't know, wasn't there in
those meetings, can't say for sure; but just, you
know, seems logical if that's his people he consulted
with.
I think the -- it would have been
difficult -- had the governor contacted myself or my
staff, it would have been difficult for us at that
point in time -- because of some issues that were
ongoing between the department and Dr. Ranlmell and --
and some of the lack of records that we had on some of
the animals --Uh-huh.
MR. FUREY: lIh-huh.
THE WITNESS: -- it would have been
difficult for us to have come in and said, "Hey, no,
you can't do this."
In retrospect we know they were all clean
based on the testing that we did after the fact -- or
at least the ones that were still there and the ones
that were shot.
MR. FUREY: Right.
THE WITNESS: You know, that's-that's-
that's.--hindsight's20/20:
that's -- hindsigllt's 20/20: We know that now. We
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marked Exhibit 5 to your deposition, which are the
defendants' answers to Dr. Rammell's first set of
interrogatories and request for production.
A. Okay.
Q. These were served on October 1,2010. And
my first question is simply whether you were involved
in any way in the preparation of these responses.
A.

In 2010?

Q. Correct. These were just prepared -- or
at least they were just served within the last -A. No.
Q. -- couple of weeks. All right.
A. No.
Q. Doctor, from what we've established so
far, do IJ understand correctly that you disagree with
the way this escape was handled, by somebody going out
and Fish and Game and everybody else shooting all
these animals?
MR. KELLY: I'll object to the form, and
add that it mischaracterizes testimony to date.
THE WITNESS: IJ think that the way IJ can
summarize my feelings about what happened the best -MR. FUREY: Okay.
THE WITNESS: -- certainly I think the
the--the Power -- the exhibit that we just looked at con --
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could not say that at the time.
And if there's anything that I feel bad
about -- and it certainly -- you know, like I said,
most of Rex's and the department's issues happened way
before my tenure -- but was that there was -- that the
agency and the -- and the farm weren't working as well
together as they could have been. That might have
prevented this.
Just -- you know, personally that's how I
look at it, that I think there was a lot of this that
could have been prevented; but the die was cast a long
time ahead of time.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. If you had been consulted, would you have
supported giving Dr. Rammell more time to .;apture
,;apture his
animals?
A. Let me think about it. Let's see.
MR. KELLY: Let me object as calls for
speculation at this point in time.
But go ahead.
J'II withdraw
MR. FUREY: Fair enough. I'll
it.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
(Discussion held off the record.)
(Exhibit 6 was marked for identificatiion
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and a copy is attached hereto.)
1
2
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Doctor, handing you what's been marked
3
3
4 Exhibit 6 to your deposition, which bears Bates No.
4
5 PLF 00292 and is a printout of an e-mail dated October
5
Garne veterinarian, Dr. Mark
6
6 17, 2006 from the Fish and Game
7 Drew, to Fish and Game
Garne personnel Terry Mansfield, Brad! 7
8 Compton, and Daryl Meints, with copies to Steve Marner
Mamer : 8
9 and Steve Huffaker, who was the director --9
l O AA.. Right.
i 1 0
10
11
Q. -- II don't see any indication of a copy of
• 11
12 this going to you --! 12
A. I -- that's --. 13
13
14
Q. -- or anybody --14
.15
15
• 15
A. That's what I --KELL Y: Let him finish the question.
16
MR. KELLY:
. 16
16
17
17 BY MR. FUREY:
17
18
Q. Was this given to you, do you recall?
'18
' 18
19
:'19
19
A. I have seen this before. Do not recall in
'20
20
2 0 what context that it finally came
carne across my desk. but
i 20
21
21
2 1 it certainly was -- according to the header here
21
22 (indicating) was not copied to me initially, but I
22
23 believe -- yeah, I believe I have seen this.
• 23
:23
24
Q. But substantially after the fact?
24
25
form.
. MR. KEI:LY:
KEl:LY: Object tothe fonn.
25

Cervidae industry within the sportsmen's groups,
peoph~ at
within the department, within a lot of peoph~
large, I didn't want anything going out that would add
to that that wasn't substantiated.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. And I talked to Mark about this. I said,
"Mark, I think you need to be very careful about your
choice of words here." You know, "Statistically,
yeah, we need to see how this all plays out, but," you
know, "you're talking about there's minimal risk up
here" (indicating) or something -- I can't remember
what the word --Q. Uh-huh.
A. -- yeah, minimal disease risk, and then he
comes back to talk about it was relatively low. And I
had a concern about that, that we needed to be fair to
the industry and be honest about what we were saying
and not try to sway our data one -- one way or the
other as we talked about these results. That was the
extent of my discussion with him over this testing.
Q. How would you, as the administrator of the
Division of Animal Industries, quantifY the risk, if
any, that domestic Cervidae would present to wild elk?
A. We always maintained that those facilities
t~at had good records, that we could document the
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THE WIlNESS: I think it was -- I think it
was -- it was in a timely manner, but it just
wasn't -- I wasn't copied on it; but I believe somehow
it was -- it was brought to my attention because I
recall that Dr. Drew and I had some discussions about
his conclusions and what have you.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q.

Okay. Can you give us the substance of

what those discussions were between you and
Dr. Drew -- or do you recall?
A. I believe it -- it -- it primarily
centered around the last statement there, that, you
know -- because up at the top he's talking about
there's minimal disease risk and minimal risk and
everything's negative and blah, blah, blah; but then
he comes back and says the disease risk and the
genetic risk is relatively low.
It -- it -- it just -- at the time
Dr. Drew was working 50 percent for me in the Ag
Department and 50 percent for Fish and Game.
Q. Oh, okay.
A. That was his -- that was the way he was
structured as the state wildlife veterinarian. I
had -- I was just somewhat concerned because, again,
coming back to the undercurrent of concern about the
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testing that had happened coming in, we knew about the
animal movements, we had good inventory controls, we
had all of those things, good animal identification,
that we could make those statements. We had always
maintained that the whole time I was there.
Q. That there was no risk?
A. There was a minimal risk.
Q.

Okay.

A.]
A. I mean I don't know that we could ever say
no, zero. You know, all depends on how good your
tests are.
But there was just really -- I think the
Ag Department felt that, for the most part, th,~
hysteria that was going on -- and I think that's the
best way I can describe it -- within the various
sportsmen's groups, and I think we saw it play out a
couple different years in the statehouse with various
bills -- was blown out of proportion, and it was blown
out of proportion by misstatements like this
(indicating).
MR. FUREY: Let's take just a quick break.
(Recess taken.)
MR. FUREY: Dr. Ledbetter, we've covered
what I needed to today, and I won't take any more of
your time; and I really appreciate you coming out.
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THE WITNESS: Okay. My pleasure. Nice to
meet you.
MR. FUREY: Nice to meet you, too.
MR. KELLY: I have no questions.
(Whereupon the deposition concluded
at 3:40 p.m.)
(Signature waived.)
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STATE OF IDAHO)
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )

4
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16
17
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19
20
21
22

I, Maryann Matthews, CSR (Idaho Certified
Shorthand Reporter Number 737) and Notary Public in
and for the State of Idaho, do hereby certifY:
That prior to being examined, the witness
named in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn
to testifY to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true, and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certifY that I have no interest in
the event of the action.
WITNESS my hand and seal this 22nd day of
October, 20 IO.

MARYANN MATTHEWS
Idaho CSR No. 737, and
Notary Public in and for
24
the State ofIdaho
25 My Commission Expires: May 16,2011
23
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C.L. "BUTCH" OTTB\
OTTBl
C.L

ST
ATE OP IDAHO
STATE
iDAHO
DlElP
AlRTMENT OP AGRlfCUlL
TURE
DlElPAJRTMENT
AGRlfCULTURE
DIVISION OF ANIMAL
ANIM:A.L INDUSTRIES

COI'ernol"

Cella R. Gould
DirecrCI"

2270 Old Penitentiary Rd
1'.0. BOl: 7249
Boise, ldaho 83707
(208) 332-8540
www.idahoBg.uS

Apri12,2007
April 2, 2007

Rex Rammell
367 Talon Dr
Rexburg, ID 83440
Re: Public Records equest :received March 19, 2007

I

Dear Mr. RammeIl:
On March 19, 2007,1:he Idaho State Department of Agriculture,
Agricu]tuTe~ Division of Animal
Allimal
Industries, received your request for:
"1. All public records; investigatory records and written information. including photos
and ESI.
ESI, in the possession andlor'co~trol
andlor'co~trol of the Jda110 Department of Agriculture relati\'e
to:
(a) Rex RammeU's Conant Creek elk farming facility and operation in Fremont County,
County.
Idaho from 2004 to date;
(b) Elk located at said Rammell elk farm, dead or alive since 2004.
(c) The escape of Rex Rammell's elk: herd in 2006, md
FInd the subsequent action taken by
the State of Idaho, regarding said escaped elk, including the killing (}f said
sald esoaped
elk by the agents of the State ofIdaho.
ofIdallO.
2. Names, dates, and persODs involved in any meetings with.
with Interim Governor Jim
Risch regm-cling the escape of elk from the Rammell eD, fanning operation prior to or
following the 09-07-06 Executive Order to kin Mr. RammeD's elk.
3. l..B.boratory
Laboratory test results on any and all elk owned by Rex Rammell since 2004,
including red dear test results :from Canada and New Zealand.
4. Copies of any and all movement and quarantine orders issUed by the ISDA ill 2006
relative to elk owned by Rex RammeIJ.
Rammell.
5. All
AJl records and documents regaTdID.g
regaTding the above requested information pertaining to
exenlpt. as is provided under Idaho Code lC.
Rex Ramtnell that might otherwise be exenlpt,
9~342".
9~342".

Per your request, enclosed is aa. copy oftlle following inf0l111ation:

DATE

1-29-04 Tuberculosis Test Record E991 002
1-29-04 Tuberculosis Test Record E991 003
3-15-04 Tubercwosis
TUberculosis Test Record E991 004

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

DOCUMENT

-

10-20-06 Tuberculosis Test Record GQ98139
Record@.~oGial)
(Special)
10-26-06 TuberClllin Test Record

#OF
PAGES
1

1

1
2
1

"'Serving
pl~ts. animals and the
-"Serving consunlers and agriculture by safeguBX~illg
safeguBJ:'~illgthe public,. pl~ts.
enviroUluent through edl.lcation and regulation

PLF 00101

000278

Rex RaInnlell
April 2, 2007
Page 2

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
21
22.
23.

24.
25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

8-9-04 AM Cervidae Farms Facility Inspection Report
R~ort
8-9-04 PM Cervidae Farms Facility Inspection Report
1~19-04
1~19-04
Cervidae Farms Facility Inspection RepOlt
~'?1'0lt
10-28-04 Cervidae Fanus Facility~ection
mspection Repolt
11-18-04 Cervidae Farms Facility
lnSPection Report
Fac:ili!Y~ectiOll
5-20-05 Cervidae Farms Facility Inspection Report
6-16-05 Cervidae Flllms Facility Inspection n
6-27-06 Cervidae Farms Facility Inspection Report
8-15~O6 Cervidae Faons FacilitY Inspection RepOlt
8-15-06
RI3pOlt
9-27-06 Cervidae F3.1ms
F3.lms Facility Inspection Report
9-21-06 Brucellosis Test Record L270525 & Wildlife
Health Lab Serology Submission & Rep0l1
Form
9-28-06 Brucellosis Test Record 1..270526 & CF
Samples Sheet
9-26-06 Brucellosis Test Record L270522 & CF
Samples Sheet
10-05-06 Brucellosis Test Record L270529.
Laboratory Form 003081, and CF Sampl~
Sampl~
Sheet
lQ..26-06 Brucellosis Test Record L148804
9-22-06 Brucellosis Test Record - F&G
F &G Hunter Elk.
10-13-06 Brucellosis Test Record - F&G Hunter Elk
10-17-06 Bnl.cellosis Test Record - Hlmter
Hlmrer Elk
11-02-06 Brucellosis Test Record - Rex: RammeU
9-20-04 Death Certificate 2671
10-27-04 CWD Sample Submission Certificate 6116
& Caine Veterinary Teaching Center Lab
Report 04-1814
11-16-04 Death Certificate 6117
12-9-04 CWD Sample Submission Certificate 6118
& Caine Veterinary Teaching Center Lab
Report 04-2092
~2092
1-31~O5 CWD Sample Submission Certifica!e
Certificate 6120
1-31~O5
& Caine Veterinary Teaching Cearter
CeaTter Lab
Report 06-0174
ll-1O..Q5 CWD Sample Submission Certificate 6123
11-10-05
& Caine Veterinary Teaching Center Lab
I
Report 05-2022
9-21-05 CWD Sample Submission Certificate 6119
& Caine Veterinary
Veterina!yTeaching
Teaching Center Lab

11

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

2
2
3

3
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
2

2

2

2
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32.

33.

Report 05~ 1594
CWD Sample Submission Certificate 6122
& Ca.ine Veterinary Teaching Center Lab
Report
B-ePort 05-1663
10-11-05 Deatll Certificate 6836 & 6837
9-29-05

34.

9-27-06

35.

10-31-06

36.

lO~24-06
lO~24-06

37.

12-2-06

38.

5-1-06

39.

9-9-04

40.

2-13-06

41.
4l.

9-19-06

42.

CWD Sample Submission Certificate 6124
Came Veterinary Teaching
Teachlng Center
& 6125 & Caine
Lab Report 06-1741
CWD Sample Submission Certificate 6020
through. 6024 & Caine Veterinary Teaching
through
Center Lab Report 06-1907
CWD Sample Submission Celtificate 5575
& Caine Veterinm:y
Veterinru:y Teaching Center Lab
06-2120
Report 06~2120
CWD Sample Submission Certificate 6878
& Came
Caine Veterinary
Vetelinary Teaching
T eacbing Center Lab
. Report 06-2146
of Domestic Cemdae
Intrastate Movement ofDomestic
Certificate No. 2991 & Test Results
IdMo Impolt Pennit 9-8-21MS, Montana
Idaho
Alternative Livestock Certi:ficate
81-GF11501, and Lab Reports
Idaho Import Permit 13-3-90DL, Canada
Veterinary Health Ce.rtificate
Certificate No. "MM0234
"MM0234Inventories. and
06-007, Lab Reports, Inventories,
Deaths & CWD results
Quarantine Notice 9572 Q

E1kIRed Deer Hybrid Test
Applicatiol1 for ElkIRed
11-21-06 Applicatioll

21
2
3
6

-
-2
2

5
25

22

1

3

FormEl
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

E1kIR.ed Deer Hybrid Testing Certificate
12-5-06 ElkIRed
Case No. HE33272, HE33273 and HE33274
Laboratol-Y Fonn - Accession. #002812
9-21-06 Laboratol"y
10-11-06 Animal Health LabaratolY Serology Case
#07-2812
9-18-06 Wildlife Health Laborat01Y Report Form
Accession #07-002723
10-16-06 Animal Health Laboratory Serology Case
#07-2723
11-30-06 Data Summary

3

1
2
1

9
1
PLF 00103

000280

Rex RammeD
April 2, 2007
Page 4

49.

12-1-06 Ranunel12006
Ranune112006 - Hunter Samples

1

50.

12~7-06

2

51.
5l.

Disposal Order & Acknowledgement of
Disposal Order
Receipt of
ofDigposal
12-20-06 Release and Hold Hm:mless Agreement

2

52.

10~17~06
10-17~06

1

53.

Letter to Rex Rammell re: Elk Inventory and
Testing
9-5~O6 Memorandum from Dr. Lawrence re:
9-5-06

1

conversatiol1 with Dr. RammeD
teleph-one conversatioll
54.

55.

56.
57.

9-8~06 Memorandum fl.·om John Chatbum re:
9-8-06
Executive Order 2006-32
11-20-06 Quarantine Notice No. 9573 Q

60.

1

12-29-06 . Memorandum: RammelI's missing elk at
Siddoway's
12-2-06 Eastern. Idaho Cervioae Farm Investigation
Update

Conant Creek Elk Escape

58.
59.

1

1

1

1

9-13-06 Memorandum To Max Bell te: Rammell Elk
Escape
Conant Creek EUe Escape (powerpoint)

2

15

6161.

1-2-07 Domestic Cervidae Program Chronology

2

62.

1-12-07 Domestic Cervidae Program Chronology
oint)
UJuwmvoint)
E-mails

14

63.

64.

Inventories

16
62

Total

257

mvol"ed in any meetings with
In reference to your request for "Names,
''Names, dates, and persons invol"ed
farmlng operati.on
Interim Governor .Tim Risch regarding the escape of elk from the Ram.rnel1
Rammell elk farming
prior to or following the 09..()7-06 Executive Order to kill Mr. RammeD's elk."

No such

documents have been produced.
ioformatio11 which is exempt front disclosure pursuant to section
Please note that ioformatioll
omitted_
9-340~ahO Code, has been omitted.
.'

~ ArJ attorney has reviev.'ed this request.
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C"'qu"n"e",f
~,vnn+c-a
Sequence
of
vi I v
VI events
c;
vi l.v

Q.
0...

utJ

• 8/14/06- A neigh'bar phoned 1S0A
)SOA to report that
property. She
domestic elk were on her propertyestimated that there were "up to 11 0 head" out.

)

• ISOA immediately pho-ned the owner, who was
, recovering from s·urgery. He immediately sent
people and equipment out to recover the elk.
• lSDA maintained daily contact with the owner
process»
and received reports on the recovery process

M
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• 9i8i06- Executive Order 2006--32 AUTHORIZlf\JG THE
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FJSHAND GAME AND THE
AG'RICULTURE TO DEAL WITH
DEPARTMENT OF AG'RICULTURE
DOMESTiC ELK THAT HAV'E ESCAPED FROM REX
DOMESTIC
RAMMEL'S CONANT CREEK FACILITY, was issued by
Governor Risch.

• 9/11/06- ISOA
ISDA and IDFG commenced the hunt for escaped
domestic cervidae. IDFG was in charge of collecting and
'submitting samples from all elk shot. Samples were

.J

collected for brucellosis, chronic wasting disease, red deer
s~gns
hybrid genetics and the carcasses were examined for s~gns
tuberculosis .
of tUberculosis.

••'' 9/19/06- Quarantine #9572 was issued in order to maintain
control over all animals inside the facility. Some of these
animals had been outside and poss.ibly exposed to disease.
heJp resol.ve inventory issues.
issues .
It was aJso needed to help

__
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• 9/26/06- ISDA investigator~
investigator~ conducted an
inspection of the -Conant Creek facility; _ )

.

-

-- Body condition of the animals was acceptable.
- Condition of the fences and wor~ing facility was

fafr but acceptab-Ie.
- Visible eartags were not observed
}
1

on the elk.

- No violations of the Dead Animal Disposal rule
were noted
noted;..
- There was very little natural v~getation
v~getation left inside
the facility. There was hay present.

000285
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• "10i5i06~ Dr. Ledbetlei
Ledbettei reminded the ovvner that
the elk were'not
were' not to be nioved without ISDA
presence.
• 10/8/06- The elk are moved to an ap'proved
facility without ISDA pres,e~ce.
pres·e~ce.
• 10/10106
10/10106.... 'ISDA investigators count 42 head at
the a'pproved fac.ility.
'a 1.0/13/06-lnvestigators
1·0/13/06- Investigators count 18 head still
present at Conant Creek.
• 10/16/06- Investigators count 19 head still
present at Conant Creek.

000286
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• 10/1810610/18/06- The Qwn·er
own·er moved the remainder
of the elk to the approved facility.
• 10/29/06~ISDA and IDFG personnel
inventoried and collected samples to test
for brucellosis and red deer genetics from
all sixty-one animals th·at remained in the
owner's possession. ' Age-eligible animals
'
were' tested for TB.
• 1-0l23/061-0/23/06- All TB tests were read and
found'to be negative.
10/20/06- All brucellosis tests were
• 10/20/06reported 'to be negative.
000287
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• 11 / 17/06~One live anima-I (#Y-11.) tested
inconclusive for red deer hybrid genetics. An
additional quarantine Wf;lS issued for this animal
and two controls. An additional quarantine was
placed on these three animals to prevent their
movement~ .
movement..
• 11120/0611/20/06- #Y-11 and two control animals were
re-sampled. for red- deer hybrid genetics.

• 12/5/07- Results for re-test on #Y-11 cam.e back
as inconclusive. The cO.ntrols were negative.
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• 12/1/06- Owner asked if his new facility had
,was told thatlSDA
been approved for use and .was
)

had not received any ·information
'information to that effect.
• 12/4/0'612/4/0·6- Owner phones ISDA to see if facility
has passed in.spection.He is informed that it
lSDA, has.
has, not been notified by the field staff that
lSDA.
the facility had passed inspection. He states
that he has already moved 43 of'the
of·the 61 elk
there. He also states that he does not know
where the three quarantined animals are
located. .'
.'

12/12/06.. The facility is approved by I$DA and
• 12/12/06-#Y-11
#Y
-11 is located.
000289
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Escaped Elk
)

• Conant Creek inventory at t~e time of the
escape is estimated to be 148 .head.

• Between 9/11/06 and the present, 43 domestic
cervidae from Conant Creek have been
harvested.
• The owner has harvested 36 a.nimals.
• There are 58 remaining living animals.
unaccou.nted for.
for.
• Up t.o 33 animals remain unaccQu.nted

-
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Escaped Elk Test Results
\

• Red .de-er
_de-er genetics- 18 sampled; 17 pure
Rocky Mountain elk, one inconclusive.

• Brucellosis- 29 sampled; all -negative
CWO- 22 sampl~d;
n~gati.ve
• CWDsampl~d; all n~gati.ve
• No T8 lesions fou-nd on post mortem
000291
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#Y-11 Red Deer Inconclusive
• Female born 6/1/92 in MinnesotaK
• Tested for red deer genetics 1/5/93 at a

Colora,d'o 'laboratory.
Colora'd'o
• Classified as negative for red deer
markers and subsequently registered with
the North American Elk 'Breeders
Association as a pure Rocky Mountain elk.
• Imported into Colorado 3/97.

• I.mported into Idaho 8/97.
000292
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#Y-11
\

• All requirements for entry into Idaho were
met.
• Present in the sanie herd for the past 9
years. No other hybrids found in the herd.
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• The owner refused to comply with the
requirement for visible identification. Had he .
don·e. so, the escaped elk could have been
identified for retriev.al. Seven wHd elk were
killed bylSONIOFG in the process of

controlling -theescapec;J af}imals.
• As a licensed veterinarian., the owner had
access to USDA .identification tags and was
able to replace lost tags without notification to
unabJe to confirm
ISOA. As a result, ISDA was unable
the identity of some of the animals.
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• ISDA had no statutory instrument (such as
licensing) other than the legal system, to
force the owner to· comply with ISOA
requirements for domestic cervidae farms.

• Legal actions were delayed by appeals.
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ISDA faHed to offeror insist in providing .
immediate assistance with the capture of
the ,escape:d elk.

• The .executive
,executive order was lssued based on
biased .information
..
information..
"

• The' 'hunt s~rved to furth'er disperse, the. elk .
and' provide se~nsational material for th-e .
media.
.
.
animalsw~re inadequately
.• Hunter-killed animalsw~re
,

'"

sam,pled.
sam.pled.
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Meints,Daryl

Udefl#~[
F ~ 6- .U:.:;.e;l
#tAr-l ~

From:

xDrew,Mark

Sent:

Tuesday, October 17, 2006 11:44 PM

To:

Mansfie,Id,Teny; Cornpton,Brad; Meints,Daryl

Cc:

'Phil Marner (E-mail)'; Huffaker,Steve

first 12 elk from Rammei
Subject: results on filSt
Here are the complete results on the first 12 or so animals from Rammel removal operation. There is minimnl
disease ris~ - there are some titers to Pl3 and a few to Anaplasmosis. But not all that different from Wild elk. We
generally don't see tilers t~ Pl3 in wild elk, but do see some titer to Anaplasmosis. I would say that these animals
hea/lh fisk to wHd elk and that we are looking for further data on the other erk removed flam
represent a minImal
minimal heallh
the area. The genetics tests Indicate no red deer factor in the animals tested, that again is a good thIng which
indicates that tile genetic tisk fi'om RED deer factolS is low, but the fact that these elk: can from a variety of
locations and breeding histories makes the introduction genes that would not have gotten to Idaho naturally I!;
i!; still
tho~ of wi~ elk, other than the one animal with liver flukes (a
of concern. The parasite loads are similar to tho~
yearling male with no ear tags - could be escapee or a wild elk). CWO tests to date are negative
None the less, I would say that the disease risk and genetic risk of these animals is relatively low and that our
initial concerns are lessened, but we await further testing on the rest of the samples.
Mark Drew

10/20/2006
PLF 00292
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EXHIBIT C

000298

INTERROGATORY NO 12: With regard to the document entitled "Colla:nt
"C01l8:nt (\e.ek
C\eek Flk
Escape," (PLF Bates Nos. 00264 -- 00278) please state the following:
(a)

\Vho authored this document?

(b)

When was it prepared?

(c)

To whom was this document presented and when and where

()3cJ\
S11e h
()f:\C.]-l such

presentation was ll1ade;
n1ade;
presenta.tion

(d)

With respect to the statement, "The TSDA faHed
failed to offer or insist ill providing
imlTI.ediate
capture of the escaped elk," (PLF F:ate3
F:aJ.e.3 7\1(\
j\/() ,
imm.edia.1:e assistance with the eapture
upon,)/" given?
00278), please state why such assistance was not offered, insisted upon,')!"

(e)

iss1Jcd ha~,ed on
With respect to the statement, "The executive order was issucd

Bates No, 00278), please state the
biased infonnation." (PtF Ba.tes

SO'JfCC
SQ'JrcC

and

informatiol1. ,.,
substance of said "biased information.

ANSWER T.o
TO INTERROGATORY NO. 17:
The information requested by this Interrogatory, including the spedfic author Hrd date of
nonetheless, discovery i.e;
preparation of PLF Bates Nos. 00264 - 00278, currently is unknown; nonetheles::>,
inreJTOf):E1t01)'. If
Tf
ongoing and Defendants are attempting to ascertain infonnati011 requested by this inrenogat01)'.

i.n this Interrogatory is learned, it will be seasonably disclosed
disclOSed
and when the information requested 1.n
pursuant to applicable rule or

COll11

order

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Defel1dal1ts state that, while the Defendants ·were uncleI'
no obligation to assist the Plaintiffs in capturing their elk, the Defendants did provide Plaintiff'l
Plaintiff,)
Plaintiff.'llBC
advice regarding how to capture the elk, specifically recommending that the Plaintiff,)
lBC "'grain"
to lure the elk. In addition, to the Defendants knowledge, the Plaintiffs never requested assistance

in capturing the esca.ped
escaped elk.
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DEPOSITION OF MARK HYNDMAN TAKEN 10-21-10
Page 3
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,

INDEX
EXAMINATION
MARK HYNDMAN
By Mr. Furey

)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

PAGE
4

)
)

vs.

) Case No. CV OC 0820694
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.)
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; and )
DOES I-X,
)
)

Defendants.

)
)

EXHIBITS
(None)

DEPOSITION OF MARK HYNDMAN
OCTOBER 21, 2010
BOISE, IDAHO

Page 2
DEPOSITION OF MARK HYNDMAN
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
Mark Hyndman was taken by the attorney for
Plaintiffs at the law offices of Lopez & Kelly,
located at 413 West Idaho Street, Suite 100, Boise,
Idaho, before Maryann Matthews, a Court Reporter
(Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter No. 737) and
Notary Public in and for the County of Ada, State of
Idaho, on Thursday, the 21st day of October, 2010,
commencing at the hour of9:35 a.m. in the
above-entitled matter.

APPEARANCES:

For the Plaintiffs:
PATRICK D. FUREY

Attorney at Law
30 I East Brookhollow Drive
Boise, Idaho 83706

For the Defendants:
KELL Y
LOPEZ & KELLY
By: Michael E. Kelly
413 West Idaho Street, Suite 100

I -0856
Boise, Idaho 8370 I-0856

Page 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Whereupon the deposition proceeded as fi)lIows:

MARK HYNDMAN,
a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
testified as follows:

8

EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. FUREY:
10
.10
Q. Mr. Hyndman, would you state your name and
11 spell your last name, please?
. 12
H-y-n-d-m-a-n..
A. Mark Hyndman, H-y-n-d-m-a-n
13
SUppos(~d to look
THE WITNESS: I guess I'm suppost!d
14 at you, aren't I?
15
MR. FUREY: You know, that's the way I've
16 been pronouncing it and I was corrected the other day,
17 and I see I was right all along.
18
MR. KELLY: Were you corrected by me?
19
MR. FUREY: No.
20
MR. KELLY: Even though I pronounce it
21 wrong, but --22 BY MR. FUREY:
23
employ,~d?
Q. Mr. Hyndman, how are you employ,~d?
24
A. I'm currently not.
25
Q. Okay. How were you last employed?

1 (Pages 1 to 4)
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DEPOSITION OF MARK HYNDMAN TAKEN 10-21-10
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A
1
A. Idaho Department of Agriculture, Bureau of
2 Animal Health.
3
Q. All right. And do I understand from what
4 you just said that you're retired from that position?
5
A.
A No.
Q. Okay. What happened?
6
A I was removed.
7
A.
8
Q. Okay. When did that occur?
A Last week in December of '09.
9
A.
10
Q. Okay. For how long were you employed by
11 the Division of Animal Industries?
12
A.
A Octoberof'80 through '09.
13
Q. Okay.
A Is that 28 years or 29 years?
14
A.
15
Q. I'd call it all of28 and probably pushing
16 3Q
30.
17
What was your background before you went
18 to work for the Department of Ag? Do you come from a
-1 9 ranch background or -
A
20
A.
Yes.
21
Q. -- what?
A 1-22
A.
1-
23
Q. Thought so.
A. -- farmed -- farmed throughout high
24
25 school; went to college, got a bachelor's degree in

Page 7

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
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. 11
·12
. 12
13

14
15
16
17
17
18
18
19
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

And I assume it probably evolved over
time. I'm looking for a thumbnail of what you did for
Animal Industries.
A
A. Disease control through the reportable
diseases, and there are about 25 reportable diseases;
and if they cropped up, then we dealt with them in
whatever fashion the epidemiologists and veterinarians
told us to.
Q. All right. Now, the reportable diseases
are diseases that could be contracted by livestock; is
that right?
A Most of them are zoonotic.
A.
Q. Explain zoonotic for me.
A.
A Communicable between animal and man.
Q. Okay.
A So that makes them -- and then there are
A.
some that are absolutely devastating to livestock and
kill off livestock, you know, and -- or I won't say
kill off livestock, but making -- making them
economically non-viable.
brucellosis-Q. Would Bang's or brucellosis-
A Yes.
A.
Q. -- be one of those?
A That's a zoonotic one. It's communicable
A.
to man, yes.

Page 6

1
2

3
4

animal science; came out of there, went to work during
the gasohol fiasco and worked in feed stocks for the
gasohol -- an engineering company for two years; then
came to work for the Bureau of Animal Health.
Q. Oh, I see. Was your college study devoted
-to engineering of some sort or -
A
A. No. Animal health.

5
6
7
8
Q. Okay. Animal health. Where did you go to
9 school?
l
OA
A
lO
. University of Idaho.
11
Q. Very good. Vandal booster?
A Yes.
12
A.
13
Q. Excellent.
14
A And paid my tuition through two kids and a
A.
-15 wife and -
1I 6
Q. This may be our year.
A And then again.
17
A.
18
Q. And then again.
19
Where are you from originally,
20 Mr. Hyndman?
A.
A All of my schooling, primary and
21
22 secondary, is through Idaho Falls.
23
Q. Oh, okay. Just explain for me, if you
2 4 would, what the nature of your job with the Division
2 5 of Animal Industries was.

Page 8
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2244
25
25

Q.
A.

-All right. And TB, tuberculosis, as. -
Same story.
(Discussion held off the record.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Presumably TB or tuberculosis as well?
A Yes, another -
-A.
-Q. That's another zoonotic -
A. Yes.
Q. -- disease?
And the rest of the reportable diseases
are diseases in livestock that can be communicated
either to man or other livestock; is that right?
A Yes.
A.
Q. Okay. Explain for me, if you can -- and
maybe the process is disease dependent, but, generally
speaking, what occurs when a reportable disease is
reported in an animal?
What happens -- or what happened with you
as an employee of Animal Industries?
A I'm going to answer this generally.
A.
Q. Sure.
A.
A Okay?
Q. Please.
A.
A We have -- we have an animal that we
suspect or highly suspect of disease "A"
"A."

2 (Pages 5 to 8)
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Page 9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1a
11
12
13
13
14
15
15
16
17
17
18
18
19
20
2a
21
21
22
23
23
24
25

Q.

All right.
A. Okay? That animal is dealt with either
through a quarantine, treatment or euthanasia; and
then you draw a ring around that animal (indicating)
and you test the animals that are directly exposed to
that animal for the same disease and deal with them in
a like manner if they are infected, and that keeps up
until your ring (indicating) comes empty.
Q. Okay. Now, with respect to the initial
animal that was suspected to have the disease, what is
done upon suspicion of the animal having disease?
Is he tested for it or what occurs?
A. Yeah, whatever the appropriate test is.
Q. All right. And then based on the result
of the test, then presumably that sets the future
course as to whether you do or don't have to test the
other animals in the same herd or to which it had
access; is that right?
A. True.
Q. Okay. What occurs in the event that an
animal is suspected of having a disease but, upon
testing, it's found not to have a disease?
Is that the end of the inquiry or not?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
16
16
17
18
19
20
20
21
21
22
23
24
25

that?
A. Early on in the early '80's we -- we did
one.
Q. What kind of animals? Were these beef
cattle? Dairy stock? What?
A. Dairy cattle.
Q. Dairy cattle? Whereabouts in the state
was that herd located?
of a
A. I'm going to say Jerome for the lack ofa
better-
better -Q. Okay.
A. The Magic Valley.
Q. Somewhere in the Magic Valley?
A. Somewhere in the Magic Valley.
Q. All right. How many animals were
involved? Do you remember what the size of the herd
was?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Okay. Was the dairyman compensated for
the destruction of those animals or --A. To the best of my knowledge, yes.
Q. Okay. Even though they were a nuisance
that had a terrible disease?
MR. KELLY: I'll object to the form ofthe
question.
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A. I mean there's rare exceptions you do
something else, but yeah.
Q. Okay. During your period with the
Department of Agriculture and its Division of Animal
Industries, did you ever encounter a situation where
the animal could not be treated, could not be cured,
and was euthanized?
A. Yeah.
Q. Explain for me what circumstances occurred
when -- that would lead to an animal actually being
killed.
A. There is no treatment for tuberculosis.
Q. Okay. So if an animal is, in fact, found,
upon testing, to have contracted tuberculosis, then
that animal has to be put down; is that right?
A. It -- it extends even -- the herd.
Q. The animal that's ---
A. And the herd.
Q. -- that's tested positive and the rest of
-
the herd to which -A. Correct.
Q. -- he was in communication?
A. Right.
Q. Okay. And did that occur during your
employment ever? Do you have any experience with

Page 12

1
if you --You can answer ifyou
2 BY MR. FUREY:
3
Q. Even though they'd been exposed to TB, the
4 grower was nonetheless compensated for their
5 destruction?
6
A. Yeah.
7
Q. Okay.
8S

9
10
11
111
12
13
14
14
15
16
17
18
19
19
,20
20
,21
21
22
. 23
24
24
'25
, 25

A. Yeah. To the best of my knowledge., he was
paid.
Q. Sure.
A. I -- it's been a long time, but --Q. I understand. Were there any other t~vents
t:vents
in your history of employment with the Department of
Agriculture where a herd was put down because of its
exposure to tuberculosis or any other emergency
communicable disease?
A. Yes.
Q. Similar circumstances or -- can youjust
tell me what you recall --A. Yeah. I mean-
mean -Q. -- generally about it?
A. We -- they had a -- a scraping -- the
federal people had a scraping program, and we
euthanized quite a few sheep.
Q. Uh-huh.

3 (Pages 9 to 12)
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A. I don't know how many sheep. There's a --
a brucellosis herd or two we bought out. They were
exposed -- had some infected animals and others were
exposed, and they just bought the whole herd because
it was more economical than sending somebody up there
every month to test them.
Q. Okay. Were you involved at all with a
herd of cattle owned by a woman named Carol
Albertson?
I can tell that name rings a bell for you.
A. That's a yes.
Q. Explain for me, please, what your
experience with Carol Albertson was and her herd of
cattle.
A. She's difficult to get along with.
Q. Okay.
A. And that's -- and that's mild.
Q. All right. Did she have a herd that had
been exposed to brucellosis from wild elk?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And as a result of the wild elk
communication of brucellosis to her herd, that herd
was put down, was it not?
A. That was the only source we could
identifY.
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your experience was with domestic elk.
Just tell me, generally speaking, what
dom(~stic elk.
your employment, job, had to do with domtlstic
A. I'm going to list them, and not
necessarily in any particular order, just in the order
they come to me.
Q. Sure. Okay. Great.
A. Inventory control. We're supposed to keep
track of elk coming in and elk going out, alive or
dead.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. Fences, that they're inspected annually,
maintained to a degree that will hold them.
Q. Okay.
A. Animal health, you know, just -- they were
kind of a lightning rod there for a while, so we kind
of kept our eye on them so that if somebody said, "Oh,
he's doing this," or "He's doing that," we could say,
"No, probably not, because we were out there," you
know.
And the CWO program, which were probably
the four programs that were the main -- and CWD is
chronic wasting disease.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. The growers were required to submit brain
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1 tissue -- specific brain tissue, not just any brain
Q. Okay. All right. Now, is it your
2 tissue, specific brain tissue-
understanding that domestic Cervidae, including elk,
tissue-3
are treated the same as livestock in Idaho?
Q. The obex?
4
Is that the way you understood it --
A. -- yeah, the obex -- on anything that
5 died, harvested or was slaughtered on their ranch.
A. Yes.
6
Q. -- when you were working there?
Q. Okay.
7
A. Yes.
A. And those are the four basic things.
8 There's ancillary things, but those were the four
Q. Okay. For how long had domestic elk
9 things.
ranching been accepted as legal by the State of
10
Idaho? I've done quite a little research so far but
Q. Okay. With respect to fence maintenance
,11 at domestic elk ranches, were there some escapes
I'm pretty new to the case, and I don't know when elk
,12 during your employment by the Department of Ag and its
ranching was first authorized in Idaho.
! 13
And I don't know if you do either, but
Division of Animal Industries?
14
I'll ask you for --
A. Yes.
15
I
can't
give
you
a
date.
A.
Q. Okay. Can you give me a feel for
16 approximately how many you -
!16
-Q. All right.
17
1-A. Yeah. I can't give you a date. 1-
I -A. Oh, 1-
18
Q. Fair enough. Did you, during your
Q. -- were aware of?
19
employment by the Department of Agriculture and its
A. No, I -- two, three, maybe four a year" I
20 couldn't -- I couldn't put a real number on it.
Division of Animal Industries, work with domestic elk
21
ranchers or domestic elk livestock?
Q. Would it be fair to say that it wasn't
22 common but, on the other hand, it wasn't
A. Oh, yeah.
23 extraordinarily rare either for domestic elk
Q. Okay. That's where we're going to go now
24 occasionally to get out?
is focus on what matters most to the case, and I'll
just have you give me another general overview of what 25
A. No. It wasn't unexpected, no.

,
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Q. Okay. What would you do when they would
get out?
A. Doing it-
it-MR. KELLY: Let me object to the fonn.
Just-But go ahead. You can answer. Just-
you can ignore me. She has to make sure --
THE WIlNESS: Okay. Who's running this
meeting?
MR. FUREY: You are.
THE WIlNESS: We investigate it, A, to see
if they got the elk back or if they did something
otherwise-otherwise-
MR. FUREY: Okay.
THE WIlNESS: -- euthanized them or
decided that they were a danger to traffic or
something or got hit by a car while they were out or
something; and, B, see that the fence is fixed and
report such.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Okay. How, in your experience, would the
growers go about getting their domestic elk back in on
those occasions when they got out?
A. They're a surprisingly social animal.
Q. Explain that, please.
A. They'll -- they'll come back to a place

was happening to them was cruel and unusual.
And so we -- we'd kind of, when we'd drive
by these places, at least slow down, look at the
condition of the animals, you know, if they had feed,
they had water, so when we got a call that said --"No," you know, "we were by there and he's not -- he's
not got them tied to the fence and beating them," you
know.
Q. Right. Okay. In your experience,
spanning over 25, upwards of 30 years, with the Idaho
Department of Agriculture and its Division of Animal
Industries, were you ever involved in any event where
domestic elk were shot by the state as opposed to the
owner?
A. Other than Rex's, no.
Q. As one means of encouraging Rex's escaped
livestock to come back into the ranch, did you at some
point suggest maybe trying to grain them in?
A. I -- I -- I'm -- I -- not to Rex, no. I
don't think I did.
Q. Okay. Did you to anyone, do you remember?
A. I -- I -- I'm sure, sitting around,
drinking coffee, we all had suggestions and ideas
because we're all smarter than the guy doing it.
Q. Did any of those suggestions in the
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they're used to. I mean you don't want to jump in the
pickup and see if you can run them down because all
you'll do is run them away, and they might not find
their way home.
Q. Okay.
A. The bulk of them (indicating) will find
their way back and stand there at the gate.
Q. Okay. It may take some time, but they
will eventually --A. Yeah. I -- yeah. I don't know how long
I'd give them, but yeah.
Q. Okay. In your experience did most of them
find their way back into the enclosure?
A. A lot of them did, yeah.
Q. Okay. Now, you mentioned a moment ago
that there was a period where domestic elk
livestock -- the concept was something of a lightning
rod.
Can you explain for me, please, what -- I
think I know what you meant, but I'd like to have you
explain it for us.
A. Well, there was a percentage of the
population that thought it was cruel and unusual
and -- you know, they were wild animals and should be
set free like Bambi, and so that anything else that
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Department of Ag or the Division of Animal Industries
include going out and just summarily slaughtering them
all?
MR. KELLY: I'll object to the fonn.
THE WITNESS: It didn't get down to our
level, no. I mean that wasn't --MR. FUREY: All right. Those are all the
8 questions I have, Mr. Hyndman. Thanks a lot for
9 coming over.
10
THE WITNESS: Thank you.
11
MR. KELLY: Okay. I have no questions.

12
·13
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14
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i16
116

(Whereupon the deposition concluded
at 9:55 a.m.)
(Signature requested.)
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VERIFICATION

2

3
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13

STATE OF _ _ _ _ _~
) ss.
COUNTY OF
I, MARK HYNDMAN, being first duly sworn on my
oath, depose and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition taken the 21st day of October, 2010,
consisting of pages numbered 1 to 22, inclusive; that
I have read the said deposition and know the contents
thereof; that the questions contained therein were
propounded to me; the answers to said questions were
given by me; and that the answers as contained therein
(or as corrected by me therein) are true and correct.

14
15
16
17
MARK HYNDMAN
18
119
9
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
20 day of
, 2010, at
21 Idaho.
22
23
24
Notary Public for Idaho

Residing at

~,,

Idaho.

25

My Commission Expires:
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
STATE OF IDAHO)
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )
I, Maryann Matthews, CSR (Idaho Certified
Shorthand Reporter Number 737) and Notary Public in
and for the State of Idaho, do hereby certifY:
That prior to being examined, the witness
named in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn
to testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true, and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in
the event of the action.
WITNESS my hand and seal this 25th day of
October, 2010.

22
MARYANN MATTHEWS
Idaho CSR No. 737, and
Notary Public in and for
24
the State ofidaho
ofldaho
25 My Commission Expires: May 16,2011
23
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Page 2
DI:I'OSITION OF KELLY MORTFNSF"l
MORTFNSF"J
RlMEMBLRED that the depOStliOn
depostlJon or
of
BE 1\ RIMEMBLRED
Kell\' Mortensen
Mot1enscn was taken bv the attorney for
Plat~ttlTs
the la"
Plat~I"Ts at
allhe
la\\ otTt(es
otfl(es oi'Lopez & Kelly,
located at 413 West Idaho Street. Suite 100,
IOn, Botse,
BOise,
bel"re Marvann Matthews. a Court
Courl Reporter
Repot1er
Idaho bet"re
(Idah,; Cerlirted
CerlJfled SilOrthand
SilOrihand Reporter No 737) and
Notary
Notar\' Public
Publie lTl
JO and ror
for the ('"Un!\,
C"unt\' or
of Ada, State
Slatc or
of
Idaho: on Monday. the 18th day ,,('October,
o('October, 21l10.
2010.
commencing
commenemg at the hour of 9 lOa m tn
m the

1
3

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
1 L.
1-'

APPEARANCES
For the Plallltd'lS

~,

J)

FUREY
FliREY

1 -'-"'
14
15
16
17
18
19
2C
21
22
23
24
2S

A ttllrnl'\
ttlHlll'\ al La\\

30 I L1St
LlSt Ilfllokhollo\\
Bfllokholl()\\ Drtw
DfJ"C
Il,,,,e.
X3711h
BOISe. Idaho 8370(,
1'01 the Dekndanb
Dekndanls
LOI'I/
LOPII 8: KLLLY
13)

(Exhibits 7 and 8 were marked for
identification and copies are attached
hereto.)

~

above-entItled matter

PATRICK

Whereupon the deposition proceeded as follows:

~

~

Michael L: Kelly

4 J 3 West Idaho Street. SuJlc
413
Suite 100
10(1

BOIse. IJaho
Idaho 83701-0856
8370 J ·0856

KELLY MORTENSEN.
a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the
truth,
truth. the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
testified as follows:
EXAMINA nON
BY MR. FUREY:
Furey, and I
Q. Mr. Mortensen, my name is Pat Furey.
represent the plaintiff, Dr. Rex Rammel!,
RammelL in this
case.
A. (Witness nods head.)
live, sir?
Q. Where do you live.
A. Blackfoot, Idaho. 348 North 400 Ea~;t.
employed, sir?
Q. And how are you employed.
A. Through the State of Idaho through t'le
Department of Agriculture.
Q. And within the Department of Ag are you in
the Division of Animal Industries or -A. Yes.

Page 3
IN DEX
EXAMINATION
KELLY MORTENSEN
By Mr. Furey

PAGE
4

Page S
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

EXHIBITS
DESCRIPTION
PAGE
NO.
7
Cervidae Inspection Forms, Bates Nos.
4
PLF 00117-118
8

E-mail from Mortensen to Crowell,
Hyndman, dated 12-30-03

4

9
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17
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. Okay.
A. I'm an animal investigator senior. I
guess it would be actually livestock investigator
semor.
senIor.
Q. And since some point in the past, domestic
Cervidae have been classified as livestock in Idaho,
have they not?
A. 1 think so, yes.
Q. Is there any doubt?
A. No. No.
Q. Okay.
MR. KELLY: Not to break up your flow,
Pat, but --MR. FUREY: Sure.
MR. KELLY: -- the depo notice -- just so
we're sure on this, Mr. Mortensen's last name is
s-e-n, not s-o-n.
MR. FUREY: Correct. We asked already.
MR. KELLY: You got it already?
MR. FUREY: We did. Thanks, Mike.
MR. KELLY: Okay. Sorry.
MR. FUREY: That's all right. I noticed
that, too.
that.
BY MR. FUREY:
the!1II
Q. For how long have you been employed by the

2 (Pages 2 to 5)
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State of Idaho in the Department of Agriculture and
the Division of Animal Industries?
ittle over ten years.
A. A IIittle
Q. SO you started --
A. IJ actually -Q. -- at about the turn of the century, did
you?
A. I actually started 20 years ago with the
Department of Ag, but I worked ten years with the
Dairy Bureau first --
Q. Oh, okay.
A. -- and then I switched.
Q. SO tell me. please, what is your
background. what's your education, and -- I'm just
going to try and get a quick thumbnail of where you've
been and what you've done.
A. Okay. I've got a high school education.
I have no college.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. I dairied for about eight years, my wife
and 1. before Ir started working for the Dairy Bureau.
Q. I see. Wasthisoverinthe-Was this over in the -
A. Eastern Idaho.
Q. -- Blackfoot area as well?
A. Yes.

Page 8
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Q. Okay. And were you ever involved in a
situation where Dr. Rammell's elk were being worked
and one of the antlers of a big bull was broken off?
A. Yes.
Q. Tell us, please, when that was and just
generally what the circumstances were.
A. I sure can't remember the date --Q. Fair enough.
A. -- or any of that --Q. Wouldn't expect it.
A. .-.... but we were working his elk, and a
large bull ran in that he was herding on a
four-wheeler; and it ran in rather rapidly and
anel
couldn't get through the gate and hooked the horn and
it broke, pulled it right out of its head and broke
its horn.
Q. Did that animal have to be destroyed as a
result?
A. No.
Q. I recognize you don't know the date, and I
wouldn't expect it, but can you give me a year or even
a general area, time frame area,
area. when that occurred?
A. I can't recall the date.
Q. Okay. When you received this information
from Dr. Rammell that's reflected in what's been

Page 7

FaCie 9

7

Q. Okay. So then JI gather you must have gone
to work for the state in, what, mid-'90's maybe?
A. In there. (Witness nods head.)
Q. Early to mid-'90's?
A. Approximately. I'm not positive.
Q. Yeah. It doesn't matter.
All right. Handing you -- or inviting

7

8

your attention to what has been marked as Exhibit 8 to

8

1
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::' 0
2J
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24
25

your deposition, Mr. Mortensen, I'll ask you if you
recognize that document which bears Bates No. PLF
00404.
A. Okay. I -- I do.
Q. Okay. Tell us, please, what it is. It
purports to be from you to Dr. Crowell. And just tell
us what it is.
A. Okay. Dr. Crowell was my supervisor, and
I just received a phone call from Dr. Rex Rammell; and
he'd said that he received a letter from Boise, said
the Boise office misunderstood him and he does not
care if we need to inspect his fences and count his
elk, but he will not run elk through the elk working
facility for us.
And-
Q. And-A. He refused to work his elk, and that's
what I was just documenting.
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marked as Exhibit 8 to your deposition, did you
communicate Dr. Rammell's willingness to participate
in the inspection of his fences and the counting of
his elk?
Did you communicate that to your
superiors?
A. No, I did not. That was (indicating) --it would have been just that (indicating). That would
have been what I communicated.
Q. And by "just that" you mean you
communicated it to your superiors by means of this
memo dated December 30, 2003?
A. Correct, that he did not want to run his
elk through the facility, his working facility.
Q. Whereas, on the other hand, he doesn't
mind if you inspect his --A. Oh, correct.
Q. -_. fences and count his elk --A. Correct.
Q. -- right, in fairness?
A. Correct.
Q. All right. Take a look now, if you would,
at what's been marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 7.
A. (Witness complied.)
Q. This is an exhibit comprised of two
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separate documents, bearing Bates Nos. PLF 00117 and
00118.
MR. KELLY: Counsel, I don't --
MR. FUREY: I'm sorry.
M R. KELLY: It's all right. I'll just
take a look at this one (indicating).
Okay.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Do you recognize those two documents,
Mr. Mortensen?
A. Yes,
Yes. 1-1-
Q. They both appear to bear your signature at
the bottom.
A. Yes,
Yes. I do.
Q. Tell us, please, what they are.
A. They're a Cervidae inspection form.
Normally what we'll do is we'll do an inspection prior
to animals usually going into the facility like where
Dr. Rammell had two facilities and he would winter in
the Rexburg faci lity and sUlllmer
summer in the Conant Creek
facility; and we would inspect the fences, make sure
that they were -- met the standards.
Q. All right. And with respect to the first
page of Exhibit 7, which bears Bates No. PLF 00117, do
I understand the document correctly to record the
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Q. -- of 2006, according to its date?
A. Correct. IJ don't recall being -- that
inspection either, but I -- I'm assume -- that would
have been probably after the escape, if I -- is that
correct or is --I'll-Q. I'll-
MR. KELL Y: Let him ask a question.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. That's okay. But for your information,
Mr. Mortensen, that is correct. The notification of
the escape came to Dr. Lawrence from Carol Albertson
the day before. on August 14.
A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. Does that comport with your memory?
A. I -- (indicating).
Q. Don't have any memory?
but -A. No recollection of that, but-
Q. All right. We'll fill in those blanks
well enough.
According to the document that bears Bates
No. PLF 00118, what did you and Mr. Wakley find the
day after the escape had been reported?
A. According to this (indicating), we found
the fences in -- that they were in good condition and

Page 11
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P3.ge

product of a facility inspection report done on June
27,2006 at the Conant Creek facility:
A. Correct.
Q. All right. And what did you do on June
27, 2006 and what did you find?
A. I don't recall that. But from my
document, we -- Dr. Williams, Dr. Tom Williams, and I,

7

we walked the exterior and found it to be in

8

compliance. So we'd walked the exterior fences.
-
Q. And that would mean the entire -A. Correct.
Q. -- perimeter fence of Dr. Rammell's
domestic Cervidae facility at Conant Creek, right?
A. Correct.
Q. All right. What about with respect to the
second page of Exhibit 7, which bears Bates No. PLF
00118?
Look at that, please, and tell us what
that documents.
A. Okay. Matt Wakley, also a livestock
investigator that I work with, and I met and just
- we went and -- we went around the entire fence
were -agall1.
agaIn.
-
Q. And this was on August 15 -A. Correct.
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l;~
1;2

]J
lJ

that the hole had been repaired.
Q. Okay. And you again walked the entire
perimeter fence --A. Correct.
Q. -- to inspect it and determine its
condition?
A. Correct.
Q. All right.
A. I didn't walk the entire fence. He wa Iked
half, I walked half is normally what
wha1 we'd do.
Q. Right. Understood. How familiar were you
at the time with the Conant Creek area -- not just
Dr. Rammell's facility, but that area?
Did your work cause you to acquire
familiarity with that area or was this (indicati ng)
the first time you'd been there or what?
A. I'd been there before. We'd tested Carol
Albertson's cattle. So I'd been close, but --Q. Now, when you tested Carol Albertson's
cattle, that was in connection with their infection
with brucellosis from contact with wild elk, wasn't
it?
A. That's correct.
Q. Okay. In 2006 was there a prevalence of
incidents of grizzly bear sightings in that area ---
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Pacy' 16

1

A.

I'm not aware of that.

2

Q.

-- that you -- not that you're aware of?

2

You'd never seen a memo by, say, Mark
Hyndman addressing that and saying that the department
was going to issue a pamphlet on how to hunt in
grizzly bear country as a result?
A. I don't recall that.
Q. Don't remember seeing that') All right.
At some point after the escape --
MR. FUREY: Off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
MR. FUREY: All right. Back on the
record.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Now, at some point after Dr. Rammell's
escape you were present at the Conant Creek facility
in the company of a Fish and Game conservation officer
named Shane Liss, were you no\,7
no!,7
A. Yes.
Q. And at some point in that event, you and
Mr. Liss were both shoot iog Dr. Rammell's elk -- or at
least shooting at them, were you not?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Describe that event for us as best
you recall it.
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5tJfT,
A. We normally don't do a lot of gun stJfT,
so I -- I've not done anything with that type of a
weapon.
Q. Have you ever seen anybody hunt elk. with
anAR-15?
anAR-I5?
A. IJ haven't.
Q. What were you carrying yourself?
A. A 30.06.
Q. Okay. Had Liss shot at that point?
A. Yes.
Q. How many times, do you remember?
A. I don't.
HJd he shot himself out of ammo?
Q. Had
A. He could have. I don't know,
know. I was
more -
-1110re
Q. Isn't that what he told you?
A. He -- on -- he did.
o~
Q. All right. Was this the only escape o·
-- you have ever
domestic Cervidae that you had .c.f
investigated in your career with the Division cf
Animal Industries?
A. No,
No.
Q. Give me a feel for how many other times
escape~;.
you've investigated domestic Cervidae escape~;.
A. I couldn't give you a number. We had none
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-
A. What do you mean? What -Q. Well, I'm thinking in particular of a
situation in which Mr. Liss was instructing you to
shoot the elk and -- shoot the elk and you were unable
to see it or the light wasn't good or something, and I
just want to know what you recall about that.
- I don't really recall quite what
A. I'm -- there -- I know we was --
you're looking after. I --
we were out hunting that morning -Q. Hunting Dr. Rammell's elk?
- correct -- and there was a cow elk
A. -running into the trees. And Officer Liss wanted me to
shoot it, and I said I didn't think I had quite a good
-
enough shot at it. And he was -Q. Was Officer Liss carrying a rifle as well?
A. He was.
Q. What kind?
A. I'm not a gun expert, so I couldn't answer
that. But it didn't have a scope on it, and that's
why he wanted me to shoot.
Q. Was it, by any chance, an AR-15 assault
rifle?
-
A. I couldn't answer that. I -Q, Do you know what an assault rifle looks
Q.
like, as an investigator for the Department of Ag?

Paje 17
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at that magnitude, that many. This is the first of
that -- that kind of numbers.
Q. Right. And that isn't really what I'm
looking for.
A. Oh.
Q. I know that. What I'm looking for is how
many times -- what's your best feel for how many other
times you'd investigated elk escapes, domestic
Cervidae escapes.
A. I -
-- I don't know. I couldn't recall -
-- I
don't recall exactly how many. I've kind of -
-- it
kind of groups together with present versus past, too,
on that.
Q. And I'm not looking for exact. and I'm not
trying to set you up to trap you at trial.
A. Okay,
Okay.
Q. I simply want to know what's your best
feel? More than 20'1
Just give me the
20? Less than 20'1
20? .Just
best feel you can. You're the man who conducted the
ones I'm asking about.
A. I would think less than 20.
Q. Okay. You ever ShOOI
shoot any escaped elk
other than this event?
A. No,
No.
MR. FUREY: That's aliI
all I have, Mike.
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

1

MR. KELLY: Off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
MR. KELLY: I have no questions.

3

(Whereupon the deposition concluded
at 9:30 a.m.)
(Signature requested.)
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STATE OF IDAHO
) SS.
55.
COUNTY OF
Of ADA

23

24
25

I, Maryann Matthews. CSR (Idaho Certified
Shorthand Reporter Number 737) and Notary Public in
and for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined. the witness
named in the flJregoing
fllregoing deposition was by me duly sworn
whole truth. and nothing
to testify to the truth. the wholc
but the truth:
That said deposition was taken down by me in
pl<lce thercin
thcrein named and
shorthand a1
'11 the time and place
then:aficr reduced to type\\
typC\\ riting undcr
under m~ direction.
din:etion.
thereaticr
roregoing transcript contains a rull.
and that the foregoing
rccord of said deposition.
true. and vnbatim record
I havc
have no intcrest
interest in
I further certify that 1
the event of the action.
WITNESS m) hand and seal this 25th da~ of
n.
October. 20 IIO.

MAli HEWS
MARY ANN MAlI
Idaho CSR No. 737. and
Notary Public in and for
the State of Idaho
My Commission Expires: May 16. 20 II
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('OlINTY
COlINTY OF
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I. KELLY MORTENSEN. being first duly sworn on
<lnd say:
my o<lth. depose and
Th<lt I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition taken the 18th day of October. 20 I O.
consisting of pages numbered I to 20. inclusive: that
read thc
the said deposition and know the contents
I have rcad
thereof: tilat
thercof:
that the questions contained therein were
propounded to me; the answers to said questions \\'ere
given by me: and that the answers as contained therein
(or as corrected by me therein) are true and correct.

KELLY MORTENSEN
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
or~ _ _ _ _ _ , 2010. at
day of~
Idaho.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ . Idaho.

25

_ ,_ _
My Commission Expires: _ _,_
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Dr. Debra
Debra Lawrence
Lawrence
Dr,
--~.--~

From:
From:

John Chatburn
Chatburn
John

Sent:
Sent:
To:
To:

Friday. September
September 29,2006
29,20062:58
PM
Friday,
2:58 PM

Subject:
Subject:

FW: Rammel!
Rammell Elk
Elk Take
Take
FW:

Dr. Debra
Debra Lawrence;
Lawrence; Dr.
Dr. Greg
Greg Ledbetter
Ledbetter
Dr.

Importance: High
High
Importance:

.::--~...-'----"""""''''''''''''''-'----"""""''''''''''''''...
,,---~-._--.,.._,_-~-.,.,...
[mailto:dmeints@idfg.idaho.gov]
From: Meints/Daryl [mailto:dmeints@idfg.idaho,gov]
Wednesday/ September 27,20063:03
27/20063:03 PM
Sent: Wednesday,
Compton/Brad; Unsworth/James; Nadeau/Steve;
NadeaU/Steve; Mansfield/Terry; Huffaker/Steve; John Chatburn;
To: Schmidt/Steve; Hanson/John; Compton,Brad;
Trent/Tracey
Mamer/Phil; Dr. Mark Drew
Cc: Marner/Phil;
Subject: Rammel!
Rammell Elk Take
Subject:
Importance: High
High
Importance:
.::--~-

,,----,--.-_-.,.-,--~-.~. 0
-. .
0..
..
-- ..
..-.
.-'''--_'~
-'''--_'_

As of 3:00 PM today.
New Elk:
.
/
1) Bull 5x6 Ear Tags 82AML4446 and 82ALX3809 9/23/2006 Hun-ter .'
2) Bull6x6 Ear Tags 82AML3675 and 82AML3676
9/27106IDFG. ../'
82AML36~ 9/271061DFG.
"/
Also, a landowner (hunter) called me yesterday and reported observing a 5x5 Bull with ears tags,
tags, being torn apart by a sow grizzly
with two yearling cubs (most likely a wounding loss, very bad smell). Very close encounter but no one got hurl,
bears never saw or
hurt, bear:;
smelled him. Very Luck!!! I think I might wait a week or so before I go retrieve t~e ear tags or I just might right that one off.
Also, another landowner reported watching a lone grizzly for about 45 minutes, several miles west of Rammel/'s pen, down Conant
Creek. Lauri has been brought up to speed on these and is doing the follow up reports, both outside the GB recover'! area. Given
all this, we are sending a "How to Hunt Safely in Grizzly Bear Country" hand oul
out in our next round of letters which go out tomorrow,
rd - 14th , If nothing else, the bears in this area should be going into winter fat and happy.
rd hunt - October 3rd
3rd

4+1b
G ~~
-' ~t7;;k1~
4Mb: ~~
~+-G
t;kX;

Total Take Confirmed: See Attachment
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CO t-kL R

IDFG
IDFG 17
17
Hunters
Hunters 11
11

t;f-6X (~(:;
tf-6

Domestic
Domestic 25
25
Wild
Wild 33
Daryl
R. Meints
Meints
Daryl R.
.Regional
.Regional Wildlife
Wildlife Manager
Manager
4279
4279 Commerce
Commerce Circle
Circle
Idaho
ID 83401
83401
Idaho Falls,
Falls, 10
208-525-7290
208-525-7290

N-Y~ 1=- -f3~(J

New
New Email
Email Address
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COMES NOW DefendantslCountcr-Plaintiffhereinafter collectively the ("Defendants") by
and through their attorneys of record, Lopez & KelJy
Kelly PLLC, and answer and respond to Plaintiffs'
discovery requests as follows:
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Identify the name, physical address electronic communication
address (email), and telephone number of each and evelY person who has any knowledge or who
purports or claims to have any knowledge of the facts of this case. By this interrogatOly,
interrogatOlY, 'Ne seek
the names, physical addresses, electronic commW1ication
coml11W1ication address (email) and telephone numbers of
all persons who have any knowledge of any fact pertaining to liability and/or damages.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1:
Defendants object to this Interrogatory because it

IS

compound, vague and ambiguous.
compoW1d,

3.3(c), Defendants refer Plaintiffs to the
Without waiving these objections, and pursuant to LR.C. P. 3.3(c),

individuals identified in this Answer and to the documents produced in this lawsuit because the
burden of deriving or ascertaining the answers to these interrogatories is substantially the same for
the Plaintiffs as it for the Defendants. Without waiving these objections, Defendants identify the
following individuals as people with potential knowledge of facts relevant to this lawsuit:
1.

Dr. Rex Rammel! & Lynda RammeD
c/o Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ID 83706

2.

Kelly Mortensen
ISDA Division of Animal Industries
Livestock Investigator Senior
c/o Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
4] 3 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION TO DEFENDANTS - 2
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3.

Dr. Tom Williams
ISDA Division of Animal Industries
Veterinary Medical Officer
clo Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
c/o
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

4.

Mark Hyndman
ISDA Division of Animal Industries
Livestock Investigator Senior
cia Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
c/o
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
8370]
Boise, Idaho 83701

5.

Matt Wakley
ISDA Division of Animal Industries
Livestock Investigator
cia Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
c/o
] 00
413 West Idal10 Street, Ste ]00
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

6.

Tim Wetherbee
USDA APHIS
Livestock Investigator Senior
c/o
cia Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

7.

Dr. Kendal Eyre
USDA APHIS
Area Veterinarian
clo
cia Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

8.

Matt Griffin
lSDA,
ISDA, Division of Animal Industries
Dairy Inspector
c/o
clo Lopez & Kelly, PLLC

DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION TO DEFENDANTS - 3
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413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100

Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
9.

Dr. Phil Marner
Idaho Department of Fish and Game
Veterinarian
c/o Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

10.

Rick Rwnsey
Idaho Department of Agriculture
Engineer
c/o Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

11.

Dr. Mark Drew
Idaho Department ofFish and Game
Veterinarian
c/o Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

12.

JeffSiddoway
Juniper Mountain Elk Ranch
Owner

13.

John Clark (JC) Siddoway
Juniper Mountain Elk Ranch
Owner

14.

Ty Bauer
Juniper Mountain Elk Ranch
Employee

15.

Any person Plaintiffs identify as a trial witness or person with knowledge

16.

Any expert witness the palties disclose as a trial witness

DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST
FTRST SET OF INTERROGA TORIES AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION TO DEFENDANTS - 4
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17.

disc.losed by the parties
Any rebuttal witness disc.lased

DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION TO DEFENDANTS - 5
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INTERROGATORY NO.1 0: Please identify each and every meeting with governor Risel1
by employees of the Idaho Depa.l'tn1 e nt of Fish and Gam.e ("TDFG 1'), The Idaho Fish and Game
(,arne

Commission, and/or the Idaho Department of Agriculture ("ISDA") during the period fron1
freml August
14,2006
J 4,2006 through December 31, 2006, in any way related to the escape of Plaintiffs' elk.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. IQ:
The Defendants are not the custodians of notes or memoranda that identil')T each alld every
tben governor Risch met with an employee oHhe TDFO, The Idaho Fish and Game
instance when then

DEFE~'DANTS' ANSv.lERS
DEFE~'DANTS'

PLAJNTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INU::RROGATORIT:S ANn
AND RESPONSES TO PLAJNTTFFS'

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION TO DEFENDA NTS - C}
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,-'
'-'
Commissi on, and/or the T
SD A. Many communicati 011S regardin g the matter forming the basis 0 fthi s
Commission,
TSDA

lawsuit likely occUlTed informally over the telephone or by email between then governm Risch, or
Idaho Fish and Game Commission, and/or the
a member of his office, and employees ofIDFG, The Idabo

ISDA. All potentially relevant and/or non-privileged emails evidencing such communic8 'j ons have

been produced. See I.R.c.P.
LR.C.P. 33(a). lEthe Defendants identify others, they will be produced to the
extent required by application rule or court order.
each such meeting identified in your answer
INTERROGATORY NO 11: With respect to eacb

to Interrogatory No.1 0, please state the following:
(a)

Identify each person present;

(b)

of the meeting;
The place and duration ofthe

(c)

The purpose of the meeting;

(c)

The substa.nce of the proceedings of each meeting, including any:
a.greeing;
(i) agreements, naming the persons agreeing;

(ii) objections, naming the persons objecting;
(iii) instructions;

(iv) findings;
(v) conclusions;
(vi) decisions;
(vii) orders
(d)

The substance of any minutes, documents, memoranda or written

SUlTI.r11aries
SUlTID1aries

sllch
generated by, or as the result of, the meeting. In the alternative, copies of such

._
SWERS ANDRESTJON"'ES
AINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
AND RESTJON"'ES TO PI ATNTIFFS'
,~
DEFENDANTS' AN
~
r , : ) .~
~
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION TO DEFENDANTS - 10
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materials may be produced, hut must be identified with re,'lpec.1 to each such

meeting, with the source and author identified.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO-,-U:
See Answer to Interrogatory No, 10 and Response to Request for Production 1\'0. ,2.
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of
record, Lopez & Kelly PLLC, and answer and respond to Plaintiffs' discovery requests as foHows:
[oHows:
ofrecord,
REOUEST
ADMIS SION NO.1:
REQUEST FOR
FQRADMISSIQN
NQ. 1: Admit or deny that there was an inspection conducted
conrluoted

on June 27,2006, by the Idaho State Department of Agriculture ("ISDN') which found Plaintiffs'
facility. including the
Conant Creek elk ranch to he in compliance regarding all conditions of the facility,

fences, restraining facility, gates, water system and condition and health of animals observed.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1:
Upon information and belief -admit. Defendants note, however, that it is irrelevant that
Plaintiffs' eUe ranch complied with applicable regulations as of June 27,2006, because sometime
subsequent to that date, but before the Plaintiffs' elk escaped, it did not comply with applicable
regulations.
REQUEST FORADrvrrSSIONNO.
FORADWSSIONNO. 2: Admit or deny that all elk belonging to Plaintiffs and
held at the Conant Creek ranch were certified purebred Rocky MOW1tain Elk or were born to certified
purebred Rocky Mountain elk.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.2:
The Defendants lack infonnation sufficientto either admit or deny this request for admission
and therefore deny the same.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: Admit or deny that no elk belonging to and kept by
Plaintiffs in Idaho has ever been diagnosed with Brucellosis, Tuberculosis, Chronic
Chromc Wasting Disease,
or any other reportable disease.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3:
The Defendants lack infonnation sufficient to either admit or deny this request for admission
and therefore deny the same. See also Response to Request for Admission No.2.

PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION TO
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO PLAINT1FFS'
DEFENDANTS - 2
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Admit or deny there has never been a case of
Brucellosis, Tuberculosis, or Chronic Wasting Disease or any other reportable disease in any

domestic elk in Idaho through 2006.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4:
The Defendants lack infonnation sufficient to either admit or deny this request for admis~;ion
and therefore deny the same.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.5: Admit or deny there has never been a domestic elk
in Idaho found to have Red Deer genes.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.5:
The Defendants 1ack
lack information sufficient to either admit. or deny this request for admission

i

ther:;u:;: :::~SSlON

NO.

6

Admit or deny there are importation rules in place

in Idaho, which prevent the importation of domestic elk with Brucellosis, Tuberculosis, Chro"ic
Chro",ic
Wasting disease, or Red Deer genes.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.6:
Qualified admission. The rules and regulations regarding the importation of domestic elk

+-.
+-'

into the State ofIdaho speak for themselves.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.7: Admit or deny Dr. Rammel!
Rammell has reported and

submitted brain samples for Chronic Wasting Disease ("CWD") testing every year since requin:d
to do so by law, and that there has never been a positive test result.

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION TO
DEFENDANTS - 3
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ILLL.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.7:
Qualified admission. The Defendants are not aware of any brain sample submitted by Rex
Rammell to Defendants that has tested positive positive for CWD. But past tests do not in any way
lessen the threat of imminent hann that CWD poses. Indeed, it is because of the threat of imminent
hann posed by CWD that regular and steadfast testing is required.

t'

REOUEST
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Admit or deny that, aside from any dispute regarding

the inconclusive testing of
cow elk #Yll ALK5993 for red deer genes, Plaintiffs have operated and
ofcow

maintained a disease-free, genetically pure herd since acquisition ofthe
of the herd in 1994 and have flied
records with the Idaho Department of Agriculture validating this fact.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.8:
Denied. The Defendants lack information sufficient to either admit or deny this request for
admission and therefore deny the same. While Plaintiffs have filed records for domestic elk with
------------------~
------------------------------------~

-

the ldaho
Agriculture that indicate that the animals for which records were submitted
Idaho Department of
ofAgriculture
were "disease-free" and "genetically pure," it doe~
does not necessarily follow that Plaintiffs have

operated and maintained such a herd since 1994. It is possible that the animals for which records
were submitted is a subset of the Plaintiff.,;' "herd" or that diseased elk owned by Plaintiffs escaped
and were never recaptured.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Admjt
Admit or deny it is impossible for elk ranchers with
large areas of brush or forest to timely find all dead animals in time to collect suitable brain samples
for accurate testing of Chronic Wasting disease.

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF REQlJESTS FOR ADMISSION TO
DEFENDANTS - 4
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9:
The Defendants lack il1fonnation sufficient to either admit or deny this request for admission
and therefore deny the same. This request for admission is vague and am biguous as to the meaning

"]arge areas of brush or fore~t
fore~t to timely find all dead animals ...."
.... "
ofthe phrases "impossible" and "large
Defendants contend that any requirement to find all dead animals in time to collect suitable brain
samples for CWD is not a logical, metaphysical or practical impossibility.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1 0: Admit or deny that the inability to timely find aU
dead animals on ranches is the main reason domestic elk herds are not certified CWD free heds.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10:
eit~er admit or deny this request for
Deny. The Defendants lack infonnation sufficient to either

admission and therefore deny the same. Defendants only can speculate as to why domestic elk

CWO. It is conceivable that
herds owned by private individuals are not certified to he free from CWD.
o·wners of such herds do not submit brain samples to the applicable state agencies for testing.
o'wners

~

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11:
ll: Admit or deny tbat the eight foot high fence, wlL.ch

is required to contain domestic elk herds in Idaho, has not been proven to prevent the dissemination
of Brucellosis, Tuberculosis, or Chronic Wasting disease.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11:
Qualified admission. Defendants object to this Request for Admission because it is not

~~"~~1?l~~,~i~~I,i
~~""~l?lt~'~it,f~f~~~'~~~~t~~;'w~~et~fS;~~~_~_.
;;:~_1
;;2.1

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSES TO PLAlNTIFFS' FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISS TON TO
DEFENDANTS
DEFEND ANTS - 5
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REQUEST FOR ADMIS SION NO. 12: Admit or dellY
deny that from 2002 to 2006, prior to the

Conant Creek escape, the ISDA reported there were 164 elk escape from 13 different certified
facilities in the State ofIdaho with 142 retrieved, 12 ki lied by O'WIler, and 10 elk unaccounted for.
RESPONSE TO REOlJEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12:
Qualified admission. This qualified admission is based solely on the records available at this
time and may be amended or supplemented as discovery progresses.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO.
Septem ber
ADMISSIONNQ. 13: Admit or deny that at some time prior to September
8,2006, the Idaho Department of Agriculture requested Governor Risch to issue an executive order

to kill Plaintiffs' escaped elk, which remained at large,
large.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13:
Deny. The Defendants, after having examined the documents produced in this litigation, lack
infolTIlation
infolTI1ation sufficient to detennine who or which agency requested that then Governor Risch issue

the Executive Order. Nonetheless, the ldaho Department of Agriculture, the IDF&G and lhe
Governor's office aJl recognized the threats ofimminent
of imminent harm posed by Plaintiffs' at large escaped

elk and were collaborating on resolving the problems the Plaintiffs caused.
REQUEST fOR ADMISSION NO. 14; Admit or deny that at no time prior to September

8, 2006, did the Idaho Department of Agriculture initiate any request to Governor Risch to take
action to resolve the matter of Plaintiffs' escaped elk which remained at large.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14:
Deny. The Defendants.
Defendants, after having examined the documents produced in this litigation, laek
infonnation sufficient to detennine who or which agency requested that then Governor Risch issue
the Executive Order. Nonetheless, the Idaho Department of Agriculture, the IDF&G and the
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO, 29:
Objection. The Plaintiffs' 2005 and 2006 inventories, whose tenus and conditions speak for
themsel yes, are the best evidence of what those documents purport to state.
REQUEST FOR AHMISSION NO. 30: Admit or deny the State of Idaho quarantined 61
head of elk at JeffSiddoway's elk ranch in Fremont County in October, 2006.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 30:

Deny. This Request for Admission is vague and ambiguous as to the meaning of the word
"quarantined," as the State ofIdaho issued several quarantines of elk the Plaintiffs owned.

3l: Admit or deny
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION
ADMISSJON NO. 31:
deEY that, ofthe 61 head of elk that
were inventoried by the ISDA at Jeff Siddoway's elk ranch, 13 were unaccounted for when reinventoried at Jeff Lerwill' s elk ranch in December, 2006.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 31:
Deny.

~

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 32: Admit m deny that no elk belonging to Plaintiffs
Plaiotiffs

that were killed and carcasses taken or quarantined in the fall of2006 by the State ofIdaho or its

agent hunters tested positive for Brucellosis, Chronic Wasting Disease, Tuberculosis, or Red Deer
Gene.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 32:

Upon infonnation and belief, no elk belonging to Plaintiffs that were killed or quarantined
as a result of Executive Order 2006-02 tested positive for Brucellosis, Chronic Wasting Disease,
Tuberculosis, or red Deer Gene.
Tubercu1osis,
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33: Admit or deny that the ISDA, Division of Animal
Industries, could have conducted the 2004 year end annual inspection, but elected not to do so.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33:
Objection. Defendants object to this Request for Admission because it is not reasonably
calculated to lead to admissible evidence.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34: Admit or deny that the ISDA, Division of An.imal
Indusu·ies, couLd have conducted the 2005 year end annual inspection, but elected not to do so.
Indusu'ies,

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34:
Objection. Defendants object to this Request for Admission because it is not reasonably
calculated to lead to admissible evidence.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35: Admit or deny that Brucellosis is endemic in the
wild elk in Conant Creek region where Dr. Rammell's elk herd was kept.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35:
Deny. The Defendants deny that Brucellosis is "endemic," as Defendants understand that
term, in the wild elk in Conant Creek region where Plaintiffs' elk herd was kept. But even jf
Brucellosis were endemic, that would not obviate the threat..; of imminent harm that Plaintiffs'

+

escaped elk posed to the wild elk of Idaho the surrounding state or to its citizens.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36, Admit or deny that no guarantee can be made thaI
thE!

any domesticated elk herd or other livestock herd in Idaho is risk free from the reciprocal spreading
wildlife.
of disease when in contact with the indigenousness wildlife,
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36:
Admit. The Defendants admit that no domestic elk herd in Idaho can be "guaranteed" not

t'
t"

to spread or receive disease in the event that herd contacts indigenous wildlife.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO. 37, Admit or deny that the ISDA ordered the disposal

#Yll ALK5993 belonging to Plaintiffs was based upon inconclusive laboratory results
of cow elk #YIl
for red deer gene markers as distinguished from any positive test result for red deer genes.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 37:
Admit.
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38: Admit or deny that the ISDA witnessed the retesting

of cow elk #Yll ALK5993 for red deer genes using a DNA test by Black Canyon Elk facility in
Emmett Idaho.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38:
Admit.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 39: Admit or deny that the sample submitted for the
retesting of cow elk #Yll ALK5993 for red deer genes using a DNA test proved said cow elk did
not have red deer genes.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 39:
Deny. The DNA test was inconclusive.
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO, 40: Admit or deny that Dr. Rarnmell complied with the
Disposal Order when he sold cow elk #Yll to Roy and Kristi Stems to be slaughtered.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 40:
Admit.
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RSQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 41: Admit or deny that there are import rules in place

which prevent the addition of any new elk to Idaho's elk ranches that have not been tested or
certified negative to Brucelosis, Tuberculosis, CWD, or Red Deer genes.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 41:
Qualified admission. The Defendants admit that there are rules the intent of which is to
prevent and limit the addition of elk into Idaho based elk ranches that have not been tested or
celtified negative for Bmcelosis, Tuberculosis, CWO, or Red Deer genes.

~.

REOUESTFORADMISSJONNO.42: Admit or deny that all tests on Plaintiff':'
Plaintiff'l' elk in the

fall 0[2006 conducted by the Idaho Department ofFish and Game and/or the Idaho State Department
of Agriculture for Brucellosis, Tuberculosis, Chronic Wasting Disease, and Red Deer gene were all
negative.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 42:
Deny. With the exception of elk Y-ll, which tested inconclusive for Red Deer genes, the

---

".--

remaining tests performed on Plaintiffs' elk in the fall of 2006 _and which were conducted bL!he~~
bL!he~~
Idaho Department ofFish and Game andlorthe Idaho State Department ofAgriculture
of Agriculture were negati ve
for Brucellosis, TubercylQsis. Chronic WastiJ.1.i Disease. and Red Deer gene.

~

REQUEST FOR AD:MISSION NO. 43;

Admit or deny that there has never been a

depredation hmlt conducted or authorized on Idaho livestock prior to or since the depredation hunt
conducted on Dr. Rarnmell's elk in the fall 0[2006.
of2006.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 43:
Qualified admission. Because there has never been another domestic elk escape remotely
similar or analogous to the Plaintiffs', there has never been an imminent threat of harm warranting
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of other escaped
a reaction akin to that exhibited in the events giving rise to this lawsuit. The ovmers ofother
elk have been more successful in capturing escaped domestic elk than Plaintiffs were. Furthermore,
the number of Plaintiffs' elk that escaped in this one incident was unprecedented compared to any
previous escape.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 44: Admit or deny that the authority for depredation
hunts under Idaho Code Section 36-106 (e) (6) is restricted to wildlife.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 44:
Objection. The phrase "depredation hunt" is vague and. ambiguous. Moreover, this Request
riSt~ to
for Admission is irrelevant because the authority for the State of Idaho's actions that gave rise

36-]03 and IDAPA
Plaintiffs' Complaint arises from, inter alia, I.e. §§ 25-370SA, 67-802, 36-103

02.04.19.204.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NQ. 45: Admit or deny that Idaho Code Section 36-\06
(e)(6) provides no authority for depredation hunts of livestock, including domestic cervidac.
cervidae.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 45:
Deny. See Response to Request for Admission No. 44.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46: Admit or deny that the Idaho Fish and Game

Commission did not have authority pursuant to Idaho code 36-106 (e) (6) to authorize Steve
Huffaker, Director ofFish and Game, to conduct a depredation hunt ofPlaintiff's
ofPlaintiff's livestock, i.e. their
domestic cervidae.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46:
Deny. See Response to Request for Admission No. 44.
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RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 53:

*'

See Response to Request for Admission No. 52.
REOUEST FQRADMISSIQNNQ.
FOR ADMISS]ON NO. 53: Admit or deny trurt
REQUEST
th<rt from August 14, 2006, until and

in the first week of September, 2006, employees of the Idaho Department of Agriculture were in
daily in contact with Rex Rammell, who provided reports regarding Plaintiffs' efforts to capture the
escaped elk which remained at large. (PLF Bates No. 00265)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 53:

Qualified admission.

Defendants admit that employees of the Idaho Department of

Rammel! regarding the status of his
Agriculture were, at a minimum, in regular contact with the Rex Rammell

escaped elk.

~

REQUEST
REOUEST FQR
FOR ADMlSSIQN
ADMlSSION NQ.
NO. 54:

Admit or deny and that during the period from

Departm~nt
August 14,2006, until and in the first week of September, 2006, employees ofthe Idaho Departm;!nt

Plaintiff,,'' efforts to capture the escaped elk.
of Agriculture were monitoring Plaintiff..

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 54:
Admit.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 55: Admit or deny and that in late August and in the

first week of September, 2006, employees of the Idaho Department of Agricultme did not notify
Plaintiffs of any deadline for the completion of the capture 0 f the escaped elk.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 55:
f.Dr
Objection. The Defendants lack information sufficient to either admit or deny Request f,Dr
Admission No. 55 as the Defendants cannot know the totality of what employees of the Idaho
Department of AgricuJture may have said to Plaintiffs. Furthermore, request for Admission No. 55
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is not reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence at trial. Regardless, for the reasons stated
in Response to Request for Admission No. 49, Plaintiffs had a.t a minimum constructive notice that
escaped domestic cervidae that were not in control of the owner for more than seven days could be
lawfully taken by licensed hunters.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 56: Admit or deny and that in late August and in the
first week of September, 2006, employees of the Idaho Department of Agriculture did not notify
thereof considered the escape of Plaintiffs'
Plaintiffs ,
Plaintiffs that the State ofIdaho or any agency or division thereofconsidered
elk to constitute an emergency.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 56:
Objection. The Defendants lack information sufficient to either admit or deny Request for
Admission No. 56 as the Defendants cannot know the totality of what employees of the Idaho
Department of Agriculture may have said to Plaintiffs. Furthennore, request for Admission No. 56
is not reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence at trial. Regardless, for the reasons stated
in Response to Request for Admission No. 49, Plaintiffs had at a minimum constructive notice that
escaped domestic cervidae that were not in control of the owner for more than seven days could be

f'11:::::;:;e:::::
f'IJ:::::;:;e:::::ION NO. Admit or
ION NO. 57: Admit

no timepriprior tile i"lmnoe

deny tl1l1t
tlmt at no time

to tile j"lIanoe

of Executive Order No. 2006-32 did anyone from the Idaho Fish and Game contact Plaintiffs
regarding their escaped elk.

RESPONSE TO REQuEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 57:
Admit. The Defendants reserve the right to seasonably revi se or supplement this Response
as discovery progresses and additional infonnation is discovered. Upon notification of the escape,
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representatives from the Department of Agriculture contacted the Plaintiffs regarding their escaped
elk before the issuance of Executive Order No. 2006-32.

~ REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 58:

Admit or deny that at times relevant to this ca'3e,

there was no requirement that the official pennanent identification required on domestic cervidae
consist of a plastic tag.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 58:
Qualified admission. The Defendants are unaware of any requirement that the official
penn anent identification required on domestic cervidae consists of a plastic tag, provided that all
pennanent
times they are visible from one hundred and fifty (150) feet, is approved by the Administrator and

+-

otherwise complies, with applicable law.
ADMISSIONNO. 59: Admit or deny thaI,
that, whereas Idaho Code 25-3703
25·3 703 A
REQUEST FQR ADMISSIONNO,

1SO feet distance, it does not require that the
does require the mandated identification to be visible at 1SO
mandated identification to be legible at 150 feet distance.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 59:
25-3703A
Deny. The terms and conditions ofIdaho
ofIdah.o Code 25-3
703A speak for themselves. Idaho Code
25·3703A
25-3703A states that the required official identification (not merely the tags on which such

identification is written) to be visible from 150 feet.

-

~

-

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 60:

Admit or deny that no regulation or mle

promulgated by the ISDA pursuant to Idaho Code 25-3703A
2S-3703A applicable at the time of the escape of

Plaintiffs' elk required that the mandated identification be legible.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSION NO. 60:
Deny. IDAPA 02.04.19.021 requires that the Administrator approve all domestic cervidae
official identification and, among other things, that the identifications be visible from 150 feet -not

..

merely the tags on which such identification is written.

...

a

S

#

REQUEST FORADMISSIONNO. 61: Please admit or deny that at times applicable to this
case, the Idaho Department ofFish and Game placed dangle or "bangle" tags in some wild elks' ears.
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 61:
Objection. This Request for Admission is not reasonably calculated to lead to admissible
evidence. Without waiving this objection, the Department ofFish and Game occasionally places
tags into the ears of wild elk for identification purposes.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 62: Admit or deny that the "RULES" set forth in the
document Bates Nos. PLF 02068 - 02070 constitute the entire "emergency rule or proclamation"
ordered by governor Risch in section 3 of Executive Order No 2006-32 to be promulgated by the
Idaho Fish and Game Commission.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 62:
Deny.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 63: Admit or deny that as of October 3,2006, most
Plaintiffs' escaped elk were on private land and land that only agents of the Idaho Department of
Fish and Grone ("IDFG") could hunt on. (PLF 00288).
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 63:
Deny. The Defendants lack infonnation sufficient to either admit or deny this Request for
Admission. It is impossible to know with reasonable certainty whether "most" of the PlaintifJ:,,'
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Admit.

REOUEST FQR
FOR ADMISSIQN NO,
NQ, 67: Admit or deny that Executive Order No, 2006-32
REQUEST

in ordering the eradication of
the escaped elk without a hearing rather than ordering the capture of
ofthe
the escaped elk was contrary to the then existing, and all previous, policy, practice, and procedure
of the State ofIdaho regarding controlling escaped livestock, including escaped domestic elk.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 67:

--

Deny. Defendants object to Request for Admission No. 67 because and to the extent it is

.

vague and ambiguous as to the meaning of "eradicate" and "then existing, and all previous, policy,

..

."
practice, and procedure . . . ."

...

Without waiving these objections, Defendants state that tIle

2006·32 were unprecedented and were authorized
circumstances warranting Executive Order No. 2006-32
by applicable law.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 68: Admit or deny that a primary motivating factor for

the extraordinary resolution of eradicating plaintiffs' escaped elk without a hearing was retaliation
by Defendants against Rex Rammell for his political opposition to policies of the State of Idaho

regarding elk ranching over the years and his legal battles with the State in that regard.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 68:
Deny.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 69:

Admit or deny that the audio recording of the

aU'ed on 09-13-2006 as reproduced on the CD produced
Neal Larson Show, that au'ed
production of the Nea1

as PLF Bates No 03000 is a true and accurate recording of that production.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 69:

Admit.
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Admit or deny that the audio recording of the

011 the CD produced
production of the Neal Larson Show, that aired on 09-13-2006 as reproduced all

as PLF Bates No 03000 accurately records the comments made by Defendant Huffaker on that show.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 70:

Qualified admission. The tenns and conditions of all ofthe comments made on the Neal
Larson Show, that aired on 09·13-2006 as reproduced on the CD produced as PLF Bates No 03000

speak for themselves.

~REQUEST FOR ADMISSION]';(J.
ADMISSIONMJ. 71: Admit or deny that lDFG
IDFG and; or ISDA employee,.
~REQUEST
who were purportedly authorized by Executive Order 2006-32 to kill Plaintiffs' elk, did not become
';licensed hunters" under Idaho Code § 25-3705 (A) (3) by virtue of the Executive Order.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 71:

t-

Qualified Admission. See Response to Request for Admission No. 72.

REQUEST FORADMISSION NO. 72: Admit or deny that IDFG ",dlor
and/or ISDA emv1oy,,,s,
emv10y,es,

who were purportedly authorized by Executive Order 2006-32 to kill Plaintiffs' elk, did not become
"licensed hunters" under Idaho Code § 25-3705 (A) (3) by virtue of the "RULES" promulgated by

the Idaho Fish and Game Commission, a copy of which rules are set forth in the document Bates
Nos. PLF 02068 - 02070
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 72:

Qualified admission. The terms and conditions ofExecutive
of Executive Order 2006-32 authorize Idaho
ofAgriculture
Department ofFish and Game and the Idaho Department of
Agriculture to "immediately identify and
shoot on site, any domestic elk that have escaped from the Conant Creek Facility ...."
.... "
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PATRICK D. FUREY
ATTORNEY AT LAW
301
30 I E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, Idaho 83706
Telephone:
(208) 368-0855
Facsimile:
(208) 368-0855
Email:
pfurey@cableone.net
ISB No.:
2427

J. DAVID NAVARFtO, Clerk
By J. RANOALL
DEPUTY

Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants
Rex Rarnrnell and Lynda Rarnrnell

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
RAMMELL
and
LYNDA
REX
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants,
vs.

Case No. CV OC 2008-20694
PLAINTIFFS'

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH, STEVEN HUFFAKER; and
DOES I-X,

MEMORANADUM IN OPPOSITION TO
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants and Counterclaimants.

It's a unique motion for summary judgment that includes no assertion of facts claimed to
be uncontroverted, but so it is here. Instead, defendants essentially reprise their earlier (and
largely successful) 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, only this time packaged as a Celotex challenge to
the existence of any evidence that would support the "clearly-established" (in the context of the
subject domestic elk ranching) character of the rights defendants violated - a hurdle plaintiffs
must clear in order to defeat the defense of qualified immunity.

In doing so they either fail to

recognize (or else do recognize and hope to capitalize on) the exact mischief the Supreme Court

PLAINTIFFS'MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT -- 1
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recognized in Pearson v. Callahan, 129 S. Ct. 808, 819-820 (2009), quoted by this Court in its
"... the answer [to] whether there was a violation may depend
April 29, 2009 Order at 13-14: "...
on a kaleidoscope of facts not yet fully developed." The facts are now much better developed,
albeit not fully, in the attachments submitted under the Affidavit Attaching Record in Opposition
to Summary Judgment filed yesterday, October 27. They establish as uncontrovered facts (or at
a minimum create reasonable inferences to which plaintiffs, as the opposing parties, are entitled)
that defendants knew full well what they were doing and that what they were doing was
absolutely in violation of rights "clearly established" by the Constitution and by Idaho law.
Next, in a misguided play to the Court's observation in footnote 7 of its April 29, 2009,
Order, defendants urge that on the seventh day, after sneaking out to an alfalfa pasture through a
bear-caused hole in the fence, all of this certified purebred, impeccably healthy and disease-free
livestock

suddenly morphed into some diabolical "nuisance" that Idaho's newly minted

governor-of-action sent the helicopter, the airplane and the seven three-man swat teams to go
exterminate on sight. (PLF 02068 - PLF 02070, attached as Appendix A). All to the exquisite
delight of the Fish and Game Department and one of Idaho's significant voting blocs: the
wildlife hunters / canned-hunt-haters.
The single biggest flaw in defendants' position, however, is that the Idaho legislature
has never seen it that way. It has never declared escaped livestock - which is precisely what
these chattels were, by statute (I.C. §25-3501) - to be a nuisance. Instead, the legislature enacted
an entire chapter 23 to "Estrays" in Title 25 ("Animals"), providing all manner of due process for
the handling of escaped livestock. And putting aside completely the fact Idaho's then-governor
(now U.S. Senator) was and remains not only a substantial cattle rancher but also one of Idaho's
premier lawyers, the abject irrelevance of this livestock's condition as "escaped," and "at large,"
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the abject irrelevance of this livestock's location in the neighbor's hay pasture (or wherever), the
abject irrelevance of this livestock's situation as "out" and the abject irrelevance of their
"cl,~arly
"cll~arly

rem31nlng in or escaping from captivity could not possibly have been any more

established" than it was by Idaho Code § 25-3507, enacted fully a decade earlier:
"Domestic [elk] shall be . . . the subject of ownership. . . and absolute
property rights, (the same as purely domestic animals) in whatever situation,
location, or condition such animals may thereafter become, or be, and regardless
of their remaining in, or escaping from such restraint or captivity."
That provision represents pretty much all of the cards in the deck, and absent a successful
judicial challenge to its constitutionality - which has never been an issue, obviously - it makes
no legitimate difference whatsoever whether anyone other than a sitting legislature agrees with
or likes it. It is submitted that no reasonable person in the world could have concluded, as the
defendants purported to, that after their seventh day of grazing out of bounds, this livestock was
rendered subject to the defendants' abominable grandstanding.
The defendants' position is defeated by another law, as well, and one which they
themselves quote, albeit for the emphasis of its purpose, rather than for what it says. In their
brief at 10, defendants quote sections 05 and 07 of the Division of Animal Industries' Rule 204
IDAPA
(i.e., IDAP
A 02.04.19.204).

Section 05 is the one that specifies "how long" this stripe of

livestock can be "out" before the State has authority to do something about it; section 05 is the
one that specifies who is authorized to determine how long is "long enough" and section 05 is the
one that specifies what the State is authorized to do about it:
05. Capture. In the event that the owner or operator of a domestic cervidae ranch
is unable to retrieve escaped domestic cervidae in a timely manner, as determined
by the Administrator, the Administrator may effectuate the capture of the escaped
domestic cervidae to ensure the health of Idaho's livestock and wild cervidae
populations. (4-2-03)
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There is nothing whatsoever in the statutes or the rules that supports the defendants' grotesque
distortion of the "seven day rule," which merely gives licensed hunters a pass if an elk rancher's
livestock spends more than seven days on the wildlife stage. 1

"Timeliness" is very much a

question of fact and, moreover, what is or isn't "timely" will depend on the circumstances and is
a determination to be made the Administrator of the Division of Animal Industries. Finally, even
where the Administrator determines the rancher has been unable to retrieve his stock in a timely
manner, the measures authorized are for the capture of the animals, not their extermination. And
yet, what happened here? Despite the fact all jurisdiction over these animals had been stripped
from the Department of Fish and Game and entrusted to the Department of Agriculture, Division
of Animal Industries in 1994, defendant Risch didn't even consult the Administrator (Dr.
Ledbetter) but instead consulted with his fellow elk ranch opposers at Fish and Game.
Predictably enough,
"The Department [of Fish and Game] agrees with the Governor that these
domestic elk are a significant threat to the State's wildlife and immediate and
decisive action should be taken."

Appendix A hereto, Bates no. PLF 002069. In other words, defendant Risch had told Fish and
Game the position he wanted to take and then Fish and Game backed him on it. The Department
of Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries - to whom the legislature had entrusted exclusive
(I.C. §25-3502) - on the other hand, determined domestic elk posed
jurisdiction in 1994 (I.e.

legislature'S dual
1 The only reading of sections 05 and 07 in tandem that makes any sense is one that recognizes the legislature's
affection for (a) elk ranching and (b) wild elk hunting. If the Administrator of the Division of Animal Industries
(i.e., Greg Ledbetter, D.V.M., whose deposition is attached to the affidavit of record as Exhibit B) determines that
the rancher has been unable to get his livestock back in a "timely" manner, then he - the Administrator ofthe
Division/ State Veterinarian, not the governor -- has the authority to undertake to capture - not exterminate - the
animals. At the same time, the legislature didn't want the wild elk hunting experience "dumbed down" or
counterfeited with the regular presence of what truly and literally are "slow elk." Solution: Motivate the ranche'rs to
get their stock back in as quickly as possible, because if they stay out for more than seven days during hunting
ofpolitically-run
season, they will, sure enough, get shot - by licensed hunters. But not by a veritable army ofpolitically-run
commandos.
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"minimal risk" to other livestock or to wild elk. (Ledbetter depo., Exhibit B to affidavit of
record.) Dr. Ledbetter was even critical of a subordinate, Dr. Drew - who had one foot in the
Division of Animal Industries and the other foot in Fish and Game - for the latter's pandering to
the ranch-haters by sliding off Drew's characterization as "minimal risk" and then increasing it to
"relatively" low in an email to numerous Fish and Game personnel when the test results began
coming in after the slaughter. (Ledbetter depo. and PLF -- 00292, exhibit B to affidavit of
record.)
A party's resort to sophistry almost always betrays an untenable position, and so it is
here: While defendants emphatically promote the abatement - without compensation, even - of
public nuisances (e.g., dope or outlawed animals), they strive with equal vigor to deflect any
recognition by the Court that (a) the destroyed property was livestock, not dope or even escaped
captive wildlife; (b) plaintiffs, as owners, enjoyed "absolute property rights" in such livestock
(" ... the same as purely domestic animals," e.g., beef cattle); (c) the property that was
destroyed retained its character as livestock "in whatever situation, location or condition" such
livestock were in when the defendants killed or irretrievably scattered them and

"regardles;~

of

their escaping from" plaintiffs' ranch; (d) the subject livestock had never been found to be - nor
was it even suspected to have been - infected with or even exposed to a contagion of any kind,
let alone such as would constitute an emergency;

(e) whereas all governmental functions

pertaining to the subject livestock were vested in the Department of Agriculture and its
Administrator of the Division of Animal Industries, defendant Risch didn't even consult him
before issuing his own sensational order to simply kill as many as possible forthwith; and (f) at
no time did the Administrator determine that plaintiffs had proved unable, "in a timely manner,"
to retrieve their escaped livestock, upon which determination he might then have determined to
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effectuate the capture of that livestock by his agency - the only non-monetary measure the
legislature ever authorized to address such escaped and un-retrieved livestock.

Defendants

likewise skirt any treatment of the longstanding requirements for notice and an opportunity to be
heard that attend even the imposition of monetary penalties for violations of the governing
statutory and regulatory scheme.

Instead, they pervert - just as defendant Risch perverted .- the

"seven-day rule" that by its terms was intended simply to protect the state and its law-abiding
hunters from suits by elk ranchers whose animals get out, stay out, and - to the surprise of
exactly no one - get bagged by elk hunters.
Defendants' sophistry notwithstanding, the rights they summarily violated were "clearly
established" by the statutory scheme enacted by the legislature and by the regulatory scheme
promulgated by the Administrator of the Division of Animal Industries.

The defendants'

election (then and now) to ignore those laws does nothing to negate their effect or make them
somehow less "clearly established." Nor does their failure to urge even a purported set of
undisputed material facts avoid the existence of genuine - and thus fatal - factual issues?
Because the case begins with and revolves around Idaho's domestic cervidae law, the defendants'
substantial omission of it will first be corrected.
The pertinent Idaho statutes.
the whole of
Not counting the adopted provisions pertaining to livestock generally,3
generally/the
Idaho's statutory scheme for the governance of elk ranching consists of just 12 sections,

I.e. §§

It has to be significant that defendants find themselves constrained to cite a case, South Dakota Dept. ofHealth
ofHealth v.
Owen, 350 N.W.2d 48 (S.D. 1984), wherein even though presented with a herd found to be infected witb

2

tu berculosis - a fact completely foreign to the case at bar - the appellate court still remanded for findings as to
whether it was necessary to destroy the entire herd in order to abate what was, in that case, an established nuisance.
Defendants' brief at 21-22. The case at bar is obviously no case for summary judgment.

Title 25, chapter 2 ("Inspection and Suppression of Diseases Among Livestock"); chapter 3
("Tuberculosis Free Areas"); chapter 4 ("Livestock Disease Control- Tuberculosis") and chapter
6 ("[Brucellosis] Bang's Disease").
3
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25-3701 through 25-3709.

They are straightforward and they nowhere suggest any legislative

intent to bless the utterly wanton conduct in which the defendants engaged:
Title 25. Animals
~lll"i1I,I..'1 ,~~'.
_~:;'. Domestic Cervidae Farms
~lll.1i1I.I.:1
§ 25-3701. Domestic cervidae farming deemed agricultural pursuit
It shall be lawful for any person, association or corporation to breed, own or control domestic
cervidae, which are defined as fallow deer (dama dama), elk (cervus elaphus) or reindeer
(rangifer tarandus), but shall not include red deer (urasian cervidae) or any subspecies or hybrids
thereof, and hold such animal in captivity for breeding or other useful purposes on domestic
cervidae farms or ranches, provided the premises have been registered with the division of
animal industries. Reindeer (rangifer tarandus) shall not be held for domestic purposes north of
of all classification and administration ofthe
of the laws ofthe
of the
the Salmon River. For the purposes ofall
state ofIdaho,
of Idaho, and all administrative orders and rules pertaining thereto, the breeding, raising,
producing, harvesting or marketing of such animals or their products by the producer or his agent
shall be deemed an agricultural pursuit; such animals shall be deemed livestock and their
products shall be deemed agricultural products; the persons engaged in such agricultural pursuits
shall be deemed farmers, cervidae farmers, cervidae breeders or cervidae ranchers; the premises
within which such pursuit is conducted shall be deemed farms, cervidae farms, or cervidae
ranches.

All the functions of the fish and game commission and the department of fish and game, which
affect the breeding, raising, producing, marketing, or any other phase of the production or
distribution, of domestic cervidae, or the products thereof, are hereby transferred to and vested
ofagriculture and the administrator ofthe
of the division ofanimal
of animal industries;
in the department ofagriculture
provided, that this act shall not limit or affect the powers or duties of the department of fish and
game relating to nondomestic cervidae or the management and taking thereof, and provided
further that the department of agriculture shall address the reasonable concerns of the department
:'L'I.'LiI'Il._~ h
hof fish and game respecting the domestic farming of cervidae as provided in :,l'I.'LiI'Il.,~
\i'iLicl!ill
)_((),_I~.
] ()(l(l.' ii'ILILLl!
11 ',(()"II:'

All ofthe provisions of chapters 2, 3, 4 and 6, title 25, Idaho Code, applicable to livestock and
domestic animals, except those provisions which by their terms are restricted to swine, bovine
animals, dairy or breeding cattle, or range cattle, or other particular kind or kinds of livestock
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and domestic animals to the exclusion of livestock or domestic animals generally, are applicable
to domestic cervidae.

All domestic cervidae located in Idaho shall be identified with two (2) types of official
permanent identification. At least one (1) of the official permanent identifications shall be visible
from a minimum of one hundred fifty (150) feet.

The administrator of
the division of
animal industries is hereby authorized and empowered to
ofthe
ofanimal
make, promulgate, and enforce general and reasonable rules not inconsistent with law, for the
registration of domestic cervidae farm or ranch premises, andfor the prevention ofthe
of the
diseases among domestic cervidae ofthis
of this state, and to otherwise
introduction or dissemination of
ofdiseases
effectuate enforcement of the provisions of chapters 2,3,4,6 and 37, title 25, Idaho Code,
applicable to domestic cervidae.

The division of animal industries and any of its officers shall have the right, at any reasonable
time, to inspect any domestic cervidae farm, and may go upon such farms or any part thereof
where such animals are contained to inspect and examine the same and any animals therein.

(1) It is the duty of the owners and operators of domestic cervidae farms or ranches to:

(a) Take all reasonable actions to prevent the escape of domestic cervidae located on such fanms
or ranches;
(b) Ensure that perimeter fences and gates are built and maintained in a manner that will prevl;:nt
prev1;:nt
the escape of domestic cervidae;
(c) Notify the division qf animal industries upon the discovery of the escape of domestic
cervidae; and
(d) Take reasonable actions to bring under control domestic cervidae that escape.
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(2) Notwithstanding any provision oflaw to the contrary, the division of animal industries or its
agent is authorized to take necessary actions to bring under control any domestic cervidae that
have escaped the control of the owner or operator of the domestic cervidae farm or ranch whl~re
whl;!re
the domestic cervidae were located.
(3) Any domestic cervidae, that have escaped the control of the owner or operator of a domestic
cervidae farm or ranch for more than seven (7) days, taken by a licensed hunter in a manner
and proclamations ofthe
ofthe Idaho fish and
which complies with title 36, Idaho Code, and the rules andproclamations
game commission shall be considered a legal taking and neither the licensed hunter, the state,
nor any state agency shall be liable to the owner for killing the escaped domestic cervidae.
~ ~5-~ '1).:'1{.
\\ild
lI1H!ulat(:)
"1).:'1{.
\'.ill!
lI11!!lIlat(:)
_ _____ . _________
_
,,_....
_.
• ..•
...',.________
' "--________
"--'

• :'J_________

The Idaho department of fish and game shall cooperate with the division of animal industries and
the owner or operator of any domestic cervidae farm or ranch, where any wild ungulates are
found within the perimeter fences of the domestic cervidae farm or ranch, in the development of
a site specific written herd plan to determine the disposition of the wild ungulates.

(l) Failure to comply with provisions applicable to domestic cervidae as set forth in chapters 2,
3,4 and 6 of title 25, Idaho Code, the provisions of this chapter, or rules promulgated thereunder,
shall constitute a violation. Civil penalties may be assessed against a violator as follows:
(a) A civil penalty as assessed by the department or its duly authorized agent not to exceed five
thousand dollars ($5,000) for each offense;
(b) Assessment of a civil penalty may be made in conjunction with any other department
administrative action.

(2) No civil penalty may be assessed against a person unless the person was given notice and
opportunityfor
opportunity
for a hearing pursuant to the Idaho administrative procedure act as set forth in
chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code.
(3) If the department is unable to collect an assessed civil penalty, or if a person fails to pay all or
a set portion of an assessed civil penalty as determined by the department, the department may
file an action to recover the civil penalty in the district court of the county in which the violation
is alleged to have occurred. In addition to the assessed penalty, the department shall be entitled to
recover reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred in such action or on appeal from such
action.
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(4) A person against whom the department has assessed a civil penalty under this section may,
assessm(~nt
within thirty (30) days of the final agency action making the assessment, appeal the assessm(~nt
to the district court of the county in which the violation is alleged to have occurred.
(5) Moneys collected pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the state treasury and credited
to the livestock disease control and TB. indemnity fund.
(6) The imposition or computation of monetary penalties shall take into account the seriousness
of the violation, goodfaith efforts to comply with the law, the economic impact ofthe
of the penalty on
ofthe
the violator and such other matters as justice requires.

shaH be construed as requiring the director to report minor violations
(7) Nothing in this chapter shall
when the director believes that the public interest will be best served by suitable warnings or
other administrative action.
(8) Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions of chapters 2,3,4 and 6, title
25, Idaho Code, this chapter, or rules promulgated thereunder by the division of animal
industries, applicable to domestic cervidae, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction, shall be subject to a fine of not less than one hundred dollars ($100) nor more than
five thousand dollars ($5,000) for each offense.

Domestic cervidae shall be, together with their offspring and increases the subject ofownership,
of ownership,
lien and absolute property rights, (the same as purely domestic animals) in whatever situati01~
location, or condition such animals may thereafter become, or be.
be, and regardless oftheir
remaining in,
in. or escaping from such restraint or captivity.
, ~:'-'-'IX.
lee,
:,_......
. . . .. _..
_-

There is hereby imposed, on domestic cervidae, a fee, not to exceed five dollars ($5.00) per h(~ad
per year and shall be due on January 1I of each year. The fee shall be used by the Idaho
department of agriculture, division of animal industries, for the prevention, control and
eradication of diseases of domestic cervidae, the inspection of domestic cervidae and domesti(:
cervidae farms or ranches, and administration of the domestic cervidae program. All moneys
collected under this provision shall be deposited in the livestock disease control and tuberculosis
indemnity fund and used for the domestic cervidae program.
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If any provision of this act or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions of application of the act which can bt:
given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this act
are declared to be severable.

Pertinent Division of Animal Industries rules.
The rules of the agency - and the only agency - to which the legislature committed the
entirety of domestic elk ranching are more voluminous than the provisions of their enabling
legislation. They are, however, seamlessly consistent with the manifest purpose and intent of
the statutes. Following are the ones most pertinent here:
070. SUPERVISION OF DOMESTIC CERVIDAE PROGRAM.
A department veterinary medical officer shall provide routine supervision of the domestic
cervidae program. (4-2-03)
IDAPA 02.04.19.070
204. ESCAPE OF DOMESTIC CERVIDAE.
It shall be the duty of each owner or operator of a domestic cervidae ranch to take all reasonable
actions to prevent the escape of domestic cervidae from a domestic cervidae ranch. (4-6-05)
01. Notification of Escape. When any domestic cervidae escape from a domestic cervidae ranch,

the owner or operator of the domestic cervidae ranch shall notify the Administrator by phone,
facsimile, or other means approved by the administrator within twenty-four (24) hours of the
discovery of the escape. (4-6-05)
02. Duty to Retrieve Escaped Cervidae. It shall be the duty of each owner or operator of a
domestic cervidae ranch to retrieve or otherwise bring under control all domestic cervidae that
escape from a domestic cervidae ranch. (4-2-03)

03. Fish and Game. The Administrator shall notify the Idaho Department of Fish and Game of
each escape. (4-2-03)
04. Sheriff and State Brand Inspector. When domestic cervidae escape from a domestic
cervidae ranch and the owner or operator is unable to retrieve the animals within twenty-four
PLAINTIFFS'MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT -- 11
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ofth{:
(24) hours, the Administrator may notify the county sheriff or the state brand inspector oftht:
escape pursuant to Title 25, Chapter 23, Idaho Code. (4-2-03)
05. Capture. In the event that the owner or operator of a domestic cervidae ranch is unable to
retrieve escaped domestic cervidae in a timely manner, as determined by the Administrator, the
Administrator may effectuate the capture of the escaped domestic cervidae to ensure the health
popUlations. (4-2-03)
ofIdaho's livestock and wild cervidae populations.
06. Failure to Notify. Failure of any owner or operator of a domestic cervidae ranch to notif:y
the Administrator within twenty-four (24) hours of the discovery of an escape of domestic
cervidae is a violation of this chapter. (4-6-05)
07. Taking of Escaped Domestic Cervidae. A licensed hunter may legally take domestic
cervidae which have escaped from a domestic cervidae ranch only under the following
conditions: (4-6-05)
conditions:(4-6-05)
a. The domestic cervidae has escaped and has not been in the control of the owner or operator of
and( 4-6-05)
the domestic cervidae ranch for more than seven (7) days; and(4-6-05)
h.
b. The hunter is licensed and in compliance with all the provisions of the Idaho Department of
Fish and Game rules and code. (4-6-05)
IDAPA 02.04.19.204
303. TESTING, TREATMENT, QUARANTINE, OR DISPOSAL REQUIRED.
The Administrator shall determine when testing, treatment, quarantine, or disposal of domestic
cervidae is required at any domestic cervidae ranch pursuant to Title 25, Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6 and
[37] 35, Idaho Code. If the Administrator determines that testing, treatment, quarantine, disposal
of domestic cervidae, or cleaning or disinfection of premises is required, a written order shall be
issued to the owner describing the procedure to be followed and the time period for carrying out
such actions. (4-2-03)
IDAPA 02.04.19.303
304. QUARANTINES.
All domestic cervidae animals or herds that are determined to be exposed to, or infected with,
any disease that constitutes an emergency, as provided in Title 25, Chapter 2, Idaho Code, shaH
be quarantined. (4-2-03)
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01. Infected Herds. Infected herds or animals shall remain under quarantine until such time that
the herd has been completely depopulated and the premises has been cleaned and disinfected as
provided by the Administrator, or the provisions for release of a quarantine established in these
rules have been met. (4-6-05)
02. Exposed Herds. The quarantine for exposed herds or animals may take the form of a hold
holdorder which shall remain in effect until the exposed animals have been tested and the provisions
for release of a quarantine as established in these rules have been met. (4-2-03)
03. Validity of Quarantine. The quarantine shall be valid whether or not acknowledged by
signature of the owner. (4-2-03)
IDAPA 02.04.19.304
305. DECLARATION OF ANIMAL HEALTH EMERGENCY.
The Director is authorized to declare an animal health emergency. (4-2-03)

01. Condemnation of Animals. In the event that the Director determines that an emergency
exists, animals that are found to be infected, or affected with, or exposed to an animal health
emergency disease may be condemned and destroyed. (4-2-03)
02. Indemnity. Any indemnity shall be paid in accordance with
ld~IJ\() ( tll.k. (4-2-03)

'i~sli(lI1"_~5:~L:~
'i~sli(lI1"_~5:~L~

and ~',=;:;J.\,
~'5=;J_\,

03. Notification to Administrator. Every owner of cervidae, every breeder or dealer in
cervidae, every veterinarian, and anyone bringing cervidae into this state who observes the
appearance of, or signs of any disease or diseases, or who has knowledge of exposure of the
cervidae to diseases that constitute an emergency shall give immediate notice to the
Administrator by telephone, facsimile, or other means as approved by the Administrator. (4-6
(4-605)

04. Failure to Notify. Any owner of cervidae who fails to report as herein provided shall forfeit
all claims for indemnity for animals condemned and slaughtered or destroyed on account ofthe
animal health emergency.
(4-2-03)IDAPA 02.04.19.305
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........
990. PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS.
Any person violating any of the provisions of this Chapter shall be subject to the penalty
provisions of Title 25, Chapters 2,3,4,6, and [35] 37, Idaho Code, applicable to domestic
cervidae. (4-2-03)
01. Monetary Penalties. The imposition or computation of monetary penalties shall take into
account the seriousness of the violation, good faith efforts to comply with the law, the economic
impact of the penalty on the violator and such other matters as justice requires. (4-2-03)
02. Minor Violations. Nothing in this Chapter shall be construed as requiring the director to
report minor violations when the director believes that the public interest will be best served by
suitable warnings or other administrative action. (4-2-03)
IDAPA 02.04.19.990
It is respectfully submitted that nowhere in either the domestic elk statutes, I.C. §§ 25
25-

3501 - 3507 or in the rules promulgated thereunder, IDAPA 02.04.19.000 thorugh 02.04.19.999
is there any support whatsoever for what defendants did in this case. On the contrary, plaintiffs'
rights had been "clearly established" since at least 1994, when Chapter 35 ("Domestic Cervidae
Farms") was enacted and no reasonable person could, under any circumstances have "reasonably,
but mistakenly, believed" that summarily slaughtering plaintiffs' property, simply for being
strays, did not violate plaintiffs' rights. Moreover, the fact defendants Risch and Huffaker didn't
even consult the Administrator before doing so raises at least the inference that they knew full

well the Administrator might not support their wishes and thus left him completely out of the
process. This is no mere "bare allegation" of malice, but real malice, done for malevolent
reasons: Huffaker because he had an abiding antipathy for domestic elk ranching and Risch
because he was pandering to the anti-elk ranching factions of the electorate.
Inasmuch as defendants have not set forth any claimed set of uncontroverted facts,
plaintiffs rely on the entirety of the evidence attached to the Affidavit Attaching Record in
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Opposition to Summary Judgment filed October 27, 20
2010
in this matter in opposition to
lOin
defendants' motion.
Defendants' motion for summary judgment must be denied, as they have completely
failed to establish there is no genuine issue of material fact or that they are entitled to judgmt:nt
as a matter of law.
Respectfully submitted this 28 th day of October, 20
2010
I0 by

C?~~,~L
C?~~.~R~

Patrick D. Furey, Attorney at Law
,~
Counsel for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

theg~y

of October, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of
I hereby certify that on
the foregoing on the following by the means indicated:
Michael E. Kelly
John J. Browder
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street - Ste. 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, ID 83701
8370 I
Facsimile:
(208) 342-4344

o Facsimile to (208) 342-4344
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CommissioD
Idaho Fish and Game CommillsioD
Special Meeting
September 8, 2006

Present in th.e Director's Office: Steve Huffaker, Terry Mansfield, Mary Boyer, Dallas
Dal1as
Burkhalter, Roger Fuhnnan, Jim Unsworth, Brad Compton, Neils Nokkentved, David
Hensley, Channel 2 News Reporters, and members from the Idaho Sportsmen Caucus.
Staff from Regions 5&6 participated.
A special meeting of the Idaho Fish and Game Commission was held by telephone
conference. The meeting was called to order by Chainnan Wheeler at 3:00 p.Ol. with
Commissioners Jrby,
Jrby. McDermott, Barowsky, Wright, Budge, and Power participating.
RULES
A special meeting was called by Chairman Wheeler to discuss and take action on the
executive order issued by Governor Risch concerning escaped domestic elk in Eastern
Idaho.

(

Director Huffaker reported that he was advised to hold an executive session since today's
action may be litigated. Deputy Attorney General, Dallas Burkhalter and David Hensley,
Counsel to the Governor briefed Commissioners.
O,~(; Commissioner Barowksy moved and Commissioner Irby seconded Ii motion TO
0(4)6
67-1345(1)(1)
HOLD AND EXECUTIVE SESSION PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 67-2345(1)(1)
vote,
TO DISCUSS LEGAL MATTERS. The motion carried in a UIlanlmOUS
unanimous vote.

Executive Session ended at 3:20 pm and no action was taken.
Director Huffaker provided backgroWld information on the escaped domestic elk
situation to the Commissioners. He stated that the domestic elk escaped prior to the 14tIJ
141.l1
of August. It is Wlclear how far prior to that date, but that is when the first report was
ofAugust.
made. The report stated that the elk had been feeding on a haystack on one of the
th
neighbor'S
14th
neighbor's property for a week or more on the 14
of August. The elk may be fairly
widely distributed at this time. There are several hunting seasons that are open in the
Region at this time.

of elk that escaped at best estimate is 24 bulls, and at least 50 cows and
The number ofelk
calves. It is not clear if that is 50 cows with calves or 50 cows and calves. The estimated
range we have heard of is 75-125 animals.

000358
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of Agriculture has had trouble with the operator of
oftrus
The Department ofAgriculture
this facility in
marking the animals and fines have been issued regarding not adequately marking the
animals. The operator has appealed the action and it will come before the State Supreme
Court. After discussions with the Department of Agriculture, it is very likely that none of
these elk are marked as the statue requires. Domestic elk are required to be marked with a
Ifthe elk are marked at all they would be marked
plastic tag that is visible from 150 feet. lithe
with a USDA animal identification tag which is an aluminum tag that is 3/8 inch wide
and 1 Y:z. inches long. These types of markings oxidize over time and the likely hood that a
hunter or a trained observer with anything less than a heavy spotting scope would be able
to tell if these animals or wild or domestic wouJd be problematic.
The Director presented the Department's recommendation for how we handle this
situation as follows:
•

The Department agrees with the Governor that these domestic elk are a significant
threat to the State's wildlife-and immediate and decisive action should be taken.

•

alonl with Department
1be Department is prepared to put Department employees alool
of Agriculture employees in the field on Saturday, September 9 at daylight to
attempt to remove them.

•

Seven teams ofa
of a three person team consisting of two shooters and a spotter have
been assembled.

•

A helicopter and fixed wing aircraft will be on standby to go up and spot and
relay information to the ground crews.

Director Huffaker stated that there will be salvage crews on hand to process the elk
carcassses. The animals will be tested for disease and DNA samples to test for potential
Red Deer genetics.
Director Huffaker stated that in order to comply with the Governor's direction, the
Commission will need to clarify that Director Huffaker has authority to order a
Depredation hunt 36-106 (e) (6). There is a provision for a depredation hunt and this

situation meets the definition for which
wruch the depredation hunt was created.
The depredation hunt will allow the general public, including landowners and licensed
hunters, to take the animals in a depredation hunt under State authority as follows:
•

Depredation htmters who shoot a domestic elk will not be required to tag that
animal.

•

If the depredation hunter shoots a wild animal he will be required to tag that

animal, punch their tag and the hlUlt is over.
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•

The first pool of
hunters will be those individuals who already have tags to hunt
ofhunters
in that area. These hunters arc more likely to know the area, be familiar with the
terrain, and be more efficient than someone who has never hunted there before.

•

As faU back measures the Department will follow the procedure currently used
and sign up hunters who are interested in helping with this control action. This
step will give other hunters an opportunity to participate if we need additional

(

hunters.

• Hunting seasons that are open in the area will remain open. The Department will
inform these hunters that if they take a domestic animal they do not need to punch
their mg.
tag.
•

The depredation hunt will start on or before October 1litst at the discretion of
Director Huffaker.

~-61 Commissioner Wright moved and Commissioner Irby
lrby seconded TO
0'·61
AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT TO PROCEED WITH THE CONTROL
PROGRAM AND DEPREDATION HUNT DESCRIBED IN THE
DEPARTMENT'S RECO'MMENDATIONS
RECOMM:ENDATIONS AS PRESENTED BY THE
DIRECI'OR. The motion carried in a unanimous vote.
vote .

..,Pd~n!Dent3:45pm/,

(

/J .#

~~
~~
Cameron Wheeler
Chainnan
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STATE OF IDAHO
: ss.
)

County of Ada

I, John J. Browder, being first sworn, do hereby depose and state under penalty of perjury:
That I am a member of the firm of Lopez & Kelly PLLC, and one of the attorneys

1.

representing Defendants in regard to the above-captioned matter. As such, I am familiar with the
facts and circumstances of this case and make this affidavit based upon my own personal
knowledge;
That attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the pertinent parts

2.

of the deposition of Lynda Rammell.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT.
DATED this
~ day of November, 2010.
this.!l.LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVlCE
SERV[CE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this IJ- day of November, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, 10 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pfurey@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

o
o
o
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u.s. Mail
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Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
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husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
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CV OC 08-20694
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND DOES
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Defendants.

DEPOSITION OF LYNDA RAMMELL
AUGUST 31, 2010
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Notary Public
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Page 38

1
Q. It says, "Agents of the Idaho Fish and
Game and/or Idaho Department of Agriculture began 2
3
to hunt and kill plaintiffs' elk." And then it
4
goes on to read, "These agents were not using
appropriate weapons for killing elk, rather they
5
6
were shooting the elk with AR-15s."
7
Do you have any knowledge in that
8
regard about what weapons were being used to kill
ki II
9
the elk?
10
A. I do not. But I do know that they shot
11
some of the legs underneath the babies.
MR. RUNFT: You need to speak up.
12
THE WITNESS: I do not know how big
13
the -- I don't know how big or anything about the
14
guns, but I do know that they wounded -- they
15
just shot some of the babies legs out from
16
17
underneath them.
17
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) How do you know that? 18
A. Because I had -- my kids saw it.
19
Q. But did you see any of it?
20
A. I did not. My husband saw and my
21
children.
22
Q. And your husband and your children told
23
you?
24
A. Yes.
25

._---,---_
..----..
----,---_..,....... "'....

......
.....

Page 40
4()

Q. When did you go to the doctor?
A. I finally went last year.
Q. When, approximately?
A. I think around November.
Q. November of'09?
A. Yeah.
Q. SO over three years after the mcident
you went to see a doctor regarding the incident?
A. Yeah. Well, with all the -- with
consequences that happened from the incident.
Q. What consequences?
A. Losing our home.
MR. RUNFT: What?
THE WITNESS: Losing our home.
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) Are you directly
relating the loss
Joss of your home to the incidents
that took place in August of2006?
A. I am.
Q. And how is that?
A. Financial losses.
Q. Who did you go see in November 2009?
A. Dr. Lofgreen.
MR. RUNFT: Spell it, please.
THE WITNESS: L-o-f-g-r-e-e-n.
MR. RUNFT: L-o-s?
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Q. Did anybody else tell you that?
A. No.
Q. The sentence goes on to read, "which in
many cases meant a slow, painful death to
Rammells' animals, to the great consternation and
emotional distress of the Rammells."
As a result of the death of some of
these animals, did you undergo any type of
emotional distress?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you ever seek any type of medical
treatment in regard to that emotional distress?
A. Counseling?
Q. Who did you go see?
A. No, is that what you're asking me?
Q. Yes.
A. No.
Q. Did you ever go to a medical doctor?
A. Yes.
Q. In regard to emotional distress arising
out of this incident?
A. Not immediately.
Q. That indicates that you did at some
point in time?
A. Yes.

Page 41
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THE WITNESS: "F," Lofgreen.
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) What type ofphysicicn
is Dr. Lofgreen?
A. Internal medicine.
Q. Male or female?
A. Male.
Q. What's his first name?
A. I don't know.
Q. What did you specifically see him for?
A. Not sleeping, insomnia, and I couldn't
breath.
Q. Anything else?
A. (Head shake.)
Q. What did Dr. Lofgreen do for you?
A. I Ie gave me inhalers and two antianxiety
prescriptions.
Q. Do you know what they were?
A. Lorazepam.
MR. RUNFT: Spell.
WITNESS; Well, they're out in my
THE WITNESS:
car. I don't -- do you want me to go gel: them?
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) No, that's all right.
A. Because I can't remember the other one.
I don't know.
Q. Are you taking both of those

11
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I.

ISSUES ADDRESSED IN SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM
In response to the directive of the Court the following issues are to be addressed by the
parties in this supplemental briefing:
1.

Whether the emotional distress claims alleged in Counts VI and VII of the
Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint are in fact tort claims, rather than claims
under 42 U.S.C. § 1983?

2.

Whether I.C. § 2S-370SA
25-3705A is constitutional, such that the Plaintiffs cannot
of their domestic
sustain any constitutional "taking" claim for the destruction oftheir
relief as a result of the actions taken by the State?

3.

Whether, as based upon the evidence that has been submitted to the court, the
Plaintiffs' 42 U.S.C. § 1983 claims can survive summary judgment based
upon the applicable objective standard that has been stated by the United
States Supreme Court?

In response to this request for additional briefing on these issues, the State Defendants will
provide additional argument on the first and second issues concerning the Plaintiffs' emotional
distress claims and the constitutionality of I.C. § 2S-370SA.
25-3705A. As to the third issue concerning the
objective standard of analysis applied under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, the Defendants will stand upon the
authority provided in their initial memorandum submitted in support of their motion for summary
judgment, but they also expressly reserve the right to fully reply to any supplemental arguments and
authority that may be submitted on that issue by the Plaintiffs in their response brief.
II.

THE RAMMELLS' EMOTIONAL DISTRESS CLAIMS
FAIL UNDER ALL APPLICABLE STANDARDS
Based upon the evidence that has been submitted to this Court through the depositions ofRex
of Rex
and Lynda Rammell, their emotional distress claims, as stated in Counts VI and VII of their First
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Amended Complaint, fail to state viable personal tort claims under Idaho law, fail to state viable tort
claims against the state actors that can withstand a motion to dismiss, and also fail to state viable
civil rights claims under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Therefore, the Rammells' emotional distress claims
should be dismissed regardless of the basis upon which they are ultimately characterized by this
Court.
of the Rammells' claim for intentional infliction ofemotional
of emotional distress is stated
The substance ofthe
negltgent
in paragraphs 58 and 59 of the amended complaint. The substance of their claim for negllgent
infliction of emotional distress is stated in paragraph 64 of the Rammells' amended complaint.
Those paragraphs declare as follows:
58.

To the great emotional distress of the Rammells, Defendants in their above
described conduct recklessly, willfully, and wantonly interfered with and
destroyed valuable property of Plaintiffs, including elk and contractual and
business relationships of Plaintiffs knowing that there was high degree of
probability such a destructive raid on Plaintiffs' ranch pursuant to the
Executive Order would result in such harm and drive the Rammells out of
business.

59.

In promulgating and carrying out the Executive Order, Defendants James E.
Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective individual
capacities, engaged in extreme and outrageous conduct with the intention of
and/or with reckless disregard and indifference for, causing emotional and
mental anguish to the Rammells.

64.

In promulgating and carrying out the Executive Order, Defendants James E.
Risch, Steven Huffaker, and Does I-X, in their respective individual
capacities, engaged in negligent conduct with disregard and indifference for,
causing emotional and mental anguish to the Rammells.

First Amended Complaint at pp. 14 & 15.
In Carey v. Piphus, 435 U.S. 247, 98 S.Ct. 1042,55 L.Ed.2d 252 (1978) the United States
Supreme Court recognized a limited right to bring an action under 42 U.S.c. § 1983 based upon
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-3
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emotional distress when the claimant can "convince the trier offact that he actually suffered distress
because of
the denial of procedural due process itself." 435 U.S. at 263,98 S.Ct. at 1052. The Court
ofthe
summed up its holding by declaring:
Finally, we foresee no particular difficulty in producing evidence that mental and
emotional distress actually was caused by the denial ofprocedural
of procedural due process itself.
Distress is a personal injury familiar to the law, customarily proved by showing the
nature and circumstances of the wrong and its effect on the Plaintiff. [footnote
omitted] In sum, then, although mental and emotional distress caused by the denial
of procedural due process itself is compensable under § 1983, we hold that neither
the likelihood of such injury nor the difficulty of proving it is so great as to justify
awarding compensatory damages without proof
that such injury actually was caused.
proofthat
435 U.S. at 263-64, 98 S.Ct. at 1052 (bracketed reference to, "footnote omitted," added). See also,

Powell v. Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency, 563 F.Supp. 419, 423 (M.D.Pa.1983) ("A claim
for mental and emotional distress is cognizable under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.").
The underlying facts in Carey v. Piphus involved two high school students who had been
suspended from school without first having been accorded procedural due process. One student had
been accused of smoking marijuana on school grounds. The other student had refused to remove an
earring alleged to be indicative of gang membership, but that he alleged was a symbol of black pride.
The United States Supreme Court in rendering its decision made it clear that it was only the
emotional distress suffered as a result of the deprivation of due process itself, and not any other
injury involving emotional distress, which was compensable under § 1983. The Court declared:
Moreover, where a deprivation is justified but procedures are deficient,
whatever distress a person feels may be attributable to the justified deprivation rather
than to deficiencies in procedure. But as the Court ofAppeals
of Appeals held, the injury caused
by a justified deprivation, including distress, is not properly compensable under §
1983.
435 U.S. at 263,98 S.Ct. at 1052. In a footnote immediately appended to the just-quoted statement,
the Court further explained:
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORTOF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-4
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.......
In this case, for example, respondents denied the allegations against them. They may
well have been distressed that their denials were not believed. They might have been
equally distressed if they had been disbelieved only after a full-dress hearing, but in
that instance they would have no cause of action against petitioners.
435 U.S. at 263 fn. 19, 98 S.Ct. at 1052 fn. 19.
Under the standard of Carey v. Piphus in order to state a claim for emotional distress under
42 U.S.c. § 1983, the Rammells were required to assert that the emotional distress that they
allegedly suffered was caused by the actual alleged deprivation of due process by the individual State
actors. Viewed in the broadest and most generous light, the Rammells' emotional distress claims
as stated in paragraphs 58, 59, & 64 oftheir First Amended Complaint are alleged to arise out of the
the executive order, and to have also arisen out
ofthe
acts involved in the promulgation and carrying out of
of the actual destruction of their property, which was primarily the elk themselves, but also included
the alleged destruction of the Rammells' business and contract rights. The Rammells have not
of their due process rights.
alleged any emotional distress arising from the actual alleged deprivation oftheir
As more fully addressed in the second part of the argument that is submitted by the
Defendants in this supplemental brief, when the State exercises its police power for the benefit of
the general health and welfare, a person has no due process right for which he is entitled to predeprivation hearing. Nunley v. Texas Animal Health Comm., 471 S.W.2d 144, 148 (Tex.Civ.App.
1971) ("There are numerous cases holding that the concept of due process does not necessarily
require the granting of a hearing prior to the taking of administrative action in the exercise of the
police power); and Spillman v. Beauchamp, 362 S.W.2d 33, 35-36 (Ky.App.1962) ("The rule is
firmly established that under the police power the government may cause the summary killing of an
animal believed to be diseased, without give the owner a prior hearing.").
When a compelling public interest is present, the legislature may constitutionally authorize
DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-5
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summary action subject to later judicial review of the validity of such action."). See also, Miller v.
Schoene, 276 U.S. 272, 280, 48 S.Ct. 246, 248, 72 L.Ed. 568 (1928) ("For where, as here, the choice
is unavoidable, we cannot say that its exercise, controlled by considerations of social policy which
are not unreasonable, involves any denial of due process."); Stickley v. Givens, 11 S.E.2d 631, 636
(Va.1940) (exercise of the police power is not a deprivation of due process).
Consequently, in the absence of any right protected by the due process clause, or any other
right conferred by federal law, the Rammells simply lack any claim for emotional distress that is
cognizable as a42 U.S.C. § 1983 action. See, Baker v. McCollan, 443 U.S. 137, 146,99 S.Ct. 2689,
2695-96, 61 L.Ed.2d 433 (1979) ("Section 1983 imposes liability for violations of rights protected
by the Constitution, not for violations of duties of care arising out of tort law. Remedy for the latter
type of injury must be sought in state court under traditional tort-law principles.").
Even in respect to a traditional common law tort law claim, the Rammells have simply failed
to state any facts that are cognizable under state law as a tort claim, either as against a private
individual, or as against the state. Proof of intentional infliction of emotional distress requires, "( 1)
the conduct must be intentional or reckless; (2) the conduct must be extreme and outrageous; (3)
there must be a causal connection between the wrongful conduct and the emotional distress; and (4)
the emotional distress must be severe." Edmondson v. Shearer Lumber Prods., 139 Idaho 172, 179,
75 P.3d 733, 740 (2003). Proof of negligent infliction of emotional distress always requires some
physical manifestation of an injury. Black Canyon Raquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First National
Bank, 119 Idaho 171, 177, 804 P.2d
P .2d 900, 906 (1991).
Lynda Rammell testified at her deposition that she had experienced emotional distress as
result of the destruction of the domestic elk in September 2006, but that she did not seek any
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treatment for that emotional distress until November 2009, which was over three years after the
events in question had occurred. See, Lynda Rammell Depo., pg. 39, L. 7, to pg. 40, L. 9. (Attached
as Exhibit A to Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment). Likewise, Rex Rammell testified at his August 31,
2010 deposition that although he also alleged that he suffered emotional distress, he never sought
any treatment. See, Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 122, LL. 5-8. These declarations of the Rammells
themselves, in addition to the allegations made on the face of their First Amended Complaint,
constitute the totality of their claims for both intentional and negligent infliction of emotional
distress.
These facts, as alleged by the Rammells, are insufficient to establish a cause of action for
either intentional or negligent infliction of emotional distress under Idaho law. This evidence,
standing alone, is in sufficient to grant reliefto the Rammells under Idaho's Tort Claims Statute., I.C.
6-903( a) which declares that tort liability can only arise, "where the governmental entity if
ifaa private
§ 6-903(a)
person or entity would be liable for money damages under the laws of the state of Idaho." In
addition, the Rammells' emotional distress claims do not pass scrutiny under the discretionary
function exception to tort liability found in I.e. § 6-904.1. See e.g., Lawton v. City ofPocatello,
ofPocatello, 126
Idaho 454, 460, 886 P.2d 330, 336 (1994) (Decisions involving the consideration of financial,
political, economic and social effects of a particular action are discretionary and are accorded
immunity from liability).
The Rammells have also based their emotional distress claims upon the alleged injury to their
contract and business interests, but I.C. § 6-904.3 grants immunity to the state and its actors for
if this statutory immunity did
claims that allege an interference with contract rights. But again, even ifthis
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not exist the evidence that has been presented simply does not establish a prima facie case for the
Rammells' claims. In respect to the facts that are in the record, Dr. Rammell testified that the hole
in the fence that allowed the elk to escape was too small for the trophy elk with large antlers to pass
through, so that those animals which were scheduled to be hunted by his clients never escaped. (Rex
Rammell Depo., pg. 71, LL. 1-6; pg. 73, LL. 9-22).

1

Dr. Rammell also testified that he tried to

schedule 30 to 40 hunts per year. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 80, LL. 19-22). Notwithstanding the
escape that occurred in August 2006, Dr. Rammell could not recall that any contracts for hunts were
cancelled in 2006. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 103, LL. 15-17). Dr. Rammell also testified that prior
to the events in question he had made a decision to the sell the property, in part, because he had to
haul all of the water needed by the elk to that property. (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 37, LL. 1-24).

In summary, the Rammells' First Amended Complaint has failed to even state a prima facie
claim for either negligent or intentional infliction of emotional distress as based upon the evidence
in this case, much less state claims that meet the requirements of an action brought under 42 U.S.c.
§ 1983 or that state claims that are not barred by immunity under Idaho's Tort Claims Act.
Therefore, the Rammell's two claims for emotional distress that have been brought under 42 U.S.C.
U .S.C.
§ 1983 must be dismissed along with the remainder of their § 1983 claims.

III.
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE RAMMELLS' DOMESTIC ELK THAT WAS
ACCOMPLISHED BY AN EXERCISE OF THE STATES' POLICE POWER
UNDER I.e. § 2S-370SA WAS NOT AN UNCONSTITUTIONAL "TAKING"
Long-standing U.S. Supreme Court precedent recognizes that through the exercise of its

The pertinent transcript excerpts of Rex Rammell's deposition were previously
submitted with Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment briefing.
1
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police power the State can act for the general benefit ofthe
of the public's health, safety, and welfare, even
to the extent that an otherwise valuable private property interest can be seized or eliminated in the
vindication of those public interests without the necessity of paying compensation to the owner of
that property. See e.g., Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U.S. 623, 8 S.Ct. 273, 31 L.Ed. 205 (1885) (Owners
of breweries were not entitled to compensation when Kansas, in the exercise of its police powers,
prohibited the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors).
Recent decisions ofthe U.S. Supreme Court have refined, but not overturned, the basic rule
as to the non-compensable exercise of the police power that was announced in Mugler. See, Lucas
v. South Carolina Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1031-32, 112 S.Ct. 2886, 2901-02, 120 L.Ed.2d
798 (1992) ("Instead, as it would be required to do if it sought to restrain Lucas in a common law
action for public nuisance, South Carolina must identify background principles of nuisance and
property law that prohibit the uses he now intends in the circumstances in which the property is
presently found. Only on this showing can the State fairly claim that, in proscribing all such
beneficial uses, the Beachfront Management Act is taking nothing. [footnote omitted]"). See also,
Jd, 505 U.S. at 1039-1041,1047-1051,112 S.Ct. at 2905-06, 291 0-12, Justice Blackmun, dissenting,

providing an analysis of the Court's prior precedents on the non-compensable nature of state
prohibition of conduct deemed injurious to the public by an exercise of the police power.
The Idaho Supreme Court relied upon the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Mugler
Mug/er when
in State v. Kellogg, 100 Idaho 483, 600 P.2d 787 (1979) it held that an individual was not entitled
to compensation for the taking of controlled substances that were acquired before the possession of
those controlled substances was banned by statute. The Idaho Supreme Court cited with approval
the following statement from the United States Supreme Court's Mugler decision:

ENTAL
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The exercise of the police power by the destruction of property which is itself a
public nuisance, or the prohibition of its use in a particular ways, whereby its value
becomes depreciated, is very different from taking property for public use, or from
depriving a person of his property without due process of law.
100 Idaho at 487,600 P.2d at 791. The Idaho Supreme Court then went on to conclude:
It is now well settled in legislating in behalf of the pubic morals, health and
safety, the state by reason of its police power may enact laws which incidentally
impair property values or destroy them altogether without necessarily violating the
guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment.

P .2d at 792.
100 Idaho at 484, 600 P.2d
The primary source of the state of Idaho's police power in respect to the regulation of
livestock for the purpose the prevent of the spread of disease, contagions, and other deleterious
impacts is Article XVI, Section 1 of the Idaho Constitution, which provides as follows:

§ 1. LAWS TO PROTECT LIVESTOCK
The legislature shall pass all necessary laws to provide for the protection of
livestock against the introduction or spread of pleuro pneumonia, glanders, splenetic
or Texas fever, and other infectious or contagious diseases. The legislature may also
establish a system of quarantine or inspection and such other regulations as may be
necessary for the protection ofstock
of stock owners and most conducive
conduci ve to the stock interests
within this state.
Advances in science and technology since the Idaho Constitution was adopted in 1889, and since the
initial development of the common law rules concerning the exercise of the police power, have
revealed knowledge concerning the elements of micro-biology that are the agents in the spread of
disease among domestic animals. These advances in knowledge have also revealed principles of
genetics that were entirely unknown at the time rules concerning the exercise of the police power.
More recent decisions have integrated these issues concerning genetic contamination or
genetic purity as a part of the State's legitimate exercise of its police power. In Schreiner Farms,
Inc. v. Smitch, 940 P.2d 274 (Wash.App.1997) the operator of an elk farm brought an action that
JUDGMENT -\ 0
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challenged the constitutionality of Washington state regulations that prohibited the possession, sale,
transfer, or release of elk. The Washington Court held that these regulations did not constitute a
taking under the Fifth Amendment, and in reaching its decision relied on a recent decision by the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals addressing essentially the same issue in Pacific Northwest Venison

Producers v. Smitch, 20 F.3d 1008 (9thCir.1994). The state of Washington's interests in justifying
those state regulations are similar to the state interests are at issue in this case. The Ninth Circuit
case summarized the state's interest as follows:
The state's putative interests to be served by these regulations are to protect its native
wildlife from diseases and parasites, to maintain the genetic purity of its wildlife, to
protect its wildlife from competition for forage and habitat, and to ensure that native
wildlife will not be captured and added to captive herds. Clearly, the protection of
wildlife is one ofthe state's most important interests. See Hughes v. Oklahoma, 441
U.S. 322, 337, 99 S.Ct. 1727, 1736, 60 L.Ed.2d 250 (1979) (state interest in
protection of
wild animals is similar in importance to interest in protecting health and
ofwild
safety of citizens).

ofDraper,
20 F.3d at 1013. See also, Clark v. City of
Draper, 168 F.3d 1185 1188-89 (lOth
(10th Cir.1999); and
Stickley v. Givens, 11 S.E.2d 631, 636 (Va.1940) (The state's exercise of its police power is not
limited to those conditions that constituted a nuisance at common law).
The United States Supreme Court in, Rasmussen v. Idaho, 181 U.S. 198,21 S.Ct. 594,45
L.Ed.820 (1901), affirming, State v. Rasmussen, 7 Idaho 1, 59 P. 933(1900), upheld an early Idaho
statute designed as a prophylactic measure to prevent the spread of disease from livestock located
in adjacent states into the state of Idaho. The Idaho Supreme Court summarized the preventive
nature of that statute as follows:
We do not understand that it is, or ever was, an essential to the enforcement of a
quarantine that the fact ofthe existence of the disease in the subject ofthe
of the quarantine
should be primarily established. As we understand, it is a preventive measure. It will
hardly be claimed, we apprehend, that the state has not the power to prevent, by
of diseased animals; and
legislative enactment, the introduction within its boundaries ofdiseased
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this is all that the act under consideration purports or is intended to accomplish.
7 Idaho at 7, 59 P. at 934.
ofldaho 's enactment and enforcement ofI.C. § 25-3 705A encompasses an exercise
The state ofIdaho
of the police power for the protection of the public welfare in respect to both the regulation of
of the state's native wildlife. Subsection (3) ofl.C. § 25
25domestic cervidae farms and the protection ofthe
3705A declares that, "neither the licensed hunter, the state, nor any state agency shall be liable to the
owner for the killing of the escaped domestic cervidae." On this point, the United States Supreme
Court in Miller v. Schoene, 276 U.S. 272, 48 S.Ct. 246, 72 L.Ed. 568 (1928) upheld a Virginia
statute that allowed for the destruction of red cedar trees located within two miles of any apple
orchard without the payment of compensation to the owner of those trees.
A sampling of the cases that have addressed this issue are almost all identical in their
holdings that in the exercise of its police power a state may destroy property without the payment
of compensation. See e.g., Rose Acre Farms, Inc. v. Madigan, 956 F.2d 670, 672 (7th Cir.1992);

ofAnimal Health, 601 F.Supp. 1018, 1023 (D.Minn.1985); State v. Heldt, 213
Johansson v. Board ofAnimal
1927); Kroplin v. Truax, 165 N.E. 498, 500-02 (Ohio 1929); Hill v.
N. W. 578, 582 (Neb.
(Neb.1927);
Slate,
Commonwealth,3 Pa.D. & C.2d 302, 313-15,1955 WL 5282 (Pa.Cm. Pls.l954); Griffin v. State,

S.W.1, 2 (Tenn. 1922).
595 S.W.2d 96,100 (Tenn.Cr.App.1980); and Knox County v. Kreis, 236 S.W.l,
Idaho has a long-established statutory and regulatory regime for the management ofdomestic
of domestic
cervidae. Those statutes and rules attempt to prohibit any intermingling between wild and domestic
animals. The executive order that was issued by Governor Risch on September 7, 2006 declared that
the state was exercising its police power for the purpose of preserving, protecting, and perpetuating
Idaho's wild elk herds. That order declared that the escape ofRammells' domestic elk into the wild
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posed an "imminent threat to the health of wild elk herds," and an "imminent threat to public health
and safety, and an "imminent threat of
damages to public and private property." Because Idaho acted
ofdamages
pursuant to its police power under I.C. § 25-3705A in ordering the destruction of the Rammells'
escaped domestic elk, they are entitled to no compensation from the State as a result of the
destruction of those animals.

IV.
CONCLUSION
The Plaintiffs have failed to state any causes ofaction
of action that entitle them to relief in their First
Amended Complaint and, therefore, Plaintiffs should take nothing thereby.
DATED this I)
/) day of November, 2010.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC

By: c...I'ii..J....~~C-~f:::1[7ichael E. Kelly, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
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Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants
Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL
and
LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants,
vs.

Case No. CV OC 2008-20694
PLAINTIFFS'

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH, STEVEN HUFFAKER; and
DOES I-X,

SECOND BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants and Counterclaimants.

A USEFUL HYPOTHETICAL
In law school everyone used "hypos" to ground the applicability of various legal
principles. If created without too much exaggeration vis-a.-vis the actual facts, they can also
serve as cheap but effective "that-can't-be-right" illustrations of fallacy buried in a litigant's wellcrafted but invalid sophistry. The following suits that purpose here:
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A owns a lawful but politically unpopular business. On prior occasions and
for the past couple of weeks, A's business has been in violation of various
administrative regulations. B, a state governor with federal ambitions,
makes up a purely fictional story that A's already-loathed business is
harboring terrorists who could at any moment launch a biological weapon
into the state's river system. Declaring a state of "emergency," he enters an
Executive Order instructing the National Guard to immediately destroy the
business. A is given no notice and no opportunity to be heard. The order is
executed and in the aftermath the antecedent reality is established: not only
were there no terrorists in A's business but, as reflected in various
antecedent state records, no one, including B, ever believed or had any
reason to believe otherwise. B, now seen as "tough on terror," is easily
elected to federal office. A sues and B defends, B claiming he had police
power to destroy A's business because B had, after all, declared an
emergency; because the elimination of a building full of terrorists about to
poison the water supply would be a clearly valid exercise of police power and,
due to separation of powers and qualified immunity (based on the complexity
of the pertinent administrative regulations), it is not for the courts or a jury
of citizens to second-guess his actions.

THIS CASE

In their supplemental brief at 10, defendants quote the Idaho Constitution's Article XVI,
I, "Laws to Protect Livestock." This is progress, because in their first brief at page 10
10
Section 1,
defendants had argued the state's authority to regulate wildlife and "wildlife farms," which
missed this case completely. Since I.C. § 25-3701 expressly and deliberately makes the subject
I.C. § 25-3707 makes such livestock
animals livestock, and since I.e.
the subject of ownership, lien and absolute property rights, (the same as purely
domestic animals) in whatever situation, location, or condition such animals may
thereafter become, or be, and regardless of their remaining in, or escaping from
such restraint or captivity,
the correct perspective here is encouraged by first thinking of plaintiffs' property as simply longlegged cattle and only secondarily as cattle that resemble game. That will help inoculate the
analysis against the plain error urged by defendants, Le.,
i.e., that a rancher's pain-in-the-neck but
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thoroughly fixable complication posed some "breaking-news" danger to the kingdom - instead
of an illicit personal opportunity for defendants Risch and Huffaker.
Cattle get out. Ranchers get them back in. It is always a headache and it sometimes
takes time, but it gets done.

This is because no one kills them or drives them irretrievably off

with S.W.A.T. teams, helicopters and airplanes - except in this case. Before any constitutional
analysis of I.C. § 25-3705A can possibly begin on the correct track, it simply must begin with a
correct assessment of what the statutes and regulations do and do not authorize. Some key points
for the correct disposition of the instant motion are as follows:
1.

The subject animals were livestock, not wildlife.

2.
As with other livestock, the livestock in question were under the regulatory
jurisdiction ofthe Idaho Department of Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries - not Fish and
Game.
3.
The "perimeter" for the protection of Idaho's wildlife against disease and mutant
genes was not the little mesh-wire fence around plaintiffs' 160-acre enclosure, it was the
comprehensive regulatory scheme that (a) prevented mutants from getting into the State in the
first place and (b) provided for regular inspections of livestock (including domestic cervidae) by
Dept. of Agriculture personnel. Plaintiffs' animals were in fact genetically pure and perfectly
free of disease.
4.
The mystical "seven day rule" (I.C. § 25-3705A (3) and IDAPA 02.04.19.204.07)
on which defendants have sailed their whole ship since its specific reference in the September 7,
2006, Executive Order, has nothing to do with the case except to the extent it was used by
defendants as a purely pretextual justification for their destruction of plaintiffs' property. When
read in conjunction with the rest of the statutory and regulatory scheme (including IDAPA Ru1e
Rule
204(07)'s own wording that "licensed hunters" can lawfully take domestic elk "only" after
they've been out more than a week), it is clearly apparent the seven-day provision does
absolutely nothing, whatsoever, to nullify I.C. §§ 25-3701 and 25-3707. It simply protects a
licensed elk hunter from getting sued by the elk rancher who doesn't get his stray livestock back
in for more than a week during elk season. The Court intimated as much in its April 29, 2009,
Order at 9 and the unassailable correctness of that assessment finds corroboration in the fact that,
since plaintiffs emphasized the point in their first brief against summary jUdgment,
judgment, defendants
now eschew any quotation at all of § 25-3705A(3)'s first (main) independent clause. Their
sophistry exposed, defendants now quote only its second clause. i.e., " ... neither the lice:nsed
hunter, the state, nor any state agency shall be liable [etc]."
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
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5.
Perhaps most importantly, there simply isn't any "may be shot, killed, destroyed
and/or irretrievably driven o.ff
o..ff into the wild by the State ~f still out after X' days" provision
anywhere in the statutory or regulatory schemes, notwithstanding the momentum defendants
seem to have garnered for the notion commencing with day one. In truth, (1) what constitutes a
"timely" recapture by the rancher is a decision that is to be made on a case-by-case basis by the
Administrator of the Department of Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries, i.e., Dr. Greg
Ledbetter, D.V.M. - not an opportunistic politician or his ranch-hating confederate at Fish and
Game; (2) the "timeliness" of the rancher's success or failure in his recapture efforts will depend
on the circumstances; and (3) if, and only if, the Administrator has indeed determined the
animals have remained strays for "too long," then - and here is the most important aspect of the
entire statutory and regulatory schemes the Court should be concerned with - the Administrator's
authority is to "effectuate the capture of the escaped domestic cervidae to ensure the health of
Idaho's livestock and wild cervidae populations." IDAPA 02.04.19.204.05. It does not provide
authority for the State to shoot up a rancher's livestock as if they were enemies in a video
game, and defendants' refusal to address that reality doesn't reduce it one bit.!
bit. 1
6.
It is the province of the legislative branch of government - not the executive or
even the judiciary - to determine and declare whether a particular form of animal husbandry is a
legitimate agricultural pursuit or, conversely, some despised "nuisance." By its enactment ofI.C.
§ 25-3707, quoted above, the Idaho Legislature has made its position emphatically clear.
clear?2
7.

Defendants still decline to set forth any set of facts they claim are undisputed.

1 In Defendants' Supplemental Brief at 2 they declare their reservation of a right to reply further to plaintiffs'
supplemental arguments regarding the objective standard that applies to an official's claimed qualified immunity
defense. That is of course up to the Court, but plaintiffs welcome and invite defendants to reply as much as they
desire to plaintiffs' observation of the natural fact there is no provision anywhere in the Idaho Code or in the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act that authorizes the State to kill an elk rancher's livestock simply for being "out"
longer than some specified period of time. Plaintiffs invite specific citations and quotations, and not merely filrther
ipse dixit. There won't be any such citations or quotations because there aren't any such provisions.

A simple "from and after the effective date hereof, it shall be lawful to own and possess live elk" would probably
have sufficed. The Legislature's actual language, on the other hand - especially its "regardless of their remaining in
or escaping from" part - suggests an almost prescient anticipation of the exact conduct the defendants seek to justify
here, and it constitutes an oddly insistent instruction not to even think about trying it. It's as if the Legislature knew
there would be prejudice against this industry and solemnly determined to neutralize it in advance.
2
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DISPOSITIVE FACTS, DISPOSITIVE LACK OF FACTS

Despite their status as movants for summary judgment, defendants continue in their
failure to offer so much as an affidavit purporting to establish uncontroverted facts on which they
would be entitled to judgment as a matter of law. This is because the emperor's new clothes
simply aren't.

Facts to fit defendants' arguments have been simply implied or presumed,

whereas the uncontroverted facts - sworn to in the verified First Amended Complaint and in the
submitted depositions - expose their claimed justification as illusory. Although the requested
supplemental briefing is to address the legal issues of (a) the viability of the negligent and
intentional infliction claims, (b) the constitutionality of I.C. § 25-3705A and (c) the objective
standard (to the exclusion of subjective state of mind) applicable to the qualified immunity
defense, no meaningful discussion can be had in a complete factual vacuum, so plaintiffs here
supply the facts most germane 3 :
Sportsmen's groups and the Department of Fish and Game have long been openly
opposed to elk ranching. (Huffaker Depo. 51110
51/10 - 54/5.) "It's just not natural," seems to be the
common prejudice. Plaintiffs' elk ranch was stocked with purebred animals brought into the
state in compliance with the statutory and regulatory procedures designed to ensure genetic
purity and freedom from disease. Those raised on the ranch as their issue had been tested and
found, likewise, to be free from disease. Records of this were on file with the Department of
Agriculture at the time of the events in question. Plaintiffs' ranch, including its regulation mesh
meshwire fence, were inspected by the Division of Animal Industries and found to be in good repair
on June 27,2006. (Mortensen Depo. Exh. 7, Bates No. PLF 00117.) Plaintiff Rammell
Rarnmell was on
his premises Friday, August 11 to water the stock and check the fence and saw nothing out of
order. (R. Rarnmell
Rammell depo. 25/23 - 26115.)
26/15.) Sometime before August 14, some 100-plus head of
3

The facts are from the First Amended Complaint - which was verified - except as otherwise indicated.
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his livestock got out through a hole in the fence made by a bear, whereupon they wandered over
to the neighbor's alfalfa stubble to graze. The neighbor called Animal Industries to complain,
whereupon Dr. Lawrence (Bureau Chief, Animal Health) called plaintiff, who immediately fixed
the hole and began getting his stock back in. He worked steadily at it for a couple of weeks and,
at the suggestion of someone from Animal Industries that he try chumming the remaining
animals in with grain, his rate of success was even increasing. He had over half his stock baek in
when the government shooters arrived.
Defendant Risch had been Governor for about five months, succeeding to the post after
Dirk Kempthorne stepped down to accept an appointment as Secretary of the Interior.

On

September 7,2006, having consulted with the ranch-opposed Idaho Sportsmen's Caucus and Fish
and Game - but not the Administrator of the Division or Bureau Chief Lawrence4 - Risch issued
his sensational Executive Order commanding Fish and Game to immediately "shoot on [sight]"
all of plaintiffs remaining strays. This was accompanied by much fanfare but no evidence

whatsoever of any genetic impurity or disease, nor even by so much as any suggestion of any
reasonable suspicion, let alone "belief," of
any genetic impurity or disease. s
ofany

The State Veterinarian and Assistant State Veterinarian, respectively. Ledbetter Depo., _ . See, I.C § 25-202.
There is a statement in the Court's April 29, 2009, Order on defendants' Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, at 14 15, that the question of Governor Risch's immunity "turns on whether it was clearly established in September 2006
that Governor Risch's issuance of an executive order to kill escaped elk believed to be diseased [in order] to protect
the health of wild elk herds or the public violated plaintiffs' constitutional rights to property and due process." This
is simply wrong, and it represents an example of the plain error that attends the naked, self-serving, presumptions
the defendants put forth in the hope the Court will absorb them without evidence. There has never in this case, and
certainly not on the motion to dismiss, been any evidence that anybody actually "believed" or even so much as
suspected that these highly prized, extremely valuable, purebred, veterinarian-owned livestock were "diseased."
And in fact, the only evidence extant is that every time the animals were tested by the Division of Animal Industries,
they tested spotlessly healthy. This particular instance may have been the font of defendants' otherwise curious
summary judgment briefing devoted in so large a measure to the off-point topic of a State's authority to abate
nuisances. Defendants' tactic of simply throwing out "as-anybody-knows ..."
... " propositions, without any evidentiary
basis therefor, has permeated this case since it arose on September 7, 2006, and it should not be suffered to continue.
Plaintiffs respectfully request the Court to hold defendants, the same as everyone else, to the law's requirement of
evidence, and that they not be permitted to glide along any longer on the mere chin-music of advocacy. Otherwise,
the case will inevitably be wrecked.
4

5
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Defendant Huffaker, director of Fish and Game, gladly consented and dispatched seven
"shooter teams" comprised of two shooters and one spotter each, along with a helicopter and an
airplane. What the "shooter teams" couldn't kill were, naturally enough, driven irretrievably
deep into the wild by these eager "teams," the weapons fire, the chopper and the airplane.
Plaintiff was given no opportunity whatsoever to be heard, and defendants have admitted in their
briefing that (a) the state deliberately destroyed plaintiffs' property, (b) the state has at all times
from the beginning intended not to compensate plaintiffs for the property destroyed or - to the
same effect - driven irretrievably from the neighbor's hay field deep into the wild and (c)
(c) they
wouldn't alter their behavior if they had it to do again. And this despite the uncontroverted facts
that plaintiffs had
operated and maintained a disease-free, genetically pure herd since acquisition of
the herd in 1994 and have records validating this claim for each and every animal
of Plaintiffs' elk herd. These records had been provided to. and were on file
with. the Idaho Department o{Agriculture prior to August. 2006.
First Amended Complaint, paragraph 25 (verified). (See also, initial complaint, paragraph 23,
also verified.)
IDAHO CODE § 25-3705A
2S-370SA
From September 7, 2006, to the present motion for summary judgment, the defendants
have espoused the premise that I.C. § 25-3705A(3) authorized the State to destroy plaintiffs'
livestock - without notice and without the opportunity to be heard, and without any
compensation therefor - simply for being "out" more than a week. Nothing they might try to
say now that the fundamental errors are in the spotlight can change it, either:
"The State of Idaho has an expressly-stated statutory policy of allowing the owner
of escaped domestic elk a seven day period in which to recapture those animals.
After that time period elapses the state is empowered to take whatever actions are
necessary to either recapture the animals or to destroy them. The statute that most
specifically addresses this question allows for the escaped elk to be shot and taken
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by both private and state hunters, without payment of compensation to the owner.
I.C. § 25-3705A(3). Regulations adopted by the Idaho Department of Agriculture
implement this statute. See, IDAPA 02.04.19.204.05 & .07.
The Rammells' failure to recapture all of their escaped elk in the time allowed
under Idaho law created a public nuisance that could be abated by the state
without the need to compensate the Rammells for those animals that were taken.
Therefore, summary judgment should be granted to the state of Idaho on Count I
of the Rammells' First Amended Complaint."
Defendants' (first) Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment at 22.
"The State of Idaho's enactment and enforcement of I.C. § 25-3705A
encompasses an exercise of the police power for the protection of the public
welfare in respect to both the regulation of domestic cervidae farms and the
protection of the state's wildlife. Subsection (3) ofI.C. § 25-4705A declares that,
'neither the licensed hunter, the state, nor any state agency shall be liable to the
owner for the killing of the escaped domestic cervidae.' "
Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment at 12.
"Because Idaho acted pursuant to its police power under I.C. § 25-3705A in
ordering the destruction of the Rammells' escaped domestic elk, they are entitled
to no compensation from the State as a result of the destruction of those animals."
Id., at 13.

The Court requested briefing as to whether I.C. § 25-3705A is constitutional and offered
its preliminary thought that if it is constitutional, then the case could be at an end.

It is

respectfully submitted the Court must first determine whether I.C. § 25-3705A truly authorized
the defendants' acts at all because if not, then the constitutionality of the statute itself simply
isn't an issue before Court. Plaintiffs submit the Court's determination whether I.C. § 25-3705A
truly authorized the very deliberate decision of defendants to "shoot on [sight]" plaintiffs'
(1) absent any evidence of disease or genetic impurity; (2) absent any
valuable stray livestock - (I)
belief there existed any disease or genetic impurity; (3) absent any evidence to support even a
reasonable suspicion of disease or genetic impurity, (4) absent any legislative finding of
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nUIsance, (5) absent any notice to plaintiffs and the opportunity to be heard and (6) in the face
of the actual fact plaintiffs were systematically succeeding in getting their stock off the
neighbor's hay pasture and back on their own ranch - is a threshold issue if the Court has any
inclination at all to accept as correct defendants' position quoted above. If the statute doesn't
really bless such a grotesque departure from the law governing all other stray livestock, then the
Court isn't presented with that constitutional issue and it has no place here. Jean v. Nelson, 472
U.S. 846, 854, 105 S.Ct. 2992, 2997 (1985); Spector Motor Co. v. McLaughlin, 323 U.S. 101,
105, 65 S.Ct. 152, 154, 89 L.Ed. 101 (1944). See Rochin v.California, 342 U.S. 165, 72 S.Ct.
205 (1952) (criteria to identify what is fatally arbitrary differ depending on whether it

IS

legislation or a specific act of a governmental officer that is at issue).
It is crucial to the correct disposition of this case to dispense with the defend~lDts'
defend~lDts'
long-running yet never directly addressed "implication" that I.e. § 25-3705A
2S-370SA authorized
the summary destruction of plaintiffs' property.
A.

This case can no longer abide the gaping hole in defendants' position: They simply
present it as ipse dixit that the applicable regulations and statutes authorized their conduct,
whereupon they then proceed to hijack the case onto a tangent devoted to what is in fact a purely
hypothetical question: "Does a state have the right, pursuant to its police power, to terminate
tenninate
property rights where the continued enjoyment of the property has been legislatively determined
detennined
to be a public nuisance?"
Probably so, but that isn't this case, and submitting to the exercise urged by defendants
would take the case down an academically interesting - but completely inapposite - trail to
determine the existence and validity of the police power, the presumption of constitutionality of
detennine
legislation, the construction of statutes to avoid constitutional issues where reasonably possible,
and so on. Defendants' approach is as fraught with error as if, having shot a pulled-over motorist
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for speeding, the defendants sought to divert the Court's analysis to a focused study of whe:ther
the state can constitutionally set its own speed limits and pull motorists over for exceeding them.
The correct place to start is clearly with exposure of the reality that the statute never authorized
what actually was done in the first place.

The entire text of I.e. § 25-3705A is as follows:

(1)
(l) It is the duty of the owners and operators of domestic cervidae farms or
ranches to:
(a) Take all reasonable actions to prevent the escape of domestic cervidae located
on such farms or ranches;
(b) Ensure that perimeter fences and gates are built and maintained in a manner
that will prevent the escape of domestic cervidae;
(c) Notify the division of animal industries upon the discovery of the escape of
domestic cervidae; and
(d) Take reasonable actions to bring under control domestic cervidae that escape.

(2) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, the division of animal
industries or its agent is authorized to take necessary actions to bring under
control any domestic cervidae that have escaped the control of the owner or
operator of the domestic cervidae farm or ranch where the domestic cervidae were
located.
(3) Any domestic cervidae, that have escaped the control of the owner or operator
of a domestic cervidae farm or ranch for more than seven (7) days, taken by a
licensed hunter in a manner which complies with title 36, Idaho Code, and the
rules and proclamations of the Idaho fish and game commission shall be
considered a legal taking
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and neither the licensed hunter, the state, nor any state agency shall be liable to
the owner for killing the escaped domestic cervidae. 6
Defendants' motion is not based on subsection (l), application of which would clearly
involve myriad genuine issues of material fact. Nor does it appear defendants have themsdves
ever urged subsection (2), either. Notwithstanding, that provision is mentioned in the Court's
April 29, 2009, order on defendants' earlier motion to dismiss and consequently subsection (2),
as well as subsection (3) - on which defendants specifically do rely - should both be studied
carefully:
(2) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, the division of animal
industries or its agent is authorized to take necessary actions to bring under
control any domestic cervidae that have escaped the control of the owner or
operator of the domestic cervidae farm or ranch where the domestic cervidae were
located.
(3) Any domestic cervidae, that have escaped the control of the owner or operator
of a domestic cervidae farm or ranch for more than seven (7) days, taken by a
licensed hunter in a manner which complies with title 36, Idaho Code, and the
rules and proclamations of the Idaho fish and game commission shall be

6

The is no ambiguity whatsoever here, but the agency's rules are even better written:

05. Capture. In the event that the owner or operator of a domestic cervidae ranch is unable to
retrieve escaped domestic cervidae in a timely manner, as determined by the Administrator, the
Administrator may effectuate the capture of the escaped domestic cervidae to ensure the hl;:alth
hl;!alth
of Idaho's livestock and wild cervidae populations. (4-2-03)

***
07. Taking of Escaped Domestic Cervidae. A licensed hunter may legally take domestic
cervidae which have escaped from a domestic cervidae ranch only under the following
conditions:(
4-6-05)
conditions:(4-6-05)
a. The domestic cervidae has escaped and has not been in the control of the owner or operator of
and(4-6-05)
the domestic cervidae ranch for more than seven (7) days; and(4-6-05)
b. The hunter is licensed and in compliance with all the provisions of the Idaho Department of
h.
Fish and Game rules and code. (4-6-05) IDAPA 02.04.19.204 .05 and .07.
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considered a legal taking and neither the licensed hunter, the state, nor any state
agency shall be liable to the owner for killing the escaped domestic cervidae.

1.
Subsection (3), on which defendants have claimed reliance from the beginning as, the
authority for their conduct, does nothing to authorize or excuse them.
Defendants' reliance on subsection (3) - and it is the subsection on which they rely and
have relied for issuance of the executive order since September 7, 2006 - is astounding, really.
No one, but no one, could read that to authorize what was done by the defendants here. What elk
does it address? Certain domestic ones that have been out for more than seven days. Fair
enough. But what is the subject of the provision? Every domestic elk that have been out for
more than seven days? Not hardly! A rational person would have to be specifically trying
(desperately) to find some way, however strained, to stick the statute with that construction. It
obviously refers only to those "seven-day-escapees" that have been "taken" - i.e., killed. not

"brought under con
trot' - by lawful elk hunters in elk season that are the animals addressed.
controt'
And is the statute's purpose to authorize any government official with executive powers to
summarily exterminate an entire herd of livestock just for being "out"? Again, no. The purpose
is very obviously to immunize "the" hunter and, while about it, the state and the department of
fish and game pursuant to whose authority and power "the" hunter was so licensed. That's it,
and any other reading of the statute is absurd. There isn't even any ambiguity to constnLe
constme or
interpret and even if there were, it couldn't be construed any differently:
The objective of statutory interpretation is to give effect to legislative intent.
Robison v. Bateman-Hall, 139 Idaho 207,210,
207, 210, 76 P.3d 951,954 (2003). Because
"the best guide to legislative intent is the words of the statute itself," the
interpretation of a statute must begin with the literal words of the statute. In re
Permit No. 36-7200, 121 Idaho 819, 824, 828 P.2d 848, 853 (1992); accord
McLean v. Maverik Country Stores, Inc., 142 Idaho 810, 813, 135 P.3d 756, 759
(2006). Where the statutory language is unambiguous, the Court does not construe
it but simply follows the law as written. McLean, 142 Idaho at 813, 135 P.3d at
759. The plain meaning of a statute therefore will prevail unless clearly expressed
legislative intent is contrary or unless plain meaning leads to absurd results.
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Gillihan v. Gump, 140 Idaho 264, 266, 92 P.3d 514, 516 (2004). In determining
its ordinary meaning "effect must be given to all the words of the statute if
possible, so that none will be void, superfluous, or redundant." State v. Mercer,
143 Idaho 108, 109, 138 P.3d 308, 309 (2006) (quoting In re Winton Lumber
Company, 57 Idaho 131, 136,63 P.2d 664,666 (1936).
If the language of the statute is capable of more than one reasonable
OreWe Sch. Dist. No. 84, 142
construction it is ambiguous. Carrier v. Lake Pend Oreille
Idaho 804, 807, 134 P.3d 655, 658 (2006). An ambiguous statute must be
construed to mean what the legislature intended it to mean. Id. To ascertain
legislative intent, the Court examines not only the literal words of the statute, but
the reasonableness of the proposed interpretations, the policy behind the statute,
and its legislative history. Id.

* * *

Ambiguity is not established merely because the parties present differing
interpretations to the court. In re Permit No. 36-7200, 121 Idaho at 823-24, 828
P.2d at 852-53. If the language of the statute is reasonably susceptible of only one
interpretation, the statute is unambiguous and there is no occasion to look beyond
the text of the statute. See Id. at 822-24, 828 P.2d at 851-53; Carrier, 142 Idaho at
807, 134 P.3d at 658. The first step is to examine the literal words of the statute to
determine whether they support the parties' differing interpretations.
State v. Yzaguirre, 144 Idaho 471,475 - 476, 163 P.3d 1183, 1187 - 1188 (2007).

2. Subsection (2) authorizes the State (specifically its division of animal industries) to take
"necessary" actions to "bring under control" any animals that have "escaped thl'!
th.'!
control" of the owner. It does NOT authorize the State to take necessary actions to
"render dead" any animals that have escaped the control of the owner.
Subsection (2) doesn't save defendants, either. The word "control" appears all over in the
statutes and the regulations and nowhere does it have any but its "plain, ordinary" meaning. Its
usage in

I.e.

§ 25-3705A is as a noun, rather than a verb, but either way, it clearly connotes

restraint, rather than summary extermination. As a verb:
"2. To exercise restraining or directing influence over: REGULATE"
And as a noun (as here):
"1. A: an act or instance of controlling; also: power or authority to guide or manage

* * *
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2: RESTRAINT, RESERVE
Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary.
Nowhere in the statutes or in the regulations has either the Legislature or the Department
of Agriculture declared anything on the order of, "And if the escaped livestock can by no means
be brough 'under control', then they may lawfully be destroyed by the state." Instead, the
regulatory agency given authority over domestic elk promulgated a rule that comports with
everything else in the Idaho Code:
05. Capture. In the event that the owner or operator of a domestic cervidae ranch
is unable to retrieve escaped domestic cervidae in a timely manner, as determined
by the Administrator, the Administrator may effectuate the capture of the escaped
domestic cervidae to ensure the health of Idaho's livestock and wild cervidae
populations. (4-2-03)

IDAPA 02.04.19.204.05. The agency entrusted with the implementation of statutory authority
is ordinarily entitled to deference as to the meaning of the statute, assuming, of course, there is
any real question to begin with. As the Court held in JR. Simp/ot Co., Inc. v. Idaho State Tax
Com'n 120 Idaho 849, 820 P.2d 1206 (1991):
After reviewing our extensive case history, as well as the holdings of the U.S.
Supreme Court and various other state courts, we hold that the rule of deference
to agency statutory constructions retains continuing validity. We hold that a
standard of "free review" is not applicable to agency determinations. Accordingly,
we hereby clarify and limit Idaho Fair Share to the extent that case implied that
the standard of free review was appropriate for reviewing an agency's statutory
interpretations.
In determining the appropriate level of deference to be given to an agency
fourconstruction of a statute, we are of the opinion that a court must follow a four
prong test. The court must first determine if the agency has been entrusted with
the responsibility to administer the statute at issue. Only if the agency has
received this authority will it be "impliedly clothed with power to construe" the
law. Kopp v. State, 100 Idaho 160, 163,595 P.2d 309, 312 (1979).
The second prong of the test is that the agency's statutory construction must be
reasonable. This requirement was recognized at the beginning of our case law
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when in State v. Omaechevviaria, 27 Idaho 797, 152 P. 280 (1915), we indicated
that deference would not be appropriate when an agency interpretation "is so
obscure and doubtful that it is entitled to no weight or consideration." 27 Idaho at
803, 152 P. at 281; see also Breckenridge v. Johnston, 62 Idaho 121, 108 P.2d
833 (1940).
The third prong for allowing agency deference is that a court must determine
that the statutory language at issue does not expressly treat the precise question at
issue. An agency construction will not be followed if it contradicts the clear
expressions of the legislature because ''the court, as well as the agency, must give
effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of Congress." Chevron, 467 U.S. at
842-43, 104 S.Ct. at 2781 (footnotes omitted).
If an agency, with authority to administer a statutory area of the law, has made
a reasonable construction of a statute on a question without a precise statutory
answer then, under the fourth prong of the test, a court must ask whether any of
the rationales underlying the rule of deference are present. If the underlying
rationales are absent then their absence may present "cogent reasons" justifying
the court in adopting a statutory construction which differs from that of the
agency.
When some of the rationales underlying the rule exist but other rationales are
absent, a balancing is necessary because all of the supporting rationales may not
be weighted equally. Therefore, the absence of one rationale in the presence of
others could, in an appropriate case, still present a "cogent reason" for departing
from the agency's statutory construction. Because these rationales are important in
determining whether cogent reasons exist for departing from an agency
interpretation, we disapprove of the practice of merely concluding that cogent
reasons for departing from the agency interpretation exist without any further
explanation. If one or more of the rationales underlying the rule are present, and
no "cogent reason" exists for denying the agency some deference, the court
should afford "considerable weight" to the agency's statutory interpretation. If, on
the other hand, a court concludes that the agency is not entitled to receive
considerable weight to its interpretation based on the lack ofjustifying
of justifying rationales
for deference, then the agency's interpretation will be left to its persuasive force.
120 Idaho at 862-863,820 P.2d at 1219-1220. To the same effect is the following from Mason v.
Donnelly Club, 135 Idaho 581, 21 P.3d 903 (2001):
This Court has established a four-prong test for determining the appropriate
level of deference to be given to an agency construction of a statute. JR. Simplot
Co. v. Tax Com'n, 120 Idaho 849, 820 P.2d 1206 (1991). First, we must determine
if the agency has been entrusted with the responsibility to administer the statute at
issue. Id at 862, 820 P.2d at 1219. Second, the agency's statutory construction
must be reasonable. Id. Third, we must determine whether the statutory language
at issue does not expressly treat the precise question at issue. Id Finally, we must
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ask whether any of the rationales underlying the rule of deference are present. Id.
If the four-prong test is met, then courts must give "considerable weight" to the
agency's interpretation of the statute. Id.

135 Idaho at 583, 21 P.3d at 905. The straws at which the defendants and their fellow ranchhaters have clutched from the inception of this case on September 7, 2006, simply won't hold the
weight.
II. THE OBJECTIVE STANDARD BY WHICH OFFICIALS' CONDUCT IS EVALUATED
FOR PURPOSES OF QUALIFIED IMMUNITY TO §1983 CLAIMS DOES NOTHING TO
MAKE DEFENDANTS' CONDUCT EXCUSABLE AND, MOREOVER, THEIR
SUBJECTIVE STATE OF MIND REMAINS RELEVANT TO SUBSTANTIVE DUE
PROCESS AND TO PUNITIVE DAMAGES.
Plaintiffs accept as correct defendants' assertion that availability of the qualified
immunity defense is to be determined by an objective assessment of the defendants' state of
mind, regardless of their subjective awareness. Hence, for purposes of the qualified immunity
analysis, defendant Risch's stature as an established cattle rancher and trial lawyer are beside that
point even though they bear fully on the callousness of his disregard for the rights of plaintiffs as
respects punitive damages, Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 116, 97 S.Ct. 285 (1976) (Stevens,
J., dissenting), and also on the "conscience shocking" character of his acts - a thing material to
the claim for denial of substantive due process.

But given the verified allegations of the First

Amended Complaint and the unassailable conclusion that the applicable statutes and regulations
by their terms authorized no more than "control" of plaintiffs' livestock7 and certainly not
summary destruction of them, plaintiffs assert that no reasonably competent official in defendant
Risch's position could possibly have failed to know his executive order was an illegal violation
of plaintiffs' constitutional property rights. The constitutional right not to have one's livestock
destroyed simply for being outside one's own fences is not novel. As defendants themselves
7 And even that innocuous action only if the Administrator has made a determination the owner has failed to
recapture his escaped livestock in a "timely" fashion, a fact very foreign to this case.
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observe in their supplemental brief at 10, Idaho's very constitution has manifested a protective
bent toward "livestock," "stock owners" and "stock interests" within the state since 1889.

And

as explained above, no reasonably competent governor of the state of Idaho could possibly have
been confused as to the fact the animals that were at worst trespassing on a neighbor's stubble
were - just like every cow, sheep, horse or hog in the state - livestock:
For the purposes of
all classification and administration ofthe
of the laws ofthe
of the state of
ofall
Idaho, and all administrative orders and rules pertaining thereto, the breeding,
raising, producing, harvesting or marketing of such animals or their products by
the producer or his agent shall be deemed an agricultural pursuit; such animals
shall be deemed livestock and their products shall be deemed agricultural
products ...
I.C. § 25-3701.
Domestic cervidae shall be, together with their offspring and increases, the
subject of ownership, lien and absolute property rights, (the same as purely
domestic animals) in whatever situation, location, or condition such animals may
thereafter become, or be, and regardless of their remaining in, or escaping from
such restraint or captivity.
I.C. § 25-3707. It simply doesn't get any clearer than that, and the "escape" provisions quoted
hereinabove are no less clear. It is submitted that no reasonably competent official in Risch's and
Huffaker's positions, absent a bad faith or malicious intent to violate plaintiffs' constitutional
right not to be deprived of their property without due process, could possibly have read the
applicable laws as authorizing the defendants' acts.
Spillman v. Beauchamp, 362 S.W.2d 33 (Ky. App. 1962), cited by defendants in their
supplemental brief at 5, would impose liability on the facts of this case.

There, the animal

destroyed by the state actually was "believed to be diseased," such that qualified immunity was
held available to the defendants:
The appellants maintain that even if the department does have statutory authority
to kill a d[is]eased animal, the killing may not be done summarily upon an ex
parte determination by the department that the animal is diseased. The argument
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is that the owner is entitled under the Constitution to a hearing before the animal
is killed. But the law is all to the contrary. The rule is firmly established that
under the police power the government may cause the summary killing of an
animal believed to be diseased, without giving the owner a prior [emphasis
original] hearing. All that is required by way of due process is that the owner be
given the opportunity subsequently [emphasis original] to litigate the question of
whether the animal was in fact diseased, and be provided a remedy in damages in
the event it is proved that the animal was not diseased. See Neer v. State Live
Stock Sanitary Board, 40 N.D. 340, 168 N.W. 601; Loftus v. Department of
Agriculture, 211 Iowa 566, 232 N.W. 412; Pearson v. Zehr, 138 Ill. 48, 29 N.E.
854; Affonso Bros. v. Brock, 29 Cal.App.2d 26, 84 P.2d 515.

Spillman v. Beauchamp, 362 S.W.2d 33,35-36 (Ky. 1962), emphasis added except as otherwise

indicated.

The reason plaintiffs here howl so at the Court's earlier injection of the phrase

"believed to be diseased" in its April 29, 2009, Order on defendants' motion to dismiss at 15 is
that the case could be ruined if it remains uncorrected.

Although it is defendants who cite

Spillman in their supplemental brief at 5, that case includes the following, which is spot-on

square with the true facts of this case, supported by record evidence as distinct from mere
argument:
If, as has been assumed for the purposes of this discussion, the defendants in this
case acted in good faith in carrying out their duties under the statutory system for
control and eradication of communicable diseases of animals, and they were not
chargeable with any knowledge that would have led a reasonable man to
question the correctness of the veterinarian's diagnosis that the animal was
diseased, it is our opinion that the defendants could not be held personally liable
even if it should eventually be proved that the cow was not in fact diseased.
The complaint alleges, however, that prior to the time the defendants caused the
cow to be killed a judgment had been entered in an action in the circuit court,
brought by the Department of Agriculture, adjudging that the department had no
authority to kill the cow and finding that the cow was not in fact diseased. The
complaint further alleges that the defendants killed the cow in willful[] and
malicious defi[]ance of the judgment.
Of course if the foregoing allegations are true they will furnish a basis for
imposing personal liability upon the officers. because the allegations show a
ofgood
good faith. an absence of reasonable grounds for the officers to believe
lack of
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the cow to be diseased. and the existence of aspects of a deliberate flaunting of
legal rights.

Spillman v. Beauchamp, 362 S.W.2d 33, 36 -37 (Ky.1962), emphasis added. The Court is again

implored to reject defendants' ipse dixit factual propositions in this case, because had the Court
not granted plaintiffs' motion to amend the complaint, thus rendering the "believed to be
diseased" statement in its April 2009 Order moot, it could have been fatal to the COlTect
adjudication of the case. Not only does the true absence of any "belief of disease" matter a great
deal to the availability of Risch's and

Huffaker's qualified immunity defense and to the

callousness of their acts, it also matters to the quality of the defendants' acts as "conscienceshocking," another case-maker as respects the substantive due process claim.
In County of Sacramento v. Lewis, 523 U.S. 833, 118 S.Ct. 1708 (1998), a police chase
ended in the death of a motorcycle passenger. The issue was whether the officers' conduct was
sufficiently "bad" as to constitute a § 1983-compensible deprivation of life without due process.
Noting the fundamental distinction between the true emergency nature of an officer presented
with an evader who speeds away in defiance of an order to stop and a prison official who has the
luxury of deliberating about a prisoner's situation, the court observed the pivotal importanee of
the facts of the particular case. In some instances deliberate indifference will suffice to "shock
the conscience," whereas in other situations only conduct "intended to injure in some way
unjustifiable by any government interest" will suffice. Plaintiffs submit that, given the absence
not only of any actual disease but also the absence of even any good-faith "belief" there was
of Sacramento is singularly applicable:
disease, the following from County ofSacramento

Since the time of our early explanations of due process, we have understood the
core of the concept to be protection against arbitrary action:
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"The principal and true meaning of the phrase has never been more tersely or
accurately stated than by Mr. Justice Johnson, in Bank of Columbia v. Okely, 17
U.S. 235, 4 Wheat. 235-244, 4 L.Ed. 559 [(1819)]: 'As to the words from Magna
Charta, incorporated into the Constitution of Maryland, after volumes spoken and
written with a view to their exposition, the good sense of mankind has at last
settled down to this: that they were intended to secure the individual from the
arbitrary exercise of the powers of government, unrestrained by the established
principles of private right and distributive justice.' " Hurtado v. California, 110
U.S. 516, 527, 4 S.Ct., at 117 (1884).
We have emphasized time and again that "[t]he touchstone of due process is
protection of the individual against arbitrary action of government," Wolff v.
McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539, 558, 94 S.Ct. 2963, 2976, 41 L.Ed.2d 935 (1974),
whether the fault lies in a denial of fundamental procedural fairness, see, e.g.,
Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 82,92 S.Ct. 1983, 1995,32 L.Ed.2d 556 (1972)
(the procedural due process guarantee protects against "arbitrary takings"), or in
the exercise of power without any reasonable justification in the service of a
legitimate governmental objective, see, e.g., Daniels v. Williams, 474 U.S., at 331,
106 S.Ct., at 664 (the substantive due process guarantee protects against
government power arbitrarily and oppressively exercised). While due process
protection in the substantive sense limits what the government may do in both its
legislative, see, e.g., Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 85 S.Ct. 1678, 14
L.Ed.2d 510 (1965), and its executive capacities, see, e.g., Rochin v. California,
342 U.S. 165, 72 S.Ct. 205, 96 L.Ed. 183 (1952), criteria to identify what is
fatally arbitrary differ depending on whether it is legislation or a specific act of a
governmental officer that is at issue.
Our cases dealing with abusive executive action have repeatedly emphasized that
only the most egregious official conduct can be said to be "arbitrary in the
constitutional sense," Collins v. Harker Heights, 503 U.S., at 129, 112 S.Ct., at
1071, thereby recognizing the point made in different circumstances by Chief
Justice Marshall, " 'that it is a constitution [emphasis original] we are
expounding,' " Daniels v. Williams, supra, at 332, 106 S.Ct., at 665 (quoting
M'Culloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. 316,4 Wheat. 316,407,4 L.Ed. 579 (1819)
(emphasis in original)). Thus, in Collins v. Harker Heights, for example, we said
that the Due Process Clause was intended to prevent government officials " ,
"from abusing [their] power, or employing it as an instrument of oppression." , "
503 U.S., at 126, 112 S.Ct., at 1069 (quoting DeShaney v. Winnebago County
Dept. of Social Servs., 489 U.S., at 196, 109 S.Ct., at 1003 (in turn quoting
Davidson v. Cannon, 474 U.S., at 348, 106 S.Ct., at 670-671).
To this end, for half a century now we have spoken of the cognizable level of
executive abuse of power as that which shocks the conscience. We first put the
S. Ct., at 209-210,
test this way in Rochin v. California, supra, at 172-173, 72 S.Ct.,
where we found the forced pumping of a suspect's stomach enough to offend due
process as conduct "that shocks the conscience" and violates the "decencies of
civilized conduct." In the intervening years we have repeatedly adhered to Rochin
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's benchmark. See, e.g., Breithaupt v. Abram, 352 U.S. 432, 435, 77 S.Ct. 408,
410, 1 L.Ed.2d
L.Edold 448 (1957) (reiterating that conduct that " 'shocked the
conscience' and was so 'brutal' and 'offensive' that it did not comport with
traditional ideas of fair play and decency" would violate substantive due process);
Whitley v. Albers, 475 U.S. 312, 327, 106 S.Ct. 1078, 1088, 89 L.Ed.2d 251
(1986) (same); United States v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739, 746, 107 S.Ct. 2095, 2101,
95 L.Ed.2d
L.Edold 697 (1987) ("So-called 'substantive due process' prevents the
government from engaging in conduct that 'shocks the conscience,' ... or
interferes with rights 'implicit in the concept of ordered liberty' ") (quoting
Rochin v. California, supra, at 172, 72 S.Ct., at 209-210, and Palko v.
Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319,325-326,58 S.Ct. 149, 151-152,82 L.Ed. 288 (1937)).
Most recently, in Collins v. Harker Heights, supra, at 128, 112 S.Ct., at 1070, we
said again that the substantive component of the Due Process Clause is violated
by executive action only when it "can properly be characterized as arbitrary, or
conscience shocking, in a constitutional sense." While the measure of what is
conscience shocking is no calibrated yard stick, it does, as Judge Friendly put it,
F.2d 1028, 1033 (C.A.2), cert. denied,
"poin[t] the way." Johnson v. Glick, 481 Fold
414 U.S. 1033,94 S.Ct. 462, 38 L.Ed.2d 324 (1973)..
(1973) .. I'NS
FN8. As Justice SCALIA has explained before, he fails to see "the usefulness of
'conscience shocking' as a legal test," Herrera v. Collins, 506 U.S. 390,428, 113
S.Ct. 853, 875, 122 L.Ed.2d 203 (1993), and his independent analysis of this case
is therefore understandable. He is, however, simply mistaken in seeing our
insistence on the shocks-the-conscience standard as an atavistic return to a
scheme of due process analysis rejected by the Court in Washington v.
Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702,117 S.Ct. 2258,
138 L.Edold
L.Ed.2d 772 (1997).
2258,138
Glucksberg presented a disagreement about the significance of historical
examples of protected liberty in determining whether a given statute could be
judged to contravene the Fourteenth Amendment. The differences of opinion
turned on the issues of how much history indicating recognition of the asserted

right, viewed at what level of specificity, is necessary to support the finding of a
substantive due process right entitled to prevail over state legislation.
As we explain in the text, a case challenging executive action on substantive due
process grounds, like this one, presents an issue antecedent to any question about
the need for historical examples of enforcing a liberty interest of the sort claimed.
For executive action challenges raise a particular need to preserve the
constitutional proportions of constitutional claims, lest the Constitution be
demoted to what we have called a font of tort law. Thus, in a due process
challenge to executive action, the threshold question is whether the behavior of
the governmental officer is so egregious, so outrageous, that it may fairly be said
to shock the contemporary conscience. That judgment may be informed by a
history of liberty protection, but it necessarily reflects an understanding of
traditional executive behavior, of contemporary practice, and of the standards of
blame generally applied to them. Only if the necessary condition of egregious
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behavior were satisfied would there be a possibility of recognizing a substantive
due process right to be free of such executive action, and only then might there be
a debate about the sufficiency of historical examples of enforcement of the right
claimed, or its recognition in other ways. In none of our prior cases have we
considered the necessity for such examples, and no such question is raised in this
case.
In sum, the difference of opinion in Glucksberg was about the need for historical
examples of recognition of the claimed liberty protection at some appropriate
level of specificity. In an executive action case, no such issue can arise if the
conduct does not reach the degree of the egregious.
It should not be surprising that the constitutional concept of conscience shocking
duplicates no traditional category of common-law fault, but rather points clearly
away from liability, or clearly toward it, only at the ends of the tort law's spectrum
of culpability. Thus, we have made it clear that the due process guarantee does not
entail a body of constitutional law imposing liability whenever someone cloaked
with state authority causes harm. In Paul v. Davis, 424 U.S. 693, 701, 96 S.Ct.
1155, 1160-1161, 47 L.Ed.2d 405 (1976), for example, we explained that the
Fourteenth Amendment is not a "font of tort law to be superimposed upon
whatever systems may already be administered by the States," and in Daniels v.
Williams, 474 U.S., at 332, 106 S.Ct., at 665, we reaffirmed the point that "[o]ur
Constitution deals with the large concerns of the governors and the governed, but
it does not purport to supplant traditional tort law in laying down rules of conduct
to regulate liability for injuries that attend living together in society." We have
accordingly rejected the lowest common denominator of customary tort liability
as any mark of sufficiently shocking conduct, and have held that the Constitution
does not guarantee due care on the part of state officials; liability for negligently
inflicted harm is categorically beneath the threshold of constitutional due process.
See id., at 328, 106 S.Ct., at 663; see also Davidson v. Cannon, 474 U.S., at 348,
106 S.Ct., at 670-671 (clarifying that Daniels applies to substantive, as well as
procedural, due process). It is, on the contrary, behavior at the other end of the
culpability spectrum that would most probably support a substantive due process
claim; conduct intended to injure in some way unjustifiable by any government
interest is the sort of official action most likely to rise to the conscience-shocking
level. See Daniels v. Williams, 474 U.S., at 331, 106 S.Ct., at 665 ("Historically,
this guarantee of due process has been applied to deliberate [emphasis original]
decisions of government officials to deprive a person of life, liberty, or property"
(emphasis in original)).

523 U.S. at 845-849, 118 S.Ct. at 1716-1718, emphasis added except as otherwise indicated.
indicated . To
like effect is Peterson v. Baker, 504 F.3d 1331, 1336 (11 th Cir. 2007).

The

last

sentence

quoted just above ("Historically, this guarantee of due process has been applied to deliberate
[emphasis original] decisions of government officials to deprive a person of life, liberty, or
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property") is the bomb. In their initial brief at 17, defendants eliminated the possibility of any
doubt whatsoever as to which sort of case this one is:
"The executive order, as based upon this statute [I.C. § 25-3705A], made it clear
that the state of Idaho intentionally authorized the 'take' of the animals that had
escaped from the Rammells' domestic elk farm, without the payment of any
compensation to the Rammells for any of those animals that were subsequently
taken as a result of that hunt."
Their words.
III. THE EMOTIONAL DISTRESS CAUSED BY DEFENDANTS WAS AS MUCH THE
PRODUCT OF THE DENIAL OF PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCES AS
IT WAS THE HORRIFIC NATURE OF THE PROPERTY DESTRUCTION ITSELF.
The Court has requested briefing as to whether the last two counts of plaintiffs' First
Amended Complaint (for intentional infliction of emotional distress and for negligent inflietion
of emotional distress) are properly cognizable as causes of action under §1983.
§ 1983. As they plead
purely state law causes of action, they are not. Baker v. McCollan, 443 U.S. 137, 146, 99 S.Ct.
2689 (1979); Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 97 S.Ct. 285 (1976); Gonzaga University v. Doe,
536 U.S. 273 122 S.Ct. 2268 (2002); Peterson v. Baker, 504 F.3d 1331, 1336 (11 th Cir. 2(07).
However, mental and emotional distress are very much elements of compensable damage for
violations of constitutional rights, subject to ordinary tort principles of evidentiary proof of
causation and extent of the injury. Carey v. Piphus, 435 U.S. 247, 98 S.Ct. 1042 (1978). An
adequate encapsulation of Carey and its progeny appears in Price v. City ofCharlotte,
of Charlotte, N c., 93
F.3d 1241 (4 th Cir. 1996):
We applied these principles in Burt v. Abel, 585 F.2d 613 (4th Cir.l978) (per
curiam) in the context of a due process violation. Burt was terminated from her
position as a teacher, but the termination was effected without affording Burt due
process. Pursuant to Carey, we remanded the case to the district court to
determine whether Burt could establish compensatory damages for her § 1983
claim. In remanding, we observed that in order to recover such damages, Burt
must prove that her injury flowed from the denial of due process, not from
termination of her teaching position, the denial of her ultimate benefit. See id at
616. In remanding to determine the propriety of awarding compensatory
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damages, we explained that "to recover more than nominal damages" for
emotional distress, a plaintiff "must also prove that the procedural deprivation
caused some independent compensable harm." Id. at 616. Likewise, our sister
circuits have applied the rationale of Carey and its progeny to sustain
compensatory damages awarded pursuant to § 1983. See, e.g., Miner v. City of
Glens Falls, 999 F.2d 655, 663 (2d Cir.l993) (sustaining an award of
compensatory damages based on emotional distress claim for a due process
violation); United States v. Balistrieri, 981 F.2d 916, 933 (7th Cir.1992) (rejecting
the very argument that the City advances here and affirming an award of damages
for emotional distress under the Fair Housing Act), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 812,
114 S.Ct. 58, 126 L.Ed.2d 28 (1993).

93 F.3d at 1247 -1248. Here, the evidence will show that plaintiffs did suffer actual mental and
emotional distress that was caused by the defendants' acts of simply showing up and arbitrarily
exterminating their livestock, for no good reason and without affording them any notice and
opportunity to be heard.

Although the graphic brutality of the methods used may have

contributed (blasting limbs from the animals with AR-15 small-caliber human assault rifles,
instead of efficient game rifles, for example), the primary cause of plaintiffs' distress was indeed
the abject totalitarianism of the operation.
IV.
THE STATE'S ACTIVE ENLISTMENT OF PRIVATE PERSONS TO ASSIST IN THE
ERADICATION OF PLAINTIFFS' LIVESTOCK DOES NOT IN ANY WAY OBVIATE THE
FACT THE ENTIRE OPERATION WAS "STATE ACTION."
Plaintiffs believe the Court may have a concern whether the killing of some of plaintiffs'
livestock by private hunters constituted "state action" at all, since the state ordinarily owes no
constitutional duty to protect its citizens from each other. DeShaney v. Winnebago Co. Dept of
Social Services, 489 U.S. 189, 109 S.Ct. 998 (1989); J.H and J.D. v. Johnson, 346 F.3d 788 (7
(7thth
Cir. 2003). This case is distinguished from those by the fact the defendants here did not merely
fail to prevent the citizens' participation in the intentional deprivation of plaintiffs' constitutional
rights in their property, but in fact actively enlisted that participation. Defendant Huffaker
testified in his November 4, 2010 deposition:
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Q.
Okay. So if I understand the chronology correctly, employees of your department
commenced shooting the elk earlier, but then by [September] 19th you determined that you
needed the assistance of private parties as well and so you enlisted the aid of the private hunters
to -
That's correct.
A.
- conduct this depradation hunt?
Q.
Yep.
A.
Huffaker Depo. 46/5 - 47/1. This constitutes state action, albeit state action actually carried out
by private citizens. As the Ninth Circuit observed in Franklin v. Fox 312 F.3d 423, 445 (9 th Cir.
2002):
The Supreme Court has articulated four tests for determining whether a private
individual's actions amount to state action: (1) the public function test; (2) the
joint action test; (3) the state compulsion test; and (4) the governmental nexus
test. Id. Only the joint action test is relevant here.
Under the joint action test, "courts examine whether state officials and private
parties have acted in concert in effecting a particular deprivation of constitutional
rights." Gallagher v. Neil Young Freedom Concert, 49 F.3d 1442, 1453 (lOth
Cir.1995) (citing Collins, 878 F.2d at 1154). The test focuses on whether the state
has" 'so far insinuated itself into a position of interdependence with [the private
actor] that it must be recognized as ajoint participant in the challenged activity.' "
Gorenc v. Salt River Project Agric. Improvement & Power Dist., 869 F.2d 503,
507 (9th Cir.1989) (quoting Burton, 365 U.S. at 725, 81 S.Ct. 856).
312 F.3d at 445.

See Us. v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299,326,61 S.Ct. 1031, 1043 (1941) (misuse

of power, possessed by virtue of state law and made possible only because the wrongdoer is
clothed with the authority of state law, is action taken 'under color of' state law, citing Ex parte

Virginia, 100 U.S. 339, 346, 25 L.Ed. 676; Home Telephone & Telegraph Co. v. Los Angeles,
227 U.S. 278, 287, et seq., 33 S.Ct. 312, 314, 57 L.Ed. 510; Hague v. C.IO,
C.Ia., 307 U.S. 496, 507,
519,59 S.Ct. 954, 960, 965,83 L.Ed. 1423; cf. Id., 3 Cir., 101 F.2d 774, 790).
For all of the foregoing reasons and such others as may be developed at the
Defendants' motion for summary judgment must be denied. Respectfully submitted
of November, 2010.

hear~
hear~

thi~ Jay

~~~
\J
Patrick D. Furey, Attorney at Law
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were in her hay field."
[[
Did Dr. Lawrence advise you that
IMrS. Albertson believed they were out for a week
to ten days?
A. No. In fact, as 1 recall, she didn't
even tell me a name.
Q. Oh, she didn't even give you
Mrs. Albertson's name?
A. No, I found out later about this.
Q. Okay.
A. She just said a neighbor had reported
that there was elk out.
Q. Did you ever, in fact, speak to
Mrs. Albertson about the escape or her call to --
A. No.
Q. -- the Department of Ag?
A. No. I spoke to her that fall, but not
this.
about this.
Q. Do you have any reason to disagree with
the assessment that the elk had been out for a
week to ten days?
~Yes.
~Yes.

23

I

I
I

I

II

Q. Why is that?

~;_Ie!s~;.,:~~~~~~;;~e~~~~~~::-;--;~
H_'<!s~;,.,:~J~~~~~;;;;,e~~~~~;j:~-:;~
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

or Friday, which would have been August 11 th and I
J watered the elk, checked the fence, looked
around, and I didn't see any elk out. I suppose
I could have missed some. But if they were out,
they weren't anywhere where a person could see
.
them. And if you recall my statement that the
place was covered with so many trees that it
would be -- it's feasible that they could have
been out a few days without me knowing about it,
if they had been down in the Canyon where the
trees were at and I didn't see them. And I
hadn't been down to the comer where the fence
was fixed. But I would dispute that they had
been out as long as Mrs. Albertson reports or
what this report says.
MR. KELLY: Can we go offthe record
for just a second?
(Short recess held.)
MR. KELLY: Back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) So you believe you were
up there somewhere around August 11th?
A. I'm pretty certain J was up there
either Thursday or Friday night prior to
notification that there was elk out on the 14th.
. And ou didn't see an out?

I
I
I
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Q. All right. In the second page, which is
~ A. Yep.
the first page of the briefing report itself, Bates
MR. FUREY: Okay.
No. PLF 02119, in the introductory paragraph, the
3
(Exhibit 10 was marked for identification
next-to-the-Iast
next-to-the-last sentence, the statement is made:
4
and a copy is attached hereto.)
"Director Huffaker will order an
5 BY MR. FUREY:
emergency depredation hunt to be
6
Q. Mr. Huffaker, Exhibit lOis a single-page
implemented effective September
7 document dated October 12, 2006 carrying Bates No. PLF
19th."
8 02078, the salutation of which is "Dear Landowner,"
A. I'm sorry. Tell me again where this is.
9 and it was apparently sent out by Steve Schmidt,
Q. Second page of the exhibit. It's the -10 regional supervisor.
MR. KELLY: Oh, you know what?
11
As I read this, it appears to me that it's
MR. FUREY: We got -12 simply an advisory by the regional supervisor of the
THE WITNESS: My second page and your
13 Idaho Department of Fish and Game to either a private
second page apparently aren't the same.
14 land owner or multiple private land owners explaining
MR. KELLY: No.
15 that the project is extended until October 31.
MR. FUREY: We got something out of
16
Am I encapsulating it fairly and
order?
1 7 correctly?
MR. KELLY: We do. Because I've got two
1 remember
18
A. I believe so. The -- the way 1remember
copies of the first page of the report. So -- yeah.
19 this document is that the region recommended to me
This (indicating) belongs as the second page to
20 that we extend the hunt for the local land owners,
yours. I have the same Bates stamp number.
21 who -- who still would be those most likely to be able
MR. FUREY: Mr. Huffaker, can I look at
22 to identify and take these domestic elk on -- on their
what you've been given? I may re-mark mine.
23 property, so that's what we did.
MR. KELLY: Give him that (indicating).
: 24
MR. FUREY: Okay.
__
.. _...JH~_
W~lJ-I.E.;~~L(~(?mp'!i_ed:t___________ ._._.J.~~_.____ J~~ibi!_~!~~_~~!~~~f~~i.~_~!1.tJfic.~i().!1:_.
J~~ibi!_~!~~_~~!~~~f~~i.~_~!1.tJfic.~i().!1:_.
__..__..
JH~_W!-1J'I.E.;~~L(~<?mp'!i_ed:t
Page 46
Page 48
r

MR. KELLY: This (indicating) fits in as
the second page.
(Discussion held off the record.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Mr. Huffaker, as we discussed off the
record, the document that I had marked as the exhibit
had a copy issue with it; and we've now corrected that
by the addition of PLF 02119, which is the first page
of the briefing report, second page of the exhibit.
And in the introductory paragraph, the second sentence
from the end states:
"Director Huffaker will order an
emergency depredation hunt to be
implemented effective September
19th."
Is that what occurred?
A. Yes.
ifI understand the chronology
Q. Okay. So if!
correctly, employees of
your department commenced
ofyour
shooting the elk earlier, but then by the 19th you
determined that you needed the assistance of private
parties as well and so you enlisted the aid ofthe
private hunters to -A. That's correct.
Q. -- conduct this depredation hunt?

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
. 10
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
17
18
19
20
21
21
22
23
23
24
24
25

and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Mr. Huffaker, Exhibit 11 is a three-page
document commencing with Bates No. PLF 02055, and it
appears to be an e-mail stream between Ed Mitchell and
Gregg Losinski. Looks like they're all dated November
2,2006.
And I guess first I'll ask -- you've

already mentioned to me who Mr. Losinski is, but I
don't know anything about Ed Mitchell yet.
Do you know who he is?
A. Ed Mitchell at that time was public
information officer with the Department ofFish and
Game in the headquarters in Boise.
Q. Now, would he be a superior over any other
public information officer or is he just a counterpart
for Losinski or Meints -- or not Meints but the other
fellow?
A. Mr. Mitchell worked for the Bureau of
Information and Education in Boise, and Mr. Losinski
was the only public information person in Idaho Falls.
Q. SO would Mitchell and Nokkentved have
shared responsibilities, then?
A. Yes.
Q. They're both in Boise, I gather?

12
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DEPOSITION OF STEVEN HUFFAKER TAKEN~1-4-10
TAKEN~1-4-10
Page 41
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Page 43

1
A. Well, as it says, a land -- land owner who
1
Q. All right. And then down -- the second
2 was also one of the hunters reported observing a bull
2 paragraph up, it says: "Fifty hunters will be
3 elk with ear tags -- so it would be a domestic elk --
3 selected for each hunt."
4 being eaten by a sow grizzly with cubs, which is, for
4
Is that the way it was? Is that accurate,
5 the general public, a very dangerous situation,
5 that each of the three hunts included 50 -- in
6 getting around a -- a sow grizzly with cubs on a
6 addition to the government agents or employees, it
7 kill.
7 also included 50 private parties to help?
8
So Mr. Meints was just informing everyone
8
A. Yes. And that would be up to 50. So if
9 that that was the case. They saw another -- or they
9 there weren't 50 applicants, there might not be 50
1 0 had another report of a bear in that area, so they --
1 0 hunters.
11
Q. Also a grizzly?
11
Q. Okay.
12
A. Yes. So that -- that's the -- just what
12
A. But ifthere were 50, they'd --13 it says. I mean they -- we didn't want to tell people
13
Q. Use them all?
14 that they couldn't hunt, but we wanted to make sure
14
A. Yeah.
15 that they were informed that there might be grizzly
15
MR. FUREY: All right.
1 6 bears in the area.
16
(Exhibit 9 was marked for identification
17
Q. Because there had, in fact, been actual
17
and a copy is attached hereto.)
18 eyewitness sightings of grizzly bears in the area,
18 BY MR. FUREY:
19
19 right?
Q. Mr. Huffaker, handing you what has be,en
20
A. There had been reports of them.
2 0 marked Exhibit 9 to your deposition, consisting of a
21
Q. Do you have any reason to doubt the
21 multipage document commencing with Bates No. PLF 02118
22 reports?
22 and concluding with Bates No. PLF 02126, I'll ask,
23
A. Pardon?
I 23
if you recognize the document; and if so, tell
first, ifyou
24
Q. Do you have any reason to doubt the
is .
II 24 me what it is.
.?_~J(!Q~J!~~_..
. _______~
.~ _~..:.._.~().!~!.~e ag~~_~_~~!_~~.S..y~~_~~~?1~
ag~~_w_h~!_~is.y~~_~~~!ll~
.?_~J~Q~J!~?_. _. ___ ._ ...._______ ._.____._____
.
~.~-~.:.-.~~.!~!.~e
Page 421
Page 44
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A. No, I have no reason what -- I mean you're
I 1
very close to Yellowstone Park, and grizzlies live
I
2
there and they eat elk.
3
I
' 4
(Exhibit 8 was marked for identification
i
5
and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
6
Q. Mr. Huffaker, Exhibit 8, consisting of
7
8
another Idaho Fish and Game news release, carrying
8
9 Bates Nos. PLF 02127 and PLF 02128, a news release
9
10
10
dated Friday, September 15,2006.
IOdated
11
11
In about the middle of the sentence -- or
12 excuse me -- about the middle of the first page of the
12
13
13 document is a sentence that reads:
14
14
"So far, Fish and Game and
15
15
Agriculture officials have shot 15
16
16
elk, but now the agencies are asking
16
17
17
17
licensed hunters and private
17
18
18
landowners for help."
19
19
Is that consistent with your explanation
19
19
20
20
2 0 to me a minute ago about the fact that a depredation
20
21
21
2 1 hunt would only be ordered if you determined it was
21
22
22
2 2 necessary and you eventually did determine it was
22
23 necessary and thus enlisted the assistance of private
23
24
24 parties to help?
25
25
A. Yes.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

I

to --Q. Well, first, do you recognize it? It's
not your document, but it shows you as a n::cipient of
it.
A. I do recognize it, yes.
Q. Okay. And it says it's from a Brad
Compton. I guess we could start with asking who Brad
Compton is. And it's --A. Mr. Compton at that time was the state big
game manager for the Department ofFish and Game.
Q. All right. And it was sent to Mary Boyer
with copies to a number of people, including
yourself.
Who is Mary Boyer?
A. Mary Boyer at that time was my se:cretary.
Q. Okay. And tell me, please, what the
purpose of the briefing report and its attachments was
as you understood it.
A. The briefing report was to communicate
the -- the documents that had -- had been or would be
given to public hunters or private land owners who
wished to participate in the depredation hunts, and a
map ofthe area so they'd know where the depredation
hunt was, and the executive orders that I needed to
sign to make those hunts official.

11
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10 Q.

Do you recall any -- anyone asking you for

11 a strong department position on elk farming?

12

A.

You know, I -- I -- four years ago, I

13 don't remember any specifics; but I can tell you that
14 there were people in the department who felt that we
15 should have a -- we should have a department position,

16 if you would, on the issue to represent sportsmen.
17

Q.

And the position that those folks were

18 lobbying for was anti-domestic elk ranching, wasn't
19 it?
20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

Now, in this e-mail exchange that's marked

22 Exhibit 12 to your deposition the other communication

23 is from Donna Dillon, and she's forwarded it to
24 herself; and her title at the end of it is "Donna
25 Dillon, Administrative Assistant, Idaho Department of

52

1 Fish and Game, Bureau of Communications."

2

A.

Uh-huh.

3

Q.

Let's start with who Donna Dillon is and

4 what was her job. Who was she administrative
5 assistant to, I guess?
6

A.

She was the administrative assistant to

000410

7 the bureau chief of the Bureau of Communications, and
8 I believe at that time that was Roger Fuhrman, but I'm
9 not sure. I -- I don't remember the -- for sure who
10 was there, but I think it was Roger at that time.
11

Q.

We see him copied on some of these

12 e-mails -- I guess not this one -- but that seems
13 consistent.
14

Now, Ms. Dillon, the administrative

15 assistant, attaches an article from The Rexburg
16 Standard Journal entitled "Group wants to curtail elk
17 hunting operations," and in that article that she
"... the
18 attaches the statement is made as well: "...
19 state should phase out such existing operations."
Do you know what that -- why Ms. Dillon is

20

21 attaching this article where someone is calling for
22 the state to phase out existing operations?
23

A.

The procedure -- or the -- one of the

24 things that the Bureau of Communications was doing,
25 and probably is still doing as far as I know, is they

53
1 are going through a clipping service.
2

And if they find articles relevant to

3 wildlife management, fisheries management, and fish
4 and wildlife in the state of Idaho, they just forward

000411

5 them to all the regions and a -- a long list of
6 department employees so they're informed on the issue.

7

Q.

While you --

8

A.

But-But-

9

Q.

Go ahead.

10

A.

I mean that's what this appears to me to

Q.

Okay. While you were director of the

11 be.
12

13 Idaho Department of Fish and Game in 2006, were you
14 aware of calls from different groups for the
15 elimination of domestic elk ranching in Idaho?
16

A.

Loud and clear, yes.

17

Q.

Can you tell me who primarily those groups

18 were?
19

A.

Hunting groups. J know the Idaho

20 Sportsmen Caucus Advisory Committee was advising
21 legislators that they should intervene in domestic elk
22 ranching, particularly shooter bull ranching; and the
23 Idaho Wildlife Federation is one of the bigger
24 sportsmen's groups in the state. They were very
25 adamant.

54
1

But there were individuals from a number

2 of organizations: Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation,

000412

3 Safari Club, Deer Hunters of Idaho and et cetera, et
4 cetera, et cetera. A lot of hunters felt very
5 strongly that this wasn't something that Idaho needed.
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Page
1 were in her hay field."
fjeld."
2
Did Dr. Lawrence advise you that
3 Mrs. Albertson believed they were out for a week
4 to ten days?
5 I
A. No. In fact, as I recall, she didn't
6 Ieven tell me a name.
7
Q. Oh, she didn't even give you
8 rMrs.
IMrs. Albertson's name?
9
A. No, J found out later about this.
10 II
Q. Okay.
I

i

11 I'. A... She just said a neighbor had reported
12 that there was elk out.
13!
Q. Did you ever, in fact, speak to
14 ! Mrs. Albertson about the escape or her call to --15 I
A. No.
16
Q. -- the Department of Ag?
117
7 I
A. No. I spoke to her that fall, but not
18 about this .
.--..-Q
19
Q Do you have any reason to disagree with
20 the assessment that the elk had been out for a
2 1 week to ten days?
---A:-.
Yes.
-L.'----A:-:-.Yes.
Q. Why is that?
A. Well, II had neen
24
been up there. I think --

I

.ll

_~
~____ J~.t:~.~~~:"
. l~J?o"w L~.~~_t
':lE~J:l ~i.~~.~~_!~.1!_~S~ __.
__"__
___
_~~
!~.t:~"~~~:."J~J?o_,,:
_~.~.~~_t . ':lE-?J:l~i_~~.~~}'~.1!_~S~

26
Page 261

1

II

Friday, which would have been August 11th
lIth and
2 T
J watered t.he elk,
el~, checked
fhecked the fence, looked
I
3 around, and I did]'I"i
dIdn't see any elk out. I suppose
4 1
I could have missed some. But if they were out,
5 they weren't anywhere where a person could see
I
6 them. And if you recall my statement that the
I
7 place was covered with so many trees that it
I'
8 would be -- it's feasible that they could have
9 been out a few days without me knowing about it,
1
I
I
1 0 if they had been down in the Canyon where the
\
11 trees were at and I didn't see them. And IJ
12 Iiladn't
liladn't been down to the comer where the fence
I
I
13 was fixed. But I would dispute that they had
1]. 4 been out as long as Mrs. Albertson reports or
15 what this report says.
~~~~
MR. KELLY: Can we go off the record
1 7 for just a second?
18
(Short recess held.)
19
MR. KELLY: Back on the record.
19
MR
20
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) So you believe you were
1

Of
O[

j"

II
I

I

I
II
i
i

21

up there somewhere around August 11th?

22
A. I'm pretty certain rJ was up there
23 either Thursday or Friday night prior to
24 notification that there was elk out on the 14th.
25
Z5

. And ou didn't see an out?
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1
2
3
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Q. All right. In the second page, which is
the first page of the briefing report itself, Bates
No. PLF 02119,
02 119, in the introductory paragraph, the
3
4 next-to-the-Iast sentence, the statement is made:
44
5
"Director Huffaker will order an
I 5
6
emergency depredation hunt to be
I 6
7
implemented effective September
'. 778
8
19th."
I. 8
9
A. I'm sorry.
sony. Tell me again where this is.
II 9
10
Q. Second page of the exhibit. It's the -110
11
II
MR. KELLY: Oh, you know what?
III
12
MR. FUREY: We got-got -112
1 12
13
TI-IE
THE WITNESS: My second page and your
: 13
14 second page apparently aren't the same.
I! 14
15
MR. KELLY: No.
115
11 5
MR. FUREY: We got something out of
16
! 16
16
17
order?
17
I' 1 7
18
MR. KELLY: We do. Because I've got two
18
1 9 copies of the first page of the report. So -- yeah.
/1 9
20 This (indicating) belongs as the second page to
I 20
2 1 yours. I have the same Bates stamp number.
21
I 21
22
MR. FUREY: Mr. Huffaker, can I look at
22
23 what you've been given? I may re-mark mine.
I 23
!
24
MR. KELLY: Give him that (indicating).
I 24
~ ___ ~THE
THE WITNESS: (Complied.)
(Complied.}<-..._______ ~_2__5

A.

Yep.

MR. FUREY: Okay.

(Exhibit 10 was marked for identification
and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Mr. Huffaker, Exhibit 10 is a single-page
document dated October 12, 2006 carrying Bates No. PLF
02078, the salutation of which is "Dear Landowner,"
and it was apparently sent out by Steve Schmidt,
regional supervisor.
As r read this, it appears to me that it's
simply an advisory by the regional supervisor of the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game to either a private
land owner or multiple private land owners explaining
that the project is extended until October 31.
Am I encapsulating it fairly and
correctly?
A. I believe so. The -- the way I remember
this document is that the region recommended to me
that we extend the hunt for the local land owners,
stiJ1 would be those most likely to be able
who -- who still
to identify and take these domestic elk on -- on their
property, so that's what we did.
MR. FUREY: Okay.
-J_2__5____-,-(~:?,hibit
-'-(~:?'hibit 11
identifi~~i~n ______
II was m~ked for identifi~~i~n
~ ~___

I

I

I

11

I

461

Page 461
1

2
33
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

r ..llII

r
(

18
18
19
20
21
21
22
23
23

24

25

MR. KELLY: This (indicating) fits in as
the second page.
(Discussion held off the record.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Mr. Huffaker, as we discussed off the
record, the document that I had marked as the exhibit
had a copy issue with it; and we've now corrected that
by the addition of PLF 02119, which is the first page
of the briefing report, second page of the exhibit.
And in the introductory paragraph, the second sentence
from the end states:
"Director Huffaker will order an
emergency depredation hunt to be
implemented effective September
19th."
Is that what occurred?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So if!
iff understand the chronology
correctly, employees of your department commenced
shooting the elk earlier, but then by the 19th you
determined that you needed the assistance of private
parties as well and so you enlisted the aid of the
private hunters to -A. That's correct.
Q. -- conduct this depredation hunt?

II 1
I
II

1

2

II'' 3
~

. 4

I5
i' 6
I7
I8
9
10
11

112

1

13
14
15
16
16
17
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Mr. Huffaker, Exhibit II
11 is a three-page
document commencing with Bates No. PLF 02055, and it
appears to be an e-mail stream between Ed Mitchell and
Gregg Losinski. Looks like they're all dated November
2,2006.
And I guess first I'll ask -- you've
already mentioned to me who Mr. Losinski is, but II
don't know anything about Ed Mitchell yet.
Do you know who he is?
A. Ed Mitchell at that time was public
information officer with the Department offish
ofFish and
Game in the headquarters in Boise.
Q. Now, would he be a superior over any other
public information officer or is he just a counterpart
for Losinski or Meints -- or not Meints but the other
fellow?
A. Mr. Mitchell worked for the Bureau of
Information and Education in Boise, and Mr. Losinski
was the only public information person in Idaho
Jdaho Falls.
Q. SO would Mitchell and Nokkentved have
shared responsibilities, then?
A. Yes.
Q. They're both in Boise, J gather?

12
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1
Q. All right. And then down -- the second
A. Well, as it says, a land -- land owner who
2 paragraph up, it says: "Fifty hunters will be
was also one of the hunters reported observing a buH
bull
3 selected for each hunt."
elk with ear tags -- so it would be a domestic elk --
4
Is that the way it was? Is that accurate,
being eaten by a sow grizzly with cubs, which is, for
5 that each ofthe three hunts included 50 -- in
the general public, a very dangerous situation,
getting around a -- a sow grizzly with cubs on a
I 6 addition to the government agents or employees, it
I 7
kill.
7 also included 50 private parties to help?
,I 8
A. Yes. And that would be up to 50. So if
So Mr. Meints was just informing everyone
II 9 there weren't 50 applicants, there might not be 50
that that was the case. They saw another -- or they
110 hunters.
had another report of a bear in that area, so they --
111
111
Q
Q. Ok
Okay.
ay.
Q. Also a grizzly?
i
they'd-12
A.
But
if there were 50, they'd-
A. Yes. So that -- that's the -- just what
113
Q.
Use
them
all?
113
it says. I mean they -- we didn't want to tell people
A. Yeah.
114
that they couldn't hunt, but we wanted to make sure
i
15
MR. FUREY: All right.
that they were informed that there might be grizzly
I
j16
9 was marked for identification
(Exhibit
j 16
bears in the area.
is attached hereto.)
and
a
copy
117
117
Q. Because there had, in fact, been actual
I 18 BY MR. FUREY:
eyewitness sightings of grizzly bears in the area,
;19
Q. Mr. Huffaker, handing you what has been
right?
I 19
iI 20 marked Exhibit 9 to your deposition, consisting of a
A. There had been reports of them.
121
multipage document commencing with Bates No. PLF 02118
Q. Do you have any reason to doubt the
I 21 muitipage
'22
22 and concluding with Bates No. PLF 02126, I'll ask,
reports?
1
23 first, if you recognize the document; and if so, tell
A. Pardon?
2 4 me what it is.
II124
Q. Do you have any reason to doubt the
_~
A_._~o
~hat it is you want m~
m~ __ "~ _____.
_
reports?
-----------------LL25
2_5
_ ___.A_.
_~o tell me again ~hat

I
I
II

110
II

•

i
I
i

I
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1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. No, I have no reason what -- I mean you're
very close to Yellowstone Park, and grizzlies live
there and they eat elk.
(Exhibit 8 was marked for identification
and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Mr. Huffaker, Exhibit 8, consisting of
another Idaho Fish and Game news release, carrying
Bates Nos. PLF 02127 and PLF 02128, a news release
dated Friday, September 15,2006.
In about the middle of the sentence -- or
-. about the middle of the first page of the
excuse me -document is a sentence that reads:
"So far, Fish and Game and
Agriculture officials have shot 15
elk, but now the agencies are asking
licensed hunters and private
landowners for help. "
Is that consistent with your explanation
to me a minute ago about the fact that a depredation
hunt would only be ordered if you determined it was
necessary and you eventually did determine it was
necessary and thus enlisted the assistance of private
parties to help?
A. Yes.

Page 44

I

1
2
3

I ~4
I
1

~

5
! 6

II

7
! 88

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
·16
-16

117

118
19
20
21
22
23

24
1\24
i25

to --Q. Well, first, do you recognize it? It's
not your document, but it shows you as a recipient of
it.
A. I do recognize it, yes.
Q. Okay. And it says it's from a Brad
Compton. I guess we could start with asking who Brad
Compton is. And it's --A. Mr. Compton at that time was the state big
game manager for the Department ofFish and Game.
Q. All right. And it was sent to Mary Boyer
with copies to a number of people, including
yourself.
Who is Mary Boyer?
A. Mary Boyer at that time was my secretary.
Q. Okay. And tell me, please, what the
purpose ofthe
of the briefing report and its attachments was
as you understood it.
A. The briefing report was to communicate
the -- the documents that had -- had been or would be
given to public hunters or private land owners who
wished to participate in the depredation hunts, and a
map of the area so they'd know where the depredation
hunt was, and the executive orders that I nl~eded to
sign to make those hunts official.

11
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10 Q.

Do you recall any -- anyone asking you for

11 a strong department position on elk farming?

12

A.

You know, I -- I -- four years ago, I

13 don't remember any specifics; but I can tell you that
14 there were people in the department who felt that we
15 should have a -- we should have a department position,
16 if you would, on the issue to represent sportsmen.

]7

Q.

And the position that those folks were

] 8 lobbying for was anti-domestic elk ranching, wasn't
19 it?
20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

Now, in this e-mail exchange that's marked

22 Exhibit 12 to your deposition the other communication
23 is from Donna Dillon, and she's forwarded it to

24 herself; and her title at the end of it is "Donna
25 Dillon, Administrative Assistant, Idaho Department of

52
1 Fish and Game, Bureau of Communications."
2

A.

Uh-huh.

3

Q.

Let's start with who Donna Dillon is and

4 what was her job. Who was she administrative
5 assistant to, I guess?
6

A.

She was the administrative assistant to

000419

7 the bureau chief of the Bureau of Communications, and
8 I believe at that time that was Roger Fuhrman, but I'm
9 not sure. J -- I don't remember the -- for sure who
10 was there, but I think it was Roger at that time.
11

Q.

We see him copied on some of these

12 e-mails -- I guess not this one -- but that seems
13 consistent.
14

Now, Ms. Dillon, the administrative

15 assistant, attaches an article from The Rexburg
16 Standard Journal entitled "Group wants to curtail elk
17 hunting operations," and in that article that she
18 attaches the statement is made as well: ""...
... the
19 state should phase out such existing operations."
20

Do you know what that -- why Ms. Dillon is

21 attaching this article where someone is calling for
22 the state to phase out existing operations?
23

A.

The procedure -- or the -- one of the

24 things that the Bureau of Communications was doing,
25 and probably is still doing as far as I know, is they

53

1 are going through a clipping service.
2

And if they find articles relevant to

3 wildlife management, fisheries management, and fish
4 and wildlife in the state of Idaho, they just forward

000420

5 them to all the regions and a -- a long list of

6 department employees so they're informed on the issue.
7

Q.

While you-you-

8

A.

But-But-

9

Q.

Go ahead.
I mean that's what this appears to me to

l O AA.
.
10

11 be.
12

Q.

Okay. While you were director of the

13 Idaho Department of Fish and Game in 2006, were you
14 aware of calls from different groups for the
15 elimination of domestic elk ranching in Idaho?

16

A.

Loud and clear, yes.

17

Q.

Can you tell me who primarily those groups

18 were?
19

A.

Hunting groups. I know the Idaho

20 Sportsmen Caucus Advisory Committee was advising
21 legislators that they should intervene in domestic elk
22 ranching, particularly shooter bull ranching; and the
23 Idaho Wildlife Federation is one of the bigger
24 sportsmen's groups in the state. They were very
25 adamant.

54
1

But there were individuals from a number

2 of organizations: Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation,

000421

.......

'

3 Safari Club, Deer Hunters of Idaho and et cetera, et
4 cetera, et cetera. A lot of hunters felt very
5 strongly that this wasn't something that Idaho needed.
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I.

REPL Y ARGUMENT
REPLY
A.

Summary of The Supplemental Argument
After review of Plaintiffs' Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment several times,

it appears that the parties are actually in agreement in their responses to the three issues on which
the Court requested supplemental briefing, but still differ as the outcome reached by the application
of those standards to the facts of this case. An emotional distress claim can be stated on a very
narrow basis under § 1983. A statute can constitutionally authorize the State to take property
without compensation to abate a nuisance in the exercise of its police power. And qualified
immunity under § 1983 is to be determined under an objective standard.
On the first question, concerning whether the emotional distress claims alleged in Counts VI
and VII of the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint are in fact tort claims, rather than claims under
42 U.S.C. § 1983, the Rammells declare that they can make a case on those claims under § 1983.
They argue that, if allowed to go to trial, that they will provide evidence that they suffered emotional
distress within the narrow confines of a § 1983 action as declared in Carey v. Piphus, 435 U.S. 247,
98 S.O. 1042, 55 L.Ed.2d 252 (1978). See, Plaintiff's Second Brief in Opposition to Summary
Judgment at pg. 24 ("Here, the evidence will show that plaintiffs did suffer actual mental and
emotional distress that was caused by the defendants' acts of simply showing up and arbitrarily
exterminating their livestock, for no good reason and without affording them any notice and
opportunity to be heard.").
On the second question as to whether I.C. § 25-3705A is constitutional, such that the
Rammells cannot sustain any constitutional "taking" claim for the destruction of their domestic elk
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' SECOND BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION-2
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by the State Defendants, Plaintiffs concede that the State can, through an exercise of its police
power, terminate property rights to abate a public nuisance without the payment of compensation.
See. Plaintiff's Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment at pg. 9 ("'Does a state have the
right, pursuant to its police power, to terminate property rights where the continued enjoyment of
the property has been legislatively determined to be a public nuisance?'" "Probably so, but that isn't

.... " The Rammells, in an argument raised for the first time in their supplemental brief,
this case, ...."
simply assert that no such taking is authorized under Idaho law as applied to the facts of this case.
See, Plaintiff's Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment at pg. 8 ("The Court requested

briefing as to whether I.e. § 25-3705A
2S-370SA is constitutional and offered its preliminary thought that if
it is constitutional, then the case could be at an end. It is respectfully submitted the Court must first

2S-370SA truly authorized the defendants acts at all because if not, then
determine whether I.C. § 25-3705A
the constitutionality of the statute itself simply isn't an issue before the Court.").

And as to the final question, concerning whether the Plaintiffs' 42 U.S.C. § 1983 claims can
survive summary judgment based upon the applicable objective standard that has been stated by the
United States Supreme Court, the Rammells declared that, "Plaintiffs accept as correct defendants'
assertion that availability of the qualified immunity defense is to be determined by an objective
assessment of the defendants' state of mind, regardless of their subjective awareness."

See,

Plaintiff's Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment at pg. 16.
In reply to the Rammells' supplemental arguments, as further set out below, the State
Defendants assert that there is no basis in the record before this Court to sustain any claim based
upon emotional distress, and therefore those two counts ofthe
of the Rammells' amended complaint should

be dismissed. The State Defendants will reply, in a single argument, that the State's conduct in
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' SECOND BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION-3
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authorizing the destruction of the Rammells' escape elk did meet the objective standard test under
~

1983
[983 as measured against the constitutional authority granted to Governor Risch by statute and

administrati ve regulation.

B.

The Rammells Have Failed To Submit Any Evidence That Will Sustain Any Claim For
Emotional Distress Damages
Apparently, the only evidence that exists that would support of any conceivable emotional

distress claim by the Rammells is that which is contained in the Rammells' depositions, as cited by
the State Defendants in their supplemental memorandum submitted in support of its motion for
summary judgment. See, Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion for
and Rex
Summary Judgment at pp. 6-7; Lynda Rammell Depo., pg. 39, L. 7, to pg. 40, L. 9, andl
Rammell Depo., pg. 122, LL. 5-8.
In response to the State Defendants' argument, the Rammells do not submit any evidence in
support of their emotional distress claims, but rather only allege that, "the evidence will show that
plaintiffs did suffer actual mental and emotional distress that was caused by the defendants' acts of
simply showing up and arbitrarily exterminating their livestock, for no good reason and without
affording them any notice and opportunity to be heard." See, Plaintiff's Second Brief in Opposition
to Summary Judgment at pg. 24.
The Rammells have simply failed to establish any genuine issue of material fact that would
preclude the entry of summary judgment against them on their emotional distress claims, regardless
of whether those claims are brought under § 1983 or are brought as state law tort claims. The
controlling rule in summary judgment practice was stated by the Idaho Court of Appeals in Heath
1'.

Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711,8 P.3d 1254 (Ct.App.
(CLApp. 2000) to the effect that, "A party

DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' SECOND BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION-4
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opposing summary judgment cannot demand a trial simply because of the 'speculative possibility
that a material issue of fact may appear at that time. '"

The entire statement of this controlling

summary judgment principle follows:
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e) governs the defense of a motion for
summary judgment, and states, in relevant part:
When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as provided in
this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials
of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as
otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that
there is a genuine issue for trial.
(Emphasis added.).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e) is identical to its federal counterpart and, thus,
we find federal law instructive to this Court's analysis of the issue at hand. It is not
the intent of F.R.c.P. 56 "to preserve purely speculative issues of fact for trial."
Exxon Corp. v. Federal Trade Comm'n, 663 F.2d 120, 128 (D.C.Cir.1980).
A party opposing summary judgment cannot demand a trial simply because
of the "speculative possibility that a material issue of fact may appear at that time."
lOB CHARLES A. WRIGHT, ARTHUR R. MILLER, MARY KAY KANE,
WRIGHT MILLER & KANE, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 2739
at 388-89 (3d ed.1998). See Childers v. High Society Magazine, Inc., 557 F.Supp.
978,984 (S.D.N.Y. 1983) (an unsupported statement that "it might not be so" was
insufficient to raise a genuine issue of material fact to defeat a motion for summary
judgment).
Moreover, it is well settled that a mere scintilla of evidence or only a slight
doubt as to the facts is insufficient to withstand summary judgment. Corbridge v.
Clark Equip. Co., 112 Idaho 85, 87, 730 P.2d 1005, 1007 (1986)
(1986).....
.....
134 Idaho at 713-14,8 P.3d at 1256-57.
Even though both parties appear to be in agreement on the answer to the question posed by
the Court as to whether emotional distress claims can be brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, the
evidence and facts that have been submitted to this Court simply do not sustain any emotional

DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' SECOND BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION-5
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distress claim by the Rammells, regardless of whether those claims are postured as state law tort
claims, or as § 1983 claims. Therefore, summary judgment should be entered for the State
Defendants on the Rammells' emotional distress claims.

C.

Governor Risch's Actions As Memorialized In The Executive Order Were Authorized
Law. And Therefore Meet The Objective Test For Oualified Immunity
Under Idaho Law,
Under 42 U.S.c. § 1983
The essential question that has been presented by the Rammells in this case is whetheT they

are entitled to compensation for an alleged constitutional "taking" of their escaped domestic elk, a
number of which were destroyed as the result of actions taken to implement the Governor's
September 2006 executive order that was issued after the Rammells had failed to recapture those
escaped animals. Throughout their arguments, the Rammells have repeatedly highlighted the fact
that the State's actions were entirely unjustified because their domestic elk herd was "disease free."
On that basis it is worth noting that had the State condemned and destroyed the Rammells' animals
because they were actually infected with a disease, then the Rammells would have had a clear basis
to request indemnity for that taking under Rule 305.02 (IDAPA 02.04.19.305.02).
Instead, the larger question that has been presented here is whether the State can
constitutionally deny the Rammells compensation as a result of their failure to keep those animals
confined and segregated, as required by state law, in furtherance ofthe State's interest in protecting
its wi Id elk population from inter-mixing with domestic elk, and for the purpose of protecting both
the genetic stock ofthe wild animals, and avoiding the potential spread of disease. In respect to this
25
public purpose, this Court has requested supplemental briefing on the question of whether I.e.
I.C § 253705A, which denies compensation to the Rammells, is constitutional, and whether the Governor's
actions pursuant to that statute, and related authority, meet the "objective standard" upon which
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' SECOND BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION-6
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-'
qualified immunity arises under 42 U.S.c. § 1983.
The Rammells do appear to agree with the State Defendants' position in response to these
two questions that the statute is constitutional, and that qualified immunity must be based upon an
objective standard. Nonetheless, the Rammells have argued that the statute did not authorize the
actions that were taken by the State, and that therefore the Governor's actions are not protected by
qualified immunity because his reliance upon that statute as justification for the issuance of
executive order does not meet the objective standard test.
As best as the State Defendants are able to fairly encapsulate the Rammells' supplemental
argument, it comes down to these three essential points. First, subsection (3) of I.e. § 25-3705A
2S-370SA
only addresses the "accidental taking" of an escaped domestic elk by an otherwise innocent licensed
hunter that may occur during hunting season - and nothing else. Second, neither the statute itself,
nor the implementing administrative regulations, authorize anything other than the "control" of
escaped domestic elk by the State, which authorization does not include the actual destruction of
those animals. Third, even if the State Defendants were otherwise justified under the cited statutory
and administrative authority, there was no actual factual justification for the actions that the State
took in respect to the destruction of Rammell's escaped domestic elk in this case.
The State Defendants reject each and everyone of the Rammells' arguments, as further
argued below.
1.

Idaho Code § 25-3705A.
25·3705A, And The Associated Administrative
Regulations. Have Not Been Administered As Merely An "Accidental
Take" Provision

In their Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment the Rammells have argued. that
ofI.C. § 2S-370SA
subsection (3) ofl.C.
25-3705A is nothing more than an "accidental take" provision, that insulates
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' SECOND BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION-7
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licensed hunters pursuing wild elk during an open hunting season from bearing liability for
innocently killing an escaped domestic elk. See, Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment
at pp. 3, 12. In footnote 6 at pg. 11 of their supplemental memorandum, the Rammells cite to Rule
204.07 "Taking of Escaped Domestic Cervidae," (IDAPA 02.04.19.204.07), which implements I.C.
~

2S-370SA(3). Subsection (b) of that rule declares:

a11 the provisions of the
b.
The hunter is licensed and in compliance with all
Idaho Department of Fish and Game rules and code.
Section 2S-370S(A)(3) itself speaks in terms of elk, "taken by a licensed hunter in a manner which
complies with title 36 [Fish and Game], Idaho Code, and the rules and proclamations of the Idaho
fish and game commission ....
...."" (bracketed reference added).

In this case the Department of Fish and Game adopted special rules for the conduct of the
hunt of the Rammells' escaped elk. Those rules, and the proceedings that took place during their
adoption, have been disclosed in the discovery conducted in this case (PLF 02068-70; 02118-26),
and are attached to the Affidavit of Counsel that accompanies this reply memorandum. The
significance of these special rules, as applied to the Rammells' "accidental taking" argument, is that
there was no limit on the number of escaped domestic elk that any hunter could take, and any hunter
who actually killed one of the escaped domestic elk was not required to apply his wild game tag to
that animal. All of those hunters retained their right to take and tag a wild elk in addition to any of
the escaped domestic elk that they might also have taken in this specially authorized hunt. In other
words, as implemented by the adopted regulations, I.e. § 25-3705A(3) is not merely an "accidental
taking" provision.
Because jurisdiction over wild game lies with the Idaho Fish and Game Commission., and
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-'
jurisdiction over domestic elk lies with the Idaho Department of Agriculture, these two departments
are necessarily required to collaborate when any domestic elk escapes and creates a situation in
which both departments have ajurisdictional interest. Nonetheless, the rule of deference still applies
to these two agencies' implementation and interpretation of their respecti ve enabling statutes and
implementing administrative rules. These standards were recently summarized in Duncan v. State
Bd. Ot'Accollntancy,
ot'Accountancy, 149 Idaho 1, 232 P.3d 322 (2010):

Where an agency interprets a statute or rule, this Court applies a four-pronged
test to determine the appropriate level of deference to the agency interpretation. This
Court must determine whether: (1) the agency is responsible for administration of the
rule in issue; (2) the agency's construction is reasonable; (3) the language of the rule
does not expressly treat the matter at issue; and (4) any of the rationales underlying
the rule of agency deference are present. Preston v. Idaho State Tax Comm 'n, 131
Idaho 502, 504, 960 P.2d 185, 187 (1998). There are five rationales underlying the
rule of deference: (1)
(I) that a practical interpretation of the rule exists; (2) the
presumption of legislative acquiescence; (3) reliance on the agency's expertise in
interpretation of the rule; (4) the rationale of repose; and (5) the requirement of
contemporaneous agency interpretation. Id. at 505, 960 P.2d at 188.
149 Idaho at 4,232 P.2d at 325.
As the State Defendants noted in their initial brief that was submitted in support of this
motion for summary judgment, Dr. Rammell testified at his deposition about the difficulty he had
encountered in attempting to recapture his escaped animals which was created by both the
topography of the land, and the heavily timbered character of that land, which surrounded his Conant
Creek facility. He also testified that, in the absence of such obstacles, escaped elk usually can be
easily herded back into their enclosure. See, Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for
judgment, at pg. 12 (Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 31, LL. 13-18; pg. 33, LL-2-5; pg. 107, L.
Summary Judgment,

17 to pg. 108, L. 7).
The Rammells have essentially argued here that the State, in the exercise of its authority to
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protect its paramount interests in both the protection of the State's wildlife and in the regulation of
domestic livestock, was powerless to do anything more than Rammell himself was capable of doing
in attempting to recapture the animals and eliminate the threat that those escaped animals posed to
the State's wi Idlife. By application of the rule of deference, as set out above, the State has adopted
a reasonable and practical application of the authority granted by statute and implemented by
administrative rule by the Department of Fish and Game and the Department of Agriculture. The
State in the exercise of its police power is not powerless to eliminate a common threat, and it acted
reasonably in implementing the authority granted by

I.e.

2S-370SA to authorize the hum that
§ 25-3705A

resulted in the destruction of some of the Rammells' escaped domestic elk.

That statute is

constitutional, as an exercise of the State's police power, and consequently its specific denial of
compensation to the Rammells for the destruction of their animals must be upheld.

2.

The Use Of Licensed Hunters To "Control" Escaped Domestic Elk
Necessarily Implies The Authority To Shoot And Kill Those Escaped
Domestic Elk

[n addition to arguing that

I.e.

25-3705A(3) is only an "accidental take" provision, the
§ 2S-370SA(3)

Rammells have also argued that nowhere by statute or administrative rule is the State authorized to
shoot or ki 11 escaped domestic elk simply in response to the offense of being an "escaped" animal.

See, Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment at pp. 4, fn. 1. The Rammells argue that the
State is only authorized to "control" or "capture," and that neither of those terms is broad enough
in its normal meaning to encompass either "kill" or "destroy." See, Second Brief in Opposition to
Summary Judgment at pp. 10-14, 16.
The Rammells' argument on this point brings to mind the former pleading practice in
personal injury actions in which it was deemed necessary to include a paragraph-long, "parade of
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horribles," that included every conceivable infliction of atrocious and heinous bodily injuries that,
by even the most remote possibility, might have occurred, so as not to be denied a remedy due to the
exclusion of the one wound that your client had actually suffered. In that same vein, the logical
conclusion of the Rammells' strict statutory interpretation argument seems to be that State has
authority to use hunters, and those hunters have authority for the use of guns, but as a result of the
absence of express authorizing language in a statute or rule, the state has no authority to allow those
hunters to either pull a trigger and shoot those guns, or to actually kill animals in the normal and
intended use of those guns.
A statute should not be construed so as to lead to an absurd result. State v. Doe, 140 Idaho
271,275,92 P.3d 521,525 (2004). When ascertaining legislative intent, not only should the Iiteral
words of the statute be examined, but also the context in which those words are used, the public
462,
policy behind the statute, and any relevant legislative history. State v. Rhode, 133 Idaho 459,
459,462,
988 P.2d 685, 688 (1999). Administrative regulations are subject to the same rules of construction
as those used to interpret statutes. Sanchez v. State, 143 Idaho 239, 242, 141 P 3d 1108, 1111
(2006).
Even if an agency cannot point to an express delegation of authority by statute or rule, the
doctrine of implied delegation operates to fill the gap, based upon the proposition that to the limited
extent necessary to implement expressly granted authority, there is necessarily an implied grant of
authority. See, Nelson v. Anderson Lumber Co., 140 Idaho 702,708,99 P.3d 1092, 1098 (CLApp.
2004) (principal-agent); and Stark v. McLaughlin, 45 Idaho 112, 128,261 P. 244, 247 (1927) ("[T]he
delegation of power must be found in statutory law, or perhaps implied from other powers which are
delegated."). See also, 73 C.J.S. Public Administrative Law and Procedure, § 108 Affirmative or
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' SECOND BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' SUMMARY
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Express Grant of Powers, and § 109 Implied Powers.
As applied to the facts of this case, it appears reasonable by application ofthe just-cited rules

to conclude that the express statutory authorization for the use of hunters in the context of dealing
with escaped domestic elk, necessarily includes the implied authority for those hunters to shoot their
guns and to kill the escaped animals. Additionally, and in further response to the Rammells'
argument, it also bears pointing out that Rule 20.01
20.0 I of Domestic Cervidae rules provides as follows:

01.
Department Action. In addition to any other administrative or civil
action, the department may seize, require removal from the state, require removal to
a domestic cervidae ranch that is in compliance with the provisions of this chapter,
or require disposal of any domestic cervidae that are not located on a domestic
cervidae ranch, an AZA accredited facility, or a USDA licensed facility which is in
compliance with the provisions of this chapter.
02.04.19.20.01I (Emphasis added).
IDAPA 02.04.19.20.0
"kill," and "destroy,"
"destroy," do not appear in this grant of authority, just as
Admittedly, the words "kill,"

those terms are not expressly included in the earlier-cited authority.

Nonetheless, the term

"disposal,"
"disposal," as used in the context of this rule, seems broad enough to encompass the necessary

destruction of the escaped animals, when other attempted means to eliminate the threat have failed,
and the State has determined that the threat must be abated. Consequently, the Rammells' proposed
narrow reading of the agencies' statutorily granted authority should be rejected, and instead this
Court should find that the State Defendants' in this action were authorized to order the use of hunters
to ki II the escaped animals that the Rammells, through numerous attempts, and by numerous tactics,
had failed to recapture.
3.

The State's Interest In The Regulation Of Both Native Wildlife And
.lust The Prevention And
Domestic Livestock Encompasses More Than .Just
Control Of Disease
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Setting aside the over-heated rhetoric and hyperbole that infuses much of the Rammells'
Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment, they essentially argue that because the domestic
elk at their Conant Creek facility were genetically pure and disease-free, there was no justification
for the State's actions in ordering the destruction of the escaped elk that the Rammells had failed to
recapture. This argument demands a response. The public interest that is at issue is not a mere
parochial interest of the state ofIdaho, but rather it is of nationwide and regional concern. The State
Defendants' actions were not a mere pretext to impose retribution or punitive measures against the
Rammells personally, but rather were undertaken to protect the public interest.
Attached to the Affidavit of Counsel submitted in support of this reply memorandum is a
nine page summary compiled in October 2010 by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources
concerning the regulation of domestic cervidae and chronic wasting disease in North America. I This
information is presented to the Court for the purpose of establishing the general public interest in the
regulation of domestic elk across North America, of which Idaho is a part. The top row on page one
of this chart provides a summary of domestic elk regulation in all fifty states and Canada. The
remaining rows summarize regulation in each of the fifty states and in the Canadian provinces.
Although only a brief summary, these facts demonstrate the broad public interest that exists
throughout North America in the regulation of domestic cervidae.
For example, starting at the far right column, this chart indicates that chronic wasting disease
has been found in wild cervidae in 13 states and two Canadian provinces. Chronic wasting disease

This chart is better viewed on-line at 150% enlargement, at http://www.cwd-info.
org/pdl/CWDRcgstablcStatc-Provincc.pdf. A prior version of this chart is also available from the
org/pdl!CWDRcgstablcStatc-Provincc.pdf.
Michigan Department of Natural Resources as previously updated through April
Apri12007.
2007.
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""
has been found in captive herds in II
11 states and two Canadian provinces. All fifty states and all ten
Canadian provinces perform chronic wasting disease in wild cervidaes. Thirty one states and six
Canadian provinces ban the importation of cervidae from areas endemic for chronic wasting disease.
Also, review of a relatively short law review article, Opsahl, Chronic Wasting Disease of

Deer ond Elk: A Callfor National Management, 33 Envt'l Law 1059 (2003), reveals the problems
that are presented in the conduct of domestic elk ranching in respect to chronic wasting dhease.
There are no vaccines or treatments for the prevention of chronic wasting disease. 33 Envt'l Law
at pg. 1082. There is no effective test for the disease, other than the post-mortem testing of brain
tissue. 33 Envt'l Law at pp. 1064, 1070, 1079. The pathogen that causes the disease is difficult to
eliminate, and even when attempts have been made to thoroughly decontaminate infected facilities,
the disease has reoccurred in these facilities within three years of restocking. 33 Envt'l Law at pp.
1072-73. The incubation period for the disease, once an animal is infected, can be as long as five
years. 33 Envt'l Law at pp. 1063, 1064 n. 21.
Idaho's domestic cervidae administrative rules have extensively addressed the chronic
wasting disease issue. See, Rules 500 through 506 (IDAPA 02.04.19). In addition, it should be
noted that the State of Idaho's efforts do not end at the State's borders, as the Rammells have
indicated in numbered paragraph "3" on page 3 of their Second Brief in Opposition to Summary
Judgment. The State of Idaho also carefully monitors the intra-state movement of these animals.
See, Rules 208 and 250 (IDAPA 02.04.19).

The State Defendants declared on page 12 of their Supplemental Memorandum in Support
25Motion for Summary Judgment that, "The state of Idaho's enactment and enforcement of I.e. § 25
3075A encompasses an exercise of the police power for the protection of the public welfare in
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respect to both the regulation of domestic cervidae farms and the protection of the state's native
wildlife." The State Defendants have also previously cited a state's valid exercise of its police
power, "to protect its native wildlife from diseases and parasites, [and] to maintain the genetic purity
of its wi ldlife," as based upon the Ninth Circuit's decision in Pacific Northwest Venison Producers
v. Smitch,
Smirch, 20 F.3d 1008,1013 (9thCir.1994).

The State Defendants have never contested the assertions by Dr. Rammell that his domestic
elk herd was disease free and genetically pure. With no disrespect to Dr. Rammell, or his claim,
there is no meaningful way to make that "disease-free" assessment in respect to chronic wasting
disease, which requires the destruction of the animal in order to perform the required brain tissue test
for that disease.
This case has always been about the State Defendants' authority under the State's police
power to act to abate an escape of domestic cervidae, and when necessary, to destroy those animals
that cannot be recaptured without being required to compensate the owner. Neither the fact that the
escaped domestic elk may in fact be disease-free, or genetically pure, does not eliminate the State's
right to exercise its police power to protect the larger public interest in both eliminating the potential
spread of disease and to protect the genetic integrity of State's wild game herds.
Therefore, this Court is urged to find that I.e.
2S-370SA is constitutional and that the State
I.C. § 25-3705A
Defendants are entitled to qualified immunity under the objective test on the Rammells' 42 U.S.c.
~

1983 claims, which justifies those defendants' reliance upon that statute, and related authority, in

taking the actions that led to the destruction of a number of the Rammells' escaped elk.
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II.
CONCLUSION
The State ofIdaho's motion for summary judgment should be granted as to all claims made
in the Rammells' amended complaint, and that complaint should be dismissed in its entirety for all
the reasons set out above.
Respectfully submitted this

-3. day of December, 2010.
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Bradley B. Compton
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Briefing Report
Depredation Hunt Ordered in Fremont County to Harvest Escaped Domestic Elk
Following direction from the Governor as outlined in Executive Order 2006-32, personnel from the
Idaho Department of Fish & Game and Idaho State Department ofAgriculture
of Agriculture have been harvesting
escaped domestic elk from Fremont County. Between September 9 and September 15, agency
personnel removed 15 domestic dk. The Executive Order further directed the Idaho Fish and Game
Commission to implement rules allowing licensed hunters and private landowners to assist in removal
of domestic elk. Director Huffaker will order an emergency depredation hunt to be implemented
effective September 19th • The emergency depn.:ciation
depn.:dation hunt ~ill allow private landowners within the
Teton Zone elk tags to participate.
hunt area and randomly selected hunters in possession of
ofTeton
Objectives
.; Minimize commingling of domestic and wild elk.
./ Fulfill direction provided by Governor's Executive Order 2006-32.
2006-32 .
./ Enlist assistance from sportsmen and private landowners
landowners..
./ Implement a safe. orderly,
orderly. and effective depredation hunt.

Hunt Area
./ The northeal'>1
maps) .
northea:'>1 portion of Game Management Unit 62 near Conant Creek (see attached maps).
./ To prevent conflict with private landowners, public hunters will be resuicted to public land.
Private landowners within the hunt area arc eligible to hunt private and public land.
LiceT1~ed

./
./
./
./
./
./

Hunters
Randomly selected from hunters possessing Teton Zone elk tags.
tags .
Hunters will be issued a letter (attached) and map authorizing their participation.
participation.
hunt..
50 hooters selected for each sequential hunt
Sequential hunts: 9/19 - 9/25, 9/26 - 10/2, 1013 - 10/14. Additional hunts if needed.
needed .
Res.tricted to public 11l11d.
Rcs.tricted
IMd.
Hunters not possessing Teton Zone elk tags can contact the Idaho Falls Fish & Game office to
Jist, in case additional hunters are needed.
be put on a list,

Landowners
0/ All landowners within the hunt area will be contacted directly.
0/ Landowners willing to participate will be provided a letter (attached) and elk tog at no charge.
charge.

./ Landowners may designate their tag, without fee or compensation.
compensation, to another person.
person.
./ Eligible Lo hunt pri
private
vate and public land.
Take of Domestic Elk
./ Adult domestic elk identified by the presence of a USDA metal ear tag. ('..aIf
(,..aIf domestic elk: are
not ear-tagged, but identified by close association with an adult domestic elk
possession..
./ No limit on take or possession
days..
./ Hunters required to report within 3 business days
./ Hunters not required to validate their elk tag.
Take of Wild Elk
./ Adult wild elk identified by the lack ofa USDA metal ear tag. Calfwild elk identified by not
being associated with an adult domestic elk
elk..
elk..
./ Limit of] wild elk
..,
-.' Hunters required to validate their elk tag.

[12119
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Biological Sample Collection
v' Hunters requested to provide biological samples from both wild and domestic elk.
v' Samples collected by officers in the field, Billy Joe's Taxidermy in Tetonia, and the Idaho
Falls Fish & Game office.
brucellosis. chronic wasting disease, other
v' Elk will be evalualedltlll:ited for tuberculosis, brucellosis,
populallons. and genetic makeup.
diseases/parasites of concern to wild popula1.ions,
v' Genetic testing pending federal approval for international transport of biological samples (e.g.
lab at University of Saskatchewan).
submission.
v' Test results available between 2 - 14 days, depending on type of test, from submission.
hu.mrut health concerns will
.,/ Hunters harvesting an elk testing positive for a disease with known hu.man
be contacted immediately.
Hunter Safety
v' The Director will order an emergency closure (attached) of an on-going archery hunt within the
hunt area.
v' Hunter numbers are limited.
Impacts to Wild Elk Population
unfortunate. but unavoidable, reduction in wild elk.
.,/ Depredation hunt will result in an unfortunate,
.,/ Limiting hunters to those possessing Teton Zone elk tags minimizes excessive harvest
.,/ Restrictive hunt area minimizes excessive harvest.
Monitoring & Contingency Plang
hunts .
.,/ Department staff will monitor hunts.
.,/ Contingency plans, including additional emergency depredation hunts and winter trapping, are
being developed and win be implemented ifnecessary.
Department Costs
costs..
./' Department is docwnenting all associated costs
funds. federal
.,/ Current Department efforts are being funded by sportsmen dollars (e.g. license funds,
aid).

./' CunentIy, the Department has no pllDlS for recuperating costs.
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IDAHO DEPARTMF:NT OF FISH AND GAME.

James E. Risch I Governor
Steven M. Huffaker I Director

UPPER SNAKE REGION
4279 Commerce Circle
Idaho falls.
falls, Idaho 8340 I

September 15, 2006
HunJerj,
[Puhlic HunJerJ.

On September 7, 2006, Governor Risch issued Executive Order 2006-32 directing the Idaho Fish & Game
Commission to establish an emergency hunt for escaped domestic elk near Conant Creek in Game Management
Unit 62. The Director has declared an emergency depredation hunt for a randomly selected group of hunters.
hunters,
including you. This letter,
Jetter, along with a valid elk tag.
tag, is your authorization to participate in the emergency
depredation hunt in a portion of Unit 62. You must have a valid Tt:ton Zone A tag in possession. If you have
already used your Teton Zone A tag, you are ineligible to participate in this emergency depredation hunt.
However, if
you would like to participate in future emergency depredation elk hunts, if necessary,
necessary. please
ifyou
contact our office at 525-7290.
September 25th. The hunt area will
This hunt will begin Tuesday September 19lh and run through Monday, Scptcmber
j nelude Forest Service land ONLY within Unit 62, south of
Fall River and north of Bitch Creek. See the map on
ofFill
this letter. You will be able to take any elk with any legal big game hunting weapon within the hunt
the back of
ofthislener.
boundaries. The on-going archery-only hunt within the hunt boundaries will be closed, however the entire rest
of
the zone will still be open for the archery-only hunt as per current rules. Hunters must comply with forest
ofilie
Service tmvel regulations.
If
you harvest a wild elk, you must validate and attach your Teton Zone A tag as per Fish and Game rules. If
Ifyou
elk,.!l!!.!!!!! validate and attach your tag. The Governor's Executive Order allows you to
you harvest a domestic elk,.!l!!..!!!!!
possession of domestic elk. Adu It(t domestic elk are identified by the presence of a USDA metal ear tag
retain posl:ession
ear-tagged, but can be identified by close association with
(small, silver, numbered). Calf domestic elk are not ear-tagged.
an adult domestic elk. Adult wild elk are identified by the lack of a USDA metal ear tag. Calf wild elk are
identified by not being associated with an adult domestic elk. There is no limit for the number of domestic elk a
hunter may take or possess, but once a wild elk is reduced to possession, your depredation hunt has concluded.
ofthe
You are to report the tag numbers, gender and age of
the domestic elk (adult or calf) to the Idaho Fish and
Game Office at 525-7290 within 3 days as per Governor Ri~ch's Executive Order.
We would also like to collect biological samples from both wild and domestic elk. Officers in the field will be
able to collect these samples along with Billy Joe's Taxidermy in Tetonia or here at the Fish and Game Office
in Idaho Falls.
If you have any filrther questions concerning this hunt please contact me or Regional Wildlife Manager Daryl
bere at our office at 525-7290. Thank you for helping us with this matter.
Meints here

Sincerely,

Steve Sclunidt
Regional Supervisor
Upper Snake Region
SLS:DRM:jlp
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IOAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
James E. Risch I Governor
M, Huffaker I Director
Steven M.

UPPER SNAKE REGION

4279 Commerce Circle
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401

September 15th, 2006

[Landowner}.
On September 7, 2006, Governor Risch issued Executive Order 2006·32 directing the Idaho Fish & Game
Commission to establish an emergency hunt for escaped domestic elk near Conant Creek in Game Management
Unit 62. The Director has declared an emergency depredation elk hunt tor a portion of dame Management Unit
62. As 1\II hmdowner within the hunt area, you are eligible to participate. If you would like to hunt in this
emergency depredation hunt, please contact our office at 525-7290 and provide us with your 2006 [dabo
hunting license information.
infonnation. We will assist you in how to apply for and receive a depredation hunt elk tag.
Teton Zone A tag hunters will also be participating in the depredation hlmt, but ONLY on Forest Service lend.
This letter, and a valid depredation hunt elk tag, is your authorization to participate !n the hunt.
This hunt will begin Tuesday September 191b and run thmugh
through Saturday, October 14th. The hunt area is shown
on the back of
this letter. You will be able to take any elk with any legal big game hunting weapon within the
ofthis
hunt boundaries. The on-going archery-onIy hunt within the hunt boundaries will be closed, however the "'ntire
rest of
the ZODe
ofthe
zone wiU still be open for the archery-only hunt as per current rules. Hunters must comply with
Forest Service travelr.egulations.
travel regulations.

If
you harvest a wild elk, you must validate and attach your depredation hunt elk tag. Ifyou
If you harvest a domestic
Ifyou
elk, do not validate and attach your tag. The Govemor's Executive Order allows you to retain possession of
domestic elk. Adult domestic elk are identified by the pre~ence of a (J81)A
(JSIJA metal ear tag (small, silver,
numbered). Calf
domestic elk are not ear-tagged, but can be identified by close association with an adult
Calfdomestic
domestic elk. Adult wild elk arc identified by the Jack of a USDA metal ear tag. Calf wild elk are identified by
not being closely associated with an adult domestic elk.
elk There is no limit for the number of domestic elk a
hunter may take or possess, but once a wild elk lq
l'l reduced to possession, your depredation hunt has concluded.
Yuu are to report the tag numbers, gender and age of the domestic elk (adult or calf) to the Idaho Fish and
Game Office at 525-7290 within 3 days as per Governor Risch's Executive Order.
We would also like to collect
coilect biological samples trom both wild and domestic elk. Officerg in the field will be
able to collect these samples along with Billy Joe's Taxidermy in Tetonia or here at the Fish and Game Office
in Idaho Falls.

You
Yau may designate your depredation hunt elk f1lg to another hunter without fee or compensation. Please contact
our office if
jfyou
you wish to designate your tag.
If
you have any further questions concerning this hunt please contact me or Paul Faulkner here at our office at
Ifyoll
525-7290. Thank you for belping
helping us with this matter.
Sincerely,
Steve Schmidt
Regional Supervisor
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BEFORE THE FISH AND GAME C011MISSION

11'J'THE MATTER OF
GOVERNOR'S EXECUTIVE
ORDER 2006-32
2006·32

)
)
)

Order

06-43

On September 8,2006 Governor Risch issued Executive Order 2006-32 proclaiming an imminent threat to the
public, and public and pri
privato
vato property because of the escape ofdomestic
of domestic elk from Rex
health of wild elk herds, the public.
Rammel's Cooant Creek facility. The Executive Order requires the Idaho Fish and Game Commission to promulgate
emergency rules or proclamations to allow licensed hunters and at!ected
affected private landowners to take, possess, and consume
escaped domestic elk.
36-106(B) and Seclion 25-3705A, the
Pursuant to the Executive Order and authority under Idaho Code, Se<;tiol1 36-106(8)
undersigned hereby declares t~at an emergency exists and finds it necessary
necesslll'y to order a depredation hunt effective on
September 19~ and continuing through December 15 th within a prescn'bed portion ofUnk 62. The Director, or his
designee, may direct hunterll
hunteJ'll to additional focal areas within Unit 62 dependent on need.
HlJIlters
villid
Hooters participating in the emergency depredation hunt will
win be randomly selected from hWlters possessing valid
Teton'
A' or 'B' tags. holderll
Teton'A'
holdeJ'll of Controlled Hunt permit fur Hunt
Huot Number2122, and private landowners within tbe
designated hunt. Public hunters will be allowed [0
to hunt on U.S. Forest Service lands only within the prescribed hunt area.
Private landowners
landownen will be allowed to hunt on all lands within the prescribed hunt area.

rdaho
Hunters not holding Teton Zone elk tags or controlled hunt permits wishing to participate can sign up at the Idaho
}<·alls
}<·aIIs Fish & Game regional office at 4279 Commerce Circle (208-525-7290). Hunters from the sign-up list may be
contacted to participate if additional hWlters are necessary.
Adult domestic elk are identified by the presence of a USDA metal ear tag. Calf domestic elk are not ear-tagged,
but can be identified by close association with an adult domestic elk. Adult wild elk are
lire identified by the lack of II USDA
metal ear tag. Calf
wild elk are identified by not being associated with an adult domestic elk.
Calfwild
Hunters harvesting a domestic elk must report the kill, USDA ear tag number, gender, and
lind age of elk (adult or
Humers harvesting a domestic elk are not required to validate
calf) to the Idaho Filih and Game within 3 business days. Huruers
their elk tag. There is no limit for the number of domestic elk a h.unter may take or possess.
hnrvcsting a wild elk must validate their tag immediately
immcdia1ely upon kin and follow alll:lUsting
alll!lUsting Fish and Game .
Hunters harvesting
rules for possession and transport.
Idaho, all Forest Service land in Big Gume Mllnagement
Management Unit 62 south of Fan
Fall
AREA DESCRIPTION: Fremont County Idaho.
River and north of Bitch Creek: and all private land in Big Game Management Unit 62 within the following boundary;
ofAnderson
N), east of4700E, north of Coyote Meadows Road (700 N) and Wl::st
Anderson Road (lIDO N).
wt:st urthe Forest Service
south of
boundary.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a depredation hunt be held on dlltes and in the arcll
arc!! described
describod above, and that
escaped domestic elk may be taken by eligible licensed hunters as described above, in accordance with the conditions listed
above.
DATED this 15'"
IS'" day of September 2006.
FISH AND GAME
IDAHO DEPARTMENT Of .FISH
Huffalrer, Director
Slevcn M. Huffa1rer,
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BEFORE THE FISH AND GAME COMMISSION
l'N'nm MA
TIER OF
)
MATIER
CLOSlNG
CLOSJNG A PORTION OF THE )
UNIT 62 ARCHERY SEASON
)

Order

06·46

On September 8,2006 GovclUor Risch issueu ExIlGulivc
Execulivc Order 2006-32 proclaiming an imminent threat to the
health of wild elk herds, the public, and public and private property because ofthe
of the escape ofdomestic
of domestic elk from Rex
Rammel's Conant Creek facility. The Executive Order requires the Idaho Fish and Game Commission to promulgate
emergency rules or proclamations to allow licensed hunters and affected private landowners to take, possess, and consume
escaped domestic elk.
Pursuant to the Executive Order and authority under Idaho Code, Section 3636· I06(B) and Section 2S-370SA, the
Director issued Order #06·43 dirt:cting
oflhe
directing an emergency depredation elk hunt be implemented to meet requirements ofthe
th
14th.
Governor's Executive Order. The emergency depredation elk hunt will begin September 19th and run through October 14
•
Department staff and members oithe public have detennined a significant public safety concern exists with overlapping an
emergency depredlltion elk hunt, u~ing rifles,
rifle~, with an on-going archery·only
archery-only season.
AREA DESCRlPTION: Fremont County Idaho, all Forest Service land in Big Game Management Unit 62 soutll
south of Fall
River and north of Bitch Creek and all private land in Big GDme Mmagement
Management Unit 62 within the following boundary;
south of Anderson Road (1100 N), east of
4700E, north of Coyote Meadow~
of the Forest Service
of4700E,
Meadow~ Roac1 (700 N) and west ofthe
boundary.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the archery-only season within the above described area be closed effective
September 19, 2006.
DATED this 15th
15lh day of September 2006.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
Steven M. Huffaker, Director
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Idaho Fish ad Game CommissioD
Special Meeting
September 8, 2006

Mansfield. Mary Boyer, Dallas
Present in the Director's Office: Steve Huffaker, Terry Mansfield,
Compton. Neils Nokkentved, David
Burkhalter, Roger Fuhrman, Jim Unsworth, Brad Compton,
Cbanne12 News Reporters, and members from the Idaho Sportsmen Caucus,
Hensley, Cbannel2
Stafffrom Regions 5&6 participated.
A special meeting of the Idaho Fish and Game Commission W!!.S
w!!.s held by telephone
3;00 p.m. with
conference. The meeting was called to order by Chairman Wheeler at 3:00
Commissioners Irby, McDermott, Barowsky, Wright, Budge, and Power participating.
RULES

A special meeting Wag called by Chairman Wheeler to discuss and take action on the
eJk in Eastern
executive order issued by Govemor Risch concerning escaped domestic elk
Idaho.

Director Huffaker reported that he was advised to hold an executive session since today's
action may be litigated. Deputy Attomey General, Dallas Burkhalter and David HensleL.
Counsel to the Governor briefed Commissioners.
Irby seconded a motion TO
06-66 Commissioner Barowksy moved and Commissioner Irhy
67·2345(1)(fJ
HOLD AND EXECUTIVE SESSION PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 67-2345(1)(fJ
TO DISCUSS LEGAL MATTERS. The motion carried in a unanimous vote.
Executive Session ended at 3:20 pm and no action was taken.
Director Huffaker provided background information on the escaped domestic elk
tl1
l4t11
situation to the Commissioners. He stated that the domestic elk escaped prior to the 14
of August, It is Mclear how far prior to that date, but that is when the fll'st report was
ofAugust.
made. The report stated that the elk had been feeding on a haystack on one of the
of August. The elk may be fairly
neighbor's property for a week or more on the 14tbtiJ ofAugust.
widely distributed at this time. There are several hunting seasons that are open in the
Region at this time.

number of elk that escaped at best estimate is
The numberofeIk
ill 24 bulls, and at least SO cows and
calves. It is not clear if that is 50 cows with calves or 50 cows and calves. The estimated
of is 75-125 animals.
range we have heard ofis

000452
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The Department of Agriculture has had trouble with the operator ofthis
of this facility in
marking the animals and fines have been issued regarding not adequately marking the
animals. The operator has appealed the action and it will come before the State Supreme
Court. After discussions with the Department of Agriculture, it i.'isJ very likely that none of
these elk are marked as the statue requires. Domestic elk are required to be marked with a
plastic tag that is visible from 150 feel If the elk are marked at all they would be marked
with a USDA animal identification tag which is an aluminum tag that is 3/8 inch wide
and 1 Y2 inches long. These types of markings oxidize over time and the likely hood that a
hunter or a trained observer with anything less ihan
1han a heavy spotting scope would be able
to tell if
these animals or wild or domestic would be problematic.
ifthese
The Director presented the Department's recommendation for how we handle this
situation as follows:

• The Department agrees with the Governor that these domestic elk are a significant
threat to the State's wildlife-and immediate and decisive action should be taken.

("

•

The Department is prepared to put Department employees aloolwith
alool with Department
of
Agriculture employees in the field on Saturday, September 9 at daylight to
ofAgriculture
attempt to remove them.

•

Seven teams of a three person team consisting oftwo
of two shooters
shcoters and a spotter have
been assembled.

•

A helicopter and fixed wing aircraft will be on standby to go up and spot and
relay information to the ground crews.

Director Huffaker stated that there will be salvage crews on hand to process the elk
carcassses. The animals will be tested for disease and DNA samples to test for potential
Red Deer genetics.
Director Huffaker stated that in order to comply with the Governor's direction, the
CoIJlDlission
CoIllIDission will need to clarify that Directol'
Direetol' Huffaker has authority 10 order a
Depredation hunt 36·106
36-106 (e) (6). There is a provision for a depredation hunt and tbis
situation meets the definition for which the depredation hunt was created.
The depredation hunt will allow the general public, including landowners and licensed
hunters, to take the animals in a depredation hunt under State authority as follows:
• Depredation hunters who shoot a domestic elk will not be required to tag that
animal.
• If
the depreciation
Ifthe
depredation bunter shoots a wild animal he will be required to tag that
arrimal,
animal, punch their tag and the hunt is over.

I

000453
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ofhunters
.• The ftrst pool of
hunters will be those individuals who already have tags to hunt
in that area. These hooters are more likely to know the area, be familiar with the
terrain, and be more efficient than someone who has never hunted there before.
•

As fall back measures the Department will follow the procedure cUlTently used
and sign up hunters who are interested in helping wi1b
wi1h this control action. This
step will give other hunters an opportunity to participate if we need additional
hunters.

• Hunting seasons that are open in the area will remain open. The Department will
infurm these hunters that if they take a domestic animal they do not need to pWlch
their tag.
•

The depredation hoot will start on or before October 1n
1n at the discretion of
Director Huffaker.

~-1t7 Corm:nlssioner
0'·lt7
Commissioner Wright moved and Commissioner Irby seconded TO
AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT TO PROCEED WITH THE CONTROL

PROGRAM AND DEPREDATION HUNT DESCRIBED IN THE
DEPARTMENT'S RECOMMENDATIONS AS PRESENTED BY THE
DIRECTOR. The motion carried in a unanimous vote.

~~ment3:45pm/, ~

(

d

~~
Cameron Wheeler

ClJairman
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state's Department
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hlted.
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provinces lilted. Caplive
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provmcet; ItIled perform captlye
capWe cer
for CWO where captive cervkts are I

Department
Con88MItioo and NaI\Jral
Nahlral
Depertment 01 Can88MItioo
RMOUrc:eS.
RMOllrteS. Cantad:
Contad: Gary
Gery Moody.
Moody,
grnooc:tyCdcnr.alabama.gov

Cervid impOrts haw not been allowed since 1973.
il illegal to have
Nwe penned deer, I8'V8ral
I8'V8l'l1l high fencecl
tencecl
area do eXIst. Game
Geme breed81"8
breed8l'1l can buy and sell
deer with permit
permi! but no importabOn
impor1BbOn ta allowed.

Dept 01 Natural Reaourcee-DiYiIkwl
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for game fann pennita and inspectin
responsible fa(
fenoog. Dept 01 ErMronmentai
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Bob Garlach
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Division 01 Wildlife ConNrvation
Conll8rvation (free....ranglng
(free-ranglng
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ArtzONl
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eon..

CoIo,..cto
CoIot8cto

Connecticut

... wlldl
..
OMaion at Wildlifa
Wildlife (OOW)
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regulata.
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Imports and has auChority OYer
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M~6er, CDOW, (970) 472-4348.
472-4348,
mike.miller@stala.oo.UlRegulations:
mike.miller@8lala.oo.usRegulations: Brett
_ennan,
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Department 01 Environmental Protecbon and
Department
Deper1ment 01 Agriculture
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origin, negative T8 and Brucellosis, onginete
Stale Velerinanan
Veterinanan
from State
negatiw herd (fuoe
(fuoB years 01
from a CWO negBtiw
lhat is enrolled in an ofticial CWO
surveillance) that
monitoring and surveillence program

09126102: Totel ben on Importstion of cervids
10120105 Restrictiona
Restrictions 0I"l
on importation of carvid
cervld
carcaaaes
carCU88'S from endemic statel,
statal, and provinces.
prtWinces.

captMI herds are inc:il.
inc:iI.
Animals trom captMl
program
state CWO Mmpllng ptOQIram

noIaliowed
OYer 30 years
NA - Haw not
allowed imports for over

ceMelI
09l26I02: Total ban on importation of ceMdI

Fallow deer are permitied
permitled under slallow deer
farming
fBrmlng permit and variOus
variOuS exotic cervidl
cervldl are
allowed undar an exhibllors
.. ued by Dept
exhibilors penni' Iluued
Depl cC
Import thai
that originale
originate from
No cervids allowed for import
Fish and Game,
Geme. No elk ara permitted for
'or Importatior
poIitiva ltales,
ltetes, or heve a hislory
history 01 contaCi
contac
CWO positive
and elk farms are prohlbitad. To import any deer a
potential risk.
with captive elk, or eny other polential
Cervidae Importation Application musl
must be approved
by Wildlife Investigationl
InvestigBtionl Lab;
lIlb; MI cervlds require
specific prlHtntry requirements.

Voluniary Certification Prog~
Prog~ (5 )'I
Voluntary
lllatus) h
achieve CWO free c:er1Hied lltatus)
suPPOf1l teStIng tor
established and sUPPOf1ltestrng
ceMels.
ceMds.

compHJted and
State CWO ReapoH Plen has been compHJled
approved

months or aide
All captive cervids 16 monttls
from lIInell,
illnell, slaughtar,
slaughter. hunbr.g
hunllr.g or an'
ho!.
cause shall be reported within 24 hoi.
submitted foI CWO testing.

huntef-harvested ceMd
RegulatIOn banning Ihe import 01 hunl8f-h8.rvesled
R.gulations. Title 14.
adopted in June 2003 (CA Code of R.gulations,
luued 10
to hunters not
Citation a are being Iuued
SectiOn 712). Cilahons
regulation. and meal
meat processors
processor& are
comphant WIth this regulation,
10 accept oul-of-slate
out-of-atate whole cervid carcasses
not allowed to
compllanl with regul8hon.
regulahon.
not compliant

Is hated by the CA Oepertmenl
Departmenl
CWO is
Agriculture as a reportable dlNese.
6UtY8iJ1ance program tor fa
slaughter surveillance
fallOw deer has been developed
fallow

:

All cervkis
cervtds mUll be free 01 infectioul and c:ontagioU
dlaeaae;
dl.....; mUll be lreated tor Intemel/extemal
parasites within
wtthin 21 days
da'll prior to
10 entry, mUlt
mUll be
martted with USOA official eer tag, and originale
from a bovine TB-free accredited herd. All elk must
tast
test negatiw
negetiw fa(
for evidence of red deer hybridization,
hybridization.

CWO-free stahl_
ataI\Ja from quallfyir.g
60 monthl Cwo.free
required for Importation an
lurveillance program reqUired
intrastate movement of captive ceMds. DOW
end CDA jointly rtMew all f8quests for carvid
movement - both .gendes mUll approve; COA
CDA
movementmovemenVimportallOn authorization
issues the movemenVimportatlOn

No cervid impor1a
imporla a\kMed. No movements within
stete
ltate without
wtlhout pennit

Impor1a allowed.
No cervid Imporla

0I"l •
Mandatory lurveillance required on

deelh (>16
1'>16 months of 8g8)who
oeMCI deeth
oeMd
natural death,
death. llaughter or hunt pert
ti.. ·.Je). Must be ",ported
",ported"'II
and fixed tiu'.Je).
IlO8nsing agency (t
hours of deeth to hc:ensing
COAl

OWrters required to (a)
Capitve cervid owrler5

forms of tagging end (b) have perime

NIA

specificatIOns
aoeclficstlOns

Delaware

Department of Agricuttura
Agricuttul'8 has jurisdlctlon
jUrisdlctlon over al
a'
No cervid impor1a
imporla a\kMed from any
8ny ltate.
ltata. No
exotic
exotIC caNida,
ceNids, while the Oivilion
Divilion 01 Fish and
'I'lOvemenls withm
within state wilho!.lt
witho!.ll pennit
pennil (no pennlts
'I'lOvements
Wildlife hal jurisdidlOll
jurlsdidlOll OYer
over whlle-talled
wI1l1e-1alled deer.
•,re
re being iasued
issued at thil
tt1il tIme).
time).
Contact: Joe Rooo<woo,
Rooe'wo<" (302
1302 735-3600

Florida"

The FDACS and FWC have adopled
adopted ru6es
ImportatIOn end Intrastale
Intraatale mcH&menl
mcH&ment
regarding importallOn
cervida. The permenent rules ptOhiblt the
of cervids.
ImportatIOn of cervids unless originabng from a
nnportallOn
IUtY8I!lance
herd With a FOACS approved CWO lurveiliance
monitorir.g program in effed for
fa( at
allsalt
and monil.orir.g
lealt 60
Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC)
also requires the
regulates
regulales p(JIS8SSIOll
pOU8SSIOll of captive cervids.
cervids,
months prior to Import. ft alao
ProhibitIOn 0I"l
on importatJOI"l
importallon 01 cervids unlels
to prohibit the \mportaoon
Importation 01
Department
of AgriaJlture & Consumer Services onginating from a herd with an FDACS approved
person impor1ing 10 obtain prior permission from Considering a proposal '0
Depertmenlof
slete - April, 2010
(FOACS) OV91M8S
OV9lM8S importation
Importation end health
veterinarian, be in possession or a cervids into the stete
CWO surveillance and monitoring program In efled FDACS Stata velerinerien,
requirements. Contad: Cory Morea,
ilsued by FWC and be in
valid pennil IIsued
lor ell88s1
ell68s1 60 monlhs.
months.
Cory
488-3831
comphance with Ihe
the requirements
raquirements oIan
Co'}' """"e@MyFWC.com,
"""".@MyFWC.com, (850)
(650)468-3831
compliance
approved FDACS Captive Cervid Herd Health
Plan. Intrastate movement also requires prior
pennission, possession of a valid permit or
license and compliance with the FDACS Captive
Cervid Herd Health Plan.

Impor1a a\kMed from any state.
stale. No
No ceMd imporla
atala without permit (no
movements within atata
issued at tt1is
this lime).
time) .
parmits are being ilsued

with It'
tt'
daclJ1.Sing th. "ue wtth
Currently dacuasing
Departmenl ot Agnculture.
Delaware Depertmenl

NIA

i

Captive Carvid heelth p
!The FDACS CaplJve
of all c
jrequiJK the mandalory testing 0'
icervidl thai die or ere oIharwlll8
otharwlN killel:
!tille!:
leervidl
!are older thin 16 months 01 age.

I
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........

·CWDT.....................
·CWDT.....................

-

........

Twenly~ ......
utes do not .Ibw
ttw
Twenty_
.11ow ...

All

tan 01 the Canadian pnMtlC8I
pnMllC8I bt8d
btad
frtty Bletea and all ten

on WIld cerwta
cerv'Cfa

cel'Vkfs; nine ltales
haY\!
baiting of cervkfs;
ltalel heY\!
bailing, T'NQ
T~
perform CYfO
CY;'() IeIWng certain ...Itriction. on baiting,
Canadian pt'O'Yinces
proYinces
of the CIInadi.n
has
have banned baiting and one Ilea
baiting issue under fWl8W.

nted

-

uteB do not allow u. feeding 01
NIne utes
tan itaiM and one provlnce
province have
cervids, ten
rastncilonl and one ltate
ute and one
certain r&stncbona
ara dlscuaing
dlscuaiog 8 ban on feeding
province are

......
......

_",-_"'-

c:wD_InF__
c:wD_InF__
'!IongIng CorvIdo
'Ilongl",

c:wD_1n
l:IplIwo
c:o,IIwI CorvIdo

CWO has been found
CWD has been foun
CWO
-rangung C8f'V'ds
Ci8f'V'ds
In tree -rengung
caplNe ceM(b in
in capwe
In
m thl1een ltatel and

Thlrty... ,x utes and four 01 the CIInadian
Canadian proYlnces
proYlflC8S listed eleven stalel
twc
Thlrty..IX
stales and twe
ban or restrictions on the tnponallOn
have. ben
tnponetlon 01 hunter- Canadian provinces
KS, MI MN,
harvested cervid
C8fVid parts. One pl'O'llnc8
pnwlnc8 has the issue undef (CO. 1(5,
rev;ew.
MO, MT. NE, NY,
rev'ew.
OK, SO, WI, Alberta,
and Saskatchewan).

two Canadian
prOVInces (CO. Il,
IL, KS,
NO, NE. NM, NY, SO,
UT, VA, WI, WV, WY,
Alberta and
Saskatchewan) .
Saskatchewan).

,
, . ':1.>;
Sarnphng began In 2001. w+th 90 animals being Inted. In 2002-03, 440 ef'1imals
'

.~,

,

Samphng began In 2001. w+th 90 animals being Inted. In 2002-03, 440 ef'1imals
, _ , 200~, 768 .....
__
_
201)4.05, 745 _ , 2005-C8, 198
f-o
,_,
_
,, 2Q04.05,
~

200~,

2007-08, 8271e1ted. 2008-09, 8061Mted. 2009-10
tested; 2006-07, 6541es1ed; 2007-08.
311 tested. All animlll hew.....,
",lowed,
hew""" negeti¥e
negative 10 dIIts.
dllta. Pian to contrlue
contrIue IUMMltanc Ise~ng is not "\owed,
made the pt,IbtlC InOf8 . . .,.
r..:N:I' to
efforts. E.ducallon 8IIortI
lIfIortI haw al80 mede
re 0I1he
oIlhe,..;N:I'
report deer that mly
dNr
mlY be
ba doing poorty or may not be
ba acting nonnelly. Thole a..r
.re
ere submitted for IHtina
IHtintl .. 'Nell.

and votunlary hunter hatveItecl
hatveIted aut'Wellance
aurwellance 01 deer and a'"
a"" blVan in
Targeted Brld
ler"gIM8d IUIWlIIance .xIed In 2004.Hunter hiM.
hlM_
2003 MOON and caribou lergIM8CIlulWllIance
IUrvelllance dISCOntinued In 2009. C\\IO alJf"t8Mi!lnce
al.lfY8M6IIInce IHting 01 ntlndeer herds Ol
01
IUrvelllence
treaty, and on St. lAwrence Island has been
the Seward Peninsula, which range hety,
0144
AIIinaeer
lesting
Rl981i""'.
CurrenUy,
&argea8d
tI.ting
conducted With a lotal
total
AIIinaeef I8StIng M98ti""'. CurrenUy.
".-ling No baiting allowed.
lISting 01 clinical
Indud-ng road lUlled witd ceMds in anNIS near game farnw and MIlling
ceMdslCa~ continlJ8l. Aa 01 January 1.
1, 2010.1865
2010,1865 seT deer.
deer, 91
IUSpect
suspect ceMdslCa~
hi"", eeated negative for CWO, no ~
elk, 55 canboo and 134 moose hi"'"
detected III Alaska

than 1".550
1",550 deer and elk haw been
'-"ted lince tMling
tMa.ing bevan In 1908. I
More th.n
been...-:t
. ..son,
.son, neer1y 1.700
1,700 ..mples
..mplas were .....,
'-ted .nd
and all were
ware
the 2009 hunting .
negatlva Surveillance continues with VOIunlary testing of cervkts taken by hum.
negati....e
No
..mpling 01 aymptornatic end
and roedkilled anlmels.
animals. Fa
killed animals, and larvet-d ..mpling
mpling ee.aaon, sutYeillance
sutYeillancewm
the 2010/11 ..mpIing
will ba concentrated in the GMU thai
border Utah end
x}Q) 10 maximize deIed.on
and New ....
U.xm
dMed.on irl
Ira allNls
areas of higher risk

,.ndom Ie8ting in 1111 75 countitl
countiel 01 the ...... Continue
Arttansas has comphMd rendom
random county by county testing at reduced IeYeIs continues. EfIonI.I&O
tocus
EfItlnIalllO locus
No
on targel
fargel enlmall!l,
anlmala, target kJcabons.
kJcabons, capbw
captrwe cervtd encb8ures wth YDation
histories
histones end
and road kills.

Feeding is

not allowed in areas of hunting

No ban.

No

No

No 'seeling
fseellng ellowed
allowed

carcaN81 and certain CIIrC888
carcass
The importatlOfl 01 Whole CIIrcaN8I
whiUHailed dee
parts from cervidae (induding mule deer, whitlHailed
susceplibkl
b&ack-tailed deer and elk) and other CWO susceptibkl
arata 01 Alaska is benned.
banned. Imp0t\8tion
Imp0r\8tion of
species into the ,rata
perts from such Ip8cie8 iI
de-boned
cercus perm
ill restricted to: d&-boned
wrapped, convnerc:ilily
convnerc:illly or pliYately);
prtvately);
meat (cut and wrapped.
quar1era or other meal portions ri'I no portion of the sptn
quar1enl
No
column (induding donal roof ganglion) or head attached;
prOO8888d meat (cut and wrapped commercially or
prooessecI
privately); hlde8 with no heads attached; dean and
tia.sue
disinfected MuM plale8; antlers with no meal or ti...ue
dean and disinfecled who6e Ikull (European
attached; dean.nd
(brain, craniel
cranial n6rves)
mount)· no meal or nervous tilsue (brain.
n6tY9S)
attached; and teeth (upper canines Of buglers).

No

No

ban at
There is no offidal bin
a1 this trme. However, the
out-of-awle
Department ultt
uka 'or tha cooperation 01 out-of-ewle
via oor webpage end
and Information printed in
hunlers vis
Department Witdlife Views megazlne,
magazine. Hunters.re
Hunters are
debonad meat,
advised to only bring in deboned
meet, finished
taxidermied heads, deened
deaned skull pWtes.
pWtes, end
and cleaned
laxidermied
hides.

No

No

No

NaI allowed to import.
import, transport or poeI8S8 any porition
porruon of
Not
Illinois,
a cervid carcaaa
ca1'C8S8 from Alberta, Colorado, Kanaas, Illinois.
Missouri, NebfBllka.
Nebrallka, New Mexico.
Mexico, New YOfk,
Mld'ligan. Missouri.
Suk.lchewen.
Dakota, Utah,
Virginie. West
Salkalehewan, South Dakexa,
Ulan, Virginia,
VirgInia.
No
Virginia, Wisconsin, or Wyoming except:
axcept antlers andl or
anllers
~t88 or deened
antlers attached to dean skull P'ates
deaned skulls
(where no meel
to skull).
meat or tiesues
tiasues ere.ttached
are attached lo
skull), meal wit
bones ramoYed.
ramoo.oed, deened
deaned teeth.
teeth, finillhed
finilhad texKtermy
products, hides, and tanned productt
producU
products.

No

----l

I

==

CA Code of RegUlations.
Regulation •• Title 14,
Developed sulWl"'nce in 1999 for hUT'lt8f killed. ro&d Id!lend dMd. free-.fallglng
Secbon 251.3. lIfracWe 09101179: CA Code of Regulations, Title 14.
14, Section
mule deer. Aa 01 Sepl 2010 eppn:JXlmatety 5.000 deer' and elk haw been tHt.;;
IProhlbllion egainst takIng relktenl 251.3, alledive
afladive 07101196: Prohibition against
Califomia
roacl-kli~ game bird.
California has compIeled random IUrWIillance
lUrWliliance of hunler-harwlt8d
hunler-harwlted end
and road·tll"
birds and mammall by the
tha 'eedlng
feeding big game memmals.
mammals.
ceMds In the tutUAII, the ltale will eampkland teI1
test euaped
auaped cervtds only.
aidorbeil
aid or bait

CA. Code of Regulations, Title 14,
14. Sec:tion
Section 714, etfectIve
etfecbve
6105103: Ben
Ban on hunter
huntar hervesled
harvesled deer and elk
alk meat,
may Irnpor1
Import boned 01.11 meat Of processed cuts 01 meet,
meat,
portions of meal wtth no pert of epinel
apinal column or heed
head
attached, hides
hide. with no heads
neads .named.
anamed, dean skull p1etes
plates
antlers with no meal
meat or tissue attad1ed.
attad1ed, finished
fini.hed taxiderm
heads.
heads, and upper canines.

.....1.... .aalewtde
~C:CeUfUI deer and ell: hunte,.
nofninal
C'ND te.hng .....1
8Ialewtde for ~C:CeUfUI
hun." for nofninar
fee. FeawaMtd
Fee w.Mtd for any ftWlCNIIDry
mand.tor)' for
tee.
ftWlOaIDry 1lUbmisalon.
1ItIbmis:I6on. TeMIng c::urrentIy
c::urrentIymanCS8tor)'for
811 hunter-killed
IPKieI hrM
h8Y8 ~ IiIIItIng.
lllllting. Aa
all
huntar-kilied rnooee ICatewide,
ICatewida, no attw IPKies
9/1/2006,
k> odmlnlol.-y
911/2006, Dirodor
Dirador .... oulho<1ly
ouIhor1Iy'"
odmln ....-y ~ ......1DIy
1Ory h"""or
hunlt,.
testing by unit
mpling~.
in 2002; 16.424
mpling~. l..-d 24,652 il
16,424 In
2003. In 20041es1ed 12.966
(5.636 deer, 7,218
12,966 (5,636
7.218 elk WId 101 rnooee).
rnooae). lnaed
T..aed 13,
208 (. 6481 mUledeer'.
lOB
mule deer, 215wttlt....lled
215whlte-ta11ed deer, e,35e elk and 154 moc:M) In:lOO5
Big Game boiting
baiting Illegal.
11.101 (5,243
First C898 01 C\\IO In rnooM 912512005. l.aect
T..t8cI11,101
(5.243 mule
muJe deer, 228
wt'ute-talled deer, 6.4.89
t-*'td 10.oo!1
2006. In 2007, t..ted
10,oo!1
6,4.89 elk and147 moc:M) In 2006,
(4,487 mule deer.
deer, 197 whita-tailed deer.
deer, 4.835
4,835 Ilk.
alk, WId 130 rnooee)_ln
rnooae)_ln 2009,
1Ied deer.
2,893 .... 210 mooee) In
teat&d 6,389 (3.196
(3,196 muledeer',
muJedeer, QO whlt....
whlte-tallad
deer, 2,893"',210
2009, tilsled
tasled 3.696
3,696 (1."8A
(1,"8A mu68
mu6a deer, 89 wttits4aMed
whita4aMad deer, 1.857
1,857 elk.
elk, Ind
and 11:M5
cu",*" te8ting dew
daw please ......
rwfaf 10 Ihe l:lIlalIWing
l:JIlallWing lite:
moose) For cu"*"
httpJfwildlrfe.ICat8.ClO.U",,",unting/8igG8melCWD/
htlpJfwildlrfe.ICat8.ClO.ullHuntinglBigGamerlCWDl

In J.nuary
lirude: the
January 2'008 the Wildlife Commission Itrude:
regulelion
et8ca88 partB and
transp0r\8lion 01 cracau
reguletion on "lnsp0t\8tion
encouraged an educational aflort
aflortlocuMd
focuMd 00 dIsposal
disposal 01
carcass lnm.

~r:= ~;~:==:~~":.,kU~":::!;.=:~ ~:~~:~=:O~:~:I

to""" ..

No

No

m- ......

e.35e

Inducting
Feeding 01 certain wildlife apecieB, Induding
big game, is Illegal
illagal

Yes,
Yas, in elk

Yes.
Yes, in mukl deer,
wtule-taiJed
wtute-tailed deer, elk,
elk.
end
014/2010, four
and as 01412010,

cases '" moose.

Hunters
Huoters .....11owed
a,. ./lowed to use bait in
WTD surveillance program'"
perfoml randcm ...
&8Iting
program '" ~
ting 00 hunler hatWIted
hatwtted «:ervic 2 out 0112 Deer Management
NA
end
toed kills
Hlgh-riak pDpUlationlltBtewkie
pcpulationl Ilatewkie
and road
klns from HIgh-riak

Ban
8an on importation 01 hunter-hervested
hunler-hervasted deer and elk from No
CWO ende1T\lC
endelTllC stetes (unless deboned)

No

In 2003, blVan testlng
testing hunter harvested WTD CoHac:led
CoHecled 200+ 1BftlP'e1
aarrlP'e' within
each 01 the 3 c:ountin during the 200S-06
200S-0e through the PN88nt
pN88nt huntIng l88lIons
l88IIons
No ban.
This sampling intendy yields a 99% probability 01 delecting
delacting Ihe di88888 if it is
Intesent
Ipresent in at INst 1% of the nnnulation
OOD!.Jlation

NA

Carcasses from ereas where CWO has been reported
mult ba proceued
procesaed prior 10 entering the ltate.
stata. No Ipinal
cord ti...ues
tissues allowed from these areal
tia.sues or brain ti.sues
Cleaned skulls hides antlers etc era
ara permiU&d.
permiHed.

No

No

No ben

The FWC hes adopted a rule that prohibits the importatior
or po&88SBlon
poB88SBion 01 the carcals 01 any cervid from any stete
steta
province whera
where Chronic Westing Di88888 (CWO) h.s
has
p4"0C8868d
been documented .xcept
axcept boned-oul
boned-out meal Of PfOC8868d
meal cutl,
cuts, a hide with no heed
antlBn! with a
head attached, antl8f1!
No
clean skull pltle.
plale, finished
finisned taxidermy products.
products, end
and upper
canines. Additionally, eny carvid carcass, regardless of
mus' be surrendered to
origin, tasting positive
posItive for CWO mu.t
FWC personnel.

INo

Zones.

Implemented aetrYe
aurwi..nce 01 hunter-killed and roed-kilJad
actrYe IUrwllance
road-kilJad deer and PElsslv
PEISStv
IUnwnef 2002. Tuled 645 deer during
surveillance of aymptornatic wltd deer"
deer., IUnYn8(
the 2002 hunting ...son.
eaiv-a
aeason, 241rom
24 from pa..
pa..1Ye
tve luraY8illence
luraYeillence and 6211rom
621 from Baiv-a
in 2003.
surveIllance.
2003, 151rom
15 from paealYe
paeatve lurveHlance and Sfi1
surveillance. Tested 676 deer In
from adlva
surveilb.nce
adlve surY8.nce.
sut'Y8.nce. T.aect
T..t8cI 566 deer In 2004, 14 from paasive
praa8ive SUfV8i1b.nce
and 552 from aetiYe
aurwillance,l"led
active IUrwiliance.
T ..led 521 deer in 2005, 28 from pauive
paasMa
surveillance and 493 from aclive
639 deer in 2006,18 from No ban.
active IUfYeillanca.
IUfY8illanca. T.aect
T..t8cI639
passl....e
end 621 from actiw aurwillance.
passIve lurveYlance
lurveYlanca.nd
aurwiliance. Tlat8d 565 deer in :~OO7.
:~OO7,
36 from pessive aul'Wlillance and 529 'rom
from 8CliYe
acliYe lurvelllance.
lurveillance. T..ted
T..ted 582 deer
in 2006, 171rom
pa881W IlIf"Willance
17 from paulW
IlIf"Wiliance and 565lrom
565 from active IUrveillance,
lurveillance. Tellted
Tilited
353 deer &0
80 fir in 2009, 16 from pueive lurwtllance
lurwlilance and 3371rom
337 from active
continue through
thtough the end of the 2009 Fltlca
SamP'e oollect.ons
ootlect.ons will continua
surveillance SampM
Year No positives have been detected.

ave

or
Of

--

000457
e I ofB

01 ••••
Chronic Wasting 01••••
lAID

ea.--..."

ea.--...c.

_.0.. .101

__ c:wo.....__c:wo.....

lllOowlopIng .................
or .............. _ .
.. " ' - lllOowloplng

CWDT.....
"-""'fIIr~
CWDT.
. . . "-""'for~

The o.pertment
DlJpertment d Natural
Natul'lll ReIoun:ell and
Department
Oepertment 01 Agriculture have
hew jotnl authorty
authcriy
deer farms. Farmed deer are ractnded
rectrid8d IU
tu
fallow,
tallow. silta, and red deer, elk. canbou and their
hybtids. Whn.-lailed deer are not included 8S
0'lI'9l"

farmed deer. Pu,.uant 10 OCGA 4-4-1
70
4-4-170
"rough 181.'" Dopal1mOnt
Dopol1mOnt 0/ AgriaJltura
AgriaJItu18
admin6sters
Ihe d
.... f~g
d....
f~g Itoenae and
admin6sterl1he
provtIions reillting
relllling to health fIKlUIrements,
humane natrMnt and ateughler.
aleughler. Also, the (}til
Of'I
inspects faciMtin prior 10 AIJ approval
approvel and
IAUance
IAU8nce 01 deer fanning lloenle. Further, the
Department d Natural
Natul'lll Rnourt:es hal Jurildic:tiOi No deer imports allOwed
.llOwed
OYer -.cpIIad
-.cpIIed farmed deer. Pursuant to OCG.e.
27·~1 "rough
12 (Wild Animal AcI)
.... DNR
"rougtl12
AcI)....
hal authority owr
ttl
OYer wild animala,
animala. wtlteh
wtIteh kldude
maude Ih
oervi:I
oervi:l tpedaa
tpede:a thai can be legally tanned in
GIotgia. Thus, anyone holding any c::eMd
SpecieS.
taquired to have • wild animallicenae
enimallicenae
'pecles
• t8quired
to legally l)C»Maa
I)C»MU • c::ervM1 other
olher than
then whlte-4ai~!t
whlte-4ai~!t
:"'~'Iy
dee,
Contact: CharI", Kllmater, State Deer Prtljed
Prcjed
Coordinator, (770) 764-3059,
charlie.killmlllterOdnr.ltate.ga.U8

natmant

Georgia

pasaed
The Georgia G8I"I8fsi Auembty paaecl
legislation in 2006 thai prohibitslhe knportabon
dany cervid. Prior, the Department had
deny
regulabons that prohibited the
promulgated regulebons
cervId.
Importation fA any c:ervId.

_""CWO

for ••
all. and
end axta
aJds deer tor
for c::onwneraaJ
c::onwneralll Wild anlmalllC8088S
Special permit tor
8n1malllC8OS8S tor ceMds are condlboned
concUbOned Pennlts
Pennits l8&ued
uued on ........
........... ho'
h", ,.........
,....... " _-'S
__ '" No .~n. ~
81ecll;-talled deer .nd
and mule deer .ra permitted
--- "'T - - - uaa
,.",
,.
use 8'-cII;-ta11ad
,'", ,....•.
,.....".
for ......
Intrulata m;ovemenl
m;ovement and
.nd requIre
require
wilt be constdered
conltdered unless they originated
....rch .nd
and .xhibitlon by spedaI permll Whlb:
Whit; to I'8IItnct Intrulalll
for elk or deer wtll
tailed deer not .11owed.
parocipation In USDA s
I CWO prog...m
prog... m fat
hard thel
thai has been CWO monlored tor
for.t
allowed. Hawaii hal only one captiv parocipetion
from a h.rd
at ....t 5

oervid
08rvid farm (eik)
(elk) at thil
this time.

movement.

aleugM.red animetl
.nimats from the Gnl
GnI
All aIIughI.red
ceMd herd are
.re CWO -.tecl.
-.tecI.
cervid

years

No mule deer or whfte..Lailed
whfte.lsiled deer importl
imports .11owed
allowed
IDFG, ISDA
ISOA -'kJINs
-'!o'Ns import
jmport 01 reindeer, lMk;.nd
elk; and
by IDFG.
fallow deer 10 .pprowd c.eMdae farms. He.1th
requirements indude: negative brucelloMl twting tc
kiaho
cervidl
and oldar,
must be in a CWO monitoring progr.m
program in
k1aho ~Late
~lste ~~~t
~~~I 01 Agric:utturWAnimal
Agric:utturWAnimel
cervids 8 monlha
monlha.nd
old.r, must have
heve 2 negative
negal.... Elk musl
Ind.wtnn hal JUrisdiction over damn.bc
damn,bC cervidlM tests within 30 days
dIIys 01 import; negative tuberculosba
tuberculom originating ,late tor.t
Ind.wI""
for at ....t
....t 60 months with a
laSts
,tatul and
.nd records
recorda 01811
01 all deeths
deathl
which
wtllch Includes elk, fal~
fal~ deer .nd reindeer.
reIndeer.
Ie8ts .nd
and compUance with USDA tb UUR for captM CWO free herd status
Cwo l'88ponse
t8Sponse plan ha.
has been dtweloped for Idaho Fish
CWO
Jd~ho.
oervidl;
last 5 year1il
year1l mu"
must be provided,
provided. No
Jd~ho_ ~rtment
~rtment of Fish
FIsh and
.nd Game hal
h.s
cervlds; elk must lest negalive for red deer genetic wtthin IaIt
ard Game with contelnment
containment me.sure.
measure, 10 ba
b. taken It
If
al'lC1
untdiCtlOn over
oeMds allowed from .raas
araas where
whera
OWIr Irnportelion
irnporUltion .nd
8nd poe.aeulon
poaeulon 01111 faclor and
.nd be kl a
• CWO monllDnng
monilOftng program fat at
81 domestic ceMds
il found In
In CIIptive
captive or wild 08Md.
ceMds
CWO is
ot~ar.
ConLact:
importation
ot~er. spedes 01 ~ldlife
Conlsct: ~ark
~ark Orw,
Crw, least
leut 60
80 montha
months with a
• CWO free hef'd
herd ltalul
ItBlus and
.nd CWO is endemic
No wild ceMd import.tion
all daalhl
...; cervidl
Wildlife Veterinanan,.kUlho
V8Ierin.nan. kUlho Department 01 FI,h ~
~ of
of.1I
d8.lhI within 1as15
lui 5 yea
ye....;
ceMds mu
ml allowed without CWO information from
anglOBla
a region not known to be endemic
ltete h.rds.
hardl.
and
end Game, mdrawOidfg.idaho.gov
mdrwtOidfg.idaho.gov
anglnele from
from.
originating stete
with Parelapnoslrongytus
Lanuil (meningeal
P.relaphoslrongytuslsnuls
(menlnge.1 worm)
with no imports from ...1d
t of 100 meridian; valid
health certificate from state
SUIte of origin; Individual
indMdu.1
identification number; antry
.ntry permit.

~~re=:~=e::~~ngk

Idaho
""'
1>0

boi""

boiog otoughIored n

..

.r.

Department at Agncuflure
Agricuflure hal authority over
lransfer 01
d all cervids.
ceMds.
import. poaeuion and lrantfar
Depertrnent olund .nd
and Nawral
Natural R8Iourt8a,
R8Iourt8s,
Department
DIVision .01
01 Forestry .nd
and Wildllf.
Wildlif. raoul.tea
regulates
pc»MSlIOO
pc»MSlion 01
d introduced
introdUC8CI Ax.is
Ax.ls and
.nd Blaclt-ta1Htd
BIeer.-ta1Htd
deer on State
Stllte '-ndl.
lends. Conlact:
ConIaCl: Ed Johnson, (801'
587~185,
587~185. Edwin.o.Johl"llCJllGhawaii.gov
Edwin.o.Johl"llCJllGhewaii.gov

All
tarmod _
A111armod

_c

h. . been doIw
done on ;
cwo rnonfIoring h.

elk hatds
hetdl Ihrougtl
Ihroug!l Dopallm
Dopollm
_ c alk
Agna.dture. &sughter
&Bughter aulV&ilanc:e
aurveilanc:e tf
Agria.lIlure.
.11 C8l'\'tds
C81'\'td1 OYer 18 monll
montj
on all
aent
Mnt 10 aIIugMel'.
aleugMer. All c:apIive
c:apWe 08Mds
ceMds
-oe thai
lhal dte for any
.ny reuo
I'8UO
months of age
tllllting. 10 h....
h....
submitted for CWO tIlIIIIing.
captrve mule .nd
and wh....
whlt.wiled
CBpllV8
iIed deer fI
raport any dMlhs
dMthI wit
are required 10 l'8pOrl.ny
hal •a CWO C8f'tItic8tion
certIfic8tion progra
ISOA h.s
flldli'bes.
captive c::ervid flldltbes.

reqUIred
r&qUll'ecl

muslltalB that oervid
oeMd doe.
does not origin.le
originate
CVI mustlt8l8thet
from •a CWO endemic area (any county or

=n::
IIIInoi8
Illinois

o:!...
a::....

= n : : ::~:~:::::'
::~:~:::::'
Mt c::ervid
.
capt
CNO
CND monitoring
monitof'lng program..
~nn:~=r=~
admlntltenl
~nn:!!
=::::~ admlntSleni
pt;ve.
.
. g
g program. 80th
pt;ve,
,
have .uthority
.....on.
authority owr Importation and
.nd po
po.....on.
~I~~'::'UI
~I~~:UI ~=n, (517) 557-1052,
pa .
0
.goy
.gov

All elk en.ring Ilinoia
and «*,er must
Ilinois 6 month.
month••nd
originate from ae brucellosit-free
brucellosit-tree herd or be neoatM
negelM
10 a brucellosil
bNceUoeis cerd 1881
IeSI or PCFIA ...
\881t wtthin 60
days d knport, certification 01
d bruceUosia free herds
_halt
shalt be HlBblished
eelBb/ished and
end maintained In accordance
acmrdance

8urrounding .....
arN wh8fB
whMB CWO h.s
has bee~
surrounding
must anginale
onginale
diagnosed In the past 5 years); mu"
hard thet
that h..
h.. been CWO monllored for et
at
from 8a herd

Ieas.t 5 years under.
under a ItBte
ltate apprDV8'Cl
approved CWO
Ieu.t
ce~C8tron program .nd
and w••
was CWO fres
frea to~
fo~ thai
that
ce~C8tion
with the 8rucellosil
and mu.1 mnllhe
mnt the following critena,
Ct'itena. eny
any
8rucellosis Un'onn Methodl
Methods and
.nd Rulel
Rules
period end
.ddltioN:
approved by USAHA; All c.Mds mu.t be in
addltlona: .. herd must be nalural
natural or In
in herd #of 8a NA
compliance with I1Iklotl
Anlmell AI::J. 811 ....1 one yeaf,
year, compktt.
compktta records
racerds muat be
I1Iklots 0iaeaIad
DiaeaIBd ,,"Imels
Adm Code 85 .nd
. melnl8inad
maintained for 5 years, .nlmels
anlmall have. no!
not been
and II!
Iii Bovidae and
.nd CeMd e'
e'
Tu~rculoats
any .nimal
animal from e
a herd
hard diagnosed
TU~rculoats Eredicalion AI::J.; MUll
Musl be a~nie<
.~nie< exposed to .ny
by
a permit from IDA
and a
pat 5 years, herd h.s
hal been
by.
loA.nd
• CVI' See 1pecifK:
speclfK:
with CWO In the pal
aupervllion for a minimum 015 years
regulation'
regul.tion' relatklg
rel.tklg to CWO at
.t ~hl IndMdual1D
IndMdu.llD
under vel aupervlt:ion
number
'
nd
d hal no exposurs 10 .ny
any ceMd from •a CWO
'a
.n
trae&-back or 'race-forw.rd
trace-forward herd, ItBtement
ltatement mus
tr.e&-beck
llating thai
lhal .11
all
be Ilgned by herd owner slating
CVI II correct.
Infonnation on CVlls
informlltion
For rncwement
rncwemenl Into slate, rules
tules applicable
.pp1icable 10 eik,
elk,
wapiti. moose, racI
ntd deer, aJlul deer, Jap.-neae deer,
dee,.
Japanese
Japen8S8 ,ike
sike deer, 8poDed
spoDed deer, Japaneae".~
JapeneM" s~
deer, mule deer, white-tailed deer, fndudklg hybrid
theM
'and .ny
any spedn
spedes diagnoeed
di.gnoeed with
wtIh CWO. For !heM
spades,
apedes, the ,1818
llats of origin must have. anlrnal
.nlmal health

indiana

IoWI
low.

Natura! Resources
Resources.nd
Department.of Natural
and Slate
d Anlmel Health.
Health, Contact:
ConIact: Chad Stewart,
Board of
~ewert@d~r.in.gov. For IN BOAH contact Dr.
catewart@d~'.in.gov.
Shelly ChaVIS,
CheVIS; lICh8Yts@~h.kl.gov;
lCh8YIs@~h,kl.gov; 260-4502'60-4502139orOf'.KenyPelarson,
2139orDr.KenyPeterson,
kep8terson@boah.ln.vov;
kep8teraon@boeh.In.VClV; 317-227-0314

=:

.~~ qua~ntine
qU8~ntine for CWO; have
'offldaI.:wwith a~~
alate
requtnng
posIt~ 10 ~ raported 10
state
h~~:I~enga~ In aU1V8l1~nc:e
.ul'V8lI~nc:e for
h~~:I~enga~
not ha: had ~ diag=~ ~c.::ns~r;:11
~c.::ns~r;:SI
. y
y_,,_
,
_,,_
~ last
origin must be enrol.
IaIt 5 year1l.
ye.r1iI. The herd 01
oIorigln
enrolleIn. CWO monltOOng program fat alleast
allea.. 5 years
ye.rs
.nimel in, from or I1'aI»d
lraI:*' 10 tha
the herd rMY
mey
and no animel
the lall
wtIh CWO withkl
wtlhkl Ihe
Iall 5
have been diagnosed with
years. Permit from ILata
1LIIl8 veterinarian
veterin.rian required to
move liva
8nm.l. Other heetth requiremants
requlntmBnts
live anmal.
Including tubercu/oa.is
m.y
tuberculoa.is and bruceUosl1
bruceUosls lesting
testing may
be required for lOme mowtmenls.

exhibllecl nBUl"OtOgk;al
naul"OtOgkal dt8lJlfder
dtson:Mr n
has exhibited
any c:eMd
c.eMd .xhlbiti",
amlbiti",
tested for CWO; .ny
Iymptoms 0/ CWO will ba d~
symptoms
quar.ntlned until I cen
can be determi
or quarantined
CWO. TwI
Twr
the .....mel don not haw CWO,
'vofunl8ry' CWO herd monitoring P"'O!
pI'O!
'vofUI"Ury'
Mve been elItab/l8hed
eatablrahed rcertIft8d
(-certIfted Me
Mv8
-Conlained lAonlloJ"8d"')·
lAonltol'8d")· IntrUtatB"
IntrUtata"
-Conlalned
.Ies d
01 ceMds
ceMdl will be contingenl
contingent
Of .
88les
parbeipation in
tn one d!he
d the ptognimB.
ptognlmB.
parbeipalion
captive ceMds
ceMdI heve
haw ....ed
,",ed posiIr
no capllye
CWO.

CNO a
au~
Producer. with CND
u~ ~

and herd 01 origin
After meeting llate d origin .nd
requlrments (see
(188 atBndard
atandard regulall(W'ls)
regulatlOf'll) !he
ahe
requlrmenlS
Indlvidu.1
individual .nimal
animal can not h....
haw orign~
orign~ from •a
.tate wtIt1
wtIh CWO in Ihe
the captive or WIld cervids
cervidileS
,tate
188 NA
thanfiveyear1lpnortotherequestfor
Ihantiveyear1ilpnortotherequeslfor
ImportatIOn.

ceMdl natMilo
AdministraUve Rules
Rulel Modifying Importation
n.tivelo or originaling
origin.ling from any
.ny county or AdminiBtr.Uve
region under quarantine
are RequlrementJ
Requirements 01 CaMdee,
CeMdee, 1126105: No ceMd
qu.rantine fat txMne wberaJlotis
tubet'aJlosi••re
1'\01 eligible for Import.
located in .re.
area
import. All CeMdae lix
six months 01 originating from or having been Iocaled
.nd oIdar
old.r mull
must be tested
lested neoalMi
negatiVe fat
enderrllc
;1g8 and
endefTllc for CWO -'lowed,
-'lowed. no cervid
cervrd from herd
l~rucellosi8
anim.llntroductions from .raa
araa conaidere
considere
l~rucellosi8 within 90 days 01
d importation,
Importation, or original having enimallnll'Oduclions
110m
a 8ruceUosis
andemic 10
to CND
CNO during lui
lasl 5 year1il,
year1l, alt
all require
110m.
8tu08Uosls certifMJd
certified free ceMd
oeMd herd.
endemic
i.. ued by the stalelt8temlnanan.
stale lLI9temlnanan,
lhen li;l(
si;l( month8
months 01 age mult
musl original entry permit ISlued
l:ervidae less than
muat ItBte
ttate no diagnosis,
diagnosil, aigns, or
from
a hard
from.
herd which
whIch hal
hes been l8sIed negative fat
CVI muet
Department g( AgriCUlIlJl'8
twelve ~Ihl
epidemioiogicallMdence. of CND
CNO In
in OIiglnating
oIiginating
Agricullure and
.nd und Stewardshi b~klsts
b~losls within th~
Ih~ palt
pelllwelYe
~Ihs or must
musl
epidemiologicBllMdenoe.
te from a
O.vid Schmitt, DVM •_Slate
Velerinaria 1~I~te
• certifted
certifl8d bruc:ellosuHre8 herd All he~ ~ year previous
Contact: David
Slate Vaterinaria
previoul 10
'" Import. All
Alt cervids
cervidl in
mUll have been thera for.t
for at leel
lea N/A
oavid.Schmllt@iowalgriculture.gov
lArv'tdae alx.monthl
8nd older must ~
tM:
originating herd musl
oavid,Schmllt@iowa8griculture.gov
six.months of age and
515-281-8801 or Dee Clausen. 515-281-8236 t.esl~ neoative lor Tubercubsis utiliZing lha lingle 1 ye.r or have been naturaleddillon, herd musl
515·281-8801 or Dee Clausen·
1::eMC81 leIl within 90 days oIlmportabon. or
have no .vldence or dl8gnosls of CWO, ceMd

1!"'I'r:rs

51~281-8236 ::=~~~ ~:~~=:nl,~r8Ingle ~::ea;;~~::~;:.~:a~~~~~:'~SI
originate
originale from a Tuberculosis accredited cervld he"
or originate
origlnale from Tuberculosis qualified
qu.lified ceMd herd
d.ys of importatior
importatlor
which has
hes been telted
tested within 90 daya
dates mUll
musl be included on the
lhe certificate 01
Test dales
veterinary inspection.
inspection, Herd staW8
staWI and testing
lesting
8ccon:1ing to tha
the USDA Tuberculosis
protocols are according
Eradication in Carvidae Uniform Methodl
Methods and
.nd Rulel
six months 01 age imported into
Gervidae less than lix

CI
Any c::erW1 dying from an unknown Cl

!pn tha
the CWO Man.Dring
Man.oring Program or
I;oin

CertJation Program. Non-CND
Non-CNO aUt
aUI
Certfation
8pecie8 may pin ..the!'
..ther program volu
voIu
species
CeI1Jfk:abon Progr.m
Program requ
The CWO Certif'tcabon
f8ICOrd..«aeping, and ..
identffication, record-Ueping,
idenlffication,
deadl ower one we-r
wear d
0I8ge.
(Anall deads
sge. (An
CertifICation Progarm gein
gain alatut
alalus req
CertiflC8tion
inlerUte rncwemenl
InlerUte

lurveillance for elk end
and dIM
dM
Voluntary lurveillanoe
movement is alk:rwed
-'k:rwed frol
pun::haae or movemenlla
a program
not enrolled In 8

originate from certified or monitored CWO
must origln.le
annivar1lary date.
date,
herd, with the CWO herd no., .nniver1ilary
expiration dete
date .nd
and herd st.lus
Italus for each .nimal
animal
expir.lion
thl CVL All CWO susceplible
sU8C8ptibla ceMd.e
ceMdae
listed on th8
shalt only be.1IowecI
be a\lowed from herds which .re
are
shall
enrolled in .nd
and satisf.ctorily
satisfactorily completed
compieled .1
al +easl
+east
five years in an officJal reoognized CWO
program.
monitoring program,
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5-yaar W'ikitde IUrwillance program
In tall 2002.
2002_ tn 200:!-2003.
200:!-2003,
ONR began 8 5-year.ndtde
progtatnln
targellestad 386 ceMdllimItsd 10 6 .,.... 00I'l8d8r8cl
00I'I8derecl to be et gnaaaaat risk due
t8rgellested
pro.. mity 01 capbve ceMd tadHtiea. Addttionalty, ~ 100 C8f'Y1d.U
C8f'Y1d . . . 8
a part f
to pro-.mity
:dalewlde
.landatd hMfth monltoring_ tn 2003-2004. program waa expanded to :d8tewide
2004-2005, 610 ceMds W8l'f1
W8I'fI tested. In 2Ot»-06 BaIting is not a1kJwed
allowed for hunlJng
hunting
and 654 r:::eMID 'W8f8 ....8d. an 2004-2005.
Not addreSll8d in law Of regulation.
ara being tested. In 2006-07, 680 ..mpIeI
..mpIeI .......8d.
.......8d. 'rhe
652 1a"lP'"
aalTlP'" are
any ganw lpec:aea.
lpec:ae&.
uIended II wildtde IUNeillance program 800 tested 593
Department hal extended
08-09II11U01"1. Th
aamplea during the 07-08...",
07-08 -...on and 62110111'T1pkt1
6211011l'T1pkt1 during the 08-Cl9ll8UOl"1.
0Meded. Addrtlonall'darm8tion
Addlbonall'darrnation b1aYllilab18
blaYllilabia llot
CWO pnon hila nCC been 0M8ded.
WWW.gohuntgeorgia.com
WWW gohuntgeorgia.com

SUr'Y8I\lance from hu,,*,," klled
2003_ AYe 10 len (5-10) tMadl:-taDe
tMadI:-taDe
Surv8i\lance
kited deer began In 2003.
afe t8Bled
taBled rrom the 30-50 anm.1y
annu.1y hafWll8d; 800 31)..40 axil deElrfrom the No ban at thi' time.
deer are
approx 350 harvaled. Reporb 01 aide: .,-d abn0rm81
abnormal deer are mv.tII;I8ted
tnv.tI!;IoItad by

·CWD_1n

·CWD_1n
c.,o.oce,o.o

CWD_In __
CWD_In-.

......... _
........

It it unillwfullo
uNawfu110 Imparl Of ~. . . . . whole cel"W'id carcass
or c:eMd carcass pert rrom any ... Ie having. documentl
CaI& oIa ceMd
oeMd infecl8d with chronic W88tJng diNase,
caaa
altha
parts" (1) Boned
the IoIlcHring parts:
except foe' one or more 01
PCJtttonI 01 meal with no pert 01 the spinal
No
out meat; (2) Pe:wttona
column", _ _ chad; (3) Hide...." no _ . _
..
column or heed attached; (3) Hide with no hMds attach.
_chad; (5) Cleln
Cioln
(4) Clean .!wll
Ilwll ...... with
wtlh . -.. _ched;
snHe,..; (6) FIflI8hed &axkktmty hNdrr and (7) Clean uppe
snUB,..;
th (bug6erl, whIlJtlen&.
whllJtIen&. !wries)
canine ...
\eeth

ban al thil
thi. time.
No blin

No ben al this time.

No

No

Forestry and Wildltfe

Idaho Stale Department
OepIrtment 01 Agriculture ha,
hal
rules regarding the teeding 01 ceMetI by
eastem Id8ho
Idaho along the
private Individuall
Individuals In .stem
prlyate
tarpMed IUrwlllanc:e has been done on O¥el'
al"lC! elk
General and tafVl4:ed
O¥el" 8700 deer al'lC!
... son, plan 10
to
taken from huntar
huntsr kills and road kills since 1997. For 2010-11 ...son,
mple..
collect' ,300 ..mplel.

haa
idaho does nolatkM
not alll:M aoo has
nevetalkMed the belting 01
nev&r8lkMed

c:ervids.

kleho does not have a blin
ban on impol1ation of hunler
hunlark:I.ho
tdaho F~h and ~me (I~G) haS,a
has.a
harvetted caMets,
caMet&. Huntere
Huntera are
ara cauboned that they lhould
should No
tdeho
harveeted
oommIUIOn polICy 01 teedlng. ceMds only on know and oomply
oompiy wtth regulations In the llete
slate in which ~
oommIulDn
basla In the WInter.
Wlnler. This m ~
will hunt.
an emergency buls
win
brucellosis .n
response to the OCCUlTllnce 01 brucelloll,
m
ac::tion
the stete, not CWO. 20031eg1slatrve
20031eglslawellCtion
rastrictions for wild ceMds
resulted in feeding restrictions
In
bruceU08ls aree
at18
in the bruce'loIls
rwduoa brvceU08ls
brvceU08la risk.
Wyoming border 10 rwdUOl
risk,

12127102: (17111. Adm. Code
635.41»:8IIn on _ing "'wild
ofwlid
635.41»:8on

-....d Mlce
MlC8 1998, wtth Ihe firBt IlO8IttYe
More than 50,000 wid deer haYe
h8Ye been ....-:l
trund In October 2002. To date (September 15, 2010) 294 poeltiVe deli'
deli" haYe
toond
h8Ye
counties (Boona, WInneb8g0,
Winnebago, DeKelb,
OeKalb, JAc:Henry, Ogle,
been Identified from 7 counlies
and LaSaIHl) In northern MIR'\Cd. 9an1>1e8 are
ara gken
taken from lausped
IIUSp8d
Stephenson, .,-d
hlJf"lteq and atwplhoolere
atwpthoolera
enimals and from deer taken by hlJf'lleq

deer

and wI'dlife
w!'dllfe In arau
deer.,-d
areal

..nere
wtMwa

areas :=::::.::=~~r.;:,w:,
.::=~~r.;:,w:,:::
=::::r:,

'2127102: (17 "' Adm. Code 635.40):8In on

wlkI deer and wildlife In areas
feeding of wlkl

=r=~= blocks where wild deer are preHnt.
preHnl.
=r=~=

No

'2127/02; (17111
(11111. Adm. Code 63530):
635.30): prohibits Ihe
the
12127102:

::r:,

mdudes
anUers attached 10
to au"
1eeItI, and
Ban indooes
akuU caps, upper canine 1.eeItI,
No
and other rood prodU1;t8
food, .Il,
_It, minerai blocks and other food
finilhed taxidermi.t mounts. 07125103:
produc;:l:a wlh
07125103; Hunters
Hunlers may bring
ucaptions IUCh
procIuctI, with,lOme
with. lOme 81CC1Ptiona
exceptions .uch as
IOft18 umpIions
IUd'l ~ squlrT81 products,
in deer and/or elk carcauet If they are brought 10 a
and bird.
birda feeders cIoIe 10
doaa 10 ~ and licensed
licenlBd meet processor
Wide"",sl within 72
to hornet ~~t""land
~~t"",'and birds
birda ~ra
~rtI dole
procesaor or licensed "uudemllsl
wtthin
,nc;:kiental feeding Wlthan
WIth." lIVestock facilities.
oIenlerlng
ltala.
and incidental teeding within
,l"Idd8ntal
hours 01
entering the ltale,

'ood

Ve.
Vel

•.
livestock facllitie
facllitie•.

2009, 10.400 deer
daer have been tested and no poaItrvel
po:aItMtl heve
From 2002 through 2009.
~; :~~dd~ng will continue for MldiboMl hunter harvested
h.rvestad Mmp!ea
Mmplea and
~;:~~dd~ng

Baitil"lg banned. Up 10 $500 nne
Baitil'lg
nne
and SO days In !ail for vioY,oon.

this tima.
No ban al
81 thia

Have lested 33,496 wild deer since aurveiliance
aurveillance began in 2002.
2002,

Baiting
Bailing prohibited.

No ban.

C8f"C8S81tS and parts from CWO
CWOFell 2005 : Importahon
Importalion 01 carcaaaes
IUloaptitMe.pedes
thelollowing·
IUloeptitMe _pedes Wi rastricked
r88lricked 10 one of the
following: {1
(1
Carcallel withoUt the hMd,
head, splnal
spinal cord, and small
Carce....
intestinelttach8d. (2) Carcuses with the head.
head, .pinel
apinel
cord or small Intestine anached mey enter
entar lhe
the uta If the
are delivered difee:tly
difec:tly 10 a
aliC80Hd
proces.aor, a
No
ar.
licensed meet processor,
registered dee,
deer processor.
proces.aor, or a licensed lBxIdermi.&t
taxldermi6t
Buaineues accepting the..
the.. carca....
carca.... must diapoae 01
Buaineuel
oftsl via landfill, commercial incineretor,
incinerator, Of rendenng.
randenng. (3)
otIal
antlera, hides, 188Itl,
188ltl, and flniahed
flni.had tuidermilt
Clean antlers,
widermilt moun
raatrictions.
may enter without reatrictions.

Nc,

Ban on Ute Importation 01 a whole carcass from .ny
any cervi
area within
withm eny slale
stale or
taken from a CWO endemic 8ree
province, may only transport boned-OUllTlHt,
boned-out meat, capes, and No
dean skull plates from which the brain
antlers attached 10 desn
tl8l!iue hu been removed,
removed.
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negatrva bruc:ellosis
bruc:el1osls within 3D days of
Must have negatrve
negatMt tuberoJbM tHts alleut
alleast
import and two negltMt
Kansas Department 01 AnMnel Health hal
cloy>
_
"
Ihon 150 doyB
da)'B p<Ior ID
90
cloY"
_"
but
no
men lhon
cet'Yida. Contaa
Contact Chaatl
Chaaft
urisdiction gyer c:apliw ClNida.
rnual originate from In accredited certified
Flowe .., _r>@kahd.ka.I/O'i,
2Q6.232,;• entry or muat
r
F.......
_..ckahd."'.""", (785) 2Q6.232t
) free herd. P6eaIe
P6e8Ie Indude the .cenditltlon
accnditatlon numbe
on U1e naalth
t\M1th certificate.

_CWU...._CWU..

"-fit.,........ "'''','

to
tn " - fit DwolaIIInIlIIbp'

, . . . . . . . 111'
,.

captrve
MUll have permit form KAHO lo op.ate
CJP8'WIle captrv
e
lIste, trnporta ate
cervkS operation tn the lists,
rntric:ted
thole which h.....
heve .. 1eosI5
least 5 Y'8O"
yut1i 0044 NA
.
. - "10.
' .....
1tl18 ~
CWO IUN'ldlance under
under"'18
progam.

.

CWDT.................
CWUT.................
:

c..c..

Y..

The KDFWR
KDfWR ond I(l)1o.
rules
Th.
KIlo' _ _ rulos
~ng~nendlntra_""""""""
~ng~nendlnlra_""""""""

The .....
prohlbH lho
Iho Impol1ation 01
01 ceMds. Tho
ruIoo prohlb"
_ . unIou
unIou origlno"""
origjnollng from
from 0a honl
honI wlth
with 0a KO
KO
00<Vid.

o<.nlucky
KooIlucky

_d

Fish ond WIldlife Rosoun:os
R.ooun:eo (KOFWR)
Dept. 01 Fioh
rvgulolo. holding 01 wrvids.
_ _. DopI.
Agiculluro Prohtblion on ~tion
Dept. 01 Agicullure
~tion oIlfve Def'VldI
Def'VIdI un...
un ...
(KOAI_
oIlho hoalh
(KOA). In chorgo
charge 0I1ho
healh _ d 01 coptM
captM origiNlbng
.~
or1giRlllmg from • herd with an KDA .~
IntrutBte rncwement. aurwlUllnoe
cervtds & importation
importllbon .,-ld Intrut8te
aurwlUenoe progrIIm,
program, from. CWO he Itale, .,-ld
Contact·
has had • monlorlng ptOgl1llm mlifted tor at _II
(KDFWR)
61;8.
60 "",",he.
months.
gobrioi.jonklnoGky.gov (BOO) 658
(KOFWR) gabriel.jankinoOky.gov

appfOWd CWO IUrwKIance program. trom
from I
appmwd

ewe

1549 (KOA)
(KOA)aue.blalrGky.I/O'i
664·3956
.ue.bIoirGky.""" (502) 564·3956

1Ilate, .nd
and ha
has had • monitoring
CWO ..... 1Il8te,
program In .tract
.tfad lor lit least
Ieut 80 monlha
monlhl prior 10 KOA 10 amending
lIAR 20_
20:0&6 10
omending 302 KAR
'" ctMte 2

All pormitIod
- ..
..
._
_
All
parmitIod -

be ..._
be
en_

Dept. 01 Agicul""'"
Agiculuro'. CoMd
CeMd CWO Su
importion. • allo requi,..
requir.t the perKIn importing .urwlliance
.urwlHance progt8m options. Fadhtiea that will .........
Program, whld1 requil'8ll
requil'8l
tdentificabon PrognIm,
ID _ n 0a Ironoporlolion
tranoporlalion permH from KOA SIo'
Sta'"" IKPOf!
IKPOfIIMI
IMI cervicl. may opt tot ...... nanliYe rnoniIoring
all cervkf. ~ 16 moothI 01 age or any
vetarinarian, be In ponMeion oIa Yalid
valid permit progrom.
prognom.
V'lt8rinarian,
"'II"" 01 CWO.
CWD.
dinal ""'"'
Ioouod by KOA
KOII and
_piianco wlth
with lho
Iho
Iooued
ond be In _p1ianco
raqul_
roqulromonlll 01 an
on _ _ KDA CWO

penn"

n.n1iYe

<S1SfllaY'nll
<S1OflloY'

au_co

Su_cePIOQ'OI11.
P _ . 1ntro0l8"'""""",,,,"01o<
Intralta'" """""""" alse
tnuuportldion permit. CeMd'
~. mey
may no
requires. tnuuportDon
faclity until. valid captive
be rnowd mto. new fIIc1ity
ha. boon obIalnad
KDFWR.
corvid panni!
ponnII hoi
obllIlnod from KOFWR.

LouIe"naLouIe"na

Depo_nt
Depa"""'nt 01 AQri<:utturo & F....
F....try regula""
regul.""
kapt for commercial purpoees.
purp0e88.
~ luIpt
WkRifa & Filt.nea Algulales
Department d W\dlifa
AlgulsIes
wtI......U.d deef luIpt
kapt for non-oomrnerdal
wtl......
purpoeea. Cont8ct:
Contact: Nan
N8n k. tiuff PhD. Wildlife
Oi...se Coordinator. Wildlfa DMalon
OMaIon LOFW,
Di...

225)
7~3, nhufl_.lo<Jiolana.DOv
nhufl@wlf.lO<Jioiana.gov
22517~3,

lIalne

05I06I02, Wlldllo
Wlldlla & F_-.. CommiUk>n
CommiUion
05/06102'
Banned Importation 01
Dodotaticn 01 Emorgoncy: Sonnad
Dodototicn
05I08I02: Ban Importabon 01 deer .,-ld elk tnto
tnIo state. at.o reetrided mowmenta
alate. Have placed • morator1um on Ihe
Ita... In 2005, Do".
Dopt 01 All hoI
hal 0
01_
within 018...
1 _ some
oome
lauance 01 new game
gIIm8 breeder licenM5.
importations 01 W.T.o-r from out-of-ltate CertIfied
FREE' Pen.
Pena and
oignad by 0 Val
"CWO FREE"
ond signed
VOl
deer and elk

To prevent the Introduction 01 CWO mto Malne
Mal... and
pursuont ID 12 MRSA
MRSII PM
C_r
purouont
Part 12, C
_ r 903,
SubchapIer 2 1'0'03,
1'0103, 2 & 110104.1,"
,,0,04.1, H10 now liega
lleg.
8tlIlchoplor
huntata who InIveIIO
lIstea &
for hunt8ta
tnlvellO any oCher list.
"""',.,.. (oxcopIlor
end tho pItlvlnceo
"""'''''"
(axcopIlor NH end'"
provinceo 01 ce,
N.wfounc:U.ndn....abflldot) 10 hunl deer, elk,
NB and NewfoundlBndn....abflldot)
tha
rnoou Of caribou 10 tranapon any can::uII
can::aUI pal1B th8
poae • rilk 01 c:onlalnlng CWO priontI.
prionJ. Hunl8nl
Hunlenl may
poN
Depa"""'nt 01 Agicullure
Depo_nl
Agiculluro regu_ ",rvId.
cervidl u_
uretum 10
Maine only tMth
~, Mrdenec
Department 01 Agricutture
Agriculture has
rotum
ID ....Ina
with boned-out
bonod--out mooI,
holdo"'" The Maine D8pIIrtm8nl
purpoMS, Oepertment
Department 01
InLand
for comrnen::'-I purpoM8,
oI1nLllnd
antlers (wtth Of wtthout Mull cape), hides wtIhout ~ banned Im~ oIliw cervicla from other ltates
Algulalas all other lmports
Fisheries and Wikllife Algulalea
lmports.
. hIad,
head, &ftn!Ihed
& ftnlIhed taxkSermy mount•.
mount•. H..ull
fall ....1e Importation I)'Item can be
ttill dachecl, unll
unlY 8 fall....
Contad:
(207)941-4477
Contod: l .. Ken"'r, "'DIFW, (207)
941-4477
cleaned free fA
skull caps Ihould
should be clelned
d brain and othe implemented.
akull
lee.kantarOmaina.gov
lee.kanterOmaina.goy
liIIua.
• legal for
Indlvtdual.1o
transport througl
througt
lIoo..... n 10
lor Individual.
to Iron.port
d Maine cervkf carcuHs
carcuHS Of
!he aaaa
~ 01
or parts
"ined
p~ncas Of
countrles.
Mtined for othar 1tIIlas, P~1'lC&S
or counlJ1es.

DeY8Ioped rwguIetiona requlnng
requinng lIllY J:
0eYeI0ped
tflime farm to aubmll: aarnpIes from an
fllme
thai diet for any ,..800.

NA

ICaptivelfarmed deef 8,. monitored tol
ICaptivelblrmed
preHnce d CWO uaing
on4Rrm
ulmg on.
. hum h.-It
a chango
MDIFW will be conaldertng
conolde~ 0
chongo In
in ...
tho wild corvid
oorvid
monitof'ing prac:tioes,
practices, and by testing a
monitonng
ClrcaSS tnlns~tion
tnlns~tion rule In 2010
2010. Thbl rule
IooNnn
ClrcalS
NIe may IooN
farmed deef for CWO at aughta,.
wugtda,
tnI~ 01 wf'w* wlkl'
wikl' C8f'Yid
the I'8Striction 10 allow tnI~

Ci.ptNeJfarmed cervicl. a", ~tty
~tty a
Cl.ptNeJfarmed
careal... frOm adjacent states
carca...
ltates and provinces only, all
aU
int.plCtli
for CliO testing at two USDA inapectli
woukl be raquired
raquirad 10 adhere t
Slatea and proytncee would
other lletes
slaugh_ facltmes.
facllmea. OYer 1,000 alaLlgt'
slaugr
slaugh.
the currenl rule.
~nce 200 1.
farm ",ised cervidI ~nce

transpoMtion •" 10
eo OCCUlT wtlhoot undue dela
dele
Sucn transpoMlion
Such
rB88Of\8bty dil'8Cl
direcl route through
l using the moeI rB88OI\8bty
eo the final datination
datinetion for the ceMd Cln:::8aa
Cln:::8&1
IMalne 10
& In
manner thet II both aeak-proof
aaak-proof &
& that
1)1' parU &
in a mllInner
e~UfIIlD
erNtronment.
to the envtronment.
l)I'ev8I1ls their e~UfII

_iIod

i'io
Importa 1 1 _ ""'pI
oxcopt AcmIdilod American
l'ioimportlillowad
;~I
;~I Anodation fIIcIIHie.. No cervid
ceMd ranning
POU8'IS)on
Pouess;oo 01
d cervids not pannlUed axcepl
axcept tor
p..,. Jayne
Department 01 Agriculture.
Deportmonl
Agricultu.... Contad: Polar
Joyno for meat
or hide. Captive DWI"NN'I muM "'r1lize
maat Of
"'rllize all
approximately 12 6ndMdUlbl
grandfather&d In.
6ndMdUlits grandfatherad
DNR, (-410)
(.-410) 827-8612, AayneOdnr.Jtate.md.uI
AayneOdnr.Jtale.md.us their cervtd.
cervtds Of .
.perale . . . . 10 prevent
prevenl
"penile
I.production
onlmalo)
••
production (opprox;malaly
(opproximal8ly 160 animals)

e>.p&rtmenl
e>.partmenl 01
at NeIu",1
Natu",1 Rnoun::el
Rnoun::ea and

1I0ryloncl
lIaryland
I,

i

lIIaaaac~
lIIaaaac~

DMiion
d Fllhe!iee
FllheIiee and WHdIlf&
DMaion fA
WHdNfa Algulates
Algulatea
tmportlltlOn
tmportallOn and poaeuion, the F&W ee.rd
&c.rd
creates and modifiel
modifie. lWQulationa and ~icies
~iciea
ragarding captiva C8f'Yid i"1'JCll'ls.
i"1'JOf'ls. Conlact:
Conlad: Sonjl
Sonja
ChrillenHn, IOOja.chri8lenN.
IOOja.cnri8lenM. . . .te.ma.UI,
.te.ma.UI.

506·36&-6320.
508·38&-6320.

Michigan
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9/2005:
912005: Rogul8llon
Rogulelion prohibiting tho
the

Irnportabon 01
d alt
aU .... c:eMd..
ceMd.. (pnMoiJ. regulation.
regulations
.40 whtlHBlled
whtt.talled deer Of alk Imporb
Irnporb a1~,
a1~, only
tinned deer al~
t11lndeer and
aI~ are
al'8 fallow, alks, ralndeer
red deer: bluetongue lasting
testing (wtthin 30 dlYS
days of
import) .. from endemic area.

Exocutivo
Exac:utive Older
order No. 2004·3, 411&104,
4/1&104, Ironllferrod
tranllferrad
regulation. end -....rity
bOoowcurity 01
rooponoibility
tor reguletion.
responsibility lor
capt"'"
captiYe cervid
cervld Iadl"ios
IadIHios from Dope_nt
Dopa"""'nt 01
Agriculture
to Oepertment d Natural R..auIWII.
RMOUIWS.
AgriculturelD
A complete
d the industry
induslry was oonduceed
complala audit fA
oonducted EffactIw
importltion of alt
Effac:tiw 04J26102: Ban on Importation
all live
_rty
by ~ONR
~ONR lunvner and ..
rty fall of 2004. UDA OtMds.
OtMcts.
will 0Y8tH8 dtaeaN ...ting
...ting cI capt;ve
capWe cervids.
MONR: Slew
_
Sc;hmm, 517-338-5030,
517.:13&-5030,
schmltB@michlgan.gov:MDII:S"","Halataad,
ochmllo@mlchigan.gov:MDA:StowHaletood,
517-373-1077,
517·373-1077, halstead.@michig.,.gov
halsteadl@michig..,.gov

MlnnelOtII
MlnnelOta

\\mportallOn
mportstJon of c:eMds
or
cervtds from CWO Inf&c:led
Infacled herds, Of
CWO endemic
81'8as N
as definad
defined by tho
the MN
ondem;c aroN
loiN Board "01
MN Board of Animal Healttl
Health AlgLrlales an captive
captiva
A
nimal Health ara
are prohlbiled.
prohibited. CeMds from other
Ammal
deer, elk,
alk, and other cer'Yids,
ceMda. Conlsct
Contact Dr. Paul
.areas
reas mey
may be imported only If
if they hava been in a
Anderson, paul.anderaon@bah.ltale.mn.us
p8ul.anderaon@bah.ltata.mn.us
Anderson.
h
Elf'd that has been IlUbject
IIUbject 10 ltate
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hEtrd
8~'Proved CWO monitoring for at least 3 yean>
a~'Proved

No live Inlmol_ng pIonnod;
010
planned; coptive
capIive
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to telt
test dead anirrlatl f
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·lmplemonlad.

Etradlvo
E _ 9/2005,
912005,

~18tion
tho
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Importation fA
d allliYe
all live ceMds. (PnMoiJlo
(pnMoiJs
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whtte-lailed deer Of alk Impor1a
allowed, only tam.d deer al~
aI~ ara tarlow,
llka, ,..!ndeer
and red deer; bluetongue telting
testing
.lka,
~..... Ind
(wtthln 30 deys
days cllmport) If
if from endemic a.....
area.

DeveIot>ing MJrveUlance
OeveIot>ing
MJ1VeUlance program for Cl
CI

NA •-Imptomontod.
Implemented.

fadltbes.

Tha
Nolurol Reoourcoo
Tho Natural
Reoou_ CammiNion (NRC) hoe
hu c r _
5O-mile buffer zone around the 1IIate:
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5lkniIIlI 01 any
ony .....
01 boiling
ond ~c:
_i"l
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Importation of III
all ..-.
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..... _or, al
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dl18U8 and r lUI
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"'DA 1mmediotaIy.
"",11
to "'DII
immediately.
MCA has telted'
PCX::'Illr
teetad' over
0Y8I" 16,381 PCX::'IlIr
poolb... diogno.
2002. 8inoo
Sinoo the CWD poolbw
diogrlo.
Auguo! 2006. 8.983
6.963 POC" ho...
AuguI12008.
he"" boon II
with no .:idillONiI
.:idillOt\81 positive Inltnala
anltnala deU

Captive cervids
c.ervids can only be poaaeued in herd.
~stentd
~stentcI with tha UN Board 01
d Animal Health.
01 devekJp!ng
In process at
devekJping an emergency outbreak
ou1break ptan (to
CWO aurwlilance
surwlilanc.e ts mandatory. Additionally,
Mandatory ....ing tor all c:aplive
caplive oeMdl
08I'Vkt1
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fencing. 8IC8p8S, animal banlfers wild deer).
impoMtfon, animal Identification,
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inventories.
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N~llve_
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RentIInIR8nIInI
Yes. wMe-talled
wMe--ta11ed deer
Yes,
January 2006

impor1ation at hunter harwlWd
By Nigulation: Ban on importation
Vnpo
carcaues from CWO tnteded ....In. Hunte", mey Vnpof'1
Cluarta'" end
and meal portion. without spin a No
boned out meal, Cluart8f1
column 01' head IItlached, antlers, antlers Idtached to d8a
plata. delIn
clean akull. dean upper C8n1fl88, hide, and
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mounts.
finished taxidermy mounta.

No ban at thIS time

No ban at this
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lime.

Dept of Ag Pena will be rated
.ated along wtth ~tic and Road Killed ammals
ammala

_ _ In
CWO_In

Yes

No ban atlhili time

No

Baiting Is prohibled on .U
aU ItateItate
Cannot feed wildlife outside the curtilage at
managed WMAs and on federaDy
fedelllDy
the home from March 1 - May 31
owned a
....
_""'"

:erv::..":::: ::~'~=~.:~=~::.=~~=
::~'~=~.:~=~::.=~~=

...... _fIIAn_ ....
......_fIIAn_....

No

No

No
I

,,ii

~XI~1y
ApproXimately 800 hunter-«ilied d.r are l.-ted annually lor CWO. Town.
Townl havlr
captIVe
captive oervid farm. 01' large deer feeding operationa
operationl are aampMKl more
ted. All ware
Intansely.
Intensely. In 2009, 899 wild OMrW8N ...
...ted.
were negaliYe.
negeWe.

Targeted surwillanoa
. . been conducted .inee
surwillanoe h
h..
.ince 1999.
'999. Active .~Ianee
.~18nce
ltateww:::la
mpIes)
ltateWJ::II using hunter·harvested deer conducted 2002 - 2009 (8000+ ...
...mpIes)
Starting in 2010, ac::tiw turwlilance
surwlilance wtll ba conducted only "hin Allagarry
Allegarry and
. Washington Cou~
l8wide .urvellLance M
Counties near the Weel
W.I Virginia outbreak;
outbl'88k; ....
....t8wide
M
be conducted periodlClllly
periodiclllly It"MIN.net.
ItllIN.rt8t.

Randomly lested hunter-na~
hunter-ha~deer and Wlhdt.kiled
Wthd.kiled moose and dear.
delr.
Continued testing
lesting of IIIrgeted and drllcal
c:Wlicel au.pd.
au.pd __Imels.
1,.,.ls.

Deer belting i,
il Klagal
Klegal

No ban .(this
8l this time. We are encouraging
people to 'I'()Iun18rilv
~un18ri'y phaae
phaM out feeding as a
disease preventlon
mealure
prevention meelure

dlacour&g8 hunters from importing high
Ulling outreach to discourage
risk tissues from out-of·state hunts. Hunters also
No
u. . urine-baaed
urin&-baaed lures aboYe
aboYS the reach d de
cautIOned to u..
and to handle them with caution.

Ne,
Nc'

No ban al
at this time.

No ban at thll time.

CercaSHI fron1 areu where CWO hal been r.ported
CerceSHI
pnxaalNtd prior to entering the
tha ....te,
....Ia. No spinal
spina'
mull be prtX8a1Ntd
cord lissues or brain liuuel allowed from theee areal.
antlers, ate are permitted.
Cleaned Ikull., hides, antle...,

No

No

No ben al
at tIlil time.

regulation resll"\Cting
reslr\cting tile
tIla importation
Importation
0811105: Emergency regulltion
.... leS
wHtt CWO.
of caMel carcass parts from ....'
" diagnoMd Mth
RttOulation. became permanent 912005. Exceptions to tht
th4
Rttgulation
Indude: boned out meat, hides without heedl
headl No
reltriction indude:
aHached, dHn
dean (no meal
meat or tissue attached) Ikull or .kull
attached,
wtth anile...
antlers atcached, clean upper caninl
canina Nth
platal wtIh
(bugl8l1l, whillle....
whiltlers, Iyonel), and finilhed laxldermy
taxidermy heads
(bugl8l'1l,

No

Baiting prohibited

~nlial';:O

Michigan, IXcept
axcept In
In" counliel along the Lake
Superior Ihoreline
Ihoraline and a feeding permit mutt
mutl
be iuued
luued by the DNR. Supplementsl feeding
18 defined as p6ac1ng larger vo/Urn81
voIurnea of teed I
con~1e may not
Iocabons where deer con~1e
begin
!he Monday follOwing January 1
bogin pr'or
prior 10 Ihe
Ef'fective 07"2103:
07112103: Prohibit Importabon d any cel'C8&S
cal'C8&S or
Effectiyg
EffKtiw Aug
... 26,
and mult
and by May 15
, 5 urness othervriae
otharvriae
Aug...
28, 2D01 •
mull Ind
C8rcus pans d fTBe-ranglng
fTae..nanglng deer or elk into Michigan if
carcus
Baiting _nned In the entIra
lpecffiad
F.ad must be
lpecffied in tha feeding permit. F.ed
carcass or parts ong,in&ted
ong,inated from a ....ta
....ta or province
the tall'caSS
placed It
al ....,
...., ,1 mila from liYe8toc:k, 'Irmed
farmed
Lower Penlrwule of Michigan
theIr fTBe-fBnging
fTae..,.nging deer Of Ilk
alk population.
population,
having CWO in their
01 091301'2010,
09130/2010, '
-_
32.525 whlfe...lai\ed deer,
d_. 1,445
1.445 elk,
elk. and 5S
59 ~
rnooa< Baiting Is ItUI parrnItted
As d
Iwwtested
32,525
fteIds,
orchar~. Feed must consllt ~
IOIeI)
permitted In tha
ftelds, and orchar~.
meat, __tlel1l,
__ Denl, antlers
with the exception of: deboned meet,
For 2010-1 1 there will be mandatory
deer c:::hedc: In the CWO SurvellanCII
mendetorydeer
Survel1anClI Zone Upper Peninsula,
maleriels
Penlnaula, but the YOluma
YOlume of graina
grBlna and
lind peI~ food mal8ri8ls
attadled
aHadled to a .kull cep
cap dHned of an brain and rnutde
mutde
and all headt will ba
be colleded for testing.
teating. The CWO Surveillance
SurY8illance Zona
Zonl conlists of bait
protaIn and can not
ball illirnited
illimiled to two gallona
galionl per containing no anmal protaln
deaned d IJtC881
aJ(ceel tlUue or bbod.
bbod, upper
Ves, onl
ona wtllte-tailed No
tigue, hides delned
Yes,
nine townlhipS;
tOWfllhips in the not'ltwMst
nor"ltwMst portion d Kent
Kent: Count)'
Counl)' where the CWO positive day at anyone
Iny one hunting location,
location. exceed a depth d 3 inches.
dear In
In Kanl County
deer
mount, and tiAue
tiaue
canine
teeth,
finilhad
laXtdermy
mount.
captrve cervk:l facility was ~ed.
~ed. A mln6mum
mlnmum 300 deer from the remaindar
remaindlr d
Baiting may ocx:ur only
from
Eflectl
..
AugIIOI 25. 2008 • Rec:roa1lonal
Rec:rootlonal
only'rom
Eflectl.
. Aug""
imported for ute by a diBgnoabc
diagnoabc Of r1HMtlrct'l
flHMtarct"l IaborBtol')'.
laboratory.
irnportecl
Kenl County will alto be teeted. In -*'ition, an hunler·harve.Ied
k win also
hunler-~ ..
..k
elso be October lit
.nned In the Lower
l..OWer
11t through January 1.t. viewing IMdlng
fMdlng Ie bIInned
nolilied
another
state
prOYince
Any
perwon
nolified
by
Inother
stale
or
pnwince
thai
a
tested Targeted lurwlltance
lurwlll8t'lCe will continue for deer, elk and moose.
tt CWO is found in the
lhe Upper
Peninsula
Mlchigan.Recreational viewing
Penln8ule of Mlchlgan.Recreational
deer '"
or elk
.. k lhey
!hey brough'
broughllnlo
loll 1ested
for CWO
door
.. 10 Mllosted
fa<
Peninsula Of wllhin
within 50 mlln of te'.
tI'. feeding Is dill 'ega!
68ga' in the Upper ~ninauta
~ninauta of
conbIclthe MONR Wildlife
Wildlifa Disease lab (517-336
(517-336must contaclthe
border baiting wli be al&o be
Michigan es long as feed Is ptaoed at ....t1
bullneu days and PfO't'de
provtda any
5030) within two bulln...
banned ., the Upper ~nlnsula
~nlnaula
100 yard.
residence and the armunt
yardl fron1 Ia reaideno8
requeatad.
information requestad.
doel
does not exceed
axceed 2 gallont.
In the ....
nl CWO Is documented Mthin
wHttin the
8'l8nl
Upper Peninsula Of wtlhin 50 miles d tha
Upper Penlnlula's bOrder
border with another alBtl
alala c
Canadian
iuua an
Canedlan province, the director shall luua
interim order banning the feeding d deer in tt
th

wh_

!

-*'ition.

'.t.

poo_

over 32,000
32.000 hunter-narvesled
hunler-harvesfed deer ..mples ~Iected
~lected statewide Iinee
lince 20()2.
2002. No
positive
poSitIve C888Ildentified. Targeted lurveillance
lulV8illance efforts on baaed on chan"ing
chan,ling tis
factors (a.g.
(I.g_ CW[)..potIitrva
C'W[).potlitMt captive cervid farml detected in ltale,
slate, CWO-9C'litive
CWO-9'C'litive No baibng allowad
allowld
Wild deer detected in neighborilg etates).
animals wilt
,t)e on.
ItBtes). Testing oIlUlpec;t
oIeUlpec;lanimals
will't:te
gomg

--

MN ONR oblllined legal authority in 2003 10
ban feeding d deer to control CWO.
Howerver, DNR hal dlllfted
drafted a rule to ban
recreational feeding In a 4,000 equare
Iquare mile
area in northwaalam
northwealBm Mlnneaota In response
detection of bovinl
bovina tubarculolil
lubarculosil in cattle and
wild deer, rute was effective by November
2006. tt CWO II delected Of IUlpecled in an
area, DNR has the authority 10
to ban deer
feeding, caresSI IT'lOYeme,,t,
lTIOYeme"t, Ind
and other acbon
acllon
necessary (0 control disease.

".000

6mportetiOn of whokl
whokI ceMel
eeMel cera1U8S
carcaues inlO the
tha
Ban on the mporteliOn
state,
slate, from CWO andemic 81'881
"88IU
as determined by the MN
portions of
Board d Anlmel Health. Only the following pOrtions
hunter~halV8lted cervldle
carvidae carcaues
carca. .es may ba brought inlo
hunter·hal'V8lted

:::=~~~=Ir:s~t==~dth Yes
Ves
:::='~~~=Ir:s~t==~dth

_Pinal column Of head attached. Intlel1l.
anDenl. hides, or 1eeth;
teeth;
.pinel
anDers attached '0 akull
akun
finished taxidermy mounts; and antlers
thalaf'B
claaned of ell
all brain tissue.
caps that
Irs clllned

000461

No

Waiting 011...
Dis...
Chronic WIlting
M'O
CcrIIKI III*ldIt C
CcrIIKl

Temporary moratorium OI"IlmportaOOn 0' elk, red
In prooeu oIaurveyinp number, location & lIZ. of all Wild

deer, mule deer, blad!.-tailed deer and other

=~ ~.::~~::'::: ::r~":n

Mleelnlppl

animal endOlures in the .late & types. of ammals held or
.ndosure INtI poIltrve lot" chronic wasting
hunted '~ luch endoeures; end eetting regulations tor
cfisease or if any caMels within the enclosure
any faohty that pr8\I8nts the free Ingress & Bgf81S of
haw been imported trvm an e188 d~ wit natM!l or nonnatrve ceMds .. § 4~7-58.4. Regu"bon of
chroniC WBIllng dll8U8, then ell cerms in the ~.~I & ~~' wild animal ~res 8.
enclosure ahall be deemed a th188lto natrve
~ClI~ Pf8'Io'8nting free 'ngreu & egreu of ~ &

MiSSiSSippi
MissiSSippi Department of Wildlrfe, Fl8henes &
over white-tailIM
Parks (MD'NFP) hal juriacl1cbon OYer
deer, Department of Agncun.Ur8
Agncun.ura & the Board 01
8J(OOCi. N ol
~
Animal Health hal junldlcbon
junldlCbOn over 8XOOCi.
MOWFP hae plenary power to
July 1, 2006, MDWFP

O!

~hna~ ~'~1(WF)The&~)
& ~ ~plOl1ofW::,:'

wildlife and to public heatth end may be killed
and dl.poeed at by the .tete. The OLImer of an

0'

endosure ehall compty

~h any testing at whit&-

::=:, :a===Zn=~re:!~n·'
~ enes e

a

I

e,

:!kKJ ~~~r:t:;:~~ :=~rev:sti": order to conael'\l'8 & protect natrve wildlife lor all dtizens

and noncommel'ClS.l wild
regulate atl corrvneroal end

req.

encJoautes.
ammal encJolutes.

Y

.

.

en.lOY & to prated our recntatJonal eoonotny dependent

~ ~:~~~;:::te

::::,
departmenl pa,.,nnel to enter the
endoaure to utilize lethal ooIlacbon methods 10
obtain buue samples for testing. "chronic
wasting dil8888 is diagnosed within the
enclosure, the owner shall allow department
PBf'onnelto en .... tha enclosure end depopulatE

.,Iow

I'8SOU~I.

"capWe C8fVichI are transporl8d en

captive ceMd Iadtruea tn.

M~, they r

the enclosure CWO rmnitoring PfOIIl
0

native wildlife
(2)The Conwnission 00 WF&P
shall regulate: any ladlity thai ~nt& the free Ingress &
egteu at native or ~n~bve cervids ~
same are
defned by the c;:orAITlISSI()ll The ~lSlOn. may
pr~lgate rulttl. & regulaliont reqUll1ng the lSSuanc:e at
permitS & the pa~ of a l'8~bIe fee. Regu.lal~~_
promulQated under thIS suthority must have a maJOl"lty ....

tt:'"

the white-tailed deer WIthin the endoeure

MI.souri
MI.sourl

c:&rv1ds will not be anOWlJd to enler
enter
1.) Captive c:etv1ds
sLate f within the ia8I
ia8t five 'jea,.
the animal:
the stale
yearslhe
CA) i8
thaJ has been reported as e
(A)
is from an area lhaJ
has been in a CWO
CWO endemic al'8e; (8) hal
endemic area; (C) originates ITDm
trvm a CWO
positive herd.; 2.) All elk, elk-hybnds, red deer,

Dept. 01
at Agrieulure
AgriCUlul'8 regUlat88
regulates elk meeting the
a
-"vestock definition and captive oeMds in
-llvealock
pl'8S8l'V8S and breeding
hunting preservn
bl'8eding tac:ilities (Con!.'!1
Pe!1lOO for Dept. 01 Agrleun.ute
AgrlOJlture Is Dr. Taylor
Pel'1lOO
Veterinanan (573)
Woods, DVM - MlIl&ouri Stete Veterina1'\8n
Oepertmanl of Conservalion
Conservation
751-3377). Departmenl
whiteregulates free.-ranging elk, mula deer, and white
Lailed
tailed (Contact Person Dean Harre,
dean.harre@mdc.mo.gov(573}751
dean.harre@mdc.mo.gov(573)75' ....
..... 115exl.
115ext.
has a Slale
State CWO Task Force a See CWO Regulalions
Regulations
3258). Missouri
Mill80Uri h..
chaired by the Depar1men\5
Oepertmen15 of Agncullura
Agncultura and
chairec:l
Conservation. PartJcipantllnctude
a broad arTS)'
Pel1Jcipents Include B
of stakeholderw including the captive cerYId
IndU'try,
conNfYalion
IndUStry, meat
meet PI'OC86lOI'S
pl"OC8AOrs and conNfYelion
organizatIOns.
organizations. On March 1,
" 2010 the Missouri
Department of
sumed the role of
d Agriculture ..
assumed
regulating all
alll1erds
whil&herds (elk, mule deer, and whil&
deer) thai are enrolled in the SLale's
tailed daer)
Stale's CWO
monitoring program.

:,~~;;rM::rite,:: ~
~r
:a~: ~~= =~
:,~~;;rM::rite,::
r:a~:

See CWO Regulations. Cn March 1,
" 2010 all
aU CWO

:~':! r~~!:"';=ueri~~!:=~~n::~
:~~r~~~';=ueri~~~=~~n::~

:~:~=~=
=:v:::=:~:~=~=
participated in a surveillance program for five

:::r

regulati~

tnlmtoring program deYek
dewk
Voluntary tn:lmtoring

Agricu.lture has SQumed
at
Implementad in 2002 for captive indL
aaeumed the role et
end
Implemented
tale
. 3 ) othe
pt;ve rvid olhe tha enf~ng
tate ·3)
enf~ng .all CWO nHated
""ated regulations. The Wddlrfe
Widl"e Code AU caplJve whitetail deer thetlHller
thel."ler tJ
l'ty
ty stetes: "Arumal
:1k.h~S, red ::r, lika~eer~whi~lle~
Sika~eer~ whi~lle~ of M'UOUlr
~eallh Il8ndards (Imports) and reme!n
rema!n In
in Missouri
:1k.h~S,
MIUOUlr
"Aruma! ~eal1h
tJhasouri at Ii
li

apecific:a.
specific:a.

partICipated in a and R10Yemenlactivilles
rnovemenlactivil.les shall
shal! ~ty.wiIh
~Iy.with atl
alillaLa
tesledfor CWO.
deer and mule deer musl have pertlCipated
Il8ta and
death, must be lestedtor
·118
ad by the state
'IIB
. ed
slate of federal regulallOfls.
regulallOfle. (Refer to Mlla80un
Mliisoun r:-partment
f:l'8pertmenl of
ChrOl1ic Wasting
W..ting Disease rules
; 4.) One
Agriculture for
ChrOl'1ic

~'"': ~ce.::~~~=~ri,
~ce.::~~~=~ri.
~"':

a~p'icable
a~p'icable

hundAKl percent
parcent (100%) of all elk, elk hybrids,
hundAK:l

regulallons.)
and regulat.ons.)

mule deer and whitetaN dear over 12 months of

that die at Iny
.ny cause in a breeder operation
age thai
letIlad for CWO al
federalty approved
at a federally
shall be IetIted
laboratory, up to an annuallotal
annual total of ten (10)
5.} Except al\ captive
animals in the aggragale.
&ggJ'Bg8te. 5.)
white-tailed daer
deer that enter
enler Missouri,
while-tailed
Misaouri, (imports) a
rules and regulations.)"
regulations.,-

Cert~1C81e
lnnapection and prior .~mpor
~mpor
Cert~lC8te of veterinary innapaction

~il
a~t.~
~iI required
required..., Muet be Importing 10 a~!r~
1rY8~lock
re08i~ that
thatspeaas,.
Irve~tock ranch licensed 10 recel~
speaas,.
trace back capa~lllties;
capa~llIties; r:-o
~ ~,~IS,
~,~18,
otriciaJ 10 lag; lrace
ruse, sembe~,
semba~, Ilks Of
01' roe daer
deer Imports, ~I~laded
~I~talled
rusa,
must anglnate
onginale ~t of the 100th m~lan
m~.an and
deer mUll

No wild or captive imports from geographic area
where CWO"
CWO 11 .ndemic or has been diagnosed
Cervid
C8rvid must Originate
originate from a herd thai
that has
participated in en approved CWO surveillance
least 60 months prior 10
to Import; n
program tor at Ieasl60

hasaulhority
Department of
Depertm9nl
hae
authority
markm~, Inspection, tran~,
tran~, 'm~~tlDrl,
Jm~~tlOl"l,
cermae must be TB and Brucellosis
8ruce11osis lested
tested
markm~,
genes; cervid_
~Clh()eS, health.
quarantine, hold on:Ieni, In'e~ ~C1h()ea,
health, ,and certified Pare TB free. Anthelmintic treatmenl
and enforcement
enfon::ement of
I'I·';
at \hOSe
\hose ectivities. Conlad:
Contact:
Ired I port' ch rged to.M te I port
na m
Tim Feldner, tfeldnerOml.gov.
tfeldner@ml.gov.
~~~. ..
'. m
ea ~ f .'ltle
'11I1e ~ 1'\8
e~(

l~t 60 m,onthl
m.ontha from a herd of lesser CWO
Wlthm I~t
ltatUI;
sLate has any ~
~~
stalus; it exporting llale
~
CWO,. must
muat have oompleled an eptdemiological
aU CWO affected,
investigation and identified
idenlifled all

Fish, W~dljfe
W~dljfe & Parks has junadiction over
licen'ing,
exterior
licensing, reports, record keeping, exlerior
fenCing, dassification, unlawful capture,
mspection, end enforcement of those actf'lilies.
actfVilies.

L~tock
L~lock

~er

NA

Game Fa"" Regulabon 32.41301, S
Chapler 13: ReqUites annual whole 1'1
lnapac60n, 10 venflceOOn
venflcetion and nYenIc
nYenIC
mspec60n,
report alt
all animal deathl
deaths wfthln 1 'WOrk
'IIl'OriI:
d.scovery and request in,pectJon
discovery
inlpeclJOn wIt~
testing; Ie8I
test eli
samples lubmttted
submtlted lot"
tor tasling;
is 16 montha
months and o'der;
okjer; hawl8sl8d
hlrv918s18d
approximately 5,400 animals
anlmats

or mule deer must
tha herd
CVI for elk Of
mu&l verify: 1) the
diagnosis or apidemiologles
epidemiologies
of origin has
h.. had no dl8gnosis
8Vldence of CWO 'or the peat
pasl 5 'f"r&;
'j88r&; or 2) The NA
hard has been enrolled 5 or more years m a stat
appruved CWO herd monitOring
moniloring program and
apprtJVed
currenl ....tus
....tu. has been recorded on CVI.

captive cervw:ts
or aldel
All captlve
celVlds 16 months Of
oIdel
ilInesl, slaughter,
slaughler, huntmg
or an)
from illness,
hunting Of
cause .hall
shall bEl
bB reported wfthm 24 hou
submitted for CWO "slrng.

::~:e~~e~~I~:'~n::;~ite&~~d
~~e~~I~:':-mn::;~ites~~d a:'~ae
cc:'~a. heve been added to exporting herd
::~:e

cha;:a,:: :;:nerati~~
:;:nerati~~

for

cha,;;s,::

:~i= :~~E exposed, or trace herds.
:~i=:~~E

animal.; no transfer of exieting
exietlng Ncanl8S
animals;
Ncenaes allowed

N.brulul
Nebr.-lui

Agricultura. Contact: Dr. Dennis
Department of Agricunura.
Nabr.aka Dept. of
Hughes, State
Slate Vetennarian, Nabruka
dannis.hughes@nebraska.oov
AgFiculture, dennis.hughes@nebraska.OOY

Nevada

State vBlerinanan
v.tarinanan hes
has regulatory
regulalory authority over
ceMds. Conlact;
Contact: Dr,
captive ceMc:ls.
Dr. Phil laRussa, Stat
Veterinarian, Nevada Department of
Agnculture;
Velerinarian,
d Agneulture;
plarussa@agrI.stsle.nv.us
p1srussa@agrl.st8te.nv,us

....
New Hampshlr
tt.npehlr....

NH Fish & Gama Deper1menl.
Department. Conlact:
Contact: Kent
Gustafson, (603) 271-2461,
kent.a.gustafson@wjldllfe.nh.gov.
kent.a.gullafson@wlldlrfe.nh.goy.
Department at
Agricun.ura, Markels
NH Depertmenl
d Agricunura,
Markets & Food,
Contact· Dr. Steven Crawford, State
Contact:
Velenoanan,
211·2404,
Velemanan, (603) 271·2404,
scrawfOfd@agr.sLata.nh.us
scrawfom@agr.atate.nh.us

Transport prohibited if exposed, infected,
Tranapor1
infecled, or
conlagious or
suspected 1o
to have an Infecbous,
InfBCboua, conlagioua
transmisaible disease;
disease: identification number
transmissible
ona
required, cannot be moved through more than one
con08ntration poinl in 90 days. Cervids cannot be
concentration
moved oul
into norHtndemic
out of endemic counlies
counties inlo
counties or out
oul of state.
slate.

~islalion removed alk from the allemallve
alternative hvestocl
2005 ~islation
HslllO elk cennol be ranched 85
cervw:t. No
ce!Vld ranChes
as a captive celVld.
No captive carYld
ranehes eXist in the
captive elk, white-tailed deer, Of
or mula dear I'8nches
ranches exist
axisl This was ailOWlJd unbl
Juty 2005.
caplive
until July
....ade
in N
N....ade

Oept. of
certificate of veterinary
l)epl.
d Ag. requires certificale

C:~~~:'i:r:!~a;;:~~~~~
::=C:~~~='i:r:~a;;:~~~~~

~pt of Ag. rttquir85thal.CAt~S.
reqUir85lhel.at~S.can only be

tattoo or
ear Lag,legibla
lag,legibla mhoo
Ihat
premlees have been l~specte
I~.pecte
lhat alll~lviduals
alll~lvidualson premises
cervids have never been ~xposed
~xposed 10
to anImals
antmals
that cervida
cnnfirmed to have ?WO or .anlmals exposed ~.
(:onfirmec1
c:onfirmec1 CWO ammals. FISh and Gama pfotubits
prohibits
the Importation
species (while-tailS(
(whit&-taile<
Ihe
Importabon of
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to the
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ConIoOllI

New Mexico Department of Game and Fuh,
Contact tor special permits: latitla
letitia Mee, l.aw
law
EnforcemenlDlv
Enforcement 01... (505)476-8064.
(505)476-8064, Conlac:t for
fOl'
Wildlrfe
476Wildlife health ISSUM.
I8SUM. Kerry Mower.
Mower, (505J
(505]476
8080.
8080, kmower@Slata.nm.us

NYS Department of Agncutture end MarQl;l
(NYSDAM)
(NYSOAM) regulatas
reguletes deer end alk
elk hald
held under
w\!"8.
w\!'8. Conlad.Or.
ConIad.Or. George Uerri!!.
Uerrill,
1george.menil~mkt.atale.ny.usl,
1george.menil~mkt.atale.ny.ull,(518J
(518) 457457
3502. NYS Department of En..,;ronmental
Conservation
ISBues licenses 10 POSE.es&
posE.es&
ConservatlOfl (DEC) lasues
captive-bred white-tailed
white-tai!ed deer. Contact JosE,ph
Therrien, UattMKTi@gw.dec.state.ny.uB],
UettMKTi@gw.dec.stata.ny.uBJ, (51IJ)
402-8965.
402--8965. Wild
Wi'd deer •- NYS DEC Chuck Del,te
Icxdenle@gw.dec.state.ny.usj
Icxdenle@gw.dec.state.ny.us] ,(518) 402-M:8J.
402-8l:8J.
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collecbon.
Surveillance combines tonsil btops18S, lethal collecbon,
New Mexico has relaxed 8 worid"Nide
wor1dwide ben on all
poslllW mule deer was
hunter harvest. FUlit CWO posltIW
and hun18r
identrtied 06/17102 in 8 deer
deef from the Organ Mtns on
cetVld Impotts. This modifICation allows importabon
lurvellianoe program is voluntary identified
imp0rt8bon Enrollment in lurvedlanoe
of ceMds from facildltls
facildl8s wittI verfl8b1e
verf18b1e proof 01 60
reQuIred to obtain 60
60Complete surve~lance reQuired
MluJe Range. CWO exmamClOg
axlatllamClOg deer in
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Whita Sands MlIu.:Ie
Whil8
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evant.
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end only
onty from month certifics18.
also been detected in
In deer
the Organ Mtns. CWO hal elso
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from saCfBmenlo
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Permrlto import C8t'Vids require s coIlabortlllrvely
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0Nne1li, Department of
CWO occurrence. Pe""'tto
alk have tested
lesled posill...e
posit.ve fo'
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is a mendetory
mandatory program. See
0212812007. This il
text of NYSDAM
NVSDAM CWO reguletlon
regulabon al
at
lext
www.agmkt.8tate.ny.usJAllrepeal.html.
www.agmkl.8Iate.ny.usJAI/repeal,html.
NYSOAM regulates eU
ell aspects of the captive deer
and
end elk farm business Including the Importation d
hoofed stock
slock and disease control. DEC requires a
person to obtain a license from their agency to
posless
possa.. captive-bred whit.lailed deer. OEC
DEC
NYSDAM .00 alf aspects d diseas
diseas
collaborates wilh NYSOAM
management Involving cervlds

NYSDAM CWO regUlation 1 NYI
fIInTIIlc
reQuire. all deer and alk flIrrna
lc
Herd CerllficalJon
Cerllficabon program
CWO Hen:!
t--W'd CWO~
a CWO Monitored ~
rttQuirad in both the Certified and
reQuired
raquiT'85 that an ,
programs. DEC requiT'85
haw been iB5ued
ia5ued e licente from
hew
lO poN88S caplive
captiva b
Oepartmenl lo
NVSOAM
tailed deer comply with NYSDAM
CWOtnhng For details of NYSl
CWOtnllng
regulation go 10
W'NW.agnlkt .•tate.ny.ualAW'repeal
W'NW.8gnlkt.tate.ny.ualAlirepeal

lasl amended .heir permanenl
permanent C'tVD
DEC &a'i
regulation, 8 NYCRR Part 189, on 0812812010.
This regulation continues to prohibit wild deer an
WIld moose feeding and describes cafVid
carvid
wild
ragulabons as of July 28,
28. 2010.
No new reguletlonsa"
requiremants. The regulation has
importation reCluiremenl8.
dacommiasionitd the pre...ious
previous chronic wasting
decommissionltd
area. Hunters are no
diMise oontainment ares.
longer required 10 h....e
have their deer checked al e
a
ctleck station
staOOn or cooperating meat
DEC deer etleCk
10
that eres and eftaws huntalli
hunlelli to
cutters within lhat
transport their harvest oulflide 01 that erea. "
proviaions related to •...
•...Ie of feedrescinds the provisions
thai taxldermisl
taxidermist maintain logs on
and requires thel
their cervid bu1Iiness.
bulIiness. Wild moose was added to
all aspecIs
t1IP8Cl& d the reguletion.
regulation. See text of DEC
ell
regulation at www.dec.ny.oov/regsJ3926.h
www.dec.ny.oov/regsl3926.h
CWO regulalion

North Carolina

The Me Wildlife Resouf'C8& Commission holds
authority OY9rtha
transportal~on
oY'Brthe possession and tran8portal~on
Deer.
other Species in the family Cervidae
Deer, elk.
elk, or
orath.r
Carvidae
of captlYe
cap4.iYe Cervtdaa
CervMSaa North Carolina
Carolrna
may only be imported inlD the stale
etalB of NorIt1
NorItl
Specifically, the NCWRC requires a captivity
Carolina from e herd
hen:! in which Chronic WaaUng
WalUng
license tor the P08888Sion of ceMds and
Disease (CWO) has
eIleast
hes nOi
not been delectad
detected tor alieast
lran.portatlOfl
lran.portallOl'l permits
permIts for
fOl' ttleir movement
five y8alli and hes been managed
menaged using atandards
ltandards SU8penaiOn
SuapenaiOn of the iasuanc:e of new captivity
captivily
1importabon,
Intrnte'.
limportabon, exportation, Intrnl8'e
than, the Cfit.ria
amendments related
rel&ted
equlvalenl
equivalent to, or more atrlngenl
Iltingenithan,
CfiI.ria
licenses for cervids. Rule amendmenl8
transportation, amergency
emefDltncy vat,
....t, and
epecified in NC rule. The Individual U.S. or
01' Mexica
Mexice to
10 ceMd tagging, CWO taaUng,
leaUng. record·keeplng,
record-keeping.
slaughterhouse
slaughterhOuse permits), f8gul8lea
regul8lea mmimum
Illata or territory,
Iarrilory, Canadian
Canadien provin.ce
province Of other countr
count radlity
alate
faality inspections, c:ervid
f'acility maintenance, fadlity
'sdlify
fsalify slandards,
SlanderdS, CWO lasting,
testing, cervid taggin",
at origin must he
....a CWO monitonng
he"i8
monitoring requirements
requlrernenl8 ascape,
escape, encloeulll reCluiramenti, and hard
reCOfrl-keeptng, sanitation
aanl18tk)n and care, etc.,
e'c., and
that are allessl
ellessl as stringent
stringenl as thoae delClibecl
delClibed In sanitation and care. Temporary Rule effectl"i8
effectl'l8
enforces those rules Ihrough conducting
thIS
October",
Mexiea May 17, 2002, amended October
4, 2002,
lh,s Rule. The originating individual
individuel U.S. or Me)(iea
.emiannual inspections of al\
all carvld I.cililiet.
t.ciIil=.et- in
.tate·s
,tate's or lenitory's,
tanilory's, canadian
canadIan province's or
01' other
olher
AugusI2004,
became permanent August
2004, emended
the atete.
stals. The NC Department
Departmenl of Agriculture S
country's CWO monitoring program must
musl be Jointly December 1, 2005. can locale
locate captivity rules
rulas in
Coo.umer Se~ces
Services ello holds
hold' joint authority ()"fl
U'fl
revMtwed by Wildlife ~sources
carolrna Admrnistratl...e
AdmlOistratlva Code on·line
~sources Commission and
the North carolina
the transportetron
cel'Vlds in Norttl
North Carolina
transportation of cervK1s
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services by aearching tor the following alation:
dtation: 15A
(.pacffically
(.pecffically ImporUilion
ImporUition and r.traAta\a
r.tr8Atata
personnel before approval
d any Importation
Importallon of
approvel 01
relevent general
NCAC 10H.0300. Other r.levenl
transportation),
lransp0rt8Iion), rvquires tuberculOsiS and
cervida
may be obtained from Mr
cervidl into North Cafolina.
Carolina. Thera
There shall be no
statutes and rules mey
brucellolls
brucello&ls teating, ...
8..i.ts
i.1$ with faclllty
facility inapectk)n
inspeclk)n
Importation
importation from Individual
individual U.S. or
01' Mexican atates
.lates 0 Bames
and reguletes
lhe production d meat from falklW lerritoriel, Canadian provinces or Dlher
regulates the
•• in
D1her counlri
counlri••
deer and elk. TIM!.
TlMl. StIlts
StIItll Veterinanan
Veterinarian hotds
holds
wf'Iict1
wnict1 CWO hal been ~cted,
~cted, elth~r
ellh~r in a wild hel"(
hen:
premises Quarantine authority. Conlad
Conted Daron
or
01' e capWe herd. Cervids
CeNids imported rnto
IOto North
Barna.,
Barne., NC'NRC, (919) 707-0062.
70T-elO62,
Carolina ah&Ill be individually idenUfied
idenUfiecl by tags prov
proVl
daron.bames@ncwlldlife.Ofg
01' Dr. Tom Ray,
daron.bam8s@ncwlldlife.OfO or
NCDA&CS, (919) 733-7601.
733--7601. Rule revttions
remions In
in p

North Oakota
OakOIa

FadUtles
lO CMTlellihlp
CMTl81lihip of
F8dUtles must
musl be approved prior &0
deer and
end elk, and
end deer owners mu.1
mu.t obtain
oblain a nonnon
tradibonal
~vestock hC8l'lll8.
hcense. CaptIve
CepIlve celVlds
cervlds mual
must
lradittonal ~vestock
aMeatmant. Must be free 01
meet ltandards
ltandan:!s d risk alSeaament.
"
till oonlagiousand
oontagiousend Infec:tJOUl
Infec:tJou. diseaM.
disease. Genetic
Genelic
"II
testing
tasting (for purity) rvquired for elk in NO zones 1 &
Stale Board of Arumal
Arllmel Hearth; Contact Dr. Susan 2. Animals
Animels musl not be infected wTth
wTIh or
01' 8Xp088d 10
J KeUer, skaller@nd.pov(701)328-2654.
skeller@nd.QO'i(701)328-2654. North Johne's disease. Must
Musl be negative 10 two omoal
otfioal
brucellosis Ints, one being
Dakota Game & Fish· Contad Greg link,
beang the CF. Wt-Oe herd T8
glmk@ndgov,(701)326-6331
glmk@ndgo...,{T01)326-6331
lest within 12 months. In lieu of !eating,
taallng, Brucellosis·
Bruceliosls
tree
hen:! status Is recognized. Annual
free and TB~free herd
Inventory
Invenlory reports required for all c:eNids. Deer mus
be indiVIdually
indr\lldually Identified with USDA allver
ailver tag
lag by 12
months of age, and elk by 24 monlhs
manlhs of age
Additiona' reatridtons
reatridlons apply to reindeer, red deer,
8nd red deer/elk hybridS.

.ulV8Il~ prognam
Separate .ulV8Il~
certtfieatlOn ani
ana 8V1111a.bae
8\11111a.bae to elk
certtfieetlOn
marl/taring of bf'Mdin
btMdin
complete morl/taring
aelectn.re morliloriFlg of hunt
tor aelectl\l8
Batt programs alllllOlurury

m

,

Ohio

Brucellosis wilhin
within 30 daYti
daYtl prior to
10 entry
.ntry or certified
Department of Natural
Nalural Resources, Divis.on
DiviSion of
01
brucellOSIS
brucelloSIS free herd sl8tus.
stetus. Negatiw
Negativtl wttole herd
Wlldlrfe
WIldlife - Issues permits lor while-tBlled
while-talled deer in
tuberculosis test
&est within 12 months prior to
(0 movem8
movem&
capUvity arad
erad carcass regulations. Contact: Ron
aM nagalNe
negalNe Individual tuberculosiS
tuberculosis tasl
Iaet wilhin 90
Ollis,
OHis, ron.ollls@dnr.Slale.oh.us. Departmant
Department 01
days prior to entry or
01' accredited herd status. Musl
Must
AgncuJture for .mport
Import requIrements and permits.
parmils.
be free of symptoms of CWO. No importations
Contact Cindy Bodle.
Boole, bodle@agri.ohio.gov.
bodl8@agn.ohio.gov.
from Quarantine
QUArantine premises or ares.

ji

knporlaUon: Musl
MUll complete CWO 5-Year
5-Yesr
For knportallon:
AsJaes.ment Queshonnaire (or have 5 year
Risk AsJaes'rnent
status) end fax to Board of Anrmel Health prior t
.tatus)
penni! isluance; ceMdI
ceMds and originating
entry pennit
herds must have no history of emaciation,
...Iivabon or ttlll''St,
UlIJ"st, 01'
or
depression, excessive ...livabon
neurological disease. If symptoms arise,
takan \0
k> rule out a
diagnostIc m88lures must be taken

aU caplr'ie cervldlll'.
cervldill'. m
Testing of all
NCWRC passed se....ral
se....ra' rules in response to CWO being that die tor any reaeon and testinl
ea,1 of the MISsissippi
MIssissippi River in 2002. TIloae cervJds
celVlds dlspls)'lng symptorns
symptoms thai
chal
documented 98,t
d,sease f8Cluired.
r9Cluired. AsJ of Seple
Septa
the dIsease
rules are Included in the rules found on-line and
are currently in "'ect. Several 2010,
2010. 1,274
1.274 captr...e
captIve ceMds
ceTVlds have
referenced previOusly and ere
(8(;8nl amendments to the eapIlvity
captivity rules 115A NCAC
l.Icenseeiare rvquired
(fttoent
for CWO. ucense8lere
Of carcasses 10 NC[
cervid heads or
10H.OJDOj, Induding derfficalion
darfficalion on no hunting withIn
within
10H.OJOOJ,
dlagnoetic feb fof" semple
Mmp!a oollectic:J
ooIlectic:J
facilibes, additlon
addition of on-sile
on-slle sleughter
Slaughter permits, en
an dlagn08tic
captiva facililles,
Na!lOnal Ve
sent by NCDMCS to NeliOnal
clarfficatlon on licensing (one indlvidlJ8~18
indlvidU8~18 years old)
c1arfficatlon
effectlW. Rules in placa thaI
thai establish a Iiale
alale herd
hard Service6
Services lab in Ames, to for CW1
now effectrve.
has nol
not been
bean detected
deledad in a'
ar
program !of
tor captive cervid facilrtJes
tacilrbes
certification progrem
CWO hat
samples

"'lITTle! Health hes
has mend
Board d ArllTT,,\
Invel'ltory (Iince
(aince 1993). CWO lap
m....ntory
fa~
mandatory (.,nee 1998) tor f8fT'n8l:
dee!" over 12
tailed deer and mule dee!'
8ge that die tor any reuon
age
30,2010. oYer
oYar 8000 f8rmed
farmed deer I
30,2010,
been ,",ed,
I"'ed, -M1h no tMdence
tMdance 01' (

len

... '"
""'"

TSE

statu. for 5 yealli
ye81li OR no
CWO monito18d
monitoT8d nerd IIsluli
natu,..' additions, within 12
additions, axcept natut'll'
10 CWO with
months priOr to entry, no exposure to
10 entry,
enrry, no diagnosis, ligns
signs 01'
or
12 months prior to
6O.months prior to~lr)
evidenced CWO within 5O.months
Documentation will be r8C!ulrecl
requlracl pnOl'
pnor &0 Issuing
permit No Importation from Quarantined
permit.
erea. Fence.
Fence height. on capilve
apiNG
premises or erea,
facility may be no less then
than 92 inches in height
taciirty
Reporting of escapees msndatory and it it. iUega
captive cervid IOtO
1010 the wild.
10 release a capll...e

musl be compkttE
compktb:
Agreement
Agreemenl form must
Parucipalrng helds require &esUng
tesUng
Par1Jcipalrng
OIIttr 16 months
monthS of ega wni
whi
cervJds OIo'ttr
fancing 10 prevent
preventlogrel
logrel
perimeter fencing
rnwmlOry by I
cervlds, annual herd mwmlOry
fedaral personnel 01'
or 8CCTedrled
accredIted ve
federal
additions ellow9d
e!low9d from held c
herd acldltions
officiat ID
10 on all an~
greeter status, official
months of age end older and anim
the premises under 12 months of I
monrtoring
monl'onng d captive
captrve wIllle-tailBd
wh'le-tai\ad (
voluntary.
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Flitling •
NMAC Hunting and FlItling
Manner and Method 01
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TMlng,
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Baltl or Ic:enta
1hI1\
UH of Balta
Icenta •tI: 1hI\\
be unWNful lor
'or anyone 10
to take or
dempt 10 like
lake Wly protecled
attempt
_pedes by use r:A baits Of ecentl
spedes
as defined In Sut:Jledlon
Sut:leedlon P d
19.31.7 NMAC. Scent masking
agents m one', peraon are
8g8nt1

None. Game perl:&
perl:$
fDnnerty
that were fonnerty

YH.
Y... deer In Orpa'l.

-nee- Se.ctamento Mt.n.,
Mt.n8, one

delignelad 8&
delignelBd
Onty bOned
boned 1TI8IIt,
ITIINIt, de&ned and deco.....
deco..... mil.ted ~II
~II. caps
~
Itorw8rtrfaOl
....
Ifo<w8rtrfaOl....
0eI1Qnal8d
hides, and tvories can be rernovecI
r'8I'I'IOY8d from any dellQnal8d
daared
have been de8red
Cerca:M. must
area where CWO has been oonfinned. Cerca:N.

reguiabon II in
allowed. (This reguiabOn
aubmIt V11lid
VIIlid tilaue
SUrwNllanct IndudM hun_Idled __ .net
Met dIef. Hunte,. whO
who aubmlt
tVference 10 8nimall
anima" in the wild
..
m.......
oIigIbIo ...........
owanjod IM>ugh
through """I', All f'8ference
..m....
a .. aIlgIbIo
............'' hunl _ _ awanlad
and not in Class -A- Game ParkI )NA
lind abnonnaI animals .... nlo'eltig8ted by New Mexioo Oept Garr
report& oIlidt
d Iit:k III'ld
Por Subudion D, at 19,03,2
PO(
...aed.
& FISh, aU .ooonnel deef and elk .,.. ~ and .-&ed.
NMAC c
o.
.-n _ n c o
Causing. NulAnce Game Anima
un6awtu1 tor
PtobIem: tlNIl
tllhall be un68wtu1
any perIOO,
lnl8nbon or throug
perIOO. by ml8nUon
~roug
negligence. to cau18 • nuUnoB
nu&tnce
negligenoe.
game
onlmal _
by boK~9,
baK~g,
_
anlmol
or
otherwlM entidng game
01" atherwlle
animailio an area. and such
p8t'10111, I oor'I'Irid8d,
oor'I'Irid8d. may be
p8r1On1,

deer from San Mdres

Mtns, deer from
and certifllK! after
Mc:Gregor Range, and
more than 60 months e1~
eI~ from Sacramenlo
at complete
oomplato
Mc:luntarns.

diecarOeclln the field or incinereled.
incinareled.
be diealrOeclln

sUfV8illanoe

_by

punished under 17·2·10 NMSA
1978.

,n

IUfWitlance progrlm for wild whlte--t8lled
whlte--t8l\ed deer in
DEC began a uleWide CWO IUfWIllance
surv.Uence hal continued .., each IUc:e:esaWw
IUc:c:esaWw )"Mr.
2002 CWO sury.Uenee
)"881". CWO
foreHeIbIe Mure.
future. Thl
surveillance Vr'ill conlklue 81ch
eech yesr for the foreHeabIe
The CWO
aampIing.
Surveillance program fdkM's
fdklwl guidance from USDA for CWO aampling.

whil.
DEC has prohibited the feeding of Vr'ild whit.
since July 2002. The prohlblOOn
tailed deer linee
became a permanent regulation in Juty 2003.
Saiting
w1k:I white-tailed
whit&-talled deer
8ailing of w1k:l
Wild moose was Idded 10 the regulation In
prohlblled In .... 2010. Indi't'iduels
Individuals Ire
lloMKIlo pial'll
.... always bMn prohl_
are lloMKIlD
p&el'll toed
crops for wild deer end 10 feed wild deer for
York Stale. Sao
See ta" at DEC
reguiatJoo et
ldentific
regui8tJoo
scientific raaearch,
~rch, wildlife damage
www.dec.ny,gov/regsl3926.html. abawment,
abat.ment, and wildlife poputation
reduction
www.dec.ny.gov/regsl3926.html.
poputalion reduetlon
*»nM from the Department
but ooty under a 'k:enee
See
see IeXi of CWO regs al
at

cwo

t."

Raguiation, 8 NYCRR Part 189 prohibits the
DEC OND Raguialion,
parts from captiYe
captiYa 01
importation of specific perts
Of captive bred
cervids and wild cerv\d5 coming from outsde New Yoril
Yo""
reguletiOn for delail& al
See full &ext of CWO reguleliOn
www.dec.ny.gov/raga/3926.html.
www.dec.ny.gov/regaI3926.hlml.

www.dec.ny.gov/~926.html.
www.dec.ny.gov/~926.html.

lurveiliance program lmpIernenled
ImpIernenled to .... frtirHMgIng
whlt8-talled deer
Active IUl"wU18nee
~ n g whlt8-tlllled
...tlng of deer t~
I~ dllpley lymplClfIW
lymplCIfIW chal"llCleriltic
chal'llCleriltic of the dlaeua.
dlae.... ~w of
and ...tll"lg
d .... ooI*:Ied
September 13, 2010.
2010, I8f1llIed
I8f11JIed 4 he-fanglng ~ d....
(X)I-=tec:I ,-nUl
conducbng herd hellth
health checks during the 2010-2011 llUtWliance
ilUtWliance ...
son.
"'1On.
Sampled 8 free.r81nging
free.,..nging whit8-tlIHed
whit8-taHed deer uhiblling dinlcall)'l'nPtoma
clinlcall)'l'nPtoma during the
Slimpled
200S-2010 ,u",",11ance
Sampled 1403 """ngir<l
free..nlngirQ ""....
""....11ad
IU",",'1anoe -.on, Sarnplad
,Ied , _

Y.s. Confirmed
V.s.
w;kl
whik&-tailed deer in
whike-tailed
April 2005
2005. No now
new
Yes. Confirmed In
Yel.
cases haw been found
in wild white-talled
white-ta.1ed dee
whit&-ta~1ed
captive white-tailed
March/A,pnl in New Yor1<
Yori< since April
deer in March/April
2005. No new cases 2005,
2005. In New YoM<
have been found in Stete )uSI CJII8r 32.000
whit&-tailed deer
captive hard. since wild whlt&-tailed
April 2005.
Ie8l&d for
have been IeIIl&d
CWO between 2002
and 2009

,-nUl

aurwUllnce ...
son, Indudl",~
Indudl",~ 14
from across the ..... during the 2008-2009 IUN8Ullnce
"'1On,
animals exhibiting dink:all)'mplOmlaTlCl 6 umplel
umples c::otledad
samples from anlrnafs
No ben
during herd heetth
heatth c::f'1eC:kI,
c::heC:kI. Sampted 12 free-ranging whlte--t811ed
whlte--talled deer u,ibibng
u,lbibng
dinicel.ymptoml
_101'\. Sampled 20 free.
free..
dinicalsympfoml during the 2007-2006 lUfWillance "'101'\.
whlte--t8i1ad deer from KfOI8
....
dIJring the 2006-2007 sun.'8illanc
sun.'8Illanc
ranging whlte--t8i1ed
-=roa the .
. . dlJring
l88$On, Induding
animllis uhibtting dlnlcal eympIoms, 2 aampI
Nason,
induding B aernpM
~ from annls
chnicall)"'l'4'tornl, and 10 umplw
aamptw from
collected from aninals not uhlbltlng chniclll)"'l'4'tornl,
~Ith chec:kB. Sampled 21 fr8e.-r8nging
frae...ranging whi\e
wh.
animals ~ dunng hlrd ~Ith
IIate
during the 2005-2006 sUlWllllance
sUlVlllllance BUlKIf'I,
lnet
tailed deer from .::roa
-=roa the .
. . dUring
BUlK"", 100

at this tune

condudad Target Survetliance
Survetlianca d free.-rarvng
free...rarvng
Game & Fish Department
Depertment has conduded
Hunw-t.rveaIed d8eI
deeI and"k IUl'Y8iINince
caNIda since 1996. Huntef..t.l'Y8IIed
aurwllNince began in 2002.
areaa onty, but
On . . . wildlife areas
A{Jrl115. 2010, >12,600wtUtetail,
>12.600wtutatail, >2900 mule deer, 436 alk, and 97 moose
As d A{Jn115,
slal&-wide ban. are being
sl.al&-wide
sheap, nnd 2
have bee" tested. Ai80 IPtad have been 3 pronghorn, 1 bighorn shNp,
discussed.
'allow deer. The onty poeltMt
poeltiYa cue ...s
.... ldenlifllKlln."
ldenlifllKlln.n adult.
adult mule deer buck
"'1IOIl.
taken during the 2009 ...son.

Target survelleOOl
survelteooe on free ,..ngng
whHe-taKed deer for
Targel
r81ngng whtle-taKed
foI' CWO began In 2002 an
IS performed annualty. 1000+ aarnptes
aamptea W84'8
W8(e coIlect8d
collected and lelled from hunterkilled (during the deer-gun
deer..gun 1eII8On)
road-killed deer (October 10 t./ISy).
t.Jlay).
kIlled
aee.aon) and and roed-killed
acttg) free-ranging deer are also collected end
and 181,led
Suspect (Sick Iooklng
looking 01
Of adlg)
lI81,ted
throughout the )"Mr.
)"881".

al this lime.
time.
No ban at

tima
No ban at this lime

tranapor18tion, 01
Ban on importation, tranapor18lion,
Of pouession d cervM
cart:aaeS 01
carea.. parta from any slate
state Of province
can::aaes
Of carcass
exo&pl: rneel1h81
maet thai 1& cui and wrapped
where CWO OCCUrB, exoapl:
quartera at other pOrtions of meal with no pert
part of lhe
the spin
quarters
ODIumn
oul,
oolumn or heed attached, meat thet has been boned out,
P'alH, anUera, clNned
cleaned leeth, al14
caped tUdes, dean Ikull
lkulI~,
must be
finished &axidermy products. All produdl above musl
acotWding 10 rule. Rule I'SA NCAC
property tlIbeled ac:otWding
108,012<' became
_ _ May
May 1.
1. 2006
2006
108,012<'
become _clive

Na

No

08127103: San 00 Importation of whole carca888tlo
careaSHtlo and
Bnd
patti 01 white-IBiled
while-lailed deer, mule deer and elk from
carcau petti
C8rcaas
ltat_ or
areas wtthln 1181_
01" provinces with documented
popIJialions and privale geRM
occurrences d CWO in wild popuialions
t-Iunterw may import the foBowing
folowing perts:
parts: mBal that
farms. I-Iunterw
thai
Is
cut and ....
wrapped
(~rnetdllly '"
01 privalefy),
querters 0 No
II cui
ppad (a>mmen:lally
privately), quo"""'
apInal column Of
other porbor\1 of meal wtth no pert of apinal
attached, boned out
oul meal, hidM without heads
head attached.
attached, dean (no meat Of tissue attac:had) .kull
skull plale8
plales
dached,
antiera ettached,
attached, antlers
anDers tMth no meal Of tissue
tlsaue
with antie,.
(buglera, whistleni, Of
attached, upper canine teeth (bugle,.,
or ivories
head •.
and finished taxidermy heads.

Y.,

"SA

No, but the

'llue is being discussed.

time
No ban at Ihis lime

Adminiltrative Code 1501:3t·19--02
1501:3t·1s.<l2 mekeslt illegal
Ohio Administrative
dear, elk.
elk, and moose
for IndMduIls
IndMdu81s 10 bring inlo Ohio deer,
carcaaeee from cel1ain
cer1ain portions of olher
other l\8Ies or
carcasses
provinces where chronic wasting disease has been
No
KIf( tissue, lymph node.
noda. and spine
dentified unless all the Klft
column have been rel1lOY8d.
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Ie 5 019

No

Chronic W.oting
Wasting Dis_
Chronlc
Dio_ ,I
"'1001'
""001'

ea-_e:
ea-<_C-

Okl........
OIll.homII

TB roquiramonlJ ......1 - - one 01 tho ""-ng'
~ V!no than 6 monlho 01 ogo.or ~tiYO 10 2
oIIicial TB 11110 conducted no _!han 90 days
~hOma Department of WHdII. ConIeI'Y8tion ~rt wJtfllhillll 2nd 1811 conducted ~In 90 deY'
end OKlahoma Depattmenl 01 AgriaJltura, Food, pnor to entry., Of originate from • Qualified Herd an
_ncI Forestry; Con-=t: Dr. Jullin Roach,
~w:,
':::~ 1eat~:-18
u8bn.roachctode.ltata.ok.UI
B'~
. . :mutt meet ";

==rw
.

ruce

, reqUH"8I1"I8

one

05121102: Dopo.""... 0I1\griaAIlmo _ _
import 0 1 _ ""'" 011_. on<!_an;
~e CWO Mo boon Idontifiod ., -"'nging
ceMd
unJeu II origiR8lel from 8
CWO rnDI'1ibraI herd with • tNe-yMr iltatua
wtthin. c:ounty whera no CWO exiltSin he
NA
rangtng natIwt herdI. In eddttion, all OIhar"CItvic
impona l'8qun Ihe .,urce hen:l1O participate In

=~n::=:n~"::::ys-:: ~
entry, or origllata from. BrvcellOats Free Hard.

V_ry ........."""
.........nce in portdpating
portdpoting I
requi,.. ~ ~ captive
captiva cerw:ll
cerwll ow
requi,.
months Iha1
hi doe. ,
. , . , - fonc:intl
".,..,fonc:inU ...
ingreaIeg,.... at cervida, annual fwd
by.n~~nan designa
by.n~~nan
tlord 1II1us.
1II1us, hord .dd.....
.dd..... 01_1n>
II_fro
llord
grelIWor ItatII8.
Ilatus. ud1 IININII
animal""
equal Of grelIWf
uniQue !dent
• minimum 012 ~ unique

pap""""'"

or

tederal CWO IUMtiIIanca
minimum 01 five years.

program

for.

Oregon ~ of
01 FIoh _ WIIdIIlo
Wildlife
Dr, Coiln
Colin GIllin,
GIllin. Slala
(primary l v -)
I Dr.

-._-.

Vetemanan. ooIin.m.gH......ts.or.UI
ooIin.m.gH....Ostata.or.UI
Wildlife Vetemanan,
(541-757-5232) '"
a< Ron Anglin.
Anglin,
ronakl,ungiinOSTATE.OR.US (503-947-6312) See nexlMdiOn
naxlMdiOn tor Chronic WIlting
Dr.....
Wolting Or_
ronsJd.unglinGSTATE.OR.US
Regulations tor CapliYe c.McIs ar.:t Wildlife.
or
Reguiltions
Oregon ~ of
01 ",,11_...
",,"cull... (Irnpor1,
(Import,

..,............
...
ropo-"'",",-,-~"

ullodk:tlon)SIaIa Voo.rtnorilln,
Dr. Dan
Don Han..,
Hon_
(~;:=ek~
V.r.rtnarilln, Or.
(503-986-4680)

pennoytv....
pennay1v..... _ _ _ noonta<:l:
oDOnI8<:l:

Com_. Il9I06:
Game Commlaalon
Commiaalon (PGC) Rogullllion:
Il9Ill6: Oomo

W.1Iar
ColInIlI, OVt.l,
Wallar O.
0, CoanIII.
OVU. PA Game
Gamo Com_,
_'00ta1a.""." 814.883.8370;
.....
noytv_ Dopo_t of
01 ",,_.ura
.....noytvonta
",,_hure
contact
Cralg Shuftz. auhultz
auhultz' C ltate.pa.lnI
oontact Dr. o.g
or Mary Martin. PA Depe. of Agrk:ultura,
Agncultura, Bureau
of Anlanll .....lth, Rm 408, 2301 H Cameron St.,
_u>g. PA 17110, (717) 783
783_u'\l,PA

......".IIOotaIa,,,",UI

1'Ione.
Logioillion _
August 2006',.n.,.".
I...,... Logiolalion
In Augullt
2006tronofom1
'1IgU1aIory outtwJrity CMlrlarmed
CMlrlannod coIVid', Indudlng See Stanclard
Standard Rogulaliono
Rogulal.",.ror
wildlife. POA
lJpdolad POA .'
",gulalory
lor wildllf..
lJpdotacl
lion nd'
thoM anclo&ed In ahaOIlng
ahaOIIng pre_rws,
aUlC8ptitHB apeaea 01
captivas to bear
be or
Iation
'~ .
.;
; bel ft
lhoN
pre......., 10 the
requna aUlC8ptibiallpeaea
oIcaptiwa
Istion
l~
Pennsytvania Dll-rtmenl
~rtmenl 01 Agnculture (PDA).
(POA).
regu
ptOCe8 mandatory CWO program.
• are n
pIOCe
ng na
I>etalla of PDA regulaiioM and surveillance rnIY tM
l>etalla
,lbIained
oontading 1/1101
di'ectly.
'Iblained by oontacting
thot ~ di'eclly.

_Ia
_Ia

C81Vid'.

m::;-m

I

POA: A _tory "'" _
PDA:
CWO he
oertificabon program
ptOgram has been in place
may be obtalne
obtalne.
March d 2007. Detail, rney
COl"Itdng
cont.ctmg Penneytv8nia
Penneytvania Department 0
I\QrioUnura dorectly.
d wectly.
I\QrioUnure

S309,rnarymattinG_te.pa.UI.
S309,rnarymattinG_te.pa.ua.

_

......d
.....
d

Department at
of Environmentsl
Environmental M_nagemenl,
Management,
d Fish
WlktlifeContact: Brian
8rian Tefft
Division 01
Fllh & WlktliteContact:

brian, leIftOdem.ri.gov
brian.1eIftOdem.ri.gov

)'/16105
Prohlblt Irnpor1alion oIOII.captiw
at .ncopliw 7/16105:
Prohlblt Importation of all
)'/16/05 regulelion:
ragulelion: Prohlb4lI"'lJOfla1ion
7/16/05: ragulalion:
"'IIutation: ProhIb4llmporlalion
C*'Y6da from CWO andemic
endemic .I'MI,
captive and wild C*Yida
C8Nida from CWO andemk:
lind wild C*'Y6ds
al'Ml. &
~demk:
captives from 8a CWO free
.,...
captive,
frH ltatul
ltatul herd (5+ )'MfI)
)'Nfl)
areas, & captiv8a
captivaa from a_ CWO he ""u.
""UI herd
~.rd (replacel
(replace. previous moratorium). Additional
)WIrs) herd (replecel
(replacel previous
pr8Yiou8 moratorium). NA
t'.rd
(5+ )'MII'I)
l'Iagulationl: Must origlnola
origiMIe from. federally
(Pravioul
regulation.: Require
proof Ihal thent q
,ogulaliono:
_relly
(Pre..... raguletiono:
Raquira prooIlhalthare.
ac:credited
Ic:credited T8 free herd; negatiYe
no cumtnt or put history of oontad
oont8ct wfth or
anapiumoalaJblue..tongu.1es1
potential CWO a"lma"
anlmala or ltate
ltala
InapiumoalaJblue..tongu.
Ies1 (wtthln 30 days of
exposure" any polential
i",port)
&till apply..
affected by
llnoort! ""oDDiv..
e1Ie_
bv

re,t all capti't'8 C*Yida
caW:ta OYer
resl
OWl' 16 monthI
(mcludlng alaughter). require perimeter
lmcludlng
at cervida,
cervida,.'
preventing ingreulegrMl 01
a'
herd InwnlDry,
IrN'IntDry, designation of herd It8t
It8tJ
report herd ttddition&

"'ulIt

cwO.)
ev.ti.\

South C.rollnl
C.rollne

IIouIh Dakota
lIouIh
Oakolll

Anlmlllndustry
Board. Contad:
Contact Dr.
Or. Duelln
Oualln
Animal
Industry 808rd.
Oedekoven. dUltln.oedek.oYwl@tt8le.ad.us
dustln.oedekoYenOttaIe.sd.us

whict1 .11
ceMda.
Mull origtnate from.
from a herd In whlct1
aU ceMdaa
tor.I
01' into
have been kepC tor
at ....
IrMaI1three )'NfW
yeerw or
th.)' W8f'8 born. No NpOIura"
NpOIura 10 or
01'
which thay
additions
IOUroI!I in the put three
any other IOUrol!l
addttionl from .n)'
yeara.
a< apIdomiologicol
yea,.. No dlsgnool.,
dllgnoal •• signs
ligna '"
epIdomiologicll
MtgaliYe .naplaamoall
t.... (with evtcIence d CWO In
in this hen:! tor the peal
past thrwe
aneplaamos. and bluetongue t....
3(1 days
<18)'8 01
at Import),
individual RFIO _
_l
l iio
yeara.
wm be . _ Wortginoting
from •a herd
Import). Indivlduai
on
n
yea". Will
Wortginating ""'"
8ddlUon.i form oIlndMdue!
oIlndMdua!
., least threa years 01 CWO monitoring I
.,'
number .nd
and an eddlUonal
with It
Idonllfication
1 co...... DeerlElk Herd
Hord
delermlned by tho
Animal_~ OIIicilll
OIIiclal 01
Idontification,.....
....1
determlnad
/he AnImal_1Ih
at
No new regulations .re
are being dlaazaed
~ ..mographica
rnographica .nd
Rllk AMeesment
questionna'nt South Dakota.
O.kola. TheN mUll
musl ba 100% CWO
Dl..
and Riak
AaMesment questionnalnt
Villl www.IIt8te.Id.U81.'b'OI'.CIOp)'oIthe
dNihl, reglrdlesl
reg.rdlesl 01 cause.
cause, 01
of
Visit
www.IIt8te.Id.uslalbforlcopyolthe
monitoring 01 .. dNIhI.
questionnaire.nd
tor.a
all animals
enlmals 12 montha
monthl d age .nd
questionnaire
Ind Importation flqulNmenta tor
aa a/l
and older.
animal..
Documentation
in
animals.
Documenbltlon muat .tao
aflo U\8 that no enlmal
aruma' In
the herd hal .Yer
lYer originated from, or eYer been
whera CWO hsa
has been
member of.
oIa herd whent
diagnoeed,OI'
been.
diagnoeed,
or h..,. been
I member 01.
of I CWO

0_

co....,..

d.

c

and diWlbution 01
Monitor OCCU~ Ind
at C
cervId farmI
farrmI IN NquiAl'd 10
captive c::ervId
" kN
k8e
invenlOry Ind
.nd report ."y
-"y Idditions,
.dditions,
inventory
Illnet"l which may
dlaappearancea or 111"""1
lUbmitted tor dYlgrlOfllfi
IUbmltted

.N

"ew

_ c k r x _ r d herd by an
_c:I<rxln\co-lalWardherd
epidemiologlcai
inYNligItion..
opidemiologk:ollnYMligolion

Tan,......
T.n".....

Department at Agriculture. Contact: Dr. Jill
Johnson, ...mBH:
..-rna": Or .J1II.JohneonOln.gov

10/28/2002:
Ooporlmenl of
01 Agicunure
Agicu~ra Rule: Ba
I012l1i2OO2: Oopor1manl
~Mdl from geographic
geographk:: .reas
importation of ~Mda
areas
where
CWO diagnoaad;
1110
_manl
diagnoood;
rIIk
_ m o nbaaed
l_
Nc, c::.rvida from SJ8ClV'8phic
SJ8CIVr8phic .reas
He'
lrees where CWO
pnlIdmIt)' d c:ervkl
c:ervkI to podive CWO.
on prgIdmlty
must .tala Importing 0I'l'YkI
081'YkI
dillQnoI8d; CVI mUll.tate
geographk: 8reu;
lreu;
must
atata
geogrephlc
CVI mual
atats tmporting
lurvelll.nce program
ori"lnates from herd in CWO lurveillance
origin ....
henS i'l
i"I CWO IUIWiUance
IUIWiU.nce
c:ervkf origlna.
. from hens
linca Jan. 1.
1, 2000.
aince
lince Jan. ',2000, no herd eYer
~m .Ince
d~noMd wtth CWO, nor id."tifJed
identifJed as I CWO
d~noMd
trace-beck or
01' traoa-bward
traoe-bward herd.
bace-beck

u.

E",i~
ElI<i~ """'_IIIIa'

from_lIIla .....otbe
TAHC:
"",II be
enrolled in .n
an dfiQlI CWO monltortng program for
~a,., knports
at least 3 ~81'1.
\mporta from atata.
8lataa wtlh CWO mus
enrotled In
In.n
dficial monitoring program
progrem for at
be ."rolled
an dficlal
leasl 5 yea" (2002). 1l'WIl:
1l'WD: ProhIbllhe
Prohibltho
1ea.1
II11I_n 01
at WTD and "'0 ""'"
from ...""
-<11....1a
COI~"'" corvld
corvId IOUreo.
IOUIOI. (2005) Fa<
F", 1....1a1a
CllI~1VB
.
.
movement must be Iuuecl
fTrap.
luuecl I• Tnpte T permI1 fTrap,
Comml..1on Contact: Or. Trllnlport
Transport.nd
Nquim; lhel
Texas Animal Health Comml..
ancl Tranaplant)
T1'8naplant) which Nqulmi
thel
Schwartz .•
ndys@lahc..tata.tx.us
oflhe WT/MDdee
WTIMOdee to be
Andy Schwartz.
and)"l@lahc.Nte.tx.u&
N' nta Is 110%
l10% oIlhe
TexesP.rtor.aandWildlifeOepartment
; : nd~ l1D--40WTIMDd
t10--40WTIMOd
t"not
Telt8sPartr.alndWildlifeOepartment
:,
l"not
Contact,
alln.c:ein@lpwd.ltale.tx.u& ~~ for ~ before
a pe:~11 be :u8d
Contact. Alan Cain .'.n.cein@lpwd.ltala.tx.UB
before.
wtth
(2002). ()noe.
()nos I np lite
aile tnta 80 WTIMD deer wtIh
-nol detaded" m;ultl,
miulta. then .
...
t'8quiremanll tor
.ling t'8qu;remanll
are reduced 10
Ihe WTIMD deer 10
thai' lite
alle 8,..
to 3 % d
dthl
to

Ia

'"'I_n

T....
T....

cte!~

~

m:mt

pe:~11

:uad

I~n,pi.nlad (2005).
(2005), TAltC &/.r
1l'WD: AI,
All
be l~n,p1ontacl
lJor 1l'WIl:

::n:;~~~~:...~~t~~,::.~a;:.t
~~~~:,,~~I~~,::.~a;:.t
:::;
06),'

01' RFID tag (atarting
(Itarting 1 ..."
Jan 06).'
USDA or

Tanneaae does r.oogntze
C8ft1fi.t.tabJa of.
SUMtiltlnce
Tann8Ae
~ntze cartIfi.t.tau
oIa herd (S
SUMtiltllnce pertrorrned on.
on a vo:'~~ry b
oompIotad
......,10)
D) Bnd
ha submiItacI
faxcopl
those tBdl_ In,
In ,
oompIatod
.....
and Mo
aubmIttad Ie
~I mandatory
ma_tory tor Ihooetacil_
changes '::'I'I~I
'::'f'I~, proo8A 10 ret\ecI
rat\ecI this ~which wi wortung
Mendatory
wortUng toward
kJwlIrd ~~. Mandatory
place
Ition
01'1 CWO susceptible
lusceptibNt cervidfl
cervidt held .nd
plaoe th
rrent
lation of herd
ltion .
on
and
cu":ec:::"C
CWO
wild4ifa prese",..
prese."... Wildlife
Wildlifa
~n 1, ~a:..- .1
aa . : under the cu":ec:"
WO Ilnce
herveeted on wild4ife
CMvidI and Wildlife.
obtain CWO IUIOI!tJ:
R.tiona for CaptiYe
C8ptiYe CMvidIn
pr~ may only obt8ln
IUIOl!tJ:
cervidl from monitored herds
ItgU

~~~k====:;'~
!.~ ~k====:;'~

If...r
st 3)'Mrs
3 years Impoftl from . . . . with
for at ...
",al

CWo

enrdled

_I

en ofnc:ial
oInc:ial monlonng
CWO must be en"dled tn ."
. . . .15)"Hrs
Etr.c:Ifvre
AprfI1. 2007: In onterfor.
10
program tor .
......
15)"Nrs (2002). TPWD:
IEtfKItvre Aprf11.
order for a bf8edeffac:llty
bf8edeff8c:11ty"
Prohlbltho Importalion of
01 WTD ond
and "'0
"'D ""'"
the",,",",,""
"_
I
Prohlbl/he
from
move _r.
_',th.
pomMItee must have "
_I
...
-ot-atate ce_' coMd IOU""'"
Fa< Queillad"
"'-<JI..IlaIe
IOU"'"" (2005). F",
Queillod" Ill"'" (2006). A tBdllty
tacilit)' Is
10 _ I QueI;fiad
QueIifiod
K: (1) .certified
._
IS hevtng
hevIng.0 CWO monitored
monllonld
W:
by TAMC ..
inlraltate
inlraatlte movement must
mUll be Iuued
tuuad •a Triple T ....rd
....rd Statui
Status of Lwal A or higher, (2) .... thin 5 eligible
Tra~port.nd
Transplant) which deer mortalltiefl
mortallti8fl hew oc:cumtd In facHlty since 4111U6.
41MJ6. (3)
~ (Trap, Tra~port
and nansptanl)
reqUH'8I that .ppllcants ... 10% of the WTIMD no CWO
CWO.st
I'88UHd-detaded" retumed from lab (-4)
requH'8I1heIappllC8nt1Int10%
..,alI'88UKd-detaded"
deerbbenpped.ndthll10--40WTIMOdaer CWO"lretuttsol-notdetecAed"t8lumedfromthelab
CWO"'lretultsof-notdetecAed"t8lumedfromthllab
deerbbenppedandthel1D--40WTIMDdeer
must Int -not deteded" tor CWO b8fore
I
on B
a mlnimum
b8fOl'e.
minimum of 20% dall
d.1I a1igl*
aligI* deer morIalities
luued (2002). Once.
flcility as d4l1106.
d 411106. a. moY8f1l&fll
pennIt will be Iuued
Once a ~ aile
occuning In Ihe
the flcilit)'
mcJ'o'8f1l&tll
wtth "not detected
qualified facility I'808tVeI
I'808tveI deer from I• facJlity thai
th.t does noI
tilts eo WTIMO ~r wtIh
detectecl f'88utts qUll11f18d
no(
tOl' that
th.t aile .re
qualified ataIua
status the receMng facJltIy
facJltty lost
then testing t'8qUlrements tor
are
hava ~menl qUlllifled

ca_'

III....

muIl_

eo

::::=n~ ;;:5~T:~~~
;;:5~T:~~~ All

TAltC: Volunlary
.......
VoIu..ory ...
hI. monllon
a;
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., .
ng P"'l
nee .1999. ParticiP8bng
herds requ~l'8d
Participoabng herdI
requ~red
IlUbmissk
aubrrrit .nnu.llnYentones.nd
annu.llnYentone, and IIUbmisak
aamplestrum'"
mor\Bhlyi"l.n
pmplestrum
..1ce88$ 01 mor\Bhlyi'lan

owr16mcnthflol.ge TPWD:MandilO
owr16menthl!latlge
==~
~ TPWD, on C8J:
==~
movemenl
uahfMtd
orde to be movement
q
.

"".'period
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roov.menl qualified
quallfiad 1II1u.
Ill"" "" 0 'period 01
at one year.

captive WT deer, mule dee.r.nd
dee.r and .Ik
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;,wo.
;,wo'

lIVid . . Regulations In North Amen..
Amen ...
Irvld..
at Natural Resources
vc-ml~p 511-336-604))
ve-ml~p
)bet' 2010

,

CWPT-. ......-iorWlolllt
.......-iorWlolllt
CWPT-'

were c:oNeded from 199910 2001 induding 376
393 hunler-~ 08md1 .....
Ilk.. CoA.ctionI
tor 2002 and 2005.,. 10(10
whItetail, 8 mule deer, and 9 elk.
~b
10ClO and
No ban
CoI6ecbons br 20061D1a1ed 1,7&4 ump&es wtth no polffive
1326 r&spea.wty.
r&spedYWty. Col6ecllons

,

-111-1lI

-...-

,' ..

thiS time.
at thIS

_ .. -.MnI _ _ ..-

_ ..-"-1/1_"

No ban at
81 thIS tune

·CWO_1n
·CWO_ln

CWO_ .. ,F__

~~
~Cef¥*

IlenglngCoMd.

capCrve elk
Yes, In. C8ptrve
1'1en:I"
herd. The 1'1en:l"
was
queltion W8&
dapopuIalBd
depopuIalBd
September 2002 with No
Iddibonal eaaes
ca&eIi
no Iddibonel
reported in captrWl
ranQlng deer
or tree renQlng

No ban at ttUs trme.

samplesdl8doNd

'" elk

Cervid can:::us paM containing cenlnll nervous system

testae
Since 2OO2..Q:], • kMI at 11,6&4 hunW
huntel' twvntsd deer Ind elk haw been lel:lee
statewide indudl'lg IarglIted IUrWllance. To dille. 2.322 bI.eck..u.Jed deer, 4,06

:=r~::~=~Ro!::,~';k~~"'=~4,: No ban at this time.

a
tissue tmm animals Idled in 11818&1 pf'eMnc:es
pf'CWinc:es wtt/l 8
documenlad case d CWO are binned. Par'll a1kMed
alklwed for
documenl8d
CWO aldemic 81'N8
8rwa are: 1) Meat cut and
Import from CWO.-xfemic
pOvately; 2) Meet
Meat thai hu beer
wrapped commercially or prtvalely;
Quarterl or other portions d meal with no
boned out; 3) Cuarterl
head alt8ch8d;
alt8ched; 4) Hides and!
part c:A the .pnal column 01
Of heed
No
head MI.Ilch8d;
d.Ilched; 5) Skull plates wflh
wteh .nll8l11
anllers
capes wittl no heed
attached that have been deaned d an meal and brain
anHerA are allowed); 8) Antiel1l with no tiSSlJ'
tiSSIJ'
tissue (¥8Iv8t anlierA
anached (¥8Iv8lantlerl ere
are allowed);
artached
allow8d); 7) Upper canine
W'htstiera, Mlrin); 8) Finished taxidermy
teeth (bugleta, whtstiera,

al this bml!l.
No ban 81

mule deer, 238 while-t.tleddeer, 2,506 RooNwtt elk and 2,568 R()d(y ~tn, ek
Mmples
~ poeitive for
forCWD.
have been 1eIIed. None at the ..
mples IIiIted
CWO.

No

heads
head.
Stale lew allon
allows for baiting
bailing and
State
Feeding d elk banned since 1995, $100 fine.
regulations howl
t.... only boon
been drol\B<
dratl&4
rwgulalion.
Stalewide feeding d deer has n~ yet been
usisl in urban
to allow Its use 10 ...isl
this 1ICIioo.
banned. but PGC is promoting th.
Have cond\lded larveted
siF'108 1998. Began Ie8ting all
larvated au",*llBnce
au~lIance sino&
ali hunter~kilec
hunter-~~
rernDY8J on a limited basis in
deer rern0Y8J
However, uas called tor in the CWO Response
a lampe
aampe of hunler-killed
hunler-kiled deer '" 2002. To dB
0'181" 500 Mk.nd
Mk and 2tI,OOO
dele 0'l8l"
elk and e
Pen~nia. Stslelaw
Stalelaw
SE Pen~nia.
Plan our ExecuIiw
Executiw Direclor
Director haa
has been given
Pilln
leIted. W. haw
t.... inc:reaad
IUrwlllance by Indudlng
Induding
deer have been limed.
~ largeted IUrwllillnce
CUmHlUy .\\owI the taading
CUmHltty
feeding of
neccessary authority to enact. emergency
the neccet88ry
huntar-tilled elk,
RKD in the counties bordering WV. Wa wHl continlJ8 to tes1 all hunter-tilled
is unMtwfu11D
unMtwfu110 take
deer, but tItt ill
regulations in the ...-.nl
8'l'9n1 d a CWO ootbreak,
hunlec'-killed deer In the eemong
comong year.
and a portlOl"l of the hunter-killed
ad
....ntage d or make ute d a
advantage
teeding d deer In CWO
including a bin d teedlng
feeding (baited) area while
Containment zone(s) .

hunting

cervids al
anytime unles
No peraon shall feed cervicls
alanytime
part of 8 bona fide f8188rch, bona fide
agr)cuttural practices, wildlife
wtldlife food pkJIs, brus
&gr)cuttural
01' bird feeding
feadenl
faeding from elevated feedenl
cutting or
wtthin 100 ....
feet d dwelling.

Itratified ,.ndom
r.ndom and &arget8d
Curran
Have conduded ItnIItfied
target8d aurwllance since 2002. Curren
target of 190 eamples
samples for 2010-11 Muon. To dele.,.,. haw
t.... lested 1313
targelof
samples aU which IIeMd negetNe. We have focused on hunter killed deer
semples
Baiting currently prohibited.
and random collections (rtl8ClldIls
(road lUlls approlU'nataty
(8pproXlmalety 180 annually) .nd
approlU'natety 3
deYelop our
oor ..mple.
..mple.
annually) to deY8lop

bait hes Nstoncally
Hunting 0Y8f ball
in 18 of 418 SC
been prohibited In
counties by !he
Iho SCONR,
SCONR. but ~ no
1998-2001 partICipated
aurYalKence wtth SCWDS (largeted lurveillln08
lurvelilinoe
partJeip8ted In CWO aurY8lK8nce
the remaining 28
prohibited in Ihe
In addilioo to lIIrgeted aurY8lllBnoe
aurYalllance during 2002-2004
2002·2004 oonduded active
p.nties SCDNR has no
ifo"nties
aurveillance
c:oncfucta
surveillance on approxImetely 500 hun!-Idlled
huntet lOlled deer annually. In 2005 c:ondum
OY'8r the balling
baiting iuue in
aurveilance onty. In 2006
2008 actiw .ur....mance
aurwllilnce reklstaled
remstaled and contir'lJeII
contr<iJeII ~00rity
targeted lurveilance
28 counties and the SC
ToLar deer tested 0Wtf all)'88n1
all yeanl apt:Jf1)IO""tely
apt:Jf1)lOmately 41,500.
date. loLal
AIoembly has """..
nov..
General ANembly
bal
adrJf'8U8d the "ue, Iherefore
therefore bel
18 uHd ata very high Iev8I
level
Is

t.e00rity

_""cwo.

21.4183 free..ftngingC*Vida
free-ftngingC*'e'idl (6196 Elk.10,800WTD,
EIk.10,800WTD,
From 199710 July 2010, 21."83
5396 MOl"'"
MOl howl ~
Ie< cwo. Thefnthun....
- ewo.-llivo
~_
The'"'hun.....
_~IIiv.
IdenlJfied in 2001. Targetiaick oel'Yid
oeI'Yid 8urwmance
surwmance In Wind Cave NlIionIII
National!
was Ic\entlfied
revealed 3'
31 poaIiv9
animals (23 Elk, 1 WID, 7 MD).
MO). To dele, 1.0
poaIive anirM.ls
'''0
Park h&l!l reWMIIed
animals hays
C~ (44 Elk, 50 WTD,
WTO, 46 MD)wtIh
MO)~ all toc:ated
tocated inthl
in th4
haYEI been C'M}-posItJye
animalS
Bla•.lc. Hills area
araa (SW SO). Surveillance tor CWO In frle-ranging
frle-ranQlng cervlds In
Bla•
in other
continues \0 IndlClote
indICate a tack d this dilMse
dilMsa
areas of SD conlinue8

compt1lhenslv
No. However, In June 2003 a comprwhenslv
di..... control law (SC Code 50-11wildlife di888.
50-11
105),... passed. This law Pf'O'Ades broad
105)""
pow8l'1 to SCONR and the
emergency powBl'1
believel this would InchKle
Include a ban
agency believes
ben on
both baiting and feeding ahould a serious
iasua erise.
disease iuue

Hunte,.
sen ~
b60cb 0
Hunterl ""y
may not
~ ute un
licks or bait slelion lo
'" attrae:t
attrad. big
blQ
geme. "Ball.
game.
"8a1l. _lion- II
Is Ia place
~lble foodsluffa: or
where ~lble
ban at this time.
No ben
ara ptaced Of maintained
minerals are
a,
.n attractant \0 game ani""ls
animals
a••n
Use
IC80t alon8
atone does not
UIMt d IC&Ot
ODnBllute 8
s batt 8tation.
station.
ODnsllute

Tesllng done on all animals disPaying Iyn1pIDmB
I)'mpIDmB of CWO. Approximately 7,:SOO
Testing
aampMs tasIed
tiII!8Ied linee .2002.
wtn toc:us No baiting 111c7Ned.
allc:Mted.
hunter kHled aampM8
2002. Beginning 2007, .urwillance
~i1lance wtlJ
targaled ammals (d..-eed.
road4OIled, ..".cIaled
..".claled hunter.-killed).
huntel'--killed).
targeled
(d..-eed, roed4OIled,

No ban at Ihtt time.

Ofl
00

\Mting deer showing posaIbie CWO
CWO~,
drsftln,la
July 2'002, began tMting
1YfnPIDmS, and drsftln"
a
took for deer exhibtting
axhibtting IY"\PCOrnS
IY"\PCOmS of CWO. Dun""
Duri",1 fa
plan for field empkJyees to look
hunter-harvesled deer from wildlife menagemenl
management ...... Ind
and
of 2002, rested 530 hunter-h.rvesled
stale parlu,
parlu. established prokJcols
protocols for teRng
te.ting 10 deled CWO.t
prBveillancB No ban 8t
slale
CWO It 1% prBveillance
sl this lime
time
oonvdenoe. From July 2002 Ihrough
through August 2007, Teus
Taxas hu
has 1est8d
tes1sd
with 99% oonv)denoe.
samp'es (over 12,300 from hufller
hurtler harY8lted
halV8lted d88f)
deer) Vll'tIh
VII'tth no det8d~
over 1B.300 eamp'es
ofCWD.

wildlifa in
02I02I04: Prohlbl the feeding of wik:llife

-potU.

risk plIrU
parU from hunter-killed animals haw been
H9h rilIk
Itatn with CWO ir1
if'1 wild
wikl or farmed cervids,
banned from atatn
excepl West Virginia, where plIrU
parts are only binned from
except
Hampshire County, from the CWO containment area In
No
Oneida and Madiaon
Macliaon counties, New Yorlc, where
l'8gutations are in ptace t:J prohibit the transport of high-ris
l'8gulations
01 the area and the CWO containmenl
oontainmenl zone in
parts 001 d
on lhe PGC webaite
Virginia. Details are avlalabla
tMaillble 00

No

regulations 71141105:
Permanent regUlations
7'141105: No person ahallimport or
spinal cord, tympl'l
Ionana or
posses min,
brain, eyes, .pinal
tymptl nodes, Ionlna
No
spleen d any cervi:i from a CWO endemic
endBmic area or from a
captive herd.

No

08115103: Emergency regulation relrtricling
reatricling the Importation
importation
parts from _tes
_tas diagnosed with
of deer and elk carcass plIrts
Regulation became permananl4lf2004.
permanant 4112004.
CWO. Regulalion
Exceptions'"
01' other
Exceptionslo the reltriclion indude: quarters or

=:===~!.Ih=:~:~s~= No
=:===~~th::~:~s~=
witt

I

81 this time
No ban althis

Ve.
Vo.

Ve.
Vo.

Carcasses from areas where CWO has been reported
processed prior to entering the 8tele.
stala. No spinel
spinsl
must be proces58d
con:! tia8L18S
tisSLl8S or brain IiIsues
tissuas allowed
areas
aUOW9d from these arees
cord
Cktaned skUlls,
skulls, hides, antMtrtl,
antMtrtl. etc ere permitted
C_ned

No

No

al this time.
No ban .1

No

No

000467
~6of9
~6of9

No

tissue anached) 8kull
skull Of 8kull
skull ~1eS
~tes will
clean (no meal or tlS8ue
antlers (detached from 8kull
skull pla,e), c1ea
dea
anllars attached, antlel'll
anllers
wh"tlel'1, rvones),
rvones). and finish
upper canine teeth (buglenl, wh,.ttal'1,
taxidermy heads

.....
Chronic Wa.tlng 01
DIa....
III Do
"""'"" ........ 00

'*"'"

....ndldofy
fann _ng,
.....
llandolofy
_"II ......
suapKt 01
luapKt
Of 6ndIng at CWO and must

lJIah OMs.",
OMs... '" Wildlife
WIldlife Reso.....:
Reso..... : ConIad
L..Iie
McFer1ane telliemcfarl8neQutsh,oov
tnliemc:farleneGutah,oov
~ie McFer18ne
Agriculuf'lt has JuriadlClion
Utah Department 01 Agriculuf'It
Contad Dr. Bruce
over capt,... elk; facilibes. Conted
King, bkrlgOutah.gov

fetk 0YeI' 18 montl'ls
feIk
monti'll of 8g8 thaf diet t

~ptroIe hunting fa
ruaon tortBstlng. ~ptJlI'I
IUbmft NmpIet
NmpIes from 50% of all
aU .k d
killed, oIouf1"ecod
_yed,
oIauf1>1ecod or _yed.

_.nd
.-Iow

(elk)• '-Iow deer, and reIndeer are
Red deer (elk),

_Is

[)epat1mOm
Food.
1Ia_1s
Depat1mOm '" AgriaJlture Food
.....

OIMd

V.,.,.ont

_iliad
- ..
a -

end

_mod by Agency '"
at

relponsltHe lor capt;ve
lmpotIation he Ith Agriculture. WhibHBlkMS
mooN ~ ~~
captive OI~ ImpotIatIOn
WhibHBikMS deer and InOOI8
f-='llty I&and8rda
llandarda Conlad: ~ •
are nol
"01 pennItted to ~ held.UI+I"'Y
he~.~ ... Mandatory post-mortLlm CWO ...t dell ~
certificate, Idlty
wild apecIea.nd 8re
yeqnnanan Krilten Ha8l802~8-2421.
Ha8l802~8-2421.
~Iy awned. (previous NgUIalionI: Atm ... rvd deer. HunW:-kM1ed deer from CWO ~itrY8
~itrY8
vetennarian
or ~Iy
neg.~ for ~~ue
~~ue tongue and vealcub
vea/cub ....... and proYlnces muBIent8r
muBlentar Vermont In
Vermont FISh IItld Widlte has jurisdiction over neg.~
••~
h tib "d1_
_ ""'~-ti 101
lat II ' _ u r e . ReO_.rodcod_m....
ti'bonod'cond_ ..
........
h
facilitieswtththe--ti
storn.t/tiIexpoIure.
Reindeerandreddeermuatb'boned'condlUOrl
.......
1V8 un ~
.......1V8
_ . 8a
on free 0I,..,.1odes 01 aubfamlly ElapIostrangyIil\lee
fadlitJelln the atata.
Imporeation f'ltIb'lCled
ralbiCled
two auc:h fadlitlelin
at the bme 01 knpol1atiOn). ImporCation

fadl_ ,",,"no
'"'I"ired to po

Copovo
CapOvo _

No

CWO_bog
CWOlootiog

from CWD-poeitive stales and prtMnc:8B.

Virginia
Game & In'-nd
lnland Fishene.
Fishariel
Vjrgin~ Department 01 GBme
(VOGIF) has rt.
rN jurisdIction OY8r C8pWe
captive cervid.
Lafon,
Contact VDGIF (540) 248-9295 '-'IlOO Lafon.
nelaon.IafonCdgif.vlrgin1a.gov or (804).367-0900
(804)-367-0900
nelaon.latonCdgif.vlrgin1a.gov
&lltaCdglf . 'I
. j
"ptiw
Bob Eh bob &IltaCdglf
"pWe
08rvidsl~re I~ Inw'~':::~.
Inw'~':::~. iI
is':urrentt
08rvidsl~re
lab
h
prohibfted by Department
Oepsrtment
lali
rN
VA'
Dept d Ao d Con
":,~' (VD~~S)

.-.Il00

Virginia"

health ~ .

IU~
su~
II
r8q1Jl
IS reqUI
.

canrld, lnto Virginia and
Ban pn Importation 01 canrld.
Intraata18 moYem8n1
prohibition 01
at the Intrastate
moYemeni of c:erYidl
un.... lpecificalty allOwed by the VDGIF
un....
(implamenled 11174102). Aloe>
perm;1
(implemenled
AIoo _pod penni'

tt-lIOW ....,only)
.... ,only) is a!k:lwed
alk:lwed by
Deer farming ,.lIOW
VDGIF permit..
permit ..A
A moratorium on new pe~ has
CUrrenUy 1 actNI f.11ow
been In dec:' Since 1993. CUIT8llUy
~~~":" a.ta. No dher c.rvkJs mey
may be t~rmed
t~rmed
~~~":"
VlrglnlB. Cervlds may only be held In captivity wi!
wjI
In VlfglnlB.
8 valid VDGIF pernVt
a
permtt (a.g., exhibiitora, ~&E, etc.).
Hftad or exempted. f8Q1Jlred
f8Q\Jlred to haw
rmportatlon ban Ht'I8d
proper heatth certitiellee
cartitieales from the
tha originating etate
et8te
~Ilesting for TB
and mat be required 10 have tPedalleating
Brucenc..1 by VDACS.
and Brueenc.is

~~ tor OBn'ids
oarvid. In ~y
~Y Induding annUl
~~
I~'. mandatory
tagging,. mendatory
I~',
mandltor)' t8gging"
mendetor)'
tasting r:A
rA all edufl. morIatitire&,
morlahties, nJCOf'd
nJCOrd .
CWO testing
2008. exotiC.cervids
keeping, etc. Aa.d April 1, 2008,
ma~ be moved within VA betw8en pemlitled
pemlilled
captiw
me~
Yes; Me new restriction. tor rehebberl (under capWe
8J(tllb~ors on caae-b)'-ease
caae-by-c:ase blsis
balil pending
regulations), feeding, end ban on mcwementll.
rncwemenbl.
negative TBJbrucelbailleata, and oomptlBnc8
lesting t.:jultementa.
wtth mlll"ldatory
mlll"ldator)' CWO leeting
~ultementa.
Prohibit rehabilitation
rehabilitalion and reIeue d Geer thai
Prohibil:
h Containment Area
originate from wlhin rN

Raqu.... VOGIF notification and InlII
mill
Requ....
CWO llleting
dliathl in alii
teebng d all edull "athl
deer tadUtJet

(.,..;gnatod
ponae) and
(deoignollld ..
a port '" CWO ...
reoponu).rod
r.quire
rehabilitaled .taewhere
~uif8 thel deer reh8bilitBled
Newhere in
coynlie& not be
Frederick or Shenandoah COlJnlieri
outside rN
h county of origin.
released outIide

The Wuhlng\on
Washington Department
Departmenl of Fish
Filh & Wikllite
~_
imports"'n end
(WDFW) ~
_ the Importotion
ond

Wahlnglon
Wahlngton

pcue ..1on d captive ceMda.
ceMds. Both wrJFW and
pcue..
Department d AgrIcu'lture
the Washington State Departmenl
d..... tnting
regulata the d.....
tnUng
(WSDA) regulate
requlnwnenll
tor capUve
requlramenll tor
cspUve cervids. WDFW
WOFW
oontacta: otric:er Seen Carrell,
CARRESOC@dfw.wa.govand
CARRESOCOdfw.wa.gov
and Dr. Kristin

...._
, monoII<gmQdlw.wo.gov;
Mansfield,
monsIkgmQdlw.wa.gov; WSOA
WSOA

terml, axcept fajlow deer and
Captive cervid farms.
in 1993. In addition
reindeer farms, were prohibited In
10 standard regulatOns,
r&gf..d atons, OBn'ids
.. sled tOl NA
oarvids must be
be"IIed'OI
certain ParelaphoStrongylus and EJaphostrong)4us
spades before enteriog the _ ...
species

~I! probabfy amend current cervid CIIrellN
ClllCaN
WDFW ~Il
importation "'IIulabon'
rBgulelion. by lidding
list '"
01
;mportsbon
odd;~ 1<8.......
Kalllll. to the
tho 1m
states
pertl cannot be
state. frvm which 08Min deer al'ld
and elk pem
Imported.

Ita".

NA

contact Or. Leonard Eklridge,
Eklr1dge,
IoIdridgeGlIII'.W8.gov.
IoldridllOGlIIl'·... ·gov·

WV [)Mslon
OMslOtl d Natural
Nalurar Reeources
Reeourt8S 18 reaponal.
responal. .

:.:~: =,:..~:z ::..~~f
=~:=,:..~:z=-~~f

origina~

TB.AccredI~
TB.AccredI~

e.Md must
from
herd,
apphcslion for
Agriculture
AgrictJlture in regulating .11 other captive cefVids.
cervlds. rnust campklle
compktle application
tor Im~lion;
.m~tion; ma~ not
Conlad:
dl8gnoeec::l With
with Ta.
Conrad: Jim Crum.
Crum, Jil'TlCf'UrnQwvdnr.QO'o',
JilTlCf'UrnQwvdnr.QO'o', (~) origlnale from .ny ....18
.... 18 dlllgnoeed
TB.

The DNR
ONR prohlblls
prohibits the imporUltion
importation 01
at &II
all c.rvids:
the DOA prohibrtl
mporlation ~ any c:eMd
~._
prohibrta
from II county or edjolnlng
d18gnosec1 WII
adjoining county diagnosed
wII

the.
u..

Modify ImpoMtion d c.rvid Clrcaaes
and carcau
WVDNR ~II
..
~f'C8SI8Iand
Qlrcau parts WVONR
~II
l'IJkt
whietl now
to a ~ state
stIIte or ~nce
rukt W'hich
~nc8 wlh and u....
u"" teetianceof7='1~
anceof7='1~
dlag~
>6 rnonth~.
dlag~ chronIC waa\rng
was\rng dnteU8
dnteUe to. d'taignatad
d'taignated aree«
area«
rnonth~.

&flP'P'1es
8f'

cervYJre:

countieS.
counties.

CWO.

637.Q24S
637-0245

e_Ju....
ImportBonlylromher<!
e_JuIW 1,2003 I) Impo""onlytromhard
_
6 INre at CWO
CWO monitoring,
Movomen'
with
monl1oring, 2)
2) IAovomenl
intr....
in _te
intr....1e
te only from herds enroUec:I
enrolkM:I ;"
monitoring
yeer monitorill!
monltoting program,
program. In 2004 one )'Nr
required end Increased
Ina'eaHd one )'NT
yeer 88etl
each
subsequent)'Nr
have 5
subsequent
yee' 80 that by 2008 musl hsve
years d monlloring,
monitoring, 3) MandatOry leatlng on an

,,,.11. '"

Wisconel"

Department of
d Agricu'lture, Trade and Consumer
regulateslrnJX)rtation of
daM
Protection regulateslrnplrtation
aM c.rvids an Permit required, oontad 608-224-4886
registers farmed csrvids.
carvids. Or.
irrforrnaoor'l.
Dr. Dick Boune,
Bourie,
intorrnabor'l.

tor

Rletlard.8ou1ie@wjtconsin.gov,
Rlchard.8ou1ie@wjtconsin.gov. (608) 224-4886

Mandatory Msting
t.lting d all ClIM'Vids
oeMds 16 mo
ege
ega and okMr Ihat d18tor any rIlUOn.
rIIUOn.
Mandatory ..,roIlmerlt
rnQI
..,roIlmerJl in the CtVD
C'N[) InOI
program mduding oIfidallD
oIfidallO and 4nven

ennually
farm~iMd dMr 18 to "
annually If any term..,..iMd
f.rm
lnIrutate rnowment
f'nOY8m8nt
farm (... rule tor Intrutate
port '"
at .....ng
rulOtl for her<!
"11 1U1otI1",
hard conlolllinl
conIolnint
tailed deer, DNR requm anrollrnemll
anroilmenllr
f'I1Onltortng
f"I1Onltortng program, double fencing or
hunting preserves a he!'Yelt
hel'Yelt fa91
fast piln t
SUrvefl\lnce ......, ff no IWe
.urvetl\anoa
!We animals lea

deadlharvesled
term-railed "er
dlie' 16 mooth& or
deadlharvested farm-raised

over, 4 J OWners musl repot188C1pe1
repot1 88C8pet1 wfthin. 24
0001'1,5)
0001"1.5) e>wne,..
Owne,.. must report signs d CWO
within 24 hou,..to.
hou,..to a Y8l8rinarilln,
Y8l8rinarian, 6) Hunting
Preserves must be certified to have alleut
alleast 80
saas
tancad and no contad with
sass wtlhin
wtthln the lanced
bovines,
preselVl
bovines. 7) All dler going Into a hunting presel'Vl
(not naturally born Ihere)
Ihefe) must heve 2 101- one
visible ItSr
It&T tag and one mplanted etlip
chip ..

Wyoming

Cando. ProvI_
Can"'n
ProvI..

Game & Fish Commi88iorl
Commi881on Contact: Eric Keszler C!rvid renching
ranching nol allowed; one alk ranch given
eric.keszler@wgf.8tale.wy.us, (307) 777-4594
e):emption
enc.keszier@wgf.8Iate.wy.u5,
e):emplion

/form.

"'nn.

No imports of carvlds unless they oome from
monitored herdS
kl8S1 5
herds tree at CWO for at leasl

years.

..

,

,

I

Captive c:en;da
nol &lloWed;
c:ervtda are nDl
alloWed; single
~.emption
~"emption allowed; lingle
single axempted n
end8mlC area and has opted r,
In CWO endemc
Import any cerv,d
Import.
carved
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vldae Rtgulatlons
Regulations In North America
'Natural Resourt;85
Resourt85
\7IefT'1~iJO'"
171efT'1~.iJO'" St1-l36-5041)
St1-336-504!)
er2010

...........
............

CWDT-""""'-_ _

cwo T-..l'Iogrwftfor_

........

. g ........
~

· _. _",-_or__

',_...

.:..

'

09I171f12: Ban on 6mports1ion
6mportation r:J hunl8f haIWIl8d
haIWIl8CI anima!
animal
09t171fJ2:
areas where CWO hal bMn found. May impor
impot
parts from a,...
(he, .. QJI:
QJt and wrapped, I'l1Nt wtth na pert
part r:J the
meat (het"
lpinal column .Uached, boned out meal, hid_
head Of Ipinal
with anbel1l etLached
eftached
with no heeds anached, Ikult p&ates wtrh
he r:J meat end
and tlslue, upper cenine
canine teeth and
and free
heads
finished taxJdermy heeds

Haw been t.ting
-.bng wild C8f"'o'idI
cet"'o'idI tor CWO ";l"'1li::.
Ii~ 1998. We have designed
SUNelUance
(he' ~te hunter harvest targeted surveillance d
SUN8lllance I)'IterT'll (he'
SymptomallC Of suspect. an;malsand
an;malsend vehicle kli
kll .Nmp&es.
ani NA
s~tornallC
.mp&es. All .Nmpllng
.mp"ng plana an!
deslQned
CWO If kocx:ursln
designed to
kocx:urlln 1% dtne popu\atiorl
popu\ation with 95% confidence
limits

NA

Deer baiting restric60n was pu'I
pu'l
Inlo afl'ed
efl'ed n 2005. Food may not
In 2002 began ......
ng hunter ~ed
......ng
~ed c:erwts and pefformng
pet10rmng targetec
8\ the dlsposal
dtsposal r:J
surveillance
mP'eS from hunter harve.c
lurveillanc::e Have ~ OYer 2-400 ..
NmP'es
harve.r and
snd target be ptac:ed a\
wildlife during any open deer
animalsurvaillance
animelsurveillance through 2009 wtth
wtIh no poartiY88 being detected to datIe.
d8t!e.
season (a Iotal of 50 days).

A deer treeding restriction was p1ut
plut inlo etfed
In 2005. Bird treeding may CXW1hnue 85 lOng a
deer do
dO not have accea8 lo the food
Incidental upteke of
0( food by deer dLlting
dLlfing
Ilvestodt
.nd
llveslodt feading
feeding tI accepted. Food pklts and
egric:uttursl
egric:uttural lpillage .re not considered
feeding
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pouel deer Of Itlk,
elk, or
08121102: "".. is Hlegallo import or po&aes
0( deer 01'
or e.
8. from canadian
Canadian provinces and states
parta of
thai have had CWO or from captive ceMd facilities excep
I'nNt thalia QJI:
QJt up, pedcaged and
.nd labeled with huntln
fOf: I'l1Nt
bcena8 ntormllUon
ntormaUon .nd
and not mixed with other d88l' 01'
or a"
bC8na&
I'nNt that II bon....,
boneleu, hidea or cepe8
capes
during proc:euing, I'l1Nt
with no perts
parts of
0( the heeds .ttached, dean llkull-<:ap
llkull-cap with
.oUers attached, .ntlers with no dher meat
maat or tiSlue
.nUel"8
fin.had taxidermy heads, upper cenine
canine teeth
attached, fin.ned
~ no tiSlue .ttad'*.
.ttact.:l.

IFromoavwatlllaa:

AC1Jve surveillance
surw;U8nc:e of road or hunter--kJ11ed
hunter4Ulled deer IIatewide
IIat8wide during 2002 .nd 2007
as wall as
IS atlll8WM:»
stIIl8Wk» latgeIec:I sutWillanee d CWO elinicallUlpecb
e1iniceltuapecb Slnoll
sll'\Oll 2002.
actNe .urveillanee in .reas
.,... n
n.
.rr the Weal
West Virginia outbreak .ine»
ainc» 2005
Reganal acttve
Ragonal
..
May
Msy not bait
bail for the purpose 0(
of
INearly 5,000 aarnplea have bMn coIladed
coIleded .Inee
.,nee 2002, and CWO hal been
taking an
en .nimal
ldetected in one female
f&mSIle deer killed by • hunter In November 2009 In FredaricK
County, VIrginia. Durtng 2010, Klive
-::live surwlilanee
surwln.nee wtli
'MIl be conductacl
conducted withln.nd
near a Contatnmenl
Contalnmenl AIaa
Ataa designated foilowing
fcMlowing d~
diac:ooo'efy 0(
of CWO.
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any carceu
c:an:au or pan
pari of ca'C8S8 of ..-,y f'IWnber of !he family
or1gNting from .1tBtB or c.nadian poumee
p-umce
CeMdae (deer) or1gNl:ing
... which CWO hes been b.n:Iln he ranglnQ
ranging or QIPtiYe
captiYe deer,
dew,
rJ
Effective April 2010, feeding d deer is
for bcneck:lul:
bcneck:IuI meal IhIII II cut & wrapped, quII1Brs 01
exoept faprohibited year round in Frederick,
Fredarick,
other portions
portions d
d meal
meal wi 00
T'O 1*1
part of
of IN
IN .
__
CICIMm or
or .u~
.u~
other
. ClCIMm
Shenandoah, Clarice, and
.nd Warren counties, al:UKhed.
e.pn with no ..~ .tuKiMKI, dean (no mea
.\:UKhed, I"icIeII or c.pn
and the City d Winchester 85 part d CWO
......,. 0I1ku1 pIetn wI enlenlali8cf'1ed,
enlenl.liacf'led,
or llluue atlIIched) al",",
response. etsewhere in the state, lhere
lhera is a upper canine teeltl
teait'! (bugten;, wNall9nl or tvories), & tirilIhed
ftriIIhed
No
C'.ooUjnm1!rt ArM
Area (CAl: Pn:nbiI
Pn:nbit
ban
fetelt lands taxidefmy products. frqn ConUjnrn1P1t
ben on feeding deer on national forelt
departmenl~ lands. S.n on feech~ transport of any deer CIIf'C8M or deer pan Nt or1ghlItas ....~
and departmenl-()Wn8(f
deer ....
tawide dUring
dunng the period
pariod September 1 !he CA out of the CA, eXCl!lflI thoee P-1B ~ IIIowed
Ntewide
regu68tion noted Itbove
above em
under !he can::au ~tion regu68Iion
thru the ml
flf'Bl saturday
Saturday n January, effective
those cerc.ues or..,tl
or..,tll betng
bang InNportecI to .-.:l-.etllils,
.-.:l-.ctllils,
!hose
2006
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~c::~=:,.de8f~=--~"hr

meal~,OI~t.wtttW1 FrecSerictOl
mest~,OI~~wtttW1
Shenandoah counties. Requre meat prooesaon.
prooesaon, tuidermia
SheNlndo8h
road--d pickup a8W1.
a8W1, em WIDte menegemenl MMce
I'OBd--d
conlrac:lors to
10 d-.pose of" deer -.elM from Ihe CA
CAin
conlrBc:lclrs
In a II"te<

de8f

to import certain
c:ert.ain ceMd parts from
ft Is unlawful 10
Alberta, Canada
Colorado
illinoiS
KBnsaa
Nebraska
Nebrask8
New Mexico
NewVork
New York
North Dakota
Sastullchewan, Canada
Sastultchewan,
WDFW has conducted targeted
blrgeted .u,.....11anc:e
.u,.....11anoe Mmpllng..,ce
Mmpllng"'ce 1995 from wild
ceMds ex~ibiting
exhibiting clinical
dinical ajgM
ajgn5 oompatilM
c:ompetilM wtth CWO. tnlenalw
tnlenalW hunter_~
hunter_wste
cervkis
beiting ie legal.
No ban, baiting
beQln In 2(XK).N
2'(XK).N d SapIernbef
SepIernbef 2010, CJIII8r
CJl/8r 5000 deet",
deIt", aUt an
deer surveillance baQIIn
h.....
Mled with no evkMnce d CWO delecled.
..... been Mted
moose h

Dakota
South Dakola
Pubfi(:
discouraged, but nol banf'l8(
banned Utah
Pubfic fMding
feeding is discoureged,
No
Some feeding II
il done
dona by the state
stata lo pllMNlt Virginia
West Virginia
agrieutture depredation.
Wisconsin
Wyoming. except
axcept foe
foc me.t
ma.1 thai h8s
has been deboned in Ih4
the
alaleJproVlnOB
state/proVince where tt WN harvell8d
harvall8d .nd
and is imported .s
boned out me.t;
meat; Ikuls.nd tntier;
entiar; entlerlallaChed
enberlallached 10
to Iku
sku
plate; upper cenlne
canine teeth from wtIlch
wtlleh Klft
.aft liUue has been
removed; hides or c:apes withoul
without heads .ttached: tiuue
ti.. ue
imported for usa by • diagnoabc Of ,...arch lab; .nd
finllhed taxidermy moun".
mounb. HIn
H.n Importar
importsr or receiver d a
deer or elk is nolffied
nolffiad by the originating alate
alata or province
provinca
that the
Ihe enimallealed positlWl for CWO.
CWO, the WOFW musl
be noItfied
nottfied wt.hln
wt,hln 2~ hours.

No

,....rch

Stal8'Wlde lurveHi.nce
lurveHI.nce Uling a .aratified
.ntified Ample of road
I'OIId kills tnitiatad
tnitiated in 2002
Stat8Wlde
StateWIde survaMlance
surveMlanoe populabonl illCl'Ml8d
illCl'lU8d from ,1 lo ~ in 2005 (i.a.
(\.e. dose
Harnpehire County. Deer feading
feeding benned In Hampahlra
Baiting ban In Hampehire
Hampshtra County.
poertIwI in Hampshire County, the remainder of
proximity area lo known poertIwa
dllCOUl'8g9d but nol
Baiting discour&g9d
dilCOUraged but not restricted In
in
Feeding diSCOUraged
Hampsl'lIre County, 5 counties
counlies adiecent to Hampahn
....rnplhn County.nd
County and the remainde
remalnde banned in remaining s.4 counlies. remaining 5.01
s.4 counties
Hampsl'ure
at Ihe slate)
stale)
of

lfllpClN;tion
IrnpoN;tion of cervid carcauel end
and cercass
carcass parts from a
ltate
,tale or proy;nce which has
hU diagnosed chronic .I,.ng
.I'lng
diaease
captiva ~
ctMd facilities in any stata or
diaea18 or from ceptiva
province is
Is prohibiled, except the meat from which
whieh 811
all
bones haWi been I'9rnowc1.
r&mowc1, Ihe cape.
cape, ~
I!"'B antiers
a"Hers or antler
and .kull
akutr P'Bte
P'ate from which aU meat or tissue hal been
remoY8d, c:ervkf
c:et'Vkf canines, .nd Iinill1ed taxidermy heads
mev,,"
may be Imooned,
Imported.
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r-ting
IeltJng ~ not available
awllable in
In
There is no charge to huntel1l tor ...
ng ~r deer, but teabng
~r.nd II mandatory in onty.
onty a few. over 159,000 w\
all parts of the alate . . .ry ~r.nd
teIIed llalilwkie amce
Iklce 1999, wtth
with 1,3504 .sting
blsllng posltiYe,
posItiYe, allllf
deer have been tealed
IMnagemenI zone
ZDne In the IOIJthem
IQlJthem part d the
lM
which were found '" the CWO IMnagement
WlBCOnaln Amp&ed 7,12~
7,12~ deer
deIt" In
in fall d 2009.
State WlBCOOaln
Stale
wtthin a,...sthet
erNsthet have the
From 2002 to 2007, monitoring d diteue prevalence within
highest intensity d CWO had thown llie change In prevalence
PAMllence retes atthouUh
atlhouUh
htghest
some modelsslJQllJMled ..
"" wallkely Inc:reasing.
Inc:reaing. In 2008 .nd 2009, however,
pt8wlenc:e in the DOI'8
core area
.rea d Infaction
Infection in southwest Wisconsin are
ere
estimates of prevalence
yeartlng and adult
adull males and females.
higher for yearttng

lila
.".,..",.""."",nw'~.

wikl
wHd ceMd cereuaea
c:ercuaea and oeraaln
oer1aln parts of those 0llf'CaSS8
oarcasse
from the CWO M.nagemenl
M.nagement Zone (CYJD.-MZ)
(CYJD.-.MZ) lo
ia In place th.t
that prohibi
legislation is
elsewhere In the atate tI r8lItrided,
rastrided, unleulho8e
unle.. those carcasse
tNliting d deer in any oaunty
county
baibng
or parts 8AI
IIAI blken
tIIken lo a liCensed I'l1Nt
I'nNt processor or
where CWO management zonn
legisl8borl tI in p!,ace
legislabon
pl,ace thai prohibita feeding
feading of
04 laXi(Jermtll
laXi(Jermi,1 wtthin 72 hours of
0( r8giltrahon.
"'SIiltrallon. Whole
oou~~
have been ealabhll1ed In a ~
In .ny county where CWO tHltdicabon
carcasses and oert8in
deer in
eradicabon
oertain portk:lna
portiona d those carcaa&eIJ may bE
or a poffion d a county; or 8 cwO
transpotled
transported onty wrrithln
wrrith!n the
tha CWO-Ml and from this zone Ii
Ii:
zones or herd reducbon
reclucbon zonea have been
tuberculoel, positive
or boYIne tubarculoel,
astabJished in a county Of. portJon
ad}acent Deer Management Unita. Wisconsin also
established
potbon of a
frle.-roamlng, domestic
captive Of frea...roamlng,
prohibfla
county; or a CWO or bovine luberculoeis
tuberculosis
prohibita the
tha 1mport800n
ImportaOOn Into the stale
stala d .tther whole
wIkl animal
animel has been confirmed
or wid
positive captive Of frlNH'Ollming,
free-roaming, domestiC or C8rCUMs
carC8lMs or certain parts d wild oervids ITom other state
stale
'rom the oaunty
county
after 12131/1997 from
Ves - lhe ninth
ninlh
w1kl animal
anima' h8s
or provinces where CWO has been found unlese blken
wHd
has been confirmed .fter
tIIken 10
to Yes
wtlhjn a 10 mile radius
or. county wtthin
captN8 'arm
farm with a
8 licensed I'l1Nt
I'nNt processor or taxidermist
taxidermisl wt.hin
wt,hin 72 houl1l ceptlV8
12131/1997 from the county or. county wilhi
1213111997
withi a
0(
of a confirmed positive. Thil has
CWD-po$ltNe
CWD-po$IWe animel
animal
a 10 mile radius of a confirmed positive. This entry Inlo Wisconsin.
re,ubd in the prohibition being In
r8lIulled in
was announced by
has rasulled
In the
tha prohibition being in place iI.
place In 28 d Wisconlln'l 72
OATCP in December
28 of Wisconsin's 72 COUnties. Where feeding Only
280(
foikJwing perts
parts d WIld ceMcia
ceMds are exempt
axampt from
Onty the fcMkM'ing
belling is not
counties. Where baiting
of 2008,
2008.
is not prohibited there are reslrcitions
restrcitions in place these
lhase reguiations:
reguiations·
prohibited, Ills
II ~s Alstrclted
A1slrc11ed luc:h
luc:tlltla
Pro.t'ibited,
th..
lhallimi\
thai
Ii mil individual hunters to place only 2
• Meat that is cut.nd
cut and wrapped (either commercially
oamrnarcially or
plsce onty
IndMdu1a1 hunters m.y pl,ace
gallon, d batt per ~O acres of
gallons
01 land and nO be
be. privetely)
privoleiyj
of bait
bail per 40 aeres
acres d
2 gallons 0(
Il1e may be wfthin 100 yards r:J another
Ilte
Quartera or other portions d meat
meal 10
to which no pert of
0( ttl
• OUsrtenl
beil.ita
wtlhi
land and no beit
aite may be wtthi
spinal column tlattached
establIshed bailslle.
established
bailslCe. Additional r..tridJona
r"tridJons
tI attached
anofher eatabfished
established
100 yards d ano(her
exist.
also axist.
• Meat
Meal thai hal been deboned
stte. Addlttonal
Addillonal restrictions
bait stle.
http://dnr.wi.gov/orgllandlwildlifelbail.hlm
http://dnr.wi.gov/orglland/wildfifelbait.htm
• Hides with no heads attachad
.ttachad
also exist.
alsoaxisl.
• Finisl1ed ta:ddermy heads
http://dnr.wi.gov/orgllandlW\IdHfeJb
htlp:lfdnr,wi.govlorgflandlW\IdHfelb
• Antlers with no tissue .ttached
ail.hlm
ait.htm
• Cleen
Clean Ikun plates
pl,ates with no ~phoid
~phoid or ~rein taue
laue .ttacl
.ttact
• Cleen
Clean skulls with no lymphoid or brain tissus
tissue attached
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•

Conlinualstalewtde targeted .nimal
Inlmal IUrvey;
IUIV8'f; alewlde hunter-harvested
Conllnualstalawtde
SUrVeillance i.,
il'l deer and elk aince 2003.

4127105: Ban on Impor1ation d any deer or elk taken
laken from
any stale,
stata, province or country with
wtth .nimals posiltve
posilrve for
CWO .nd on movemenl
movement from • CWO hunt area in
Wyoming 10
to another hunt arN
area within Wyoming 0'
or any
W)'OlTling
other'lale,
other'late, province or country except for the
tha following
No
parts: edible portions with no pert
part of spinal column or hea
has
attached; deaned hides w;thout the head: skun plale
andlor anUers deanlld
daanad of aN meal and brain tissue; the
upper c:anlne leelh; and/or finished taxidermy mounts.

07/01101: Wyoming Slatuta
Statuta 23-323-3
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304: Ban on beiting big game
(inclUdes cervid specias) for tha
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(includas
ben al this time.
No ban
of hunting. punishable b
purpose 0(
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up lo 1750 ftne
Imprisonment.
Imprisonment
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Peve9r;f9

_
Found In __
ClWD Found In __

·~CeMdo
·~CeMdo

Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
John J. Browder, ISB #7531
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Boise.
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344
2HOO.O IO/MSJ OrdeLwpd

Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho, James E. Risch,
and Steven Huffaker; and Counterplaintiff, The State of Idaho

ORIG/~JAL.
ORIG/~JAL.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 08-20694
08·20694

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH;
RISCH: STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
THE STATE
Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-l

000474

The Defendants', The State of Idaho, James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker Motion for
Summary Judgment on the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint having come before this Court, and
the Court having considered the matter in light of the briefing, affidavits and oral arguments of
counsel, and for the grounds and reasons set forth by the Court in its findings and conclusions placed
on the record at the hearing held on December 16, 2010, the Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment is hereby gratd.
DATED this

~ day of January, 2011.
By:
By

~
~-~~

cops;Y~
Honorable Cheri C. Copsey

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of January, 2011, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each ofthe following individuals, by the method indicated
below. addressed as follows:

jf
o
o
o

Patrick D. Furey
30 I E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise. ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pfiJrey@cableone.net
ptiJre.1·@cableone.net
Attorneysfor Plaintiffs
Michael E. Kelly
John J. Browder
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
8370 I
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344
Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker; and
.fames
Counterplaintiff, The State of Idaho

~
o

o

o

Clerk

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

J. DAVID NAVAi

0

7

JUDGMEN~
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..,.

.,....

,'

RE.CEIVED
Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
John J. Browder, ISB #7531
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise. Idaho 83701
Boise,
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344

MAR 04 20\\

NO·-ti'lM
A.M....l.!.'-

FILED
P.M. _ _ __

P.M.

_

Ada county Clerk

MAR 0 4 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

2800.010/Motion to Dismiss.wpd

Attorneys for The State of Idaho,
Counterplaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
Plaintiffs.

Case No. CV OC 08-20694

MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT
TO I.R.c.P.
I.R.C.P. 41(a)(2)

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterplaintiff,
Counterplainti ff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Coun terdefendants.

COMES NOW the Counterplaintiff, State of Idaho and moves this Court to dismiss its
Counterclaim against the Counterdefendants. This Motion is based on Counterplaintiff's desire to
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO I.R.CP. 41 (a)(2)-1

000476

avoid the additional costs and fees that will be incurred in trying this matter; for the purposes of
judicial economy; and for the purposes of moving this matter forward through the anticipated
appellate process. This Motion is supported by the Affidavit of Counsel.
DATED this

2.

day of March, 2011.

By:
Michael E. Kel ,Of the Firm
Attorneys for ounterplaintiff

CERTIFICA
TE OF SERVICE
CERTIFICATE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __"'2..L day of March, 2011, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method indicated
below. addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ill
ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pfiu·ey@cahleone.net
pfilrey@cahleone.net
Attorneysfor Plaintiffs

o
o

g-g-

u.s. Mail
U.S.
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-2
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€.CE\VEC
€ . CE\VEC

f\

n~ 10\\

Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351 \I.~R
John J. Browder, ISB #7531
COunty
COuntY c\e rK
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC Ada
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344

3.q
.

A.~jt!~=""" "';"i7--;::FI:"':'L~:::-~.---NO"

MA~

0 4 2011

CHRISI urJHER
u~HER D. RICH. Clerk
CHRISl
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

2ROO.O II0/All
0/ All of Counsel in Supp of Mot
Mol to Disrniss.wpd

Attorneys for The State of Idaho,
Counterplaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
YS.
VS.

Case No. CV OC 08-20694

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL
SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF
COUNTER PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
TO DISMISS

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Counterplaintiff,
Counterplainti
ff,
YS.
VS.

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF COUNTER PLAINTIFF
PLAINTIFF'SS MOTION TO DISMISS·]

,)
,I
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ST
A TE OF IDAHO
STATE
:. ss.
County of Ada
Michael E. Kelly, being first sworn, do hereby depose and state under penalty of peljury:
1.

I am counsel for the State of Idaho in this action, over the age of majority, competent

to testify, and make this affidavit upon personal knowledge;
2.

That Counterplaintiff, State of Idaho has a viable Counterclaim pending against the

Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants in this matter arising out of the Plaintiffs' lawsuit filed on February 26.

2008;
3.

That the trial on the Counterclaim is currently scheduled to commence on March 21.

4.

That in order to avoid incurring the additional expenses and costs that will be incurred

2011 ;

in trying this matter and for the purposes of judicial economy, the State wishes its Counterclaim
dismissed:
5.

That efforts have also been made to dismiss this Counterclaim in exchange for the

Plaintiff/Counterdefendants' waiver of their right to appeal this Court's Order entered on January
7, 2011 on the State's Motion for Summary Judgment.

These efforts however, have been

unsuccessful;
6.

That in order to expedite the Plaintiffs' anticipated appeal, the State desires to move

forward with the appellate process in efforts to bring this matter to a final conclusion as practical.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT,
DATED this

L.

day of March, 2011.

AFFIDA
VIT OF COUNSEL SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF COUNTER PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISMISS·2
DISMISS-2
AFFIDAVIT

000479

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

d-. day of March, 2011.
.d-.

,'.
Residing at
My commission expires:

Z--.. . . (R - L ~

_

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF COUNTER PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISMISS-3
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·

.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of March, 2011, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method indicated
below, addressed as follows:
below.
Patrick D. Furey
30 I E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pjilrey@cableone.net
pjilrey@cableone.llet
Plaint~ffs
Attorneys for Plaint~ffs

o
u.s. Mail
o
Hand-Delivered
o .......-overnight mail
0'"

Facsimile

Kr

Michael E. K"!

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF COUNTER PLAINTIFF'S
PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO DISMISS-4

000481
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C E\\lED
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A.M. _ _,--P,M.
_,-J,M.
....u....
A.M._
.....u...

",~R ~ ~ 10'1\

Michael E. Kelly. ISB #4351
John J. Browder,
Browder. ISB #753 ~da.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344
::>~()().() I O/Order
::'~oo.()

Wc\e r\(

coun

Dismissnl.wpd
Df Dismissal.wpd

0 7 2011
MAR 07

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cleo
By EMILY CHILO
0iPIJTY

GI fJ)\L
OR Gl
J

Attorneys for The State of Idaho Counterplaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
Plaintiffs.
vs.
Ys.

Case No. CV OC 08-20694

ORDER GRANTING
COUNTERPLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 41(a)(2)

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
I-X.
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterp Iai ntiff,
vs.
Ys.

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

COUNTERPLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO I.R.c.P. 4J(a)(2)-1
41(a)(2)-1
ORDER GRANTING COUNTERPLAINTIFFS
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Counterplaintiff' s Motion to Dismiss its
THIS MATTER having come before the Court on Counterplaintiff's
Counterclaim and good cause appearing therefore;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED and this does hereby order.
adjudge and decree that the above-referenced Counterclaim is hereby dismissed with prejudice.
DATED this

~

day of March, 2011.

~, ~
~L

By:

Honorable Chen C. Co sey

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this.l day of March, 2011, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method indicated
below, addressed as follows:

~

Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
ptilrey@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

o

o
o

Michael E. Kelly
John J. Browder
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344
Delendants The State of Idaho,
Attorneysfor Defendants
James E. Risch, and Sleven Huffaker; and
Counterplaint~ff, The State of Idaho
Counterplaint~ff,

~

o
o

o

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

Clerk

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-2

000483

U1iR .
. •,
'.'
1'11\ U I

Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
John J. Browder, ISB #7531
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344

lUll

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk
CHRiSTOPHER
BIJ
BI/ EMILY CHILD
~

IO!Judglllent.wrd
2800.0 IOl.ludglllent.wpd

Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker;
Huffaker: and Counterplaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,

Case No. CV OC 08-20694

JUDGMENT
Plaintiffs,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X.
I-X,
Defendants.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterp lainti ff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

JUDGMENT-I

000484

THIS MATTER having come before the Court, and the Court having entered an Order
granting Summary Judgment in favor of the Defendants and the Court having entered an Order
granting Counterplaintiff, the State of Idaho's Motion to Dismiss and there being good cause
appearing and no just reason for delay;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED and this does order upon
express direction that judgment is entered in favor of the Defendants against the Plaintiffs.
Further, the Court shall consider the issue of costs and fees pursuant to the applicable Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and the applicable statutes upon application by the Defendants within
fourteen (14) days of the date of this Judgment, to be determined, ifreguested, by supplemental order
~

of this Court.

;;1;!::

DATED

77

this·~
this·~day of March, 2011.
By:

~~
~
Honorable Cheri C. Copsey

JUDGMENT-2

000485

CLERK.S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of March, 2011, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method indicated
below,
below. addressed as follows:

if
o
o
o

Patrick D. Furey
30 I E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pjilrey@cableone.net
pjitrey@cableone.net
Attorne:vsfor
Plaint~ff5
Attorne:vs for Plaint~ff5
Michael E. Kelly
John J. Browder
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 8370 I
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344
Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker; and
Counterplaint~ff, The State of Idaho
Counterplaint~ff,

~

o
o

o

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

Clerk

JUOGMENT-3
JUDGMENT-3
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. ._

6a<~
6a<~"._,_-

NO
A.M. __

,--

1 5 2011
MAR 15

O. RICH. C
CHRISTOPHER D.
By LARA AMES

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Rex Rammell et al.

Plaintiff(s):

DEPUTY

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

vs.
Defendant(s):

The State of Idaho et al.

Case Number: CV OC 0820694

For:
Patrick D. Furey
Attorney at Law
301 E. Brookhollow Drive
Boise, ID 83706
STATE OF IDAHO

)

:ss
COUNTY OF ADA

)

Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on February 7, 2011 to be served on DEBRA
LAWRENCE, D.V.M
D.V.M....
I, Zach D. Heesch, who being duly
dUly sworn, depose and say that on Tuesday, February 8,2011, at 11 :18
AM, I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with DEBRA LAWRENCE, D.V.M. a
true copy of the Subpoena for Trial. Said service was effected at Idaho Department of Agriculture,
Division of Animal Industries 2270 Old Penitentiary Rd., Boise, 10 83712.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. 1I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 104654
Client Reference: Patrick D. Furey

Subscribed and sworn before me today
201'1
Tuesday, February 8, 201'/
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PATRICK D. FUREY
ATTORNEY AT LAW
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, Idaho 83706
Telephone:
(208) 368-0855
Facsimile:
(208) 368-0855
Email:
pfurey@cableone.net
ISB No.:
2427
Attorney for Plaintiffs Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL
and
LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants,
vs.

Case No. CV OC 0820694
SUBPOENA FOR TRIAL
MARCH 21, 2011

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
I:.
RISCH, STEVEN HUFFAKER; and
DOES I-X,
Defendantsand Counterclaimants.

The State ofIdaho to:
DEBRA LAWRENCE, D.V.M.
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED TO APPEAR at the courtroom ofHon. Cheri C.
Copsey in the Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the 21 st day of
March,
2011, at 9:00 a.m., for your testimony on oral examination in the above entitled action
March,2011,
and continuing from day to day until you are excused from this subpoena.

SUBPOENA FOR TRIAL MARCH 21,2011 -- 1

000488

YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED to bring with you, and then and there produce,
the following documents:
Such of the documents, including copies thereof, identified on the attached list as you
have in your possession or over which you have any control.

YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time
specified above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may
recover from you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to
attend as a witness.
DATED this 7th day of February, 2011.
By order of the court.
'-II~rvOPHER
~'tt'H~OPHER

D. RICH, Clerk
~

Patrick D. Furey, a licensed Idaho attorney
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICA
TE OF SERVICE

~y

of February, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of
I hereby certify that on the
the foregoing on the following by the means indicated:
Michael E. Kelly
John J. Browder
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street - Ste. 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, ill 83701
Facsimile:
(208) 342-4344
o Facsimile to (208) 342-4344

SUBPOENA FOR TRIAL MARCH 21,2011 -- 2
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CERTlJ~ATE

thei~Y\f

OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on
March, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing on the following by the means indicated:
Michael E. Kelly
John J. Browder
LOPEZ & KELL Y, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street - Ste. 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, ill
ID 83701
Facsimile:
(208) 342-4344

to (208)
(208) 342-4344
342-4344
oo Facsimile
Facsimile to

~~I
t

.a

o Hand delivery

rick-""D"-.~--+-- biIII~~""~~

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE, AFFIDA VIT OF SUBPOENA SERVER

000495

-

:

,~Cl.FILeD'~~

FILeD

.J...l!::lQ
-----PM,.J...l!::lQ
MAR 2 1 2011

- - - - - P M.

Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
John J. Browder, ISB #7531
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise. Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clork
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEFUTY

2HOO()IOlAffidavit
2800()IOlAffidavit of MEK.wpd

Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 08-20694

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL E.
KELLY

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
I-X.
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

ST
ATE OF IDAHO
STATE
County of Ada

)
: ss.
)

L Michael E. Kelly, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
I.
KELLY-J
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL E. KELLY-l

000496

1.

That I am an attorney with the lawfirm of Lopez & Kelly PLLC;

2.

That I was retained to represent Defendants, State ofldaho and Steve Huffaker in this

action in or around August 19,2008;
3.

That I began representing Defendant James A. Risch in or around January 2,2009;

4.

That the Defendants are pursuing recovery of the costs and attorney fees expended

in the defense of the instant matter;
5.

That pursuant to 1.R.c.P.
I.R.c.P. 54(e)(5), the method of computation of the fees generated

by this firm's attorneys is based upon the number of hours worked multiplied by $125.00 per hour
for Partners and $100.00 per hour for Associates, the hourly rates charged to the State of Idaho in
this matter;
6.

That I have personally reviewed the billing records and invoices compiled by this

lawfirm in this matter, which are attached hereto as Exhibit A. These invoices reflect that this
lawfirm was paid $89,312.25 in legal fees for the services rendered through December 31, 20 10;
7.

That to the best of my knowledge these invoices are the true and correct amount of

attorney fees generated by this lawfirm in the defense of this case;
8.

That the attorney fees generated by this lawfirm are reasonable in light of the factors

set forth in I.R.c.P. 54(e)(3).
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT.
DATED this ~ \ day of March, 2011.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC

lly, Of the Firm
r Counterplaintiff

AFFIDA VIT OF MICHAEL E. KELLY-2
AFFIDAVIT
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 2.\ day of March, 2011.

~j{(}jIl
J &JJzrr70A1 )
~&.~)

Notary Pub] c for Idaho
N~c

Residing in the State of Idaho
My Commission Expires:

JJ_o:Le - ILf
_.JJ_,:Le

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
HEREB Y CERTIFY that on this 2 t ____ day of March, 2011, I served a true and correct copy
I HEREBY
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pfurey@cableone.net
pjure.v@cableone.net
Attorneys for
jor Plaint~ffs
Plaint~ffs
Attorne.vs

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL E. KELLY-3

o U.S.
u.s. Mail
~ Hand-Delivered
o Overnight mail
o Facsimile
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EXHIBIT1\.
EXHIBIT
A.
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Fees/Disbursements For Case
Rammel! v. State of Idaho 2800.010

Date

Invoice Number

10/10/2008
12/5/2008
2/6/2009
4/10/2009
7/7/2009
10/15/2009
12/5/2009
3/10/2010
7/9/2010
10/13/2010
11/9/2010
1/7/2011

4793
4839
4968
5056
5182
5297
5356
5462
5605
5688
5722
5774
Total Paid
Amount

Updated by TAV on 3/21/2011

Fees

Disbursements

Grand Total
Amount

$8,950.00
$9,860.00
$8,252.25
$5,290.00
$3,126.50
$3,727.50
$9,815.00
$2,498.50
$1,070.00
$12,584.50
$13,041.50
$11,096.50

$521.42
$114.35
$9.45
$135.90
$55.36
$220.66
$71.72
$5.70
$9.60
$146.20
$407.43
$1,784.82

$9,471.42
$9,974.35
$8,261.70
$5,425.90
$3,181.86
$3,948.16
$9,886.72
$2,504.20
$1,079.60
$12,730.70
$13,448.93
$12,881.32

$89,312.25
~891312.25

$3,482.61
~31482.61

$92,794.86
~921794.86

000500

LLC
Lopez & Kelly, P
PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

www.idahodelense.colll
www.idahodelense.com
TIN:

82-0536194

October 10, 2008

State of Idaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rrn
Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079
Attn: Kris Coffman

LK File #:
LK Inv. if:
#:

RE: Rammell v. State ofIdaho, ct al

2800010
4793

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

AlIg-13-08

Telephone call with Risk Management re:
assignment of new matter (0.2).
Receipt and review correspondence from Risk
Management re: assignment (0.1);
acknowledgement letter to Risk Management
(0.1); receipt and review file material (2.8).
Telephone call with Risk Management re: case
status (0.1); continue review of file material
(2.6).
Receipt and review correspondence from
State's current counsel, Mitch Brown with
Substitution of Counsel and copies of briefs re:
pending motions (0.5); letter to Mitch Brown
with executed Substitution of Counsel (0.1);
continue review of file material and pleadings
(3.2).
Telephone call with State's prior Counsel,
Racine Olson re: case status and pending
motions (0.3).
Telephone call with Risk Management re: case
status (0.2); review briefing re: pending
Motion to Dismiss re: outline of reply brief
(2.2).
Receipt and review copy of correspondence
from State's former Counsel, Racine Olson to
Court with executed Substitution of Counsel
(0.1 ).

Aug-21-08

Aug-22-08

Aug-25-08

AlIg-27-08

Aug-28-08

Aug-29-08

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

0.20

25.00

MEK

3.00

375.00

MEK

2.70

337.50

MEK

3.80

475.00

MEK

0.30

37.50

~vIEK
~vIEK

2.40

300.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

000501

'Invoice' #:

Sep-03-08

Sep-04-08

Sep-OS-08
Sep-05-08

Sep-08-08

Sep-09-08

Sep-15-08
Sep-lS-08

4793

Page 2

Telephone conference with Fremont County
prosecutor's office re: sending file on
Rammell's prosecutions for obstruction and
additional case for battery potentially arising
from elk incident (0.2).
Review Complaint, Memorandum in Support
of Summary Judgment, Memorandum in
Opposition to Summary Judgment, supporting
affidavits (0.8); Westlaw research and review
re: tort immunity of executive officers (1.3).
Westlaw research for case law on immunity to
tort claims against the governor of a state
(1.4); review cases and treatise material (2.2).
Telephone call with 1. Risch personal Counsel
re: pending motions (0.2).
Draft memorandum on issues of tort immunity
under discretionary functions of Tort Claims
Act and Executive Immunity (3.8).
Review, revise and final reply briefre: Motion
to Dismiss (2.6); letter to Court with Reply
Brief (0.1).
Prepare correspondence to U.S. Attorney
Leland Pico re: Rammell federal case (0.2)
telephone call with Angela Kaufman, DAG, re:
Department of Agriculture information,
administrative matters related to Rammell's elk
ranch (0.2); receipt and review materials from
Fremont County Prosecuting Attorney re:
prosecution of Rammell (1.2).
Draft argument on discretionary function
immunity and briefly addressing issue of
timeliness of Tort Claims Notice; review and
final Reply Memorandum (2.7).
Telephone call with client, Jim Risch re: case
status (0.3); letter to Risk Mgmt with Reply
Briefre: Motion to Dismiss (0.1).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs Counsel re:
rescheduling of hearing date (0.1); receipt and
review correspondence from Plaintiffs
Counsel with notice resetting hearing, Motion
to Shorten Time and Proposed Order
Shortening Time (0.2); review and analysis of
records from Fremont County Prosecutor's
office re: Plaintiffs criminal charges related to
lawsuit (1.8).
Review Department of Agriculture material in
preparation of meeting with ISDA personnel
(1.8).

'-"

10,2008
October 10,2008

0.20

20.00

DCR

2.10

210.00

GQ

3.60

360.00

GQ

0.20

2S.00
25.00

MEK

3.80

380.00

GQ

2.70

337.S0
337.50

MEK

1.60

160.00

DCR

2.70

270.00

GQ

0040

50.00
SO.OO

MEK

2.10

262.50
262.S0

MEK

1.80

225.00
22S.00

MEK

000502

......

....

,

'Invoice' #:
Sep-16-08

Sep-IS-08
Sep-18-08
Sep-19-08

Sep-22-08

Sep-23-0S
Sep-23-08

Sep-24-08

Sep-25-08

Sep-26-08

Sep-29-08

4793

Page

3

Meet with ISAG deputy Director and DAG re:
Department involvement in issuance of
executive order and enforcement proceedings
v. Plaintiff (2.2); review ISDA administrative
files re: Rex Rammel (2.7).
Prepare for hearing for Motion to Dismiss
(3.6).
Travel to St. Anthony, ID re: hearings on
pending motions (4.0); attend hearing on
pending motions (1.8); return travel to Boise
(4.4).
Letters to Risk Management re: outcome of
hearings (0.1); letter to DAG - ISDA re:
availability of additional records (0.1); receipt
and review additional print and news media
articles re: Rex Rammell (0.3).
Meet with Idaho Dept. of Agriculture
personnel re: review 2001-2002 administrative
and 7th Judicial District Court decisions,
attorney work product and deposition
transcripts (7.7).
Telephone call with Risk Management re:
transfer of case to Ada County (0.1).
Continue review of materials received from the
Idaho Department of Agriculture re: previous
administrative and District Court litigation
involving Rammell (3.6).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Jerry Rigby, 1. Risch personal Counsel,
with Proposed Order re: change of venue (0.2);
e-mail correspondence to Jerry Rigby re:
suggested changes to Proposed Order (0.1).
Continued examination and review ofIDAG,
IDFG administrative case documents,
materials (4.8).
Receipt and review news article from Risk
Mgmt re: Rammell threat to bring criminal
action v. 1. Risch (0.1); telephone call with
Risk Mgmt re: news article (0.1); review
additional press releases re: criminal
complaints by Rammell v. Risch (0.5); e-mail
correspondence to Risk Mgmt. re: criminal
complaints (0.1).
Continued examination and review ofIDAG
materials (3.9).
Receipt and review copy of correspondence
from Jerry Rigby to Court with Proposed
Order changing venue (0.1).
Continue review ofISDA administrative files
(2.5).

200S
October 10, 2008

4.90

612.50

MEK

3.60

450.00

MEK

10.20

1,275.00

MEK

0.50

62.50

MEK

7.70

770.00

DCR

0.10

12.50

MEK

3.60

360.00

DCR

0.30

37.50

MEK

4.80

480.00

DCR

0.80

100.00

MEK

3.90

390.00

DCR

0.10

12.50

MEK

2.50

312.50

MEK

000503

'Invoice #:
Sep-30-08

4793

Page 4

Continue review ofISDA administrative files
re: Rex Rammel! (l.7).
(1.7).
Totals

.....

"

10, 2008
October 10,

l.70
1.70

212.50

78.40

$8,950.00

MEK

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Amount

Effective Rate

Michael E. Kel!y
Kelly

44.40

$125.00

$5,550.00

Donald C. Robertson

2l.80
21.80

$100.00

$2,1S0.00
$2,180.00

Gary Quigley

12.20

$100.00

$1,220.00

DISBURSEMENTS
Sep-05-0S
Sep-05-08

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 18
IS @ 0.10
Online research - Westlaw research - 1 @ 66.53

Sep-09-08
Sep-09-0S

Copying - Correspondence & pleading 27 @ 0.10

Sep-16-0S
Sep-16-08

Copying - Records - 242 @ 0.10
Telephone Long Distance - 11 @ 0.20

Disbursements
l.SO
1.80
66.53
2.70
24.20
2.20

Sep-17-0S
Sep-17-08

Copying - Records - 127 @ 0.10

12.70

Sep-lS-0S
Sep-18-08

Copying - Records and pleading - 257 @ 0.10

25.70

Sep-19-0S
Sep-19-08

Copying - Records - 30S
308 @ 0.10

30.S0
30.80

Sep-23-0S
Sep-23-08

Out-of-town travel - Michael E. Kelly - Travel
Expense Reimbursements - 9119/08
9/19/08 - St. Anthony,
ID - Hearings - Car Rental
Out-of-town travel - Michael E. Kelly - Travel
Expense Reimbursements - 9119/0S
9/19/08 - St. Anthony,
ID - Hearings - Parking
Out-of-town travel - Michael E. Kelly - Travel
9/19/08 - St. Anthony,
Expense Reimbursements - 9119/08
10 - Hearings - Car Rental Fuel
Out-of-town travel - Michael E. Kelly - Travel
Expense Reimbursements - 9119/0S
9/19/08 - St. Anthony,
ID - Hearings - Meal
Out-of-town travel - Michael E. Kelly - Travel
Expense Reimbursements - 9119/08
9/19/08 - St. Anthony,
ID - Hearings - Flight
Copying - records - 179 @ 0.10

96.18

Sep-26-08

Totals

Receipts

11.25

50.14

9.S2
9.82

169.50

17.90

$521.42

000504

$0.00

'Invoice #:

4793

Page 5

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

October 10, 2008

$9,471.42

$0.00
$0.00

Previous Balance
Previous Payments
Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$9,471.42

000505

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

www.idahode(ense.com

TIN:

82-0536194

December 5, 2008

State of Idaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079
Attn: Kris Coffman

LK File #:
LK Inv. #:

RE: Rammell v. State ofIdaho, et al

2800010
4839

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Oct-02-08

Review ISDA administrative files re: actions
against Plaintiff (4.5).
Receipt and review executed Order from Court
re: Change of Venue (0.1); receipt and review
correspondence from Plaintiffs Counsel with
Motion for Reconsideration of Order Changing
Venue (0.1); continue review of files re:
administrative actions against Plainti ff (3 .6).
Rammell civil and administrative file materials
review (5.5).
Letter to Risk Management re: Plaintiffs
Motion for Reconsideration re: Order to
Change Venue (0.1); continue review of
administrative action files against Plaintiff
(4.0).
Continue review of Administrative and District
Court pleadings, documents, exhibits,
transcripts for relevance and use in present tort
claim (3.5).
Telephone call with Client re: Plaintiffs
Motion to Change Venue and Plaintiffs
federal misdemeanor conviction (0.2).
E-mail correspondence to Federal Prosecutor
requesting update on search for infomlation re:
Rammell's misdemeanor federal conviction
(0.1); continued review of administrative and
legal files for relevant documents to tort claim
(3.7).

Oct-13-08
Oct-I3-08

Oct-14-08

Oct-I5-08
Oct-15-08

Oct-I6-08
Oct-16-08

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

4.50

450.00

DCR

3.80

475.00

MEK

5.50

550.00

OCR

4.10

512.50

MEK

3.50

350.00

OCR

0.20

25.00

MEK

3.80

380.00

OCR

000506

.....,1'"
.....,1'

'Invoice #:

4S39
4839

Oct-17-0S
Oct-17-08

Receipt and review Plaintiff's Motion for
Reconsideration re: Order to Change Venue
(0.4); letter to Risk Management re: Plaintiff's
motion (0.1).
Continued document review of Department of
Agriculture file materials (4.0).
Continue review of administrative action files
v. Plaintiff(5.0).
Telephone conference with Lee Pico, federal
prosecutor, re: Rammell's 2005 Federal charge
for providing false info1ll1ation (0.3); prepare
memorandum re: obtaining case information
(0.1 ).
Telephone call with Jim Risch re: Rammell
Yellowstone arrest and plea (0.2); continue
administrati
ve action files v. Plainti ff (3 .2).
administrative
Telephone call with Federal Prosecutor re:
FOIA request for Rammell incident reports
(0.1 ).
Continue review of administrative action files
v. Plaintiff (5.4).
Identify relevant documents in 200t
2001
administrative hearing materials (5.0).
Receipt and review Order from Supreme Court
re: transfer of case to Ada County (0.1); review
and analysis of Motion to Dismiss re: amend
to dismiss additional allegations (l.6).
(1.6).
Continue review of Motion to Dismiss re:
(1.0).
additional immunity issues (l.0).
Continue administrative and District Court
case document review (4.2).
Continue review of administrative action files
re: Plaintiff (3 .6).
Telephone conference with Yellowstone Park
law enforcement and FOIA officer Kerrie
Evans re: requesting reports of Rammell's
violation (0.3); prepare FOIA request (0.2);
continue Rammell administrative and District
Court file review (4.2).
Receipt and review Notice of Telephonic
Status Conference from Court (0.1); receipt
and review Stipulation for Planning and
Scheduling to utilize in lieu of status
conference (0.1); Status Report to Risk
Management (0.1).

Oct-21-08
Oct-21-0S

Oct-22-0S
Oct-22-08

Oct-24-0S
Oct-24-08

Oct-27-0S
Oct-27-08

Oct-2S-0S
Oct-28-08

Oct-30-08
Oct-3l-0S
Oct-31-08

Nov-07-08
Nov-07-0S

December 5, 2008

Page 2
0.50

62.50

MEK

4.00

400.00

OCR

5.00

625.00

MEK

0.40

40.00

OCR

3.40

425.00

MEK

0.10

10.00

OCR

5.40

675.00

MEK

5.00

500.00

OCR

1.70

212.50

MEK

l.00
1.00

125.00

MEK

4.20

420.00

OCR

3.60

450.00

MEK

4.70

470.00

DCR

0.30

37.50

MEK

000507

Page

'Invoice #:

4S39
4839

Nov-IO-OS
Nov-10-08

Review case law on absolute and qualified
immunity that applies to government officials
sued in their individual capacity; state's
regulatory authority over wild animals and on
emotional distress claims arising out of alleged
due process violations re: expanding and
amending pending Motion to Dismiss (4.S).
(4.5).
Continue review ISDA file materials for
current tort claim materiality (2.S).
(2.5).
Continue review case law on statute authority
19S3 Civil
over wild animals and section 1983
Rights claims re: pending Motion to Dismiss
(3.9).
Review Idaho case law re: governmental
I9S3 Civil
immunity claims under section 1983
Rights claims re: pending Motion to Dismiss
(2.S).
(2.5).
Continue review and analyze ISDA materials
for tort claim (3.S).
(3.5).
Receipt and review correspondence from US
FOrA
Department of the Interior with FO[A
documents re: Rammell Yellowstone arrest
(0.2).
Review US Department of Interior response
letter to FOIA request, Rammell's Complaint
and pleadings in federal court, related
newspaper articles and officer repOlis (1.0).
Review and evaluate materials from
2005
Yellowstone National Park re: Rammell's 200S
charges (l.S);
(1.5); prepare written summary of
materials and incident, and evaluate its
use/relevance in instant case (1.0).
Draft memorandum analyzing claims brought
by Plaintiff against State, including nature of
claims, factual and legal basis for claims, state
of elements of underlying causes of action and
defenses and heightened pleading standards re:
(3.5).
expanding pending Motion to Dismiss (3.S).
Draft Memorandum on qualified immunity
issues and potential basis for dismissal of
certain Defendants re: expanding pending
Motion to Dismiss (2.S).
(2.5).

Nov-I4-0S
Nov-14-08

Nov-IS-OS
Nov-15-08

Nov-IS-OS
Nov-18-08
Nov-21-0S
Nov-21-08

Nov-23-0S
Nov-23-08

Nov-24-0S
Nov-24-08

Nov-2S-0S
Nov-28-08

Totals

3

.....""
''''

200S
December S,
5,2008

4.S0
4.50

4S0.00
450.00

GQ

2.S0
2.50

2S0.00
250.00

DCR

3.90

390.00

GQ

2.S0
2.50

2S0.00
250.00

GQ

3.S0
3.50

3S0.00
350.00

DCR

0.20

2S.00
25.00

MEK

1.00

100.00

OCR

2.S0
2.50

2S0.00
250.00

DCR

3.50
3.S0

350.00
3S0.00

GQ

2.S0
2.50

2S0.00
250.00

GQ

91.30

$9,S60.00
$9,860.00

FEE SUMMARY

Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Effective Rate

Amount

000508

'Invoice #:

4839

Page 4

December 5,2008

Michael E. Kelly

29.20

$125.00

$3,650.00

Donald C. Robertson

45.20

$100.00

$4,520.00

Gary Quigley

16.90

$100.00

$1,690.00

DISBURSEMENTS

Receipts

Disbursements

Nov-04-08

Copying - Records - 248 @ 0.10

24.80

Nov-05-08

Online research - Westlaw - 1 @ 73.55

73.55

Nov-12-08

Copying - Records - 30 @ 0.10

3.00

Nov-16-08

Telephone - Long Distance - 21 @ 0.20

4.20

Nov-17-08

Copying - Records - 88 @ 0.10

8.80

Totals

$114.35

$0.00

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

$9,974.35

Previous Balance

$9,471.42

Previous Payments

$9,471.42

Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$9,974...35
35
$9,974

000509

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

idalioc/cjclIsc.

11
'H'l I'. iclahodclclIsc. COlli
1\'11'11'.

TI'I:
1'1'1:

State of Idaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079

82-0536194

February 6, 200<)

Attn: Kris Coffman
LK File #:
LK Inv. #:

RE: Rammell v. State ofIdaho, et al

2800010
4968

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Dec-02-08

Review prior pleadings re: evaluation of
revisions to Motion to Dismiss (2.6).
Continued review ofISDA litigation files
(2.1 ).
Prepare and outline analysis re: expanding
Motion to Dismiss (1.7).
Review and analysis re: elements of applicable
statute of limitation for each identified causes
of action regarding revised Motion to Dismiss
(3.8).
Continued examination of Department of
Agriculture litigation files (2.5).
Continued review ofISDA litigation files and
transcripts of hearings (2.1).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
Motion for Reconsideration and Stipulation for
deadlines in lieu of upcoming Status
Conference (0.2).
Continue analysis of elements of conspiracy,
takings, due process and tort of conversion
(3.6).
Review and evaluate analysis of Plaintiffs
records re: arrest in Yellowstone Park (0.3).
Review and analysis of Plaintiffs Notice of
Tort Claims to identify scope of damages
(l.3); review procedural questions on
claimed (1.3);
jurisdiction, necessity of tort claim notice for
section 1983 claims (1.7).

Dec-03-08
Dec-OJ-08
Dec-04-08

Dec-OS-08
Dec-05-08
Dec-09-08
Dec-l 0-08

Dec-II-08
Dec-ll-08

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

2.60

325.00

MEK

2.10

210.00

OCR

1.70

212.50

MEK

3.80

380.00

GQ

2.50

250.00

OCR

2.10

210.00

DCR

0.20

25.00

MEK

3.60

360.00

GQ

0.30

37.50

MEK

3.00

300.00

GQ

000510

. Invoice #:
Dec-12-0S
Dec-12-08

Dec-IS-OS
Dec-15-08

Dec-16-0S
Dec-16-08

Dec-17-0S
Dec-17-08

Dec-IS-OS
Dec-18-08

Dec-19-08
Dec-19-0S

Dec-22-08
Dec-22-0S

Dec-24-08

Dec-29-08
Dec-29-0S

Jan-05-09
Jan-OS-09

Jan-07-09

Jan-08-09
Jan-OS-09

496S
4968

Page 2

Prepare Stipulation for Scheduling and
Planning in lieu of Status Conference (0.2);
letter to Plaintiffs' counsel with proposed
Stipulation (0.1); letter to Risk Management
re: case status (0.1).
Review administrative rules on cervidae fanns
and domestic game fanns, along with
legislative history on 2004 and 200S
2005
amendments to domestic cervidae law (1.8).
(1.S).
Prepare memorandum re: issues of "escape" of
animals under Idaho law, Plaintiffs causes of
action, further citation of state's ownership and
regulatory interest in wildlife, and punitive
damages (6.S).
(6.5).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Jerry. Rigby with Substitution of Counsel
(0.1); revise Substitution of Counsel (O.l);
(0.1);
letter to Jerry Rigby with revised Substitution
of Counsel (0.1).
Continue revision of memorandum, including
chronology of facts (4.S).
(4.8).
Receipt and review revised Substitution of
Counsel from Jerry Rigby (0.1); continue
review of issues and case law re: expansion of
Motion to Dismiss to include all counts (4.0).
J. Risch re: case status
Telephone call with 1.
(0.2); telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
Stipulation in lieu of Status Conference (0.1).
Review prior Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Dismiss and applicable case lase re:
(5.2).
expanding Motion to Dismiss (S.2).
Telephone call with J. Rigby re: Substitution
of Counsel (0.1); revise Second Substitution of
Counsel (0.1); letter to 1.
J. Rigby with
Substitution of Counsel (0.1).
Receipt and review Court's Order setting
Pre-trial Conference and Trial (0.1); prepare
disqualification of alternate Judge (0.1); letter
J. Risch
to Court re: Substitution of Counsel of 1.
(0.1 ).
Receipt and review confonned copy of
executed Substitution of Counsel from Court
(0.1 ).
Receipt and review executed Order of
Disqualification of Alternate Judge from Court
(0.1 ).
Draft Rule 12(b)(6) Motion to Dismiss (0.6);
draft statement of issues placed at issue on
Motion, statement of facts, and Rule 12(b)(6)
12(b)( 6)
(l.8).
standard (1.S).

'-I'

20(J9
February 6, 20U9

OAO
0040

SO.OO
50.00

MEK

I.S0
1.80

ISO.OO
180.00

GQ

6.S0
6.50

6S0.00
650.00

GQ

0.30

37.S0
37.50

MEK

4.S0
4.80

4S0.00
480.00

GQ

4.10

S12.S0
512.50

MEK

0.30

37.50
37.S0

MEK

5.20
S.20

650.00
6S0.00

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.30

37.50
37.S0

MEK

0.10

12.50
12.S0

MEK

0.10

12.50
12.S0

MEK

2040
2AO

240.00

GQ

000511

'Invoice #:

4968

Jan-09-09

Continued review of prior litigation and
administrative file materials and preparation of
Memorandum re: Department of Agriculture
files reviewed to date (4.3).
Continue draft of statement of facts (1.3); draft
argument for dismissal of the four counts
alleging U.S.C. section 1983 claims (1.1).
Review draft of Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Dismiss (2.0).
Continue draft of argument for dismissal of
U.S.c. section 1983 claims (0.8); draft
argument for dismissal of tort claims under the
discretionary function and interference with
contract exceptions to tort liability (1.5); draft
argument to dismiss under 25-3705A(3) (0.9).
Revise issues and arguments re: Memorandum
in Support of Motion to Dismiss (2.4).
Review memorandum re: evaluation of
Department of Agriculture files reviewed to
date (0.3).
Revise Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Dismiss (1.8).
Review and revise Memorandum re: Motion to
Dismiss (2.1).
Revise and final Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Dismiss (3.5); prepare Notice of
Hearing and Motion (0.1).
Prepare Status Report to Risk Management
(0.3).
Continued review of ISDA litigation and
investigation files (5.0).
Client Discounts/Write Offs/Correction to
Copy Rate
Client Discounts/Write Offs/Correction to
Copy Rate
Client Discounts/Write Offs/Correction to
Copy Rate

Jan-12-09

Jan-13-09

Jan-15-09
Jan-16-09

Jan-20-09
Jan-22-09

Jan-30-09

Feb-27-09

Page

Totals

3

,-,,"

February 6, 2009

4.30

430.00

DCR

2.40

240.00

GQ

2.00

250.00

MEK

3.20

320.00

GQ

2.40

300.00

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

1.80

180.00

GQ

2.10

262.50

MEK

3.60

450.00

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

5.00

500.00

OCR

0.00

-1.11

MEK

0.00

-0.53

OCR

0.00

-1.11

GQ

75.90

$8,252.25

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Effective Rate

Amount

Michael E. Kelly

26.60

$124.96

$3,323.89

Donald C. Robertson

16.00

$99.97

$1,599.47

000512

'Invoice #:

4968

Gary Quigley

February 6, 2009

Page 4
$99.97

33.30

DISBURSEMENTS

Receipts

Disbursements

Dec-16-08

Telephone - Long Distance - 2 @ 0.20

0.40

Dec-31-08
Dec-3l-08

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 22 @ 0.15

3.30

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 25 @ 0.15

3.75

Telephone - Long Distance - 10 @ 0.20

2.00

Jan-16-09

$3,328.89

Totals

$0.00

$9.45

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

$8,261.70

Previous Balance
Previous Payments

59,974.35
$9,974.35

Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$8,261.70

000513

~I'

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

WW11'.lcia/zociejellse. com
WW11'.1c!a!loc!ejellse.

1'1"1:

State ofIdaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rrn 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079

82-0536194

April 10, 2009

Attn: Kris Coffman
LK File #:
LK lnv. #:

RE: Rammell v. State ofIdaho, et al

2800010
5056

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Feb-06-09

Review and assemble materials from prior
litigation re: Rex Rammell (4.5).
Review and analysis of summary of Rammel
administrative file review to date (3.0).
Prepare summary of prior administrative
hearing and legal proceedings re: Rex
Rammell (3.6).
Receipt and review Plaintiffs Memorandum in
Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss
(2.3).
Continue review of Plaintiffs Brief in
(1.4).
Opposition to Motion to Dismiss (1A).
Receipt and review Court's order and
Memorandum denying Plaintiffs Motion to
Reconsider (0.3); Status Report to Risk
Management (0.1); prepare outline re: reply
briefre: Motion to Dismiss (2.0).
Review and analysis of case law cited in
Plaintiffs Brief in Opposition to Motion to
Dismiss (4A).
(4.4).
Review and revise Reply Brief in Support of
Motion to Dismiss (2.7).
Review and analysis re: briefing report and
emergency rules referenced in Governor's
executive order (l.0); revise and final Reply
Briefin Support of Motion to Dismiss (2.8).

Feb-13-09

Mar-05-09

Mar-06-09
Mar-09-09

Mar-10-09

Mar-11-09
Mar-12-09

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

4.50

450.00

OCR

3.00

375.00

MEK

3.60

360.00

OCR

2.30

287.50

MEK

lAO
1.40

175.00

MEK

2AO
2.40

300.00

MEK

4AO
4.40

550.00

MEK

2.70

337.50

MEK

3.80

475.00

MEK

000514

· Invoice #:

5056

Mar-17-09

Telephone conference with DAG Dallas
Burkhalter re: Fish & Game emergency rules
and commission action in response to elk
escape (0.1); telephone call from DAG
Burkhalter re: Fish & Game Commission
proclamations re: escaped elk (0.1); receive
and review Fish & Game proclamations and
briefing (0.6).
Review briefing and supporting case law re:
outline of oral argument re: hearing on Motion
to Dismiss (3.6).
Continue review of briefing and case law in
preparation of hearing on Motion to Dismiss
(6.6).
Continue preparations for hearing re: Motion
to Dismiss (2.8); argue Motion to Dismiss
Plaintiffs Complaint (2.1).
Status Report to Risk Management (0.1).

Mar-18-09

Mar-19-09

Mar-20-09

Page 2

Totals

~II'

April 10,2009

0.80

80.00

DCR

3.60

450.00

MEK

6.60

825.00

MEK

4.90

612.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

44.10

$5,290.00

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal
Michael E. Kelly
Donald C. Robertson

Hours

Effective Rate

35.20

$125.00

$4,400.00

8.90

$100.00

$890.00

DISBURSEMENTS

Disbursements

Feb-04-09

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 42 @ 0.10

4.20

Feb-05-09

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 161 @ 0.10

16.10

Outside printing - Photographs (color) - 115 @ 1.00

115.00

Feb-16-09

Telephone - Long Distance - 3 @ 0.20

Totals

Amount

Receipts

0.60

$0.00

$135.90

000515

· Invoice #:

5056

Page 3

April 10,2009

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

$5,425.90

Previous Balance
Previous Payments

$8,261.70
$8,261.70

Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$5,425.90

000516

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

WWH',
WWH'.

idahodefensi!. com
idahodefense.

TIN:

82-0536194

July 7,2009

State of Idaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079
Attn: Kris Coffman
LK File #:
In\,. #:
LK In\'.

RE: Rammell v. State ofIdaho, et al

2800010
5182

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Apr-09-09

Receipt and review Plaintiffs Supplemental
Offers of Proof and Affidavit in Support in
Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Complaint
(1.7).
Review and analysis of applicable case law re:
offers of proof (1.4); prepare briefre:
brief re:
Objection to Plaintiffs' Offer of Proof in
Support of Opposition to Motion to Dismiss
(2.2).
Revise objection to Plaintiffs' Offer of Proof to
Motion to Strike (0.2); revise and final
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike
(1.8).
Receipt and review Court's Order re: State's
Motion to Dismiss Complaint (0.4); letter to
Risk Management with Court's Order (0.1).
Receipt and review Plaintiffs Motion for
Leave to File Supplementary Offer of Proof,
Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to State's
Motion to Strike, Memorandum in Support of
Opposition of Motion to Strike and in Support
of Motion for Leave to file Supplementary
Offer of Proof and Affidavit of Counsel in
Support of Motion for Leave and in Support of
Opposition to Motion to Strike (1.1).
Email correspondence from Risk Management
re: Court Order on Motion to Dismiss (0.1).

Apr-13-09

Apr-14-09

Apr-30-09

May-01-09
May-Ol-09

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

1.70

212.50

MEK

3.60

450.00

MEK

2.00

250.00

MEK

0.50

62.50

lY1EK

1.10

137.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

000517

Invoice #:
May-12-09

May-13-09

May-14-09

May-18-09

May-19-09

May-21-09
May-22-09

5182

July 7, 2009

Page 2

Telephone call with Risk Management re:
filing of Answer with a Counterclaim and
related Supreme Court matter (0.1); receipt
and review letter from Court re: clarification of
recent decision (0.1); prepare Order and letter
to Court re: Court's decision on Motion to
Dismiss (0.2).
Attend Supreme Court argument on related
matter re: Rammell v. Department of
Agriculture (l.5); telephone call with Risk
Management re: Supreme Court hearing (0.1);
letter to Risk Management re: Plaintiffs
anticipated Motion to Amend Complaint (0.1).
Review Department of Agriculture Litigation
file reconstruction and review following ruling
and appellate argument (1.3); telephone
conference with DAG - Agriculture re: costs
incurred in executive order compliance after
elk escape (0.2).
Telephone conference with Dallas Burkhalter
re: IDF&G costs for depravation hunt (0.1);
telephone conference with Department of
Agriculture DAG Angela Kaufman re:
Department of Agriculture's costs in
complying with executive order (0.1); receive
and review IDF
&G cost calculation and HB
IDF&G
683 (0.4).
Receipt and review email correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel re: Motion to Amend
Complaint (0.1).
Receipt and analysis of evaluation ofIDF&G
costs incurred in implementation of executive
order re: counterclaim (0.4).
Memorandum to file re: costs of compliance,
HB 683 (0.2); telephone call from Department
of Agriculture DAG re: information on
Department of Agriculture costs of executive
order compliance (0.2); prepare supplemental
memorandum to file re: Department of
Agriculture costs (0.2).
Telephone call with Jim Risch re: case status
(0.3).
Telephone call with Department of~atural
of~atural
Resources DAG re: case status (0.3); receipt
and review Court's Order re: decision on
Motion to Dismiss (0.1).

0.40

50.00

MEK

l.70
1.70

212.50

MEK

1.50

150.00

OCR

0.60

60.00

DCR

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.40

50.00

MEK

0.60

60.00

OCR

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.40

50.00

MEK

000518

'Invoice #:
May-26-09

May-28-09

May-29-09
Jun-Ol-09

Jun-02-09
Jun-09-09

Jun-22-09
Jun-25-09
Jun-30-09

5182

Page

3

Status Report to Risk Management re: Order to
Dismiss (0.1); review and analysis of
evaluation ofISDA costs incurred re:
implementation of executive order re:
counterclaim (0.3); prepare Answer and
Counterclaim (2.2).
Receive and review ISDA DAG
correspondence and enclosed time sheets for
named ISDA personnel re: time spent on
Rammel! (0.5).
Receipt and review email correspondence from
DAG - Natural Resources with Memorandum
in Support of Motion for Protective Order re:
depositions of governmental officials (0.8);
email to DAG re: use of memorandum in
anticipation of Jim Risch deposition (0.1).
Review IDAPA and related statutes re:
analysis of viability of defense for failure to
exhaust administrative remedies (2.5); prepare
memorandum re: analysis of Plaintiffs failure
to exhaust administrative remedies (0.3).
Review and revise Answer to Complaint and
Counterclaim (0.6).
Review and analysis of news articles of
Rammell bankruptcy re: relationship to
pending action (0.8); receipt and review
Rammell bankruptcy file (l.0); receipt and
review email correspondence from DAG Natural Resources re: Supreme Court decision
in Rammell v. ISDA matter (0.1); receipt and
review Supreme Court decision re: Rammell v.
ISDA (0.8); email correspondence to DAG Natural Resources re: Supreme Court decision
(0.1).
Search U.S. District Court of Idaho
Bankruptcy database for infornlation on
bankruptcy of Chief Joseph, Idaho LLC (0.3).
Revise and final Answer to Complaint and
Counterclaim (0.3).
Receipt and review conformed copy of Answer
and Counterclaim (0.1); letter to Risk
Management re: Answer and Counterclaim
and case status (0.2).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
Answer to Counterclaim (0.1).
Email correspondence to Risk Management re:
Plaintiffs Answer to Counterclaim (0.1).
Telephone conference with DAG Tyson
Nelson re: tort claim file (0.1).

'-'

July 7, 2009

2.60

325.00

MEK

0.50

50.00

DCR

0.90

112.50

MEK

2.80

280.00

DCR

0.60

75.00

MEK

2.80

350.00

MEK

0.30

16.50

TAY

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

10.00

DCR

000519

Invoice #:

5182

July 7, 2009

Page 4

Totals

26.40

$3,126.50

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Amount

Effective Rate

20.00

$125.00

$2,500.00

Donald C. Robertson

6.10

$100.00

$610.00

Todd Van Hom

0.30

$55.00

$16.50

Michael E. Kelly

DISBURSEMENTS

Apr-30-09

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 48 @ 0.10

4.80

May-14-09

Facsimile - Costs & legislation - 7 @ 0.15

l.05
1.05

May-15-09

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 15 @ 0.10

1.50

May-16-09

Telephone - Long Distance - 7 @ 0.21

1.47

May-28-09

Online research - Westlaw - 1 @ 13.88

13.88

Online research - Westlaw - 1 @ 29.56

29.56

Jun-02-09

Receipts

Disbursements

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 31 @ 0.10

Totals

3.10

$0.00

$55.36

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

$3,181.86

Previous Balance
Previous Payments

$5,425.90
$5,425.90

Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$3,181.86

000520

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

,I 'Ww. idahodefense.
'\VVI'.

TIN:

State ofIdaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079

COin

82-0536194

October 15, 2009

Attn: Kris Coffman
LK File #:
LK Inv. #:

Rammel] v. State ofIdaho, et al
RE: Rammell

28000[0
2800010
5297

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Jul-10-09
Ju1-10-09

Letter to Plaintiffs counsel re: Answer to
Counterclaim (0.1).
Review and analysis of file in preparation of
drafting Written Interrogatories (2.0); Requests
for Admissions, and Requests for Production
of Documents (2.0); begin preparing written
discovery (0.5).
Continue comprehensive review of file in
preparation of Request for Admissions to Rex
and Lynda Rammell (5.8).
Continue drafting comprehensive set of
Requests for Admission to Plaintiff-Counter
Defendant Rammell (1.7).
Revise and redraft Requests for Admission,
Interrogatories, and Requests for Production of
Documents (3.0).
Continue drafting of contention Interrogatories
to Plaintiffs (3.2).
Review and revise State's First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents to Plaintiffs (4.1).
Further revision to Requests for Admission,
interrogatories, and Requests for Production
(l.7).
(1.7).
Revise and final State's Interrogatories,
Requests for Production of Documents and
Requests for Admissions to Plaintiffs (1.8).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
outstanding discovery and answer to
(0.1).
counterclaim (O.l).

Jul-14-09

Jul-15-09

Jul-21-09

Jul-31-09

Aug-13-09
Aug-14-09

Aug-17-09

Aug-28-09

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

0.10

12.50

MEK

2.50

250.00

UB
DB

5.80

580.00

nB
JJB

1.70

170.00

JJB

3.00

300.00

JJB

3.20

320.00

.uB
.uS

4.10

512.50

MEK

l.70
1.70

170.00

JJB

l.80
1.80

225.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

000521

· Invoice #:

5297

Sep-Ol-09

Review additional news articles re: Plaintiff
(0.2); receipt and review correspondence from
Plaintiffs' counsel with Plaintiffs' reply to
state's counter claim (0.3).
Receipt and review correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel with Plaintiffs responses to
State's First Set of Requests for Production and
Answers to First Set ofInterrogatories (3.7).
Review and analysis of documents produced
with Plaintiffs' Responses to State's Request
for Production for Documents (5.2).

Sep-22-09

Sep-29-09

Page

"",,,'

2

Totals

October 15,2009

0.50

62.50

MEK

3.70

462.50

MEK

5.20

650.00

MEK

33.40

$3,727.50

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Amount

Effective Rate

Michael E. Kelly

15.50

$125.00

$1,937.50

John 1. Browder

17.90

$100.00

$1,790.00

DISBURSEMENTS

Disbursements

Jun-Ol-09

Online research - PACER research - 1 @ 1.84

1.84

Jul-31-09

Copying - Exhibits - 11 @ 0.10

1.10

Aug-19-09

Copying - Correspondence & pleadings - 100 @
0.10
Litigation suppOli vendors - Bridge City Legal Invoice #B3099 - Voluminous and/or oversized
litigation copies

Sep-29-09

Totals

Receipts

10.00
207.72

$0.00

$220.66

& Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle
Total Fees &

$3,948.] 6

Previous Balance

$3,181.86

Previous Payments

53,181.86

Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$3,948.16

000522

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

www.idahode(ense.,'ol11
www.idahode(ense.L'olil

TIN:

82-0536194

December 5,2009

State of Idaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079
Attn: Kris Coffman

LK File #:
LK Inv. #:

RE: Rammell v. State ofIdaho, et al

2800010
5356

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Oct-Ol-09

Continue review of Plaintiffs Answers and
responses to State's First Set of Interrogatories,
Requests for Production of Documents and
Requests for Admission and supporting
documentation (2.5).
Telephone call with Risk Management re: case
status (0.1); letter to Plaintiffs counsel re:
scheduling of Plaintiffs deposition (0.1).
Continue review and analysis of Plaintiffs
documents produced with discovery responses
(2.7).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: Client's availability
for deposition (0.1); telephone call with
Plaintiffs counsel re: potential Motion to
Withdraw/Plaintiffs deposition (0.1).
E-mail correspondence to Plaintiffs counsel
re: Plaintiffs deposition and potential Motion
to Withdraw (0.1).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
deposition of Plaintiff and hearing date re:
Plaintiffs motions (0.1); prepare Notice of
Deposition re: Rex Rammell and
corresponding letters to Court and Plaintiffs
counsel (0.1); letter to Risk Mgmt. re: case
status (0.1).
E-mail correspondence to Plaintiffs counsel
re: Plaintiffs message requesting deposition
date change (0.1).
Index discovery documents produced by
PlaintiffRammell (2.0).

Oct-09-09

Oct-12-09

Oct-20-09

Oct-21-09

Oct-22-09

Oct-27-09

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

2.50

312.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

2.70

337.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

110.00

TAV

2.00

000523

· Invoice #:

5356

Oct-28-09

E-mail correspondence from Plaintiffs counsel
re: Plaintiffs direct communication regarding
deposition (0.1).
Continue index discovery documents provided
by Plaintiff (3 .2).
Continue indexing of Plaintiffs produced
discovery documents (3.5).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
hearing on motions to amend and withdraw
(0.1); receipt and review Motion to Withdraw,
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion,
proposed Order and Notice of Hearing from
Co-Plaintiffs counsel (0.2); receipt and review
e-mail correspondence from Plaintiffs counsel
with Motion to Withdraw, proposed Order re:
Motion to Withdraw, Affidavit of Counsel in
Support of Motion to Withdraw, Notice of
Hearing, Motion to Shorten Time, proposed
Order re: Motion to Shorten Time, Affidavit of
Counsel in Support of Motion to Shorten
Time, Motion for Leave to File First Amended
Complaint with proposed Amended
Complaint, Affidavit of Plaintiff in Support of
Motion to Amend Complaint and Brief in
Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File
First Amended Complaint (1.8); receipt and
review Plaintiffs Disclosure of Expert
Witnesses (0.2).
Continue index of discovery documents
received from Plaintiff (2.5).
Prepare brief in opposition to Plaintiffs
Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint (3.6)
Continue indexing of discovery documents
produced by Plaintiff (2.3)
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: Plaintiffs
deposition and Motion to Withdraw (0.1);
e-mail correspondence to Plaintiffs counsel re:
Plaintiffs deposition and Plaintiffs Motion to
Amend Complaint (0.1); continue preparation
of Brief in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for
Leave to Amend Complaint (2.6).
Continue indexing of discovery documents
produced by Plaintiff (1.0).

Oct-29-09
Oct-30-09

Nov-02-09

Nov-03-09

December 5, 2009

Page 2
0.10

12.50

MEK

3.20

176.00

TAY

3.50

192.50

TAY

2.30

287.50

MEK

2.50

137.50

TAY

3.60

450.00

MEK

2.30

126.50

TAY

2.80

350.00

MEK

1.00

55.00

TAY

000524

· Invoice #:
Nov-04-09

Nov-05-09

Nov-06-09

Nov-09-09
Nov-10-09
Nov-ll-09

5356

Page

3

Review Plaintiffs proposed Amended
Complaint and Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Leave to Amend (0.9); review prior
summary judgment briefing (1.4); research
"qualified immunity" applied in "motive" or
"intent" based torts and review applicable U.S.
Supreme Court precedent (1.5).
Continue index of discovery documents
produced by Plaintiff(2.0).
Continue Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to Amend
Complaint (4.1).
Draft memorandum setting out issues
presented and applicable legal standards for
argument in opposition to Motion for Leave to
Amend (2.1); review new factual predicate
submitted by Plaintiff (1.4).
Review and analysis of US Supreme Court
cases regarding 'specific malice' pleading and
relationship to section 1983 claim (0.6).
Continue indexing of discovery documents
produced by Plaintiff (1.0)
Review, revise and final notices of
non-opposition to Plaintiffs' counsels motions
to withdraw (0.2); revise and final
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs'
Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint (3.3);
letter to Court with briefing (0.1).
Letter to Risk Management re: Plaintiffs
motions and brief in opposition (0.1).
Draft and revise Memorandum in Opposition
to Motion for Leave to Amend (4.7).
Finalize anal1ysis
ana]lysis of Crawford -EI
-El v. Britton
(1.6); Shepardize/Keycite and review and
analyze select decisions from circuit courts
applying or distinguishing it (1.2)
Continue indexing of discovery documents
received from Plaintiff (1.2).
Continue indexing of discovery documents
provided by Plaintiff (3.0).
Review briefing and applicable case law in
preparation for hearing re: Plaintiffs Motion
for Leave to Amend Complaint (1.8).
Continue indexing of discovery documents
produced by Plaintiff (0.5)

"

December 5, 2009

3.80

475.00

MEK

2.00

110.00

TAV

4.10

512.50

MEK

3.50

437.50

MEK

0.60

60.00

JJB

1.00

55.00

TAV

3.60

450.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

4.70

587.50

MEK

2.80

280.00

JJB

1.20

66.00

TAV

3.00

165.00

TAV

1.80

225.00

MEK

0.50

27.50

TAV

000525

,"-,f'
,"-.f'

· Invoice #:
Nov-12-09

Nov-13-09

Nov-16-09

Nov-17-09
Nov-18-09
Nov-lS-09

Nov-19-09

Nov-20-09
Nov-22-09

Nov-23-09

5356

December 5,2009

Page 4

Prepare for hearing re: Plaintiffs Motion for
Leave to Amend Complaint (3.0); receipt and
review Plaintiffs Reply Brief in Support of
Motion for Leave to Amend (1.3); receipt and
review Plaintiffs proposed offer of proof in
support of motion for leave to amend (0.6);
attend hearings re: Plaintiffs Motion for Leave
to Amend Complaint and Plaintiffs counsels'
motions to withdraw (1.8).
Letter to Risk Management re: hearing on
Plaintiffs motions (0.2).
Continue indexing discovery documents
received from Plaintiff(l.O).
Plaintiff(1.0).
Review and analyze Plaintiffs' Responses to
Requests for Admissions (0.8); prepare
memorandum regarding the same (0.9); begin
review and analysis of Plaintiffs' Responses to
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents (1.0).
Research bankruptcy information re: Chief
Joseph, ID, LLC (0.3).
Continue index of discovery documents
received from Plaintiff (1.0).
Prepare memorandum regarding analysis of
Plaintiffs' Responses to Interrogatories (1.5).
Continue indexing of discovery documents
produced by Plaintiff (3.7).
Continue review and analysis of voluminous
documents disclosed by Plaintiffs for
Response to Request for Production of
Documents (3.9).
Continue indexing discovery documents
produced by Plaintiff (1.5).
Continue and revise index of discovery
documents produced by Plaintiff (6.3).
Continue memorandum re: analysis of
voluminous documents Plaintiffs disclosed in
Response to Defendant's Request for
Production of Documents (1.5).
Prepare Stipulation to Vacate Trial Setting and
proposed Order to Vacate Trial Setting (0.1);
letter to Plaintiffs counsel with Stipulation and
proposed Order (0.1).
Revise and supplement memorandum to file
analyzing Plaintiffs' Responses to written
discovery (1.0); continue reviewing and
analysis of documents Plaintiffs produced in
response to Defendant's Requests for
Production of Documents (3.2).

6.70

837.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

1.00

55.00

TAV

2.70

270.00

118

0.30

16.50

TAV

1.00

55.00

TAV

1.50

150.00

118

3.70

203.50

TAV

3.90

390.00

118

l.50
1.50

82.50

TAV

6.30

346.50

TAV

l.50
1.50

150.00

11B

0.20

25.00

MEK

4.20

420.00

118

000526

·

Invoice #:
Nov-24-09

Nov-25-09

Nov-30-09

....,
..,
5356

Page

5

Final revisions to memorandum to file
regarding Plaintiffs Responses to
Interrogatories and Requests for Production
(0.4).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
vacation of trial date (0.1); revised and final
letter to Plaintiffs counsel re: Stipulation to
Vacate Trial Setting (0.1); review of file and
discovery documents re: preparation for
Plaintiffs deposition (3.5).
Formulating areas of investigation and
questions for deposition of Plaintiff Rex
Rammel! (0.5).
Rammell
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: requested discovery
material (interview of Steve Huffaker) (0.1);
receipt and review executed Stipulation to
Vacate Trial Setting from Plaintiffs counsel
(Runft) (0.1); receipt and review verified First
amended complaint from Plaintiffs counsel
(0.7).
Totals

"",.
......".-

December 5, 2009

0.40

40.00

JJB

3.70

462.50

MEK

0.50

50.00

JJB

0.90

112.50

MEK

102.30

$9,815.00

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Effective Rate

Amount

Michael E. Kelly

48.20

$125.00

$6,025.00

John J. Browder

18.10

$100.00

$1,810.00

Todd Van Hom

36.00

$55.00

$1,980.00

DISBURSEMENTS

Disbursements

Oct-21-09

Copying - Discovery - 10 @ 0.10

1.00

Oct-26-09

Copying - Discovery responses - 66 @ 0.10

6.60

Copying - Discovery - 33 @ 0.10

3.30

Copying - Correspondence - 2 @ 0.10

0.20

Copying - Correspondence & Pleadings - 80 @ 0.10

8.00

Nov-06-09

Online research - Westlaw Research - 1 @ 31.07

31.07

Nov-12-09

Online research - Westlaw Research - 1 @ 12.05

12.05

Nov-23-09

Copying - Discovery Index - 95 @ 0.10

9.50

Receipts

000527

· Invoice #:

5356

Page

December 5,2009

6

$7l.72
$71.72

Totals

$0.00

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

$9,886.72

Previous Balance

$3,948.16

Previous Payments

$3,948.16

Balance Forward + Current Balance

=

Total Now Due

$9,886.72

000528

~I;"

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

\VlVl1'.
\!']i'11'.

idahodcji!l1.1'c.
ida/zodcji!l1.1'c. cum

l1N:

82-0536194

March 10, 2010

State of Idaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079
Attn: Kris Coffman

LK File #:
LK Inv. #:

RE: Rammell v. State of Idaho, et al

2800010
5462

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Dec-01-09

E-mail correspondence with Plaintiffs counsel
re: radio interview recording of Steve Huffaker
(0.1 ).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs Co-counsel re:
Stipulation to Vacate Trial setting (0.1):
telephone call with Court's Law Clerk re:
clarification of order re: Motion for Leave to
Amend Complaint (0.1); telephone call with
Plaintiffs counsel re: execution of Stipulation
to Vacate Trial setting (0.1); telephone call
with Court Law Clerk re: execution of verified
amended complaint (0.2); telephone call with
Plaintiffs counsel re: failure to file proper
amended complaint and vacation of Plaintiffs
deposition (0.2); e-mail correspondence to
Plaintiffs counsel re: confirmation of vacation
of deposition (0.1); receipt and review e-mail
correspondence from Plaintiffs counsel re:
potential deposition dates for Rex and Lynda
Rammell (0.1); Status Report to Risk
Management (004).
(0.4).
Receipt and review correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel with CD re: radio interview
of former Idaho Fish & Game director, Steve
Huffaker and Plaintiff (0.2); e-mail
correspondence to Plaintiffs counsel re:
resetting of Plaintiffs' depositions (0.1).
Email correspondence with Plaintiffs counsel
re: depositions (0.2).

Dec-02-09

Dec-03-09

Dec-04-09

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

0.10

12.50

MEK

1.30

162.50

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

000529

· Invoic~ #:

Dec-07-09

Dec-08-09
Dec-09-09
Dec-10-09

Dec-11-09

Dec-14-09

Dec-1S-09
Dec-15-09

Oec-18-09
Dec-18-09

Dec-22-09
Oec-23-09
Dec-23-09

5462

Page

2

Plaintiff's counsel
Telephone conference with Plaintiffs
re: CD-ROM containing MP3 file of radio
interview of Steve Huffaker and Plaintiff,
dated 9-13-2006 (0.1); draft transcription of
radio interview of Steve Huffaker (1.5).
Plaintiff's counsel
E-mail correspondence with Plaintiffs
re: scheduling of depositions, new written
discovery and status of filing amended
Complaint (0.2).
Continue transcription of interview of Steve
Huffaker (1.8).
Continue transcription of interview of radio
interview of Steve Huffaker (0.6).
Draft transcription of radio interview of
Plaintiff (1.0).
Receipt and review Errata Sheet from
Plaintiffs counsel re: correction to first
amended complaint (0.1).
Continue transcription of radio interview of
(2.4).
Plaintiff (2A).
Preparing Answer to First Amended
Complaint (1.5); review and analysis of
amended complaint in preparation of drafting
second set of interrogatories and requests for
production of documents (2.0).
Receipt and review counsel signature page re:
First Amended Complaint (0.1).
Prepare Answer to First Amended Complaint
(1.8).
Continue transcription of radio interview of
Plaintiff (1.3).
Continue preparation of Answer to Amended
(0.4); prepare
Complaint and Counterclaim (OA);
Second Set of Requests for Production and
Interrogatories (1.6); prepare Second Set of
Requests for Admission (0.6); prepare Notice
of Service of Discovery (0.2).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs Co-counsel re:
execution of Stipulation to Vacate Trial
.. counsel
Setting (0.1); letter to Plaintiffs Co
Co··counsel
with copy of Stipulation for execution (0.1);
letter to Court with executed Stipulation and
proposed Order to Vacate Trial Setting (0.1).
Review and revise answer to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint (1.8).
Review and revise Second Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for Production of
Documents and Requests for Admissions to
Plaintiffs (2.3).

,-,.

March 10, 20 I 0

1.60

88.00

TAV

0.20

25.00

MEK

1.80

99.00

TAV

0.60

33.00

TAV

1.00

55.00

TAV

0.10

12.50

MEK

2.40
2AO

132.00

TAV

3.50

350.00

JJB

0.10

12.50

MEK

1.80

180.00

JJB

1.30

71.50

TAV

2.80

280.00

JJB

0.30

37.50

MEK

1.80

225.00

MEK

2.30

287.50

MEK

000530

· Invoice #:
Dec-30-09

Dec-31-09
Dec-3l-09

Jan-04-10
Jan-04-l0
Jan-06-10
Jan-06-l0

Jan-07-10

Jan-08-10

Jan-l 1-1 0

Jan-12-10
Jan-12-l0

Jan-14-l0
Jan-14-10

Jan-19-l0
Jan-19-10

Jan-20-l0
Jan-20-10
Feb-19-l0
Feb-19-10

Feb-23-l0
Feb-23-10

5462

Page

3

Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: proposed Order
vacating trial (0.1).
Receipt and review Court's Order vacating trial
setting (0.1); receipt and review Notice of
Telephonic Status Conference from Court with
Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning (0.1).
Revise, supplement and finalize Answer to
Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint (0.5).
Finalize letter to Clerk of Court re: filing
Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand
for Jury Trial (0.2).
Review and analysis of transcription of radio
interview of Steve Huffaker and Rex Rammell
(0.7).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Risk Management re: trial setting (0.1);
e-mail correspondence to Risk Management
re: vacation of trial (0.1).
E-mail correspondence with Plaintiffs counsel
stipUlation
re: discovery on counterclaim and stipulation
re: new discovery deadlines (0.1); receipt and
review e-mail correspondence from Plaintiffs
counsel re: stipulation
stipUlation for scheduling and
planning (0.1).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: proposed stipulated
trial dates (0.1); e-mail correspondence to
Plaintiffs counsel re: proposed trial dates
(0.1 ).
Receipt and review email correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel re: Stipulation for Planning
and Scheduling (0.1); e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs Co-counsel re: proposed trial
dates (0.1); e-mail correspondence to
Plaintiffs counsel re: stipulation (0.1); letter to
Plaintiffs counsel with executed stipulation
stipUlation
(0.1
(O.l ).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: filing of stipulation
in lieu of status conference (0.1).
Receipt and review executed Stipulation for
Scheduling and Planning (0.1).
Review/analyze: Receipt and review order
from Court resetting Trial and Pre-trial
Conference.
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Risk Management re: case status (0.1);
letter to Risk Management re: case status (0.1).

"-,,.'

March 10,2010
10,2010

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

0.50

50.00

JJB

0.10

10.00

JJB

0.70

87.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

0.40

50.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

000531

· Invoice #:

5462

March 10,2010

Page 4

Totals

$2,498.50

26.60

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Amount

Effective Rate

Michael E. Kelly

9.20

$125.00

$1,150.00

John J. Browder

8.70

$100.00

S870.00

Todd VanHorn

8.70

$55.00

$478.50

DISBURSEMENTS

Disbursements

Dec-16-09

Telephone - Long Distance - 3 @ 0.22

0.66

Dec-18-09

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 17 @ 0.10

1.70

Facsimile - Correspondence & pleading - 4 @ 0.15

0.60

Jan-06-10

Copying - Correspondence & pleading - 23 @ 0.10

2.30

Jan-16-10

Telephone - Long Distance - 2 @ 0.22

0.44

Totals

Receipts

$0,00

$5.70

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

$2,504.20

Previous Balance
Previous Payments

$9,886.72

$9,886.72

Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$2,504.20

000532

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

WW}\'. idahode/ellse.
ida hode/ellse. ('Om
WW'\'.
('0/11

TIN:

Idaho, OIM Risk
State of
ofIdaho,
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079

82-0536194

July9,2010

Attn: Kris Coffman
LK File #:
LK Inv. #:

RammelJ v. State ofIdaho, et al
RE: Rammell

2800010
5605

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Mar-25-10

Additional preparation of Defendants' Second
Set ofInterrogatories and Requests for
Production (2.5); additional preparation and
supplementation of Defendants' Second Set of
Requests for Admission (0.2).
Additional revision and supplementation of
Second Set ofInterrogatories (0.7).
Review, revise and final Defendants' Second
Set ofInterrogatories, Request of Documents
and Requests for Admission to Plaintiffs (2.3).
Receipt and review Plaintiffs responses to
State's Second Set of Requests for Admissions
(0.4).
Letter to Plaintiffs counsel re: outstanding
discovery responses (0.1).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: Plaintiffs
outstanding discovery responses (0.1).
Telephone conference with Idaho Board of
Veterinary Medicine re: Plaintiffs license
status, availability of records (0.1).
Correspondence to Board of Veterinary
Medicine re: public records request for
Plaintiffs licensure history, complaints (0.2).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: outstanding
discovery (0.1); receipt and review Plaintiffs'
2004-06 IRS Schedule C forms (0.8).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel with purchase and sell
agreement re: Plaintiffs elk ranch (0.6).

Mar-26-10
Mar-31-10

May-07-10

May-24-10
Jun-02-10

Jun-04-10

Jun-07-10

Jun-14-10

Jun-I5-10
Jun-15-10

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

2.70

270.00

JJB

0.70

70.00

.JJB

2.30

287.50

MEK

0.40

50.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

10.00

DCR

0.20

20.00

DCR

0.90

112.50

MEK

0.60

75.00

MEK

000533
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July9,2010

· Invoice #:

5605

Jun-21-10

Receive and review response from Board of
Veterinary Medicine re: Plaintiffs licensure
status, complaints (0.5).
Letter to Plaintiffs counsel re: outstanding
discovery (0.1); prepare Motion to Compel,
Affidavit in Support and Notice of Hearing
(0.5); Status Report to Risk Management (0.2).

0.50

50.00

OCR

0.80

100.00

MEK

Totals

9.40

$1,070.00

Jun-29-10

Page

2

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Effective Rate

Amount

Michael E. Kelly

5.20

$125.00

$650.00

Donald C. Robertson

0.80

$100.00

$80.00

John J. Browder

3.40

$100.00

$340.00

DISBURSEMENTS

Disbursements

Mar-Ol-l0
Mar-01-10

Copying - Pleading - 11 @ 0.10

1.10

Apr-02-10

Copying - Discovery - 84 @ 0.10

8.40

JJun-07-10
un-07 -10

Copying - Public Records Request - 1 @ 0.10

0.10

Totals

Receipts

$9.60

$0.00

& Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle
Total Fees &

$1,079.60

Previous Balance

$2,504.20

Previous Payments

$2,504.20

Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$1,079.60

000534

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

,VWV1 '. idahodefense. com

TIN:

State of Idaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079

82-0536194

October 13,2010

Attn: Kris Coffman
LK File #:
LK In\/. #:

RE: Rammell v. State of Idaho, et al

2800010
5688

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

.lul-01-10

E-mail correspondence from Plaintiffs counsel
re: answers and responses to outstanding
discovery (O.l).
(0.1).
E-mail correspondence with Plaintiffs counsel
re: outstanding discovery responses (0.1).
(O.l).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel with Plaintiffs
supplemental responses to State's First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents (2.6).
Receipt and review Plaintiffs answers and
responses to State's Second Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents (3.7).
E-mail correspondence with Plaintiffs counsel
re: scheduling of Plaintiffs depositions (0.2).
Prepare Notice to Vacate Hearing re: Motion
to Compel (0.1).
Receipt and review email correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel with Plaintiffs First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for Production of
Documents and Requests for Admissions to
Defendants (1.7).
Revise and final deposition notices re: Lynda
and Rex Rammell (0.1).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
Plaintiffs discovery and potential deposition
schedule (0.2).

.lul-07-10
.luJ-07-10
.lul-08-10

JuI-09-10
Jul-09-10

.lul-15-IO
.lul-15-10
Jul-30-10
Aug-02-10

Aug-04-10

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

2.60

325.00

MEK

3.70

462.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

1.70

212.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

000535

· Invoice #:
Aug-05-10

Aug-06-l0
Aug-06-10

Aug-09-10

Aug-II-10
Aug-ll-lO

Aug-12-10

Aug-13-10

5688

Page

2

Review file materials including discovery
responses, Court's opinion dismissing original
Complaint and Amended Complaint re: outline
of second dispositive motion (1.2).
Review, analysis and comparison of original
and Amended Complaints to detemline new
allegations made in response to grant of
Motion to Dismiss (0.4); review case law
authority re: subjective factors cited in
amended Complaint are irrelevant to defense
of qualified immunity (1.6).
Receipt and review Notice of Service re:
Plaintiff's discovery to State (0.1).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: additional
interrogatories and possible dates for
Defendant depositions (0.1).
Review and organize discovery documents in
preparation for Plaintiffs' deposition (3.2);
receipt and review correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel with Plaintiffs executed
discovery verification pages (0.1); receipt and
review Plaintiffs supplemental responses to
Defendant's Second Set of Interrogatories and
Requests for Production of Documents (0.3).
Review and analysis of file documents in
preparation of drafting Responses to Answers
and Responses to Plaintiffs' Requests for
Production, Admissions and Interrogatories
(1.3).
Continue document review and review of
media articles re: Plaintiff in preparation for
Plaintiffs' depositions (4.5).
Continue preparing responses to Plaintiffs
Interrogatories, Requests for Production and
Requests for Admissions, including identifying
documents to be produced and those retained
on basis of attorney client privilege or work
product (2.8).
Continue review and analysis of file
IDAP A rules in
documents and applicable IDAPA
furtherance of preparing responses to
Plaintiffs' Interrogatories, Requests for
Production and Requests for Admission (3.3);
prepare memorandum identifying information
to follow up on with client re: discovery (1.4);
prepare responses to Plaintiffs' Interrogatories,
Requests for Production and Requests for
Admission (1.7).

,-,<

-'<

October 13,2010

1.20

150.00

MEK

2.00

250.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

3.60

450.00

MEK

1.30

130.00

nB

4.50

562.50

MEK

2.80

280.00

JJB

6.40

640.00

nB

000536

· Invoice #:

5688

Aug-17-10

Review and analysis of amended pleadings and
discovery responses re: preparation of
deposition questions (2.8).
Continue preparation of outline of questions
and areas of inquiry for deposition of Rex
Rammell (3.5).
Continue preparation of outline of questions
and areas of inquiry for deposition of Rex
Rammell (4.0).
Continue preparing answers to Interrogatories,
Requests for Production and Requests for
Admissions and analyzing relevant documents
for the same (2.0)
Preparation and revision of memorandum
summarizing attachments in respect to
deposition preparation, summarization of legal
issues in respect to Amended Complaint and
issues to be raised on anticipated Motion for
Summary Judgment (2.8).
Continue preparing responses to Plaintiffs
Requests for Production, Requests for
Admissions and Interrogatories (6.3);
telephone message to DAG Angela Kaufman
re: ISDA payment to other ranchers for lost
domestic elk (0.1).
Final review and revision of proposed
deposition questions and areas of inquiry (1.8);
preparation of relevant exhibits for potential in
deposition preparation (1.2).
Telephone conversation with Plaintiffs
counsel regarding discovery extension and

Aug-19-10

Aug-20-10

Aug-23-10

Aug-24-10

Aug-25-10

Page 3

,-,,'
'-,,'

October 13,2010

2.80

350.00

MEK

3.50

437.50

MEK

4.00

500.00

MEK

2.00

200.00

JJB

2.80

350.00

MEK

6.40

640.00

lIB

3.00

375.00

MEK

0.20

20.00

JJB

0.30

30.00

JJB

0.10

10.00

JJB

0.40

50.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

10.00

JJB

7.50

937.50

MEK

depositions (0.2).

Aug-26-10

Aug-30-10

Telephone conversations with DAG Tyson
Nelson re: ISDA policy on payment for elk
killed during escape (0.3).
Prepare memo regarding conversation with
ISDA DAG re: indemnity obligations (0.1).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Risk Managment re: case status (0.1);
Status Report to Risk Management (0.3).
Review and analysis of memorandum re:
telephone call with ISDA DAG re: payments
to elk ranchers for lost/killed elk (0.1).
Receipt and review correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel regarding discovery
response extension and depositions of state
employees (0.1).
Prepare for depositions of Plaintiffs Lynda and
Rex Rammell (7.5).

000537

· Invoice #:
Aug-31-10

Sep-03-10
Sep-09-10

Sep-10-10
Sep-l0-l0

Sep-13-10

Sep-14-10

Sep-15-10
Sep-1S-10

Sep-17-10

Sep-20-10

Sep-22-10

S688
5688

Page 4

Continue deposition preparation (1.S);
(1.5); take
deposition of Lynda Rammell (2.0); take
deposition of Rex Rammell (S.8).
(5.8).
Continue preparing Responses to
Interrogatories, Requests for Production of
Documents and Requests for Admission (3.3)
Continue preparing Responses to Requests for
Admissions (1.4).
Revise Responses to Requests for Admission,
Interrogatories and Requests for Production
(3.4).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Plaintiffs counsel re: Plaintiff's
disclosure of experts and amended deposition
notices (0.2).
Receipt and review correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel with Plaintiffs disclosure of
expert witnesses, Motion for Leave to file
Amended Complaint, Affidavit in Support of
Motion, Brief in Support of Motion and
proposed Second Amended Complaint (2.2).
Review and review answers and responses to
Plaintiffs' First Set ofInterrogatories and
(2.5).
Requests for Production of Documents (2.S).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Court Reporter with draft of Rex
Rammell deposition (0.2).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend
Complaint/discovery deadlines and potential
Substitution of Counsel (0.4).
Revise and revise responses to Plaintiffs
Requests for Admissions (2.1); receipt and
review e-mail correspondence from Plaintiffs
counsel re: Stipulation to Motion to Amend
(0.1).
Receipt and review correspondence from
Court Reporter with deposition transcripts of
Lynda and Rex Rammell (0.2); receipt and
review e-mail correspondence from Plaintiffs
counsel with amended deposition notice re:
Kelly Mortenson (0.1); receipt and review
errata sheet re: corrections to proposed Second
amended Complaint (0.1).
Receipt and review correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel with Notice of Substitution
of Counsel (0.1); receipt and review Notice of
Hearing re: Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to file
Second Amended Complaint (0.1).

,-...

October 13,2010

9.30

162.S0
1, 162.50

MEK

3.30

330.00

JJB

1.40

140.00

JJB

3.40

340.00

JJB

0.20

2S.00
25.00

MEK

2.20

27S.00
275.00

MEK

2.S0
2.50

312.S0
312.50

MEK

0.20

25.00
2S.00

MEK

0.40

50.00
SO.OO

MEK

2.20

275.00
27S.00

MEK

0.40

50.00
SO.OO

MEK

0.20

25.00
2S.00

MEK

000538
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Invoice #:

Sep-23-10

Sep-24-10

Sep-28-10
Sep-29-10

Sep-30-10

5688

Page

5

Continue review and revision of answers and
responses to Plaintiffs' First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents (1.7).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs' new counsel re:
discovery and Pretrial deadlines (0.2); receipt
and review fully executed Notice of
Substitution of Counsel (0.1).
Review and revise answers and responses to
Plaintiffs' interrogatories, Requests for
Production of Documents and Requests for
Admissions (l.
(1. 7).
Continue revisions to responses to Plaintiffs
Requests for Admissions (2.5).
Revise and supplement Responses to Plaintiffs
Requests for Admission (2.1).
Meet with Plaintiffs' new counsel re: discovery
and Trial deadlines (l.0).
(1.0).
Telephone conversation with IDF&W DAG
Dallas Burkwalter regarding authorship of
Rammell elk ranch Powerpoint presentation
(O.l);
(0.1); additional revision and supplementation
of Responses and Answers to Plaintiffs'
Interrogatories and Requests for Production
(0.9); identify and review additional
documents for Response to Request for
Production of Documents (0.9); telephone
conversation with DAG Tyson Nelson
regarding Powerpoint (0.2); e-mail
correspondence to Tyson Nelson with
Powerpoint presentation (0.1).
Index Rammell documents received from
office of the Governor and other file
documents to be produced in responses to
Plaintiffs' discovery (3.3); preparation and
revision of Privilege Log (0.6).
Telephone call with Risk Management re: case
status (0.3).
Receipt, review and analysis of Plaintiffs
financial information re: campaign finance
documentation (0.9).
Review privilege log documents re: responses
to Plaintiffs discovery requests (l.
(1. 1).
I).
Receipt and review correspondence from
Plaintiffs counsel re: scheduled depositions
(0.1).
Receipt and review Plaintiffs Motion for Rule
16 clarification re: prayer for punitive
damages, brief in support, affidavit in support
and notice of hearing (0.7).

11'
'....11'

October 13, 2010

1.70

212.50

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

l.70
1.70

212.50

MEK

2.50

312.50

MEK

2.10

210.00

JJB

l.00
1.00

125.00

MEK

2.20

220.00

JJB

3.90

214.50

TAV

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.90

112.50

MEK

l.10
1.10

137.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.70

87.50

MEK

000539

....,

.

· Invoice #:

Page

5688

6

Telephone conversations with ISDA DAG
Tyson Nelson re: authorship and
circumstances ofPowerpoint presentation and
employment status of witness to be deposed by
Plaintiff regarding case (0.5).
Update privilege log entries (0.3); review and
analysis of file materials and preparation of
discovery documents to be sent to Plaintiff,
along with discovery responses (1.2).
Totals

..

'

"

October 13,2010

0.50

50.00

JJB

l.50
1.50

82.50

TAV

110.20

$12,584.50

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Effective Rate

Amount

Michael E. Kelly

72.30

$125.00

$9,037.50

John J. Browder

32.50

$100.00

$3,250.00

Todd Van Horn

5.40

$55.00

$297.00

DISBURSEMENTS

Disbu rsements

Jul-Ol-10
Jul-OI-lO

Copying - Pleadings - 39 @ 0.10

3.90

Ju1-07-10
Jul-07-l0

Copying - Pleading - 6 @ 0.10

0.60

Aug-02-10
Aug-02-l0

Copying - Pleadings - 12 @ 0.10

1.20

Aug-04-10
Aug-04-l0

Copying - Discovery - 194 @ 0.10
Copying - Correspondence & pledaings - 22 @ 0.10

Aug-30-10
Aug-30-l0

Copying - Deposition exhibits - 771 @ 0.10

Sep-27-10

Copying - Pleading - 30 @ 0.10

Sep-30-10
Sep-30-l0

Copying - Discovery - 388 @ 0.1 0

Totals

Receipts

19.40
2.20
77.10
3.00
38.80

$146.20

$0.00

000540

· Invoice #:

5688

Page 7

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

October 13,2010

$12,730.70

Previous Balance

$1,079.60

Previous Payments

$1,079.60

Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$12,730.70

000541

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

ida/wdc/l'IlSC.
WWl\'. ida
110 dtjl'IlS 1:'. COlli

TIN:

82-0536\94
82-0536194

November 9,2010

State of Idaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079
Attn: Kris Coffman

LK File #:
LK Inv. #:

RE: Rammell v. State ofIdaho, et al

2800010
5722

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Oct-Ol-l0

Review and analysis of equal protection
standards under U.S. and Idaho Constitutions
re: standard under rational basis test (2.7);
continue preparation of summary judgment
statement of new matters raised in amended
complaint (3.1).
Further review and revision of responses to
Plaintiffs First Set ofInterrogatories and
Requests for Production of Documents (1.0);
letter to ISDA re: revisions to answers and
responses (0.2).
Continue preparation of summary judgment
memorandum re: equal protection argument
(1.6).
Numerous telephone calls with Plaintiffs
counsel re: deposition scheduling (004);
(0.4);
continue revisions re: Motion for Summary
Judgment memorandum re: absolute
ownership of elk and public nuisance issue
(3.6).
Revise summary judgment memorandum to
include citations to depositions, affidavits, and
to amended complaint (1.8).
E-mail correspondence with Plaintiffs counsel
re: depositions (0.2); telephone call with ID
F
&G DAG re: 30(b)(
6) deposition notice and
F&G
30(b)(6)
Steve Huffaker deposition (0.1); letter to ID
F&G DAG re: depositions (0.1).

Oct-02-10

Oct-04-10

Oct-05-10

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

5.80

725.00

MEK

1.20

150.00

MEK

l.60
1.60

200.00

MEK

4.00

500.00

MEK

1.80

225 . 00

MEK

0040
0.40

50.00

MEK

000542

'Invoice #:

Oct-06-10

Oct-07-10

Oct-08-10

5722

Page

2

ofISDA
Review 30(b)(6) Notice of Deposition oflSDA
to coordinate with ISDA DAG (0.]); prepare
correspondence to Tyson Nelson, DAG for
ISDA outlining topics and areas to follow-up
regarding depositions, former department
employees, 30(b
)(6) deposition and
30(b)(6)
verification of discovery (0.6); telephone
conversation with Tyson Nelson regarding
30(b)(
6) and verification and witness issues
30(b)(6)
(0.5); prepare memorandum re: same (0.2).
Review Idaho Department of Agriculture
documents re: missing produced discovery
documents sent to Plaintiff (0.2); telephone
conference with Tyson Nelson, ISDA DAG re:
missing pages of Mark Hyndman report dated
(0.1)
February 6, 2007 (0.])
Telephone conversation with DAG Tyson
Nelson regarding history ofRammell
document requests at ISDA (0.1); prepare
email to Tyson Nelson re: employee/deponents
Lawrence and Mortensen (0.1); prepare
memorandum to file outlining issues raised in
conversations with ISDA DAG Tyson Nelson
regarding depositions of current and fonner
employees, verification of discovery and
30(b)(6) deposition oflSDA
ofISDA (104);
(1.4); additional
telephone conversation with DAG Tyson
ofISDA
Nelson regarding depositions oflSDA
30(b )(6) designee strategy and
employees, 30(b)(6)
verification of discovery (0.5); receipt, review
and respond to multiple emails from Tyson
Nelson regarding depositions of ISDA
30(b)( 6) designee strategy and
employees, 30(b)(6)
verification of discovery (0.5).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
defendant depositions (0.1); telephone call
with DAG ID F&G re: depositions of
department representatives (0.1); continue
revisions to Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment (4.0).
Revise Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment, Affidavit of Counsel, and
Affidavit of Brian Oakey (4.5); review and
revise deposition summaries of testimony of
Rex and Lyndia Rammell (004).
(0.4).

...,;

November 9,20]
9,20100

lAO
1.40

] 40.00

JJB

0.30

]6.50

TAV

2040
2.40

240.00

JJB

4.20

525.00

MEK

4.90

612.50

MEK

000543

, Invoice #:

Oct-09-l0

Oct-ll-lO

Oct-12-l0

5722

Page 3

Telephone conversation with Tyson Nelson
regarding depositions, Affidavit in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment, verification
and other related issues (0.2); telephone
conversation with Dr. Greg Ledbetter
regarding deposition (0.2); prepare memo
regarding status of contacting deponents and
issues in case (0.1).
Review and analysis of voluminous file
materials for documents re: Debra Lawrence,
Kelly Mortensen and John Chatburn for use in
deposition preparation and as potential
deposition exhibits (4.5).
Continue review and analysis of voluminous
file materials for documents on Kelly
Mortensen, John Chatburn and Debra
Lawrence for deposition preparation (2.5).
Status Report to Risk Management (0.5);
prepare expert witness disclosure (0.2).
Telephone call with fonner ISDA employee,
Dr Greg Ledbetter re: deposition/expected
testimony.
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
deposition schedule (0.1); e-mail
correspondence to Greg Ledbetter re:
confinnation of deposition (0.1): prepare
expert witness disclosure (0.4).
Exchange email correspondence with DAG
Tyson Nelson regarding depositions of ISDA
employees (0.2); contact ISDA regarding
depositions of Mortensen and Lawrence (0.1).
Review of documents found for Kelly
Mortensen, for deposition prep, and
preparation of materials for use, including
creation of index (3.7); review of documents
found for John Chatbum, for deposition prep,
and preparation of materials for use, including
creation of index (2.0).
Telephone call with witness, Kelly .Mortensen
re: deposition (0.1); e-mail correspondence to
K. Mortensen re: deposition (0.1); continue
revisions to Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment and affidavits
in support (6.0); telephone call with Brian
Oakey of ISDA re: affidavit in support (0.2);
e-mail correspondence to Brian Oakey with
draft of affidavit (0.1); revise & final expert
witness disclosure (0.2); receipt and review
subpoena re: Greg Ledbetter deposition (0.1).

.....

",".....

November 9, 20 I 0

0.50

50.00

JJB

4.50

247.50

TAV

2.50

137.50

TAV

0.70

87.50

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.60

75.00

MEK

0.30

30.00

JJB

5.70

313.50

TAV

6.80

850.00

MEK

000544

'Invoice #:

Oct-13-10

5722

Page

4

Telephone conversations to Tyson Nelson
regarding status of availability of Lawrence
and Mortensen for deposition and preparation
(0.2); review and analysis of elk related
advocacy group literature and begin outlining
questions for interviewing members to serve as
potential witness at trial (0.9); review and
analysis of ISDA and IDFG records and
memos regarding agency costs in furtherance
of refining and preparing counterclaim (1.0).
Review of documents found for Debra
Lawrence for deposition preparation, and
preparation of materials for use, including
creation of index (1.2).
Telephone call with Risk Management re:
ISDA discovery responses (0.1); review file
documents in preparation for deposition prep
of Dr. Debra Lawrence (2.8); revise
Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Support for Judgment and Affidavit in Support
(2.5); telephone call with State representatives
re: Debra Lawrence deposition (0.3); telephone
Plaintiff's counsel re: vacation of Dr.
call with Plaintiffs
Lawrence's deposition (0.1); letter to Plaintiffs
cousel re: vacation of Dr. Lawrence deposition
(0.1 ).
Telephone conversations with ISDA employee
Debra Lawrence regarding her deposition and
preparation for deposition (0.2).
Telephone conversation with Risk
Management regarding Dr. Lawrence's
availability (0.1); review and analyze Plaintiffs
Memo, Affidavit and Motion for Clarification
re: Punitive Damages Claim, or Alternatively,
Motion to Amend Complaint in preparation of
drafting Objection (0.5); begin outlining and
preparing Objection (1.4); review Idaho case
law regarding applying federal law to construe
Idaho rules (0.3); prepare section of Motion for
Summary Judgment addressing potential
Punitive Damages claim (2.2).
Review and analysis of voluminous file
materials for documents on Dr. Greg Ledbetter
for deposition preparation (3.8); review
Ledbetter documents and preparation of
materials and index for deposition preparation
and deposition exhibits (1.4).

...

"",

November 9,2010

2.10

210.00

JJB

1.20

66.00

TAV

5.90

737.50

MEK

0.20

20.00

JJB

4.50

450.00

JJB

5.20

286.00

TAV

000545

Invoi6e #:
Oct-14-10

Oct-15-10

Oct-17-10
Oct-17-l0

5722

Page

5

Revise and final Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment and Affidavit
in Support (2.0); letter to Court with Motion
for Summary Judgment (0.1); telephone
conference with ISDA re: interrogatory
answers, 30(b
)(6) witness and testimony of
30(b)(6)
potential witnesses (0.6); prepare for meeting
with Dr. Greg Ledbetter re: deposition (2.3);
meet with Greg Ledbetter re: deposition (1.3).
Continue preparation of Objection to Motion
for Clarification, Leave to Amend and Motion
to Strike (2.4); review and analysis of Motion
to Amend First Amended Complaint and
supporting affidavit and First Amended
Complaint in preparation of drafting
Response/Objection (1.0); begin outlining and
preparing Objection/Response to Motion to
Amend First Amended Complaint (0.5).
Prepare for deposition of Dr. Greg Ledbetter
(1.0); e-mail correspondence with Kelly
Mortensen re: deposition preparation (0.2);
attend deposition of Greg Ledbetter (1.6);
revise answers to Plaintiffs First Set of
Interrogatories (0.8).
Review and analyze legal authority re effect of
administratively dissolved limited liability
company's ability to prosecute civil action in
furtherance of drafting Response/Objection to
Motion to File Second Amended Complaint
(0.6); finish draft of Response/Objection to
Motion to File Second Amended Complaint
(1.6);
(l.6); telephone conference with personal
Counsel for Mark Hyndman re: deposition
appearance (0.1); prepare email to Mark
Hyndman regarding deposition and logistics
(0.1); addition revision and supplementation to
Response/Objection to Motion for
Clarification or Alternatively Motion to
Extend Deadline for Amending Pleadings
(0.9).
Prepare updated Memorandum analyzing
ISDA and IDFG costs incurred responding to
Rammell Escape re: counter claim (1.2).
Review file materials in preparation for
meeting with ISDA employee, Kelly
Mortensen (3.0).

"'-I"
"'-."

November 9,2010

6.30

787.50

MEK

3.90

390.00

JJB
J.JB

3.60

450.00

MEK

3.30

330.00

nB
J.JB

1.20

120.00

JJB

3.00

375.00

MEK

000546

· Invoice #:

5722

Oct-18-10

Meet with ISDA employee, Kelly Mortensen
re: deposition preparation (1.5); attend
deposition of Kelly Mortensen (0.8); telephone
call with Mark Hyndman re: scheduling of
deposition (0.2); telephone call with Plaintiffs
counsel re: M. Hyndman deposition (0.1).
Telephone conversation with Mark Hyndman
regarding deposition (0.1); telephone
conversation with Dallas Bukhalter, IDFG
30(b)( 6) deposition and status
DAG regarding 30(b)(6)
of Steve Huffaker (0.2).
Telephone call with Risk Management re: case
status (0.1); receipt and review subpoena for
Mark Hyndman re: deposition (0.1); review
and revise Brief in Support of Objection to
Extend Deadline to Amend Complaint (1.2).
Review file documents in preparation for
deposition of fomler ISDA employee, Mark
Hyndman (3.3); meet with Mark Hyndman re:
(l.5); revise
anticipated deposition testimony (1.5);
and final Brief in Support of Objection to
Motion to Extend Deadline to amend re:
punitive damages (0.2); review, revise and
final response to Plaintiffs Motion for Leave
to File Second Amended Complaint (0.8).
Telephone conversation John Chatburn
30(b)( 6)
regarding deposition in individual and 30(b)(6)
capacity (0.1).
Receipt and review correspondence from
Dallas Burkhalter regarding IDFG 30(b)(6)
deposition and issues raised by it (0.2).

Oct-19-l0
Oct-19-10

Oct-20-10

Oct-21-10

Page 6

Attend deposition of Mark Hyndman (0.8);

e-mail correspondence with M. Hyndman's
private counsel (0.1).
Telephone conversation with John Chatbum
regarding deposition and preparation (0.2).
Review and analysis of file materials for
testimony of state employees from 2001
administrative case of Idaho Department of
Agriculture v. Rex Rammell & Deloy Ward,
dba Idaho Mountain Elk Ranch (2.1); review
and analysis of file materials for testimony of
state employees from 2006 arrest of Rammell
of justice, and comp laint filed
for obstruction ofjustice,
re: battery and disturbing the peace in Fremont
County (1.3).

~,'

November 9,201 0

2.60

325.00

MEK

0.30

30.00

JJB

1.40

175.00

MEK

5.80

725.00

MEK

0.10

10.00

JJB

0.20

20.00

JJB

0.90

112.50
1 12.50

MEK

0.20

20.00

JJB

3.40

187.00

TAV

000547

..........
."""""

· InvOIce #:

5722

Oct-25-10

Telephone call with Plaintiff's counsel re: John
Chatburn deposition (0.1); telephone call with
John Chatbum re: scheduling of deposition
and deposition preparation (0.2); telephone
call with Steve Huffaker re: scheduling
deposition and deposition preparation (0.2);
telephone call with Plaintiff's counsel re:
deposition of Steve Huffaker (0.1); receipt and
review correspondence from court reporter
with Plaintiffs' original deposition
transcripts(O.l);
transcripts(O.I); e-mail correspondence to
Steve Huffaker re: confinnation of deposition
and meeting re: deposition preparation (0.1);
e-mail correspondence with Mark Hyndman
re: deposition testimony (0.1); receipt and
review correspondence from court reporter
with deposition transcript of Greg Ledbetter
(0.2).
Receipt and review Plaintiffs' response to
Defendants' opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion
for clarification and Affidavit in Support (1.7);
receipt and review correspondence from court
reporter with transcripts of deposition
testimony of Kelly Mortensen and Mark
Hyndman (0.2); letter to K. Mortensen with
deposition transcript (0.1); letter to M.
Hyndman with deposition transcript (0.1);
letter to G. Ledbetter with deposition transcript
(0.1 ).
Prepare for deposition of John Chatburn,
individually and as ISDA 30(b)(6) witness
(3.2); meet with John Chatbum re: deposition
preparation (2.0); prepare exhibit responsive to
deposition notice duces tecum (1.2); receipt
and review e-mail correspondence from court
reporter re: Kelly Mortensen deposition
exhibits (0.1).
Email to DAG Tyson re transcripts of
depositions and proceedings in underlying
administrative proceeding (0.1); Telephone
conversation with DAG Tyson Nelson re status
and location of transcripts (0.3); telephone
conference with DAG Steve Strak regarding
transcripts (0.3).

Oct-26-10

Oct-27-10

Page 7

,,-,'

November 9, 2010

1.10

137.50

MEK

2.20

275.00

MEK

6.50

812.50

MEK

0.70

70.00

JJB

000548

· Invoice #:

5722

Oct-28-1O

30(b)( 6) witness,
Attend deposition ofISDA 30(b)(6)
John Chatburn (l.6): prepare for hearing on
Plaintiffs' Motion for Clarification and to
amend complaint (l.5); attend hearing on
Plaintiffs' motions (1.8); e-mail
correspondence with ISDA DAG re:
correspondence identifying Rammell 2006
violations (0.1); receipt and review
correspondence re: Rammell 2006 violations
(0.2).
Telephone call with Risk Management re: case
status/hearing on pending motions (0.3).
Telephone conversation with DAG Tyson
Nelson regarding procuring Rammell related
transcripts (0.2).

Oct-29-10

Page

8

Totals

......
.....

,~

November 9, 20] 0

5.20

650.00

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.20

20.00

lTB
JJB

121.40

$13,041.50

FEE SUMMARY

Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Amount

Effective Rate

Michael E. Kelly

77.10

$125.00

$9,637.50

John J. Browder

21.50

$100.00

$2,150.00

Todd Van Horn

22.80

$55.00

$1.254.00

DISBURSEMENTS

Disbursements

Oct-Ol-10

Copying - Discovery documents - 495 @ 0.10

49.50

Oct-08-10

Copying - Deposition exhibits - 219 @ 0.10

21.90

Oct-09-10

Copying - Deposition exhibits - 164 @ 0.10

16.40

Oct-I] -10
Oct-ll-l0

Copying - Pleadings - 104 @ 0.10

10.40

Oct-13-10

Copying - Pleadings - 22 @ 0.10

2.20

Copying - Deposition exhibits - 305 @ 0.10

30.50

Online research - Westlaw research - 1 @ 34.93

34.93

Oct-14-10
Oct -14-10

Copying - Deposition exhibits - 173 @ 0.1 0

17.30

Oct-2] -10

Mark Hyndman - Witness and Travel Expense
Reimbursement-Rammell v. State ofID 300 Miles
@0.50
Mark Hyndman - Witness and Travel Expense
Reimbursement-Rammell v. State ofID - Meals 2
days @ $30.00/Day

Receipts

150.00

60.00

000549

· Invoice #:

Oct-28-l0
Oct-28-10

5722

Page

November 9,2010

9

Copying - Pleadings - 30 @ 0.10

3.00

Copying - Administrative proceedings - 51 @ 0.10

5.10

Copying - Deposition exhibits - 62 @ 0.10

6.20

Totals

$0.00

$407.43

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

$13,448.93

Previous Balance
Previous Payments

$12,730.70
$12,730.70
$12.730.70

Balance Forward + Current Balance = Total Now Due

$13,448.93

000550

·.
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
Telephone:

(208) 342-4300

Facsimile:

(208) 342-4344

413 West Idaho Street Suite 100
P.O. Box 856
Boise, ID 83701-0856

WW11'. idahodelense. com

TIN:

State ofIdaho, OIM Risk
650 W. State St., Rm 100
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0079

82-0536194

January 7,2011

Attn: Kris Coffman
LK File #:
In\,. #:
LK In\'.

RE: Rammell v. State ofIdaho, et al

2800010
5774

Client Claim No.: 2007-0133-001

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Nov-Ol-lO
Nov-01-10

E-mail correspondence with Mark Hyndman
re: deposition transcript verification (0.1).
Status Report to Risk Management (0.3);
analysis of case law cited by Court re:
Plaintiffs punitive damage claim and in
preparation of supplemental briefing re:
Motion for Summary Judgment (2.6).
Cite check and review Supreme Court cases
referenced by Trial Court (0.8).
Review of file re: documents responsive to
deposition notice duces tecum for Steve
Huffaker (1.5); meet with Steve Huffaker re:
deposition preparation (2.3).
Outline supplemental Motion for Summary
Judgment briefre: emotional distress claims
under sec 1983 and constitutionality of I.e.
sec. 25-3705A (1.8).
E-mail correspondence with Greg Ledbetter re:
deposition transcript (0.1); receipt and review
e-mail correspondence from comi reporter re:
John Chatbum deposition (0.1); continue
preparation for deposition of Steve Huffaker
(2.4); attend deposition of Steve Huffaker
(2.2); receipt and review executed deposition
verification page from Mark Hyndman (0.1);
letter to court reporter with executed
verification page (0.1).
Review case law on exercise of police power
as non-compensable taking re: supplemental
briefing in support of motion for summary
judgment (2.8).

Nov-02-10

Nov-03-10

Nov-04-l0
Nov-04-10

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

0.10

12.50

MEK

2.80

350.00

MEK

0.80

44.00

TAV

3.80

475.00

MEK

1.80

225.00

MEK

5.00

625.00

MEK

2.80

280.00

GQ

000551

· Invoice #:
Nov-OS-10
Nov-05-10

Nov-09-10

Nov-l 0-1 0
Nov-1
Nov-ll-l0
Nov-II-IO
Nov-12-10

Nov-15-10
Nov-IS-lO

S774
5774

Page

2

Letter to witness, John Chatbum with
deposition transcript and verification page
(0.1).
Continue review of appliable case law and
statutes re: supplemental Motion for Summary
Judgment brief (1.9).
Review of annotations and treatises on
exercise of police power as in the destruction
of domestic livestock as a non-compensable
taking; reviewed 9th Circuit authority on
application of police power to state interest in
protecting genetic integrity of wildlife; review
case law cited in annotations (2.6).
Telephone call with IDF&G DAG re:
additional department documents and 30(b)(6)
deposition (0.3); receipt and review executed
deposition verification page from John
Chatbum (0.1); letter to court reporter with
Chatbum verification page (0.1); telephone
&G
call with Plaintiffs counsel re: IDF
IDF&G
30(b)(
6) deposition and additional IDF
&G
30(b)(6)
IDF&G
documents (0.1).
Witness identification and interview of fact
witness Roy Stem (1.2); preparation of
interview summary (0.6).
Review and analyse caselaw re: whether
emotional distress claims can be brought under
U.S.c. 1983 and on exercise of police power
US.c.
in the destruction of the Rammells' elk as a
non-compensable taking (3.2).
Prepare supplemental Motion for Summary
Judgment Brief (3.5).
Final supplemental Motion for Summary
Judgment Brief (1.8).
Receipt and review copy of correspondence
from Court Reporter to Plaintiffs counsel with
Mark Hyndman discovery verification (0.1).
Revise, supplement and finalize Affidavit of
Counsel in Support of Supplemental Motion
for Summary Judgment Briefing and
Supplemental Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment (0.7).
Receipt and review conformed copies of
supplemental memorandum and affidavit re:
Motion for Summary Judgment from Court
(0.1 ).
Telephone conference with DAG Dallas
Burkhalter re: Rammell related documents
from IDFG (0.1).

'-01'
"01'

January 7, 2011

0.10

12.S0
12.50

MEK

1.90

237.S0
237.50

MEK

2.60

260.00

GQ

0.60

7S.00
75.00

MEK

1.80

180.00

DVN

3.20

320.00

GQ

3.50
3.S0

437.50
437.S0

MEK

1.80

225.00
22S.00

MEK

0.10

12.50
12.S0

MEK

0.70

70.00

JJB

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

5.50
S.SO

TAV

000552

· Invoice #:
Nov-16-10

Nov-24-10

Nov-26-10

Nov-29-10

Nov-30-10

5774

Page

3

Receipt and review correspondence from court
reporter with deposition transcript of Steven
Huffaker (0.2); receipt and review copy of
correspondence from Court Reporter to
Plaintiffs counsel with John Chatbum
deposition verification (0.1).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
IDFG 30(b)(
6) deposition and department
30(b)(6)
documents (0.1).
Review IDFG file materials re: document
request from Plaintiffs counsel subsequent to
Plaintiffs FOIL request in 2007 (2.0); receipt
and review Plaintiffs supplemental brief in
opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment
and Affidavit of Counsel in Support (2.4).
Outline and prepare draft of reply brief re:
Motion Summary Judgment (2.4).
Witness search and telephone conference with
fact witness 1. House and Bill Bowersox (1.7).
Preparation and revision of narrative
deposition summary of Mark Hyndman (0.7);
preparation and revision of narrative
deposition summary of Kelly Mortensen (0.4);
preparation of narrative deposition summary of
Greg Ledbetter (2.3); preparation of narrative
deposition summary of John Chatbum (1.0).
E-mail correspondence to Risk Management
re: news article on Plaintiff (0.1); telephone
call with IDFG DAG re: Steve Schmidt
deposition and poaching charge against
Plaintiff (0.1); telephone call with Plaintiffs
counsel re: poaching charge against Plaintiff
and setting deposition of IDFG employee,
Steve Schimdt (0.2); receipt and review
executed deposition verification and change
sheet from Steve Huffaker (0.1); letter to court
reporter with verification and change sheet
(0.1 ).
Witness search and interview fact witness, B.
Friedel (0.5), preparation of interview
summary ofB. Friedel (0.4), interview of fact
witness M. Fergeson (0.7), preparation of
interview summary ofM. Ferguson (0.4),
interview fact witness 1. Siddoway (0.4),
preparation of interview summary of J.
Siddoway (0.3).
Continue preparation and revision of narrative
deposition summary of Greg Ledbetter (1.0);
continue preparation and revision of narrative
deposition summary of John Chatbum (0.7).
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0.30

37.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

4.40

550.00

MEK

2.40

300.00

MEK

1.70

170.00

DVN

4.40

242.00

TAV

0.60

75.00

MEK

2.70

270.00

DVN

1.70

93.50

TAV
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Continue review of Plaintiffs' Motion for
Summary Judgment response brief and outline
of reply brief (2.5).
Review record re: administrative rules adopted
to conduct the depredation hunt of the escaped
Rammell domestic elk (2.6).
Review deposition of Steve Huffaker and
preparation of deposition summary (1.5).
Continue revisions to Motion for Summary
Judgment Reply Brief (2.4); e-mail
correspondence from IDFG DAG re: Steve
Schmidt deposition (0.1).
Preparation of FOIA request re: State
veterinary member information (0.6), receipt
and review FOlA
FOIA request response (0.3).
Review and analysis of various file materials,
including correspondence, pleadings, and
various discovery responses, for purposes of
preparing Attorney's Pre-Trial Evaluation
(2.4
).
(2.4).
Preparation of Attorney's Pre-Trial Evaluation
(1.3
).
(1.3).
Continue preparation and revision of narrative
deposition summary of Steve Huffaker (1.3).
Revise and final Motion for Summary
Judgment Reply Brief and Affidavit in Support
(2.3).
Continue review and analysis of peliinent file
materials, including discovery responses and
records produced through discovery, and
documents supporting counterclaimant's

January 7, 2011
2.50

312.50

MEK

2.60

260.00

GQ

1.50

82.50

TAV

2.50

312.50

MEK

0.90

90.00

DVN

2.40

240.00

LP

1.30

130.00

LP

1.30

71.50

TAV

2.30

287.50

MEK

1.30

130.00

LP

2.50

250.00

LP

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

2.50

312.50

MEK

damage claims, for purposes of preparing

Dec-06-10

Dec-08-10
Dec-l 0-10

Attorney's Pre-Trial Evaluation (1.2).
Continue preparation of Attorney's Pre-Trial
Evaluation (2.5).
Receipt and review correspondence from court
reporter re: waiver of deposition verification
by witness, Kelly Mortensen (0.1).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs' counsel re:
scheduling of Steve Schmidt's deposition (0.1).
7);
Review and revise Pre-trial evaluation (1.
(1.7);
receipt and review trial subpoena re: Steve
Huffaker (0.1); review and analysis of
memoranda re: interviews of fact witnesses
identified by Plaintiffs (0.7).

000554

· Invo'\c'e #:

Dec-13-10

Dec-14-l0

Dec-15-l0
Dec-16-l0

Dec-17-10
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Telephone conference with Steve Huffaker re:
trial schedule and subpoena (0.2); memo to file
re same (0.1); telephone conference with DAG
Tyson Nelson re: Dr. Lawrence trial subpoena
(0.1); receipt and review email from Tyson
Nelson regarding Dr. Lawrence trial subpoena
and request for privileged documents (0.1).
Final Pre-trial evaluation (0.4); review and
analysis of memoranda re: interviews of
additional fact witnesses identified by
Plaintiffs - Mitch Grover, Brody Harshberger
and Jeff Lerwill (0.3); letter to Risk
Management with Pre-trial evaluation (0.1);
e-mail correspondence to Steve Schmidt and
IDF&G DAG re: Schmidt deposition (0.1);
telephone call with Steve Huffaker re: trial
subpoena (0.2); receipt and review trial
subpoena re: John Chatbum (0.1); telephone
call with John Chatbum re: trial subpoena
(0.1 ).
Receipt and review correspondence from the
Court Reporter to Plaintiffs' counsel re:
executed deposition Verification page of Steve
Huffaker (0.1); receipt and review e-mail
correspondence from Brian Oakey - ISDA re:
service of subpoena on John Chatbum (0.1).
Receipt and review copy of subpoena served
on Dr. Debra Lawrence (0.1); prepare for
Motion for Summary Judgment argument
(3.2).
Prepare for hearing re: Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment (5.5).
Continue preparation for hearing on
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment
(2.8); attend hearing re: Motion Summary
Judgment (2.0); telephone call with Risk
Management re: Court's ruling (0.2); telephone
call with Steve Huffaker re: Court's ruling and
release from subpoena (0.2); letter to Risk
Management re: implications of Court ruling
on Motion for Summary Judgment (0.1).
Telephone conversation with Tyson Nelson re
'sharing' email and ISDA attachments with
John Chatbum (0.1).
Receipt, review and respond to email from
DAG Tyson Nelson re: John Chatbum
documents (0.1).

....,,""
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0.50

50.00

JJB

1.30

162.50

MEK

0.20

25.00

MEK

3.30

412.50

MEK

5.50

687.50

MEK

5.30

662.50

MEK

0.10

10.00

JJB

0.10

10.00

JJB
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Dec-20-10

E-mail correspondence with Risk Management
re: scheduling of Rammell meeting (0.1);
telephone call with Risk Management re:
scheduled meeting (0.1); telephone call with 1.
Risch re: dismissal of action/pursuit of
counterclaim (0.3).
Review file re: Trial preparation necessary to
prosecute counterclaim (2.8).
Review applicable statues and rules re:
presentation of damages at Trial on
counterclaim (1.2).
Receipt and review e-mail correspondence
from Risk Management re: confinnation of
meeting re: State's counterclaim (0.1).
E-mail correspondence with Plaintiff's counsel
re: Trial setting on counterclaim (0.2); e-mail
correspondence with Court re: scheduling of
Status Conference (0.2).
Analyze applicable rules and statutes re:
potential effect of dismissal of counterclaim
and re: Motion for Costs and Fees (1.3);
prepare proposed Order granting Motion
Summary Judgment (0.1); telephone call with
Plaintiff's counsel re: counterclaim (0.2).
Review and analyze statutes in furtherance of
potential motion for attorneys fees and costs
(0.5).
Issue analysis re: options regarding
counterclaim and potential appeal of Motion
for Summary Judgment decision (0.7).

Dec-21-10

Dec-22-10

Dec-28-10

Dec-29-10

Dec-31-l0
Dec-31-10
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Totals

0.50

62.50

MEK

2.80

350.00

MEK

1.20

150.00

MEK

0.10

12.50

MEK

0.40

50.00

MEK

1.60

200.00

MEK

0.50

50.00

JJB

0.70

87.50

MEK

99.80

$11,096.50

FEE SUMMARY
Lawyer/Paralegal

Hours

Effective Rate

Amount

Michael E. Kelly

62.30

$125.00

$7,787.50

David V. Nielsen

7.10

$100.00

$710.00

Lou Piccioni

7.50

$100.00

$750.00

John 1. Browder

1.90

$100.00

$190.00

11.20

$100.00

$1,120.00

9.80

$55.00

$539.00

Gary Quigley
Todd Van Horn

000556
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Nov-02-10

Online research - Westlaw research - 1 @ 41.09

41.09

Nov-04-10

Copying - Deposition exhibits - 221 @ 0.10

22.10

Nov-09-10

17.90

Nov-12-10

Copying - Dept. of Agriculture transcripts - 179 @
0.10
Copying - Pleadings - 57 @ 0.10

Nov-16-10

Telephone - Long Distance - 20 @ 0.25

Nov-23-10

Burnham, Habel & Associates, Inc. - Invoices
#26225,#26223 &#26213
Deposition transcripts - M&M COUli Reporting
Service, Inc. - Invoices #34990B5 & #34992B5
Online research - Westlaw Research 1@68.90

202.20

374.71

Dec-02-10

Deposition transcripts - Burnham, Habel &
Associates - Invoices #26256 & #26250 1 @ 374.71
Copying - Correspondence - 6 @ 0.10

Dec-03-10

Copying - Affidavit exhibits - 66 @ 0.10

6.60

Copying - Pleadings - 60 @ 0.10

6.00

Dec-06-10

Copying - Pleadings - 3 @ 0.10

0.30

Dec-1 0-1 0

Copying - MSJ pleadings - 192 @ 0.10

Dec-15-10

Copying - Pleadings - 32 @ 0.1 0

3.20

7-10
Dec-1 7-10

Copying - Pleadings - 3 @ 0.10

0.30

Dec-30-10

Online research - Westlaw Research - 1 @ 48.67

Nov-29-10
Nov-30-10

Receipts

Disbursements

DISBURSEMENTS

5.70
5.00

962.35
68.90

0.60

19.20

Totals

48.67

$1,784.82

$0.00

Total Fees & Disbursements Due this Billing Cycle

$12,881.32

Previous Balance
Previous Payments

$13,448.93
S13,448.93
513,448.93

Balance Forward + Current Balance

=

Total Now Due

$12,881.32

000557

Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
John J. Browder, ISB #753]
#7531
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344

MAR 2 1 :2011
GHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CierI<
By eARLY lATIMORE
DEPUTY

2800.0 IIOl2nd.Affidavit
Ol2nd.Affidavit of MEK.wpd

Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

08-20694
Case No. CV OC 08·20694

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL
E.KELLY

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
: ss.
)

I, Michael E. Kelly, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1,
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL E. KELLY-1

000558

I.

That I am an attorney with the lawfirm of Lopez & Kelly PLLC;

2.

That attached as Exhibit A to this Affidavit are true and correct copies of pages 36-37

of the Deposition of Lynda Rammell taken on August 31, 2010.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAfTH NAUGHT.

'2. \

DATED this

day of March, 2011.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC

By:_----4'-------.J'--_---r'-Michael E. Kell , Of the Firm
Attorneys for ounterplaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

.<1' ,\1-"
,<I'

Cy

dl~ay of March, 2011.
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Notary Public for Idaho
Residing in the State of Idaho
My Commission Expires:
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KELLY·2
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL E. KELLY-2

000559

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of March, 2011, I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ill
ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pfurey@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL E. KELLY-3
KELL Y-3

o U.S. Mail
~ Hand-Delivered
o Overnight mail
o Facsimile

000560

''-''

EXDIBITA

000561

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA RAMMELL,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No.

vs.

CV OC 08-20694
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND DOES
I-X,
Defendants.

DEPOSITION OF LYNDA RAMMELL
AUGUST 31, 2010

REPORTED BY:

MARLENE "MOLLY" WARD, CSR No. 704, RPR
Notary Public

(208)345-9611

M

& M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
7e539b65-6fOe-43fd-b5c9-337
4 783392bE
7e539b65-6fOe-43fd-b5c9-3374783392bE
000562

Page 36

Page 34

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. Did you ever actually walk the
perimeter of the fence and see where the hole
was?
A. No.
Q. Did anybody ever tell you where the
hole was in the fence where the elk escaped?
A. Yes.
Q. Can you describe for me what they told
you?
A. Down low, down close to the bottom of
the facility, that's all I remember.
Q. When you say at "the bottom of the
facility." do you mean at the bottom of the fence
or physically you're talking about the -A. At the -Q. -- low end of -A. -- the low end of the facility.
Q. Which would have been -- do you know
what direction that would have been at all?
A. No.
Q. But you never went and looked at the -A. No, I did not.
Q. After being out there that second time
to help round up the elk, did you have any other
involvement at all in trying to capture any of

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
.16
16
17
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
...".

the -- so I know we had a lot of help, but I
can't give you names other than those because I
don't know.
Q. Were you ever advised how the hole in
the fence got there?
A. A bear.
Q. Who told you that?
A. Rex.
MR. KELLY: Let's mark this as
Exhibit 1, please.
(Exhibit 1 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. KELLY) Mrs. Rammell, what's
been put in front of you and marked as Exhibit I
is a document entitled, "First Amended Complaint
and Demand for Jury Trial." Do you recall seeing
this document before?
A. No.
Q. Can I ask you to tum to page -- well,
there's -- actually, on my copy there's two pages
19, but the second to the last page of the
document.
Um-hmm, I signed it.
A. Um-hmrn,
Q. That's a verification page that
contains your signature?
A. Yes..._..".__
... __.._. ...

"~-""".'-~~"'~"

.~_

__

Page 35,
35

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
1

1
the escaped elk?
A. No.
2
3
Q. Were you asked to participate at all?
4
A. No.
5
Q. Did you volunteer to participate?
6
A. If he needed me. If Rex needed me,
7
I -- but they were -- they had a lot of help.
8
Q. Who did he have help from?
A. My children, some neighbors, we had
9
the -- the Pancheris come up once, his brother
10
11
Gary, Jeff Lerwill.
'12
Q. Anybody else that you can think of?
12
A. Officer Grover, but I can't remember
13
his first name. His whole family came up.
14
Q. Where is he from?
15
A. He's from Rexburg.
16
Q. A police officer?
17
A. Uh-huh. His whole family came up.
18
Q. When you said neighbors helped, are you 19
talking about neighbors adjacent to Conant Creek 20
21
or neighbors to you in Rexburg?
21
A. Neighbors to us in Rexburg.
22
Q. Who are some of the neighbors?
23
A. There was a lot of -- a lot of friends
24
offered to come help. I was not there a lot of
25

Page 37

Q. And the verification page indicates
that you've read this document and you believe
the facts stated therein are true based upon your
own information and belief?
A. I never read it. I think I just signed
it.
Q. You just went ahead and signed the
verification, but you never read the document?
A. Right.
Q. Did you read the verification before
you signed it?
A. Nope.
Q. You just were told to sign here, and
you did it, and that was the end of it?
A. Yep.
Q. Well, let me ask you about a couple of
things in this document.
A. All right.
Q. If we look at page 5.
A. Okay.
Q. Paragraph 19 that starts, "On
September 9,2006," do you see that?
A. Um-hmm.
Q. "Yes"?
A. Yes.

1

10

(208)345-9611

M
M

(Pages 34 to 37)

&M
M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
000563
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MAR 2 1 2011
Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
J. Browder, ISB #7531
John 1.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344

CHRISTOPHER D. I~ICH, Clerk
B¥ eARLY LATIMORE
8¥
DI!PUTY

2S()()'()I OIMemo in Supp of Cost & Fees.wpd
2S00.010lMemo

Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV OC 08·20694
08-20694

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendan
Coun terdefen dan ts.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES-l

000564

54(d)(1) and I.R.c.P.
LR.C.P. 54(e)(1),
Pursuant to LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)
54(e)(l), Defendants, the State ofIdaho, James
E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker hereby request that the Court award the following costs and attorney

fees as the prevailing parties in this lawsuit, per the guidelines of LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B)

I.

COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT-I.R.C.P. 54(d)(I)(C)
A.

Witness Fees (LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(3)
1.

October 21, 2010 - Deposition of Mark Hyndman:

$ 20.00
B.

Deposition Charges (LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(9)
54(d)(1)(C)(9)
1.

Charges for reporting and transcribing seven depositions:

$ 1,539.26
Total Cost as a Matter of Right

Total Costs as a Matter of Right:

$1.559.26
$1,559.26

$1,559.26

III.
ATTORNEY FEES-I.R.C.P. 54(e)(I)
A.

Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey

Total:
B.

$13,433.50

Lopez & Kelly, PLLC

Total:

$89,312.25

Total

$102,745.75

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES-2
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_.,
IV.
CONCLUSION
Defendants respectfully request this Court award the foregoing costs and attorney fees in this
action.
DATED this

~ ldayofMarch, 2011.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC

'llj/I/
By: __~_(~
___________________________
l ---fff__~~
By: _----!..._(-'
f_~~--------------Michael E. Ke y, Of the Firm
Attorneys for efendants

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES-3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREB Y CERTIFY that on thi s "2..1_
"2,.1_ day of March, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method indicated
below, addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
30 1I E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pjiaey@cableone.net
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

o

U.S. Mail
~ Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile

o
o

Michael E. Kelt

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES-4
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NO._ _ _,
A.M_ __
AM

Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
John J. Browder, ISB #7531
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344

• FILED

(3~
f5.~

P.M.

_

MAR 2 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Bv eARLY LATIMORE
OEPun

2800.0101Def Memo in Supp of DefMemo of Costs and Fees.wpd

Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

_

Case No. CV OC 08·20694

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

Defendants The State of Idaho, James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker (hereinafter
"Defendants") respectfully submit this Memorandum in Support of their Memorandum of Costs and
Attorney Fees.

000568
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY
FEES-l

,-"

I.

BACKGROUND
This lawsuit was brought by Plaintiffs seeking compensation from Defendants for the loss
of domestic cervidae which escaped from Plaintiff's elk ranch in Fremont County, Idaho. The loss
and destruction of some of Plaintiffs' elk allegedly arose out of actions taken by the Idaho
Department of Fish and Game (IDFG) and the Idaho State Department of Agriculture (ISDA) in
August and September of 2006 after then Governor James Risch issued an executive order to those
agencies to handle the escaped elk.
Plaintiffs filed their Complaint on February 26,2008, alleging eight causes of action against
Defendants. Four stated civil rights claims under 42 U.S.c. § 1983; two were brought under the
Idaho Tort Claims Act; and one count each alleged deprivation of property without due process of
law, and the taking of the Plaintiffs' property without due process of law.
On January 27, 2009, Defendants filed a motion to dismiss the Complaint. On April 29,
2009, this Court issued an Order dismissing six of the eight causes of action against the State of
Idaho. The four counts that stated civil rights claims under 42 U.s.c. § 1983 were dismissed under
the doctrine of qualified immunity and two were dismissed under the discretionary function
exception to the Idaho Torts Claims Act. Left pending against the State were the constitutional
claims for the alleged wrongful taking of the Rammells' property. The Motion was also granted on
all counts with respect to Defendants Risch and Huffaker per the Court's Order, dated May 19,2009.
On October 30, 2009, Plaintiffs filed a motion for leave to file an amended complaint.
Plaintiffs requested leave to add five counts alleging civil rights violations under 42 U.S.c. § 1983,
in addition to the two counts for constitutional "takings" that remained pending against the State of

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES-2
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Idaho. The proposed Amended Complaint also sought to reinstate the claims against Risch and Huffaker.
Defendants opposed the Motion for Leave to Amend on the grounds that the five proposed
civil rights causes of action were of the same nature as the civil rights claims stated in the Rammells'
original complaint, and likewise should be subject to the qualified immunity exception.
Despite Defendants' objection, the Motion was granted after a hearing on November 12,
2009. As a condition to granting the motion however, this Court required the Rammells and the
Rammells' counsel to sign and verify the allegations of the proposed Amended Complaint before
filing it with the Court.
The new factual allegations in the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint alleged that the
defendants were motivated in their actions by a retaliatory purpose and that the defendants failed to
follow existing state policy, practice and procedure concerning the recapture of escaped domestic
elk.
On October 14,20 II0,
0, aMotion for Summary Judgment was filed by Defendants on all counts
of the amended complaint. As part of Defendants' summary judgment argument, it was shown that
the Rammells failed to produce any evidence that Defendants Risch and Huffaker harbored any
personal ill will, animosity, or retaliatory intent against them, despite making those verified
allegations in the Amended Complaint.
To reiterate Defendants' position in their summary judgment argument, Plaintiff Lynda
Rammel I testified at her August 31, 2010 deposition that she had only met former Governor Risch
twice, and that she had never met Steve Huffaker and testified that she had no basis to believe that
either man harbored any personal ill will to the Rammells. (See, Affidavit of Counsel in Support
of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, Ex. B, Lynda Rammell Depo., pg. 53, L. 15 to pg.
55, L. 17). Likewise, Rex Rammell testified at his August 31,2010 deposition that he had very few
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prior interactions with either Risch or Huffaker. (Id., Ex. A, Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 135, L. 14 to
pg. 139, L. 18). Further, although he also alleged that he suffered emotional distress, Rex Rammell
never sought any treatment. (Id., pg. 122, LL. 5-8).
The Rammells have also based their emotional distress claims upon the alleged injury to their
contract and business interests. In respect to the facts in the record, Dr. Rammell testified that the
hole in the fence that allowed the elk to escape was too small for the trophy elk with large antlers to
pass through, so that those animals which were scheduled to be hunted by his clients never escaped.
(Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 71, LL. 1-6; pg. 73, LL. 9-22). Notwithstanding the escape that occurred
in August 2006, Dr. Rammell could not recall that any contracts for hunts were cancelled in 2006.
(Rex Rammell Depo., pg. 103, LL. 15-17). Dr. Rammell also testified that prior to the events in
question he had made a decision to the sell the property, in part, because he had to haul all of the
water needed by the elk to that property. (Rex Rammel!
Rammell Depo., pg. 37, LL. 1-24).
Plaintiffs likewise failed, in opposing the Motion for Summary Judgment, to present any
factual support or new legal argument for the allegations contained in their First Amended
Complaint. Based in part thereof, on January 6,2011, this Court granted Defendants' Motion of
Summary Judgment in full.

II.
ARGUMENT

A.

Defendants Are the Prevailing Parties in this Litigation.

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1)(B)
54(d)(l)(B) provides for an award of costs to the "'prevailing"
party in a litigation. I.R.C.P.
54(e)(l) likewise provides for an award of reasonable attorney fees to
LR.C.P. 54(e)(1)
LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B)
the prevailing party as defined in I.R.c.P.
54(d)(1)(B) when provided for by statute or contract.

d)(l )(B) directs the Court in determining which parties prevailed to consider:
I.R.C.P.
LR.C.P. 54(
54(d)(l
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1.

The final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought;

2.

Whether there are multiple claims or issues; and

3.

The extent to which each party prevailed upon each of the claims or issues.

In the instant case, this Court granted Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment in full.
litigation.'1
Therefore, Defendants are the prevailing party as to all aspects of this litigation.
B.

A warded Their Litigation
As the Prevailing Parties, Defendants Should Be Awarded
Costs.

The accompanying Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees sets forth the litigation costs
as a matter of right claimed by Defendants. The amount set forth as costs as a matter of right total
$1,559.26. The costs as a matter of right are straight forward, are clearly within the scope ofI.R.C.P.
of I.R.C.P.
54( d)( 1)(C) and as such, should be awarded by this Court.
54(d)(

C.

As the Prevailing Parties Defendants Should Be Awarded Their Attorney Fees.

Pursuant to Idaho law, it is appropriate for a Court to enter an award of attorney fees where
there is a statutory basis or contractual basis for the same. See, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l).
54(e)(1).
Idaho Code Section 12-117 provides in pertinent part:
Attorney's fees, witness fees and expenses awarded in certain
instances.
(1) Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any administrative
proceeding or civil judicial proceeding involving as adverse parties
a state agency or political subdivision and a person, the state agency
or political subdivision or the court, as the case may be, shall award
the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other
reasonable expenses, if it finds that the nonprevailing party acted
without a reasonable basis in fact or law.
(2) If a party to an administrative proceeding or to a civil judicial
proceeding prevails on a portion of the case, and the state agency or
political subdivision or the court, as the case may be, finds that the

I This Court dismissed the Counterclaim of the State of Idaho upon its request.
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants did not oppose the State's Motion.
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nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law
with respect to that portion of the case, it shall award the partially
prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other
reasonable expenses with respect to that portion of the case on which
it prevailed.

Of Finance, Securities Bureau, 132 Idaho 547, 976 P.2d 473,475
In Rincover v. State, Dept. OfFinance,
(1999) the Court reiterated that I.e. § 12-117 is not a discretionary statute and as such, where the
state agency did not act with a reasonable basis in fact or law, the court shall award attorney fees to

of Law Enforcement v. Kluss, 125 Idaho
the prevailing party (emphasis added).2 Citing Idaho Dept. ofLaw
682,873 P.2d 1336,1338 (1994).
Attorney fees can be awarded under I.e. § 12-117 only if: (1) the Court finds in favor of the
party requesting the award of attorney fees and (2) the non-prevailing party acted without a

of Commissioners, 147
reasonable basis in fact or law. Burns Holdings, LLC v. Madison County Bd. ofCommissioners,
Idaho 660, 214 P.3d 646, 650 (2009), citing
citingA.da
Ada County Highway Dist. v. Total Success Investments,

LLC, 145 Idaho 360, 372, 179 P.3d 323, 335 (2008)).
As stated above, Defendants prevailed against Plaintiffs and have therefore satisfied the first
prong of I.e. § 12-117. The remaining issue is whether Plaintiffs acted without a reasonable basis
in fact or law.
In Giltner Dairy, LLC v. Jerome County, 181 P.3d 1238 (2008), the Court awarded attorney
fees on appeal to Jerome County.3 In Giltner Dairy Plaintiff and neighbor owned land that was

"The holding in Rincover was not predicated on the fact that the prevailing party was not the
state agency. It appears that the Court in Rincover was merely reiterating the plain language of the
statute the text which states that the prevailing party, whether it be a person or state agency, shall be
awarded attorney's fees.
'See
A.da County Com'rs, ex reI. State, 217 P.3d 1282
3See also Dry Creek Partners, LLC v. Ada
(2009). In Dry Creek Partners, Ada County Development Services (ACDS) denied Plaintiff's
request for a second time extension by which to complete its final plat and Plaintiff appealed this
decision to the Ada County Board of Commissioners ("Board") and the Board decided, inter alia,
to affirm ACDS. Id. at 1285-86. Plaintiff then sought review of the Board's decision in District
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zoned exclusi vely for agriculture; neighbor then sought to change to a zoning designation that would
permit the option of urban acti vities; and then the Board of County Commissioners adopted a revised
comprehensive plan map that allowed for neighbor's request. Id. at 1239. Plaintiff then sued,
relying on several Idaho Code Sections for a right to appeal on the ground that he had an interest in
land that was adversely affected by the Board's decision. Id. at 1240-41. The Board's adoption of
the revised comprehensive plan map merely served as a guide to the local government agency
charged with making zoning decisions and had no legal effect, however. Id. Because Plaintiff could
not point to a single statute that authorized judicial review, his claim had no reasonable basis in fact
or law. Id. at 1241-42. See also Dry Creek Partners, LLC v. Ada County Com'rs, ex reI. State, 217
P.3d 1282 (2009).
In Dry Creek Partners, Ada County Development Services (ACDS) denied Plaintiff's request
for a second time extension by which to complete its final plat and Plaintiff appealed this decision
to the Ada County Board of Commissioners ("Board") and the Board decided, inter alia, to affirm
ACDS. Id. at 1285-86. Plaintiff then sought review of the Board's decision in District Court, and
the District Court affirmed the Board's decisions; Plaintiff then appealed to the Idaho Supreme
Court. Id. at 1286. The Court found that the Ada County's ordinance clearly indicated that Plaintiff
was not entitled to a second time extension and therefore, since the Board was the prevailing party,
it was entitled to attorney fees and costs under I.C. § 12-117.

In the case at hand, Plaintiffs did not act with a reasonable basis in fact or law in filing their
amended complaint once the original Complaint was dismissed in toto against Defendants Risch and

Court, and the District Court affirmed the Board's decisions; Plaintiff then appealed to the Idaho
Supreme Court. Id. at 1286. The Court found that the Ada County's ordinance clearly indicated that
PI aintiff was not entitled to a second time extension and therefore, since the Board was the prevailing
party, it was entitled to attorney fees and costs under I.C. § 12-117.
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Huffaker, and in part, against the State of Idaho. The amendment was merely a recital of claims
previously dismissed without the addition of new material facts sufficient to support an alternative
conclusion.
In this Court's Order regarding Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, dated April 29, 2009,
Plaintiffs were apprized that no reasonable basis in fact or law existed with respect to their claims
against the Defendants, save the two "taking" claims against the State. Nevertheless as discussed
above, Plaintiffs' pursued their claims against the State and their reinstituted claims against
Defendants Risch and Huffaker without any supporting factual basis or sound legal argument.
Regardless of whether I.c. § 12-117( 1) or (2) is utilized in this instance, there is a basis for
awarding attorney's fees and costs to the Defendants due to Plaintiffs' continued pursuit of this
lawsuit without a reasonable basis in fact or law.

C.

In the Alternative, Plaintiffs Have Violated I.R.C.P. l1(a)(l).

LR.C.P. 11 (a)(1) states in pertinent part:
I.R.C.P.
Rule 11 (a)(1). Signing of pleadings, motions, and other papers;
sanctions
....
sanctions....
The signature of an attorney or party constitutes a certificate that the
attorney or party has read the pleading, motion or other paper; that to
the best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief after
reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is warranted by
existing law or a good faith argument for the extension, modification,
or reversal of existing law, and that it is not interposed for any
improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or
litigation ... .If a pleading, motion or
needless increase in the cost of litigation...
other paper is signed in violation of this rule, the court, upon motion
or upon its own initiative, shall impose upon the person who signed
it, a represented party, or both, an appropriate sanction, which may
include an order to pay to the other party or parties the amount of the
reasonable expenses incurred because of the filing of the pleading,
motion, or other paper, including a reasonable attorney's fee.
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure impose the duty of candor and honesty upon litigants.
To emphasize what is stated above, the responsibilities attendant upon signing a document pursuant
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES-8
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to Rule 11 require the signer certify that he has "read the pleading, motion or other paper; that to the
best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded
in fact and is warranted by existing law ... and that it is not interposed for any improper purpose,
such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of litigation."
LR.C.P. 11 (a)( 1). "If a pleading, motion or other paper is signed in violation of this rule, the court,
upon motion or upon its own initiative, shall impose upon the person who signed it, a represented
party, or both, an appropriate sanction, which may include an order to pay to the other party or
parties the amount of the reasonable expenses incurred because ofthe filing ofthe pleading, motion
or other paper, including reasonable attorney's fees." ld.
Rule 11 IS mandatory language regarding sanctions make it clear that courts should detect and
punish violations ofthe certification requirement. Accordingly, Rule 11 gives the courts discretion
to tailor the sanctions to the violation. "The intent of the Rule is to grant courts the power to impose
sanctions for discrete pleading abuses or other types of litigative misconduct." Campbell v. Kildew
{{nd Daltoso, 141 Idaho 640, 115 P.3d 731 (2005). Thereafter, the court's discretion includes that

power to impose sanctions on the client alone, solely on the counsel, or on both. See LR.C.P. 11 (a).
In this instance, per the instructions of the Court, Plaintiffs signed and verified their First
Amended Complaint in alleging misconduct on the part of the Defendants, conduct of which they
were specifically instructed to have some basis for in filing their amended pleading. The end result
that there was no basis for pursuit of these allegations. Additionally, Mrs. Rammell testified that
while she signed the Verification of the First Amended Complaint, she neither read the Verification
nor the allegations of the Amended Complaint. See, Second Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly in
Support of Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, Ex. A pp. 361. 12- p. 37 1.15. Based on the
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foregoing. Plaintiffs' violation of I.R.c.P. 11 (a)(l) is an alternative basis for the award of attorney
fees in this matter to the Defendants.

III.
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing and the Affidavits of Counsel in support, it is respectfully requested
that Defendants be awarded their costs as a matter of right and attorney fees in full.
DATED this

n

day of March, 2011.
C

By: ____~~~~~----------------------
Michael E. Kelly f the Firm
Attorneys for D fendants
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o
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Actomeys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH TIJDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,

Case No. CV OC 08·20694

AFFIDAVIT OF MARCUS W. NYE
Plaintiffs,
vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Counterplaintiff,
VS.

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.
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T, Marcus W. Nye, havjng
having been first duly sworn upon oath. deposes and says:

J.

That I am the Managing Partner of the firm of Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey;

2.

lawfirm was originally
originalJy retained to represent
That Mitchell W. Brown of this lawfirrn

Stftle ofldaho and Steve Huffaker ill this action. Me
Mr. Bwwn began representing these
Defendants, Strtte
Defendants in or around March 3,2008;
3.

That in or around August 19, 2008, Michael E. Kelly of the film of Lopez & Ke.lly

was substituted in as counsel for the Defendants when Mr. Brown was appointed to the bench;
4.

That it is my understanding the Defendants are pursuing recovery of the costs and

attorney fees expended in the defense of the instant matter;
S.
5.

That pursuant to lR.C.P. 54(e)(5), the method of computation of (he
the fees generated

js based upon the number of hours worked multiplied by $125.00 per hour
by this firm's attorneys is

Partners and $ JJ00.00
00.00 per hoUl' for Associates, the hourly rates charged to the State of Idaho in
for Parlners
this matter;
6.

That 1 have personally reviewed the billing records and jnvoices compiled by this

Iuwfirm in this matter,
matter. which are attached hereto as Exhibit A. These invoices reflect that this
lawfil'm
lawfirm was paid $13,433,50
$13.433,50 ill legal fees for the services rendered;
lawfirrn
7.

flUe and conect amount of
That to the best of my knowledge these invoices are the tme

Iawfinn in the defense of this case;
attorney fees generated by this lawfinn
8.

That the attomey fees generated by this ]owfirm are reasonable in light of the factors

set forth in I.R.c.P. 54(e)(3).
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAlTH NAUGHT.

2011,
DATED this ~ day of March. 2011.

Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey

J~rhn.
By: J~rhr..

~~..- Cr,') ?J.

J\.
A. }/'{

Marcus W. Nye, Of the,~
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RACINE,OLSON

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this Ai day of March, 2011.

AlflJuL ~
Alfl!til.

Notary Public for Idah

Residing in the State of Idaho
My Commission Expires: ~.:J..2....._
~.:12...._
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I HEREBY CERTlFY that on this ~~
Z~ day of March, 2011, I served a tl1le and correct copy
of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, ill 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pjurey@cableolle.l1et
Attorneysjor Plaintiffs

o

N
b

o

U.S. Mail
Hand-Delivered
Overnight mail
Facsimile
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I.

STATE OF IDAHO
OfFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

June 5, 2008

Mitchell
Milchell W. Brown
Racine, Olson, Nye, Nudge & Bailey, Chtd.
P. O. Box 1391
Pocatello,ID
Pocatello,IO 83204-1391
Re:

RammelJ, et al. v. State ofldaho, at
et al., State File No. 2007-0133-001

Dear Mitch:
1
referencE~d case
I have received and reviewed your legal services billing in the above referencEld
dated April 30,
30. 2008 and have approved the same for payment in the decreased amount
of $7,841.92. The approved rate for associates assisting you in the representation of
this case is $100.00 per hour, thus the reduction.
matter on
Again. I have approved your billing for payment and your attention to this maHer
Again,
future billings will be appreciated.

S. KAY
RI TENSEN
DiVision Chie
Contracts & Administrative Law Division
SKC:blm
c:

Department of Administration - Risk Management

Contracts & AdmInistrative
Administrative Lew Division

P.O. Box 83720,
83720. Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-2400, FAX: (208) 854·8070
located at 954 W. Jefferson, 2nd Floor
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LAW OFFICES OF

.'.. .

..iINE
/ INE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAd
CHARTERI::O

Y

POCATELLO· BOISE· IDAHO FALLS' COl::UR
COI::UR D'ALENE
POST OFFICE BOX 1391
POCATEl.LO, IDAHO 83204-1391
TOLL FREE: (877) 232-6101

TAX 10
ID NUMBI':R 82-03' 63S.,

KRIS COFFMAN
STATE OF IDAHO
BUREAU OF RISK MANAGEMENT
PO BOX 83720
83720·0079
BOISE, 10 83720-0079

Statement Date:
Statement No.
Account No.
Page:

April 30, 2008

1
520.0035709

1

RAMMELL V. STATE OF IDAHO

HOURS

03/11/2008
MWB

MWB
MWB
MWB

TWO TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH KRIS
COFFMAN RE: ASSIGNMENT OF NF.W DEFENSE,
ELK FARM DEFENSE
REVIEW COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR .JURY
TRIAL
REVIEW EXECUTIVE ORDER SIGNED BY
GOVERNOR RISCH
REVIEW EMAIL FROM DALLAS BURKHALTER,
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, EXPRESSING
CONCERNS REGARDING THE EXECUTIVE ORDER
AND SUBSEQUENT LIABILITY FOR LAWSUIT

0.50

62.50

0.50

H2.50

0.30

:37.50

0.20

25.00

0.50

62.50

0.30

30.00

0.30

37.50

0.20

25.00

0.30

37.50

03/12/2008

MWB

.IDJ

03/13/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

03/18/2008
MWB

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH AND MEETING
WITH CHRIS COFFMAN RE: NEW FILE AND
ASSIGNMENT; PICK UP CLAIM FILE
RECEIVE AND ANALYZE PLAINTIFF'S.COMPLAINT
AT LAW

RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTER FROM KRIS
COFFMAN RE: REFERRAL OF NEW STATE
RAMMEL!_
DEFENSE CONCERNING REX RAMMELl_
LETTER TO KRIS COFFMAN RE: ACKNOWLEDGE
RECEIPT OF LETTER ASSIGNING NEW DEFENSE
AND ACCEPTANCE OF DEFENSE
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WlTH BRON
RAMMELL RE: COMPLAINT AND DEFENSE OF
STATE DEFENDANT'S

RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTER FROM KRIS
COFFMAN TO LT. GOVERNOR JAMES RISCH
STEVEN HUFFAKER FORMER DIRECTOR OF
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St:'I 'nent
Date:
•'
I
_;ccount No.
_;ccount
Statement No.
Page No,
No.

04/30/2008
520 0035709
1
2

HOURS
IDAHO FISH AND GAME AND DALLAS
BUTKHAL
TER RE: RAMMELL LAWSUIT AND
BUTKHALTER
ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIM TO MY OFFICE FOR
DEFENSE

0.30

37.50

0.30

37.50

0.30

37.50

0.20

~~5.00

0.50

B2.50

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH BRON
RAMMELL RE: APPEARANCE AND ANSWER

0.10

'12.50

REVIEW DOCUMENTS AND CDS FROM STATE;
BEGIN ASSEMBLY FOR TRIAL AND DISCOVERY
PURPOSES

1.30

71.50

REVIEW DOCUMENTS AND CDS FROM STATE;
ASSEMBLY FOR TRIAL AND DISCOVERY
PURPOSES

1.50

82.50

REVIEW DOCUMENTS AND CDS FROM STATE;
ASSEMBL Y FOR TRIAL AND DISCOVERY
ASSEMBLY
PURPOSES

2.00

110.00

0.10

12.50

0.20

25.00

0,10
0.10

12.50

0.10

12.50

1.00

55.00

03/19/2008
MWB

MWB

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH LT GOVERNOR
JANlI::S RISCH RE: RAMMELl CLAIM AGAINST
JANlr::S
RISCH
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH BRON
RAMMELL RE: ANSWER AND TIME TO FILE
ANSWER

03/20/2008
MWB

MWB

RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTER TO LAWRENCE
WASDEN RE: APPOINTMENT AS SPECIAL
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL AND GUIDELINES
MEETING WITH SCOTT SMITH RE: MOTION TO
DISMISS TORT CLAIMS

03/21/2008
MWB

03/24/2008
BKH

03/26/2008
BKH

03/27/2008

BKH

04/02/2008
MWB

MWB
MWB
MWB

BKH

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVEN OLSEN
AT lAG OFFICE RE: RAMMEll V STATE CLAIM
BEGAN PREPARATION OF ANSWER TO
COMPLAINT
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH BRON
RAMMELL RE: SERVICE ON PARTIES
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ,IERRY RIGBY
RE: RAMMELL V JIM RISCH AND HIS
REPRESENTATION OF JIM RISCH INDIVIDUALLY
PREPARE CASEMAP FOR USE A r TRIAL AND
DISCOVERY
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Sl[" C~nent
C~nent Date:
Str'

. ~ccount No.

Statemellt No.
Page No.

04/30/2008
5200035709
1
3

HOURS

04/03/2008
BKH
MWB

MWB

MWB
MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB
MWB

MWB

SJS

04/04/2008
MWB

SJS

04/08/2008
SJS

04/09/2008
MWB
MWB
SJS

04/10/2008
MWB

PREPARE CASEMAP FOR USE AT TRIAL AND
DISCOVERY
CONFERENCE WITH SCOTT SMITH RE: VENUE
ISSUES AND SERVICE ISSUES ON INDIVIDUAL
DEFENDANTS
2 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JERRY RIGBY
JIM RISCH'S PERSONAL ATTORNEY RE: CHANGE
OF VENUE ISSUES
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVEN
OLSON RE: STATE DEFENSE
RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTER FROM KRIS
COFFMAN TO DALLAS BURKHALTER RE:
DEFENSE OF RAMMELL CLAIM
RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTER FROM KRIS
COFFMAN TO STEVEN HUFFAKER RE: DEFENSE
OF RAMMELL CLAIM
RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTER TO JAMES RISCH
FROM KRIS COFFMAN RE: DEFENSE OF
RAMMELL CLAIM
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVEN
HUFFAKER RE: RAMMELL LITIGATION
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JOHN RUNFT
RE: SERVICE OF PROCESS NOTICE OF
APPEARANCE AND ANSWER
RESEARCH ON CLAIMS ASSERTED IN
COMPLAINT DEFENSES TO ASSERT IN ANSWER
AND DEFENSE OF CLAIM
REVIEWING COMPLAINT AND RESEARCH
DEFENSES

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVEN
HUFFAKER RE: REPRESENTATION AND DEFENSE
ISSUES
RESEARCH DEFENSES AND MOTIONS TO
DISMISS

DRAFTING MOTION TO DISMISS AND
PREPARATION ON MEMORANDUM

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVEN
HUFFAKER RE: DEFENSE IN RAMMELL CASE
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH BRON
RAMMELL RE: SERVICE ISSUES
DRAFTING MOTION TO DISMISS AND
MEMORANDUM

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE OLSON
RE: RAMMELL V. STATE LITIGATION ISSUES

1.30

71.50

0.20

25.00

0.60

75.00

0.10

1:2.50

0.20

25.00

0.20

25.00

0.20

25.00

0.10

12.50

0.30

37.50

1.00

125.00

6.20

775.00

0.10

12.50

2.40

300,00
300.00

3.50

437.50

0.30

37.50

0.10

12.50

2.20

27'5.00

0.10

000587

12.50

Stl11ent
Date:
,
(

. \ccount No.
Statement No.
Page No.

04/30/2008
5200035709
1
4

HOURS
MWB
MWB

04/14/2008
MWB

BKH

04/15/2008
BKH
MWB

MWB

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH BRON
RAMMELL RE: SERVICE ON PLAINTIFF'S
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JERRY RIGBY
RE: SERVICE ISSUE, AUTHORIZATION TO
ACCEPT SERVICE AND MOTION TO CHANGE
VENUE

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH BRON
RAMMELL AND JOHN L RUFNT RE: SERVICE OF
PROCESS ON STEVEN
EXTRACT PDF'SAND ORGANIZE DOCUMENTS
FOR CASEMAP

EXTRACT PDF'S AND ORGANIZE DOCUMENTS
FOR CASEMAP
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JOHN RUFNT
T GOVERNOR
RE: SERVICE OF PROCESS ON L
LT
RISCH AND STEVEN HUFFAKER
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH CHRIS
COFFMAN RE: ANSWER AND MOTIONS TO
DISMISS

0.30

37.50

0.30

37.50

0.20

25.00

2.60

143.00

4.40

242.00

0.30

:i7.50

0.30

:37.50

3.00

1135.00

0.20

25.00

0.10

12.50

0.20

25.00

0.30

37.50

0.20

25.00

0.60

75.00

0.20

25.00

0.20

25.00

04/16/2008
BKH

EXTRACT PDF'S AND ORGANIZE DOCUMENTS
FOR CASEMAP
MWB RECEIVE }lIND REVIEW LETTER FROM JOHN
RUNFT AND AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE ON JAMES E
RISCH
MWB TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JERRY RIGBY
RE: AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE ON JAMES RISCH
AND STRATEGY ON PRE ANSWER MOTIONS
MWB EMAIL JOHN RUFNT RE: RECEIPT OF AFFIDAVIT
OF SERVICE ON JAMES RISCH AND TIME FRAME
ON APPEARANCE
MWB RESEARCH IRCP ON PERSONAL SERVICE OF
INDIVIDUALS AND DRAFT LETTER TO JERRY
RIGBY RE: AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE ON LT
GOVERNOR JAMES RISCH AND SERVICE ISSUES
MWB RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAILJOHN RUNFT RE:
SERVICE ON LT
LT GOVERNOR JAMES RISCH
MWB 2 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE
OLSON AT IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
RE: RISCH'S CHANGE OF VENUE MOTION AND
PRE ANSWER MOTIONS TO DiSMISS
DISMISS
MWB RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM KRIS
COFFMAN RE: RAMMELL V RISCH CHANGE OF
VENUE ISSUES
MWB RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM MIKE
GILMORE RE: RAMMELL V RISCH CHANGE OF
VENUE ISSUES
MWB TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH KRIS COFFMAN

000588

(

St:l
~

Date:
ment
,,
. \ccount No.
Statement No.

04/30/2008
5200035709

'1

Page No.

5

HOURS

MWB
MWB

SJS

SJS

04/17/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

RE: MEETING WITH TO DISCUSS STRATEGY
VENUE ISSUES AND PRE ANSWER MOTIONS
RESEARCH ON MOTION TO DISMISS 1983
ACTIONS PURSUANT TO 11TH AMENDMENT
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH MIKE GILMORE
RE: RAMMELL V RISCH
RiSCH AND CHANGE OF VENUE
ISSUES
LEGAL RESEARCH RE: TIMELlNES
TIMELINES OF FILING
TORT CLAIM NOTICE AND WHETHER THERE IS
AN ARGUMENT THAT IT WAS IMPROPER
BECAUSE IT WAS BY FAX AND BECAUSE IT WAS
COMPLETED AFTER BUSINESS HOURS
REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS RECEIVED FROM
CLIENT

0.10

12.50

0.50

62.50

0.20

25.00

3.20

400.00

3.60

450.00

3.30

412.50

0.30

37.50

0.90

112.50

MEETING WITH STEVE OLSON; KIT COFFIN AND
KRIS COFFMAN RE: CONFERENCE ON VENUE
AND DISCUSS STRATEGY ON RAMMEll
DEFENSE; CONFERENCE CALL WITH JERRY
LT GOVERNOR RISCH'S
RIGBY TO DISCUSS LT
POSITION RE: VENUE
POSlTION

2.10

2B2.50

DETAILED REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF
DOCUMENTS PROVIDED BY CLIENT

6.70

8~~7.50

MOTION TO DISMISS BASED UPON
DRAFTING MOT/ON
IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT

4.10

512.50

RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM JERRY
RIGBY RE: CHANGE OF VENUE ISSUES AND
EXTENSION TO FILE RESPONSIVE PLEADINGS

0.20

25.00

1/2 OF TRAVEL TO AND FROM BOISE RE:
MEETING WITH MIKE GILMORE AND SCOTT
OLSON ON AND MEETING WITH KRIS COFFMAN;
KIT COFFIN; SCOTT OLSON AND JERRY RIGBY
RE: VENUE ISSUES; DEFENSE OF STATE AND
STATE EMPLOYEES AND PRE ANSWER MOTIONS
TO DISMISS AND L
T GOVERNOR RISCH'S
LT
MOTION
MOTiON FOR CHANGE OF VENUE
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JERRY RIGBY
RE: CONFERENCE ON STATE; RISCH AND
HUFFAKER DEFENSE
RESEARCH IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT FOR
DEFENSES AVAILABLE TO STATE AND STATE
EMPLOYEES UNDER THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS
ACT

04/18/2008
MWB

04/23/2008
SJS

04/25/2008
SJS

04/28/2008
MWB

000589

St,' ')lent Date:
St;'
"ccount No.
Statement No.
Page No.

c'

i"

04/30/2008
5200035709
1

6

HOURS

04/29/2008
MWB
MWB

MWB

MW8

MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB
MWB

REPLY EMAIL TO JERRY RIGBY RE: RESPONSIVE
PLEADINGS AND LETTER FROM STEVE OLSON
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JOHN RUNFT
RE: SERVICE OF PROCESS ON STEVEN
HUFFAKER AND ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE FOR
LT. GOVERNOR RISCH THROUGH COUNSEL
_jERRY RIGBY
_IERRY
EMAIL TO STEVE OLSEN, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL, RE: STATE VIEW AND POSITION ON
VENUE ISSUES
RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM STEVE
OLSEN AND KRIS COFFMAN RE: REPLY TO MY
T. GOVERNOR RISCH AND
EMAIL ON LETTER TO L1.
HIS ATTORNEY
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH RICHARD
DIEHL RE: TAKING CASE IN BANNOCK COUNTY
INVOLVING LlGERTOWN AND ALLEGED
UNLAWFUL TAKING BY BANNOCK COUNTY OF
LIONS AND HYBRID WOLF
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE
HUFFAKER RE: SERVICE OF PROCESS
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE OLSEN
RE: LETTER TO JERRY RIGBY CONCERNING
VENUE ISSUES
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH BRON
RAMMELL RE: DISCOVERY ISSUES
BEGIN WORK ON MOTIONS TO DISMISS TORT
CLAIMS

0.20

25.00

0.30

3'7.50

0.20

2:5.00

0.20

25.00

0.30

3'7.50

0.30

37.50

0.30

37.50

0.30

37.50

0.50

62.50

0.30

37,50
37.50

0.30

37,50
37.50

0.30

37,50
37.50

0.20

25.00

04/30/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB
MWB

SJS

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DALLAS
BURKHALTER RE: SERVICE ON HUFFAKER AND
CONCERNS ON THE TAKING ISSUES IN
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT
,IERRY
RECEIVE AND REVIEW DRAFT LETTER TO .jERRY
RIGBY FROM STEVE OLSEN ASSISTANT
ATTORNEY GENERAL RE: VENUE ISSUES
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE OLSEN
RE: LETTER TO JERRY RIGBY
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE OLSEN
AND KRIS COFFMAN RE: LETTER TO JERRY
RIGBY
DRAFTING MOTION TO DISMISS BASED UPON
IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT

5.90 /
78.40

--

FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED

bTTORNEY
JOSHUA D. JOHNSON
SCOTT J. SMITH
BONNIE K. HILL

RECAPITULATION
HOURSHOURLYRATEl!'

0,30
0.30
37.80
17,10
17.10

737.50
idl
8,595.50
r
iJ-VO'
qtf~) LtJA
.- qtf~)
Lt JA
~r;~ :'>0, ~
U
----

TO~
T
O~

$1QQ..Q.Q!.....@i'$30.00.
$1QQ..Q.Q!.....@i·$30.00.

/OlJ.@.O.DY/ ~OO ~/
55,00
55.00

1</r'&'t'(_
("/r'&'t'(_ qt/S,~
qt/S.~
11

940.50

000590
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Sl\ ··Tlent Date:
StlT\ent
. . ,CColint No.
Statement No.

Page No.

ATTORNEY
MITCHELL W. BROWN

04/29/2008

HOURSHOURLY RATE/
23.20
125.00

04/30/2008
5200035709
1
7

IOTAL
2,900.00

HALF COST - RT MILEAGE paC-BOISE
POC-BOISE + HOTEL - MWB
TOTAL COSTS
TOTAL CURRENT WORK & COSTS

BALANCE DUE

Billing History
.FEES EXPENSES bP_YANCESFINANCE CHARGE
8,595.50
191.42
0.00
0.00

RHlF.n'ED .~ APPROVED BY
AlTORNEY
THE orne! OF THE AtTORNEY
GENERAL

BILLING PERIOD: 3/11/2008 THROUGH 4/30/2008
FILE OPENED: MARCH 11, 2008
TOTAL DAYS OPENED: 51

By:(0dK£ff:V~
By:(0dK0f:V~

Dalf:jalS{kf.ee--J~.~
Dact; 1alS{kf.sr-:>~.~

000591
/2///
j /}~I// t7#
t;#-

MITCHELL W. BROWN
7100· ADVANCES TO CLIENTS

(

48436

4/2912008

5 . 5709 - HALF COST - RT
MILEA
POC-BOISE + HOTEL
RAMMEL . TATE
.'.
--.--".,---',~
~_.-/.,--",~

8770· OFFICE TRAVEL

\ ';
\.,

\. ..::~ \

.....

RTMILE'AGE-HALF COST - RTMILE'AGE·
POC-BOISE t HOTEL - MWB _
POC·BOISE
__ j
\: .. \",
\", ....
..-.
(( __!
\.\. \:
'',,..-.
·DINNER
-DINNER - MCGRATH'S .~.~.

191.42

191.42

'",..:
", .,..:

\'

'---,

.J
.,J

8770 . OFFICE TRAVEL

r..r'" .

.-,'. \....

: I,L~:. •
,;...-
;...-'

"'~

II

\..-~
\_ ..'
,-~\...'

73.09

'.-
'.--

. .'!
,'!
..... ,...
.........

("", '';; !"
-r'"
•

\

.

_J

a

";:~ \~
\---"

.

,---) j
(' ,.--\
. ,.

IRELAND BANK CHECK

~

...

'

..

~ .. \'\::.
\'\::,,,,,,
.... r

455.93

•

•

S612(~(2/CB!
S612(~(2/CB!

000592

-~-

BOISE PARK CENTER SHS
424 E PARK CENTER BLVD
BOISE ID 83706
208-342-1044

~-9
~'9
((~;-<~

,!,I SPRINGHill
SPRINGHilL

..!!

SUITES

!

A\arnott
A\arnoft

i

@

MITCHELL BROWN

Room:
Room Type:
No. Of Guests:
Rate:
Clerk:

LEISURE
Arrive
Date

17Apr08
17Apr08
17Apr08
17Apr08
17Apr08
17AprOB
18Apr08

129.00
MSL

Time
12:: 0812 Depart 18Aor08
B3-43559A
12
18Apr08 Time 09: 53a Folio#
Charges
Credits
Reference Number
Description

17Apr08

MVOO81
MV0081
T90081
RB123
Tl123
T2123
T5123
MC09:53AM

Movie
Sales Tax
ROOM CHARGE
Occupancy Sales Ta
TRAVEL & CONVENTIO
AUDITORIUM TAX
Master Card

*********************

*
*
*

REGA

123
KSTE
1

THIS CARD WAS
ELECTRONICALLY
SWIPED ON 17Apr08

*
*
*

*********************
**

11. 99
11.99
.72
129.00
6.45
7.74
2.58
158.48158.48

**************************************
* CARD #: MCXXXXXXXXXXXX3998/XXXX *
* Amount:
158.48
Auth: 05564Z *
*
** Signature on File **
*
**************************************
BALANCE

.00

**

Want your final hotel bill by email?

Just ask the Front Desk!

See "Internet
IIInternet Privacy Statement
Statement"ll on Marriott.com
Marriott. com

/L/~. ~q
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Me
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Server: Derick
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Magnetic card preSt
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ApDrova1: 04591Z
Approval:
04591Z
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000594

000595

Fl

LAW OFFICES OF

(

.

BUOGE & BALly
';INE OLSON NYE BUDGE
CHARTERED

BOISE· IDAHO FALLS· COEUR D'ALENE
POCATELL.O . BOISE,
POST OFFICE BOX 1391
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83204-1391
TOLL FREE: (877) 232-6101

TAX ID NUMBrR 82-0316387

rJ'J((/l. .
'17((/1.

KRIS COFFMAN
STATE OF IDAHO

/J J

PO BOX 83720
BOISE, 10
fD 83720-0079

/I)
I'll

J.(J

-.: :---..

y"

L'

Statement Date:
Statement No.
Page:

May 31, 2008

2
520.0035709
1

RAMMELL V. STATE OF IDAHO
eAYMIl!.IJE....,NlL.T~ ______._..
._ .. _~~
_~~ _ _ _
PLEASE RETURN TOP PORIf.QN. WITH eAYMIl!JJE....,NlL.T~

$8,786.92

PREVIOUS BALANCE

HOURS

05101/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

05/0212008
OS/0212008
MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JERRY RIGBY
RE: PRE ANSWER MOTION INCLUDING CHANGE
OF VENUE MOTION OF LT
LT GOVERNOR RISCH
RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM JERRY
RIGBY RE: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
CHANGE OF VENUE MOTION OF LT
LT GOVERNOR
JIM RISCH
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE
OLSEN'S OFFICE RE: LETTER TO JERRY RIGBY
CONCERNING VENUE ISSUES
RESEARCH ON TAKING CLAIMS ASSERTED BY
PLAINTIFF

LETTER TO JOHN RUNFT AND BRON RAMMELL
RE: EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE APPEARANCE
OR RESPONSIVE PLEADING
2 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH .IERRY RIGBY
RE: EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE RESPONSIVE
PLEADINGS
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JOHN RUNFT
RE: EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE RESPONSIVE
PLEADINGS
RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM JOHN RUNFT
RE: CONFIRMATION OF EXTENSION OF TIME TO
FILE RESPONSIVE PLEADINGS

0.30

37.50
37.S0

0.10

12.50

0.20

25.00

0.80

100.00

0.20

;~5.00
;~S.OO

0.30

:n.50

0.20

25.00

0.10

12.50
12.S0

0.40

22.00

05/0512008
PM

MWB

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH TELEVISION
STATIONS RE: STORY ON GOVERNOR'S ORDER
TO DESTROY DOMESTIC ELK
RESEARCH MOTION TO DISMISS TORT CLAIMS

000596

S

;ment Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

05/31/2008
52000357091
2
2

HOURS

SJS

05/06/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB
MWB

MWB

MWB

SJS

05/07/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

RE: FAILURE TO FILE TIMELY TORT CLAIM
NOTICE
REVIEWING ALL DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN FILE RECEIVED FROM

RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM JERRY
RIGBY RE: RISCH'S MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE
2 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH KRIS
COFFMAN RE: MOTIONS TO DISMISS TORT
CLAIMS OF PLAINTIFF
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DALLAS
TER RE: NOTICE TO RAMMELL
BURKEHAL
BURKEHALTER
CONCERNING ISSUANCE OF EXECUTIVE ORDER
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JERRY RIGBY
RE: RISCH'S MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE
RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM PAM
MOTTISHAW RE: NEWS STORIES ON CHANNEL 5
AND 8 ON SEPTEMBER 2007; NOTICE OF CLAIM
SECTION OF IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT
RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM KRIS
COFFMAN RE: STATUTES CONTROLLING
SECRETARY OF STATE
RECEIVE AND REVIEW MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF GOVERNOR RISCH'S MOTION TO
CONTINUE TRIAL
COMPLETE REVIEW AND SUMMARY OF ALL
DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION CONTAINED IN
FILE RECEIVED FROM CLIENT WITH REGARD TO
THIS CASE

RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM JERRY
RIGBY RE: FILING MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE
AND DECISION OF RISCH TO CONTINUE ON WITH
REQUEST TO CHANGE VENUE
2 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JERRY RIGBY
RE: RISCH MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE AND
NOTICE TO RAMMELL BY GOVERNOR'S OFFICE
EMAIL TO DALLAS BURHLATER RE: NOTICE BY
FISH AND GAME TO REX RAMMELL OF
GOVERNOR RISCH'S EXECUTIVE ORDER
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JAMES RISCH
RE: MOTION TO DISMISS FOR UNTIMELY FILING
OF NOTICE OF TORT CLAIM
2 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH MIREN
I.INE ON FILING OF NOTICE OF
ARTIACH RE: TIME UNE
TORT CLAIM ON RAMMELL CASE
PREPARATION MOTION TO DISMISS TORT
CLAIMS FOR UNTIMELY FILING MEMORANDUM
AND AFFIDAVITS IN SUPPORT
MEETING WITH MIREN ARTIACH RE: FILING OF
TORT CLAIM NOTICE ON REX RAMMELL CLAIM

OAO
0040

50.00

6AO
6040

640.00

0.20

25.00

0.40

50.00

0.30

37.50

0.10

12:.50

0.20

2S.00

0.20

25.00

0.40

50.00

3.00

300.00

0.20

2t).00

0.50

62.50

0.20

215.00

0.10

1:2.50

0.50

6:2.50

0.90

11:2.50

000597
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(

S

.iment Date:
.'ment
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

05/31/2008
5200035709
:2
:3

HOURS

MWB

SJS

AND NOTES CONCERNING FILING OF TORT
CLAIM
RECEIVE AND REVIEW STATEMENT MIREN
ARTIACH RE: FILING OF RAMMELL NOTICE OF
TORT CLAIM
COMPLETE MOTION TO DISMISS; MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT AND MIREN ARTIACH

0.50

62.50

0.20

2t;.00

3.00

300.00

0.50

2i'.50

6.40

640.00

2.50

312.50

0.30

3i'.50

0.50

62.50

2.50

2S0.DO
250.00

0.30

3/'.50
3i'.50

0.20

2ti.OO

0.80

44.00

0.20

25.00

0.30

3'l.50
3"l.50

0.10

12.50

05/08/2008

BKH
SJS

COMPARE NOTICES OF TORT CLAIM WITH
AMENDED NOTICES OF TORT CLAIM
DRAFTING AND AMENDING MOTION TO DISMISS;
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT AND MIREN
ARTIACH

05/09/2008
MWB

REVIEW REVISE AND FINALIZE MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF STATE OF IDAHO JIM RISCH AND
STEVEN HUFFAKER'S MOTION TO DISMISS
LT GOVERNOR
MWB TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH LT
JIM RISCH RE: MOTION TO DISMISS; MOTION TO
CHANGE VENUE AND NOTICE GIVEN TO
RAMMELL OF EXECUTIVE ORDER
MWB 2 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH MIREN
MIREN ARTIACH
ARTIACH RE: AFFIDAVIT OF MlREN
CONCERNING FILING OF TORT CLAIM NOTICE
SJS
COMPLETE DRAFTING AND AMENDING MOTION
TO DISMISS; MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT AND
AFFIDAVIT OF MIREN ARTIACH

05/1212008
MWB

RECEIVE AND REVIEW JIM RISCH'S MOTION TO
CHANGE VENUE TO ADA COUNTY; AFFIDAVIT IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE AND
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE
MWB LETTER TO KRIS COFFMAN RE: RISCH'S MOTION
TO CHANGE VENUE AND SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS
BKH
ORGANIZING; SCANNING AND PUTTING
PLEADINGS INTO CASEMAP

05/13/2008

MWB

EMAIL STEVE OLSEN RE: MOTION TO DISMISS
FILED BY JAMES RISCH AND STATES MOTION TO
DISMISS
MWB REVIEW CASE LAW ON 11TH AMENDMENT
IMMUNITIES
MWB RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM STEVE
OLSEN RE: MOTIONS TO DISMISS AND CHANGE
VENUE

05/14/2008
MWB

RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTER TO JOHN RUNFT

000598

"
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SI·

ment Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

05/31/2008
5200035709

2
4

HOURS

MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

05/15/2008
MWB

05/18/2008
MWB

05/19/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB
MWB

05/20/2008
MWB

MWB

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE
TO CLERK RE: MOTiON
MOSS AND MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE
RESEARCH IRCP 40(d)(1) AND SUPPORTING
CASE LAW ON AUTOMATIC DISQUALIFICATION
OF JUDGES
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH KRIS COFFMAN
RE: MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE MOSS AND
MOTION
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JERRY RIGBY
RE: MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE MOSS AND
STATES OBJECTION TO THE SAME
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH FREMONT
COUNTY COURTHOUSE CLERK'S OFFICE RE:
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE MOSS AND
STATE'S OBJECTION TO THE SAME

0.30

3'7.50
3"7.50

0.60

75.00

0.30

37.50

0.30

37.50

0.10

12.50

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DEBBY MACE
AT FREMONT COUNTY COURTHOUSE RE:
FILINGS AND ASSIGNMENT OF JUDGE IN
FREMONT COUNTY

0.30

3'7.50

PREPARATION OF OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE MOSS

1.00

125.00

0.40

50.00

1.00

12:5.00

0.50

6:2.50

0.30

3"7.50
37.50

0.30

3'7.50

0.20

25.00

0.10

:2.50
1
1:2.50

0.10

1.2.50
12.50

2 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DEBBY MACE
AT FREMONT COUNTY COURTHOUSE RE:
AFFIDAVIT
COMPLETE AND REVIEW AND REVISE
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS
DISQUALIFY JUDG MOSS
PREPARE AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORAH MACE RE:
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE MOSS
FAX PROPOSED AFFIDAVIT TO DEBORAH MACE
WITH INSTRUCTIONS AND 2ND FAX OF REVISED
AFFIDAVIT TO DEBORAH MACE
RECEIVE AND REVIEW 2 EMAILS FROM DALLAS
BURKHALTER RE: NOTICE OF GOVERNOR'S
EXECUTIVE ORDER TO REX RAMMELL
RECEIVE AND REVIEW FAX FROM DEBORAH
MACE RE: PROPOSED REVISIONS TO AFFIDAVIT
MAKE PROPOSED REVISIONS TO DEBORAH
MACE'S AFFIDAVIT

RECEIVE AND REVIEW FAX DEBORAH MACE RE:
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE
MOSS
COMPLETE OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION

000599

·-..
Dale:
Sl'nent Date:

05/31/2008

Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

5200035709
2
5

HOURS
TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE MOSS

05/21/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

05/30/2008
MWB

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JOHN RUNFT
RE: HEARING ON MOTIONS AND OBJECTION TO
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH BRON
RAMMELL RE: OBJECTION TO DISQUALIFICATION
OF JUDGE MOSS AND MOTIONS TO DISMISS
RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAILS FROM JERRY
RIGBY AND JOHN RUNFT RE: MOTION TO
DISQUALIFY JUDGE MOSS AND OTHER PENDING
MOTIONS

RECEIVE AND REVIEW FAX FROM KRIS
COFFMAN RE: RAMMELL NEWSPAPER ARTICLE
ON FINANCIAL ISSUES AND PROBLEMS

0.80

100.00

0.30

37.50

. 0.30

37.50

0.20

25,00
25.00

0.10
42.40

12.50

--

FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED

RECAPITULATION
HOURSHOURLY RAT
RATV
0.40
$55.0 /
21.30
100.00/
1.30
55.00/
19.40,
19.40·
125.00

ATTORNEY
PAM MOTTISHAW
SCOTT J. SMITH
BONNIE K. HILL
MITCHELL W. BROWN

V

~

06~V
06~V
TOTAL

$22.00
2,130.00
71.50
2,425.00

05/21/2008
SJS

CREDIT FOR ATTORNEY RATE OVERCHARGE

-945.00/
--~

TOTAL CREDIT FOR FEE REDUCTION

-945.00

e

TOTAL CURRENT WORK & COSTS

06/16/2008
06/16/2008

COST
PAYMENT - THANK YOU
COSTPAYMENT·THANKYOU
FEE PAYMENT
PAYMENT·- THANK YOU

.~\..I.l

TOTAL PAYMENTS

~r

BALANCE DUE

Billing History
FEE.§! EXPENSES ADVANCESFINANCE CHARGE
12,299.00

191.42

0.00

0.00

-191.42
·191.42
-7,650.50
--~

-7,841.92

-7,841.92

(§:)

PAYMENTS

7,841.92

AND AmoVED BY
ATl'ORNIY
THf OFFICE OF TBI AT1'ORNIY
GENERAL.

}ll1V1F.WEf)
J!l1V1F.WEf)

BILLING PERIOD: 05101/2008
05/01/2008 THROUGH 513112008
FILE OPENED: MARCH 11, 2008
TOTAL DAYS OPENED: 82

lCf)MtJ{£1rrt~
BJ:l~rrt~

By:

~4-l4+
0fL~ __.~._
D*~~'
000600
,'7~ d
J/(/S-tJ
J/(/S tJ
I

/ /

'.
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..

.....,.",
."
(

RA

LAW OFFICES OF

(

i

,'NE
BA!L~I
.'NE OLSON NYE BUDGE 8c BA!L~I
CHARTERED

POCATELLO' BOISE· IDAHO FALLS· COEUR D'ALENE
POST OFFICE SOX
sox 1391
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83204-1391
TOLL FREE: (877) 232-6101

TAX 10 NUMBER 82-0316387

KRIS COFFMAN
STATE OF IDAHO
BUREAU OF RISK MANAGEMENT
650 W. STATE STREET
BOISE,ID 83720

,,..,.....-~tatement Date:
N..--.utatement
tatement No.
tatemenl
Account No.

June 30, 2008

Page:

'1

:3
520.003570B

RAMMELL V. STATE OF IDAHO
PLEASE REWRN Top
rop PORTION Willi PAYMENT

PREVIOUS BALANCE

$4,640.50

HOURS

06102/2008
MWB
MWB

RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM JOHN RUNFT
RESPONStVE BRIEF ON MOTION TO DISMISS
RE: RESPONSIVE
REPLY EMAIL FROM JOHN RUNFT RE:
RESPONSIVE BRIEF ON MOTION TO DISMISS

0.20

2B.00

0.20

2S.00

0.10

12.50

0.20

2!5.00

0.40

50.00

0.20

26.00

0,30

3-7.50
3'7.50

0_20
0.20

25.00

0.20

25.00

0,20
0.20

25.00

06103/2008
06/03/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

MWB

RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM JOHN RUNFT
RE: MEMORANDUM AND AFFIDAVIT IN
OPPOSITION TO RISCH'S MOTION TO CHANGE
VENUE
RECEIVE AND REVIEW AFFIDAVIT OF REX
RAMMELL IN OPPOSITION TO RISCH'S MOTION
TO CHANGE VENUE
RECEIVE AND REVIEW PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO RISCH'S
MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE
LETTER TO KRIS COFFMAN RE: AFFIDAVIT AND
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
CHANGE VENUE

06/0712008
MWB
MWB

MWB

MWB

RECEIVE AND REVIEW PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE
TO OBJECTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE MOSS
RECEIVE AND REVIEW AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN
RUNFT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
JUDGE MOSS
RECEIVE AND REVIEW AFFIDAVIT OF KARRISSA
ARM BURST IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISQUALIFY JUDGE MOSS
LETTER TO KRIS COFFMAN RE: PLAINTIFF'S
PLEADING IN OPPOSITION TO STATE'S
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO DISQUALIFY

000602

':ent Date:
J4.ccount
}4.ccount No.
Statement No.
Page No.

Sta'
Sla'

(

06130/2008

520003570B

:3

:~

HOURS
06/11/2008
06111/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

06/12/2008
SJS

06/20/2008
MWB

MWB

06/25/2008
MWB

MWB

RECEIVE AND REVIEW PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE
TO MOTION TO DISMISS
RECEIVE AND REVIEW AFFIDAVIT OF KARL
RUNFT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
DISMISS
LETTER TO KRIS COFFMAN RE: PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM AND OTHER SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS IN RESPONSE TO MOTION TO
DISMISS

RECEIVE AND REVIEW PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION
TO STATE'S MOTION TO DISMISS

RECEIVE AND REVIEW ORDER DISQUALIFYING
JUDGE MOSS
LETTER TO KRIS
KR1S COFFMAN RE: ORDER
DISQUALIFYING JUDGE MOSS

RECEIVE AND REVIEW ORDER OF ASSIGNMENT
NEW JUDGE
LETTER TO KRIS COFFMAN RE: ASSIGNMENT OF
JUDGE SIMPSON AS PRESIDING JUDGE

3i'.50

0.20

2~i.OO
2~i.00

0.20

2~i.00
2~i.OO

1.00

100.00

0.20

25.00

0.20

25.00

0.20

25.00

e{

0.20

-

FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED

ATTORNEY
SCOTT J. SMITH
MITCHELL W. BROWN

0.30

4.70

RECAPITULATION
HOURSHOURLY RAT~ /

TOTAL

1.00
3.70

$100.00
462.50

$100.00 : ;
125.00

TOTAL CURRENT WORK & COSTS

07/18/2008

562.50

FEE PAYMENT - THANK YOU

-4,648.50

BALANCE DUE
Billing History
FEES EXPENSES ADVANCESFINANCE CHARGE

12,861.50

191.42

0.00

0.00

PAYMENTS

12,49~ A.ND APPROVED B\'
~ OFFICE

1
llY;~~
Date:_~ l '2~ ~._;:..
000603

GENERAL.

6{30/2008
BILLING PERIOD: 06/01/2008 THROUGH 613012008
FILE OPENED: MARCH 11, 2008
TOTAL DAYS OPENED: 112

OF THE ATroIlNE¥

o.

• -.1.

I

d

-J.

('-I .....)

{_,

cr.)

000604

•
.

LAW OFFICl::S
OFFIC':S OF

RAl .:.IE OLSON NYE BUDGE &"

CHARTERED

BAIL.~_

POCATELLO· BOISE' IDAHO FALLS·
FALLS, COEUR D'ALENE
POST OFFICE aox t 39
391t
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83204- t 39
391t
TOLL FREE: (877) 232-6101

TAX ID NUMBER 82-0316387

KRIS COFFMAN
STATE OF IDAHO
BUREAU OF RISK MANAGEMENT
650 W. STATE STREET
BOISE, ID 83720

Statement Date: September 30, 2008
Statement No.
4
Account No.
520.0035709
Page:
1

RAMMELL V. STATE OF IDAHO
PLEASE RETIJRN TOP PORDON WITH PAYMENT

T-20120

$56:2.50

PREVIOUS BALANCE

HOURS

07/10/2008
MWB

MWB

MWB

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JOHN RUNFT'S
OFFICE RE: HEARING DATES ON MOTION TO
CHANGE VENUE AND STATE'S MOTION TO
DISMISS
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JERRY RIGBY
RE: ASSIGNMENT OF JUDGE SIMPSON AND
HEARING DATE ON PENDING MOTIONS
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH KRIS COFFMAN
RE: ASSIGNMENT OF JUDGE SIMPSON AND
HEARING DATE ON PENDING MOTIONS

0.30

3'7.50

0.30

37.50

0.10

1:2.50

0.20

25.00

0.20

25.00

0.30

37.50

0.20

11.00

0.30

37.50

07/14/2008
MWB

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH KRIS COFFMAN
RE: JUDGE SIMPSON AND HEARINGS ON VENUE
AND MOTION TO DISMISS

07/22/2008
MWB
MWB
BKH

RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAIL FROM JOHN RUNFT
RE: HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JOHN RUNFT
RE: HEARING DATE ON MOTIONS TO DISMISS
DRAFT NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION TO
DISMISS

07/23/2008
MWB

RECEIVE AND REVIEW EMAILS BETWEEN JERRY
RIGBY AND JOHN RUNFT RE: HEARING DATE ON
MOTiON TO CHANGE VENUE
JAMES RISCH'S MOTION

07/29/2008
MWB

REVIEW EMAIL TO JERRY RIGBY AND JOHN

000605

•
Sta\·pnt Dale:
Date:
Sta\'pnt
.....vcount No.
.....vcount
Statement No.
Page No.

09/30/2008
5200035709
4
2

HOURS

07/30/2008
MWB

08/07/2008
MWB

08/19/2008
BKH
MWB
MWB
MWB

MWB

MWB

RUNFT RE: HEARING DATE ON MOTION TO
CHANGE VENUE

0.30

37.50

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH KRIS COFFMAN
RE: MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE AND MOTION
TO DISMISS

0.30

37.50

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH KRIS COFFMAN
RE: MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO
CHANGE VENUE

0.30

37.50

0.20

11.00

0.20

25.00

0.10

12.50

0.30

37.50

0.20

25.00

0.10

12.50

0.20

25.00

0.20

25.00

0.20

25.00

DRAFT STIPULATION OF COUNSEL
RECEIVE AND REVIEW NOTICE OF HEARING ON
MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH MIKE KELLY RE:
RAMMELL V STATE ASSIGNMENT
RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTERS TO JAMES
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER AND DALLAS
BURKEHALTER
BURKEHAL
TER RE: NEW ASSIGNMENT OF
DEFENSE COUNCIL
LETTER TO MIKE KELLY RE: NOTICE OF HEARING
ON CHANGE OF VENUE AND RISCH'S RESPONSE
PLAINTIFFS REPLY IN OPPOSITION TO
TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO CHANGE VENUE
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH KRIS COFFMAN
RE: SUBSTITUTION OF COUNCIL

08/20/2008
MWB

08/27/2008
MWB
MWB
MWB

RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTER FROM MICHAEL
KELLY RE: TRANSFER OF DEFENSE IN RAMMELL
CASE

RECEIVE AND REVIEW LETTER FROM MIKE
SUBSTITUTiON OF COUNSEL
KELLY RE: SUBSTITUTION
LETTER TO CLERK OF COURT FREMONT
COUNTY RE: SUBSTITUTION OF COUNCIL
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH MIKE KELLY Re:
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL AND TRANSITJON
OF FILE 1

0.30
~

FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED

ATTORNEY
BONNIE K. HILL
MITCHELL W. BROWN

4.80

RECAPITULATION
v
HOURSHOURLY RATE .,/
0.40
$55.00 / '
4.40
125.00

tM
6J-M
6
~'

(572.00
TOTAL
$22.00

55000

000606

.....,.
Stat. '1nt Date:
Stat;
j:,_~ount No.
Statement No.
Page No.

09/30/2008
520 003570!~
4

:3

TOTAL CURRENT WORK & COSTS

08/07/2008

FEE PAYMENT· THANK YOU

-562.50

BALANCE DUE

$512.00

Billing History
FEES EXPENSES ADVANCESFINANCE CHARGE
191.42
0.00
0.00
13,433.50

PAYMENTS

13,052.92

RFVn'.WJm AND APPROVFJ) BY
TRI OFPICE OF 1BE AnOJlNO'

913012008
BILLING PERIOD: 07/01/2008 THROUGH 9130/2008
FILE OPENED: MARCH 11, 2008
TOTAL DAYS OPENED: 204

;.yj~£~
000607
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PATRICK D. FUREY
ATTORNEY
A
TTORNEY AT LAW
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, Idaho 83706
Telephone:
(208) 368-0855
Facsimile:
(208) 368-0855
Email:
pfurey@cableone.net
ISB No.:
2427
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APR 0 1 2011
CHRiSTOI. . H::::R D. RiGH, Clerk
CHRiSTOI"!-i::'R
By ELYSHiA HOU,~ES
D,,:"i),'y
D":"i."·y

Attorney Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants
Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX
RAMMELL
and
LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants,

I

Case No. CV OC 0820694

vs.
THE STA
TE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
STATE
RISCH, STEVEN HUFF
AKER; and
HUFFAKER;
DOES I-X,

PLAINTIFFS'
MEMORANDUM
IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO IHSALLOW
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

Defendants and Counterclaimants.

Given all the Court has said in and about the case to this point, plaintiffs accept that its
position and decision are closed to further argument.

The Court's several invitations to

defendants to request attorney fees on the ground the case has been "frivolous" under I.C. § ] 22117 and or Rule 11, however, are completely unreasonable.
Regardless of the atomic-level nuances that can be gleaned from Sword and Shield and
applied to shade the case either way, its essential threshold has always been - and remains PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES CLAIMED BY DEFENDANTS - 1

000608

whether the seventh and very last provision of Idaho Code § 25-3705A, the "seven day rule"
authorized what was done or whether it was simply grabbed onto and "applied" out of context to
take out a decidedly unpopular business. It appears to the undersigned that, for whatever reason,
this case took off like a rocket to the stars of constitutional minutia before anybody paused to
reflect much about what the statute does and doesn't do.
And no matter how uncomfortable that might be to confess this late in the case, no
amount of cutting off and talking over counsel like some disposable guest/prop on the O'Reilly
show; no amount of simply dismissing it as unworthy of fair and rational discussion and no
amount of belittling plaintiffs' claim - for the eradication of a whole livestock herd simply for
being "out" - alters the fact this Court's manifest disgust for the practice of domesticating elk
flies dead square in the face of the Idaho Legislature's blessing of this oddball industry.
The overarching constitutional issue at this point isn't simply whether plaintiffs are
entitled, at the very least, to compensation for the taking of their property - that is a flat given but whether this District Court should be presuming to countermand the will of the elected Idaho
Legislature with its own.

We are about to find out, and any accession to the defendants'

continuing attempts to strong-ann plantiffs out of having this matter reviewed by an appellate

court are not going to change that.
And for all of the Court's insistence that Idaho Code § 25-3705A(3) was intended to
authorize the gang-slaughter of domestic elk instead of to immunize the innocent hunter who
kills a beautiful domestic trophy bull during hunting season, the Court should reflect on the fact
no appellate Court in Idaho has ever said that. And that makes the whole punitive attorney fee
thing more than just a little distasteful. The Rincover case cited by defendants obsenred:
The Department relied on particular provisions of I.e. § 30-1413 FN2 to justify
these reasons. At the time, the specific provisions in I.C. § 30-1413 which were
PLAINTIFFS'MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES CLAIMED BY DEFENDANTS - 2

000609

relied upon by the Department had not been construed by the courts. While the
district court below disagreed with the Department's interpretation and application
of those provisions to the facts presented by Wanda's case, see Rincover v. State,
Dep't of Finance, 129 Idaho at 443, 926 P.2d at 627, it does not appear that the
Department's action was unreasonable under the circumstances. In Re Russet
Valley Produce, Inc., 127 Idaho 654, 904 P.2d 566 (1995); Central Paving Co. v.
Idaho Tax Comm'n, 126 Idaho 174, 879 P.2d 1107 (1994). The Department did
not act without or contrary to statutory authority, or ignore or refuse to comply
with duties imposed by statute. We cannot say that the action by the Department
was groundless or arbitrary or required Wanda to bear an unfair or unjustified
expense in an attempt through judicial review to correct an agency mistake that
should never have been made. Accordingly, we hold that the district court **477
*551 did not err by denying the request for an award of attorney fees under I.C. §
12-117 to Wanda Rincover.
Rincover v. State, Dept. of Finance, Securities Bureau 132 Idaho 547, 550-551, 976 P.2d 473,
476 - 477 (Idaho,1999).
However, given the Court's astounding declaration at the December 16, 2010, hearing on
the defendants' motion for summary judgment that it was "apparently" plaintiffs' position that
Idaho Code § 25-3705A(3) was "ambiguous" - which, like any proposition the statute was
unconstitutional, would have been fatal to plaintiffs' case, and this despite all of plaintiffs'
insistent briefing to the contrary - plaintiffs here shut that door, too, by declaring Ihat
that no, they
are not claiming the statute needs any appellate construction. Its meaning, in the whole of the
statutory scheme, is obvious and admits of no "seven-day extermination" gloss whatsoever. Any
assertion by anyone that this case was brought or pursued "frivolously" simply reflects whistling
past the cemetery.
Dated this 1st
1st day of April, 2011.

D~tMD.~tW1-~~0A1l~tnck
~~
atrlck~·
D. Furey

~~

Counsel for Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants

PLAINTIFFS'MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES CLAIMED BY DEFENDANTS - 3

000610

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I hereby certify that on the _~_day o~, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing on the following by the means indicated:
Michael B. Kelly
John J. Browder
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street - Ste. 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile:
(208) 342-4344
D

Facsimile to (208) 342-4344

PLAINTIFFS'MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES CLAIMED BY DEFENDANTS - 4
000611
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PATRICK D. FUREY
ATTORJ'JEY AT LAW
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, Idaho 83706
Telephone:
(208) 368-0855
Facsimile:
(208) 368-0855
Email:
pfurey@cableone.net
ISB No.:
2427
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CHRISTOi'i+:::R D. 1={ICH,
CHRISTOi'H::::R
I={ICH, Clerh
ELYSH!.t.. HOLr.;;l:S
HOUJ;l:S
By ELYSH!t..
DEPliiy

Attorney Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants
Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX
RAMMELL
and
LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants,

Case No. CV OC 0820694

vs.
THE STA
TE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
STATE
HUFF AKER; and
RISCH, STEVEN HUFFAKER;
DOES I-X,

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DISALLOW
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

Defendants and Counterclaimants.

COME NOW plaintiffs, by and through their attorney of record, and move the Court for
its Order disallowing the costs and attorney fees claimed in the defendants' Memorandum of
Costs and Attorney Fees served March 21,2011, on the following grounds and for the following
reasons:

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES -- 1

000612

1.

Defendants are the prevailing parties only as to the claims brought by plaintiffs.

Plaintiffs are the prevailing parties as to the defendants' counterclaim, which defendants
dismissed with prejudice on their own motion and on the very eve of its trial, to which Dr. Debra
Lawrence had been subpoenaed, together with documents never produced in discovery;
2.

Notwithstanding the certitude pronounced by this Court for the correctness of its

and the defendants' reading of the "seven day rule" in the Idaho domestic elk statutory scheme,
that provision has never been reviewed by Idaho's appellate courts and plaintiffs' reading of it
has been and remains entirely reasonable;
3.

Defendants' claim for over $100,000.00 of attorney fees - in a case that depends

at the threshold on the simple legal question whether the "seven day rule" authorized the
wholesale destruction of plaintiffs' stray animals at all - is unreasonable in amount;
4.

As foreshadowed by the defendants' bizarre communication to the Court (in Mr.

Kelly's affidavit filed in connection with defendants' motion to abandon their counterclaim) that
they had attempted without success to persuade plaintiffs not to appeal its decision, their claim
for a six-figure award of attorney fees is clearly intended, at least in part, to create a lever (or
club) with which to dissuade plaintiffs from having the appellate courts review what has
occurred in this case: If the Court will now add a horrific monetary judgment against plaintiffs,
then the defendants will have something to offer plaintiffs in exchange for

thl~ir
th,~ir

muzzled

acceptance of the result defendants have achieved in this court.

5.

Notwithstanding the defendants' assertions in the case and notwithstanding this

Court's written and oral adoptions and augmentations of those assertions, the attorney time
entries to which defense counsel swear in defendants' claim for attorney fees show this case was
anything but frivolous. From the very first day of defense counsel's involvement with the suit:

DISALLOW COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES -- 2
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DISALLO\V

000613

"0311112008 MWB
REVIEW
EMAIL
FROM DALLAS
BURKHAL TER,
BURKHALTER,
ASSISTANT
ATTORNEY GENERAL, EXPRESSING CONCERNS REGARDING THE
EXECUTIVE ORDER AND SUBSEQUENT LIABILITY FOR LAWSUIT."
6.

And from August 23,25 and 26,2010:

"telephone message to DAG Angela Kaufman re: ISDA payment to other
ranchers for lost domestic elk (0.1)"
"Telephone conversations with DAG Tyson Nelson re: ISDA policy on payment
for elk killed during escape (0.3). Prepare memo regarding conversation with
ISDA DAG re: indemnity obligations (0.1). Receipt and review e··mail
e .. mail
correspondence from Risk Management re: case status (0.1); Status Report to
Risk Management (0.3). Review and analysis of memorandum re: telephone call
with ISDA DAG re: payments to elk ranchers for lost/killed elk (0.1)."

7.

Oral argument, with a reasonable modicum of uninterrupted continuity,

requested.
Dated this
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John J. Browder
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(208) 342-4344
o Facsimile to (208) 342-4344
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ATTORNEY AT LAW
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
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Telephone:
(208) 368-0855
Facsimile:
(208) 368-0855
Email:
pfurey@cableone.net
ISB No.:
2427
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i".'; l~. n;CH, Clerk
f',OUv:ES
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DEPUTV

Attorney Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants
Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell

U'J THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, m AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX
RAMMELL
and
LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants,

Case No. CV OC 0820694

Ys.
vs.

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
HUFFAKER;
RISCH, STEVEN HUFF
AKER; and
DOES 1- X,

Counterclaimants.
Defendants and Counterc1aimants.

STATE OF IDAHO
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Patrick D. Furey, first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
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1.

I have been the attorney of record for plaintiffs in the above captioned action

since September 24, 2010, and I state the following of my personal knowledge:
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the transcript of the

deposition I took of Greg Ledbetter, D.V.M., on October 15,2010, in the above captioned action.
At the time of the events that are the subject of the action, Dr. Ledbetter was the Administrator of
the Division of Animal Industries at the Idaho State Department of Agriculture. Dr. Ledbetter's
agency - not the Idaho Department of Fish and Game - was the agency to which the Idaho
Legislature had transferred all jurisdiction and authority concerning Idaho's domestic elk
program.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the transcript of the

deposition I took of Mark Hyndman on October 21, 2010, in the above captioned action. At the
time of the events that are the subject of the action, Mr. Hyndman was employed by the Division
of Animal Industries at the Idaho State Department of Agriculture. Mr. Hyndman's agency - not

the Idaho Department of Fish and Game - was the agency to which the Idaho Legislature had
transferred all jurisdiction and authority concerning Idaho's domestic elk program.
4.

Debra Lawrence, D.V.M., was, at the time of the events that are the subject of this

action, Bureau Chief, Animal Health and Livestock, Division of Animal Industries, Idaho
Department of Agriculture. Dr. Lawrence's agency - not the Idaho Department of Fish and
Game - was the agency to which the Idaho Legislature had transferred all jurisdiction and
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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........
authority concernmg Idaho's domestic elk livestock program.

According to Administrator

Ledbetter, Dr. Lawrence was no less than "in charge of' and "responsible for" the whole
domestic elk program and was, moreover, "in charge of' managing the escape of plaintiffs' herd.
Despite all this, neither Administrator Ledbetter nor Bureau Chief Lawrence was even consulted
by the Governor's office until after the Governor's office had issued its sensational Executive
Order for the wholesale slaughter of plaintiffs' stray stock.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C are time entries for the period October 5 through

October 13, 2010, verified by defense counsel Michael E. Kelly in his affidavit of defendants'
claim for attorney fees.

These entries document activities with representatives of the state

defendants concerning the defendants' verification of their answers to plaintiffs' inten"ogatories;
inten'ogatories;
concerning their "strategy" for the deponent designation required (outright) by Rule 30(b)(6),
I.R.C.P., and concerning their conversations with and about the deposition of Dr. Lawrence,
scheduled for October 14,2010.

6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a letter from Mr. Kelly to me dated October 13,

2010, following my request that he provide me a record of the reason he had given me for
"needing to vacate Dr. Lawrence's deposition," which had been put off for some time due to
Lawrence's purported "unavailability" but was finally scheduled to occur the following day.
7.

Administrator

Ledbetter testified

as

follows

regarding

Dr.

Lawrence's

involvement in the very subject matter of this case, commencing at page 25:
AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDA
VIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q. All right. Who was primarily in charge of
managing this event, the escape of Dr. Rammell's elk?
Was that you or was that -- I see
Dr. Lawrence's name on a lot of records, and it looks
to me consistent with what you've told me before, that
she was probably the point person for it, but I don't
know yet.
Is that right or not?
A. That would be correct. Because Deb was in
charge of the Cervidae program and at that point in
time was in charge of the field staff, so she was the
27
lone who would be giving the field sta1T
staJT their direct
2 directions.
3
Q. Okay.
4
A. And then, like I said, Deb reported to
5 John and I, and -- and, you know, we -- in any kind of
6 a -- when there was any kind of a situation, we would
7 meet on a regular basis, all of us, to discuss what
8 was going on, where are we at, you know.
8.

Kelly's answer to Interrogatory No.1, which sought the names of all persons with

relevant knowledge, identified 14 different individuals and 3 different classes of possible
witnesses - yet omitted from any mention whatsoever either Dr. Ledbetter, the Division's actual

Administrator or Dr. Lawrence - the actual Bureau Chief in charge ofthe
of the domestic elk program
and the very person in charge of handling plaintiffs' escape. It is attached as Exhibit E.
9.

Despite the repeated commitments of defense counsel to obtain and provide his

clients' sworn verification of the interrogatory answers he alone had signed, defendants never did
provide the promised verifications, nor did they ever make Dr. Lawrence available for her
deposition. Instead, Mr. Kelly advised me on numerous occasions, when I would inquire, that
Dr. Lawrence was simply "gone on some sort of leave," that he didn't know where she was or
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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even when she would be "back" and that he was simply unable - due to some sort of vague,
undefined logistical difficulty - to obtain his clients' sworn verification of his answers to
plaintiffs' interrogatories.
10.

Following the escape of plaintiffs' livestock through a bear-caused hole in the

fence, Dr. Lawrence and one Steve Schmidt (of the Department of Fish and Game - not the
Department of Agriculture, which has sole jurisdiction and authority over domestic
domestiic elk) were
quoted by MSNBC as follows:
"Steve Schmidt, a Fish and Game regional supervisor, said Rammell did not
report the loss to state officials. Several nearby landowners reported the escape
and continue to relay sightings of suspected domestic elk in the surrounding
alfalfa fields and forest slopes, he said.
Another concern is that the domestic elk, which could be unafraid of humans and
overly docile, will breed with wild elk and dilute the native gene pool.
'Local elk should be displaying superior genetics,' he said. 'Elk from other places
may not be as well-adapted.'
But Lawrence, of the agriculture department, said the so-called dumbing-down of
the gene pool is an overblown worry.
'They're the same species,' she said. 'The traits for surviving in the wild are the
same. An elk will not come out different colors if they breed.'''

11.

The deposition of Dr. Ledbetter, the then-Administrator of the Division of Animal

Industries, Idaho Department of Agriculture, includes the following, commencing at page 34:
23 Q. Okay. If you'd look at the last page of
24 that exhibit, Doctor, which is the one with the Bates
25 No. PLF 00278, in the section entitled "What Went
35
1 Wrong," the second bullet point is: "The executive
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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2 order was issued based on biased information."
3
Does that comport with your own views on
4 it or -- if you have views? I guess I should ask
5 that. That's -- obviously that's near and dear to my
6 heart, that statement; and I want to find out what it
7 means and what the details are.
8
A. This -- this -- this statement went with
9 this particular report?
Q. Yeah.
10
A. Huh. Okay.
11
Q. At least that's the way it was produced to
12
13 us in the response to the FOIA request.
A. Okay. Because this looks more like --14
IS Dr. -- we did an internal -- just kind of a review,
15
16 and we often did whenever we had something major like
17 Dr. Rammell's escape or when we had the brucellosis
18 herd in eastern Idaho.
19
We would go back and review how we handled
20 it, what could we have done better, you know, how --21 how did we interact with the ranchers, were they
22 happy; and the "What Went Wrong" kind of looked like
23 one of those kinds of things as opposed to the rest of
24 it.
Q. Okay.
25
36
1
A. Anyway. But, nevertheless, back to your
2 question. I don't think it's any secret that at that
3 point in time there was some serious bias within the
4 Department ofFish and Game -- and this is my opinion,
5 but based on what I learned after I came to Boise --6

Q.

Sure.

7
A. -- and so -- like I said, I don't think it
8 was a secret -- against the domestic Cervidae
9 industry. There was a lot of -- I mean the Fish and
10 Game folks just didn't particularly care for fencing
-
11 elk in -12
Q. Right.
13
A. -- you know, and -- and especially not the
14 shooting operations. That was -- a lot of them found
15 that offensive.
16
Q. Right.
17
A. A lot of the sportsmen's did. So I think,
18 you know, to my knowledge, the governor only
19 communicated with or consulted with Fish and Game; and
20 if Fish and Game was biased, then you could probably
So-
21 draw that conclusion. So-AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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22
Q. And Fish and Game no longer even had any
23 jurisdiction over domestic Cervidae --
24
A. No. We-We-
25
Q. -- by the time this --
37
A. Yes, you are correct.
1
Q. -- came about?
2
A. Yeah.
3
Q. And yet the governor, for the previous
4
5 five months or whatever, is consulting only with Fish
6 and Game to the complete exclusion of the agency
7 charged with responsibility for the domestic Cervidae?
8
A. (Witness nods head.)
9
Q. Is that right?
10
MR. KELLY: I'll object to the form.
11 BY MR. FUREY:
12
Q. Is that correct, Doctor?
MR. KELLY: (Indicating.)
13
THE WITNESS: Yeah.
14
MR. KELLY: You can answer the question.
15
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I believe that's what
16
17 happened.
12.

At the close of the November 12,2009, hearing on plaintiffs' motion for leave to

amend their complaint following the Court's April 29, 2009, Order Re: Motion to Dismiss, the
Court observed:
"I also have a Fish and Game background, so I know a little bit about elk."
13.

At the close of the December 16,2010,
16,20]0, hearing/spontaneous bench decision on

defendants' motion for summary judgment, the Court again noted that
"The issues are interesting and it brings me back to my days as a Fish and Game
attorney and constitutional attorney."
The Court also made an observation or declaration of some sort during the hearing concerning
"genetic drift," which, like its April 29, 2009, "believed to be diseased" remark, has no existence

whatsoever anyplace else in the entire record that I am aware of.

Moreover, the Court's

presumption of and reliance on its own game biology and wildlife management expertise appears
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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inconsistent with what I believe Dr. Lawrence (Bureau Chief in charge of the domestic elk
program and the escape of the subject domestic elk) would testify, assuming MSNBC's quotation
of her shortly after the events in issue (set out above at paragraph 10) was accurate:
"They're the same species. The traits for surviving in the wild are the same. An
elk will not come out different colors if they breed."
14.

This Court's April 29, 2009, Order Re: Motion to Dismiss includes the following

gratuitous interj ection at pages 14-15:
"The question of Governor Risch's immunity turns on whether it was clearly
established in September 2006 that Governor Risch's issuance of an executive
order to kill escaped elk believed to be diseased to protect the health of wild elk
herds or the public violated the Rammells' constitutional rights to property and
due process. The Court concludes that it was not."
15.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

In his deposition, Administrator Ledbetter also testified, commencing at page 31 :

Q. Okay. So after all these animals were
slaughtered, the testing showed no disease, right?
A. (Witness nods head.) That is correct.
Q. And there wasn't even any testing done
before the slaughter to see whether there was any
disease, was there?
A. (Indicating.)
Q. I mean -- well, I guess -- let me back
up.
Before Governor Risch entered his

September 7, 2006 executive order to go forth and kill
them all on sight, there wasn't any testing or
anything to suggest even that any of these animals
were diseased, were there?
A. To my knowledge, no.
Q. And nobody even consulted with you --A. No.
Q. -- as the administrator of the Division of
Animal Industries in the Department of Ag charged with
oversight of the domestic Cervidae program?
32
A. That is correct.

AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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16.

Dr. Ledbetter, Administrator of the Division of Animal Industries, also testified,

at page 15:
3 Q. In your entire experience as the
4 administrator of the Division of Animal Industries for
5 the Department of Agriculture in the State of Idaho,

6
7
8
9

have you ever heard of a situation in which domestic
Cervidae were destroyed by the state without an
indication of disease in the animals?
A. Not that I recall.
17.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Dr. Ledbetter testified as follows in his deposition, commencing at page 41 :

Q. Doctor, handing you what's been marked
Exhibit 6 to your deposition, which bears Bates No.
PLF 00292 and is a printout of an e-mail dated October
17,2006 from the Fish and Game veterinarian, Dr. Mark
Drew, to Fish and Game personnel TelTY Mansfield, Brad
Compton, and Daryl Meints, with copies to Steve Marner
director-and Steve Huffaker, who was the director-
A. Right.
Q. -- I don't see any indication of a copy of
this going to you --
A. I -- that's --
Q. -- or anybody --A. That's what I --MR. KELLY: Let him finish the question.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Was this given to you, do you recall?
A.

I have seen this before. Do not recall in

what context that it finally came across my desk, but
it certainly was -- according to the header here
(indicating) was not copied to me initially, but I
believe -- yeah, I believe I have seen this.
Q. But substantially after the fact?
MR. KELLY: Object to the form.
42
THE WITNESS: I think it was -- I think it
was -- it was in a timely manner, but it just
wasn't -- I wasn't copied on it; but I believe somehow
it was -- it was brought to my attention because I
recall that Dr. Drew and I had some discussions about
his conclusions and what have you.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Okay. Can you give us the substance of

AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
110
0
11
12

.......

what those discussions were between you and
Dr. Drew -- or do you recall?
A. I believe it -- it -- it primarily
centered around the last statement there, that, you
know -- because up at the top he's talking about
there's minimal disease risk and minimal risk and
everything's negative and blah, blah, blah; but then
he comes back and says the disease risk and the
genetic risk is relatively low.
It -- it -- it just -- at the time
Dr. Drew was working 50 percent for me in the Ag
Department and 50 percent for Fish and Game.
Q. Oh, okay.
A. That was his -- that was the way he was
structured as the state wildlife veterinarian. I
had -- I was just somewhat concerned because, again,
coming back to the undercurrent of concern about the
43
Cervidae industry within the sportsmen's groups,
within the department, within a lot of people at
large, I didn't want anything going out that would add
to that that wasn't substantiated.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. And I talked to Mark about this. I said,
"Mark, I think you need to be very careful about your
choice of words here." You know, "Statistically,
yeah, we need to see how this all plays out, but," you
know, "you're talking about there's minimal risk up
here" (indicating) or something -- I can't remember
what the word --

13

Q. Uh-huh.
Dh-huh.
A. -- yeah, minimal disease risk, and then he
comes back to talk about it was relatively low. And I
had a concern about that, that we needed to be fair to
the industry and be honest about what we were saying
and not try to sway our data one -- one way or the
other as we talked about these results. That was the
extent of my discussion with him over this testing.
Q. How would you, as the administrator of the
Division of Animal Industries, quantify the risk, if
any, that domestic Cervidae would present to wild elk?
A. We always maintained that those facilities
that had good records, that we could document the
44
1 testing that had happened coming in, we knew about the
2 animal movements, we had good inventory control s, we

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

had all of those things, good animal identification,
that we could make those statements. We had always
maintained that the whole time I was there.
Q. That there was no risk?
A. There was a minimal risk.
Q. Okay.
A. I mean I don't know that we could ever say
no, zero. You know, all depends on how good your
tests are.
But there was just really -- I think the
Ag Department felt that, for the most part, the
hysteria that was going on -- and I think that's the
best way I can describe it -- within the various
sportsmen's groups, and I think we saw it play out a
couple different years in the statehouse with various
bills -- was blown out of proportion, and it was blown
out of proportion by misstatements like this
(indicating).

18.

Contrary to the Court's declaration of Idaho Code § 25-3705A (3)'s import, Dr.

Ledbetter, the actual Administrator of the Division of Animal Industries testified as follows,
commencing at page 15:
10
Q. Okay. What is your understanding -- I'm
II pretty new to this case, but I keep seeing a lot of
12 references to the seven-day rule, and I've read it,
13 which essentially immunizes a licensed hunter in the
14 event he shoots a domestic Cervidae that's been an

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

escapee for seven days or more.
Do you know what I'm talking about there?
A. Yes, I recall what you're talking about.
Q. What's your understanding of what that
seven-day rule is or does?
MR. KELLY: Well, let me just object. It
calls for a legal conclusion.
But go ahead and answer.
THE WITNESS: I think it -- it -- and not
having been there when the rule was promulgated, the
only thing that -- I believe it was -- the intent was
16
I to protect hunters in the event that they should -- if
2 they should shoot a domestic animal, they could not be
3 sued by the owner.
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15

I mean that, to me, I think was probably
the -- the main reason for it. Don't know that,
though, because, like I said, I was not around when
that discussion took place.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. And the -- someplace I do have that, and
it says that a licensed hunter shall -- can only have
that immunity if the domestic Cervidae has been at
large for seven days or more, right, and he's in
compliance with all other Fish and Game rules and --
A. I believe that is correct.
Q. All right. Did you ever understand that
seven-day provision to mean that if a domestic
Cervidae is at large for seven days or more, that it
thereby becomes a public nuisance that can be simply
exterminated without any other procedures?
A. I -- I really don't know on that.
Q. Was there ever an event in your tenure
where simply because an animal had been at large for
seven days or more, the state went in and just
summarily killed it?
A. I really can't recall. I'm thinking that
17
there was a couple of other animals that Fish and Game
euthanized, and -- but I just -- I just cannot recall.
Q. Could those have been done at the request
of the owner?
that-A. Yes. Oh, certainly. I mean that-
that -- yeah, sure.
Q. I mean it would have to be done at the
request of the owner; the state couldn't do it against
the owner's wishes without some indication of disease,
could they?
A. On the -- from the disease control
standpoint -- you know, I -- I -- I'm not sure. I
just am really not sure how that would -- that would
be one of those ones where we'd have to sit down and
discuss it with the deputy AG where we were at.
19.

Administrator Ledbetter also testified, commencing at page 15 of his deposition:

24 Q. Sure. But for a mere failure of the
25 grower to be able to recapture them in a timely
26
I manner, nothing in the rules authorized to go out and
2 kill them on that basis alone, did it?
AFFIDA VIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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Not that I know of.

3

A.

20.

The very first day of attorney time entries submitted by defendants in support of

their claim for attorney fees here includes the following for March 11, 2008:
TER, ASSISTANT
"REVIEW EMAIL FROM DALLAS BURKHAL
BURKHALTER,
A
TTORNEY GENERAL, EXPRESSING CONCERNS REGARDING THE
ATTORNEY
EXECUTIVE ORDER AND SUBSEQUENT LIABILITY FOR LAWSUIT."
21.

With respect to the defendants' counterclaim, for which they are likewise claiming

attorney fees - notwithstanding the fact they dismissed it outright, on their own motion, for no
consideration whatsoever - attached hereto as Exhibit F is an email stream between Mr. Kelly
and myself on December 28, 2010, which includes the following statement by Mr. Kelly that
announces the true - and improper - purpose for the defendants' maintenance of their
counterclaim:
"Obviously, if [Dr. Rammelll plans to forge ahead with an appeal of the MSJ
regardless, I don't think there is any question that the state will move forward with
the counterclaim & the motion for costs and attorney fees."
22. On January 6, 2011, at a status conference to discuss the defendants' intentions with
respect to their counterclaim and whether the parties were prepared to proceed, I expressed my
need and desire to depose Dr. Lawrence, to have defendants' verification of Mr. Kelly's answers
to plaintiffs' interrogatories and to obtain a ruling on defendants' privilege-based refusal to
produce documents before trial of the counterclaim. At that, the court first asked who Dr.
Lawrence was, then demanded to know how her deposition testimony would be "relevant" and
then announced its concern for the expenses in the case. My observation that it has ordinarily
taken me about 45 minutes to conduct a deposition in the case promptly evoked the following:
"That may be, but to be honest with you, in my view, most of the depositions are
irrelevant to the issues in this case. Because they all go to whether there was
disease and those kinds of things and that's irrelevant."
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK D. FUREY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
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23.

Having advised Mr. Kelly once before that my clients would not be bullied out of

their appeal by his clients' promise to pursue them for the cost of the helicopter, the airplane, the
seven three-person "shooter teams," etc., nor by the Court's own repeated branding of the case as
"frivolous" and essentially an award of fees waiting to happen, I did not respond to the following
reiteration of the threat on Friday, February 25,2011 (Exhibit G):
"Pat:
Was instructed to again request whether Rex would waive appealing the Court's
decision on the MSJ in exchange for dismissal of the counterclaim. Please let me
know - thanks.
24.

The following Wednesday, March 2, 2011, defense counsel made sure the Court

was aware he had attempted to dissuade the plaintiffs from appealing its decision on summary
judgment but that, so far, it hadn't worked:
"5.
That efforts have also been made to dismiss this Counterclaim in
exchange for the Plaintiff/Counterdefendants' waiver of their right to appeal
this Court's Order entered on January 7, 2011 on the State's Motion for
Summary Judgment. These efforts however, have been unsuccessful."
Affidavit of Counsel Submitted in Support of Counter-Plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss, Exhibit H
hereto. This is, in my judgment, unseemly in the extreme.
25.

I have practiced in the field of litigation for over 30 years and I believe the

defendants' overtures to this court for its award of fully six figures of attorney fees on the
purported ground the case has been brought "without any basis in law or fact" is not merely
baseless itself, but, like their entire counterclaim, is a blatant attempt to enlist the assistance of
the court in the their effort to bully my clients out of having this court's decision reviewed.
26.

Simply dismissing all of the evidence and analysis that is inconsistent with the

defendants' "ipse dixit" theory of the case does not make all of that evidence "irrelevant" or non
nonexistent, no matter how often - or stridently - the defendants insist otherwise.
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Further your affiant saith naught.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Boise
My commission expires:
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the.l:2t- day
2010, I served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing on the following by the means indicated:
Michael B. Kelly
]John
ohn J. Browder
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street - Ste. 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise,ID 83701
Facsimile:
(208) 342-4344
o Facsimile to (208) 342-4344
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DEPOSITION OF GREG LEDBETTER
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
Greg Ledbetter was taken by the attorney for
Plaintiffs at the law offices of Lopez & Kelly,
located at 413 West Idaho Street, Suite 100, Boise,
Idaho, before Maryann Matthews, a Court Reporter
(Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter No. 737) and
Notary Public in and for the County of Ada, State of
Idaho, on Friday, the 15th day of October, 2010,
commencing at the hour of2:40 p.m. in the
above-entitled matter.
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APPEARANCES
For the Plaintiffs:
PATRICK D. FUREY
Attorney at Law
30 I East Brookhollow Drive
Boise, Idaho 83706
For the Defendants:
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LOPEZ & KELLY
By: Michael E. Kelly
413 West Idaho Street, Suite 100
Boise, Idaho 83701-0856
Also Present: Rex Rammell

Whereupon the deposition proceeded as follows:
(Exhibits I and 2 were marked for
identification and copies are attached
hereto,)
hereto.)
GREG LEDBETTER,
a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
testified as follows:
INA TlON
EXAM INAnON
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Dr. Ledbetter, my name is Pat Furey.
represent Dr. Rex Rammell in this matter.
I'm handing you what have been marked as
Exhibits I and 2 for your deposition, and I'll ask you
if those are the notice for its taking as well as the
subpoena for your attendance here today.
A. Would appear to be. Si.nce (indicating)
Yeah. we're
they were served to Mike, I'm not sure. Yeah,
good.
Q. All right. Doctor, would you tell us,
is?
please, what your occupation is'?
veterinarian.
. . . . . .A.
. . . . ..1.'I'm
m aa \I~t<~rln.ll.r.lilT1:

Page 3
IN DE X
EXAMIl'ATlON
EXAMIl'ATION
GREG LEDBETTER
By Mr. Furey

PAGE
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EXHIBITS

PAGE
NO.
DESCRIPTION
4
I
Notice of Taking Deposition of Greg
Ledbetter
2

Subpoena to Greg Ledbetter, D. V.M.

4

3

Letter to Rammell from State of Idaho
dated 4-2-07
Document entitled "Conant Creek Elk
Ihe present"
Escape August 14 to the

32

4

5

Defendants' Answers and Responses to
Plaintiffs' First Set oflnterrogatories
and Request for Production to Defendants

6

E-mail dated 10-17-06

40

33

37
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Q. And when did you get your DVM?
A. 1977 from University of California, Davis.
Q. And what was your first position upon
graduation from Davis in 19777
A. 1did
I did an internship with a large dairy
practice in Turlock, California.
Q. Has your practice always been devoted to

8

large animal practice?
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A. Yes.
Q. What did you do following your internship
at Turlock?
A. I went down to southern California to the
Chino Valley and went to work for -- in a large -- at
that time it was a seven-man dairy practice down there
and eventually became a partner in that group and
stayed there until -- 1983, I think, I moved to
Idaho.
Q. And what did you do upon your relocation
to Idaho?
A. Same thing.
Q. Okay.
A. I moved to Idaho when some of my herds
[sic] sold their land in southern California and moved
the herds to Idaho.
Q. Okay.
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A. Some of my clients, I should say.
Q. Okay. And what location in Idaho was
ili~?
that?
A. Jerome, in the Magic Valley.
Q. And at some point I gather you became
involved with the State of Idaho in the Department of
Agriculture; is that right?
A. Yes. The Department of Ag contacted me in
the fall of 2005 when the previous state veterinarian
left and asked if I would consider the position on an
interim basis.
Q. And who was your predecessor?
A. Clarence Siroky.
Q. And for how long had Dr. Siroky been in
the position?
A. I really don't recall. I -- I think it
was probably a couple years, Pat.
Q. Okay. So when you went to work for the
state in the Department of Agriculture in the fall of
2005, what was -- specifically what was the position?
A. The official title is the administrator of
Animal -- of the Division of Animal Industries at the
Idaho State Department of Agriculture.
And the -- that position by law, by
statute., is the state
veterif1ll!ian,.s()itha.:~-- that
statute.,istht:.
statt: \'t:tt:rjf1ll!ianLs()it.h1l:~~-that
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think the state has a very good program.
It originally was under the Department of
Fish and Game and was transferred to the Department of
Agriculture -- I believe it was the early '90's, but I
don't recall for sure.
Q. 1994 sound about right?
A. And the -- the primary purpose of the
state's involvement in it was to protect the health of
the industry itself, to make sure that animals that
were being brought in -- the ones that were here were
tested so we knew that they were free of diseases of
concern such as tuberculosis, brucellosis; and that
any animals brought in were appropriately tested so we
didn't introduce those infections into the herds that
we had here.
Q. And would that testing also include
chronic wasting disease?
A. Chronic wasting disease -- there -- at
that point in time -- well, I believe it's still the
case -- there is no live animal test for it. It can
only be done on a dead sample.
Q. Okay.
A. And so the way we would -- did that was in
.. - for the
the -- in the rules and regs for the ..domestic Cervidaepr()gram, itE{lquires
itE~quires that a hundred
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administrative position has to be a veterinarian.
Q. And that's also specified in the
Administrative Procedure Rule 70, isn't it, that
specifically -A. I -- yeah.
Q. -- says that?
so -7
A. It has to be that way, so-8
Q. For how long were you the administrator of
9 the Division of Animal Industries?
10
l O AA.
. From December of 2005 until end of
11
February 2008.
12
Q. In your position as the administrator of
13
the Division of Animal Industries, did you have any
14
responsibility for the oversight of the domestic
15
Cervidae program?
IS
16
A. Yes, I did.
17
17
Q. Explain for us, please, what that was.
18
A. Could you clarify. What -- what the
19 Cervidae program is or what the oversight was?
20
Q. An excellent point. Let's start with the
21
explanation of the Cervidae program, and then I'll ask
22
you what your responsibilities were with it.
A. Idaho is one of a small number of states
23
24
that allows domestic Cervidae to be raised as
25
livestock and also to be hunted on -- on fanns. I
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percent of all animals that die and/or are shot or
slaughtered or whatever on a domestic Cervidae farm be
submitted to the laboratory for CWD testing; and they
use a small portion of the base of the brain called
the obex.
And then herds that are im -- or herds
from which animals are imported into the state from
other areas have to be on a similar kind of program so
we have some comfort level that the animals that are
coming in do not have the disease either since we
cannot test for it in the live animals.
Q. And does that protocol encompass the trace
back and trace forward of herds to ensure that what's
Idaho is non-diseased or hasn't been
in the state of
ofldaho
exposed to disease?
A. Right. As far as the recordkeeping is
accurate and what have you, yeah. That's exactly hov.
it works. And [I mean anytime that Idaho would come up
with any kind of disease suspect, whether it be in
Cervidae or domestic livestock or anything, that is
how the program would work.
We would contact the herd of origin -- or
the state of origin and then work together to try to
determine the ultimate source and keep everybody's
livestock as healthy as we could.
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Q.

All right. And is the -
-And -
-Q. I'm sorry.
A. Go ahead. No. I was just saying kind of
in a nutshell that's what the program was designed to
do was to protect the health of the farmers and
ranchers who had elk in Idaho.
Q. And in your opinion was that protocol
adequate to protect the health and safety of the
domestic Cervidae?
A. Yes, I think so.
Q. Was the Division of Animal Industries
given authority to conduct testing as it deemed
appropriate to ascertain the presence or absence of
disease in these animals?
A. Yes. Yeah.
-- in your experience were
Q. Were there -
-- now I
there any conditions upon that? I mean just -
want to shift over into what protocols were available
for the oversight of the domestic Cervidae industry in
Idaho under your watch.
A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. Was there protocol available to test
domestic Cervidae animals to ensure that they were
Pl1r.eand!1()n:~ise?:se~?
,..
PllEe
and . .!1()n:~ i se(ise~?
A.

1
2
3
4
5
6

the diseases that you have mentioned, what steps were
available to the department in those instances? Or
the division. Excuse me.
A. Certainly No. I would be -- is a
quarantine. You try to quarantine: the herd to prevent
any spread to any other herds of animals.
7
Then you get in and you t,;::st the animals
8
like in the case ofTB or brucellosis, and anything
9 that was -- that showed up as a positive would be sent
10
to slaughter.
11
Q. Were any animals sent to slaughter in the
of a test that showed positive for one of
12
absence ofa
13
these diseases?
14
A. Not that I'm --
15
MR. KELLY: Well, let me just object to
-16
the -- this lacks foundation, kind of broad -
17
MR. FUREY: Form?
18
MR. KELLY: -- scope.
-19
All right. Let me just say form, then -
how's that -- and then we'll move on.
20
21
MR. FUREY: That's good.
22
BY MR. FUREY:
23
Q. Go ahead and answer, please.
24
A. Not that I'm aware of.
25
Q..... Ok?:y:
Okay. Wasthere--anditwouldhave
Was there -- and it would have
2 5..........
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Page :3

Yes.
Under what conditions could you order

1
2

tests?
A. There's a -- and I believe this is still
the case. There's a voluntary program whereby a herd
can become tuberculosis certified free, or whatever
the correct terminology is, and the owner would then
have someone come in and TB test those animals on -
-- I
can't remember -- I think it was a biannual basis.
That certainly could be done.
Anytime there was any -- any reason, if
something showed up at -- you know, ifan
if an animal was
sent to slaughter and had lesions that might be
suspicious of tuberculosis, not unlike the program in
cattle, we could order that the herd be tested for
tuberculosis.
And then, of course, the chronic wasting
disease -- as I said, all famlS are supposed to send a
hundred percent of their samples of the animals that
die or are shot or whatever in to monitor that, and
the same thing: If there's -- something came up from
that, then we would have to -- you know, the state
would have to get a little more aggressive.
Q. And in the event that this testing that
you've described did disclose the presence of one of

3
4
5
6
7

A.
Q.
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been -- it would have been before your tenure, but are
you aware of an event over near the Salmon area where
there was an indication of CWO in some domestic
Cervidae and that herd was depopulated?
A. Yes. Yes. I have -- I remember hearing
about it and reading about it, and -"_.. but, yeah, it
was before my tenure that happened, that is correct.
Q. Just to the extent that you are aware of
heard, were those
it from having heard whatever you heard.
animals destroyed because testing had indicated a
possibility of CWO or -- or something had indicated a
reason to suspect them as having been exposed to CWD?
CWO?
A. r don't recall, but there had to have been
some reason. Somehow they suspl~cted
susp,~cted that that herd
had it, whether it was from an animal that died and
was positive or from a -- related to an animal that
was imported or something.
Q. But there had to have been something
that -
-A. Yeah.
Q. -- created the suspicion?
A. Right.
Q. It wasn't just somebody decided, well,
let's kill them all and see if they're okay, right?
A. I believe that's the case.

4
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Q. And based on whatever information you had
or have, that grower was compensated with indemnity
for the animals that were destroyed?
A. I don't recall. I just don't recall.
Q. Is there a provision in the Division of
Animal Industries for the compensation ofthe owner in
the event that an animal does indeed have a disease
that could be harmful and has to be destroyed?
Is there a provision for compensation of
the breeder in that event, do you know?
A. There is for tuberculosis and
brucellosis. I'm not sure -- I don't recall ifany of
the other diseases have specific indemnity funds or
not. I'd have -- I just don't recall.
Q. Okay. But with respect to those two at
-least -
A. Yes.
Q. -- there is an indemnity fund where the
grower is compensated for the destruction of his
property?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. You have to say "Yes" or "No."
A. Yes. I'm sorry. Sorry about that.
Q. That's all right.
THE WITNESS: Didn't mean to leave
leave)'o':l~
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to protect hunters in the event that they should -- if
they should shoot a domestic animal, they could not be
sued by the owner.
I mean that, to me, I think was probably
the -- the main reason for it. Don't know that,
though, because, like I said, I was not around when
that discussion took place.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. And the -- someplace I do have that, and
it says that a licensed hunter shall -- can only have
that immunity if the domestic Cervidae has been at
large for seven days or more, right, and he's in
-compliance with all other Fish and Game rules and -
A. I believe that is correct.
Q. All right. Did you ever understand that
seven-day provision to mean that if a domestic
Cervidae is at large for seven days or more, that it
thereby becomes a public nuisance that can be simply
exterminated without any other procedures?
A. I -- I really don't know on that.
Q. Was there ever an event in your tenure
where simply because an animal had been at large for
seven days or more, the state went in and just
summarily killed it?
Eellilycan't
A. I Eelllix
can't recall. I'm thinking that
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out.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. In your entire experience as the
administrator of the Division of Animal Industries for
the Department of Agriculture in the State of Idaho,
have you ever heard of a situation in which domestic
Cervidae were destroyed by the state without an
indication of disease in the animals?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Okay. What is your understanding -- I'm
pretty new to this case, but I keep seeing a lot of
references to the seven-day rule, and I've read it,
which essentially immunizes a licensed hunter in the
event he shoots a domestic Cervidae that's been an
escapee for seven days or more.
Do you know what I'm talking about there?
A. Yes, I recall what you're talking about.
Q. What's your understanding of what that
seven-day rule is or does?
MR. KELLY: Well, let me just object. It
calls for a legal conclusion.
But go ahead and answer.
THE WITNESS: I think it -- it -- and not
having been there when the rule was promulgated, the
only thing that -- I believe it was -- the intent was
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there was a couple of other animals that Fish and Game
euthanized, and -- but I just -- I just cannot recall.
Q. Could those have been done at the request
of the owner?
A. Yes. Oh, certainly. I mean that-
that-that -- yeah, sure.
Q. I mean it would have to be done at the
request of the owner; the state couldn't do it against

the owner's wishes without some indication of disease,
could they?
A. On the -- from the disease control
standpoint -- you know, I -- I -- I'm not sure. I
just am really not sure how that would -- that would
be one of those ones where we'd have to sit down and
discuss it with the deputy AG where we were at.
Q. Who was the deputy AG that interacted with
you while you were the administrator?
A. Primarily it was Brian Oakey, who is now
the deputy director.
Q. Okay. What about DalIas
Dallas Burkhalter? Was
he involved as well?
A. I think Dallas was already gone by the
time I -
-Q. Was he?
A. Yeah.
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Q. Okay. Were there any others in the AG's
office that you worked with besides Mr. Oakey?
A. Mary Feeney was also the other deputy AG
out at -- at the Ag Department.
Q. Okay. In your understanding, Doctor, does
the owner of domestic Cervidae forfeit his ownership
rights in that property if the animal has been at
large for seven days --
MR. KELLY: I'll object.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. -- unless it's killed by a licensed
hunter?
MR. KELLY: Let me object as it calls for
a legal conclusion, but (indicating).
THE WITNESS: That's what I was going to
say. I mean that's -- I just -- I'm not an attorney,
so to make that decision would -- you know, obviously
it spells out pretty clear in the rules that if a
licensed hunter shoots one, they're not held liable.
But I don't know as far as -- does it terminate the
owner's rights? I don't know.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. You've never had the understanding that it
did either, then, right?
J\:~~"~I1~ither
wl,lY·
J\:~~"~I1~it~~r.\V:,ty.
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Q. All right. Fair enough. When did you
first become aware of the escape of Dr. Rammell's elk
over in Fremont County?
A. I think it was -- I believe it was
reported by a neighbor.
Q. That would have been Carol Albertson?
A. Yeah, I believe that's correct, that the
elk were in her hay field or whatever, and she was all
excited mainly because of her previous -- because my
predecessors had -- Carol had had her entire herd
depopulated for brucellosis a few years prior, and -because of the wild elk mingling with her cattle; and
so she was very concerned, you know, about having elk
in with the cattle, you know, whether it was domestic
or otherwise. So -Q. SO her herd that was depopulated before
the events that we're involved with here, that was a
cattle herd of Mrs. Albertson's, right?
A. Yes, it was.
Q. And her beef cattle had been exposed to
brucellosis not through contact with any domestic
Cervidae but through contact with wild elk?
A. Yes, that is correct.
Q. Okay. And if I understand the records
correctly, and I think I do, Ms. Albertson called your

1
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7

subordinate, Dr. Lawrence, and reported the presence
of these animals in her alfalfa pasture, right?
A. Yeah. Deb was -- Dr. Lawrence was
primarily in charge of the Cervidae program, the
recordkeeping, you know, just making sure that all the
ends came together. And so, yes, she was the one that
took the call.
Q. Okay. And while we're at this point in
the progression here, would you explain -- you've
indicated that she was the one who was primarily
involved with the Cervidae program.
A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. Can you give me any greater specifics as
to what her responsibilities were for the domestic
Cervidae program?
I mean how was the line and box -- chart
line-up on that?
A. Deb answered directly to the deputy
administrator, John Chatburn, who then answered
directly to me. And Deb's responsibilities -- and
they changed, you know, over the -- over my tenure
there. We were continually looking, like anyone, to
make things more efficient.
But Deb was responsible for the Cervidae
J.,rog~l,lTll. I don't recall what else. I can't
Page :21
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remember. II think she may have been -- II know she was
in charge of the field staff for a while. She did
brucel10sis work.
some of the TB and brucellosis
Q. And I've seen one of her records that
indicates that she was a bureau chief for -- and now II
what-can't remember what the -- what-
A. Animal Health, I believe.
Q.

Animal Health, yeah.

A. Yes.
Q. That sounds right.
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So the chain of command, then,
would be you at the top, followed by John Chatburn --A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. -- and then Dr. Lawrence under Chat --A. At that point in time that is correct,
yeah.
Q. Okay. Presumably when Dr. Lawrence was
contacted by Carol Albertson to report the presence of
these animals on her alfalfa pasture, Dr. Lawrence,
I'm assuming -- but I could be wrong.
Did she communicate that to you or how did
it come from Dr. Lawrence's knowledge to your own')
A. I couldn't say for sure, but, yeah, I
mean, that -- anytime we heard about or suspected a,
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1
you know, domestic elk being out on the loose, it
2
was -- it was something that got everybody's
3
attention.
It was -- the attitude that predominated
4
at the time was very -- there was a lot of concern
5
6
about the industry, and so in the Department of Ag we
7
were working hard to make sure that we didn't drop the
8
ball in working to try to help the industry. And so,
9
yeah, we responded quickly anytime we heard about what
10
might be a domestic elk.
11
Q. Okay. And from that do II -- may II
12
understand correctly that this wasn't the first time
13
that domestic Cervidae had managed to escape their
14
confines?
-- if -- J
15
A. II couldn't say if this was -
16
can't remember if some of the specifics that are
popping in my mind right now -
-- if they were
17
18
individual animals later or before this. It was
19
always just one or two at a time, you know.
20
Somebody would report that there was a
21
domestic elk out. Many of those reported cases turned
22
out to be Fish and Game elk that had been tagged and
23
released at some point where they trapped them.
-- but we were very,
24
So, yeah, we were -
25
very
concerned
~".
we
did hear one of those
2 5y~ryc()n(;erned(lrlytiTl1e
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.............•

enSlJre the
domestic Cervidae to ensure
health of Idaho's livestock and wild
Cervidae populations."
Does that comport with your understanding
of what the power of the administrator was?
A. I believe so. I did not recall that
the -- about protecting the health of the wild
population because -- that -- that -- that's
interesting. I just did not recall that part of that.
Q. Your understanding was that it was to
protect the domestic Cervidae?
-- I did not remember tha1.
A. Yeah. I just -
Q. All right. Fair enough. But do you
recall that, as administrator, you were given the
power to determine whether the grower had failed to
recapture them in what would be a timely manner?
A. Yeah.
Q. And would timeliness depend on the
circumstances?
A. Oh, I'm sure. I mean any -- all of those
kinds of things would have weighed into any decision
that would have been made about that, yes.
Q. Some presumably would be easier to get
-back -
A
Oh sure.
A·Qb?sur.~.
.
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reports -
-Q. All right.
A. -- just because of the attitude about the
Cervidae industry.
Q. And if I understand the administrative
procedural rules correctly, you were authorized, as
the administrator, to make a determination whether the
breeder had been unable to timely recapture his
animals and to determine whether the department or the
division needed to get involved to take further steps;
is that right?
A. I'd have to look at that because I don't
recall on that one.
Q. All right. I've got here, Doctor, Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act Rule 02.04.19, which is
the domestic Cervidae part; and then this particular
rule is 204, "Escape of Domestic Cervidae," and then
subpart 05 reads as follows:
"Capture. In the event that the
owner or operator of a domestic
Cervidae ranch is unable to retrieve
escaped domestic Cervidae in a timely
manner, as determined by the
administrator, the administrator may
effectuate the capture of the escaped

i
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Q. -- than others might?
A. Sure.
Q. All right. And then in the event that you
had determined that, based on the circumstances, the
grower had failed to recapture them in a timely
manner, then you were authorized, were you not, to
effectuate the capture of the escaped domestic
Cervidae yourselves?
y.<:s. We had staff
A. (Witness nods head.) Y<:s.
that had worked with elk, worked with the breeders,
the growers, quite a bit and had some experience.
had expertise in how
Q. And they presumably ha.d
to recapture domestic Cervidae, did they -- or at
least some experience?
A. They had experience handling them as far
as working with the growers, the farmers, the
breeders, when they would do inventories and things
like that; but I don't know that any of them had ever
gone out and actually tried to capture an escaped
one. Honestly don't remember.
Q. Okay.
A. Don't know if they'd ever even been sent
out -- I just don't recall that that had ever come up.
Q. Sure. But for a mere failure of the
grower to be able to recapture them in a timely
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manner, nothing in the rules authorized to go out and
kill them on that basis alone, did it?
A. Not that 1I know of.
Q. Do I understand correctly that these
escaped domestic Cervidae were hanging out, for lack
of a better word, primarily on Ms. Albertson's alfalfa
pasture and other private property?
A. I believe that was -- was what her
statement was, that they were just, you know, hanging
out in her hay field and had been hanging out for a
week or so, and --
Q. And had she already cut her hay crop and
this was pasture -- or do you know?
A. No recollection of that.
Q. All right. Who was primarily in charge of
managing this event, the escape of Dr. Rammell's elk?
Was that you or was that -- I see
Dr. Lawrence's name on a lot of records, and it looks
to me consistent with what you've told me before, that
she was probably the point person for it, but I don't
know yet.
Is that right or not?
A. That would be correct. Because Deb was in
charge of the Cervidae program and at that point in
time
was
charge of the field"sta.:ff,so she was tthe
time..w
as in
i~"ch(lrgew()fthef}eld.st(lff,so?he~as
he
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respects what should be done? I guess we can start
there.
A. As I recall, our concern was that having a
large number of elk out would create a lot of negative
press for the elk industry.
Because this is something that Fish and
Game and -- and the sportsmen's and all of those
groups had always feared was that there would be a
-large escape and nobody could round them up, and -
this was almost like the perfect storm or the poster
child for that group, if you would.
And so that was a big concern that we had
is, okay, how can we work with Dr. Rammell, work with
whoever, to contain this and get things put back into
place. That was our initial thoughts, absolutely.
Q. All right. Was your expertise ever
solicited by the governor's office as to what you felt
the correct approach to this event was?
A. Yes.
Q. Can you give me a time fi-ame
fi'ame for when you
were first consulted by the governor's office as to
your own feelings as to -- or views as to what should
occur?
A. It was some time after the governor's
the round:up had been -- or whatever
order and after theround:up
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one who would be giving the field staff their direct
directions.
Q. Ok~.
A. And then, like I said, Deb reported to
- in any kind of
John and I, and -- and, you know, we -a -- when there was any kind of a situation, we would
meet on a regular basis, all of us, to discuss what
was going on, where are we at, you know.
Q. Did you have those sorts of meetings in
-
connection -A. Yeah.
Q. -- with the Rammell escape?
A. Right. Sure.
Q. Okay. How frequently? Was it a daily
- or do you remember?
thing, weekly, monthly -A. Don't recall.
-
Q. But -A. Anytime there was a development or a new
development, there certainly -- or a report coming in
from the field staff that the rest of us hadn't seen,
Dr. Lawrence would bring it to our attention.
Q. Okay.
A. That was pretty much standard.
Q. What was your take on the situation as the
administrator of the Division of Animal Industries as
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And I don't remember the exact context.
It may have been when -- when we worked
with -- with Mr. Siddoway and Dr. Rammell to get the
elk moved to his place and implement the testing and
everything on the herd that was left.
That may have been when [I met with the
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-- I can't recall for sure,
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but it was somewhat after the fact.
Q. But it was after Governor Risch had
already entered his executive orde'r saying sally forth
and kill them all, right?
A. Yeah. Because at that point in time we
were dealing with the animals that had been rounded lip
and were still there, and we were looking -- okay.
Where can we put them?
Because Dr. Rammell was needing to
dismantle the facility or something, and we needed a
facility where we could test them to try to -- okay,
no, this wasn't a problem or that wasn't a problem,
but just know where we were with everything, had we
indeed infected a bunch of -- whatever, you know.
So -
-Q. Right. And what did the result of that
testing show?

8
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A. I don't believe there was anything as far
as the infectious diseases that was -- was an issue,
whether it be tuberculosis -- I know all the ones that
were taken to Senator Siddoway's were TB tested, I
believe they were all blood tested for brucellosis;
and I don't believe there was any positive results
there that I recall.
And, of course, all of -- well, the ones
that were shot were tested. I don't remember if they
got a hundred percent, but it was supposed to have
been that a hundred percent of everything shot, just
like the rules; and there was no -- nothing came back
on a CWO -- indicating a CWO test.
There was one animal that was a suspect
that was a -- the test results for the red deer
genetics was questionable or inconclusive or
something -- I can't remember for sure. But there was
one there that was just, you know, okay, this -- this,
you know, raised some concerns.
And, in fact, I think we went back and
re-tested her and tested a couple of herd mates or --I can't remember if they were related animals --
anyway -- but just to make sure that that was not a
problem. Because the genetics issue had always been a
. ~ig
and those who defend
~ig concern with tb~sp()rtsmen's
tb~~p(),!sl11ef.l'sC:ll1~those
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A.

That is correct.
MR. FUREY: Okay.
(Exhibit 3 was marked for identification
and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Doctor, I've handed you what's been marked
see,
Exhibit 3 to your deposition, which, as you can see.
is a response to an FOIA request by Dr. Rammell --A. Okay.
Q. -- for records of the Department of Ag,
Division of Animal Industries.
And I'm guessing you probably didn't
prepare that yourself, but can you tell me whether
that does reflect an inventory of official records
maintained by the Department of Agriculture?
MR. KELLY: Before you answer, can I see
it, please?
THE WITNESS: Sure.
MR. FUREY: I'm sorry, Mike. There's a
copy there for you.
MR. KELLY: Oh, okay.
MR. FUREY: I meant to peel them apart.
MR. KELLY: Okay. Thanks.
Go ahead.
WITNESS:j\.ncl.== go ahead. ['m
I'm
THE WITNES§:An~==
.
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-
the wild animals, so -Q. And that's one of the reasons why the
protocols had been put in place at the inception to
test everything as it came into the state, right?
A. Exactly.
Q. Okay. So after all these animals were
slaughtered, the testing showed no disease, right?
A. (Witness nods head.) That is correct.
Q. And there wasn't even any testing done
before the slaughter to see whether there was any
disease, was there?
A. (Indicating.)
Q. I mean -- well, I guess -- let me back
up.
Before Governor Risch entered his
September 7, 2006 executive order to go forth and kill
them all on sight, there wasn't any testing or
anything to suggest even that any of these animals
were diseased, were there?
A. To my knowledge, no.
Q. And nobody even consulted with you ---
A. No.
Q. -- as the administrator of the Division of
Animal Industries in the Department of Ag charged with
oversight of the domestic Cervidae program?
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sorry. What was the question?
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. I'mjust trying to establish the
foundation for the records that were produced 011 April
2nd of2007 as official records of the Department of
Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries.
Does that appear to be what's reflected in
Exhibit 3?
A. It -- yes, it does.
MR. FUREY: All right.
(Exhibit 4 was marked for identification
and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Doctor, handing you what's been marked
Exhibit 4 to your deposition --A. Okay.
Q. -- which is a printout of a PowerPoint
presentation entitled "Conant Creek Elk Escape August
14 to the present" bearing Bates Nos. PLF 00264
through PLF 00278.
A. Okay.
Q. It doesn't bear an end date which would
tell us what the present (indicating) was when this
was prepared; but I haven't been able to find ou1
oul yet
in answers to interrogatories what the thing is, who
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prepared it or what it was used for, who saw it or
anything.
Do you recognize it?
A. Yeah. I mean I've seen this before. And
I don't -- I don't recall if this was -- was prepared
for a legislative briefing. Don't recall for sure.
But that -- my guess -- just judging from
the information that I see and how it's presented,
that's probably what it was.
Q. Do you have any idea by whom it was
prepared?
A. Not for sure. I know Dr. -- you know,
certainly Dr. Lawrence would have had a hand in it
because it's got a lot of the information that she was
responsible for.
Generally whenever we -- we prepared a
report like this for -- whether it be the legislature
or, you know, the governor, whoever, somebody would
draft a rough draft; and then we would all -- we would
review it, you know, several people in the group
there, and then fine-tune it until we came up with
what we wanted as the finished product. So-So -
Q. Okay. If you'd look at the last page of
exhibit, Doctor, which is the one with the Bates
that exhibit.
in the section entitled "What Went
No. PLF 00278?il1t~~"s.~~ti()I1~I1~it.1~d
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A. Anyway. But, nevertheless, back to your
question. I don't think it's any secret that at that
point in time there was some serious bias within the
Department ofFish and Game -- and this is my opinion,
_..
but based on what I learned after I came to Boise _..
Q. Sure.
A. -- and so -- like I said, I don't think it
was a secret -- against the domestic Cervidae
industry. There was a lot of -- I mean the Fish and
Game folks just didn't particularly care for fencing
-elk in -
Q. Right.
A. -- you know, and -- and especially not the
shooting operations. That was -- a lot of them found
that offensive.
Q. Right.
A. A lot of the sportsmen's did. So I think,
you know, to my knowledge, the governor only
Game; and
communicated with or consulted with Fish and Game:
if Fish and Game was biased, then yOll
YOll could probably
So-draw that conclusion. So-
Q. And Fish and Game no longer even had any
-jurisdiction over domestic Cervidae -
We-A. No. We-
.9:~~by the time this -
-.9:~~by
....
....
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Wrong," the second bullet point is: "The executive
order was issued based on biased information."
Does that comport with your own views on
it or -- if you have views? I guess I should ask
that. That's -- obviously that's near and dear to my
heart, that statement; and JI want to find out what it
means and what the details are.
A. This -- this -- this statement went with
this particular report?
Q. Yeah.
A. Huh. Okay.
Q. At least that's the way it was produced to
us in the response to the FOIA request.
-
A. Okay. Because this looks more like -Dr. -- we did an internal -- just kind of a review,
and we often did whenever we had something major like
Dr. Rammell's escape or when we had the brucellosis
herd in eastern Idaho.
We would go back and review how we handled
-it, what could we have done better, you know, how -
how did we interact with the ranchers, were they
oflooked
happy; and the "What Went Wrong" kind of
looked like
one of those kinds of things as opposed to the rest of
it.
Q. Okay.
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A.
Q.
A.

Yes, you are correct.
-- came about?
Yeah.
Q. And yet the governor, for the previous
five months or whatever, is consulting only with Fish
and Game to the complete exclusion of the agency
charged with responsibility for the domestic Cervidae?
A. (Witness nods head.)
Q. Is that right?
MR. KELLY: I'll object to the form.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Is that correct, Doctor?
MR. KELLY: (Indicating.)
THE WITNESS: Yeah.
MR. KELLY: You can answer the question.
THE WITNESS: Yeah, IJ believe that's what
happened.
MR. FUREY: Me, too.
MR. KELLY: Move to strike. Off the
record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
(Exhibit 5 was marked for identification
and a copy is attached hereto.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Doctor, I've handed you what has been
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marked Exhibit 5 to your deposition, which are the
defendants' answers to Dr. Rammell's first set of
interrogatories and request for production.
A. Okay.
Q. These were served on October 1,20 IIO.
O. And
my first question is simply whether you were involved
in any way in the preparation of these responses.
A. In 2010?
Q. Correct. These were just prepared -- or
at least they were just served within the last --
A. No.
Q. -- couple of weeks. All right.
A. No.
Q. Doctor, from what we've established so
far, do I understand correctly that you disagree with
the way this escape was handled, by somebody going out
and Fish and Game and everybody else shooting all
these animals?
MR. KELLY: I'll object to the form, and
add that it m ischaracterizes testimony to date.
THE WITNESS: I think that the way I can
summarize my feelings about what happened the best -
-MR. FUREY: Okay.
THE WITNESS: -- certainly I think the --
the Power -- the exhibit that
we ,illst
just looked at con -
-that'.\'e
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could not say that at the time.
And ifthere's anything that I feel bad
about -- and it certainly -- you know, like I said,
most of Rex's and the department's issues happened way
before my tenure -- but was that there was -- that the
agency and the -- and the farm weren't working a,. well
together as they could have been. That might have
prevented this.
Just -- you know, personally that's how I
look at it, that I think there was a lot of this that
could have been prevented; but the die was cast a long
time ahead of time.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. If you had been consulted, would you have
supported giving Dr. Rammell more time to capture his
animals?
A. Let me think about it. Let's see.
MR. KELLY: Let me object as calls for
speculation at this point in time.
But go ahead.
MR. FUREY: Fair enough. I'll withdraw
it.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
(Discussion held off the record.)
(E:xhibit 6 was marked for identification
(E:x~ibit
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you know, talking about a bias within the Fish and
Game Department, I think that existed.
I think the governor may have fallen
victim to that bias. Don't know, wasn't there in
those meetings, can't say for sure; but just, you
know, seems logical if that's his people he consulted
with.
I think the -- it would have been
difficult -- had the governor contacted myself or my
staff, it would have been difficult for us at that
point in time -- because of some issues that were
ongoing between the department and Dr. Rammell and -
-and some of the lack of records that we had on some of
the animals --
MR. FUREY: Uh-huh.
THE WITNESS: -- it would have been
difficult for us to have come in and said, "Hey, no,
you can't do this."
In retrospect we know they were all clean
based on the testing that we did after the fact -- or
at least the ones that were still there and the ones
that were shot.
MR. FUREY: Right.
THE WITNESS: Youknow,that's-Youknow,that's-
that's -- hindsight's 20/20. We know that now. We
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and a copy is attached herel:O.)
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Doctor, handing you what's been marked
Exhibit 6 to your deposition, which bears Bates No.
PLF 00292 and is a printout of an e-mail dated October
17,2006 from the Fish and Game veterinarian, Dr. Mark
Drew, to Fish and Game personnel Terry Mansfield, Brad
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-and Steve Huffaker, who was the d.irector -
A. Right.
Q. -- I don't see any indicaticn of a copy of
-this going to you -
-A. I -- that's -
-Q. -- or anybody -
-A. That's what I -
MR. KELLY: Let him finish the question.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Was this given to you, do you recall?
A. I have seen this before. Do not recall in
what context that it finally came across my desk, but
it certainly was -- according to the header here
(indicating) was not copied to me initially, but I
believe -- yeah, I believe I have seen this.
Q. But substantially after the fact?
MR. KELLY: Object to the form.
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THE WITNESS: I think it was -- I think it
was -- it was in a timely manner, but it just
wasn't -- I wasn't copied on it; but I believe somehow
it was -- it was brought to my attention because I
recall that Dr. Drew and I had some discussions about
his conclusions and what have you.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Okay. Can you give us the substance of
what those discussions were between you and
Dr. Drew -- or do you recall?
A. I believe it -- it -- it primarily
centered around the last statement there, that, you
know -- because up at the top he's talking about
there's minimal disease risk and minimal risk and
everything's negative and blah, blah, blah; but then
he comes back and says the disease risk and the
genetic risk is relatively low.
It -- it -- it just -- at the time
Dr. Drew was working 50 percent for me in the Ag
Department and 50 percent for Fish and Game.
Q. Oh, okay.
A. That was his -- that was the way he was
structured as the state wildlife veterinarian. I
had -- I was just somewhat concerned because, again,
c:()TlljI1g~"a'*t()""!he':!,I1c!~rc"':Ir:reI1t()fconc:er,I1"::tbout
the
£()TlljI1g~.a'*t()..!he':!,119~rc.':Ir:rel1t()fcon£t:r,I1.::lboutth~
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Cervidae industry within the sportsmen's groups,
within the department, within a lot of people at
large, I didn't want anything going out that would add
to that that wasn't substantiated.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. And I talked to Mark about this. I said,
"Mark, I think you need to be very careful about your
choice of words here." You know, "Statistically,
yeah, we need to see how this all plays out, but," you
know, "you're talking about there's minimal risk up
here" (indicating) or something -- I can't remember
what the word -Q. Uh-huh.
A. -- yeah, minimal disease risk, and then he
comes back to talk about it was relatively low. And I
had a concern about that, that we needed to be fair to
the industry and be honest about what we were saying
and not try to sway our data one -- one way or the
other as we talked about these results. That was the
extent of my discussion with him over this testing.
Q. How would you, as the administrator of the
Division of Animal Industries, quantify the risk, if
any, that domestic Cervidae would present to wild elk?
A. We always maintained that those facilities
that had good records, that we could document the
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testing that had happened coming in, we knew about the
animal movements, we had good inventory controls, we
had all of those things, good animal identification,
that we could make those statements. We had always
maintained that the whole time I was there.
Q. That there was no risk?
A. There was a minimal risk.
Q. Okay.
A. I mean I don't know that we could ever say
no, zero. You know, all depends on how good your
tests are.
But there was just really -- I think the
Ag Department felt that, for the most part, the
hysteria that was going on -- and I think that's the
best way I can describe it -- within the various
sportsmen's groups, and I think we saw it play out a
couple different years in the statehouse with various
bills -- was blown out of proportion, and it was blown
out of proportion by misstatements like this
(indicating).
MR. FUREY: Let's take just a quick break.
(Recess taken.)
MR. FUREY: Dr. Ledbetter, we've covered
what I needed to today, and I won't take any more of
your time; and I really appreciate you coming out.
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THE WITNESS: Okay. My pleasure. Nice to
meet you.
MR. FUREY: Nice to meet you, too.
MR. KELLY: [have
I have no questions.
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(Whereupon the deposition concluded
at 3:40 p.m.)
(Signature waived.)
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I. Maryann Matthews, CSR (Idaho Certified
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direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true.
true, and verbatim record of said deposition.
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DEPOSITION OF MARK HYNDMAN
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of
Mark Hyndman was taken by the attorney for
Plaintiffs at the law offices of Lopez & Kelly.
Street, Suite 100, Boise,
located at 413 West Idaho Street.
Idaho, before Maryann Matthews, a Court Reporter
(Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter No. 737) and
Notary Public in and for the County of Ada, State of
Idaho, on Thursday, the 21 st day of October, 2010,
commencing at the hour of9:35 a.m. in the
above-entItled matter.
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For the Plamtiffs
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D FUREY
PA TRICK D.

Attorney at Law
301 East Brookhollow Drive
Boise, Idaho 83706
F
or the Defendants
For
LOPEZ & KELL Y
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By Michael E. Kelly

22
23
24
25

413 West Idaho Street, Sllite 100
Boise. Idaho 83701-0856

follo""s:
Whereupon the deposition proceeded as foIlO\Ns:
MARK HYNDMAN,
a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
testified as foIlows:
follows:

INA TION
EXAM INATION
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Mr. Hyndman, would you state your name and
spell your last name, please?
speIl
A. Mark Hyndman, H-y-n-d-m-a-n.
[ guess I'm supposed to look
THE WITNESS: [guess
at you, aren't [?
I?
MR. FUREY: You know, that's the way I've
been pronouncing it and I was cOITected the other da),
and I see I was right all along.
MR. KELLY: Were you (:orrected by me?
MR. FUREY: No.
MR. KELLY: Even though I pronounce it
wrong, but --BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Mr. Hyndman, how are you employed?
A. I'm currently not.
How were)'c)U lastefl1ployed?
lastefl1plored?
Q...~Qkay.
~Qkay. How\Vere)'()U
.g.
o
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A. Idaho Department of Agriculture, Bureau of
Animal Health.
Q. All right. And do I understand from what
you just said that you're retired from that position?
A. No.
Q. Okay. What happened?
A. I was removed.
Q. Okay. When did that occur?
A. Last week in December of'09.
Q. Okay. For how long were you employed by
the Division of Animal Industries?
A. October of'80 through '09.
Q. Okay.
A. Is that 28 years or 29 years?
Q. I'd call it all of28 and probably pushing
30.
What was your background before you went
to work for the Department of Ag? Do you come from a
ranch background or --A. Yes.
Q. -- what?
A. 1-
I -Q. Thought so.
-- farmed throughout high
A. -- farmed -.
college, got a bachelor's degree in
school; went to coIlege,

2
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1
animal science; came out of there, went to work during
the gasohol fiasco and worked in feed stocks for the
2
gasohol -- an engineering company for two years; then
3
came to work for the Bureau of Animal Health.
4
5
Q. Oh, I see. Was your college study devoted
to engineering of some sort or -
6
-7
A. No. Animal health.
Q. Okay. Animal health. Where did you go to
8
school?
9
l O AA.
. University of Idaho.
10
11
Q. Very good. Vandal booster?
12
A. Yes.
Q. Excellent.
13
A. And paid my tuition through two kids and a
14
wife and -
wifeand-15
Q. This may be our year.
16
17
17
A. And then again.
18
Q. And then again.
19
Where are you from originally,
Mr. Hyndman?
20
21
A. All of my schooling, primary and
22
secondary, is through Idaho Falls.
23
Q. Oh, okay. Just explain for me, if you
24
would, what the nature of your job with the Division
of Animal Industries was.
25
;
I~"·····"

-1
Q. All right. And TB, tuberculosis, as -
A. Same story.
2
3
(Discussion held off the record.)
BY
MR.
FUREY:
4
5
Q. Presumably TB or tuberculosis as well?
-6
A. Yes, another -
-7
Q. That's another zoonotic -
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. -- disease?
10
And the rest of the reportable diseases
11
are diseases in livestock that can be communicaled
communica1ed
12
either to man or other livestock; is that right?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. Okay. Explain for me, if you can -- and
dependent. but, generally
15
maybe the process is disease dependent,
16
speaking, what occurs when a reportable disease is
17
reported in an animal?
18
What happens -- or what happened with you
as an employee of Animal Industries?
19
20
A. I'm going to answer this generally.
21
Q. Sure.
22
A. Okay?
23
Q. Please.
24
A. We have -- we have an animal that we
25
suspect or highlysuspect of disease "A."
IOA.IO
2 5...suspe~t
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And I assume it probably evolved over
time. I'm looking for a thumbnail of what you did for
Animal Industries.
A. Disease control through the reportable
diseases, and there are about 25 reportable diseases;
and if they cropped up, then we dealt with them in
whatever fashion the epidemiologists and veterinarians
told us to.
Q. All right. Now, the reportable diseases
are diseases that could be contracted by livestock; is
that right?
A. Most of them are zoonotic.
Q. Explain zoonotic for me.
A. Communicable between animal and man.
Q. Okay.
A. So that makes them -- and then there are
some that are absolutely devastating to livestock and
kill off livestock, you know, and -- or I won't say
kill offlivestock, but making -- making them
economically non-viable.
-Q. Would Bang's or brucellosis -
A. Yes.
Q. -- be one of those?
A. That's a zoonotic one. It's communicable
to man, yes.

E'age 9
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Q. All right.
A. Okay? That animal is dealt with either
through a quarantine, treatment or euthanasia; and
then you draw a ring around that animal (indicating)
and you test the animals that are directly exposed to
that animal for the same disease and deal with them in
a like manner if they are infected.. and that keeps up
until your ring (indicating) comes empty.
Q. Okay. Now, with respect to the initial
animal that was suspected to have the disease, what is
done upon suspicion of the animal having disease?
Is he tested for it or what occurs?
A. Yeah, whatever the appropriate test is.
Q. All right. And then based on the result
of the test, then presumably that ~,ets the future
course as to whether you do or don't have to test the
other animals in the same herd or to which it had
access; is that right?
A. True.
Q. Okay. What occurs in the event that an
animal is suspected of having a disease but, upon
testing, it's found not to have a di ;;ease?
Is that the end of the inquiry or not?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.

3
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A. I mean there's rare exceptions you do
something else, but yeah.
Q. Okay. During your period with the
Department of Agriculture and its Division of Animal
Industries, did you ever encounter a situation where
the animal could not be treated, could not be cured,
and was euthanized?
A. Yeah.
Q. Explain for me what circumstances occurred
when -- that would lead to an animal actually being
killed.
A. There is no treatment for tuberculosis.
Q. Okay. So if an animal is, in fact, found,
upon testing, to have contracted tuberculosis, then
that animal has to be put down; is that right?
-- it extends even -- the herd.
A. It -
-Q. The animal that's -
A. And the herd.
Q. -- that's tested positive and the rest of
-the herd to which -
A. Correct.
-- he was in communication?
Q. -
A. Right.
Q. Okay. And did that occur during your
I!.'!l
p!gy rTl.e.l1t£yer7p()yo
':lhaYI!.~l1y~e)(peril!n~e w.Hh
with
~.,!,p!C?),'!'.~l1t
..~~er7I?())'0':lha~~.~11)'~e)(peri~n~e
Page 11
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Early on in the early '80's we -- we did

Q. What kind of animals? Were these beef
cattle? Dairy stock? What?
A. Dairy cattle.
Q. Dairy cattle? Whereabouts in the state
was that herd located?
A. I'm going to say Jerome for the lack of a
better -
-Q. Okay.
A. The Magic Valley.
Q. Somewhere in the Magic Valley?
A. Somewhere in the Magic Valley.
Q. All right. How many animals were
involved? Do you remember what the size of the herd
was?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Okay. Was the dairyman compensated for
the destruction of those animals or --
A. To the best of my knowledge, yes.
Q. Okay. Even though they were a nuisance
that had a terrible disease?
MR. KELLY: I'll object to the form of the
question.
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You can answer if you -
-BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Even though they'd been exposed to TH,
TI3, the
grower was nonetheless compem,ated for their
destruction?
A. Yeah.
Q. Okay.
A. Yeah. To the best of my knowledge, he was
paid.
Q. Sure.
-A. I -- it's been a long time, but -
Q. I understand. Were there any other events
in your history of employment with the Department of
Agriculture where a herd was put down because of its
exposure to tuberculosis or any other emergency
communicable disease?
A. Yes.
-- can you just
Q. Similar circumstances or -
-tell me what you recall -
mean-A. Yeah. I mean-
Q. -- generally about it?
A. We -- they had a -- a scraping -- the
federal people had a scraping program, and we
euthanized quite a few sheep.
.~9. Uh-huh.
.~.Q.
Fage 13
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A. I don't know how many sheep. There's a -
-a brucellosis herd or two we bought out. They were
exposed -
-- had some infected animals and others were
exposed, and they just bought the whole herd because
it was more economical than sending somebody up there
every month to test them.
Q. Okay. Were you involved at all with a
herd of cattle owned by a woman named Carol
Albertson?
I can tell that name rings a bell for you.
A. That's a yes.
Q. Explain for me, please, what your
experience with Carol Albertson was and her herd of
cattle.
A. She's difficult to get along with.
Q. Okay.
A. And that's -- and that's mild.
Q. All right. Did she have a herd that had
been exposed to brucellosis from wild elk?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And as a result of the wild elk
communication of brucellosis to her herd, that herd
was put down, was it not?
A. That was the only source we could
identify.

4
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I
Q. Okay. All right. Now, is it your
understanding that domestic Cervidae, including elk,
are treated the same as livestock in Idaho?
[s that the way you understood it -A. Yes.
Q. -- when you were working there?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. For how long had domestic elk
ranching been accepted as legal by the State of
Idaho? I've done quite a little research so far but
I'm pretty new to the case, and [I don't know when elk
ranching was first authorized in Idaho.
And [I don't know if you do either, but
I'll ask you for -A. [can't give you a date.
Q. All right.
A. Yeah. [can't
I can't give you a date. [-I -Q. Fair enough. Did you, during your
employment by the Department of Agriculture and its
Division of Animal Industries, work with domestic elk
ranchers or domestic elk livestock?
A. Oh, yeah.
Q. Okay. That's where we're going to go now
is focus on what matters most to the case, and ['II
I'll
y(),::,g~j~~me~n()tb~rgeneral overview
ov~rview of what
j,::,~!h~ve y(),::,g~j~~nle~n()tb~rgeneral
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tissue -- specific brain tissue, not just any brain
tissue, specific brain tissue --Q. The obex?
A. -- yeah, the obex -- on anything that
died, harvested or was slaughtered on their ranch.
Q. Okay.
A. And those are the four basic things.
There's ancillary things, but those were the four
things.
Q. Okay. With respect to fence maintenance
at domestic elk ranches, were there some escapes
during your employment by the Department of Ag and its
Anima[ Industries?
Division of Animal
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Can you give me a feel for
approximately how many you --
A. Oh, [I --Q. -- were aware of?
A. No, I -- two, three, maybe four a year?
couldn't -- I couldn't put a real number on it.
Q. Would it be fair to say that it wasn't
common but, on the other hand, it wasn't
extraordinarily rare either for domestic elk
occasionally to get out?
wasn'tynexpected,
.,::,.~e)(l)ec1tec1::?? no.
A. No. It wasn]"tt
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your experience was with domestic elk.
Just tell me, generally speaking, what
your employment, job, had to do with domestic elk.
A. I'm going to list them, and not
necessarily in any particular order, just in the order
they come to me.
Q. Sure. Okay. Great.
A. Inventory control. We're supposed to keep
track of elk coming in and elk going out, alive or
dead.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. Fences, that they're inspected annually,
maintained to a degree that will hold them.
Q. Okay.
A. Animal health, you know, just -- they were
kind of a lightning rod there for a while, so we kind
of kept our eye on them so that if somebody said, "Oh,
he's doing this," or "He's doing that," we could say,
"No, probably not, because we were out there," you
know.
And the CWO program, which were probably
the four programs that were the main -- and CWO is
chronic wasting disease.
Q. Uh-huh.
A. The growers were required to submit brain
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Q. Okay. What would you do when they would
get out?
A. Doing it --MR. KELLY: Let me object to the form.
Just-But go ahead. You can answer. Just-
you can ignore me. She has to make sure --THE WITNESS: Okay. Who's running this
meeting?
MR. FUREY : You are.
THE WITNESS: We investigate it, A, to see
if they got the elk back or if they did something
otherwise --MR. FUREY: Okay.
THE WITNESS: -- euthanized them or
decided that they were a danger to traffic or
something or got hit by a car while they were out or
something; and, B, see that the fence is fixed and
report such.
BY MR. FUREY:
Q. Okay. How, in your experience, would the
growers go about getting their domestic elk back in on
those occasions when they got out?
A. They're a surprisingly social animal.
anima1.
Q. Explain that, please.
A. They'll -- they'll come back to a place

5
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they're used to. I mean you don't want to jump in the
pickup and see if you can run them down because all
you'll do is run them away, and they might not find
their way home.
Q. Okay.
A. The bulk of them (indicating) will find
their way back and stand there at the gate.
Q. Okay. It may take some time, but they
wiII eventually -
-will
A. Yeah. I -- yeah. I don't know how long
I'd give them, but yeah.
Q. Okay. In your experience did most of them
find their way back into the enclosure?
A. A lot of them did, yeah.
Q. Okay. Now, you mentioned a moment ago
that there was a period where domestic elk
livestock -- the concept was something of a lightning
rod.
Can you explain for me, please, what -- I
think I know what you meant, but I'd like to have you
explain it for us.
A. Well, there was a percentage of the
population that thought it was cruel and unusual
and -- you know, they were wild animals and should be
Bambi,and
so thatal1ytl1il1gelse
that
set free like
Ii~(.:. I3Cirnbi,
all<:l~()!hatCil1ytl1iTlgt::
lse that
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Department of Ag or the Division of Animal Industries
include going out and just summarily slaughtering them
all?
MR. KELLY: I'll object to the form.
THE WITNESS: It didn't get down to our
level, no. I mean that wasn't -
-MR. FUREY: All right. Those are all the
questions I have, Mr. Hyndman. Thanks a lot for
coming over.
THE WITNESS: Thank you.
MR. KELLY: Okay. I have no questions.
(Whereupon the deposition concluded
at 9:55 a.m.)
(Signature requested.)
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was happening to them was cruel and unusual.
And so we -- we'd kind of, when we'd drive
by these places, at least slow down, look at the
condition of the animals, you know, if they had feed,
they had water, so when we got a call that said --
"No," you know, "we were by there and he's not -- he's
not got them tied to the fence and beating them," you
know.
Q. Right. Okay. In your experience,
spanning over 25, upwards of 30 years, with the Idaho
Department of Agriculture and its Division of Animal
Industries, were you ever involved in any event where
domestic elk were shot by the state as opposed to the
owner?
A. Other than Rex's, no.
Q. As one means of encouraging Rex's escaped
livestock to come back into the ranch, did you at some
point suggest maybe trying to grain them in?
A. I -- I -- I'm -- IJ -- not to Rex, no. I
don't think I did.
Q. Okay. Did you to anyone, do you remember?
-- I -- I'm sure, sitting around,
A. J -
drinking coffee, we all had suggestions and ideas
because we're all smarter than the guy doing it.
Q. Did any of those suggestions in the
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VERIFICATION
STATEOF _ _ _ __
) ss.
S5.
COUNTY OF
I, MARK HYNDMAN, being first duly sworn on my
oath, depose and say:
That I am

th~

witness named in the

tor~going
tor~going

2010,
deposition taken the 21 st day of October, 20
I O.
consisting of pages numbered 1
I to 22. inclusive; that
I have read the said deposition and know the contents
thereof; that the questions contained therein were
propounded to me; the answers to said questions were
given by me; and that the answers as ,:ontained
':ontained therein
(or as corrected by me therein) are true and correct.
MARK HYNDMAN
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
day of
I 0, at __________ _
. 20 I0,
Idaho.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at

, Idaho.

25
My Commission Expires: _ _ __
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STATE OF IDAHO)
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )
I, Maryann Matthews, CSR (Idaho Certified
Shorthand Reporter Number 737) and Notary Public in
and for the State ofldaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined.
examined, the witness
named in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn
to testifY to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true. and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certity
certify that 1I have no interest in
the event of the action.
WITNESS my hand and seal
~eal this 25th day of
October. 20 I O.

22
23
24
25

MARYANN MATTHEWS
Idaho CSR No. 737, and
Notary Public in and for
the State of Idaho
My C(lmmjssionExpires:.
C(lmmjs~ionExpire,s:. rviayI6,
lv1ayI(). 201.1.
201.. 1.
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Review 30(b)(6) Notice of Deposition ofISDA
to coordinate with ISDA DAG (0.1); prepare
correspondence to Tyson Nelson, DAG for
ISDA outlining topics and areas to follow-up
regarding depositions, former department
emplo ees 30(b)(6) deposition and
of discovery (0.6); telephone
conversation with T so .Nelson regarding
30(b)(6) and v
and witness issues
(0.5); prepare memorandum re: same (0.2).
Review Idaho Department of Agriculture
documents re: missing produced discovery
documents sent to Plaintiff (0.2); telephone
conference with Tyson Nelson, ISDA DAG re:
missing pages of Mark Hyndman repOli
repmi dated
February 6, 2007 (0.1)
Telephone conversation with DAG Tyson
Nelson regarding history ofRammell
document requests at ISDA (0.1); prepare
email to Tyson Nelson re: employee/deponents
.
. , and Mortense~ (?l)~
(?1)~ prepare.
.
~
memorandum to file outll11111g
outlmIng Issues raised 111
In
conversations with ISDA DAG Tyson Nelson
fon11er
regarding de osi .o11~ of CUlTent and fonl1er
Y'bh of discovery and
employees,
30(b)(6) deposition ofISDA (1.4); additional
telephone conversation with DAG Tyson
Nelson re
of ISDA
regardin de ositions ofISDA
employees,
..- and
(0.5);; receipt, review
verification of discovery (0
and respond to multiple emails from Tyson
Nelson regarding depositions ofISDA
enlploye,e~,
enlp10ye,~~, 30(b)(6) designee strategy and
~ of discovery (0.5).
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
defendant depositions (0.1); telephone call
with DAG ID F
&G re: depositions of
F&G
department representatives (0.1); continue
revisions to Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment (4.0).
Revise Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment, Affidavit of Counsel, and
Affidavit of Brian Oakey (4.5); review and
revise deposition summaries of testimony of
Rex and Lyndia Rammell (0.4).
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Telephone conversation with Tyson Nelson
regarding depositions, Affidavit in Support of
i!:lfi~lon
Motion for Summary Judgment, .:ifi~lcrn
and other related issues (0.2); telephone
conversation with Dr. Greg Ledbetter
regarding deposition (0.2); prepare memo
regarding status of contacting deponents and
issues in case (0.1).
ofvolumi~pus9Ie
Review and analysis ofvolumi~8us9Ie
materials for documents re: r1~~ta.wt~~e,
[f~~tawt~te,
Kelly Mortensen and John Chatbum for use in
deposition preparation and as potential
deposition exhibits (4.5).
Continue review and analysis of voluminous
file materials for documents on Kelly
Mortensen, John Chatbul11 and l¥~llta
~~~ta
:.~~~~ for deposition preparation (2.5).
.:_~~~Ji!,
StatusR'eport to Risk Management (0.5);
prepare expert witness disclosure (0.2).
Telephone call with former ISDA employee,
Dr Greg Ledbetter re: deposition/expected
testimony.
Telephone call with Plaintiffs counsel re:
deposition schedule (0.1); e-mail
correspondence to Greg Ledbetter re:
confirmation of deposition (0.1): prepare
expert witness disclosure (0.4).
Exchange email conespondence with DAG
Tyson Nelson regarding depositions ofISDA
employees (0.2); contact ISDA
ISDt'- regarding
r~~~~?ilJg
depositions of Mortensen and,:.W:Fefici
and'i_W:fen~~ (0.1).
Review of documents found for Kelly
Mortensen, for deposition prep, and
preparation of materials for use, including
creation of index (3.7); review of documents
found for John ChatbuDl,
Chatbum, for deposition prep,
and preparation of materials for use, including
creation of index (2.0).
Telephone call with witness, Kelly Mortensen
re: deposition (O.l);
(0.1); e-mail conespondence to
K. Mortensen re: deposition (0.1); continue
revisions to Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Summary Judgment and affidavits
in support (6.0); telephone call with Brian
Oakey ofISDA re: affidavit in support (0.2);
e-mail conespondence to Brian Oakey with
draft of affidavit (O.l);
(0.1); revise & final expert
witness disclosure (0.2); receipt and review
subpoena re: Greg Ledbetter deposition (0.1).

, ....
.......

November 9,2010

0.50

50.00

lTB

4.50

247.50

TAV

2.50

137.50

TAV

0.70

87.5C

MEK

0.30

37.50

MEK

0.60

75.00

MEK

0.30

30.00

JJB

5.70

313.50

TAV

6.80

850.00

MEK
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Telephone conversations to Tyson Nelson
regarding status of availability o
f;<,
of ~~~~9:~
preparation
and Mortensen for deposition and preparatiOn
(0.2); review and analysis of elk related
advocacy group literature and begin outlining
questions for interviewing members to serve as
potential witness at trial (0.9); review and
analysis of ISDA and IDFG records and
mem!?sregarc10g.ag~~~GP§~!~·:~~~8~·
mem9sre~ar40gag~~~q9j§&i~,
" ,t'
of
re:fini%g :ana
:!ifia preparing counterclaf
countercl~im{r .OJ.·
oftel1:tli11ig
Rev'
documents found for :r1~;~
or deposition preparation, and
preparation of materials for use, including
creation of index (1.2).
Telephone call with Risk Management re:
ISDA discovery responses (0.1); review file
document
.
.. ji;t'~1~jJ;~~~i~,~J~;
do
'£i.~.".'
'''',-Z;''
2.8)',
,~,"BF~
); revl'se
revise
Memorandum in Support of Motion for
J
Support for Iud
ent and Affidavit in Support
(2.5);
,
(2.

"

.'it

. ..,. , '.'

November 9,201

Page 4

''''.'.-,'';''rl\r,,·;;;Lj''#'.'>''~&i~,',i-;-'"
JJJt.' awrence ~

2.10

210.00

JJB

1.20

66.00

TAV

5.90

737.50

MEK

0.20

20.00

JJB

4.50

450.00

J.TB
JIB

5.20

286.00

TAV

."ng

J''fYtO;'r}';'Creview and analyze Plaintiffs
Memo, Affidavit and Motion for Clarification
re: Punitive Damages Claim, or Alternatively,
Motion to Amend Complaint in preparation of
drafting Objection (0.5); begin outlining and
preparing Objection (1.4); review Idaho case
law regarding applying federal law to constme
Idaho mles (0.3); prepare section of Motion for
Summary Judgment addressing potential
Punitive Damages claim (2.2).
Review and analysis of voluminous file
materials for documents on Dr. Greg Ledbetter
for deposition preparation (3.8); review
Ledbetter documents and preparation of
materials and index for deposition preparation
and deposition exhibits (1.4).
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LOPEZ & KELLY PLI~C
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
WITI! AnORNEYS LiCENSED
LICENSED IN IDAHO
WITII
OREGON NEW YORK & ARIZONA
413 WEST IDAHO
lDAHO STREET
4-13
SUlTE 100

THOW.AS H. LDPEZ
MICHAELE. KELLY

POST OfFlCEBox 856
[DAlia 83701
BOISE, [DAlIa

PICCIDNl
Lou PICCIDNJ

JOlIN J. BROWDER
JOHN

TELEPHONE (208) 312-4300

FACSIMlL"E (20R)
FACSIMlLB
(208) 342-4344

October 13, 2010
Patrick D. Furey

301 E. Brookbollow Dr.

www.idahodefense.com

Via Facsimile
(208) 368-0855

Boise, ID 83706
Re:

of Idaho, et af.
Rammel! v. State ofIdaho,
Ada County Case No. CV OC 08-20694
Our File No. 2800,010

Dear Pat:
confiml that Dr, Lawrence will be unable to attend her
Per our conversation, this letter will confim1
deposition scheduled for tomorrow, October 14, 20] 0 due to an illness. I apologize for any
inconvenience this may cause.

MEKlts
MEKIts
Enclosures
Furey,02.wpd

000651

EXtUBrr~

D

COMES NOW Defend antsfCounter-P
Iaintiff hereinafter collectively the ("Defendants") by
ants/Counter-Plaintiff
and through their attomeys of record, Lopez & Kelly PLLC, and answer and respond to Plaintiffs'
discovery requests as follows:
INTERRQOATOR
YNO. 1: Identify the name, physical address electronic cOl11I11unical
c0l11111unica1 ion
INTERRQGATORYNO.
address (email), and telephone number of each and every person who has any knowledge or who
purports or claims to have any knowledge of the facts of this case. By this interrogatory, we seek
the names, physical addresses, electronic communication address (email) and telephone num bers of
all persons who have any knowledge of any fact pertaining to liability and/or damages.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.1:
Defendants object to this Interrogatory because it is compound, vague and ambiguous.
Without waiving these objections, and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 33(c),
33(c), Defendants refer Plaintiffs to Ihe
individuals identified in this Answer and to the documents produced in this lawsllit because the
burden of deriving or ascertaining the answers to these interrogatories is substantially the same for
the Plaintiffs as it for the Defendants. Without waiving these objections, Defendants identify the
following individuals as people with potential knowledge of facts relevant to this lawsuit:
I.

Dr. Rex Rammell & Lynda Rammell
c/o Patrick D. Furey
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, 1D 83706

2.

Kelly Mortensen
ISDA Division of Animal Industries
Livestock Investigator Senjor
Senior
c/o
clo Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
PRODUCT10N TO DEFENDANTS - 2
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3.

Dr. Tom Williams
ISDA Division of Animal Industries
Veterinary Medical Officer
c/o Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street Ste ]J 00
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 8370 ]J

4.

Mark Hyndman
ISDA Division of Animal Industries
Livestock Investigator Senior
c/o Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
]00
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

5.

Matt Wakley
ISDA Division of Animal Industries
Livestock Investigator
clo Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

6.

Tim Wetherbee
USDA APHIS
Livestock Investigator Senior
clo Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
cia
413 West Idaho Street, Ste ] 00
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 8370 I

7.

Dr. Kendal Eyre
USDA APHIS
Area Veterinarian
clo Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

8.

Matt Griffin
ISDA, Division of Animal Industries
Dairy Inspector
clo Lopez & Kelly, PLLC

DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION TO DEFENDANTS - 3
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413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701
9.

Dr. Phil Marner
Idaho Department of Fish and Game
Veterinarian
c/o Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
cia
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

10.

Rick Rumsey
Idaho Department of Agriculture
Engineer
c/o Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
JOO
413 West Idaho Street, Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

11.

Dr. Mark Drew
Deprutment ofFish and Game
Idaho Depmtment
Veterinarian
c/o Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street,
Street Ste 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise, Idaho 83701

12.

Jeff Siddoway
Juniper Mountain Elk Ranch
Owner

13.

John Clark (JC) Siddoway
Juniper Mountain Elk Ranch
Owner

14.

Ty Bauer
Juniper Mountain Elk Ranch
Employee

15.

Any person Plaintiffs identify as a trial witness or person with knowledge

l6.
16.

Any expert witness the parties disclose as a trial witness

DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION TO DEFENDANTS· 4
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._,

17,

Any rebuttal witness disclosed by the patties

INTERROGATORYNO. 2: 1dentify the nan1.e, address and any other identification of every
expel1 witness.
persoll
person whom you expect to call as an expe11
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.2:
Defendants object to this Interrogatory because and to the extent it seeks information.
documents, or communications protected by attorney-client privilege, confidentiality, work prncluci
doctrines, and LR.E.
the phrase "other
LR.R 502. It also is vague and ambiguous as to the meaning of I.hc
identification." Without waiving these objections, Defendants will comply with applicAhle
app1icAhle coul1
order or 1111e
mle of procedure.

INTERROGATORY NO.3: With respect to each and evelY person whom you expect 10 call
as an expert witness at trial, identify the following:
a.

Identify the witness fully and summarize his or her qualifications and
background;

b.

State the subject matter on which he or she is expected to testifY:,
testify:,

c.

State the substance oft11e
of the facts and opinions to which he or she is eXj)cciec1
expeciec1
to testify; and

d.

Pursuant to Rule 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence, you

81'e
81'C

requested to

disclose the underlying facts and data upon which tl,e
tIle expert hases his or her
opinions.

ANS\VER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3:
Defendants object to this InterrogatOlY
inforll1atioll,
InterrogatOly because and to the extent it seeks inforl11ation,
documents,
work product
documents. or communications protected by attorney-client privilege, confidentiality, WOl'k

DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST
FTRST SET OF INTERROGATOR1ES
TNTERROGATOR1FS AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTTON
PRODUCTION TO DEFENDANTS -.5
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Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Michael Kelly" <MEK@idahodefense.com>
"Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law" <pfurey@cableone.net>
Tuesday, December 28, 2010 3:26 PM
RE: Rammell v State of Idaho

0)
@ I presume you heard from the Judge's clerk - staus conference 1/6 @ 2PM. I should hopefully have an idea which
way the state is heading before then.

From: Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law [mailto:pfurey@cableone.net]
Sent:
sent: Tuesday, December 28, 2010 12:56 PM
To: Michael Kelly
Cc: Rex Rammell
Subject: Re: Rammell v State of Idaho

From the Court's remarks at the last hearing, I suppose she'd be disappointed if you didn't.
I'm not yet in a position to respond to your overture re the possibility of a walk-away, but I'd be less than
candid if I didn't advise you I think an appeal is where we're headed, so we might just as well give the
Court the opportunity to do as much as she wants and appeal the whole shebang.
I had the same thought as you re what exactly "the counterclaim will be taken up on Jan. 10 at 9:00
a.m." intends, but at this point I no longer make any predictions as to what this Court might have in
mind.
Pat
----- Original Message --------
From: Michael Kelly
Furey,Attorney At Law
To: Patrick D. FureY,Attorney
Sent: Tuesday, December 28,201012:29 PM
Subject: RE: Rammell v State of Idaho
I have a meeting with the state people on 1/4/11 to discuss - that's the first date we could gnt all the
necessary decision makers together. Have you discussed the issue with Rex? Obviously if he plans to forge
ahead with an appeal of the MSJ regardless, I don't think there is any question that the state will move forward
with the counterclaim & the motion for costs & fees.
As to the subpoenas, I advised the witnesses that they were released so I don't know availability at this time.
Also, I will have my office double-check but I was under the impression we wouldn't be movin£1 forward on Ule
10th, merely informing the court of the status of the counterclaim. Otherwise, we would still ne,ed to submit jury
instructions, exhibits, etc.

From: Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law [mailto:pfurey@cableone.net]
Sent:
sent: Tuesday, December 28, 2010 12:05 PM
To: Michael Kelly
Subject: Fw: Rammell v State of Idaho

Mike,
Please let me know how you plan to proceed with your counterclaim. If you envision a trial, please
advise Dr. Lawrence, Steve Huffaker and John Chatburn that their subpoenaes for Jan 10 are again in
force and effect. Thanks.

000656 3/31/2011
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Pat

CD

--------- Original Message ----
From: John Weatherby
To: Patrick D. Furey, AttQrneyAtLaw ; mek@idahodefense.com
Sent: Tuesday, December 28,20108:58 AM
Subject: Rammell v State of Idaho
This message is confirmation that the pretrial conference set for 12/30 is vacated. As discUSSE!d at the last
hearing, the counterclaim will be taken up on January 10 at 9:00.

No virus found in this message.
www.avg.com
Checked by AVG - WWW.avg.com
Version: 10.0.1191 1 Virus Database: 1435/3342 - Release Date: 12/27/10

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - vyww.avg.com
Version: 10.0.1191 1 Virus Database: 1435/3342 - Release Date: 12/27/10

No virus found in this message.
www.avg.com
Checked by AVG - WWW.avg.com
Version: 10.0.1191 1 Virus Database: 1435/3342 - Release Date: 12/27/10
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Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Michael Kelly" <MEK@idahodefense,com>
"Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law" <pfurey@cableone.net>
Friday, February 25,201112:17 PM
Rammell v State of Idaho

Pat,
Was instructed to again request whether Rex would waive appealing the Court's decision on the MSJ in
exchange for dismissal of the counterclaim. Please let me know - thanks,
Michael E. Kelly
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC
413 West Idaho Street - Suite 100
PO Box 856
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 342-4300
(208) 342-4344 (fax)
www.idahodefense.com
Notice: This communication and the information contained within, along with any items attached as an enclosure,
are privileged and confidential. This communication is intended solely for the use of the individual(s) named
above. If you are not one of the intended addresses or you believe you may have received this communication in
error, you are hereby notified that any consideration, dissemination or duplication of this communication is strictly
prohibited. In addition, you shall not print, copy, retransmit, disseminate, or otherwise use this information in any
form without first receiving specific written permission from the author of this communication. If you have received
this communication in error, please reply to the sender indicating that fact and delete this message from your
system immediately.

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 10.0.1204 1
/ Virus Database: 1435/3467 - Release Date: 02/25/11

£I:rlIBIT G
£l:t/IBIT
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STATE OF IDAHO
:. S8.

County of Ada
Michael E. Kelly, being first sworn, do hereby depose and state under penalty of perjury:

1.

I am counsel for the State of Idaho
rdaho in this action, over the age of major: ty, competen t

to testify, and make this affidavit upon personal knowledge;

2.

That Counterplaintiff, State ofIdaho has a viable Counterclaim pending a.gainst the

PlaintiffslCounterdefendants in this matter arising out
Ollt of the Plaintiffs' lawsuit filed on February 26,

2008;
3.

That the trial all the Counterclaim is currently scheduled to commence on March 21,

4.

That in order to avoid incurring the additional expenses and costs that will
wiJl be incurred

2011 ;

in trying this matter and for the purposes of judicial economy, the State wishes ['.S
i',s Counterc[alm
Countcrc[alm
dismissed;
5.

That efforts have also been made to dismiss this Counterclaim in exchange for the

Plaintiff/Counterdefendants' waiver of their righlto
right to appeal this Court's Order entered
7, 2011 on tbe
the State's Motion for Summary Judgment.

all

January

These efforts however, have heen

unsuccessful;
6,
6.

That in order to expedite the Plaintiffs' anticipated appeal, the State desires to move

forward with the appellate process in efforts to bring this matter to a final conclusion as practical.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITII NAUGHT,
DA
TED this
DATED

2..
2011,
2... day of March, 2011.

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL SUBMITTED TN SUprORT
DlSl'vlISS-2
suprORT OF COUNTER PLAINTIFF'S MOT10N
MOTiON T(I DlS!'vlISS-2
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PATRICK D. FUREY
ATTORl\TEY AT LAW
301 E. Brookhollow Dr.
Boise, Idaho 83706
Telephone:
(208) 368-0855
Facsimile:
(208) 368-0855
Email:
pfurey@cableone.net
ISB No.:
2427

NO'~:::;-'F;;;;'llErnD---'
FILED
_P.M _ __

A.M.~

_P.M

_

15 2011
APR 15
CHRISTOPHEH D. RICH, Ck~rk
By JAMIE RANDALL
DEPUTY

Attorney for P1aintiffs/Counterdefendants
Rex Rammell and Lynda Rammell, Appellants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX
RAMMELL
and
LYNDA
RAMMELL, Husband and Wife,

Case No. CV OC 08-20694

Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants,
Appellants

vs.
THE STATE
ST ATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH, STEVEN HUFFAKER;
HUFF AKER; and
DOES I-X,

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Defendants and Counterclaimants,
Counterciaimants,
Respondents.

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, STATE OF IDAHO, JAMES E. RISCH AND
STEVEN HUFFAKER, AND THE PARTIES' ATTORNEYS,
Michael E. Kelly
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street - Ste. 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise,ID 83701
Facsimile:
(208) 342-4344
Email: mek@idahodefense.com
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1
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Lawrence G. Wasden
Office of the Idaho Attorney General
700 W. Jefferson Street
P.O. Box 8370
Boise
Idaho 83720-0010
Facsimile:
(208) 854-8071
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above named appellants Rex and Lynda Rammell appeal against the above

named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from:

The final judgment entered in the above entitled action on the 7th day of March, 2011, and
from the antecedent April 29, 2009, Order Re: Motion to Dismiss referred to therein and from
the antecedent Order granting defendants' motion for summary judgment that was rendered from
the bench on December 16, 2010, and from the antecedent written Order granting defendants'
motion for summary judgment that was entered on January 6, 2011, also referred to said final
judgment,
Honorable Judge Cherie C. Copsey, presiding.
2.

Jurisdictional Statement:

Appellants have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the judgment and
antecedent orders described in paragraph 1I above are appealable orders under and pursuant to
Rule 11(a)(l)
II(a)(1) and Rule 17(e)(l)(A),
17(e)(1)(A), I.A.R.
3.

Preliminary Statement of Issues on Appeal:

A.

Whether Idaho Code § 25-3705A, as written and as implemented by the

applicable agency's Rule 204.07, IDAPA 02.04.19.204, applies to certain escaped domestic elk
"taken by licensed hlmters" or whether, as the lower court declared, the statute immunized the
summary destruction of stray domestic elk by the Governor without notice to or compensation of

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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the owner on the ground such animals became a dangerous "public nuisance" after seven days as
strays.
B.

Whether domestic elk, as stray livestock, become a "public nuisance" subject to

summary destruction, without compensation, after seven days as strays.
B.

Whether the doctrine of separation of powers was vitiated by the defendants' and

the lower court's refusal to accede to the Legislature's commitment of managing stray domestic
elk to the administrator of the Idaho Department of Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries.
C.

Whether genuine issues of material fact precluded the lower court's entry of

summary judgment favoring the former governor and the former director of the department of
Fish and Game on plaintiffs' claims brought pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
D.

Whether the lower court committed plain error when it presumed to "find," on

II

motion to dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), that an escaped herd of domestic were "believed
to be diseased" when the complaint contained no such allegation (and where, for that matter.
there was no suggestion of any such imagined "fact" anywhere in the record).
E.

Whether the lower court erred in presuming to supply, as a matter of

uncontroverted "fact," the naked proposition that purebred Rocky Mountain Elk, if domesticated.

would cause "genetic drift" if they escaped into the wild.
F.

Whether. given the unrefuted deposition testimony of Dr. Greg Ledbetter,
Whether,

D.V.M., Administrator of the Department of Agriculture, Division of Animal Industries (the
agency having sole statutory jurisdiction over domestic elk in Idaho) and the lower court's
declared personal background, experience and strongly-held beliefs, the lower court should have
recused itself sua sponte from presiding over the case.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3
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Appellants submit that, inasmuch as the Legislature has specifically declared domestic
elk to be "livestock" and the subject of "absolute ownership; inasmuch as the application of
Idaho Code § 25-3705A as written and as implemented by the agency entrusted by the
Legislature to do so presents a case of first impression; inasmuch as the case
ease presents
constitutional issues concerning the separation of powers as between and among the Legislature,
the Executive Branch of state government and the trial court level of the Judiciary and inasmuch
as it presents issues of substantial public interest to the agricultural and sporting segments of the
Idaho citizenry, the appeal should be retained by the Supreme Court as indicated by Rule
1108(b)(1)
08(b)(1) through 1108(b)(3),
08(b )(3), LA.R.
4.

Designation of Requested Partial Transcript

There has been no trial of this case, but pursuant to Rule 25, LA.R., appellants request
transcripts, in compressed hard copy format, of the proceedings had before the Honorable Judge
Cherie C. Copsey on the following dates:
March 19,2009, hearing on defendants' motion to dismiss pursuant to LR.C.P. 12(b)(6)
(Kim Madsen, C.S.R., reporting);
December 16, 2010, hearing on defendants' motion for summary judgment pursuant to
LR.C.P. 54 (Kim Madsen, C.S.R., reporting);
January 6, 2011,
20 11, status conference before scheduled trial of defendants' counterclaim
(Kim Madsen, C.S.R., reporting). Reporter's estimate of fees for preparation of all of the above
transcripts:

$195.00

November 12, 2009, hearing on plaintiffs/appellants' motion to amend complaint (Sue
Wolf, C.S.R., reporting). Reporter's estimate of fees for preparation of transcript:
$57.75

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4
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Total Court Reporters' estimated fees
for preparation of requested transcripts:

5.

$252.75

Designation of Requested Clerk's Record.

Appellants designate and request, in addition to the standard clerk's record as defined by
Rule 28, I.A.R.,
LA.R., the following pleadings and documents identified first by their filing dates as
reflected in the online Idaho Repository docket (the date of signature, etc. on the documents may
differ from the filing date):
A.
March 4, 2011 [Defendants'] Motion to Dismiss [Counterclaim] Pursuant
to 1.R.c.P.
LR.C.P. 41(a)(2) dated March 2, 2011;
March 4, 2011 Affidavit of Counsel [Michael E. Kelly] Submitted in Support of
Counter Plaintiffs' Motion to Dismiss dated March 4,2011;
March 15,2011, Affidavit of Service of Subpoena for trial on Debra Lawrence, D.V.M.;
March 21, 2011, Affidavit of Marcus W. Nye, with attached itemization
including:
"03/11/2008
"0311112008
"REVIEW
EMAIL
FROM
DALLAS
BURKHALTER,
ASSISTANT
ATTOR1\TEY
TTOR1\TEY
GENERAL,
BURKHAL
TER,
ASSIST
ANT
A
EXPRESSING CONCERNS REGARDING THE EXECUTIVE
ORDER AND SUBSEQUENT LIABILITY FOR LAWSUIT";
March 21,2011, Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly;
March 21, 2011 Second Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly;
March 21, 2011, Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees;
March 21,2011 Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Memorandum of Costs
and Attorney Fees;
April 1, 2011, Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees;
April 1, 2011, Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow Costs and
Attorney Fees;
DisallO\v
April 1, 2011, Affidavit of Patrick D. Furey in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallmv
Costs and Attorney Fees;
Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Costs and
Attorney Fees (will be filed after April 14,2011 and before May 26, 2011);
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5
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Order on Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees (will be filed after May
26,2011).
B.

January 27, 2009, Defendants' Motion to Dismiss;
January 27, 2009, Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss;
January 27, 2009, Notice of Hearing (03/19/2009 4:00p.m.) Defendants' Motion to
Dismiss;
March 5, 2009, Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss:
March 13, 2009, Defendants' Reply Memorandum on Motion to Dismiss;
April 29, 2009, Order Re: Motion to Dismiss;
C.
October 14, 2010 Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment;
October 14, 2010 Affidavit of Counsel [Michael E. Kelly] in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment;
October 14, 2010 Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment;
October 27,2010, Affidavit [of Patrick D. Furey] Attaching Record in Opposition to
Summary Judgment;
October 28, 2010, Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Summary Judgment;
November 12, 2010, Affidavit of Counsel [Michael E. Kelly] in Support of Defendants'

Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment;
November 12,2010, Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment;
November 26,2010, Plaintiffs' Second Brief in Opposition to Summary Judgment;
November 26, 2010, Affidavit of Record (Second) [of Patrick D. Furey] in Opposition to
Summary Judgment;
December 3,2010, Defendants' Reply to Second Brief in Opposition to Summary
Judgment Motion;
December 3,2010, Affidavit of Counsel [Michael E. Kelly] Submitted in Support of
Defendants' Reply to Plaintiffs' Second Brief in Opposition to Defendants' Motion
for Summary Judgment;

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 6
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D.

March 4,2011, Defendants-Counterplaintiffs' Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to I.R.C.P.
41(a)(2);
March 4, 2011, Affidavit of Counsel [Michael E. Kelly] Submitted in Support of Counter
Plaintiffs' Motion to Dismiss [Counterclaim].
6.
Certification of Payment of Reporters' and Clerk's Fees and Service on
Respondents, the Idaho Attorney General and Court Reporters.

I, Patrick D. Furey, attorney for appellants, do hereby certify:
A.

d ), I.A.R.,
LA.R., I served a
On this 15th day of April, 2011, and pursuant to Rule 24(
24(d

copy of this Notice of Appeal by mail on Sue Wolf, C.S.R., the Court Reporter who reported the
November 12, 2009, hearing, and on Kim Madsen, C.S.R., the Court Reporter who reported the
March 19, 2009, December 16,2010, and January 6, 2011, hearings at the resident chambers of
their respective judges as follows:
Ms. Kim Madsen, C.S.R., Court Reporter
c/o Resident Chambers ofHon. Cherie C. Copsey
200 W. Fort Street
Boise,ID 83702-7300
Ms. Sue Wolf, C.S.R., Court Reporter
c/o Resident Chambers ofHon. Thomas F. Neville
200 W. Fort Street
Boise, ID 83702-7300.
B.

On the 14th day of April, 2011, Sue Wolf, C.S.R., advised me her estimated fees

for preparation of the transcript of the proceedings had before Hon. Cherie C. Copsey in this case
on November 12, 2009, were $57.75, which estimate she confirmed in the attached writing to
me, which I file with the clerk herewith. On the 13th day of April, 2011, Kim Madsen, C.S.R..
advised me her estimated fees for preparation of transcripts of the proceedings had before Hon.
2011. were
Cherie C. Copsey in this case on March 19,2009, December 16,2010, and January 6, 2011,
$195.00 On this 15th day of April, 2011, I have delivered to the clerk of the district court.
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transcripts department, Ada County Courthouse, Fourth Floor, the estimated fees for preparation
of the designated partial reporter's transcript as required by Rule 24, I.A.R.,
LA.R., copies attached:
For Sue Wolf:

$57.75

F or Kim Madsen:
For

$195.00

Total:

$252.75

C.

The Clerk has not estimated his fees for preparation of the clerk's record.

Accordingly, pursuant to Rule 27, LA.R.,
I.A.R., as amended by the June 24, 2010, Supreme Court
Order C.O. 0011, such fees shall be deemed to be the sum of $100.00 until the actual fee has
been computed. On this 15th day of April, 2011, I have paid the Clerk the sum of $100.00 for
such deemed estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record.
D.

Pursuant to Rule 23, LA.R., the appellate filing fee of $86.00 has been paid to the

Clerk of the District Court for transmittal to the Clerk of the Supreme Court.
E.

Service hereof has been made upon all other parties required to be served

pursuant to Rule 20, LA.R., and also upon the Attorney General of the State of Idaho in

accordance with Rule 17(1)(5), LA.R., and

Code § 67-1401(1).

~

~

,
Patrick D. Furey,

0

torney or appellants-

Dated this 15th day of April, 201
~
201~.

a

~

~.Furey
~
~-~
<:J
atnck D. Furey
Attorney for appellants Rex Rammell and
Lynda Rammell
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OF SERVICE
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I hereby certify that on the
day of April, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing on the following by the means indicated:
Michael E. Kelly
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street - Ste. 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise,ID 83701
Facsimile:
(208) 342-4344
Email: mek@idahodefense.com
o Facsimile to (208) 342-4344

~U. S. Mail

o Hand delivery

Lawrence G. Wasden
Attorney General, State of Idaho
700 W. Jefferson Street
P.O. Box 8370
Boise
Idaho 83720-0010
Facsimile:
(208) 854-8071
o Facsimile to (208) 854-8071

'iU.
¥U. S. Mail

o Hand delivery

Ms. Kim Madsen, C.S.R., Court Reporter
c/o Resident Chambers ofHon. Cherie C. Copsey
200 W. Fort Street
Boise, ID 83702-7300

Facsimile:
(208) 287-7529
o Facsimile to (208) 287-7529

¥

U. S. Mail

deli very
o Hand delivery

Ms. Sue Wolf, C.S.R., Court Reporter
c/o Resident Chambers ofHon. Thomas F. Neville
200 W. Fort Street
Boise, ID 83702-7300
Facsimile:
(208) 287-7529
o Facsimile to (208) 287-7529
~ U. ~~
__
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Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Sue Wolf' <swolf@adaweb.net>
<pfurey@cableone.net>
Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:43 AM
CVOC-08-20694 Rammell vs. State of Idaho

Hi Pat,
Per our discussion, the cost for the transcript from the hearing of 11-12-09 before Judge Copsey, based on your
estimate of 15 minutes of hearing time, would be $57.75. Please make the check payable to Sue Wolf, and bring
it to the courthouse, 4th floor, transcripts department, and they will place it in my box.
Thanks,
Sue Wolf
Official Court Reporter
Hon. Thomas F. Neville
(208) 287-7690

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 10.0.1209/ Virus Database: 1500/3573 - Release Date: 04/14/11
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Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351
John J. Browder, ISB #7531
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100
Post Office Box 856
Boise,
Boise. Idaho 83701
8370 I
Telephone: (208) 342-4300
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344
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I OlDef Memo in Opp to Pltfs Mot to Disallow Costs & Atty
Alty Fees.wpd
2800.0 IOlDef

Attorneys for Defendants The State of Idaho,
James E. Risch, and Steven Huffaker
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV OC 08-20694

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
PLAINTI[FFS'
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTJ[FFS'
MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES

THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS AND
FEES-I
ATTORNEY FEES-l

1
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I.

RESPONSE

In support of Plaintiffs' Motion in Opposition to the Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and
Fees, Plaintiffs' counsel sets forth several arguments. He advances theories of conspiracy by the
Court and by the State and its counsel against his clients; he makes accusations that the State and its
attorney engaged in unethical and dastardly deeds in defending this lawsuit; he insinuates that the
Court dismissed, ignored, and ridiculed arguments made on behalf of the Plaintiffs on the dispositive
motions; and he continues to argue that Idaho Code Section 25-3705(A)(3) does not immunize the
State or the individual Defendants, James Risch or Steve Huffaker for the shooting and capturing
of his clients' domestic elk subsequent to their escape from Plaintiffs' ranch.
Rather than address issues pertinent as to why the Defendants should not be awarded costs
and attorney fees based on Idaho Code Section 12-117 in this matter, counsel utilizes the Motion in
Opposition to Disallow Costs and Fees to soapbox why he was not given a fair opportunity by the
Court to present his clients' case and to promote his belief defense counsel stole witnesses away in
the dark of the night. No where in his briefing does counsel address the fact that the Court permitted
his clients leave to amend their Complaint to present viable causes of action against the Defendants.
including allowing the opportunity to bring Defendants Risch and Huffaker back into this lawsuit
after they had been dismissed. Nowhere does Plaintiffs' counsel address the fact that his clients
failed to meet their burden to pursue their claims against the Defendants, particularly in regard to
their claims of retaliatory acts, with a reasonable basis in fact or law.
While counsel's arguments mayor may not be relevant to Plaintiffs' pending appeal in this
matter, the motion carries no weight as to Defendants' claim for costs and fees. Defendants are
clearly the prevailing parties in this matter and as such, should be awarded their requested costs and
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS AND
ATTORNEY FEES-2
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Defendant
attorneys' fees. The Defendants prevailed on their summary judgment motion in full and Defendanl
State of Idaho voluntarily dismissed its Counterclaim, which the Plaintiff/ Counterdefendant did nol
not
oppose. Based on the foregoing, the Defendants are clearly the prevailing parties as to all

aspect~.

of this lawsuit.
As set forth in Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Memorandum of Costs and Fees.
Idaho Code § 12-117 provides that attorneys' fees and expenses shall be awarded in civil judicial
proceedings involving a State agency, "if [it] finds that the non-prevailing party acted without a
reasonable basis in fact or law."!
The Plaintiff clearly pursued this matter without a reasonable basis in fact and law when they
amended their Complaint against the State, former Governor Risch and former IDFG Director Steve
Huffaker. Despite the Court's counsel and warnings that in moving forward with the amendments
they had to have a reasonable admissible level of evidence against the Defendants and had to verify
their Complaint that they did, Plaintiffs nevertheless prosecuted their claims with no more than
baseless allegations.
Rather than argue how his clients complied with the minimum factual or legal requirements,
Plaintiffs' counsel continues to deflect attention away from the issue at hand and argues how Idaho
Code § 3705(A) was misapplied and trampled on by the Court. Perhaps this was done knowing the
baseless nature of Plaintiffs' claims
Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Cost and Fees is likewise silent as to how fees and costs
should not be awarded pursuant to LR.C.P. 11 (a)(l)
(a)(1) for their failure to appropriately verify the First
Amended Complaint as instructed by the Court. While the execution ofthe Verification of the First

!I Even if a party prevails on only a portion of a claim if the non-prevailing party fails to act
without a reasonable basis in fact or law, I.c. § 12-117(2) provides relief.
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS AND
ATTORNEY FEES-3
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Amended Complaint by Plaintiff Lynda Rammell met the procedural requirement of the Court, it was
a blind attempt to circumvent the spirit of the Court's instructions and to do an end run around the
statutory requirement that the claims have some reasonable basis in fact or law. Additionally,

a~,

reflected in the deposition of Plaintiff Rex Rammell, despite his verification of the First Amended
Complaint, no viable claims existed against the Defendants.

II.
CONCLUSION
Based on the fact that Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorneys Fees and the
supporting arguments fail to address issues pertinent to Defendants' request for costs and attorney
fees and based upon the Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees and supporting
documents, Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees should be denied and
Defendants' request for costs and fees should be granted in its entirety.
DATED this \~day of May, 2011.
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC

If//;
I(//;

~~r__
~~~~/_______________________
___
.
_

__
'l-By: _.....I...-....:...-f_t-t{--t
Michael E. K ly, Of the Firm
fo Defendants
Attorneys fa
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of May, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method indicated
below, addressed as follows:
Patrick D. Furey
BrookholJow Dr.
301 E. Brookhollow
Boise, ID 83706
Telephone: (208) 368-0855
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855
pfurey@cableone.net
Plaint~ffs
Attorneys for Plaint~ffs

o u.s. Mail
o Hand-Delivered
o Overnight mail

~ Facsimile
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

NO••,_ _--=:-:=-._~~
--=:-:=-._~~
NO••,_

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF AQ&_,_ _ _F1--,~~.

JUN 03 2011

RAMMEL~ and LYNDA
REX RAMMEL~
RAMMELL, husband and wife,

CHF:ISTOPHER D. RICH, CI
By LUCILI,,::.
LUClll,,::. UNJSEREAU
tlNJSEREAU
DEP'jTY

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2008-20694
CV ·OC·2008·20694

vs.
THE STATE OF IDAHO; JAMES E.
RISCH; STEVEN HUFFAKER; AND
DOES I-X,

ORDER GRANTING COSTS AND
FEES IN PART

Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Counterplaintiff,
vs.
REX RAMMELL and LYNDA
RAMMELL, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

Pursuant to I.C. § 12-117 and I.R.C.P.
LR.C.P. 11, the State Defendants moved the Court for costs
and fees as the prevailing parties on March 21, 2011, and filed a Memorandum of Costs
requesting $89,312.25 in legal fees and costs as a matter of right in the amount of $1,559.26. The
Rammells opposed.
The Court heard argument on May 26, 2011, and took the matter under advisement on
May 27,2011.
Based on the following, the Court hereby grants the State costs and attorney's fees. The
Court awards the State attorney's fees in the amount of $49,202.50, and costs as a matter of right
in the amount of $1,559.26.
ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES IN PART
CASE NO. CV-OC-2008-20694
CV -OC-2008-20694

!d:a
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BACKGROUND
On February 25, 2008, Rex and Lynda Rammell filed this lawsuit in the Seventh Judicial
District of Idaho against the State of Idaho, Governor James Risch, and Director Steven Huffaker
of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game (collectively refen"ed
refen'ed to herein as "the Slate"). In the
Complaint, the Rammells alleged eight separate counts for relief including: one count for
deprivation of property without due process of law in violation of the United States and Idaho
Constitutions; one count for the "taking" of the Rammells' property without due process of law
in violation of the United States and Idaho Constitutions; four counts for civil rights violations as
permitted by 42 U.s.c.
U.s.C. § 1983; and two tort claims under the Idaho Tort Claims Act for
destruction of property and interference with contractual and business relationships.
Governor Risch, individually, moved to change venue and on September 30, 2008, the
district court entered an order for change of venue to this COUlt. On October 14, 2008, the
Supreme Court issued an order transferring venue to this Court based on the district COUlt's
COUlt'S
order. Thereafter, on January 27, 2009, the State moved this Court to dismiss the Rammells'
claims pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim upon which
relief can be granted. Specifically, the State contended that the four counts under 42 U.s.c. §
1983 were baITed by the doctrine of qualified immunity, the two tort claims were barred by § 6
6904(1) and (3) of the Idaho Tort Claims Act, and the Rammells' two remaining constitutional
claims were barred by the statutory immunity provided by Idaho Code § 25-3705(A)(3). The
State also claimed that the statutory immunity of § 25-3705(A)(3) provided an additional basis
for the dismissal of the RammelJs'
Rammells' two tort claims and civil rights claims under § 1983.
The Court heard argument on March 19, 2009, and on April 28, 2009, the Court denied
the State's Motion to Dismiss Counts I and II and granted its Motion to Dismiss Counts III-VIII.
The Court dismissed all counts against the individual Defendants, Gov. Risch and Director
Huffaker on May 21,2009.
The Rammells filed a motion to file an Amended Complaint on October 30, 2009, that
admittedlyl was designed to avoid the Court's earlier order dismissing the majority of the claims.
The Rammells now alleged retaliatory and bad motives to the actions taken by Risch and
Huffaker. At the same time, both of the Rammells' attorneys moved to withdraw. The State

I

See Rex Rammell's Affidavit filed in support of the Motion.

ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES IN PART
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'-'
opposed the Motion for Leave to Amend on the grounds that the five proposed civil rights causes
of action were of the same nature as the civil rights claims stated in the Rammells' original
complaint, and likewise should be subject to the qualified immunity exception.
The Court held a hearing on November 12, 2009, at which the Court clearly expressed its
concems that the Amended Complaint was not based on fact or law. Based on those concerns,
the Court ordered the Rammells and their counsel to sign and verify the Amended Complaint
under I.R.C.P. 11 and sternly wamed them that if there was no evidence to support these claims
of bad motive and retaliation as alleged in the Amended Complaint, the Court would impose
costs and fees under Rule 11. The Court indicated that it would not allow the Rammel/s'
Rammells' counsel
to withdraw until they had verified the Amended Complaint under Rule 11 and had in fact
investigated the new underlying factual allegations.
The Rammells and their counsel did verify and sign the Amended Complaint under Rule
11.
The Amended Complaint contained seven counts and entirely eliminated any expressly
stated tort claims. The Rammells modified the two constitutional claims from the original
complaint and re-characterized their § 1983 claims into five separate counts. The two
constitutional claims, Counts I and II, alleged the taking of property without due process and
re-characterizecl § 1983 claims included: (1) violation of
denial of equal protection. The five re-characterized
substantive due process, (2) the taking of property without due process, (3) an equal protection
claim, (4) intentional infliction of emotional distress, and (5) negligent infliction of emotional
distress. The Rammells alleged that the State Defendants did not follow existing law and policy
in the actions that were taken to eliminate the threat posed by the escaped domestic elk. They
further alleged that the State Defendants' actions were taken to retaliate against the Rammells
based on their past political opposition to the State's policies on domestic elk ranching.
The State conducted discovery. On October 14, 2010, the State filed a Motion for
Summary Judgment on all counts of the Amended Complaint. The Rammells opposed. The
Court heard argument on December 16, 2010, and after hearing argument, orally granted
summary judgment to the State.
The Court found that after extensive discovery, the Rammells failed to produce any
evidence that Defendants Risch and Huffaker harbored any personal ill will, animosity, or

ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES IN PART
CV-OC·2008·20694
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retaliatory intent against them, despite making those verified allegations
alJegations in the Amended
Complaint. In fact, both admitted they had never even met them until well after the actions at
issue in the complaint.
The Court also found that the Amended Complaint failed to state viable civil rights
claims under 42 U.S.c. § 1983, based on emotional distress as claimed in Counts VI and VII and
failed to produce any evidence of any emotional distress claim attributable to the alleged
deprivation of due process. Thus the Court found there was no legal or factual basis for the
claims. The Court ruled that the Amended Complaint failed to even state a prima facie claim for
either negligent or intentional infliction of emotional distress based on the evidence and failed to
state claims that met the requirements of an action brought under 42 U.S.c. § 1983.
The Rammells also alleged in their Amended Complaint that they lost contracts for hunts
as a result of the actions in August 2006. However, notwithstanding their allegations, Dr.
recall that any contracts for hunts were cancelled in 2006. (Rex Rammell
Rammell could not recalJ
Depo., p. 103, Ins. 15-17). Dr. Rammell also testified that prior to the events in question he had
made a decision to the sell the property, in part, because he had to haul all of the water needed by
the elk to that property. (Rex Rammell Depo., p. 37, lns.
Ins. 1-24). Moreover, Dr. Rammell testified
that the hole in the fence that allowed the elk to escape was too small for the trophy elk with
large antlers to pass through, so that those animals which were scheduled to be hunted by his
clients never escaped. (Rex Rammell Depo., p. 71, Ins. 1-6; pg. 73, Ins. 9-22). In other words
there was no factual basis for the allegations in the Amended Complaint.
The Court likewise ruled that because the statutory authority granting the Slate the right
to kill the elk was constitutional, there was no takings claim. The Court further ruled there was
no legal basis for their renewed claims because the Supreme Court had ruled that so long as an
official's conduct does not otherwise violate clearly established constitutional rights of which a
2

reasonable person would have known, his subjective motivations are irrelevant. 2 BUit even if the
subjective prong of the qualified immunity test still applied in determining if qualified immunity
existed, the Rammells failed to produce any evidence that Defendants Risch and Huffaker
harbored any personal ill will, animosity, or retaliatory intent against them at the time the events
transpired upon which the Rammells base their claims in this action.
2

In Crawford-EI v. Brittol!,
Britton, stating, "The immunity standard in Harlow itself el iminated all motive-based claims in

ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES IN PART
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Even though they alleged it in their Amended Complaint, neither Lynda nor Rex
Rammell had any evidence of any actual animosity, malice, or retaliatory purpose of the
Defendants other than a vague dislike of commercial elk ranching in general. They produced no
evidence of the Rammells' alleged and imagined conspiracy against commercial elk ranchers. In
fact, Lynda Rammell testified at her August 31, 2010, deposition that she had only met former
Governor Risch twice, and that she had never met Steve Huffaker and testified that she had no
basis to believe that either man harbored any personal ill will to the Rammells. (See Affidavit of
Counsel in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, Ex. B, Lynda Rammell
Depo., p. 53, In. 15 to p. 55, I. 17). Likewise, Rex Rammell testified at his August 31, 2010,
deposition that he had very few prior interactions with either Risch or Huffaker. (Id., Ex. A, Rex
Rammell Depo., p. 135, I. 14 to p. 139, I. 18).
In other words, the Court found that the Rammells had absolutely no legal support or
evidence to SUPPOI1
support their Amended Complaint.

ANALYSIS
In Idaho, parties pay their own attorney's fees unless a statute or contract provides
otherwise. Rohr v. Rohr, 128 Idaho 137, 911 P.2d 133 (1996); Owner-Operator Independent
'/1, 125
J 25 Idaho 401, 87
871I P.2d 818 (1994); Matter of Estate (?/
(?!
Drivers v. Idaho Public Utilities Com 'n,

Keeven, 126 Idaho 290, 882 P.2d 457 (Ct. App. 1994) (also called the "American Rule"). The
pal1y
paI1y who claims attorney fees must present the Court either a statute or contract between the
parties permitting such an award; if the party does not point the Court to a statute or contract,
(Ct. App. 1994).
attorney fees may be denied. Foumier v. Foumier, 125 Idaho 789, 74 P.2d 600 (Cl.
In this case, the State requests an award under either I.C. § 12-117 or Rule 11.
Unlike other attorney fee statutes, I.C. § 12-117 requires the Court to award attorney fees
to the prevailing party if the other pal1y
party acted without a reasonable basis in law or fact. It is a
slightly different standard and applies to actions between a person and certain government
entities. Pursuant to Idaho law, it is appropriate for a Court to enter an award of attorney fees
where there is a statutory basis or contractual basis for the same. See I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1.I.
54(e)(l.I.

which the official's conduct did not violate clearly established law." 523 U.S. 574,592 (1997).
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A.

The Court finds that the Rammells pursued this litigation without a
reasonable basis in law or fact.

Idaho Code § 12-117 authorizes the imposition of reasonable attorney fees where a party
pursues or defends, in whole or in part, without a reasonable basis in law or fact. Idaho Code §
12-117 provides, in relevant part, as follows:
Attorney's fees, witness fees and expenses awarded in certain instances.
(1) Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any administrative proceeding
or civil judicial proceeding involving as adverse parties a state agency or pohtical
subdivision and a person, the state agency or political subdivision or the court, as
the case may be, shall award the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees,
witness fees and other reasonable expenses, if it finds that the nonprevailing party
acted without a reasonable basis ill
in fact or law.
(2) If a party to an administrative proceeding or to a civil judicial
proceedi ng prevai I s on a portion of the case, and the state agency or poli tical
subdivision or the court, as the case may be. finds that the nonprevailing party
acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law with respect to that portion of the
case, it shall award the partially prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees,
witness fees and other reasonable expenses with re5pect to that portion of the case
on which it prevailed.
(Emphasis added.)
The provision is mandatory. The Supreme Court noted in Rincover that

I.e.

§ 12- LL
LL7 is

not a discretionary statute and, as such, where the state agency did not act with a reasonable basis
in fact or law, the court shall award attorney fees to the prevailing pmty. Rincover v. State, Dept.

Of Finance, Securities Bureau, 132 Idaho 547, 976 P.2d 473, 475 (1999) (citing Idaho Dept. of
Law

ET~rorcement
ET~rorcement

v. Kluss, 125 Idaho 682, 873 P.2d 1336, 1338 (1994)); see also, Bums

Holdings, LLC v. Madison County Bd.

(~l

Commissioners, 147 Idaho 660, 214 P.3d 646, 650

(2009); Ada County Highway Dist. v. TOlal
Investmellfs, LLC.
LLC, 145 Idaho 360, 372, 179
Total Success Investmellts,
P.3d 323, 335 (2008). When the legislature enacted this code section in 1984, it only provided for
awards against state entities. In 2000, the legislature amended it to allow government entities to
be awarded attorney fees when they were prevailing parties and the other party acted without a
reasonable basis in law or fact. Based on the record, the Court finds that the Rarnmells both
brought these claims and pursued them without a reasonable basis in law or fact.
In the Court's Order regarding Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, dated April 29, 2009, the
Rammells were clearly and unequivocally advised that no reasonable basis in fact or law existed
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with respect to their claims against the State or the individual defendants. In fact, even as to the
"taking" claims against the State, the Court put them on notice that under the public necessity
doctrine, it was unlikely that would survive. Then when the Rammells moved to amend their
complaint and again pursue claims against the State and against Risch and Huffaker, the Court
clearly cautioned them that they needed to have a factual basis or sound legal argument or they
would face the imposition of attorney fees.
In particular, once the Court had ruled on the motion to dismiss, the Amended Complaint
COlirt
was clearly filed without any basis in law or fact. Moreover, while not necessary, the Court
specifically warned the Rammells that if they did not have any evidence or legal basi s to support
their Amended Complaint with all of its allegations, the Court would impose costs and fees.
After reviewing the deposition material it is clear that despite the warning, the Rammells
continued to pursue those claims even though they knew they had no facts to support their claims
or legally viable claims. Based on I.c. § 12-117(2), it is not necessary to find that their causes of
action utterly failed.

B.

ll(a)(1).
In the alternative, the Rammells violated I.R.C.P. ll(a)(l).

I.R.C.P. II(a)(1) states, in relevant part, as follows:
sanctions ....
Rule II(a)(1). Signing of pleadings, motions, and other papers; sanctions....
The signature of an attorney or party constitutes a certificate that the
attorney or party has read the pleading, motion or other paper; that to the best of
the signer's knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable inquiry it is well
grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for the
extension, modification, or reversal of existing law, and that it is not interposed
for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or
needless increase in the cost of litigation .... If a pleading, motion or other paper
is signed in violation of this rule, the court, upon motion or upon its own
initiative, shall impose upon the person who signed it, a represented partv,
part", or
both, an appropriate sanction, which may include an order to pay to the other party
or parties the amount of the reasonable expenses incurred because of the filin.&...Qf
the pleading, motion, or other paper, including a reasonable attorney's fee.
I.R.C.P. 11 (emphasis added).
Rule 11 gives the courts discretion to tailor the sanctions to the violation. "The intent of
the Rule is to grant courts the power to impose sanctions for discrete pleading abuses or other
types of litigative misconduct." Campbell v. Kildew and Daltoso, 141 Idaho 640, 115 P.3d 731
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(2005). Thereafter, the court's discretion includes that power to impose sanctions on the client
alone, solely on the counsel, or on both. See I.R.C.P. 11 (a).
In this case, the Court clearly expressed its concern and required the Rammells to sign
and verify their First Amended Complaint in alleging misconduct on the part of the defendants.
As discussed above, when both Rammells signed their First Amended Complaint, they in fact did
not have a factual basis for their allegations. In fact, Lynda Rammell testified that when she
signed the Verification of the First Amended Complaint, she neither read the Verification nor the
allegations of the Amended Complaint. See Second Affidavit of Michael E. Kelly in SuppOJ1 of
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, Ex. A pp. 36 l.I. 12- p. 37 1.15.
Therefore, the Rammells violation of I.R.C.P. II(a)(l)
II(a)(1) is an alternative basis for the
award of attorney fees in this matter to the State.

C.

The Court finds that the State Defendants are the prevailing parti,es.
parti1es.

In determining whether there is a prevailing party, the Court first looks to the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure. Rule 54(e)(1)
54(d)(1)(B) which provides in paI1:
pLtJ1:
54(e)(l) incorporates Rule 54(d)(l)(B)
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to
costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or
result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective paJ1ies,
pa11ies,
whether there were multiple claims, multiple issues, counterclaims, third party
claims, cross-claims, or other multiple or cross issues between the parties, and the
extent to which each party prevailed upon each of such issue or claims.

See also Jeny J. Joseph

c.L. U.

Ins. Associates v. Vaught, 117 Idaho 555, 789 P.2d 1146 (Ct.

App. 1990). Based on the record, the Court finds, in an exercise of its discretion, that the State
Defendants are the prevailing parties.
The Rammells prevailed on absolutely no issue.! While the COUJ1 did not dismiss the
entire Complaint, it was not because the Rammells' alleged a legal cause of action. It was
because the State did not argue that the takings claims were not viable because the statute was
constitutional.

D.

The State is entitled to its costs as of right.

The State's Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees sets forth the litigation costs as a
matter of right claimed by the State. The amount set forth as costs as a matter of right total
I The Court dismissed the State's Counterclaim at its request. Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants did not oppose the State's
Motion.
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$1,559.26. The costs as a matter of right are straight forward, are clearly within the scope of
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C) and therefore, the Court grants the State $1,559.26.

E.

The Court hereby awards reasonable attorney fees from October 30, 2009, in
the amount of $49,202.50.

The determination of a reasonable attorney fee rests within the sound discretion of the
trial judge and is guided by I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). Davidson v. Reeo
Beeo Corp., 112 Idaho 560, 570, 733
P.2d 781, 791 (Ct.App. 1986); Craft Wall o.f
of Idaho, Inc. v. Stonebraker, 108 Idaho 704, 70 I P.2d
324 (Ct. App. 1985). I.R.C.P. 54 (e)(3) provides in relevant part as follows:
Rule 54(e)(3) Amount of Attorney Fees. In the event the court grants attorney
fees to a paI1y or parties in a civil action it shall consider the following factors in
determining the amount of such fees:
(A) The time and labor required.
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions.
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience
and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law.
(D) The prevailing charges for like work.
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case.
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained.
(H) The undesirability of the case.
(1) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client.
(1) Awards in similar cases.

(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal
Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's
case.
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case.
Applying the factors found in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), the Court finds that the State's request of
$49,202.50 incuned after the Rammells moved to file an Amended Complaint is reasonable.
The time and labor required to prosecute this case is appropriate. The hourly fees charged
are reasonable considering the experience of each attorney and the amount of time expended is
reasonable. Given the complexity of the case and the quality of the memoranda, the legal issues,
argument and the detailed time sheet summaries presented to the Court, the Court finds this time
and labor is reasonable. Especially given the sheer number of documents that went back and forth
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ilnd
and the fact that the State had to engage in extensive discovery once the amendment was filed.
Therefore, the Court finds in an exercise of its discretion the amount of time reasonable.
Based on the above, the Court grants the State's Motion for Attorney Fees. The Court
awards the State $49,202.50.

CONCLUSION
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the State's Motion for Costs and
Attorney Fees is hereby GRANTED and State is awarded attorney's fees in the amount of
$49,202.50, ilnd
and costs as a matter of right in the amount of $1,559.26.
rd

Dated this 3 day of June, 2011.

Cher~e~

District Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
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